Last compiled May 12, 2022 at 1:46pm

CS381, Spring 2022
Lectures: 10:30 to 11:45 AM, on Tuesdays and Thursdays, in room 1066 of
Honors College and Residences North.
Recitations: 6:00 to 6:50 PM, on either Tuesday or Thursday in WALC (see
your registration for your exact schedule).12
Staff:
Kent Quanrud
Md. Hassan Ameri
Xiaoni Duan
Nitish Kumar Kumar
Mohit Mayank
Yu Shi
Aniket Kumar Gupta
Andrew Hou
Richard Li
Isha Prabesh
Pranjal Punekar

Email (at purdue.edu)
krq
mameriek
duan79
kumar410
mayank
shi442
gupta532
hou116
li3426
iprabesh
ppunekar

Office hours
Tue. 1–2PM at LWSN 1211
Mon. 10–11AM at HAAS G50
Thur. 4:30–5:30PM at HAAS 175
Fri. 12:30–1:30PM at HAAS G50
Wed. 2–3PM at HAAS G50
Thur. 1–2PM at LSWN 1190

Please see the course syllabus (page 532) for additional information.

1Mohit will hold an additional recitation on Zoom at the address below, at 6:00PM on Thursdays.
This is primarily for those who cannot make it in person.
https://purdue-edu.zoom.us/j/96450499801?pwd=WWNOSlJhcVp1dWMyZVFJdld4YXZJZz09
2Recitation problems can be found in appendix F.
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Class schedule3
1. January 11. Searching and sorting, including binary search, merge sort, and
lower bounds for sorting (chapter 1).
2. January 13. Boolean satisfiability, CNF satisfiability, and reduction from
Boolean to CNF SAT (chapter 2). Homework 1 assigned (due January 24)4.
3. January 18. Subset sum (chapter 3).
4. January 20. Dynamic programming on sequences (chapter 4). Homework 2
assigned (due January 31).
5. January 25. Independent set, coloring, and other optimization problems on
graphs and special cases of graphs (chapter 5).
6. January 27. Depth-first search and strongly connected components (chapter 6). Homework 3 assigned (due February 7).
7. February 1. Hamiltonian path on graphs and on DAG’s (chapter 7).
8. February 3. Breadth-first search and single-source shortest paths (chapter 8).5
Homework 4 assigned (due February 14).
9. February 8. Negative edge weights and all-pairs shortest paths (chapter 9).
10. February 10. Circuit satisfiability, NP-Completeness, and big-picture summary (chapter 10). (No homework assigned.)
(★) February 16, 8–10PM: Midterm 1. (See appendix G for practice problems.)
11. February 22. Divide-and-conquer: integer multiplication and selection (chapter 11).
12. February 24. Divide-and-conquer: minimum distance in R2 and the discrete
Fourier transform (chapter 11). Homework 5 assigned (due March 7).
13. March 1. Spanning trees and Steiner trees (chapter 13).
14. March 3. Disjoint paths and min-cut. (chapter 14). Homework 6 assigned
(due March 21).
3All future dates should be regarded as tentative. The schedule is typically updated after the
lecture to reflect what was covered.
4In general, homework is assigned at the end of the week and due on the second Monday after
that. (Some adjustments are made around midterms.)
5On Zoom:
https://purdue-edu.zoom.us/j/99736647778?pwd=dTBOMHp6VWphUHdVa2ZMV2l6bEhxUT09.

3
15. March 8. Network flow (chapter 15).
16. March 10. Applications of disjoint paths and network flow (chapter 16).
Homework 7 assigned. Friday is the drop deadline.
(★) Spring Break
17. March 22. Trees, flows, and cuts (chapter 17).
18. March 24. Matchings (chapter 18). (No homework assigned.)
(★) March 30, 8–10PM: Midterm 2. (See appendix H for practice problems.)
19. April 5. Lazy data structures and amortized analysis (chapter 19).
20. April 7. The push-relabel algorithm for flow (as another example of amortized analysis, chapter 20). Homework 8 assigned.
21. April 12. Randomized searching and sorting, including quick-sort, quickselect, and randomized search trees (chapter 21).
22. April 14. Hashing and heavy hitters (chapter 22). Homework 9 assigned.
23. April 19. Hash tables (chapter 23).
24. April 21. Fun with trees: splay trees, Euler trees, and dynamic connectivity
(chapter 24). (No homework assigned.)
25. April 26. Review. (See appendix I for notes.)
26. April 28. Review. Last day of class. (See appendix I for notes.) (No
homework assigned.)
(★) Tuesday, May 3, 8–10AM, in LILY 1105: Final. (See appendix I for practice
problems.)
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Chapter 1

Searching and sorting
1.1

You already know a lot about theoretical computer
science

I am not sure if the following story is true, but it makes a basic point. Bill is
an electrical engineer working in chip verification: that is, he looks for bugs in
computer chips. Nevermind the details. At some kind of team meeting at his
work, a co-worker proudly boasts that they can count the number of remaining
bugs on two hands – at most, 10. To which Bill replies:
“You mean, 1024?!”
He might have been off by 1, but the point is clear: your ten fingers make ten
binary digits, i.e., bits. We usually count starting from two closed fists – 0 – and
straightening one finger at a time until our hands are open and we’ve counted
to 10. But there are many more combinations of opened and closed fingers – 210
combinations, to be exact. You could probably train yourself to use your fingers
in binary and count to 1023.
This is a trick that we all know very well. It is implicit every time we use
decimal digits, instead of “caveman” style tallies. Below are two different ways to
express the number 23:
||||||||||||||||||||||| = 23.
Clearly the right-hand side (RHS) is a much more efficient representation
than the left-hand side (LHS)1. The RHS leverages the mathematical fact that
the number of strings of k characters from an alphabet of size 10 (namely,
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}) is 10k . Duh. But the k in the top-right corner of “10k ” is
1In fact, a previous version of this note mistakenly had 25 lines on the left, and nobody noticed.
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extremely important. It indicates an exponential growth in the number of possible
combinations, as a function of the number of digits. We see such an exponential
growth for any alphabet size (e.g., the set of bits {0, 1} has size 2) – except, of
course, for alphabets of size 1.
Over/under. Consider the following simple game we played in elementary
school called “over-under”. The teacher declares to the class that he or she has
secretly picked a number between 1 and 100. The game then proceeds in rounds.
Each round, a student from the class guesses a number between 1 and 100. The
teacher then replies that the guess is either equal, over, or under the secret
number. The game goes back and forth, with the students guessing a number
and the teacher giving the over/under, until the students guess the secret number.
The goal of the students is to guess the number in as few rounds as possible.
Of course one can use at most 100 guesses by looping through the numbers
from 1 to 100; eventually you will guess the number. This approach is slow and
boring. There is a better strategy that is pretty obvious, even to children. Guess
50. Not because 50 represents an average in the range, but because it is the
median. The teacher replies either “over” or “under”. In the first case, you have
restricted the range of possibilities to the numbers 1 through 49. In the second,
the remaining range is 51 through 100. In either case, you have reduced the
problem from 1 of 100 possibilities, to 1 of 50. Next round, you should guess 25
or 75, and so forth.
How many rounds are required? If you keep picking the median of the
remaining range, each round reduces the number of possibilities by half. Thus
the number of rounds is the number of “halvings” required to reduce the number
of possibilities from 100 to 1. There is a mathematical term for this and it is
called the logarithm base 2 of 100, denoted log2 (x). For a base b > 1, logb (x)
is the function defined by
b logb (x) = x .
That is, the number of times we multiply by b (starting from 1) to get x. For us,
we have
log2 (100) = 6.643856...
This implies that 6 rounds are enough.2 The real point is that by repeatedly
dividing the space in half, we only need log(n) guesses instead of n, to find a
2Why 6 instead of 7? Certainly 7 rounds are enough. But also we can see that 6 rounds are
enough to reduce to (strictly) less than 2 choices (because log2 (50) = log2 (100) − 1 < 6) - but the
only integer less than 2 is 1! So 6 actually suffices. We should mention that normally we don’t care
the difference of one more step when talking about computer algorithms – what’s one more step
for a computer?
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number. This is our first algorithm; it is called binary search. Note that this
algorithm isn’t “guessing” the secret number; it’s deducing it.
We have now introduced two mathematical functions that we have all implicitly
understood since early childhood: the exponential function, 2x , and the logarithm,
log2 (x). The former represents combinatorial explosion; the latter represents
the awesome efficiency of binary search. Algorithm design is basically about
appreciating and exploiting the difference between these two functions. As simple
as that may sound, it is a concept that we do not totally understand.
There is a world of difference between the exponential function and the
logarithm. In fact “a world” may be understating it. Consider the number of
atoms in the universe. This is called the Eddington number. The current estimate
on the Eddington number is about 1080 , which would be painful to write out in
full. Now, the logarithm base 2 of the Eddington number is


log2 1080 = 80 log2 (10) ≈ 265.75.
265.75 is a large number but not astronomical. (You can even count it on two
hands!) Now suppose we take the logarithm again. We have
log2 log2 (# atoms in the universe) ≈ log2 (265.75) ≈ 8.
8! Just 8! You could have finger-counted to eight the old-fashioned way.
So the logarithm rapidly takes astronomical numbers to very modest ones.
265.75 seems small given the scale of the universe. You could play the over/under
game for a secret number between 1 and the Eddington number, and in a medium
(if boring) amount of time, win! In many ways, binary search is an ideal algorithm.
We will encounter many problems that we wish were as easy as over/under.

1.2

Sorting

This brings us to the topic of sorting. Sorting is maybe the most useful thing a
computer can do.
 Once n items are put in sorted order, we can locate any one of
them in O log n time by binary search (i.e., the over-under game).

1.2.1

Human-sort

How do we (as humans) sort? Take for example the following 10 numbers, in
arbitrary order.
47, 7, 82, 31, 87, 63, 19, 94, 86, 43.
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Suppose we want to sort these numbers in increasing order. The most natural
way to go about this is to build out the sorted list from beginning to end, one at
a time. First, we need to find the first number. Scanning the above, we see that it
is 7. We write down 7, and mark it off in the input list to remind ourselves that
we’ve already placed 7 in the output list. Below we start our output list on the
left and keep track of the marks on the right.
7
47, 7A, 82, 31, 87, 63, 19, 94, 86, 43
The next step, naturally, is to find the second smallest number. We scan the input
list looking for the smallest number not yet crossed off: 19.
7, 19

47, 7A, 82, 31, 87, 63, Z
19,

Z 94, 86, 43

We continue in this fashion, identifying the third number, then the fourth, then
the fifth... Eventually, we will finish the list. The last few lines of our transcript
would be as follows.
..
.
7, 19, 31, 43, 47, 63, 82, 86, 87
Z
 7
 Z
 Z
 Z
 Z
 94, Z
 Z

47,
82,
31,
87,
63,
19,
86,
43

Z

Z
A, Z

Z

Z

Z

Z

Z

Z
7, 19, 31, 43, 47, 63, 82, 86, 87, 94

Z








47,
82,
31,
87,
63,
19,
94,
86,
43

Z 7

Z Z
A, Z

Z Z

Z Z

Z Z

Z Z

Z Z

Z Z

Z
So that’s how we naturally tend to sort. Let’s call this algorithm “human-sort”3.
It is intuitive and simple. But is it a good algorithm? This question hardly matters
for sorting ten numbers. But the point of computers is that they can be automated
on huge inputs. When analyzing the running time, we want to understand how
the algorithm scales with the input size. So we treat the input size as a variable.
Let n denote the number of numbers in the input. (Above, n = 10.) How long
does the algorithm take, as a function of n?
Our algorithm human-sort has n iterations, where in the i th iteration (out of
n), it identifies the i th largest number in increasing order. To identify this number,
it scans the entire list of n numbers, having to do a few elementary operations
for each (like checking for a mark, or comparing to the smallest number found
so far). So the running time is roughly

(n iterations) × scanning n items ≈ n 2 operations over all.
Is it exactly n 2 operations? The question is not well-posed, because we did not
formally define what an “operation” is. But we clearly understand that as we scan
hh

(
(

h(
h(
hh
3This algorithm is more commonly called (
insertion-sort
((
h selection-sort.
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the list, we need a constant amount of time to process each item. Maybe it is 1
operation, or maybe it is 10, or maybe it is 100. We won’t worry about the exact
count, in part because an exact accounting depends on the language and the
hardware (which is always improving), and because this level of detail does not
really inform high-level algorithm design. As far we are concerned, there is some
constant C > 0, independent of n, such that human-sort takes at most C n 2 steps /
units of time, at least for n sufficiently large. The point is not on C , but rather
on the polynomial n 2 . This emphasis is codified in a notation called
“big-O ”. For

a function f : N → N, we say that an algorithm takes O f (n) time if there are
constants C > 0 and N > 0 such that for all inputs of size n ≥ N , the algorithm
takes at most C f (n) “steps”. Again we won’t specify exactly what a step is. You
and I can both generally agree on what is and isn’t a single step; where there’s
disagreement,
it will only affect the constant C . So we can generally agree on a

O f (n) running time without worrying about what language we’re programming
in or what computer we’re running it on; more broadly, we can begin to develop

a general theory of algorithms. In big-O notation, human-sort takes O n 2 time.
The hidden constant C may depend on low-level details, but we all agree that
asymptotically the algorithm grows like n 2 . We call this a quadratic running time,
since n 2 is a quadratic function of n.

1.2.2

Checking a sort


Can we do better? That is, can we sort numbers faster than O n 2 time? “Better?”
is always the question in algorithm design. Let us remind ourselves that many of
us have used human-sort all our lives without questioning it. O n 2 is a natural
running time, since it is the time required to compare all pairs of numbers. So
when we are asking for a faster algorithm, we are really asking if it is possible to
sort all numbers without directly comparing every pair of numbers.
Let us ask a related question from a different direction: verification. Given a
list of n numbers, how long does it take to verify that it is sorted? (We pause to
let the reader consider this.)

A list of n numbers x 1 , . . . ,x n is sorted in increasing order if and only if
x i ≤ x i +1 for every index i = 1, . . . ,n − 1. To verify a list is sorted, we only need to
compare every consecutive pair of numbers, x i and x i +1 , and certify that x i ≤ x i +1 .
So the answer is linear time: O (n).

Now we have a gap. We can sort with human-sort in O n 2 time. We can
verify if numbers are sorted in O (n) time. Can we sort as fast we can verify a list
is sorted?
18
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As one more baby step before unveiling our next algorithm, consider the
following special case of sorting. Suppose our list of n numbers is almost sorted
in the following sense. Assume n is even (for simplicity), and suppose the first
half and second half of the list are both sorted amongst themselves. That is, out
of n numbers x 1 , . . . ,x n , we are promised that
x 1 < x 2 < · · · < x n/2 and that x n/2+1 < x n/2+2 < · · · < x n .
We are not promised that x i < x j when i ≤ n/2 < j . For example, for the list from
our discussion on human-sort (page 16), suppose the first and second halves
were sorted as
7, 31, 47, 82, 87 and 19, 43 63, 86, 94.
Given a “half”-sorted list in the above sense, how long does it take to produce a
fully sorted list? Again we pause and encourage the reader to solve this.

1.2.3

Merge-sort

The reader might have realized the following procedure to combine the two sorted
lists into a single sorted list. Let us build the output list one by one, starting
from the beginning. What is the smallest number in our two lists? We know
automatically that it is the first number in one of the two sublists, so we only have
to check these two numbers to identify it. This is in stark contrast to human-sort,
where we had to scan all of the items to find the first item. Next, we need the
second smallest number. Depending on whether the smallest number came from
the first or second list, the second smallest number overall will be either the first
number in one list or the second number in the other. To expedite this process,
we can keep track of how many numbers we have taken from the top of each
list. Then in each step we only need to check the two tops of the remaining
parts of the lists for the next smallest number. Continuing in this fashion, we
will eventually “zip up” the two sorted lists into a single, globally sorted list. We
needed a constant amount of time to produce each number in the output, so the
overall running time on n numbers is O (n).
The above process is commonly called merging, and gives rise to a sorting
algorithm called merge-sort. At a high-level, merge-sort is very simple: given a
list of unsorted numbers, divide the list into two halves. Sort the first half and
sort the second half separately to produce two sorted lists, each containing half
the numbers. Then merge them together to produce one sorted list. How do we
sort the two halves? By recursion: we call merge-sort on each of the two sublists.
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When designing a recursive algorithm such as merge-sort it is critical – both
for ease of implementation, and proving correctness – that we declare what the
algorithm does, as a sort of binding contract. We call this the recursive specification.
For example, for an array of n comparable elements A[1..n], we define
merge-sort(A[1..n]) = an array consisting of the elements of A
sorted in increasing order.
Here the input and the output (and properties thereof) are made explicitly clear.
Now, a specification such as the above of course clarifies our intent when
implementing. But also, by define such a commitment, it solidifies what we can
assume from merge-sort when making recursive calls to smaller inputs. Indeed,
the recursive specification will map directly to the inductive hypothesis when proving
correctness.
Pseudocode for merge-sort is given in fig. 1.1. The task is now to analyze
the algorithm. A full analysis of merge-sort should address two aspects.
1. Correctness: prove that merge-sort indeed returns a sorted list.
2. Running time: identify a function f (n), as small as possible, for which we
can show that merge-sort takes O f (n) time on an input of n numbers.

We first prove the correctness – that merge-sort indeed sorts its input correctly. We prove this by induction on the number of numbers in the input, n. In
the base case, n ≤ 1, the input is automatically sorted, and the algorithm simply
returns it. In the general case n > 1, we assume by induction on n that for all k < n,
merge-sort correctly sorts any input of size k . For n ≥ 2, the algorithm splits
the input into two lists of size ⌊n/2⌋ and ⌈n/2⌉ and recursively calls merge-sort
on these inputs. Note that ⌊n/2⌋ and ⌈n/2⌉ are both strictly less than n (because
n ≥ 2), so by induction, both of these recursive calls will correctly sort half of the
input. The algorithm then combines the two sorted sublists by merging. We have
already discussed the correctness of merging above. Thus merge-sort correctly
outputs the n numbers in sorted order.
Having proven the algorithm is correct, it remains to analyze the running
time. The first step is to model it, mathematically. Let T (n) denote the amount of
time taken by merge-sort on an input of size n. We can define T (n) recursively
as follows.
T (0) = T (1) ≤ C

T (n) ≤ T ( ⌈n/2⌉) + T ( ⌊n/2⌋) + C n.
for some constant C > 0. Let us point out that when n is even, the second line
above simplifies to the cleaner form
T (n) ≤ 2T (n/2) + C n.
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merge-sort(A[1..n])
/* In the base case, the list is so short there is nothing to do.

*/

1. If n ≤ 1 then return A.
/* In the general case, we divide the input and half and recursively sort each half. */
 
2. Let m = n2 .
3. B 1 [1..m] ← merge-sort(A[1..m])
4. B 2 [1..n − m] ← merge-sort(A[m + 1..n])
/* Now we merge the two sorted halves in linear time.
5. Allocate a new array C [1..n], let i = 1, and let j = 1.
6. While i ≤ m and j ≤ n − m
A. if B 1 [i ] ≤ B 2 [ j ]

1. C [i + j − 1] ← B 1 [i ] and i ← i + 1

B. else

1. C [i + j − 1] ← B 2 [ j ] and j ← j + 1
7. while i ≤ m
A. C [i + j − 1] ← B 1 [i ] and i ← i + 1
8. while j ≤ m
A. C [i + j − 1] ← B 2 [ j ] and j ← j + 1
9. return C
Figure 1.1: The merge-sort algorithm.
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Morally, when doing an asymptotic analysis in n, we shouldn’t fret over ±1
associated with rounding n/2 up and down. Let us assume for the moment that
the second recursion (where T (n) ≤ 2T (n/2) + C n) is simply a valid recursion
for T (n). We will justify this later. Alternatively, the reader can assume that n is
a power of two, where the math is automatically cleaner. This assumption will
also lead to a formally justified analysis for all n.

1.2.4

Recursion trees

To analyze merge-sort, and in particular the recursion
T (0) = T (1) ≤ C

T (n) = 2T (n/2) + C n
for some absolute constant C > 0, let us briefly describe a useful tool called
recursion trees. Recursion trees help us visualize the recursive subproblems in a
tree-like structure. The idea is to create a tree where each node corresponds to
a subproblem. One node is a child of another if the first node is a subproblem
of the second. For example, the root of our tree corresponds to our initial
call to merge-sort(A[1..n]). The root will have two children,corresponding
to

n
the subproblems
for the recursive calls to merge-sort(A[1.. 2 ]) and merge 
sort(A[ n2 + 1..n]). When doing an analysis like this, I will literally draw the
first few layers of the tree. I annotate each node with the size of the input, as well
as the amount of time spent on each subproblem, excluding recursive calls. (E.g.,
the root will be labeled with size n and work C n.)
Having visualized the computation in this tree, we will calculate the overall
running time as follows. For i ∈ Z ≥0 , let the ith level of the tree refer to the
subproblems that are i generations away from the root. In our case, the root is
the only node in level 0, its two children form level 1, its four grandchildren form
level 2, and so forth. To upper bound the total computation, we divide it up into
levels. We first upper bound the total amount of work at each level i , excluding
recursive calls (which are accounted for in lower levels of the tree). Then we
upper bound the number of levels. The overall running time is then bounded
above by the product of the work-per-level and the total number of levels.
Fix a level i . Let us label each subproblem with the size of the subproblem,
and then the running time spent on that subproblem. In the i th level, we have
2i subproblems whose total sizes added up to n. The total time spent on each
subproblem, excluding recursive calls, is linear in the input size. Thus we spend
O (n) time on subproblems in level i , excluding calls for recursive calls.
Next we identify the number of levels. Each level, the problem sizes divide by
2. Consequently, the leaves – corresponding to problems
of size 1 – are at level

(at most) O log n , and the tree has height O log n in all.
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Figure 1.2: A quick sketch of a recursion tree analysis for merge-sort.

Now we combine everything together to get the overall running time. We
have




O log n levels × O (n) time per level = O n log n total time.


O n log n is a sizeable improvement over the O n 2 time required by human-sort.
On the rounding error. We simplified our discussion by assuming the running
time could be modeled by the recursion
T (n) ≤ 2T (n/2) + C n,
for an absolute constant C . This can be justified by the following trick. Let us
redefine T (n) as the maximum amount of time taken by merge-sort on any
input of size less than or equal to n. Note that by definition T (n) is increasing4.
Then we analyze T (n) for the special case where n is a power of two, for which
the simpler recursion is correct. Now consider any other value n that is not a
power of two. Then the value n ′ = 2 ⌈log2 n ⌉ is a power of 2, and n ≤ n ′ < 2n. We
can use T (n ′) to upper bound T (n). Since n ′ is within a constant factor of n,
4Of course this seems true already just based on the merge-sort code, but it seems annoying
to prove this formally.
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T (n ′) is within a constant factor of T (n), and lazily upperbounding by T (n ′) is
not so bad.
A different way to justify the rounding error is as follows. We first write
T (n) ≤ 2T (n/2 + 1) + C n
Then we can define U (n) = T (n + 2). Then we have
U (n) = T (n + 2)

≤ T ( ⌊(n + 2)/2⌋) + T ( ⌈(n + 2)/2⌉) + C (n + 2)

≤ 2T (n/2 + 2) + C (n + 2)

= 2U (n/2) + C ′n

for C ′ = (C + 2). So we could apply our cleaner analysis directly to U (n) instead
of T (n), which in turn bounds T (n).

Guess and
 check. The recursion tree makes it easy to (literally) see the
O n log n running time. Alternatively, if we could have guessed that the running
time was O n log n , and then verified that it satisfies the recursion by induction.

1.3

Lower bounds for sorting

We now adopt a different perspective and consider lower bounds for sorting.
That is, we want to identify some function
 f (n) for which we can prove that any
sorting algorithm takes at least Ω f (n) time5, in the worst case, on an input of
size n.
Lower bounds might seem less intuitive than upper bounds. It is clear how to
prove an upper bound O f (n) for a given problem (such as sorting): we provide
an algorithm along with a proof that the algorithm is correct and runs in O f (n)
time in the worst-case. Any single correct algorithm and proof would suffice.
For lower bounds, we need to argue that every correct algorithm – including all
those we have never even imagined – must have at least a certain worst-case
running time. Our reasoning must generalize beyond any specific algorithm,
which is typically a more abstract discussion than when analyzing a single concrete
algorithm.
We will obtain a lower bound specifically in the comparison model. The comparison model assumes the input is a list of distinct elements of some definite
order, where the only information we can gain about these elements is by pairwise
comparisons. Formally, we define a comparison query as a query where we take two

5“big-Ω”, Ω(· · ·), is the lower bound counterpart of O (· · ·). Some quantity x is Ω f (n) if there
exists constants C ,N > 0 such that x ≥ C f (n) for n ≥ N .
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elements x and y and find out if either x < y or y < x. Rather than try to lower
bound the running time directly, we will lower bound the number of comparison
queries required by any sorting algorithm. This translates to a lower bound on
the running time under the reasonable assumption that each comparison takes
at least constant time.
Now, fix any sorting algorithm. Suppose the sorting algorithm uses only k
comparisons in the worst case, and then (allegedly) outputs the sorted list. Consider the transcript of outputs of these comparisons, where for each comparison
we record whether the first or second element in the query was larger. Observe
that the only external information the algorithm takes in is the results of these
queries. In particular, the first comparison query is predetermined. The second
comparison query can only depend on the outcome of the first comparison. In
general the i th comparison depends only on the outcomes of the preceding i − 1
comparisons. Ultimately, the algorithm outputs some reordered list as a function
of only of the outputs of the k comparison queries. Each query has 2 possible
outcomes. Therefore the algorithm can output at most 2k different lists.
Meanwhile, there are n! different ways to order n elements (a.k.a. permutations).
So to be able to produce all n! possible permutations, we must have 2k ≥ n!.
That is,
k ≥ log2 (n!).
What is log2 (n!)? The exact value of n! is difficult to handle. However, we
are only interested in a constant factor estimate. Moreover, a very loose estimate
of n! will suffice because we will take the log of that estimate anyway. To this
end, observe that
n! = n (n − 1) (n − 2) · · · 1 ≥ (n/2) n/2 ,
hence




log(n!) ≥ log (n/2) n/2 = (n/2) log(n) − 1 = Ω n log n .
Thus, up to constants, any algorithm must make at least n log n comparisons
(just like merge-sort!) simply to be able to output all possible permutations.
Theorem 1.1. Any deterministic comparison based sorting algorithm requires at least
log(n!) = Ω n log n comparisons in the worst case.
The theorem brings some closure to our discussion: the merge-sort is essentially best possible. This conclusion – where we have an upper bound that is tight
(i.e., best possible) with the lower bound – is the ideal for any problem we are
interested in. Most problems are not understood this well.
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While we often focus on algorithms, lower bounds like theorem 1.1 are
important too. We will see some problems that are so tricky we haven’t found
good algorithms despite many years of research – but instead we have (conditional)
lower bounds that suggest these problems should be hard. We sometimes think of
upper bounds and lower bounds as competing in an adversarial relationships –
and certainly they bound one another mathematically – but in another sense
 they
are two sides of the same coin. Let us point out that neither the O n log n upper
bound nor the Ω n log n lower bound are as compelling taken alone as they are
together, where they mutually certify one another to be tight (up to constants).
Now, every theorem has its terms and conditions and so we remind ourselves
of exactly what we proved. The theorem states that when the elements can
only be compared
pairwise, any correct sorting algorithm must make at least

Ω n log n pairwise comparisons. This does not limit related tasks such as finding
the median element (which we discuss later) or sorting only the first k elements
(exercise 1.4). Another situation the theorem does not cover is where we are
sorting integers represented by bit strings of a fixed length. One might try to take
advantage of the bits and somehow sort the numbers without actually having to
compare the numbers pairwise. (The radix-sort algorithm takes this approach.)

1.4

Further sorting algorithms

merge-sort is clean and serves as a nice introduction to divide-and-conquer and
for solving recurrences. It is also optimal in the comparison model. However it is
not the only O n log n time algorithm and here we list a few more approaches.

1.4.1

Sorting with heaps

Recall that the heap data structure (cf. appendix B.2) maintains a collection of
comparable items with direct access to the minimum one. More precisely, the
method insert will insert an element, and remove-min will remove the minimum
element, both in O log n time, where n is the number of items in the heap. Note
that a heap does not necessarily sort all the elements; it merely promises to keep
track of the smallest one. Still we can use a heap to sort the items, as follows.
heap-sort(x 1 , . . . ,x n )
1. Initialize an empty heap H .
2. Insert each element x i into H .
3. Repeatedly call remove-min on H until the heap is empty, and
return the elements in the order they are output by H .
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Given the running times for the heap operations,
 it is easy to analyze the sorting
algorithm above.
Each
element
takes
O
log
n
to insert. Each element removed

takes O log n time. This gives the following bound.

Theorem 1.2. heap-sort sorts n items in O n log n time.
heap-sort is our first example of using a data structure to facilitate faster
running times.

1.4.2

Quicksort

The following algorithm, called quick-sort is very simple and effective in practice,
but also randomized. quick-sort is (like merge-sort) a divide and conquer
algorithm, but divides the data in a different and also randomized way from
merge-sort. Given n unsorted items, it selects one item x uniformly at random.
This item x is called the pivot. It then divides the remaining items into two
(unsorted) sets: the set of items smaller than x, and the set of items bigger than
x. (It takes O (n) items to do this.) We sort each set separately by recursive calls
to quick-sort, and combine the lists at the end with x in the middle.
quick-sort(x 1 , . . . ,x n )
/* We assume the elements are distinct for simplicity.

*/

1. If n = 0 return the empty list and if n = 1 return the list
consisting of x 1 .
2. Otherwise randomly sample x i uniformly at random.


3. Let A = x j : x j < x i and let B = x j : x j > x i .
/* It takes n − 1 comparisons (between x i and each other element) to
assemble A and B.

*/

4. Recursively sort A and B (separately), and combine the sorted
sublists with x i inserted in between. Return the combined list.
Intuitively, when selecting a random pivot x i , we are hoping that x i is close
to the median. Then A and B will roughly divide the input in half.
 If indeed x i
always divided the input in half (or close to half), then a O n log n running time
follows from essentially the same analysis as merge-sort. Of course
we may be

2
unlucky and in the worst case quick-sort could run in O n time. But this is
the wrong way to look at it.
When analyzing randomized algorithms, we are more interested in bounding
the average running time for any input. Here “average” is meant exclusively to the
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randomization within the algorithm. (We are not averaging over a distribution

of inputs.) Here, one can show that that quick-sort runs in O n log n time on
average (for any list of n items).

Theorem 1.3. quick-sort sorts n items in O n log n randomized time in expectation.
quick-sort is appealing because it is very simple to implement; this simplicity
appears to translate well to practice. Indeed it is the default sorting subroutine in
unix. The only tricky part is in the analysis, because the analysis is probabilistic.
Actually the analysis itself is not too complicated, were it not for that probability
theory is new (and appears strange) for many students.
We briefly sketch the high-level ideas here since it is interesting; we will do
the analysis again much more carefully when we study randomized algorithms in
detail in chapter 21.
Clearly the running time is proportional to the total number of comparisons.
Let y i refer to the i th largest element. For i < j , what are the odds that y i
is compared to y j ? It is the probability that y i or y j gets randomly selected
as a pivot before any of the in-between elements, y i +1 , . . . , y j −1 . Among the
elements y i , . . . , y j , all are equally likely to be selected first. Thus the probability
of comparing y i to y j is 1/( j − i + 1). Now, the key observation is that
by linearity of expectation (which is introduced in chapter 21), the
expected number of comparisons equals the sum, over all i < j , of the
probability that y i is compared to y j .

Now the sum of 1/( j − i + 1), over all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, comes out
 to O n log n .
One can show further that quick-sort runs
 in O n log n time with exceed2
ingly high probability; in particular, the O n running time will almost never
occur (for large n). This analysis requires additional probabilistic tools called
concentration bounds.

1.4.3

Etcetera

There are many more possible sorting algorithms as well as heuristics6 and hybrid
approaches that help performance in practice. For example, the Python sort
subroutine checks the input for large runs (consecutive subsequences that are
already sorted) that can effectively be skipped; in particular, it takes O (n) time if
the list is already sorted.
6Here we use “heuristics” to refer to any techniques that (may be very useful but) do not
theoretically improve the worst-case running times.
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Additional notes and references

The topics discussed here can also be found in [Eri19, §1.4–1.7], [DPV08, §2.3],
[KT06, §5.1–5.2], and [Blu11b, Chap. 2 and 5]. Our discussion assumed some
comfort with the subtle and important notion of induction. See [Che15] or [Eri19,
Chapter 0] for more background on induction.
Lecture materials. Click on the links below for the following files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the presentation.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• (Re-)Recorded video lecture.

1.6

Exercises

Exercise 1.1. Use recursion trees to solve the following recurrences.
1. T (n) = 3T (n/3) + 6n and T (1) = 2.
2. T (n) = 2T (n/3) + 4n and T (1) = 7.
3. T (n) = 4T (n/3) + n and T (1) = 11.
Exercise 1.2. Let A[1..n] ∈ Rn be an array of n numbers. An inversion is a pair
of numbers out of increasing order; more precisely, a pair of indices i , j ∈ [n]
such that i < j and A[i ] > A[ j ]. Design and analyze an algorithm (as fast as
possible) for counting the number of inversions in A.
Exercise 1.3. Recall that
 binary search can find one element out of a sorted list
of elements in O log n time. (Assuming the elements are arranged in, say, an
array, so that we can access the i th element in constant time.) Here we will try
to obtain a matching lower bound.
The general problem gives as input a list of n elements (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) in sorted
order and with constant time access for any index, as well as an additional
element k that acts as a key. For simplicity we may assume that k is promised
to be one of the elements. The goal is to identify an index i such that x i = k .
We restrict ourselves to a comparison-only model where we may ask comparison
queries such as “is k < x i ?”, “is k ≤ x i ?”, “is k = x i ?”, and so forth. Prove a
lower bound of Ω log n comparison queries (in the worst case) for any search
algorithm that correctly finds k in the sorted list (x 1 , . . . ,x n ).
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Exercise 1.4. Let A[1..n] ∈ Rn be an array of n comparable elements. Let
k ∈ N be an input parameter where k ≤ n. (We are particularly interested in the
case where k is much smaller than n). Consider the problem where we want to
obtained a sorted list of the k smallest elements.
1. Design and analyze an algorithm (as fast as possible) that returns the k
smallest numbers in A in sorted order.
2. Prove a lower bound (large as possible, up to constants) on the number of
comparisons required by any correct algorithm.
Food for thought: How does your lower bound compare to your upper bound
obtained in exercise 1.4?
Exercise 1.5. Consider coordinates in the plane; i.e., pairs (a,b) where a,b ∈ R.
Recall that two coordinate pairs (a,b) and (c ,d ) are comparable if either (a)
a ≤ c and b ≤ d , or (b) c ≤ a and d ≤ b.
Given a set of n coordinate pairs (a1 ,b 1 ), . . . , (an ,b n ), consider the problem
of computing the number of pairs of coordinate-pairs that are comparable. You
may assume all pairs are distinct.7 Design and analyze an algorithm (as fast as
possible) for counting the number of comparable pairs.

7We added this assumption on Wednesday, January 19, to make things a little simpler. Of
course if you already solved the problem and can already handle duplicates then no adjustment is
required.
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Chapter 2

SAT: A different kind of search
problem
2.1

Boolean formulas

A Boolean variable x is one where one can take only one of two values, true
and false. In computers, the Boolean values are represented by a single bit,
with true = 1 and false = 0. We adopt the convention here as well. In Boolean
algebra, we have three basic operations.
1. Negation, also called a not, is a unary operator denoted ¬x for a variable
x. ¬ maps true to false and false to true. We sometimes abbreviate
def
x̄ = ¬x.
2. A disjunction, also called an or, is a binary operator denoted x ∨ y for
two variables x and y. We have x ∨ y = true if either x or y is true. If both
x and y are false, then x ∨ y = false.
3. A conjunction, also called an and, is a binary operator denoted x ∧ y.
We have x ∧ y = true if and only if both x and y are true; otherwise,
x ∧ y = false.
These operations can be combined, using parentheses to notate the order of
operations. For example, the formula
f (x 1 ,x 2 ) = (x 1 ∧ x̄ 2 ) ∨ (x̄ 1 ∧ x 2 )
implements what is commonly called the “exclusive-or” of x 1 and x 2 : f (x 1 ,x 2 ) = 1
iff x 1 ≠ x 2 .
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Observe that for any x, y, z ∈ {0, 1},


x ∨y ∨z =x ∨ y ∨z ;
that is, the placement of parentheses does not matter. This is called the associative property, and for this reason we may simply denote the above as
x ∨y ∨z
without introducing any ambiguity. Conjunction ∧ is also associative. However,
mixing ∧ and ∨ is not associative: in general,


x ∨y ∧z ≠x ∨ y ∧z .
(Exercise 2.1 asks the reader for a counterexample.) Instead we have the following
rules, called the distributive property of ∨ and ∧.


x ∨ y ∧ z = x ∨ y ∧ (x ∨ z ),


x ∨ y ∧ z = (x ∧ z ) ∨ y ∧ z .
¬ interacts with ∧ and ∨ by the following identity, called De Morgan’s laws.

¬ x ∧ y = x̄ ∨ ȳ,

¬ x ∨ y = x̄ ∧ ȳ .
We leave it to the reader to verify these identities. Lastly we point out that
disjunction and conjunction are commutative: x ∧ y = y ∧ x, and x ∨ y = y ∨ x.
Boolean formulas can have nested parentheses. The part of a formula corresponding to one pair of matching parentheses is called a clause. Nested
parantheses describe a hierarchy of clauses, which can be visualized in a rooted
tree. The following is a tree for exclusive-or.

_
<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

^

^

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aiFI+FZ1H6eQnJZrTUd28SmKcCU=">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</latexit>

x1

<latexit sha1_base64="G3UE3jU0vQxzrEG7O5QS8ptWRDU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

x̄ 2

<latexit sha1_base64="SZZfVt9LzfQSVMritxmixxhSVys=">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</latexit>

x̄ 1

<latexit sha1_base64="V2QZfWj6su29lDRmJcnPGfDxHp4=">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</latexit>

x2

As a perhaps more interesting example, the formula
f (x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 ,x 4 ) = (x 1 ∧ x 2 ∧ x 3 ∧ x̄ 4 )

∨ (¬(x 1 ∧ x 2 ) ∧ ((x 1 ∨ x 2 ) ∧ x 4 ) ∨ (¬(x 1 ∨ x 2 ) ∧ x̄ 4 ))

effectively implements addition of two bits: it is satisfied iff x 1 + x 2 = x 3 x 4 , where
x 3 x 4 is interpreted as a two-digit binary number. The corresponding tree is as
follows.
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_
<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

^

^

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

¬

_

^

^

<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="S5/CqQ6kkcMn1QcrnkNw61guskw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">AAADF3icbVJLb9QwEPaGVwmvFo5cLFZFHKJVUhXBBamCC9yK6LYr7UbV2HG21jp2sCfbXUX7G7jSX8MNceXIf+GAk0aCtIxk69N88/pGw0olHcbxr0Fw4+at23e27ob37j94+Gh75/GxM5XlYsyNMnbCwAkltRijRCUmpRVQMCVO2OJdw58shXXS6CNclyItYK5lLjmgd41nCnR2uj2MR3Fr9DpIOjAknR2e7gx+zzLDq0Jo5AqcmyZ7JaY1WJRciU04q5wogS9gLqYeaiiES+t22g3d9Z6M5sb6p5G23n8zaiicWxfMRxaAZ+4q1zj/x00rzF+ntdRlhULzy0Z5pSga2kinmbSCo1p7ANxKPyvlZ2CBo19QGPZq+TyV1ihWyE1RbnZ7pHF55KrSS3oLbiHsElS28v2oJ1phTV5EtUHaTNkTwIFJ3cQ60I46YWXeq70E+7mK/K8aKdxoZxQg9DNaPedeguhtbsr+jhMxOc/8WRQuWvpqjKW1Fue46rZHGaO5NQX9dPRh0qvBQb1hxujMrExaN+Gg8rZ/gz0b+ntJrl7HdXC8N0pejuKP+8OD593lbJGn5Bl5QRLyihyQ9+SQjAknknwhX8lFcBF8C74HPy5Dg0GX84T0LPj5B8D6AAY=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aiFI+FZ1H6eQnJZrTUd28SmKcCU=">AAADFXicbVJLb9QwEPaGVwmvFo5cLFZFHKLVpgLBBamCC9yK2m1X2karseNsrXXsYE+2WUX7E7jSX8MNceXMf+GAk0aCtIxk69N88/pGwwolHY7HvwbBjZu3bt/Zuhveu//g4aPtncfHzpSWiwk3ytgpAyeU1GKCEpWYFlZAzpQ4Ycv3DX+yEtZJo49wXYgkh4WWmeSA3nVYzeP59nA8GrdGr4O4A0PS2cF8Z/D7NDW8zIVGrsC5WbxXYFKDRcmV2ISnpRMF8CUsxMxDDblwSd3OuqG73pPSzFj/NNLW+29GDblz65z5yBzwzF3lGuf/uFmJ2ZuklrooUWh+2SgrFUVDG+E0lVZwVGsPgFvpZ6X8DCxw9OsJw14tn6eSGkWF3OTFZrdHGpdFriy8pHfglsKuQKWV70c90Qpr8iKqDdJmyp4ADkzqJtaBdtQJK7Ne7RXYz2Xkf9VI4UY7owChn9HqOfcSRG9zM/Z3nIjJReqPInfRyldjLKm1OMeq2x5ljGbW5PTw6OO0V4ODesuM0ampTFI34aCytn+DPRv6e4mvXsd1cLw3il+Nxp9eDvefd5ezRZ6SZ+QFiclrsk8+kAMyIZwsyBfylVwEF8G34Hvw4zI0GHQ5T0jPgp9/AOXz/vA=</latexit>

x1

<latexit sha1_base64="V2QZfWj6su29lDRmJcnPGfDxHp4=">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</latexit>

x2

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aiFI+FZ1H6eQnJZrTUd28SmKcCU=">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</latexit>

x1

<latexit sha1_base64="V2QZfWj6su29lDRmJcnPGfDxHp4=">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</latexit>

x2

<latexit sha1_base64="8Ae3Vv5papIsE+ad91YrjCeBNpg=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aiFI+FZ1H6eQnJZrTUd28SmKcCU=">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</latexit>

x̄ 4

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

x4
x1

<latexit sha1_base64="Cdr5ZwoI1miOyNelkyl8L95BdOE=">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</latexit>

^

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="U1Rwq+JjiJa6lpbzVTXVsuF4sf4=">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</latexit>

x3

¬

_
<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="V2QZfWj6su29lDRmJcnPGfDxHp4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Cdr5ZwoI1miOyNelkyl8L95BdOE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="S5/CqQ6kkcMn1QcrnkNw61guskw=">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</latexit>

x2
<latexit sha1_base64="aiFI+FZ1H6eQnJZrTUd28SmKcCU=">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</latexit>

x1

x̄ 4

_
<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="V2QZfWj6su29lDRmJcnPGfDxHp4=">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</latexit>

x2

Both the algebraic and tree-like representations of Boolean formulas emphasize
a digital quality of Boolean formulas. Boolean logic is exactly the kind of thing
that computers are good at. One might naturally try to program an algorithm
that can solve Boolean formulas, in the following sense:
Given a Boolean formula f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ), find an assignment
x 1 , . . . ,x n ∈ {0, 1} for which f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) = 1, if one exists.

One can also consider the decision version of the problem, as follows.

Given a Boolean formula f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ), output true (or 1) if there
exists an assignment x 1 , . . . ,x n ∈ {0, 1} for which f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) = 1,
and otherwise output false.
Clearly the first problem is at least as hard as the second since being able to
find a solution implies you can decide if there exists a solution. But the converse
also holds; an algorithm that can decide if a Boolean formula is satisfiable can
be used to give an algorithm that also constructs the satisfying assignment (see
exercise 2.2). We refer to the above problems as that of Boolean satisfiability,
abbreviated SAT. It is highly desirable to design a good algorithm for solving
SAT.
To put an algorithmic discussion about satisfiability on firm ground, it is
worth establishing the following parameters. Each Boolean formula f (x 1 , . . . ,x n )
has a well-defined number of variables, n. We also define the size as the number
of symbols (parentheses, variables, or operators) required to write it out. Up
to constant factors, this is the same as the total number of times that a variable appears in the formula, counted with repetition (and assuming no trivial
redundancies). (Why?) We generally don’t worry about constants so these two
quantities are essentially equivalent. Note that the size of formula (as defined
above) is (basically) the input size from an algorithmic point of view.
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A different kind of search problem. A fundamental feature of SAT is that,
given a potentially satisfying assignment x ∈ {0, 1}n , it is very easy for us to
verify that the answer is correct. We simply plug in the values and work through
the Boolean algebra to see if the answer comes out as 0 or 1. (Here we would
evaluate the innermost parentheses first, and work our way out. Or, in terms
of the tree formulation, we work from the leaves up to the roots.) This can be
done in linear time in the size of the formula. Now, because we can efficiently
verify a solution, we have at least one algorithm at our disposal: brute force. We
can enumerate all 2n possible assignments to x ∈ {0, 1}n , and for each x, check
if it satisfies the formula. This is not an efficient algorithm, but it is a correct
algorithm nonetheless. Remarkably this is more or less the best we can do (in
theory, in the worst case, etc.).
Zooming out, Boolean satisfiability is looking for an object that we can recognize
efficiently when we see it. Any problem of this format is called a search problem.
The over/under game is also a search problem. Whereas the over/under game is
easy, it is challenging to come up with a polynomial time algorithm for Boolean
satisfiability – even though both problems are of the same “search” metatype.
Why is one so much harder than the other? Perhaps one reason is that Boolean
satisfiability is so much more expressive.
For example, suppose we want to force two variables x and y to be equal.
Then the following formula is true iff x = y, as the reader may verify:


y ∧ x ∨ ȳ ∧ x̄ .


Appending ∧ y ∧ x ∨ ȳ ∧ x̄ to an existing Boolean formula is like programming y to be the value of x. As another example, suppose we wanted to model
the conditional statement, “if x then y else z ”. This is given by

x ∧ y ∨ (x̄ ∧ z ).
Through these examples, Boolean algebra starts to resemble a programming
language.
The flip side of SAT being very expressive is that a polynomial time algorithm
would be extremely valuable. We could effectively resolve any question that is
logically posed! The consequences – practical, philosophical, and mathematical
– would be profound; and alas, maybe too good to be true?

2.2

CNF

If Boolean formulas are too general to expect a good algorithm, then perhaps
we can restrict ourselves to a special class of Boolean formulas that might be
easier. An important class of SAT formulas are those in conjunctive normal
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form (CNF). These are the formulas that are a conjunction (i.e, an “and”) of disjunctions (“or’s”), possibly with negations on the variables inside the disjunctions.
For example, the following formula is in CNF.
f (x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 ,x 4 ,x 5 ) = (x̄ 1 ∨ x 2 ∨ x̄ 3 ) ∧ (x̄ 1 ∨ x̄ 2 ∨ x 3 )∧
(x 1 ∨ x 4 ∨ x̄ 5 ) ∧ (x 1 ∨ x̄ 4 ∨ x 5 )∧

(x 2 ∨ x̄ 3 ∨ x 4 ∨ x̄ 5 ) ∧ (x 2 ∨ x̄ 3 ∨ x̄ 4 ∨ x 5 )∧
(x̄ 2 ∨ x 3 ∨ x 4 ∨ x̄ 5 ) ∧ (x̄ 2 ∨ x 3 ∨ x̄ 4 ∨ x 5 ).

One example of a satisfying solution is the bit string 01011 satisfying the above.
(Can you find another?)
The conjunctive normal form appears to clean up Boolean formulas quite a bit.
As a tree, a formula in CNF would be almost flat, with one node representing the
overarching conjunction, and a child for each disjunctive clause. But this is only
a superficial observation. What we really want to know is whether conjunctive
normal forms are meaningfully less expressive than Boolean formulas.
Above we showed how to implement assignment and conditional branching
with Boolean formulas. As a test case, let us see if we can derive equivalent
formulas in CNF.
1. Assignment in CNF. Suppose we wanted to model the constraint “z = x”
in CNF. We have already observe that this is encoded by (z ∧ x) ∨ (z̄ ∧ x̄),
but this is not a CNF. To this end,
(a)

(z ∧ x) ∨ (z̄ ∧ x̄) = (z ∨ (z̄ ∧ x̄)) ∧ (x ∨ (z̄ ∧ x̄))
(b)

= (z ∨ z̄ ) ∧ (z ∧ x̄) ∧ (x ∨ z̄ ) ∧ (x ∨ x̄)

(c)

= (z ∨ x̄) ∧ (x ∨ z̄ );

a CNF, as desired. Here (a) and (b) are by the distributive property. (c)
drops the tautologies (x ∨ x̄) and (z ∨ z̄ ).
2. Conditional branching in CNF. Suppose we want to model the Boolean
statement “if x then y else z ”. We have



(d)
x ∧ y ∨ (x̄ ∧ z ) = (x ∨ x̄) ∧ y ∨ x̄ ∧ (x ∨ z ) ∧ y ∨ z


(e)
= y ∨ x̄ ∧ (x ∨ z ) ∧ y ∨ z ;
a CNF, as desired. Here (d) is by the distributive property and (e) drops
the tautology (x ∨ x̄).

For at least the above two cases, CNF is just as expressive as general Boolean
formulas. But these are just examples and do not constitute a complete proof. A
much stronger theorem that truly establishes their (algorithmic) equivalence is
as follows.
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Theorem 2.1. Given any Boolean formula f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) of n variables and size m,
in polynomial time, one can construct a Boolean formula g (x 1 , . . . ,x n ,x n+1 , . . . ,x p )
with p = O (m + n) variables and size O (m + n) such that f is satisfiable iff g is
satisfiable. Therefore, a polynomial time algorithm deciding if a Boolean formula in
CNF is satisfiable implies a polynomial time algorithm for deciding if a (general) Boolean
formula is satisfiable.
The best way to see this is to prove it yourself. See exercise 2.4. (Yes, I believe
you can do it.)
For (a wild and crazy) example, in the following formula, we convert the
Boolean formula f (x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 ,x 4 ) for bitwise addition into a CNF formula g with
15 variables.
g (x 1 , . . . ,x 15 ) =
(x̄ 14 ∨ x 1 ) ∧ (x̄ 14 ∨ x 2 ) ∧ (x 14 ∨ x̄ 1 ∨ x̄ 2 ) ∧ (x̄ 15 ∨ x 3 ) ∧ (x̄ 15 ∨ x̄ 4 ) ∧
(x 15 ∨ x̄ 3 ∨ x 4 ) ∧ (x̄ 6 ∨ x 1 ) ∧ (x̄ 6 ∨ x 2 ) ∧ (x 6 ∨ x̄ 1 ∨ x̄ 2 ) ∧ (x 7 ∨ x̄ 1 ) ∧
(x 7 ∨ x̄ 2 ) ∧ (x̄ 7 ∨ x 1 ∨ x 2 ) ∧ (x̄ 8 ∨ x 4 ) ∧ (x̄ 8 ∨ x 7 ) ∧ (x 8 ∨ x̄ 4 ∨ x̄ 7 ) ∧
(x 9 ∨ x̄ 1 ) ∧ (x 9 ∨ x̄ 2 ) ∧ (x̄ 9 ∨ x 1 ∨ x 2 ) ∧ (x̄ 10 ∨ x̄ 9 ) ∧ (x̄ 10 ∨ x̄ 4 ) ∧
(x 10 ∨ x 9 ∨ x 4 )∧(x 11 ∨ x̄ 8 )∧(x 11 ∨ x̄ 10 )∧(x̄ 11 ∨ x 8 ∨ x 10 )∧(x̄ 12 ∨ x̄ 6 )∧
(x̄ 12 ∨ x 11 )∧(x 12 ∨ x 6 ∨ x̄ 11 )∧(x 13 ∨ x̄ 5 )∧(x 13 ∨ x̄ 12 )∧(x̄ 13 ∨ x 5 ∨ x 12 ).
The formula g above has the following more precise guarantee. For x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 ,x 4 ∈
{0, 1}, we have f (x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 ,x 4 ) = 1 iff there exists x 5 , . . . ,x 15 ∈ {0, 1} such that
g (x 1 , . . . ,x 15 ) = 1.

3SAT. An even more special case of CNF is where every clause has exactly k
variables, for a fixed integer k ∈ N; this problem is called k -SAT. Of particular
interest is 3SAT. One might hope for a better algorithm for 3SAT, but again we
are thwarted by a polynomial time reduction.

Theorem 2.2. Given any Boolean formula f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) of n variables and size m, in
polynomial time, one can construct a Boolean formula g (x 1 , . . . ,x n ,x n+1 , . . . ,x p ) with
p = O (m) variables and size O (m + n) such that f is satisfiable iff g is satisfiable.
In particular, a polynomial time algorithm deciding 3SAT implies a polynomial time
algorithm for SAT.
The proof is left as exercise 2.5.

2.3

Circuits

Boolean circuits are a generalization of Boolean formulas. Recall that a Boolean
formula can be expressed as a rooted tree, where each internal node is associated
with a logical operation that is applied to the Boolean outputs from its children
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^
<latexit sha1_base64="2N1z/HhllVgkqD3QhnABgRLJQiA=">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</latexit>

_

_

<latexit sha1_base64="5yPgjyl3bADvOKRJjkOC6xXadw0=">AAACsnicdVFNaxsxEJW3X6n7lbTHXkRNSk9mN7hfh0Kglx5TiJNQewmz43EsopUWadaNWfwXem3+Wv9NJXsp3aQdEDzmvZk3oykqrTyn6a9ecufuvfsPdh72Hz1+8vTZ7t7zE29rhzRGq607K8CTVobGrFjTWeUIykLTaXH5OfKnS3JeWXPMq4ryEi6MmisEjqlp4M93B+kw3YS8DbIWDEQbR+d7vevpzGJdkmHU4P0kO6g4b8CxQk3r/rT2VAFewgVNAjRQks+bzbBruR8yMzm3LjzDcpP9u6KB0vtVWQRlCbzwN7mY/Bc3qXn+IW+UqWomg1ujea0lWxk3lzPlCFmvAgB0KswqcQEOkMP/9Ds2pUJnY9Fa/on9jtlxljdx/ujUIYKjzhumK0ZbVmGKbmdD36uryP6383IJrijyrbJdtiPwCJpmn9Lhx7dxXbTGWw0MURdumd283G1wcjDM3g1HX0eDw9ftVXfES/FKvBGZeC8OxRdxJMYCxUL8ED/FdTJKviWQ4Faa9NqaF6ITif4NW7nTHA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="5yPgjyl3bADvOKRJjkOC6xXadw0=">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</latexit>

¬

¬

<latexit sha1_base64="OY3LY3hgV+3HdXKyHcRLPM+71A0=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="s6EQ5TjO5oO8TYZp9+f5ZBqgG1E=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="OY3LY3hgV+3HdXKyHcRLPM+71A0=">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</latexit>

G1

<latexit sha1_base64="vIUp2OkMPxh1CZvZsQNtFKUwAzU=">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</latexit>

G2

Figure 2.1: A circuit computing the exclusive-or of two bits (at the top gate).

_
<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

^
<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

¬

_
<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="S5/CqQ6kkcMn1QcrnkNw61guskw=">AAADF3icbVJLb9QwEPaGVwmvFo5cLFZFHKJVUhXBBamCC9yK6LYr7UbV2JlsrXXsYDvbXUX7G7jSX8MNceXIf+GAk0aCtIxk69N88/pGw0oprIvjX4Pgxs1bt+9s3Q3v3X/w8NH2zuNjqyvDccy11GbCwKIUCsdOOImT0iAUTOIJW7xr+JMlGiu0OnLrEtMC5krkgoPzrvFMKu1Ot4fxKG6NXgdJB4aks8PTncHvWaZ5VaByXIK102SvdGkNxgkucRPOKosl8AXMceqhggJtWrfTbuiu92Q018Y/5Wjr/TejhsLadcF8ZAHuzF7lGuf/uGnl8tdpLVRZOVT8slFeSeo0baTTTBjkTq49AG6En5XyMzDAnV9QGPZq+TyZ1g5Xjuui3Oz2SG3zyFall/QW7ALNEmS28v2oJ1phTV5E/WppM2VPAAcmVBNrQVlq0Yi8V3sJ5nMV+V82UrhWVktw0M9o9Zx7Cdjb3JT9HSdiYp75syhstPTVGEtrhedu1W2PMkZzowv66ejDpFeDg3zDtFaZXum0bsJB5m3/Bns29PeSXL2O6+B4b5S8HMUf94cHz7vL2SJPyTPygiTkFTkg78khGRNOBPlCvpKL4CL4FnwPflyGBoMu5wnpWfDzDxGmACQ=</latexit>

^
<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

¬

_

^

<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aiFI+FZ1H6eQnJZrTUd28SmKcCU=">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</latexit>

x1

^

^

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="S5/CqQ6kkcMn1QcrnkNw61guskw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="V2QZfWj6su29lDRmJcnPGfDxHp4=">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</latexit>

¬
<latexit sha1_base64="S5/CqQ6kkcMn1QcrnkNw61guskw=">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</latexit>

x2

<latexit sha1_base64="8Ae3Vv5papIsE+ad91YrjCeBNpg=">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</latexit>

x3

<latexit sha1_base64="U1Rwq+JjiJa6lpbzVTXVsuF4sf4=">AAADFXicbVLLbtQwFPWEVwmPPliysRgVsYhGSVUEG6SqbGBX1E470jQaXTvO1Bo/gu1MM4rmE9jSr2GH2LLmX1jgpJEgLVeydXTPfZ2rSwrBrYvjX4Pgzt179x9sPAwfPX7ydHNre+fU6tJQNqZaaDMhYJngio0dd4JNCsNAEsHOyOJ9w58tmbFcqxO3KlgqYa54zik47zquZvuzrWE8ilvDt0HSgSHq7Gi2Pfh9nmlaSqYcFWDtNNkrXFqDcZwKtg7PS8sKoAuYs6mHCiSzad3Ousa73pPhXBv/lMOt99+MGqS1K0l8pAR3YW9yjfN/3LR0+du05qooHVP0ulFeCuw0boTjjBtGnVh5ANRwPyumF2CAOr+eMOzV8nkirR2rHNWyWO/2SG3zyJaFl3QIdsHMEkRW+X7YE62wJi/CSjvcTNkTQIFw1cRaUBZbZnjeq70E87mM/C8aKVQrqwU46Ge0ei69BNbb3JT8HScifJ75o5A2WvpqhKS1Ypeu6raHCcG50RIfn3yc9GpQEO+I1irTlU7rJhxE3vZvsGdDfy/Jzeu4DU73RsnrUfxpf3jwsrucDfQcvUCvUILeoAP0AR2hMaJojr6gr+gquAq+Bd+DH9ehwaDLeYZ6Fvz8A+4A/vM=</latexit>

x4

Figure 2.2: A circuit for adding two bits. Here, the gate at the top outputs true iff
x1 + x2 = x3x4 .
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in the subtree. Circuits are similar except they do not require the logic is more
generally aranged in a directed acyclic graph.
Likely the reader has encountered Boolean circuits before and we briefly
review the components. fig. 10.2 gives an example of a circuit for adding two bits.
The picture is almost self-explanatory but let us define circuits formally away. At
a high level, Boolean circuits are composed of logical gates arranged (as nodes)
in a directed acyclic graph. We first define the gates and explain their graphical
arrangement afterwards.
Each gate corresponds to either one bit of input or one of the three Boolean
operators. Each gate takes at most two input bits, and outputs one bit (which
may be propagated to any number of other gates). The basic types of gates are:
1. An input gate, which models a single bit in the input, and outputs that bit.
2. An “and-gate” (or a “conjunction gate”, or simple an
“and” or a “conjunction”), takes as input the output bits
from two other gates, and outputs the ∧ of these two
inputs.
3. An “or-gate” (or a “disjunction gate”, etc.) takes as input
the output bits from two other gates, and outputs the ∨
of these two inputs.

true
<latexit sha1_base64="vVkZzHhnGVIck/Zu5dFI6AGv9+g=">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</latexit>

^

false

_

true

<latexit sha1_base64="2N1z/HhllVgkqD3QhnABgRLJQiA=">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</latexit>

false
<latexit sha1_base64="ykZBnhEo0jAXHk04vGX43CEk2Xw=">AAACyXicdVHLbhMxFHWGR0t4pbBCbCyiIlbRTFQoLJAqsUFiU6SmrZSMojvOndaqxx7sOyHpKGLBT/ADbOF7+BvsZISYFq5k6eiec33uIyuVdBTHvzrRjZu3bm9t3+nevXf/wcPezqNjZyorcCSMMvY0A4dKahyRJIWnpUUoMoUn2cW7wJ/M0Tpp9BEtS0wLONMylwLIp6a9JxMnrCzJyUucEC6IqM5BOVxNe/14EK+DXwdJA/qsicPpTufbZGZEVaAmocC5cTIsKa3BkhQKV91J5bAEcQFnOPZQQ4EurdczrPiuz8x4bqx/mvg6+3dFDYVzyyLzygLo3F3lQvJf3Lii/HVaS11WhFpsjPJKcTI8LITPpEVBaukB+FX4Xrk4BwuC/Nq6LZtCCmtC0Yr/id2W2VGS1qH/4NQivKNK67BgYYrSd9H+WePnchHY//48n4PNsnSjbIZtCZwAhbO38eDNyzCuMNoZBQRB52+ZXL3cdXA8HCSvBnsfh/2D581Vt9lT9oy9YAnbZwfsPTtkIybYF/ad/WA/ow/Rp2gRXW6kUaepecxaEX39DUkZ3Sw=</latexit>

true

<latexit sha1_base64="ykZBnhEo0jAXHk04vGX43CEk2Xw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="vVkZzHhnGVIck/Zu5dFI6AGv9+g=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="5yPgjyl3bADvOKRJjkOC6xXadw0=">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</latexit>

false
<latexit sha1_base64="ykZBnhEo0jAXHk04vGX43CEk2Xw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="vVkZzHhnGVIck/Zu5dFI6AGv9+g=">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</latexit>

4. A “not-gate”’ (or a “negation gate”, etc.) takes as input one output bit from
another gate, and outputs the negation of that bit.
Physically, we imagine each circuit logically evaluating its inputs, producing
a bit that is propagated to further circuits ahead.
We can model the dependencies between gates by a directed graph, where
each gate is a node, and we have a directed edge from one gate x to gate y when x
is an input to x. The dependencies are required to be acyclic. Here we recall that a
cycle in a directed graph is a sequence of edges (x 1 ,x 2 ), (x 2 ,x 3 ), . . . , (x k ,x 1 ) where
the endpoint of one edge is the starting point of the next edge in the sequence,
that starts and ends at the same vertex. A cycle would not be well-defined in a
circuit: if gate x depends on y, and y depends on z , and z depends on x, then
which gate is to be evaluated first? So to avoid these issues we disallow cyclic
dependencies by definition1.
In the simplest model, we assume there is one gate in particular whose output
we are externally interested in, as a function of the inputs; we call this the output
gate. We will focus on a single output gate for simplicity; in general, one can have
many output gates. Now we consider the problem of circuit satisfiability: given
1One could consider evaluation over time, but this is a separate discussion.
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a Boolean circuit, is there an assignment to its input gates that makes the output
gate true?
While a Boolean circuit is physically implementable, a first computational
task would be able to simulate a Boolean circuit on a given input. A natural
approach would be to try to simulate the physical process as follows.
Repeatedly, take any gate that has all of its input bits computed that itself
has not been evaluated. Evaluate the inputs according to its logical operator,
and write down that output.
The algorithm will need to implement some bookkeeping to keep track of which
gates have been evaluated, which of the unevaluated gates are ready to be evaluated, and so forth. It is fairly straightforward to sort out how to do this in linear
time.
Let’s step back for a moment. Conceptually, this is really a question about
directed acyclic graphs. Given a directed acyclic graph G = (V,E), the goal is to
order the vertices V = {v 1 , . . . ,v n } so that every edge (v i ,v j ) ∈ E is increasing in
index; i.e., i < j . That is, we want to list the vertices so that all edges are directed
from left to right. Such an ordering is called a topological order; the computational
task is to topologically sort V .
If we topologically sort the gates of a circuit, the input gates will be towards
the beginning of the list. In particular, the first gate has to be an input gate. The
second gate has to be either (a) another input gate, or (b) a negation of the first
gate. In general we might as well put all the input gates at the beginning of the
list. Now, given the topological order, we can evaluate the gates in order: when
evaluating a gate x, observe that all its inputs must be earlier in the topologically
ordered list, hence already evaluated.
It would be convenient, then, to have a generic routine that takes as input
a directed acyclic graph and outputs a list of its vertices in topological order.
Consider, then, the following algorithm, which iteratively “peels” vertices from
the graph. Below, recall that the in-degree of a vertex v is the number of edges
directed into v .
Topological sort:
1. While there is a vertex v with in-degree 0:
A. Append v to the list.
B. For every edge (v ,w) leaving v :
1. Remove (v ,w) from the graph (decreasing the in-degree of
w by 1).
C. Remove v from the graph.
39
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^ ^
<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

¬ _ ^ _
<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="S5/CqQ6kkcMn1QcrnkNw61guskw=">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</latexit>

Figure 2.3: The addition circuit (cf. fig. 10.2) redrawn to list the logical gates in topological
order from left to right. Observe that all directed edges go from left to right.

Lemma 2.3. Given a directed acyclic graph G = (V,E) with m edges and n vertices,
the peeling algorithm above returns the list of vertices in topological order in O (m + n)
time.
To make the routine run in linear time, as claimed, one needs to implement some
obvious book-keeping like keeping the track of the in-degree of all the remaining
vertices. We leave these details to the reader.
Conceptualizing topological sort, and commoditizing it as a linear time
subroutine, gives us the following concise approach to evaluating a circuit.
Topologically sort the gates of the circuit, and evaluate the circuits in topological order.
So much for evaluating a circuit. It is slightly more challenging to evaluate
a circuit than a Boolean formula, but topological sort makes it much easier.
Importantly, we have also established that circuit satisfiability is also a search
problem: if, indeed, a circuit is satisfiable, then the satisfying inputs provide a
proof that can be verified in polynomial time. Clearly circuit SAT is more general
than Boolean satisfiability, so circuit SAT must be at least as hard boolean SAT.
But is circuit SAT strictly harder than boolean SAT?
We encourage the reader to attempt the question themselves before proceeding.
The reader might have realized, or at least sensed, that any circuit can be
converted to a boolean SAT of roughly the same size. We leave it as exercise 2.6
to explain the construction explicitly. Such a construction implies the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.4. There is a polynomial time algorithm for boolean SAT iff there is a
polynomial time algorithm for circuit SAT.

2.4

Searching for answers

We have danced around but failed to resolve the following question.
Is there a polynomial time algorithm for deciding if a boolean formula is
satisfiable?
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This is a huge open question, the most important question in theoretical computer
science and arguably in all of mathematics. (Extra emphasis on argue.)
The general feeling is no, insofar as such an algorithm would be too good
to be true. If the answer was yes, then we would have an efficient algorithm for
anything that can be expressed in boolean logic. But we have already seen that
boolean logic is very expressive – maybe too expressive to expect a computer to
efficiently process.2
As daunting as the question posed above might seem, we have asked and
resolved big questions before. Consider the following question posed by David
Hilbert and Wilhelm Ackermann in 1928, called the Entscheidungsproblem. Paraphrasing, and omitting mathematical details, the question is roughly:
Can a computer compute (i.e., decide) any logical problem?
For example, a computer can compute whether a boolean formula is satisfiable,
by brute-forcing through all the possible solutions. (This is inefficient, but the
point is that it works in a finite amount of time.) Is there anything a computer
cannot compute, by brute-force or by other means? Remarkably this question has
been answered. The answer to the Entscheidungsproblem is no, there are indeed
incomputable problems, and it was proven independently by Church [Chu36] and
Turing [Tur37]. We stress that the Entscheidungsproblem was posed before computers
existed, purely in terms of mathematical logic. Church invented 𝜆 -calculus to lay
the foundations for his proof; 𝜆 -calculus is the inspiration for lisp and functional
programming languages since. A major contribution in Turing’s approach was
to define an abstract model of a computer (called a Turing machine), and then
restate the Entscheidungsproblem in terms of this model. Turing’s initial model for
a computer (inspired by a typewriter) had a huge influence on modern computer
design [Neu93] and is still the standard model for computation.

2.5

Additional results

While we do not have a polynomial time algorithm for SAT there are still many
interesting developments that shed some insight into the character of the problem.
We do not have the technical background to analyze the following topics at the
moment but even at a high-level they are interesting to ponder.

2.5.1

Approximating 3SAT by randomized rounding

While 3SAT might be hard to solve exactly, it is not necessarily so hard to
approximately solve it. Recall that in 3SAT we are given a formula in CNF with
2This description oversimplifies the debate; there are other, more nuanced opinions and subtle
related results.
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exactly three variables per clauses. Instead of trying to satisfy all the clauses,
let us consider the optimization perspective where the goal is to satisfy as many
clauses as possible. Of course being able to obtain the true maximum will also
let you solve 3SAT. But maybe we can argue that we can obtain relatively good
solutions. For example, is there a way to satisfy at least half as many clauses as
the optimum assignment?

Let f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) be a 3CNF, for which we want to satisfy as many clauses
as possible in polynomial time. Imagine assigning every variable x i randomly to
true or false, by independently flipping a coin for every x i . How good is this
random (and completely ridiculous) assignment?
Consider a single disjunction clause; for example, consider (x 1 , ∨x̄ 2 ∨ x 3 ). If
x 1 = true, or x 2 = false, or x 3 = true, then the clause is satisfied. In fact the
only way the clause is not satisfied is if x 1 = false and x 2 = true and x 3 = false.
That exact combination occurs with probability 1/8, since each assignment is
independent and uniformly random. So 7 out of 8 times the clause is satisfied!
How many clauses do we expect to satisfy? Think of the number of satisfied
clauses as a random sum, to which each clause contributes 1 with probability 7/8,
and contributes 0 otherwise. Now this random sum might seem tough to analyze
because whether or not one clause is satisfied is not independent of whether
another clause is satisfied, since they may share variables. Here we apply linear
of expectation: the average of the sum equals the sum of averages of the individual terms.
(We will introduce linear of expectation more slowly when discussing randomized
algorithms in chapter 21.) But the point is that each clause contributes 7/8th
“satisfied clauses”, on average; consequently, if there are m total clauses, we expect
to satisfy 7m/8 clauses. This implies, by the probabilistic method, that every 3SAT
formula (automatically) has an assignment satisfying 7/8-fraction of its clauses.
It is easy to extend the above to k -SAT for any k ∈ N, where each clause has
exactly k variables, and obtain the following.
Theorem 2.5. For all k ∈ N, there is a randomized (1−1/2k )-approximation algorithm
for k -SAT.
One can derandomize the algorithm above and obtain a deterministic algorithm.
We let the reader attempt this before explaining.

Observe that it was very easy to calculate the average number of clauses that
random coin tosses would satisfy: for 3-SAT, it was just (7/8) times the number
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of clauses. Even if it wasn’t a k -SAT problem – if different clauses have a different
number of variables – we could calculate the expected number of clauses satisfied.
Indeed, a clauses with k variables is satisfied with probabilities (1 − 2−k ); the
average sum is obtained as the sum of these probabilities.
We use these calculations to derandomize the coin tossing experiment. Consider x 1 . We know that randomly flipping all the coins has a good average score,
which we denote by 𝜇. This means that either forcing x 1 = true and randomly
flipping the remaining n − 1 coins, or forcing x 1 = false and randomly flipping
the remaining n − 1 coins, has an average outcome of (at least) 𝜇. At it is easy to
calculate which choice of x 1 is better. We set x 2 , x 3 , and so on iteratively in this
fashion. Each choice maintains the average over the remaining random coin flips.
In conclusion we have the following.
Theorem 2.6. For all k ∈ N, there is a deterministic (1 − 1/2k )-approximation
algorithm for k -SAT.

2.5.2

Hardness of approximation for 3SAT, and the PCP theorem

The above algorithm is so simple, and essentially oblivious to the input f , that
it is hard to believe it is a very good algorithm. Remarkably, there is reason to
believe that it is the best possible polynomial time algorithm unless P = N P .
The PCP theorem states that for all constants 𝜖 > 0, getting better than a
(7/8 + 𝜖 )-approximation to 3SAT is NP-Hard. The PCP theorem gives similar
hardness of approximation results for many other problems besides SAT, and in
general, has wide and deep consequences across theoretical computer science.
The PCP theorem is far beyond the scope of this class although we did cover the
proof in the Fall 2020 randomized algorithms course [Qua20b].
(More additional results to come.)

2.6

Additional notes and references

SAT is discussed in [KT06, §8.2], [Eri19, §12.1–12.6], and [DPV08, §8.1], in a
broader context (the theory of NP-completeness) that will emerge in upcoming
chapters. The systematic study of understanding the limits of computation –
of which SAT and circuits are central topics – is called computational complexity
theory; see [AB09; Sip97; Wig19].
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the presentation.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
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• Recorded video lecture.
The lecture also had an interesting discussion about DNF, prompted by
a question from the audience (parapraphasing): “If CNF is so hard, why not
transform Boolean functions to DNF (disjunctive normal form), which is easier?”
To further explore this question, we recommend exercise 2.13 (below) or exercise
3 in [Eri19, Chapter 12].
We did not have time to cover circuit SAT, which is not only interesting for
its own sake and in connection to boolean SAT, but serves as a nice example to
introduce topological sorting. We plan to weave some of these ideas back into later
lectures; still, it would be good to read the corresponding section here.

2.7

Exercises

Exercise 2.1. Show that ∧ and ∨ are not jointly associative
by finding assignments

x, y, z ∈ {0, 1} such that x ∨ y ∧ z ≠ x ∨ y ∧ z .
Exercise 2.2. Suppose one had access to a polynomial time algorithm that solves
the decision version of Boolean satisfiability (outputting true or false depending
on whether there exists a satisfying assignment.). Show how to use this algorithm
to obtain a polynomial time algorithm for the constructive version of Boolean
satisfiability, outputting a satisfying assignment if one exists.
Exercise 2.3. Show that any Boolean formula with n variables and total size m
can be converted to a Boolean formula with n variables and total size O (m) such
that every clause contains at most two sub-clauses or variables. That is, in the
tree representation of the formula, each ∧ and ∨ would have two children. For
example, the formula for XOR, f (x 1 ,x 2 ) = (x̄ 1 ∧ x 2 ) ∨ (x 1 ∧ x̄ 2 ), is in this form.
Exercise 2.4. Show that any boolean formula with n variables and total size m
can be converted to a boolean formula in CNF with O (m + n) variables, O (m)
clauses, and total size O (m).34
Exercise 2.5. Show that any CNF with n variables and total size m can be
converted into a 3-SAT problem with O (m) clauses and O (m + n) variables.
Exercise 2.6. Show that any boolean circuit with n gates and m edges can be
converted into a boolean formula in CNF with O (n) variables and total size O (m).
3It might simplify things to first apply the preceding exercise.
4As a second (appropriately vague) hint, how do you express “a = b ∨ c ” and “a = b ∧ c ” in
CNF?
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Exercise 2.7. Let k ≥ 3. Recall that the k -SAT problem is the special case of
SAT where f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) is a CNF with exactly k -variables per clause.
1. Show that a polynomial time algorithm for k -SAT implies a polynomial
time algorithm for (k + 1)-SAT.
2. Show that a polynomial time algorithm for (k +1)-SAT implies a polynomial
time algorithm for k -sat.
Exercise 2.8. Consider the following special case of SAT, which we will call
k -occurrence-SAT for a fixed parameter k ∈ N. The input consists of a SAT
formula f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) in CNF such that every variable x i appears (as is, or
negated) in at most k clauses. The problem is to decide whether there is a
satisfying assignment. For each of the following values of k , either (a) design
and analyze a polynomial time algorithm, or (b) show that a polynomial time
algorithm for k -occurrence-SAT implies a polynomial time algorithm.5
1. (8 points.) 5-occurrence-SAT (where each variable appears in at most 5
clauses).
2. (2 points.) 3-occurrence-SAT (where each variable appears in at most 3
clauses).
Exercise 2.9. Consider the following variation of SAT, which we will call oppositeSAT. The input consists of a collection of m disjunction clauses over n variables
x 1 , . . . ,x n . The goal is to decide if there is an assignment such that every disjunction evaluates to false. For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a
polynomial time algorithm, or (b) show that a polynomial time algorithm implies
a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 2.10. Recall that a palindrome is a string spelled the same forward
or backwards, such as “racecar”. Likewise we say that a bit string x ∈ {0, 1}n if
x i = x n+1−i for all indices i = 1, . . . ,n. Describe a SAT formula in CNF of size
O (n) for a Boolean formula f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} that accepts palindromes (i.e.,
f (x) = 1 iff x is a palindrome).
Exercise 2.11. In the Max 2-SAT problem, one is given a CNF f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) with
exactly two variables per clause (i.e., a 2-CNF). The goal is to find an assignment
that satisfies as many clauses as possible. (Note that we are not interested in
knowing if f is exactly satisfiable.) In the decision version of the problem, we
5This problem was adjusted (again) on the morning of Jan 15. Previously “5”-occurrence-SAT
was suggested as a hint; now it is just the main part of the problem. (Hopefully this makes it a
little easier; those who solved it already in its previous, harder form, should not have much trouble
adjusting to this version.)
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are given a 2-CNF formula f and an integer k ∈ N, and the goal is to decide if
there exists an assignment that satisfies at least k clauses in f .
Either (a) show that a polynomial time algorithm for Max 2-SAT implies a
polynomial time algorithm for boolean satisfiability (in general), or (b) design and
analyze a polynomial time algorithm that, given a 2-CNF formula f , computes
an assignment that maximizes the number of satisfied clauses.
Exercise 2.12. In the 1-in-3-SAT problem, one is given a 3-CNF f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ).
The goal is to find a satisfying assignment such that every disjunctive clause (with
three variables) is satisfied by exactly one of the variables.
Either (a) show that a polynomial time algorithm for 1-in-3-SAT implies a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT, or (b) design and analyze a polynomial time
algorithm for 1-in-3-SAT.
Exercise 2.13. A Boolean formula is in disjunctive normal form (DNF) if it is
a disjunction of conjunctions. For example, for formula

f (x, y, z ) = x ∧ y ∨ (x̄ ∧ z ),
which models “if x then y else z ”, is in disjunctive normal form. Note that by the
distributive property,
(a ∨ b) ∧ (c ∨ d ) = (a ∧ c ) ∨ (a ∧ d ) ∨ (b ∧ c ) ∨ (b ∧ d ),
so any CNF formula can be converted to a DNF formula. Let us define DNF
SAT as the problem of deciding whether a boolean formula in DNF is satisfiable.
1. Is there a polynomial time algorithm for DNF SAT? If so, describe and
analyze such an algorithm.
2. Would a polynomial time algorithm for DNF SAT imply a polynomial time
algorithm for CNF SAT? (Why?)
Exercise 2.14. Let f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} be a Boolean function on n variables.
(Here no formula for f is given, and we treat f as a black box.) Prove that there
is a CNF 𝜑(x 1 , . . . ,x n ) of finite size such that f = 𝜑.

2.A

Proof of theorem 2.1

We left the proof of theorem 2.1 as exercise 2.4 (which you should really try, if
you haven’t). However the result is so fundamental that we should provide a
proof (or at least a proof sketch) anyway. The following also suggests some ideas
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that may help you prove theorem 2.2 (which was left as exercise 2.5). (All these
reductions are well-known and can also be found in standard textbooks.)
Here we describe a construction based on the “assignment” CNF gadget in
the lecture notes. The idea is to prune all the clauses/subtrees by introducing new
variables assigned to be equal to each clause. We hope the following construction
is conceptually clear.
Let f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) be a Boolean formula with n variables and total size m.
Without loss of generality (by the preceding exercise) we may assume that f is
“binary”, in the sense that every clause has at most 2 sub-clauses or variables.
For each clause C i , we introduce a new variable y i . The idea is to replace
each clause C i by assigning its output to y i .
To this end, observe that the expression “x 1 = x 2 ∧ x 3 ” can be expressed as
the CNF
(x̄ 1 ∨ x 2 ) ∧ (x̄ 1 ∨ x 3 ) ∧ (x 1 ∨ x̄ 2 ∨ x̄ 3 ),

(2.1)

and the expression “x 1 = x 2 ∨ x 3 ” can be expressed as the CNF
(x 1 ∨ x̄ 2 ) ∧ (x 1 ∨ x̄ 3 ) ∧ (x̄ 1 ∨ x 2 ∨ x 3 ).

(2.2)

We process all the clauses in the tree one by one starting from the bottom
(and including the clause at the root). For each clause C i , we replace C i in the tree
with a variable y i . Because C i is at the bottom of the tree, it is the conjunction or
disjunction of at most two literals (involving either the x i ’s or previously processed
y j ’s). We write the CNF corresponding to the assignment y i = C i based on (2.1)
or (2.2) or above. Note that this CNF has constant size.
All the CNF’s we output are concatenated in an overarching conjunction. In
addition we have one more clause containing the root variable, which means
the whole formula must evaluate to true. We produce a constant size CNF per
clause in f , so the overall size is the same up to constant factors. We introduce a
variable for each clause which gives O (m + n) variables in all.
Below, we apply the construction to the bit-addition formula from the lecture
notes. We have annotated the nodes in the tree with the variables introduced an
assigned to them. (Here, rather than use y i ’s, we added x j ’s with larger indices
j .) Below the tree, we list the CNF’s that are produced, with one line per clause
in the original formula, plus one more clause (just x 13 ) for the root. The final
CNF is obtained by combining all the lines with conjunctions (“∧’s”).
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2. SAT: A different kind of search problem
2.A. Proof of theorem 2.1

<latexit sha1_base64="jUIJsIgCyIy/GOBhESmIA6ZF9Pw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="AdIrA7DGwM/jPnMKP+C5Y8D+jIA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="VicCgghrgBc6A/1c13lgAUKraJQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aiFI+FZ1H6eQnJZrTUd28SmKcCU=">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</latexit>

x1

x 14 = ^
<latexit sha1_base64="V2QZfWj6su29lDRmJcnPGfDxHp4=">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</latexit>

x2

<latexit sha1_base64="1czWqFoAgrWLke9b79k9I3ZsVT4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="8Ae3Vv5papIsE+ad91YrjCeBNpg=">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</latexit>

x 13 = _

x5 = ^

<latexit sha1_base64="0IMdjQDb62lEVJ07hVdsqpTtl9M=">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</latexit>

x 12 = ^

x 15 = ^

x3

<latexit sha1_base64="Cdr5ZwoI1miOyNelkyl8L95BdOE=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="KsngIhN+qW5h8p7kuw0GG1WtPqs=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="S5/CqQ6kkcMn1QcrnkNw61guskw=">AAADF3icbVJLb9QwEPaGVwmvFo5cLFZFHKJVUhXBBamCC9yK6LYr7UbV2JlsrXXsYDvbXUX7G7jSX8MNceXIf+GAk0aCtIxk69N88/pGw0oprIvjX4Pgxs1bt+9s3Q3v3X/w8NH2zuNjqyvDccy11GbCwKIUCsdOOImT0iAUTOIJW7xr+JMlGiu0OnLrEtMC5krkgoPzrvFMKu1Ot4fxKG6NXgdJB4aks8PTncHvWaZ5VaByXIK102SvdGkNxgkucRPOKosl8AXMceqhggJtWrfTbuiu92Q018Y/5Wjr/TejhsLadcF8ZAHuzF7lGuf/uGnl8tdpLVRZOVT8slFeSeo0baTTTBjkTq49AG6En5XyMzDAnV9QGPZq+TyZ1g5Xjuui3Oz2SG3zyFall/QW7ALNEmS28v2oJ1phTV5E/WppM2VPAAcmVBNrQVlq0Yi8V3sJ5nMV+V82UrhWVktw0M9o9Zx7Cdjb3JT9HSdiYp75syhstPTVGEtrhedu1W2PMkZzowv66ejDpFeDg3zDtFaZXum0bsJB5m3/Bns29PeSXL2O6+B4b5S8HMUf94cHz7vL2SJPyTPygiTkFTkg78khGRNOBPlCvpKL4CL4FnwPflyGBoMu5wnpWfDzDxGmACQ=</latexit>

x̄ 4

<latexit sha1_base64="F38XdXXWGw/NTGZObUCdT8ClIbI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aiFI+FZ1H6eQnJZrTUd28SmKcCU=">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</latexit>

x6 = ^

x1

<latexit sha1_base64="V2QZfWj6su29lDRmJcnPGfDxHp4=">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</latexit>

x 11 = _
<latexit sha1_base64="/eYxVhqmVxr2CQ5C84cAR/lsB4Y=">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</latexit>

x2

x8 = ^
<latexit sha1_base64="U1Rwq+JjiJa6lpbzVTXVsuF4sf4=">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</latexit>

x4
<latexit sha1_base64="aiFI+FZ1H6eQnJZrTUd28SmKcCU=">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</latexit>

x1

<latexit sha1_base64="ZmPL4tFqncIrvME76GOLv3PH8RA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="8kupiWsgvwwLJisUl1v8Psr2p28=">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</latexit>

x7 = _
<latexit sha1_base64="V2QZfWj6su29lDRmJcnPGfDxHp4=">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</latexit>

x2

¬

x1

(x̄ 15 ∨ x 3 ) ∧ (x̄ 15 ∨ x̄ 4 ) ∧ (x 15 ∨ x̄ 3 ∨ x 4 )
(x̄ 6 ∨ x 1 ) ∧ (x̄ 6 ∨ x 2 ) ∧ (x 6 ∨ x̄ 1 ∨ x̄ 2 )
(x 7 ∨ x̄ 1 ) ∧ (x 7 ∨ x̄ 2 ) ∧ (x̄ 7 ∨ x 1 ∨ x 2 )

(x̄ 8 ∨ x 4 ) ∧ (x̄ 8 ∨ x 7 ) ∧ (x 8 ∨ x̄ 4 ∨ x̄ 7 )
(x 9 ∨ x̄ 1 ) ∧ (x 9 ∨ x̄ 2 ) ∧ (x̄ 9 ∨ x 1 ∨ x 2 )

(x̄ 10 ∨ x̄ 9 ) ∧ (x̄ 10 ∨ x̄ 4 ) ∧ (x 10 ∨ x 9 ∨ x 4 )

(x 11 ∨ x̄ 8 ) ∧ (x 11 ∨ x̄ 10 ) ∧ (x̄ 11 ∨ x 8 ∨ x 10 )

(x̄ 12 ∨ x̄ 6 ) ∧ (x̄ 12 ∨ x 11 ) ∧ (x 12 ∨ x 6 ∨ x̄ 11 )
(x 13 ∨ x̄ 5 ) ∧ (x 13 ∨ x̄ 12 ) ∧ (x̄ 13 ∨ x 5 ∨ x 12 )
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x̄ 4

x9 = _

(x̄ 14 ∨ x 1 ) ∧ (x̄ 14 ∨ x 2 ) ∧ (x 14 ∨ x̄ 1 ∨ x̄ 2 )

x 13

<latexit sha1_base64="Cdr5ZwoI1miOyNelkyl8L95BdOE=">AAADG3icbVLLbtQwFPWEVwmPtrBkYzEqYhGNkqoINkgVbGBXRKcdNBONrh1nao0fwXamGUXzFWzp17BDbFnwLyxw0kiQlivZOrrnvs7VJYXg1sXxr0Fw4+at23e27ob37j94uL2z++jE6tJQNqZaaDMhYJngio0dd4JNCsNAEsFOyfJtw5+umLFcq2O3LlgqYaF4zik47/o0I2DqajM/mO8M41HcGr4Okg4MUWdH893B71mmaSmZclSAtdNkv3BpDcZxKtgmnJWWFUCXsGBTDxVIZtO6nXiD97wnw7k2/imHW++/GTVIa9eS+EgJ7sxe5Rrn/7hp6fJXac1VUTqm6GWjvBTYadzIxxk3jDqx9gCo4X5WTM/AAHV+SWHYq+XzRFo7VjmqZbHZ65Ha5pEtCy/pDdglMysQWeX7YU+0wpq8CCvtcDNlTwAFwlUTa0FZbJnhea/2CsznMvK/aKRQrawW4KCf0eo59xJYb3NT8neciPBF5k9D2mjlqxGS1oqdu6rbHiYE50ZL/PH4/aRXg4J4TbRWma50WjfhIPK2f4M9G/p7Sa5ex3Vwsj9KXoziDwfDw2fd5WyhJ+gpeo4S9BIdonfoCI0RRRJ9QV/RRXARfAu+Bz8uQ4NBl/MY9Sz4+QeuGwHH</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="S5/CqQ6kkcMn1QcrnkNw61guskw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="9dfvU+gpUxNoKGMtq1jSZjav//s=">AAADHHicbVLLbtQwFPWEVwmvFpZsLEZFLKJRUoGARaUKNrArotOOmIlG144ztcaPYDvTjKL5C7b0a9ghtkj8CwucNBKk5Uq2ju65r3N1SSG4dXH8axBcu37j5q2t2+Gdu/fuP9jeeXhsdWkoG1MttJkQsExwxcaOO8EmhWEgiWAnZPm24U9WzFiu1ZFbFyyVsFA85xScd32q5q/xPp75qPn2MB7FreGrIOnAEHV2ON8Z/J5lmpaSKUcFWDtN9gqX1mAcp4JtwllpWQF0CQs29VCBZDat25E3eNd7Mpxr459yuPX+m1GDtHYtiY+U4E7tZa5x/o+bli5/ldZcFaVjil40ykuBncaNfpxxw6gTaw+AGu5nxfQUDFDntxSGvVo+T6S1Y5WjWhab3R6pbR7ZsvCS3oBdMrMCkVW+H/ZEK6zJi7DSDjdT9gRQIFw1sRaUxZYZnvdqr8B8LiP/i0YK1cpqAQ76Ga2eMy+B9TY3JX/HiQhfZP42pI1Wvhohaa3Ymau67WFCcG60xB+P3k96NSiIfaK1ynSl07oJB5G3/Rvs2dDfS3L5Oq6C471R8mIUf3g+PHjaXc4WeoyeoGcoQS/RAXqHDtEYUaTQF/QVnQfnwbfge/DjIjQYdDmPUM+Cn38A1rkBcw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aiFI+FZ1H6eQnJZrTUd28SmKcCU=">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</latexit>

x 10 = ^

<latexit sha1_base64="V2QZfWj6su29lDRmJcnPGfDxHp4=">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</latexit>

x2

Chapter 3

Subset-Sum, and the
secret language of numbers
Consider the following problem, called subset sum. You are given as input n
natural numbers x 1 , . . . ,x n ∈ N, and a target value T ∈ N. The goal is to identify
a subset of the numbers that sum to T :
x i 1 + x i 2 + · · · + x ik = T ,
for distinct indices i1 ,i2 , . . . ,ik ∈ [n]. Subset sum is not an uncommon problem.
We encounter it when we pay for groceries in cash and make exact change in
quarters, dimes, nickels and pennies. It is also another example of a search
problem. Given a candidate solution consisting of some numbers, we can easily
verify that they are distinct numbers from the input, and that they add up to T .

3.1

Brute force algorithms

Let us design and analyze some algorithms for subset sum. We will focus on
the decision version for simplicity but it will be easy to see how to modify our
algorithms to return a feasible solution, if one exists.
Perhaps the simplest approach is brute force: enumerate all subsets of the
numbers, and return true if any of the subsets add up to T .
brute-force({x 1 , . . . ,x n }, T )
1. For all subsets I ⊂ [n]
Í
A. If i ∈I x i = T then return true.
2. Return false.
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This algorithm is (obviously) correct because it exhausts all possibilities. But it is
also highly inefficient. The algorithm runs in roughly O (n2n ) time, broken down
as looping over 2n subsets of [n], and for each summing up to n numbers. As we
have discussed before, O (n2n ) will never terminate even for modest values of n.

3.1.1

Recursion

Towards a more efficient algorithm, let us rewrite the brute force algorithm recursively. When designing a recursive algorithm, it is good practice to specify our
function semantically. Such a spec implicitly establishes the induction hypothesis
that ultimately justifies the recursion. In this case, such a description is fairly
straightforward.
subset-sum({x 1 , . . . ,x n },T ) = true if there is a subset of {x 1 , . . . ,x n }
that sums to T , and otherwise false.
Let us now implement what we have just defined.
subset-sum({x 1 , . . . ,x n ∈ N}, T )
1. If T = 0 then return true.

// The empty set sums to 0

2. If n = 0 then return false.

// The empty set sums to 0

3. If either one of
A. subset-sum(x 2 , . . . ,x n , T ) or
// excludes x 1 from the subset sum
B. subset-sum(x 2 , . . . ,x n , T − x 1 )
// includes x 1 in the subset sum
returns true, then return true.
4. Otherwise return false.
It is easy to see the algorithm is correct by induction on n1. The algorithm still
enumerates all possible combinations, although this time it proceeds through the
combinations one variable at a time. Consider the first time we call the function
on the input x 1 , . . . ,x n and T . The algorithm guesses whether or not to include
x 1 , as follows. It first checks to see if there is a feasible solution that doesn’t use
x 1 , by recursing on all the remaining numbers with the same target value T . In
1More precisely, it is easy to see that the pseudocode implements the specification for a given
problem assuming the specification holds inductively for subproblems.
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the second recursive call, it checks to see if there is a feasible solution that uses
x 1 , by recursing on the remaining numbers with a new target value of T − x 1 .
By induction on n these recursive calls will correctly decide if there is a subset
sum for their respective subproblems. If either recursive call returns true, then
there is a subset sum. If neither recursive call succeeds, then since any solution
must either include or exclude x 1 , we conclude that the subset sum problem is
infeasible.
As per the running time, let T (n) be the running time on a problem instance
of n numbers. We have
T (0) = O (1)

T (n) = 2T (n − 1) + O (1)
The recursion tree is a binary tree of height n, with 2n leaves and 2n+1 − 1 total
nodes / subproblems. Each node / subproblem contributes O (1) work, so we have
T (n) = O (2n ).
This an improvement on the O (n2n ) running time we started with, by a factor
of n. While a factor of n improvement is usually cause for celebration, here it is
insignificant relative to O (2n ). We are still stuck at exponential time algorithm.
Can we do better?

3.1.2

Caching

We can try to apply one of our favorite tricks: caching. In preparation for caching,
let us index the arguments to our recursive function more compactly as follows.
Fix an instance of subset sum, defined by x 1 , . . . ,x n ∈ N and T ∈ N. For i ,S ∈ N,
we define
subset-sum(i ,S ) = true if there is a subset of {x i , . . . ,x n } that sums
to S , and false otherwise.
The following pseudocode implements subset-sum based on the new definition
above, and is just a more compact version of our previous pseudocode.
subset-sum(i ,S )
1. if S = 0 then return true
2. if S < 0 then return false
3. if i > n then return false
4. return subset-sum(i + 1,S) ∨ subset-sum(i + 1,S − x 1 ).
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To solve our initial problem, we call subset-sum(1,T ).
Now, let us cache the answers to all our recursive calls so we never solve the
same problem twice. This means that whenever we solve a subproblem for the
first time, we also save the answer in some table or array. In every recursive call,
we first check this table to see if we have already solved the subproblem. If so,
then we can return the saved answer. If not, then we execute the pseudocode
above, and also store the answer before returning it.
Note that we don’t have to cache the problems where S ≤ 0 or i > n because
these answers are fixed. We only save problems of the form subset-sum(i ,S )
where i ∈ [n] and S ∈ [T ]. The values can be stored in an [n] × [T ] twodimensional array (or in a hash table). The total size to store all the answers is
O (nT ). The pseudocode below gives an example of such an implementation.
cached-subset-sum(i ,S )
/* We assume there is an n × T array denoted A[1..n, 1..T ] (“A” for
“Answer”) allocated in global memory, with all entries initially set to
null.
*/
1. If S = 0 then return true.
2. If S < 0 then return false.
3. If i > n then return false.
4. If A[i ,S ] is null:
A. A[i ,S ] ← subset-sum(i + 1,S ) ∨ subset-sum(i + 1,S − x i ).
5. Return A[i ,S ].
After adding caching to the pseudocode, each problem takes only constant
time (excluding recursive calls). Thus the total running time becomes
  time per subproblem 
# subproblems ·
= nT · O (1) = O (nT ).
excl. recursive calls

This running time looks much better than the previous, exponential running time
of O (2n ). (More on this in a moment.)
Our algorithm above only decides if a subset sum solution exists. Of course
we may also be interested in the numbers that make up the sum. One approach
to extracting the numbers is to use the decision algorithm as a black box; see
exercise 3.2. (SAT was similarly self-reducible). A more efficient approach is
as follows. In the algorithm above, each subproblem subset-sum(i ,S ) that
returns true came to that conclusion based on some immediate choice - namely,
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whether or not to include x i , which leads to one of two subproblems that also
returns true. Let us also record, in an additional table, the choice of subproblem
that leads to true (when that is the case). Then, after solving the decision
problem and building up this table, we have a trail of choices through a sequence
of subproblems (starting from subset-sum(1,T )) that gives the actual set of
numbers that add up to T .

3.1.3

Caching: a meta-algorithm

The difference in running time comes from the caching. It is a general technique
that can be extended to all sorts of recursions, and is more commonly known
as dynamic programming. The recipe is simple. Recursion, plus a little bit of
memory to avoid redundancy, makes for more efficient algorithms.
The steps taken to convert the recursion into a more efficient dynamic programming algorithm were fairly mechanical and problem independent. When
applying it to a problem, rather than going through these routine details again
and again, the following points suffice to understand what is going on. (In this
class, they are all required.) The following steps are also useful in helping you
structure your thoughts and apply dynamic programming effectively, and with
some practice, effortlessly.
1. A concise specification of the recursive function you are trying to implement,
such as our one sentence description of subset-sum(i ,S ). It should be
clear what is the input, and what is the desired output. This is the induction
hypothesis that justifies the correctness of your algorithm.
2. Some kind of pseudocode or formula that implements the specification,
such as the four line code for subset-sum(i ,S ) above.
3. Some explicit mention of the use of caching or dynamic programming to
avoid recomputing subproblems.
4. An analysis of the total running time, which often breaks down as the
number of subproblems times the amount of time per subproblem, excluding
recursive calls.
5. An analysis of the space usage, which is often just the number of
subproblems.2
2On February 13, I decided this was besides the main point being made in this algorithmic
framework, and we will no longer check for this explicitly when grading. However it is still good to
be mindful of how many subproblems are generated by your dynamic programming algorithm. I will
also note that in some rare cases one can actually use less space then the number of subproblems
(by being very careful in a non-recursive implementation) but again this is besides the pedagogical
point.
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6. A brief description of the recursive call that produces the answer we are
actually looking for. Above, this is subset-sum(1,T ).
7. When needed, some justification or proof for the correctness of the algorithm.
The critical thinking largely occurs in the first step, where we specify the function
we want to implement. With a clear specification, the implementation in the
second step can be straightforward. This is because recursive algorithms leverage
induction, and a clearer specification gives a more useful induction hypothesis.
Conversely, if it is difficult to implement the code in step 2, this may indicate that
the specification is not quite right.
Once steps 1 and 2 are done correctly and clearly, then the remaining steps
can be straightforward. In particular, the correctness of the algorithm is often
self-evident and hardly requires a proof. If one of the later steps feels awkward or
difficult, then this might be best addressed by clarifying the specification or the
pseudocode.
Steps that are not required include:
1. Literally implementing the caching (which is mechanical and clutters the
code).
2. Providing code that iterates through the subproblems manually. (Recursion
handles this automatically.)
3. The space usage (which is automatically bounded above by the running
time, and rarely more interesting than that).
At some level we even discourage the above steps as they distract from the
perspectives of top-down design and problem solving by induction.
Our first example of dynamic programming, subset-sum, was relatively simple.
But in upcoming discussions we will see how versatile this tool is, and the large
design space it encumbers.

3.1.4

A polynomial running time?

Let us now return to subset-sum. Recall that our first goal for any problem is
try to establish a running time that is a polynomial function of the input size. Do
we now have a polynomial time algorithm for subset sum? O (nT ) might look like
a polynomial, but in fact it is not a polynomial in the input size.
The catch hearkens back to our very first discussion about bits: the bit
complexity of T is only log(T ). That is, we only need log(T ) bits to express

T . Thus O (nT ) = O n2log (T ) is actually exponential in the input size of T .
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For example, if T = 2n , then our O (nT ) running time is still exponential in n,
while the input size of T is only O (n). So for all the hoopla about dynamic
programming, and the practical improvements for small T , we have not actually
succeeded in obtaining a polynomial time algorithm.

3.2

Packing in the complexity

Subset sum doesn’t look complicated, but it has resisted a number of attempts to
obtain a (truly) efficient algorithm. To alleviate our frustration, let us instead see
if we can find good evidence that subset sum is actually hard; that is, unlikely to
have a polynomial time algorithm.
How can I convince you that subset sum is hard? After all, it is a very simple
looking problem. Quite probably all instances you’ve encountered in real life
(namely, making change for cash) were very easy. And so what if we’re stumped.
We have overcome problems before. Surely, all we need is a good attitude, a hot
cup of coffee, and copious amounts of scratch paper!
Recall the SAT problem, where we are given a 3-SAT formula and we want
to find a satisfying assignment. Now there’s a problem. Since we can reduce any
general Boolean formula to a 3-SAT formula of roughly the same size, solving
3-SAT is tantamount to solving anything that can be expressed in Boolean logic.
There is no shame in admitting that 3-SAT is too hard to expect a polynomial
time algorithm. So what if I told you that
any algorithm for subset sum can be efficiently repurposed to solve 3-SAT.
That is, a polynomial time algorithm for subset-sum would imply a polynomial time
algorithm for 3-SAT. That would be a satisfying explanation for our inability to
find an efficient algorithm for subset sum: the problem is actually much more
important than we realized.
The main theorem of this section asserts precisely this, as follows.
Theorem 3.1. If there is a polynomial time algorithm for subset sum, then there is a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
We have already seen that SAT and 3-SAT are polynomial time equivalent.
To prove the theorem, we will describe a polynomial time reduction from 3-SAT to
subset sum.
Given a 3-SAT formula f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ), we will construct a subset sum problem
that is feasible iff f is satisfiable. This might seem ridiculous at first. Subset sum
uses only basic arithmetic, and arithmetic seems crude compared to Boolean
logic. But it is indeed possible. The (simple yet profound) trick is to realize that
integers are bit strings too: two numbers are equal iff their bit strings are equal.
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At a high level, we will create a subset sum problem where each number has
a large number of digits. Each digit encode a different logical constraint. A
feasible subset sum implies that every digit matches, which means that all logical
constraints are met.
Consider an instance of 3-SAT given by a formula f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) with n variables and m disjunctive clauses, where each clause has three distinct variables,
possibly negated. We let C 1 , . . . ,C m denote the m clauses, and treat them as
subsets of the set of symbols X = {x 1 , x̄ 1 , . . . ,x n , x̄ n }. For example, a clause
(x 1 ∨ x̄ 2 ∨ x 3 ) corresponds to the set {x 1 , x̄ 2 ,x 3 }. In this way, we can recast 3-SAT
problem as a “subset” problem as follows:
Find a set S ⊂ X that satisfies the following constraints.
1. For each constraint C i ⊂ X , X ∩ S ≠ ∅.

2. For each Boolean variable x j , S contains exactly one of x j or x̄ j .

Above, the set S ⊂ X indicate whether we assign true or false to each variable
x j . By item 2, for each j , S contains either x j or x̄ j . We interpret x j ∈ S as
assigning x j = true and x̄ j ∈ S as assigning x j = false. With this setup, item
1 is really saying that (the assignment corresponding to) S has to satisfy every
clause.
As mentioned above, we will use numbers with a large number of digits and
use each digit to encode some logic. In particular, we will create one digit for
each constraint on S listed above. We will have 1 digit for each constraint C i
(corresponding to the constraints in item 1) and 1 digit for each variable x j
(corresponding to the constraints in item 2). Thus m + n digits in all. We will also
work with numbers in base 4 (without loss of generality). One can alternatively
think of each (m + n)-digit, base-4 number as an (m + n)-length string composed
of one of 4 letters; i.e., in {0, 1, 2, 3}m+n .
We will create 2n + 2m numbers – one number for each x j and each x̄ j in
X , as well as 2m additional variables (two for each clause). For clarity, we will
denote the numbers we create by capital letters A,B,C , .... For each x j , we will
create a number A j as follows. Recall that we have reserved a digit for each
constraint and a digit for each variable. We describe A j in terms of the value of
each digit (out of 4).
1. For each constraint C i , if x j ∈ C i , we set the C i th digit (i.e., the digit
corresponding to C i ) of A j to 1. Otherwise we set that digit to 0.
2. We set the digit corresponding to x j to 1.
3. We set the remaining digits corresponding to other variables x k (k ≠ j ) to
0.
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For each negated symbol x̄ j ∈ X we create a number A¯j similarly and with the
obvious adjustments:
1. For each constraint C i , if x j ∈ C i , we set the C i th digit (i.e., the digit
corresponding to C i ) of A¯j to 1. Otherwise we set that digit to 0.
2. We set the digit corresponding to x j to 1.
3. We set the remaining digits corresponding to other variables x k (k ≠ j ) to
0.
This creates the first 2n numbers and we have promised to create 2m more. To
motivate these remaining variables let us review what we have already created.
We claim that
A set S ⊂ X is a satisfying assignment iff, letting
∑︁
∑︁
Aj +
D=
A¯j
x j ∈S

x̄ j ∈S

denote the sum of numbers corresponding to symbols in S , we have the
following:
1. For every variable x j , the x j th digit of D is exactly 1.
2. For every constraint C i , the C i th digit of D is at least 1.
This is not quite a subset sum problem, but I think it is fair to say we are getting
closer. We have two sets of constraints on D. The first family, corresponding to
the variables x j , is naturally suitable for subset sum, as it specifies exactly what
the numbers have to add up to for each of each digits. However, the second set
of constraints, for the digits corresponding to D, are based on inequalities rather
than equalities. The issue is that, in 3-SAT, we could satisfy a clause C i by taking
one, two, or all three of the participating variables. Thus, for the corresponding
digit, the values {1, 2, 3} should all be allowed. How do we express the fact that
we allow for a range of digits, in the native language of subset sum?
The following adjustment effectively implements padding. For each constraint
C i , we create two copies of the same number, called Bi . Bi has value 1 in the
C i th digit and value 0 in all the other digits. The role of Bi is simply to allow us
to artificially increase the C i th digit of D. In particular, with two copies of Bi ,
we can add up to two units to the C i th digit of D. Values of 1 or 2 can easily be
converted to 3. Crucially, a value of 0 cannot be increased to 3.
We now select our target value T . For each clause C i , we set the C i th digit of
T to 3. For each variable x j , we set the x j th digit of T to 1.
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Observe that the size of our subset sum problem, O (m + n) 2 , is polynomial
in the size of the 3SAT formula. It is also easy to see that our construction takes
polynomial time (and maybe even linear time, with care).
In conclusion, our construction satisfies the following claim, which establishes
theorem 3.1.
The Boolean formula f is satisfiable iff there is a subset of the A j ’s, A¯j ’s,
and (2 copies each of the) Bi ’s (as defined above) that adds up to T .

3.3

Perfect is the enemy of good

Let us pause and reflect on our developments. We started with a simple and
common problem: subset sum. We have some brute force algorithms, which
when combined with caching (dynamic programming), leads to a reasonable
running time for small target values. But this running time was not strongly
polynomial; for large numbers, the algorithm can be very slow. The basic reason
our algorithmdid not
 qualify as polynomial time is that a very large integer x
requires only log x many bits to represent it, and ultimately we seek running
times that are polynomial in the input size. A O (x) running time is exponential in
the input size of x.
Our reduction from 3SAT to subset sum suggests that subset sum is much
harder to solve then one might have expected. Moreover, we see explicitly in the
reduction how the many bits of large numbers can be used to encode the rich
complexity of a 3SAT problem.
Let us also point out that the difficulty of subset sum lies in our insistence on
an exact answer to the problem. By contrast, suppose we had an algorithm that
satisfies the following approximation guarantee:
If the subset sum is feasible, then return a subset x i1 , . . . ,x ik whose sum lies
in the range [.99T , 1.01T ]. If the subset sum problem is infeasible, then
either return a subset sum in the range [.99T , 1.01T ], or output that it is
infeasible.
For many real applications, where the sums represent a measurable quantity,
being off by a little is not the end of the world. On the other hand, since an
approximate sum in the above sense does not imply an exact solution, it does
not risk deciding a SAT problem in disguise. This gives hope for a polynomial
time approximation algorithm. Indeed, there are polynomial time approximation
algorithms that satisfy the above guarantee, even if we replace [.99T , 1.01T ] with
[(1 − 𝜖 )T , (1 + 𝜖)T ] for any fixed error parameter 𝜖 ∈ (0, 1). (See exercise 3.6.)
We may discuss approximation algorithms later, but for the moment, it is good
to be aware of their existence and motivation.
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The other side of the coin - where the hardness of subset sum is useful - is
cryptography. Loosely speaking, we can interpret the solution to a subset sum
problem as a password - it is hard to guess (as far as we know), but easy to verify.
Many other problems have this characteristic (as we will see) but subset sum
is particularly simple, which has some computational advantages. The MerkleHellman system, one of the first public-key cryptographic systems, is based on
subset sum, and in particular relies on the assumption that subset sum is hard.
Lattice based cryptography, a more modern cryptographic technique, is (at a
high level) based on the difficulty of multi-dimensional extensions of subset sum.
See (e.g.) the notes [Pei13] for more details.

3.4

Additional notes and references

This lecture overlaps with [Eri19, §3.8] and [KT06, §6.4 and §8.8].
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the presentation.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.

3.5

Exercises

Exercise 3.1. Suppose instead that we had reduced from 1-in-3-SAT to subset
sum. How might this have simplified our construction in section 3.2?
Exercise 3.2. At the end of section 3.1.2, we discussed how to use an additional
table to also extract the subset sum solution. Here we develop an alternative
approach that was briefly alluded to in section 3.1.2. It is not as efficient as
building a secondary table, but the technique is more general and of independent
interest.
Suppose one had a black box algorithm for deciding subset sum problems.
That is, given an instance of subset sum described by n integers x 1 , . . . ,x n ∈ N
and an additional target value T , the algorithm returns true if there exists a
feasible solution, and otherwise false. Show that one can use this decision
algorithm as a subroutine to obtain an efficient constructive algorithm for subset
sum.
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Exercise 3.3. Consider the following special case of subset-sum called the partition
problem. The input consists of n numbers x 1 , . . . ,x n ∈ N. The goal is to partition
the n numbers into two parts so that the sums of each part are equal. For this
problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the
better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial
time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 3.4. Consider the following variation of subset sum which allows for an
additive error of 1. We’ll call it subset-sum±1. The input consists of n numbers
x 1 , . . . ,x n ∈ N and a target T ∈ N, like subset sum. The goal is to decide if there
is a subset of x 1 , . . . ,x n that sums to either T − 1, T , or T + 1. For this problem,
either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better),
or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time
algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 3.5. Consider the following variation of subset-sum called Kobe subset
sum. The input is similar to normal subset sum, with n numbers x 1 , . . . ,x n ∈ N and
T ∈ N, except we are promised that each number x i lies in the range {8, . . . , 24}.
For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the
faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 3.6. (Approximating subset sum.) Let 𝜖 ∈ (0, 1) be fixed. Here we treat
𝜖 as a fixed constant
 (like 𝜖 = .1, for 10% error); in particular, running times of
the form O nO (1/𝜖 ) count as a polynomial.
A (1 ± 𝜖)-approximation algorithm for subset sum is one that (correctly)
either:
1. Returns a subset whose sum lies in the range [(1 − 𝜖)T , (1 + 𝜖 )T ].
2. Declares that there is no subset that sums to (exactly) T .
Note that such an algorithm does not solve the (exact) subset sum problem.
1. Suppose every input number x i was “small”, in the sense that x i ≤ 𝜖T .
Give a polynomial time (1 ± 𝜖 )-approximation algorithm for this setting.
2. Suppose every input number x i was “big”, in the sense that x i > 𝜖T . Give
a polynomial time (1 ± 𝜖)-approximation algorithm for this setting.
3. Now give a polynomial time (1 ± 𝜖)-approximation algorithm for subset
sum in the general setting (with both big and small inputs).
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Sample solution.

Problem. Recall the subset sum problem, where the input consists of n positive
integers x 1 , . . . ,x n ∈ N, and a target value T ∈ N. The goal is to decide if there is a
subset of x 1 , . . . ,x n that sums to T . Design and analyze a O (nT )-time algorithm for
the subset-sum problem.
Solution.
1. Recursive spec / induction hypothesis. For all integers S ≤ T and i ∈ Z ≥0 , we define
SS(i ,S ) = true if there is a subset of x i , . . . ,x n that sums to S , and
false otherwise.
2. Solving the original problem. The solution to the original problem is given by
SS(1,T ).
3. Recursive implementation.
SS(i ,S )
1. If S = 0 then return true.
2. If S < 0 then return false.
3. If i ≤ 0 then return false.
/* Otherwise S > 0 and i ≤ n.

*/

4. Return the ∨ (or) of the following:
A. SS(i + 1,S )

B. SS(i + 1,S − x i ).

4. Running time with caching / dynamic programming. After caching the (non-base case)
solutions for the recursive implementation (i.e., applying dynamic programming),
the running time is as follows. We have O (nT ) subproblems broken down as O (n)
choices for i and O (T ) choices for S , and each takes subproblem takes constant
time (excluding recursive sub-calls). Overall the running time is O (nT ).
5. Proof. The base cases are pretty clear: if S = 0, then the empty set sum to S ;
otherwise, if S < 0 then no set of (positive) integers can sum to S ; otherwise if S > 0
but i > n then there are no numbers left to sum to S .
Consider SS(i ,S ) where i ≤ n and S > 0. If there is a feasible solution, then it
either includes x i or it doesn’t. If it doesn’t, then by induction on i , SS(i + 1,S ) will
return true. If it does, then by induction on i , SS(i + 1,S − x i ) will return false.
If there is no feasible solution, then there is no feasible solution to the subset
sum problems described by SS(i + 1,S ) or SS(i + 1,S − x i ). By induction on i both
sub-calls will return false, hence so will SS(i ,S ), as desired.
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Chapter 4

Sequential Optimization
4.1

TEX

These notes (and hopefully yours too) are typeset using a system called LATEX,
which is an extension (by Leslie Lamport) of an earlier system called TEX,
designed and largely written by Donald Knuth. This is why it looks so nice1. In
the 1970’s, Donald Knuth was writing his famous (and still unfinished) series on
The Art Of Computer Programming. At the same time, the printing industry was
shifting from old-fashioned hot metal typesetting to computer driven approaches.
Knuth was so unsatisfied with the galley proofs of his book under the new system
that he set out to invent his own digital typesetting system. Thus TEX was born,
and he began using it to typeset his books. TEX was soon widely used in academia,
and then a set of user-friendly macros by Lamport was bundled with TeX to form
LATEX .
TEX takes unstructured text files as input and compiles it into PDF’s and
other print formats, similar to how programming code is compiled into binary
executables. This is in contrast to WYSIWYG editors, such as Microsoft Word,
that immediately update a visual document as you type, and make their typesetting
decisions immediately. The compilation step of TEX gives it a chance to optimize
various global criteria when making its many decisions, and ultimately produce
professional quality documents.
Here we will discuss how TEX does line-breaking (simplified for the sake of
discussion), via an algorithm first proposed by Knuth in a 1977 memo2 and later
published by Knuth and Plass [KP81]. When typesetting text, a basic decision
one has to make is where to wrap the line. These decisions make a big difference
on the overall visual product. Having too many words in a line squeezes the
1Sadly, beautiful typesetting cannot otherwise improve this author’s prose.
2https://www.saildart.org/TEXDR.AFT%5B1,DEK%5D
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white space and makes it harder to delineate words. Too few words leads to too
much white space between them, which is distracting and also a waste of paper.
By English convention, we restrict ourselves to breaking at white spaces between
words or particular points where we can introduce a hyphen, rather than at all
points within words. This chunking makes line wrapping that much clunkier.
One way to approach line-breaking is by the following greedy heuristic. Choose
a minimum width for white space between words (e.g., half a centimeter). Each
time we consider adding the next word to a line, calculate the amount of white
space that would be between each pair of words if the new word were included.
If this calculated value is above the minimum, then add the word to the line. If
the value is below the minimum, then start a new line.
The greedy approach observes very local information in making its decisions.
The fact that the choice of words in one line affects the possible options in all
the remaining lines is overlooked.
Towards a more comprehensive approach, let’s try to formulate the overall
problem clearly. I think we can all agree that we want the “best overall set of line
breaks, over all possible ways of breaking up the text.” But what does it mean to
be “best”? Knuth proposed we use a scoring function to quantify it. He proposed a
loss function loss with the following format. loss takes as input a sequence of
words w 1 , . . . ,w k , imagines these words as a line, and outputs a numerical score
that measures how “bad” the line would look. Here we treat loss(w 1 , . . . ,w k ) as
a black box, and refer to [KP81] for implementation details. Our goal, then, is to
take a long sequence of words w 1 , . . . ,w n , and
 divide them up into (consecutive)
sub-sequences w 1 , . . . ,w i1 −1 , w i1 , . . . ,w i2 −1 , . . . , w ik , . . . ,w n to minimize the
total loss,



loss w 1 , . . . ,w i1 −1 + loss w i1 , . . . ,w i2 −1 + · · · + loss w ik , . . . ,w n .

This establishes a formal definition of the optimal line breaking. Given text
in the form of a sequence of words, it is the partition of the sequence of word
into intervals that minimizes the sum, over all such partitions, of the loss of that
interval. This is well-defined because one can enumerate the finite number of
ways to partition the text into intervals and for each compute the corresponding
loss; the minimum loss gives the optimum line-breaking (as defined). The only
issue is whether it can be computed efficiently.
Let’s now define a recursive algorithm to compute the optimal line breaking.
We start with a recursive spec. Fix a sequence of words w 1 , . . . ,w n that we want
to partition. We want to compute the minimum loss of any partition of the words
(w 1 , . . . ,w n ) into intervals. For i ∈ N, we define BLB(i ) (which stands for “best
line-breaking”) as
BLB(i ) = minimum loss of any partition of the sequence of words
(w i , . . . ,w n ) into intervals.
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We are precisely interested in BLB(1). Consider any subproblem of the form
BLB(i ). Note that if i > n then there are no words to partition and the minimum
loss is automatically 0. So we write:
BLB(i ) = 0

if i > n.

(4.1)

Consider the more interesting case where i ≤ n. Any partition of (w i , . . . ,w n )
into intervals must, in particular, have a first interval (w i , . . . ,w j ) that includes
w i , followed by a partition of all the words (w j +1 , . . . ,w n ) that come after that
first interval. For the remaining partition, we can use induction (on n − i ) to
obtain the optimum partition. We do not know, however, where to end the first
interval. And after thinking about it, it is not clear how to strategically choose
that first interval, at least without much more info about the inner mechanisms
of loss. But we don’t have to be clever. We can just try all possible choices; one
of them will be optimal. Thus we have


BLB(i ) = min loss w i , . . . ,w j + BLB( j + 1)
if i ≤ n
(4.2)
j =i ,...,n

Between (4.1) and (4.2) we have a full recursive algorithm. Consider now the
running time. Let T (n) be the running time required to compute BLB over n
words. We have
T (0) = 1,
T (n) =

n−1
∑︁
i =0

T (i ) + O (n).

This running time, if we worked it out, is enormous - much larger than 2n . But
let us cut off the calculations and intervene with the computer scientist’s favorite
(only?) trick: caching. Obviously, we are solving the same problem BLB(i )
many times even though the answer is always the same. So we apply dynamic
programming: we store our answers in an n-dimensional array and never compute
the same answer twice. Now the running time becomes
 


# subproblems × time per subproblem = n × O (n) = O n 2 .
The space usage is O (n). And your notes look great.

4.2

Edit distance: An algorithmic metric for strings

We are constantly discussing bit strings in this course, and in programming at
large, we are constantly parsing, manipulating, and outputting strings. (Here,
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besides bit strings, we can speak more generally of strings that are sequences of
characters from some fixed alphabet A, like the ASCII characters). Naturally,
then, many applications required a method to compare two strings, and some
way to quantify the extent of their similarity. That is, we seek some notion of
“distance” between strings. One possible notion is Hamming distance3, which
simply counts the number of differing characters in two strings of the same length.
That is, for a fixed alphabet A, and two strings x, y ∈ Ak of the same length, the
Hamming distance is defined as the number of differing bits:

Hamming(x, y) = i ∈ [k ] : x i ≠ y i .
We note that in some applications, the Hamming distance is normalized to be in
[0, 1], by dividing the above definition by the length k . Note that the Hamming
distance is symmetric4 and two strings have Hamming distance 0 iff they are equal.
One can also verify that the Hamming distance satisfies the triangle inequality:


Hamming x, y ≤ Hamming(x,
z ) + Hamming z , y
characters

Hamming distance

differing

Hamming

k

for any three strings x, y, z ∈ {0, 1} . (Why?)
Hamming distance satisfies
in
XThusand
y geometry.
the three technical requirements of a metric, just like in Euclidean

X

Y

ABCD EFG

Hamming dist

ABC EEE

4

Figure 4.1: An example of Hamming distance.

The Hamming distance is natural and suitable for many definitions (e.g., in
coding theory). But it has some weaknesses as well. First, it is only defined when
two strings have the same length. Sure, given two strings of different length, one
can HT
truncate the longer one to match the shorter one, or pad the shorter one
substitutions
to match the longer one, but it is not clear that
the Hamming distance is as
meaningful then. (Also, it would no longer be a metric - why?) Besides this issue
to the Hamming distance
X mayinto
of length,
not always correspond to our intuition for
similarity. Suppose we had a string x. Suppose we remove the first character
from the beginning,del
and appended this character to the end, to form a new string
ABCD
EFG a very small change to take x into y. On the other
X one hand, we made
y. On

Edit distance

insertions deletions
convert

y

Edit

distance

2

3Richard Hamming (1915 – 1998) was an American mathematician and computer scientist
EFG D
ABC
who, among many
other contributions,
invented error correcting codes, and was an early pioneer
ins
of computing at Bell Labs. His well-known talk “You and Your Research” (pdf, video) is highly
recommended.
4That is, Hamming(x, y) = Hamming(y,x) for all x and y.
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hand, the Hamming distance and x and y will be tremendous, because all the
characters shift by an index. Let us give two real life examples where something
similar frequently occurs.
When we write software, we frequently insert or delete a line in the middle of
a program. The rest of the program is the same, and overall we think of this as a
relatively small change. But in terms of Hamming distance, the misalignment that
we introduce gives the impression that the entire program has turned over. This
is an important consideration in version control systems (such as git), which
tracks the changes to source code over time, and stores compressed logs that only
describe the 𝛿’s between versions of the same code. We don’t want to confuse a
minute change for a full rewriting.
A second example is from biology. We now know that we are described by a
genetic code. For the sake of discussion, these are long strings from an alphabet
of four letters, {A,T ,G ,C }, each standing for a different molecule. These genetic
codes frequently undergo mutations, where one letter is swapped for another,
or letters are dropped or inserted along the code. This too introduces some
misalignment, but functionally the altered mutated code is not so different. The
Hamming distance would suggest an entirely different species, but biologically
this is just not so.
A more robust measure than Hamming distance, that better models the
number of changes made to a string, is called edit distance. The edit distance
between two strings s ,t ∈ A∗ is the minimum number of insertions, deletions, and
substitutions required to convert one string to another5. These operations are
defined as follows.
1. An insertion inserts a single letter at some point in the string.
2. A deletion deletes a single letter from the string.
3. A substitution replaces one letter in the string with another.
Let us explicitly point out that edit distance is now completely well-defined. The
edit distance between two strings x and y is bounded below by 0, and bounded
above by the length of x plus the length of y. It is also computable, by brute force
- e.g., trying all sequences of edits with length at most the aforementioned upper
bound.

Let edit x, y denote the edit distance between x and y. Note that the
definition is symmetric, in the sense that the edit distance from x to y is equal to
the edit distance from y to x. (This is because any sequence of edits converting x
5Here A∗ denotes the family of all finite strings with characters from A. The ∗ indicate that the
string may be of any length.
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y

del

X

ABCD EFG

Y

ABC EFG D

Edit

distance

2

ins

Figure 4.2: An example of edit distance

Note T

well defined

to y can be reversed to give a sequence of edits converting y to x). It also satisfies
the triangle inequality. Indeed, let x, y, z , and suppose we want to show that


edit x, y ≤ edit(x, z ) + edit z , y .
To this end, observe that any sequence of edits from x to z , followed by a
sequence of edits from
 z to y, gives a sequence of edits from x to y. Thus
edit(x, z ) + edit z , y , being the length of some edit sequence from x to z ,
gives an upper bound on the minimum length sequence of edits from x to y.
Thus edit x, y is also a metric between strings, like Hamming distance. Unlike
Hamming distance, it gracefully handles strings of different, arbitrary lengths.
For many applications, such as code versioning and genetic comparisons, it is a
much more useful measure of distance between strings.
With the edit distance now well-defined, let us progress towards a more
efficient algorithmic implication. It turns out that edit distance is frequently used
for large data – genetic codes and source codes can both be very large – and so
particularly efficient algorithm can be helpful.
Before, we lazily pointed out that edit distance can always be computed by
brute force. Of course this is very slow and we won’t be able to get a better
algorithm without at least getting our fingernails dirty. Following the pattern of
subset sum, let us first try to develop some cleaner and more precise recursions.
We start from the easy base cases. If both strings are empty, then the edit distance
is 0. Let’s write that down.
edit(∅, ∅) = 0,
where ∅ denotes the empty string. If only one of the strings is empty, then the
edit distance is the length of the nonempty string.
edit(x [1..k ], ∅) = k

edit ∅, y [1..ℓ ] = ℓ
In the interesting case, we have two strings x and y that are nonempty. Suppose
first that the first characters x [1] ≠ y [1]. Any edit sequence from x to y, simply
to make the first character match, must either (a) insert y [1] before x [1], (b)
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delete x [1], or (c) substitute y [1] for x [1]. If not, then the first character at the
end would have to be x [1], a contradiction. Out of the above three choices, it
is not obvious what is the best option. One might think that we should always
substitute, since it seems to address two letters (x [1] and y [1]) at the cost of a
single edit. But if (for example) x [1] = y [2] or y [1] = x [2], we might be making
a mistake, and disrupting a “match” later on. In general, it’s not clear the effects
of the current decision on downstream decisions. Instead of analyzing further,
let us be lazy, and simply brute force over the three options. Thus, if x [1] ≠ y [1],
we have



edit x [2..k ], y [1..ℓ ]





edit x [1..k ], y [1..ℓ ] = 1 + min edit x [1..k ], y [2..ℓ ]


 edit x [2..k ], y [2..ℓ ] 

The first quantity in the min models deleting x [1], the second models inserting
y [1], and the third models substituting y [1] for x [1]. We don’t know which one
of the choices is right, but we have deduced that it must be one of them.
The other case is where x [1] = y [1]. In this case, we can simply leave x [1]
and y [1] alone, and focus on editing x [2..k ] and y [2..ℓ ]. Thus, if x [1] = y [1],
then


edit x [1..k ], y [1..ℓ ] ≤ edit x [2..k ], y [2..ℓ ] .
Note that we wrote an inequality, rather than an equality, because
technically

speaking, we have only upper bounded edit x [1..k ], y [1..ℓ ] . It seems obvious
that one should match x [1] to y [1], and indeed one can prove it with some care.
But let us remain lazy and instead do the following. If (for whatever reason) we
don’t want to match x [1] to y [1], then we must either insert y [1] or delete x [1].
(There’s no point in substituting when x [1] = y [1] already.) Thus, if x [1] = y [1],
we have



edit x [2..k ], y [2..ℓ ]





edit x [1..k ], y [1..ℓ ] = min 1 + edit x [2..k ], y [1..ℓ ]


 1 + edit x [1..k ], y [2..ℓ ] 

This last formula finishes covering all cases, and so we have a recursive
definition for edit-distance. We gather the preceding discussion in a single
pseudocode below. As this code is more or less brute force, it will correctly
compute the edit distance; for the same reason, it will be incredibly inefficient.
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edit(x [1..k ],y [1..ℓ ])
1. if k = 0 or ℓ = 0 then return k + ℓ
2. if x [1] ≠ y [1] then return the minimum of

A. 1 + edit x [2..k ], y [1..ℓ ]
// delete x [1]

B. 1 + edit x [1..k ], y [2..ℓ ]
// insert y [2]

C. 1 + edit x [2..k ], y [2..ℓ ]
// replace x [1] with y [1]
3. if x [1] = y [1] then return the minimum of

A. edit x [2..k ], y [2..ℓ ]

B. 1 + edit x [1..k ], y [2..ℓ ]

C. 1 + edit x [2..k ], y [1..ℓ ]

// do nothing
// insert y [1]

// delete x [1]

Efficiency is particularly important for edit distance because it is frequently
applied to large data sets, such as source code and genetic sequences. Currently,
we have more or less a brute-force, recursive algorithm. We saw this previously
both with subset sum and TEX, so we might as well try the same trick: cache all our
answers so we never solve the same problem twice; a.k.a. dynamic programming.
To make the data structure component simpler, let us be more concrete about
the indexing as follows. Let the two strings x [1..m] and y [1..n], whose edit
distance we want to compute, be fixed. We define

edit i , j = the minimum number of edit operations to convert
x [i ..m] into y [ j ..ℓ ].
Then edit(1, 1) gives
the edit distance between x and y. A recursive implemen
tation of edit i , j is as follows.

edit i , j


0
if i > m and j > n






1 + edit i , j + 1
if i > m






1 + edit i + 1, j
if j > n









edit
i
+
1,
j
,






= 1 + min edit i , j + 1 ,
if x [i ] ≠ y [ j ]




 edit i + 1, j + 1 











edit
i
+
1,
j
+
1
,









 min 1 + edit i , j + 1 ,
if x [i ] = y [ j ]





 1 + edit i + 1, j 
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We can apply dynamic programming to the above, saving the answers in an m × n
array. Each subproblem takes O (1) time excluding recursive calls. There are mn
total subproblems, so edit(1, 1) takes O (mn) time to compute. The total space
usage is also O (mn), since we need O (1) space per subproblem. The correctness
of the algorithm was discussed as above, but to quickly recap: we are simulating
brute force with the observation that any edit sequence has to either make an
insertion, deletion, or substitution to make the first character match, if they are
not already equal.

4.3

Sequential matrix multiplication

Recall that given two matrices A ∈ Rn1 ×n2 and B ∈ Rn2 ×n3 , the product AB is
defined coordinatewise by
(AB)i ,j =

n2
∑︁

Ai ,k Bk ,j .

k =1

Note that this is a sum of n 2 terms. (I think of this as “zipping up” along the
inner dimension.) It takes O (n 1 n 2 n 3 ) to compute all n 1 n 3 coordinates of AB.
Let A1 ∈ Rn1 ×n2 A2 ∈ Rn2 ×n3 and A3 ∈ Rn3 ×n4 be three matrices, and consider
the matrix product
A1A2A3 .
While matrix multiplication is defined pairwise, it is also associative; that is,
A1 (A2A3 ) = (A1A2 )A3 .
6Consequently, we can write A1A2A3 unambiguously.
Computationally, however, there is a distinction between computing A1A2A3
as the product A1 (A2A3 ) or as the product (A1A2 )A3 .
Consider first computing the product as A1 (A2A3 ). Computing (A2A3 )
takes O (n 2 n 3 n 4 ) time and produces a n 2 × n 4 -dimension matrix. Multiplying
A1 (A2A3 ) then takes O (n 1 n 2 n 4 ) time. Overall we spent O (n 2 n 3 n 4 + n 1 n 2 n4 ) =
O ((n 1 + n 3 )n 2 n 4 ) time.
6We can verify this directly: for i 1 ∈ [n 1 ] and i 4 ∈ [n 4 ], we have
(A1 (A2 A3 )) i1 ,i4 =

n2
∑︁
i2 =1

A1,i1 ,i2 (A2 A3 ) i2 ,i4 =

n2
∑︁

A1,i1 ,i2

i 2 =1

similarly one can show that ((A1 A2 )A3 ) i1 ,i4 =
appropriate sums.

n3
∑︁

Ai2 ,i3 Ai3 ,i4 =

i 3 =1

Ín2 Ín3
i2 =1
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A1,i1 ,i2 Ai2 ,i3 Ai3 ,i4 ;
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Now consider (A1A2 )A3 . Computing (A1A2 ) takes O (n1 n 2 n 3 ) time and produces a n 1 × n 3 -dimension matrix. Multiplying (A1A2 )A3 takes O (n 1 n 3 n 4 ) time.
So we spend in total
O (n 1 n 2 n 3 + n 1 n 3 n 4 ) = O (n 1 n 3 (n 2 + n 4 ))
total time.
So there is a difference in running time. If for example, n 1 = n 3 = 1 and
n 2 = n 4 = ℓ for ℓ very large, the first approach, A1 (A2A3 ) would take O ℓ 2 time,
while the second approach would take O (ℓ ) time.
More generally, suppose we had a sequence of k matrices A1 , . . . ,Ak where
each Ai is an ni × ni +1 -dimensional matrix. We want to compute the product
A1A2 · · · Ak amde can only apply multiply two matrices at a time. Consider the
optimization problem of identifying the sequence of pairwise matrix multiplications to produce the product A1A2 · · · Ak with as few numerical multiplications
as possible. (Once we find the best sequence, then we can follow the sequence
to actually compute the matrix product.) One way to think of a solutions= is by
grouping the pairwise products with parentheses; for example, the following lays
out an approach for 8 matrices.
((A1A2 ) ((A3A4 )A5 )) ((A6A7 )A8 )
We can also envision the multiplications as a tree:

(
<latexit sha1_base64="cwsJHIgwEMD5VgdOHb/pGBwWh9I=">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</latexit>

1

2 )((

4)

3

5 )((

7)

6

((
<latexit sha1_base64="gZ4/V/ihw6IXbp86yvwFYxGVpJ8=">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</latexit>

(

4)

<latexit sha1_base64="HPMkNgvwI1ANdYWUh/xPWiYqjgE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="KrmHHfra3noEvQkI4et74WJx4Xw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="eanaxTugI/MXlj8Z7x2BBQ5V4qQ=">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</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="fA9ji76mAAzjBd1wRvu/dL5z3X0=">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</latexit>

2

3

<latexit sha1_base64="b5ubvouppTh6w2AVEXUFqZPFlPY=">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</latexit>

1
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With these preliminary observations we pause to let the reader to try to solve the
problem for themselves.

Let us first mention two greedy rules that seem natural and are commonly
suggested, but one can devise counterexamples that show they are not optimal.
1. We can take a greedy bottom up approach, where in the first matrices, we
take the product Ai Ai +1 minimizing ni ni +1 ni +2 ; replace Ai ,Ai +1 with their
product (Ai Ai +1 ), and continue in the same fashion.
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2. We can take a greedy top down approach, where in the first iteration,
we identify the split (A1 · · · Ai ) (Ai +1 · · · Ak ) minimizing n 1 ni nk +1 , and then
recursively compute the two halves (A1 · · · Ai ) and (Ai +1 · · · Ak ) in the same
fashion.
Let us instead take a more conservative, recursive approach. The first step,
as usual, is to develop a recursive specification that also gives an algorithmic
induction hypothesis. This is essentially the same task as identifying the write subproblems to break down the original problem. We will consider the subproblems
induced by subsequences Ai Ai +1 · · · A j of the input. We define:
Fastest(i , j ) as the number of multiplications of the fastest way to
multiple Ai . . . A j .
We now implement the pseudocode as follows.
Fastest(i , j )
1. If i ≥ j then return 0.
2. Return the minimum, over all k = i , . . . , j − 1, of
Fastest(i ,k )) + Fastest(k + 1, j ) + ni nk +1 n j .
To justify the pseudocode, fix an instance Fastest(i , j ). Inductively (on the
number of matrices) we assume that the subcalls to Fastest with smaller problems
are correct. In this case, for each k ,
Fastest(i ,k )) + Fastest(k + 1, j ) + ni nk +1 n j
gives the minimum number of multiplications among all those that have the split
(Ai · · · Ak ) (Ak +1 · · · A j ) at the top. Which k gives the best initial split? A priori,
who knows? So instead we exhaustively test all choices of k and return the best
one.
Of course Fastest(1,k ) would be exponentially slow as is. But if we apply
dynamic programming then the running time is greatly reduced, to
 


# subproblems × time per subproblem = k 2 × O (k ) = O k 3 .

The space usage is O k 2 .
Note that Fastest(1,k ) only reports the minimum number of numerical
multiplications required to produce the product A1 · · · Ak . Of course we also
want the actually sequence of operations that produces it. Here we can make
a second table that records, for each Fastest(i , j ), the choice of index ℓ the
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lead to the value obtained in Fastest(i , j ). Starting from the root problem
Fastest(1,k ), we can follow the pointer of choices to reconstruct the optimal
sequence of multiplications. (See also a related discussion on page 52, for subset
sum.)

4.4

Additional notes and references

The content in this chapter overlaps with [Eri19, chapter 3], [KT06, chapter 6],
[DPV08, chapter 6], and [DD11, (video) lectures 19 – 21].
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the presentation.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.

4.5

Exercises

In addition to some of the exercises below, there are many freely available
exercises with similar themes as this chapter. See for example the exercises in
[Eri19, Chapter 3].7
Exercise 4.1. Let A[1..n] be an array of n numbers. Consider the problem of
computing the length of the longest subsequence of A that is strictly increasing.
Here a sequence of numbers x 1 , . . . ,x k is strictly increasing if x i < x i +1 for
i = 1, . . . ,k − 1. For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time
algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm
would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.8
Exercise 4.2. Recall that a palindrome is a string that reads the same forwards
and backwards. For example,
mom, dad, racecar, and gohangasalamiimalasagnahog
are all palindromes. Consider the problem where you are given a string A[1..n]
as input, and the goal is to find the (length of the) longest palendrome that is a
7The exercises in [Eri19, Chapter 3] under the heading of “Trees and Subtreees” are better
suited for chapter 5 of these notes.
8A solution is given on ??.
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subsequence of A. For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial
time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time
algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 4.3. Consider the line-breaking problem from section 4.1. Suppose
that you are given an additional input parameter k , which defines the maximum
number of words allowed in a line. (You may assume k ≤ n, and morally, k ≪ n).
Show how to modify the algorithm from section 4.1 to give a faster running time
(in terms of n and k ).
Exercise 4.4. Consider the edit distance problem from section 4.2. In section 4.2,
insertions, deletions, and substitutions were all treated equal. Suppose instead that
we had different costs 𝛼, 𝛽 , 𝛾 > 0 for each insertion, deletion, and substitution,
respectively. Show how to modify the algorithm from section 4.2 for these
nonuniform costs. This model is useful in biological settings where 𝛼, 𝛽 , 𝛾 reflect
prior assumptions on the likelihood of each operation.
In section 4.2 as well as in the previous exercise, we considered edit distance
with uniform or linear costs. The next two problems consider more involved cost
functions.
Exercise 4.5. Recall that different cost models are designed to reflect assumptions
on how edits are naturally generated. For example, a reasonable hypothesis is
that k consecutive deletions, or k consecutive insertions, are more likely than
k independent single-character insertions or deletions. For example, in writing
these notes, the author frequently finds himself deleting entire sentences9 at a
time. We can factor this propensity into our edit distance model by a “insertor-delete-at-bulk” cost. Let f : N → R ≥0 be a fixed nonnegative function. We
introduce the operations of “bulk insertion” and “bulk deletion”, where one
deletes k characters or inserts a string of k characters, at a cost of f (k ), for any
k ∈ N. We assume that f is monotonically increasing in k ; that is, f (k ) < f (k + 1)
for all k . We can then define the bulk edit distance of two strings x and y to
be the minimum cost of any sequence of edit, bulk insertion, or bulk deletion
operations.
Assume that f is provided as a subroutine that takes O (1) time to evaluate.
For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the
faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 4.6. Here we consider a vast generalization of edit distance, as follows.
Suppose the cost of an edit sequence is given by a nonnegative real-valued
9or paragraphs, or more... sigh...
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function f (a,b,c ) ≥ 0, where a is the number of insertions, b is the number of
deletions, and c is the number of substitutions. We assume that the function is
monotonically increasing in each of its arguments. That is, increasing a, b, or c
increases the value of f (a,b,c ).
Assume that f is provided as a subroutine that takes O (1) time to evaluate.
Consider the problem the minimum cost edit sequence w/r/t the cost function f .
For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the
faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 4.7. Let A[1..m] be a sequence of integers. Recalling that a subsequence
is (strictly) increasing if each successive integer is strictly greater than the
previous.
Here we consider two variants of the longest increasing subsequence problem.
In the first problem, we want to find the longest increasing subsequence where
the sum of integers in the subsequence is even. In the second problem, we
want to find the longest increasing subsequence where the sum of integers in the
subsequence is odd.
For both of these problems, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time
algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm
would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 4.8. Let A[1..m] be an array of integers, and let T be an additional
number. The problem is to find the length of the longest subsequence of A
where the numbers sum to T . For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a
polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial
time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 4.9. Here we consider a special case of SAT that we call ordered-k overlapping-3-SAT for a fixed parameter k . We take as input a 3-CNF formula
f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) with m clauses listed in order as to satisfy the following property.
For every index i , there are at most k variables x j with index j < i that share a
clause with the any variable x j with index j ≥ i . For this special case of 3-SAT,
either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better),
or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time
algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 4.10. Recall that previously we computed the length of the longest
increasing subsequence of an input sequence of numbers. Here, instead of
increasing numbers, we are interested in “wavy” sequences of numbers that
oscillate up and down. More specifically, we say that a sequence of numbers
y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y k is:
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1. Up-down wavy if y i < y i +1 for all odd i , and y i > y i +1 for all even i .
2. Down-up wavy if y i > y i +1 for all odd i , and y i < y i +1 for all even i .
3. Wavy if it is either up-down wavy or down-up wavy.
(“Up-down wavy” sequences go up, then down, at the beginning. “Down-up
wavy” sequences go down, then up, at the beginning.) For example, the sequence 1, 9, 2, 8, 3, 7, 4, 6 is an up-down wavy sequence. The reverse sequence,
6, 4, 7, 3, 8, 2, 9, 1 is a down-up wavy sequence.
Given an array of integers X [1..n], the goal is to compute the length of the
longest wavy subsequence of X .10 For this problem, either (a) design and analyze
a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial
time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 4.11. Exercise 4.2 considered the problem of computing the longest
palindrome subsequence. Here we recall that a palindrome is a string spelled
the same forwards and backwards, such as “racecar”. Here we consider the
problem of computing the maximum weight palindrome subsequence where there
characters of the input string are each given weights.
For example, consider the array of characters below where we annotate each
character with its weight in the subscript.
x8 r5 y1 a3 c7 z4 e2 c4 x−5 a5 r−1
Above, racecar is a palindrome subsequence, with total weight 22 = 5 + 3 + 7 +
2 + 4 + 5 − 1.
The input consists of a string A[1..n] and an array W [1..n] of real-valued
weights. Each W [i ] gives the weight of character A[i ]. The goal is to compute
the maximum total weight of any palindrome subsequence of A[1..n]. For this
problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the
better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial
time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 4.12. Who needs friends to play Set? The card game Set has 81
different cards varying in four features across three possibilities for each kind of
feature. The four features are:
1. The shape, which is either a diamond, a squiggle, or an oval.
2. The number of shapes, which is either 1, 2, or 3.
3. The color of the shape, which is either red, green, purple.
10As usual, the subsequence does not have to be a consecutive subsequence of X . It could be
like X [1],X [4],X [9], and so forth, skipping over some entries.
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4. The shading of the shape, which is either solid, striped, or open.
There are multiple variations of Set but they all are based on trying to form
particular “sets” of three cards. A set consists of three cards satisfying all of
these conditions:
1. They all have the same number or have three different numbers.
2. They all have the same shape or have three different shapes.
3. They all have the same shading or have three different shadings.
4. They all have the same color or have three different colors.
Loosely speaking, the rules of Set are summarized by: If you can sort a group of
three cards into “two of ____ and one of ____”, then it is not a set.
For example, the three cards on the right form a
set. We have one card of each color, one of each shape,
one of each shading, and one of each number. (In case
this is printed in black and white, we mention that the
first card is green, the second is purple, and the third
is red.)
We will study a solitaire version of Set. Solitaire Set starts with 3 decks of
cards. Each round you choose one of the following options.
1. If the three cards on top of the deck form a set, you may remove all three
from the top of their decks, and set them aside.
2. You may discard one card from the top of one of the decks, revealing a
new card underneath (unless that deck is empty).
(Even if the top three cards form a set, you can choose to discard one of them
instead.) The goal is to form as many sets as possible by the time you empty all
the decks.
We will consider the game as an optimization problem where we also know the
full sequence of cards in the deck. The three decks are represented by three arrays
A[1..m], B [1..n], and C [1..p].11 The cards are listed from top to bottom in each
deck. For simplicity, we assume access to a constant-time subroutine IsItASet(i , j ,k )
that takes as input three indices i , j,k and outputs True if the cards (A[i ],B [ j ],C [k ])
form a set, and False if they do not.
The problem is to compute the maximum number of sets that can be obtained
in a game of Solitaire Set over the decks A[1..m], B [1..n], and C [1..p]. For
this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the
faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
11The cards in these decks are not distinct; a particular card may have multiple copies. So, for
example, there may be many more than 81 cards total.
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Sample solution.

Problem. The following problem models the line breaking problem from section 4.1.
The input consists of an array X [1..n] where each X [i ] represents a word. We are
also given a “loss function” loss(i , j ) that takes as input two indices i ≤ j , and
outputs a numerical value that represents the “badness” of X [i ], . . . ,X [ j ] as a line
of text. For simplicity we assume that loss(i , j ) takes constant time to evaluate.
The high-level goal is to partition X into contiguous subsequences
X [1..i 1 ],X [i 1 + 1..i 2 ],X [i 2 + 1..i3 ], . . . ,X [ik −1 + 1..n]
minimizing the total loss:
loss(1,i1 ) + loss(i 1 + 1,i 2 ) + loss(i 3 + 1,i 4 ) + · · · + loss(ik −1 + 1,n).
Here the number of contiguous subsequences (above, k ) is arbitrary. The problem
is to compute the minimum loss over all such partitions of X .
Solution.
1. Recursive spec / induction hypothesis. For i = 1, . . . ,n + 1, we define
min-loss(i ) = the minimum loss over all partitions of X [i ..n]. (For
i > n, X [i ..n] indicates the empty sequence.)
2. Recursive implementation.
min-loss(i )
1. If i > n then return 0.
2. Otherwise return the minimum, over all j = i ,i + 1, . . . ,n, of
loss(i , j ) + min-loss( j + 1).
3. Solving the original problem.
min-loss(1).

The solution to the problem is given by

4. Mention “dynamic programming” or “caching”. We apply dynamic programming
to the recursive algorithm and cache the solutions to the subproblems.
5. Running time. For i = 1, . . . ,n, loss(i ) has a loop with at most n iterations,
and each iteration takes constant time. So each
 subproblem takes O (n) time. Over
all n subproblems, the algorithm takes O n 2 time in total.
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Chapter 5

Optimization in graphs
The two preceding discussions introduced some basic combinatorial problems,
such as subset sum and edit distance, that lead to surprisingly different outcomes.
Edit distance had a polynomial algorithm, while subset sum was revealed to
be as general as SAT (up to polynomial time reductions), hence unlikely to
yield a polynomial running time. What’s the difference between subset sum and
edit distance? Subset sum is not obviously harder then edit distance on first
appearance. But for edit distance we were able to identify subproblems that
decompose the initial problem into polynomially many subproblems; for subset
sum, similar attempts came up short.
This lecture continues to investigate the subtle distinctions between problems
that are polynomial time solvable, and those that resist our best algorithmic
efforts. This time, all our problems are posed in undirected graphs. We will
also consider special cases of undirected graphs to see if the additional structure
changes the fundamental character of the problem. The problems introduced
here are called the independent set, (vertex) coloring, and dominating set
problems. They are all simple to define. Of these only the independent set
problem will be presented completely. Vertex coloring and dominating set will
be partly presented and partly delegated to exercises.

5.1

Independent set

The independent set problem is a graph problem defined as follows. Let G =
(V,E) be an undirected graph. Recall that graphs consist of vertices (V ) and
edges (E) that connect pairs of vertices. A set of vertices S ⊂ V is independent
if any two vertices a,b ∈ S are not connected by an edge. The maximum
independent set problem asks for the maximum cardinality independent set.
In the decision version of the problem, the input consists of a graph G = (V,E)
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We first observe that such a set S can be found by brute force. Here is a
recursive algorithm.
MWIS(G = (V,E), w : V → R ≥0 )
1. if V = ∅ then return 0
2. let v be any vertex in V
3. return the maximum of
// all independent sets excluding v
A. MWIS(G - v,w) where G − v denotes the graph obtained by
removing v and all its incident edges from G .
// all independent sets including v
B. w (v ) + MWIS(G’,w) where G ′ obtained by removing v and its
neighborsa from G .
a Two

vertices u and v are neighbors if they are connected by an edge.

The recursive algorithm will take exponential time. This is slow, but it
establishes a baseline. Can we do better? What about the simpler, unweighted
setting?

Let us instead try to show that the problem should be hard - in particular, by
proving the following.
Theorem 5.1. A polynomial time algorithm for maximum cardinality independent set
implies a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
We know that SAT can be reduced to 3-SAT in polynomial time, so it suffices
to show that a polynomial time algorithm for maximum cardinality independent
set implies a polynomial time algorithm for 3-SAT.
Let f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) be a 3-SAT formula with m clauses C 1 , . . . ,C m and n variables
x 1 , . . . ,x n . We interpret each C i as a set of three elements out of the set of symbols
X = {x 1 , x̄ 1 , . . . ,x n , x̄ n }. We want to convert f into a graph, where somehow
an independent set larger than some particular size would indicate that f is
satisfiable.
Clause gadgets. For each clause C , we make a triangle (i.e., three new vertices
fully connected by edges). Each vertex in the triangle corresponds to a literal
in the clause. For example, if C = (x 1 ∨ x̄ 2 ∨ x 3 ), we create a triangle with three
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Encoding the 3-SAT formula f (a,b,c ,d ) = (a ∨ b ∨ c ) ∧ b ∨ c¯ ∨ d¯ ∧

a ∨ b̄ ∨ d¯ as a graph, where
the maximum independent
set indicates whether or not f
m
clauses
m
cliques
is satisfiable.
in

polylmis

x 1 ,size
x̄ 2 ,

vertices, with one vertex corresponding to
and
x 3 . Thus a symbol such as
graph
x 1 or x̄ 2 may correspond to multiple vertices in the construction, with one vertex
for each clause it appears in. So far, for m clauses, we have created a graph of m
disjoint triangles, with 3m vertices and 3m edges in all. Note already that any
independent set in G has at most one vertex per clause/triangle.
Our graph does not yet encode the fact that we can only set each variable
x i to be exactly one of true or false, and not both. Currently, we can take an
independent set that (for example) contains vertices for both x 1 and x̄ 1 . To
encode this constraint, we add an edge between every pair of vertices of the form
x i and x̄ i , for all i . With these additional edges, an independent set can no longer
include variables corresponding to both x i and x̄ i .
This completes the constructions. In total the graph has O (m) vertices and
O (m + n) edges. A minimal example is given in fig. 5.2. A more ornate example
is given in fig. 5.3.
We now claim that f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) is satisfiable if and only if there is an independent set of size m in the graph G . Suppose first that there is an independent set
S of size m. For each variable x i , S may contain vertices corresponding to x i , or
vertices corresponding to x̄ i , but not both, because of the edges we added in the
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second part of our construction. Consider the assignment where we set x i = 1 if
any of the x i -vertices appear in S , or we set x i = 0 if any of the x̄ i -vertices appear
in S . (If neither type appears in S , then we set x i to whatever we want.) We claim
that this assignment satisfies all the clauses in f . We know that (a) there are m
triangles (one per clause), (b) S has m vertices, and (c) S can have at most one
vertex per triangle (to be independent). So S has exactly one vertex from every
clause gadget. For each clause in f , our assignment satisfies the clause via the
symbol for that vertex.
Conversely, suppose f is satisfiable, and fix a satisfying assignment. For each
clause C , choose a literal that satisfies it, and add the corresponding vertex from
C ’s gadget in our graph to a set S . Since these choices are disjoint, S will have
m vertices. We claim that S is independent. Indeed, picking one vertex per
clause implies we satisfy all the triangle edges. Moreover we only choose a vertex
corresponding to the symbol x i if x i = 1 in the satisfying assignment, and we
only choose a vertex corresponding to the symbol x̄ i if x i = 0. In particular, we
can’t choose both. So S will be independent over the second set of edges as well.
Thus S is an independent set of size m.
To conclude, given a 3-SAT formula f with m clauses, we have built a graph
G , of size polynomial in the size of f , that has an independent set of size m iff f
is satisfiable. If we had a polynomial time algorithm for maximum independent
set, we could run it on this graph and decide if f is satisfiable. This completes
the proof.

5.1.2

Independent sets of intervals

While independent set on graphs turned out to be difficult, this does not preclude
a more efficient algorithm for intervals, since this is a special case. Thus let us
consider the problem for intervals with renewed optimism.
Let I = {I 1 = [a1 ,b 1 ], . . . ,I n = [an ,b n ]} be a set of intervals. Let w : I → R>0
assign positive weights to each interval. The goal is to compute the maximum
weight independent set of intervals.
A lazy approach to this problem is to convert it to a graph by first comparing
all pairs of intervals to identify all conflicting pairs. This would take quadratic
time. (One can also do this faster - how?) Then one can compute brute force in
the graphical setting as discussed above. But of course, this is far from efficient.
More importantly, just because we can interpret the interval problem in terms of
a graph, doesn’t mean we should automatically treat it as a graph problem. This
is because the intervals have more structure then graphs (in general), and this
structure in particular makes it more difficult to reduce from SAT.
For graphs we explored brute force algorithms that recursively test one element
at a time. For the sake of concreteness, let us quickly rewrite that algorithm in
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terms of intervals. First, the recursive spec: for a set of intervals I and weights
w : I → R>0 , we define
MWIS-intervals(I,w) = the weight of the maximum weight independent subset of intervals of I.
We now implement MWIS-intervals as specified above.
MWIS-intervals(I, w : I → R>0 )
1. If I = ∅ then return 0
2. Let I ∈ I be any interval

3. Let I′ = J ∈ I : J ∩ I = ∅

// = set of intervals disjoint from I

4. return the maximum of
/* The MWIS among those excluding I .
A. MWIS-intervals(I \ {I },w)

/* The MWIS among those including I .
B. w (I ) +

MWIS-intervals(I′,

*/
*/

w)

In our brute force algorithm, we are not selective about the order in which
we process the elements. In a graph, there is no obvious order to the vertices
anyway. In intervals, however, there are natural ways to order the intervals and
this can make a big difference.

Let us sort I in increasing order of left endpoint (ai ) in O n log n time, and
henceforth assume that
I = {I 1 = [a1 ,b 1 ], . . . ,I n = [an ,b n ]}
lists the intervals in increasing order of ai . Let us adjust the brute force algorithm
again so that it processes the intervals in increasing order of left endpoint. The
revised pseudocode is as follows.
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MWIS-intervals(I = {I 1 = [a1 ,b 1 ], . . . ,I n = [an ,b n ]}, w : I → R>0 )
/* We assume I 1 = [a1 ,b 1 ], . . . ,I n = [an ,b n ] is sorted in increasing order
of ai .
*/
1. If n = 0 then return 0
2. Let i > 1 be the first index such that ai > b 1
// Ii is the first interval disjoint from I 1 , and {Ii , . . . ,I n } = set of
intervals disjoint from I 1
3. return the maximum of
/* The MWIS among those excluding I 1

*/

A. MWIS-intervals({I 2 , . . . ,I n },w)

/* The MWIS among those including I 1

*/

B. w (I 1 ) + MWIS-intervals({Ii , . . . ,I n }, w)
In this ordered version of brute force, every recursive call is for a subset
of intervals of the form {Ii = [ai ,b i ],Ii +1 = [ai +1 ,b i +1 ], . . . ,I n = [an ,b n ]} for some
index i ; that is, a suffix of our ordered sequence of intervals. This limits the
number of combinations of intervals in our subproblems: there are only n + 1
suffixes (including the empty set). We have an ideal situation for caching.
Let us now give a dynamic programming algorithm for the maximum
weight independent set of intervals. Fix an input consisting of n intervals
I = {I 1 = [a1 ,b 1 ], . . . ,In = [an ,b n ]} and weights w : I → R>0 . Sorting the
intervals I in O n log n , we assume the intervals are indexed in increasing order
of left endpoint ai . For i ∈ N, we define
MWIS-intervals(i ) = the maximum weight of any independent set
of intervals among {Ii ,Ii +1 , . . . ,I n }.
We implement this with the following pseudocode.
MWIS-intervals(i ) =



0


if i > n,

MWIS-intervals(i + 1),

 max w (I ) + MWIS-intervals( j (i ))
i





otherwise,

where j (i ) is the first index j such that a j > b i . We can identify j (i ) by scanning
the list of intervals. We apply dynamic programming to the above recursive code
to make sure we never solve the same subproblem twice.
For the running time, we have n subproblems, each of which takes O (n)
time to compute, excluding recursive subcalls. (The O (n) time comes from
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scanning for the next index j (i ).) The space usage is O (n), since there are O (n)
many subproblems. The solution to the original problem is given by the call
MWIS-intervals(1). Correctness is inherited from brute force.
Can one do better? In fact, yes. For fixed i , we spend O (n) time to find the
first index j (i ) such that a j > b i . But instead one can do binary search to find
j (i ), in O log n time. This improves the running time
of each subproblem to

O log n , and the overall running time to O n log n . This is our first examples
where a dynamic programming algorithm isx sped up by an adjustment to the
implementation.
Taking a step back, we see that there is substantially more structure to intervals
than a generic graph. A provably hard problem in graphs can be solved as fast
as sorting in interval graphs!

5.1.3

Independent set in trees

We now consider the independent set problem in our second special case of
graphs: trees. Here we are given a tree T = (V,E) and (optionally) vertex weights
w : V → R. The goal is to compute the maximum weight independent set S ⊂ V .
The question really is whether trees are as general as graphs, or as structured
as intervals on a line. Let us make two initial observations relating trees to our
previous reduction.
1. The reduction from 3SAT to independent set was full of triangles. But trees
cannot have triangles, or any cycle, for that matter.
2. The graph corresponding to a set of intervals is also not a tree - any three
overlapping intervals form a triangle.
There is clearly much more structure to trees than graphs. As mentioned above,
trees have no cycles. If we remove an edge or a vertex, then we get two entirely
disconnected parts. In fact one can always find a vertex whose removal breaks
up the graph into subtrees with at most half the vertices (why?) - a remarkable
property that is certainly not true for graphs.
Between this chapter and the last, we have seen multiple problems turn out to
be easy when we take advantage of a clearly defined, linear ordering. But there is
no clear notion of “left” and “right” in a tree. But while trees don’t have a linear
structure, they do have a hierarchical structure that is very useful.
Fix any node r ∈ V to be the root, and interpret T as a
rooted tree. Now we can speak of “children”, “parents”, “subtrees” and so forth. There is a clear notion of “top” – the root r
– and ‘bottom” – at the leaves. Let’s use this ordering to design
a recursive algorithm for the maximum weight independent set.
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From a hierarchical point of view, it is natural to design a recursive algorithm
using subtrees to define the subproblems. Consider the following recursive spec.
For a vertex v ∈ V , we define
MWIS(v ) = the maximum weight of any independent set in the subtree
rooted at v .
Let us now sketch out an implementation MWIS(v ). Fix v , and suppose we want
to find the maximum weight independent set in the subtree rooted at v . A natural
decision is whether or not to include v in the independent set. If we don’t include
v , then we can recurse on each of the children to compute the maximum weight
independent set in each subtree. If we do include v , then... wait. Actually, it’s
not so obvious. When we recurse on a child x of v , this may return (the value of)
an independent set that includes x. But this is incompatible with our decision
to include v in the independent set. The following pseudocode summarizes our
progress and poinpoints where we get stuck.
MWIS(v )
1. Return the maximum of
/* Don’t include v in the independent set

*/

A. The sum of MWIS(x) over all children x of v
/* Include v in the independent set

*/

X

X
MWIS(x)
B. The weight of v plus the sum of X
X ??? over all children


x of v

In step (1.B), where we got stuck, what did we really want? Not the MWIS in
the subtree rooted at x, since this can include x. Rather we need the MWIS in the
subtree rooted at x among those that exclude x. MWIS(x) simply doesn’t offer this.
The easiest way to address this defficiency is to strengthen the definition MWIS(x).
We introduce a boolean flag, called exclude-root ∈ {0, 1}, as an additional
parameter, and define MWIS(v ,exclude-root) as follows.
MWIS(v ,exclude-root): If exclude-root = true, then the maximum
weight independent set in the subtree rooted at v among those excluding v . If exclude-root = false, then the maximum weight
independent set in the subtree rooted at v (which may or may not
include v ).
This stronger definition makes the implementation effortless.
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MWIS(v ,exclude-root)
1. If exclude-root
/* Don’t include v in the independent set

*/

A. Return the sum of MWIS(x,false) over all children x of v
2. Otherwise return the maximum of:
/* Don’t include v in the independent set

*/

A. The sum of MWIS(x,false) over all children x of v .
/* Include v in the independent set

*/

B. The weight of v plus the sum of MWIS(x,true) over all
children x of v
Good. It was a little trickier, but we have now established a recursive algorithm
for computing the maximum weight independent set. The overall answer is given
by MWIS(r ,false). But our algorithm is not yet efficient. To this end – as
usual – we apply caching. Let us save the answers to each MWIS(v ,true) and
MWIS(v ,false) in a table1 of size 2n. Then we never compute the same answer
twice.
Consider the running time. We have
 


# subproblems time per subproblem = n × O (n) = O n 2 .
Here we upperbound the “time per problem” by O (n) because a vertex may
have up to n children. But this analysis is too conservative. The total number of
children over all nodes is n. A more refined analysis first observes that

time spent on MWIS(v , · · · ) = O (# children of v ).
Summing over all v , we have
!
∑︁
v

time spent on MWIS(v , · · · ) = O


∑︁
v

# children of v = O (n).

So actually the running time is O (n). We also mention that the space usage is
O (n) because there are O (n) subproblems, each requiring constant space. Thus
we have a O (n) time algorithm for maximum weight independent set in trees.
Which is faster than for intervals! Faster than sorting!
1We assume the vertices are number 1 through n. Otherwise one can number them in a
preprocessing step.
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Graph coloring

Graph coloring problems are an important topic in graph theory. Generally
speaking, vertex coloring problems are problems where you want to color the
vertices of an undirected graph so that any two adjacent vertices have different
colors. More formally, we can define a proper vertex coloring as an assignment
𝜋 : V → [k ], for some integer k , such that for any edge {u,v } ∈ E, 𝜋(u) ≠ 𝜋(v ).
The goal is to find a vertex coloring 𝜋 : V → [k ] for k as small as possible.

O

o

O
O

O

O

O

O

0

Besides being a useful problem in practice (e.g., assigning non-overlapping
Goal color vertices so that no adjacent
frequency ranges to nearby
cell-phone towers), it is an important problem in
vertices have same color
combinatorics, where graph theorists have discovered remarkable structural
w
colors
minimum
theorems such as the following famous theorem.
does [Bro41]).
decision
k colorsLetsuffice
Theorem 5.2 (Brook’s
theorem,
G be an undirected graph with
maximum degree Δ. Then G can be colored in Δ colors unlessproblem
G is either (a) a complete
3 coloring
graph or (b) an odd cycle. In
k coloring
k is a
constant
We briefly point out there arefixed
many related graph problems of interest. For
5 coloring
example, in edge coloring, the goal is to color the edges of an undirected graph
so that no two adjacent edges2 have the same color. For edge coloring, Vizing’s
theorem asserts that every graph with maximum degree Δ can be edge-colored
with at most Δ colors.
Let us return to vertex coloring. Here we are interested in the optimization
problem rather than absolute bounds such as Brook’s theorem. Given an undirected graph G = (V,E), the goal is to color G with as few colors as possible.
Or, as a decision problem: given an undirected graph G = (V,E), and an integer
k ∈ N, can G be colored in k or fewer colors? There is also the k -coloring problem
where k is fixed, but otherwise asks the same question: Given as input a graph
G = (V,E), can G be colored in k or fewer colors? Note that for k -coloring, an
n f (k ) running time, for any function f , counts as polynomial time.
This problem is yet another search problem, since it is easy to check if an
assignment is a proper coloring with at most k colors. So in particular we have
2Two edges are adjacent if they have a common endpoint.
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an exponential time algorithm by brute force. Can one do better? What about
the special case of k = 3 – 3-coloring?
Theorem 5.3. A polynomial time algorithm for vertex 3-coloring implies a polynomial
time algorithm for SAT.
To prove the above it is convenient to introduce the following more general
variant of k -coloring. In the subset k -coloring problem, each vertex v in the
graph is annotated with a subset Sv ⊂ [k ] of colors available to that vertex. The
goal is to properly color graph the graph 𝜋 : V → [k ] such that for each k ,
𝜋(v ) ∈ Sv .
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<latexit sha1_base64="zzSxONP2iPP5Iui6ZiTurZqvwPo=">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</latexit>

{1,2,3}

<latexit sha1_base64="H5AGZCwjzpcK+JF95s2jmMV/GB0=">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</latexit>

{1,3}

{2,3}

Lemma 5.4. Let k ∈ N be fixed. A polynomial time algorithm for k -coloring implies a
polynomial time algorithm for subset-k coloring.
Proof. Assume an instance of subset-k coloring defined by a graph G = (V,E)
with m edges and n vertices and, for each vertex v , a set Sv ⊂ [k ] of colors
available to v .
To reduce to k -coloring, we will construct a new graph H that extends the
original graph G . Starting from G , we first introduce a clique Kk of k colors.
That is, we create k new vertices y 1 , . . . , y k and add an edge between every pair
of new vertices. Observe that any k -coloring of this clique requires every y i to
receive a distinct color, and this uses up all k colors. (Conceptually we interpret
the color assigned to y i as the i th color.) Now, for each vertex v , and each color
i omitted from Sv , we add an edge between yv and i . (Conceptually, this forbids
v from taking i in a k -coloring.) Below we draw the construction for k = 3.
<latexit sha1_base64="4BuACarfBuW92HTb2kT5SxoY50E=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Y4Nn9ss4IXSPoexS0KILI3Yj7gw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="oUW08ehataReia9ScCHkWVIEI8I=">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</latexit>

{1,2}

{1,2,3}

<latexit sha1_base64="zzSxONP2iPP5Iui6ZiTurZqvwPo=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="H5AGZCwjzpcK+JF95s2jmMV/GB0=">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</latexit>

{1,3}

y1

<latexit sha1_base64="XVdvTSiGrEOCXiT6W9qN6lG5zVQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="LR2mqCfaoZ9z5NGgQfny1HVrmfY=">AAADFXicbVJLb9QwEPaGR0t4tXDkYrEq4hCtsi2iXJAquMCtqN12pW20GjuTrbWOHWxnu6tofwJX+mu4Ia6c+S8ccNJIkJaRbH2ab17faFghhXVx/KsX3Lp95+7G5r3w/oOHjx5vbT85sbo0HEdcS23GDCxKoXDkhJM4LgxCziSesvn7mj9doLFCq2O3KjDJYaZEJjg47zpaTfemW/14EDdGb4JhC/qktcPpdu/3Wap5maNyXIK1k+Fu4ZIKjBNc4jo8Ky0WwOcww4mHCnK0SdXMuqY73pPSTBv/lKON99+MCnJrVznzkTm4c3udq53/4yaly94klVBF6VDxq0ZZKanTtBZOU2GQO7nyALgRflbKz8EAd349Ydip5fNkUjlcOq7zYr3TIbXNIlsWXtI7sHM0C5Dp0vejnmiE1XkRVdrResqOAA5MqDrWgrLUohFZp/YCzOcy8r+spXCtrJbgoJvR6LnwErCzuQn7O07ExCz1R5HbaOGrMZZUCi/cst0eZYxmRuf06PjjuFODg3zLtFapXuqkqsNBZk3/Gns29PcyvH4dN8HJ7mD4ehB/etU/eNFeziZ5Rp6Tl2RI9skB+UAOyYhwMiNfyFdyGVwG34LvwY+r0KDX5jwlHQt+/gHuVv70</latexit>

y2

y3

{2,3}

We claim that G is k -subset-colorable with respect to the sets {Sv : v ∈ V } iff
H is k -colorable. First suppose G is k -subset-colorable. Given any subset coloring
𝜋 of G , we can extend 𝜋 to a k -coloring on G by coloring 𝜋(y i ) = i for each
i . This does not create any monochromatic edges between the y i ’s, nor does it
90
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decrease any monochromatic between a y i and a vertex v ∈ VG because i ∉ Sv
for any edge y i ,v .
Conversely, consider any proper coloring of 𝜋 : VH → [k ] of H . Without
loss of generality we may assume that 𝜋(y i ) = i for each i .3 We need to show
that 𝜋(v ) ∈ Sv for all v . Indeed, for any color i ∉ Sv , the edge y i ,v implies that
𝜋(v ) ≠ 𝜋(y i ) = i .
■
To prove theorem 5.3, it now suffices to show that subset 3-coloring can be
used to solve SAT.
Theorem 5.5. A polynomial time algorithm subset 3-coloring implies a polynomial time
algorithm for 3-SAT.
Let f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) be a 3-SAT formula with n variables x 1 , . . . ,x n and m clauses
C 1 , . . . ,C m . We want to create an instance of subset 3-coloring (of roughly the
same size) that is feasible iff f is feasible.
We point out that the names of the colors in a coloring problem are arbitrary.
For this reduction, it is convenient to name the colors true, false, and nonsense;
or t, f, and n for short.
We first create vertices corresponding to the variables. For each variable x j ,
we make two vertices A j and A¯j each constrained to have colors from the set
{t, f}. We also add an edge between A j and A¯j , which forces exactly one of A j
or A¯j to be colored true, and the other to be colored false.
Lemma 5.6. Consider the following instance of subset 3-coloring with five vertices.

c
<latexit sha1_base64="qvPVnW+Zy9jpWxYlJXVGpmQOPrg=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aaW17SbpfRf6Wottz9bkIDvB3fs=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="O0IyEpCnbI8eC88+ETgKkrbcvyA=">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</latexit>

{t,f}

{t,f,n}
<latexit sha1_base64="O0IyEpCnbI8eC88+ETgKkrbcvyA=">AAADMnicbVJLb9NAEN6YVwmPpnBEQiuiIg5WFFcIuCBVcIFbEU0bKTHR7HqdrrLeNbvjNJHlG7+GK/0zcENc+QkcWLtB4JaRdvVpvnl9o2G5kg6Hw6+d4MrVa9dvbN3s3rp95+52b+fekTOF5WLEjTJ2zMAJJbUYoUQlxrkVkDEljtnidc0fL4V10uhDXOcizmCuZSo5oHfNeg/L6kM5LacoVohYYhX+gWk1rapZrz8cDBujl0G0AX2ysYPZTufXNDG8yIRGrsC5SbSXY1yCRcmVqLrTwokc+ALmYuKhhky4uGyEVHTXexKaGuufRtp4/80oIXNunTEfmQGeuItc7fwfNykwfRGXUucFCs3PG6WFomhovRWaSCs4qrUHwK30s1J+AhY4+t11u61aPk/FZb0lbrK82m2RxqWhK3Iv6RW4hbBLUMnK96OeaITVeSHVBmk9ZUsAByZ1HetAO+qElWmr9hLsxyL0v6qlcKOdUYDQzmj0nHoJorW5Cfs7TsjkPPEXk7lw6asxFpdanOJqsz3KGE2tyej7w7fjVg0O6iUzRidmZeKyDgeVNv1r7Nmuv5fo4nVcBkd7g+jZYPjuaX//8eZytsgD8og8IRF5TvbJG3JARoSTT+Qz+ULOgrPgW/A9+HEeGnQ2OfdJy4KfvwF2ZQw9</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aaW17SbpfRf6Wottz9bkIDvB3fs=">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</latexit>

{t,f} a

{t,f,n}

b {t,f}
<latexit sha1_base64="xzsVyo28EMjgTFDRtG1HHaNH3jQ=">AAADE3icbVLNbtQwEPaGn5bw18KRi8WqiEO0SipEuSBVcIFbK7rtStuoGjuTrbWOHWxnu6ton4ArfRpuiCsPwLtwwEkjQVpGsvVpvvn7RsNKKayL41+D4NbtO3c3Nu+F9x88fPR4a/vJsdWV4TjmWmozYWBRCoVjJ5zESWkQCibxhM3fN/zJAo0VWh25VYlpATMlcsHBedchO9saxqO4NXoTJB0Yks4OzrYHv08zzasCleMSrJ0mu6VLazBOcInr8LSyWAKfwwynHioo0KZ1O+ma7nhPRnNt/FOOtt5/M2oorF0VzEcW4M7tda5x/o+bVi5/k9ZClZVDxa8a5ZWkTtNGNs2EQe7kygPgRvhZKT8HA9z55YRhr5bPk2ntcOm4Lsr1To/UNo9sVXpJ78DO0SxAZkvfj3qiFdbkRVRpR5spewI4MKGaWAvKUotG5L3aCzCfq8j/spHCtbJagoN+RqvnwkvA3uam7O84EROzzJ9EYaOFr8ZYWiu8cMtue5Qxmhtd0E9HHye9GhzkW6a1yvRSp3UTDjJv+zfYs6G/l+T6ddwEx7uj5PUoPnw13H/RXc4meUaek5ckIXtkn3wgB2RMOEHyhXwll8Fl8C34Hvy4Cg0GXc5T0rPg5x/bQP43</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="O0IyEpCnbI8eC88+ETgKkrbcvyA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="grgCYCEErxD57xpnTuo2J0hLSFU=">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</latexit>

In any proper subset coloring, c = true only if a ∨ b = true.
Proof. By inspection.

■

Now we can construct a gadget for 3-CNF clauses. Recall that (a ∨ b ∨ c ) =
((a ∨ b) ∨ c ). Likewise we can compose to OR gadgets as follows.
Lemma 5.7. Consider the following instance of subset 3-coloring with 8 vertices.
3This is because we only care if two colors have the same labels, which is invariant to permutation
of the labels.
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<latexit sha1_base64="iMqLvLYMKXRGaMibVwE2vU+lhWU=">AAADJ3icbVJLbxMxEHaWR0t4pfTIxSIq4hBFSVVBL0gVXOBWRNNGSpZo7PWmVrz2Ys+miaz9LVzpr+GG4Mj/4IB3Gwm2ZSRbn+ab1zcalivpcDD42Ypu3b5zd2v7Xvv+g4ePHnd2npw6U1guRtwoY8cMnFBSixFKVGKcWwEZU+KMLd5W/NlSWCeNPsF1LuIM5lqmkgMG16yz68tPfuqnKFaI6LGcluWs0x30B7XRm2C4AV2ysePZTuv3NDG8yIRGrsC5yXA/x9iDRcmVKNvTwokc+ALmYhKghky42NfTl3QveBKaGhueRlp7/83wkDm3zliIzADP3XWucv6PmxSYHsZe6rxAoflVo7RQFA2tVkETaQVHtQ4AuJVhVsrPwQLHsLB2u1Er5KnYV1viJsvLvQZpXNpzRR4kvQG3EHYJKlmFfjQQtbAqr0e1QVpN2RDAgUldxTrQjjphZdqovQT7ueiFX1VSuNHOKEBoZtR6LoIE0djchP0dp8fkPAlnkrneMlRjLPZaXOBqsz3KGE2tyejHk/fjRg0O6jUzRidmZWJfhYNK6/4VDmw73Mvw+nXcBKf7/eHL/uDDQffo+eZytslT8oy8IEPyihyRd+SYjAgna/KFfCWX0WX0Lfoe/bgKjVqbnF3SsOjXHxg3Bzw=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aaW17SbpfRf6Wottz9bkIDvB3fs=">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</latexit>

{t,f,n}

<latexit sha1_base64="aaW17SbpfRf6Wottz9bkIDvB3fs=">AAADPXicbVLNbhMxEHaWvxL+UjhysYiKQFpF2QoBF6QKLnAromkjJUs09npTK157sWfTRKt9Bp6GK30OHoAb4sqFA95tUNmWkWx9mm/+vtGwXEmHw+G3TnDl6rXrN7Zudm/dvnP3Xm/7/qEzheVixI0ydszACSW1GKFEJca5FZAxJY7Y4k3NHy2FddLoA1znIs5grmUqOaB3zXpPy+pjOS2nKFaIWGIV/oXpOdTVtKpmvf5wMGyMXgbRBvTJxvZn253f08TwIhMauQLnJtFujnEJFiVXoupOCydy4AuYi4mHGjLh4rLRVNEd70loaqx/Gmnj/TejhMy5dcZ8ZAZ47C5ytfN/3KTA9GVcSp0XKDQ/a5QWiqKh9YJoIq3gqNYeALfSz0r5MVjg6NfY7bZq+TwVl/WWuMnyaqdFGpeGrsi9pNfgFsIuQSUr3496ohFW54VUG6T1lC0BHJjUdawD7agTVqat2kuwn4rQ/6qWwo12RgFCO6PRc+IliNbmJux8nJDJeeKPJ3Ph0ldjLC61OMHVZnuUMZpak9EPB+/GrRoc1CtmjE7MysRlHQ4qbfrX2LNdfy/Rxeu4DA53B9HzwfD9s/7e483lbJGH5BF5QiLyguyRt2SfjAgnn8kX8pWcBqfB9+BH8PMsNOhsch6QlgW//gAdfRFG</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="O0IyEpCnbI8eC88+ETgKkrbcvyA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aaW17SbpfRf6Wottz9bkIDvB3fs=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aaW17SbpfRf6Wottz9bkIDvB3fs=">AAADPXicbVLNbhMxEHaWvxL+UjhysYiKQFpF2QoBF6QKLnAromkjJUs09npTK157sWfTRKt9Bp6GK30OHoAb4sqFA95tUNmWkWx9mm/+vtGwXEmHw+G3TnDl6rXrN7Zudm/dvnP3Xm/7/qEzheVixI0ydszACSW1GKFEJca5FZAxJY7Y4k3NHy2FddLoA1znIs5grmUqOaB3zXpPy+pjOS2nKFaIWGIV/oXpOdTVtKpmvf5wMGyMXgbRBvTJxvZn253f08TwIhMauQLnJtFujnEJFiVXoupOCydy4AuYi4mHGjLh4rLRVNEd70loaqx/Gmnj/TejhMy5dcZ8ZAZ47C5ytfN/3KTA9GVcSp0XKDQ/a5QWiqKh9YJoIq3gqNYeALfSz0r5MVjg6NfY7bZq+TwVl/WWuMnyaqdFGpeGrsi9pNfgFsIuQSUr3496ohFW54VUG6T1lC0BHJjUdawD7agTVqat2kuwn4rQ/6qWwo12RgFCO6PRc+IliNbmJux8nJDJeeKPJ3Ph0ldjLC61OMHVZnuUMZpak9EPB+/GrRoc1CtmjE7MysRlHQ4qbfrX2LNdfy/Rxeu4DA53B9HzwfD9s/7e483lbJGH5BF5QiLyguyRt2SfjAgnn8kX8pWcBqfB9+BH8PMsNOhsch6QlgW//gAdfRFG</latexit>

{t,f} a
<latexit sha1_base64="grgCYCEErxD57xpnTuo2J0hLSFU=">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</latexit>

{t,f,n}

{t,f}

{t,f,n}
<latexit sha1_base64="O0IyEpCnbI8eC88+ETgKkrbcvyA=">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</latexit>

{t}

{t,f,n}

b {t,f}
<latexit sha1_base64="xzsVyo28EMjgTFDRtG1HHaNH3jQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="O0IyEpCnbI8eC88+ETgKkrbcvyA=">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</latexit>

c {t,f}
<latexit sha1_base64="O0IyEpCnbI8eC88+ETgKkrbcvyA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="qvPVnW+Zy9jpWxYlJXVGpmQOPrg=">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</latexit>

Then in any proper subset coloring of the above, a ∨ b ∨ c = true.
For each clause C i , we identify the three vertices corresponding to the literals
in that clause. (For example, x 1 ∨ x̄ 2 ∨ x 3 corresponds to the vertices A1 , A¯2 , and
A3 .) We build the 3CNF gadget, per lemma 5.7 over these three vertices. Each
clause generates 6 new variables.
Between the two vertices A j and A¯j for each variable x j , and the constant-size
gadgets built over these vertices for each C i , we obtain an instance of subset
3-coloring that is satisfiable iff f is satisfiable.
Indeed, given a satisfying assignment x, we color A j = true and A¯j = false
if x j = true, and reverse the colors if x j = false. One can then color each clause
gadget appropriately. Conversely, given any proper coloring of the clauses, one
constructs an assignment x by setting x j to be the color of A j . One can verify
that, since the coloring was able to color the clause-gadgets properly, each clause
in the formula is satisfied by x. This completes the proof.
Coloring with more than 3 colors. We have not shown that k -coloring is hard
for k > 3. This is left to the reader in exercise 5.1.
Coloring in interval graphs and trees. As with the independent set problem,
the reduction from SAT to 3-coloring does not forbid polynomial time algorithms
for trees or intervals. This is left to the reader in exercise 5.3.

5.3

Dominating set
[picture of dominating set]

Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph. A set of vertices S ⊆ V is a dominating set if every vertex v ∈ V is either in S or the neighbor of a vertex in S .
The minimum dominating set problem is to compute the minimum cardinality
dominating set. The decision version additionally specifies an integer k and the
question is whether there is a dominating set of size k (or greater). One can
consider weighted versions of the problem where we have weights w : V → R>0
and the goal is to compute the dominating set of minimum weight.
Perhaps it is not so surprising, after discussing independent set and coloring,
that dominating set is also as hard as SAT.
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Theorem 5.8. A polynomial time algorithm for dominating set implies a polynomial
time algorithm for SAT.
Let f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) be a Boolean formula in CNF with n variables, m clauses,
and total size p. We will construct an undirected graph G such that G has a
dominating set of size n iff f is satisfiable. Here are the first steps in making G .
1. For every variable x i , we create two vertices denoted v i and v̄ i . v i
is associated with the symbol x i and the assignment x i = true; v̄ i
is associated with the symbol x̄ i and the assignment x i = false.
2. For every clause C j , we create a vertex w j .
3. For every clause C j and every variable
 x i appearing as x i (without
negation) in C j , we add the edge v i ,w j . For every variable x i
appearing in C j negated as x̄ i , we add an edge from.
4. For every variable x i , we add an edge between v i and v̄ i .
Let us try to explain the intuition of the construction so far. We have vertices for
each assignment to each variable. We also have vertices for the clauses. We have
edges between (vertices representing) clauses and the (vertices representing the)
single-variable assignments that satisfy the clauses.
The total number of variables

is O (m + n), and the number of edges is O p .
Now consider any satisfying assignment for f . We will construct a dominating
set S with n vertices as follows. If the satisfying assignment has x i = true, then we
include the corresponding vertex v i . If the satisfying assignment has x i = false,
then we include the corresponding vertex v̄ i . So S has n vertices, with each vertex
corresponding to a variable’s assignment. To see that this is a dominating set,
we observe that:
1. For every clause-vertex w j corresponding to clause C j , the vertex corresponding to a variable satisfying C j will dominate w j .
2. For each variable-vertex v i or v̄ i , the fact that S takes either v i or v̄ i ensures
that both v i and v̄ i are dominated.
Conversely, suppose our graph has a dominating set S of size n. Ideally S
would contain exactly one of the vertices, v i or v̄ i , for each variable x i , and form
a satisfying assignment accordingly. However S could contain neither v i or v̄ i , or
both v i and v̄ i . So it is not clear that a dominating set of size n implies a satisfying
assignment (and the reader might think of some simple counterexamples).
So to summarize the current state of affairs: our construction is such that if f
has a satisfying set, then the graph has a dominating set with (at most) n vertices.
However, a dominating set with n vertices does not imply a satisfying assignment
for f . We ask the reader how to improve the construction to complete the proof.
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We would like to force S to take at least one of v i or v̄ i for each variable x i . If
so, and S also has size (at most) n, then it must take exactly one of these vertices
for each x i . How can we force every dominating set to take at least one of v i or
v̄ i ? We can introduce another auxiliary variable, which we denote u i , that can
only be dominated by v i or v̄ i (or itself). So we add the following steps to our
construction.
5. For very variable x i , we create a (third) vertex u i .
6. We add the edges {u i , v̄ i } and {u i , v̄ i }.
The introduction of u i means that we have to have either u i , v i or v̄ i in any
dominating set. Moreover, if a dominating set S has u i , it can always be replaced
with v i and v̄ i while keeping S a dominating set.
Now, we can complete the proof. As before, a satisfying assignment to f
maps to a dominating set of size n. Now, suppose S is a dominating set with at
most n vertices. We know that S includes at least one of v i , v̄ i , or u i for each
i , in order to dominate u i . Whenever S contains some u i , we replace it with
v i or v̄ i (either one works); now we know that S includes at least one of v i or
v̄ i . On the other hand, |S | ≤ n/2 implies that S contains exactly one of v i or v̄ i .
Consider the assignment x 1 , . . . ,x n corresponding to the vertices in S . For each
clause C j , the corresponding variable w j is dominating by some v i or v̄ i in S ; the
corresponding assignment (x i = true or x i = false) satisfies C j . Thus we have a
satisfying assignment.
To summarize, we have a dominating set of size n iff f is satisfiable. Our
auxiliary graph is polynomial in the size of f , and the construction takes polynomial time. A polynomial time algorithm that computes the minimum dominating
set can, in particular, decide if there is a dominating set of size n in the auxiliary graph of a given CNF f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ). We would obtain a polynomial time
algorithm for CNF SAT by first converting the algorithm to the graph described
above and then computing a dominating set.
Dominating set for intervals and trees. What about dominating set in interval
graphs, or in trees? We leave these questions to the reader in exercise 5.4.
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the presentation.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.
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Exercises

Exercise 5.1. Theorem 5.3 proved that a polynomial time algorithm for 3coloring implies a polynomial time algorithm for SAT. Prove that for any k > 3,
a polynomial time algorithm for k -coloring implies a polynomial algorithm for
SAT.4
Exercise 5.2. Let k be fixed. Suppose you had access to a polynomial time
algorithm for the decision version of k -coloring. Use this algorithm to obtain a
polynomial time algorithm that obtains a k -coloring of a graph (if one exists).
Exercise 5.3. Recall that the k -coloring problem is to decide if there is a vertex
coloring with at most k -colors. The subset k -coloring problem also specifies for
each vertex v a subset Sv ⊆ [k ], and the k -coloring is restricted to have each
vertex v colored by a color in Sv . For each of the following problems, either (a)
design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b)
prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm
for SAT.
1. The k -coloring problem in trees.
2. The k -coloring problem for intervals.
3. The subset k -coloring problem in trees, for fixed k .
4. The subset k -coloring problem for intervals, for fixed k .
Exercise 5.4. Recall the dominating set problem from section 5.3. Here we will
consider the weighted version where the vertices are given positive weights, and
the goal is to compute the minimum weight dominating set. For each of the
following problems, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm
(the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply
a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
1. The minimum weight dominating set problem for intervals, with the additional assumption that no two intervals are nested.
To state it more precisely: the input consists of n weighted intervals I.
The non-nested assumptions means that for any two intervals I , J ∈ I, we
never have I contained in J or J contained in I .
The goal is to compute the minimum weight subset S ⊆ I of intervals such
that every interval in I is either in S or overlaps some interval in S .
4It might be helpful to focus on k = 4 to develop your ideas.
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• (For 1 pt. extra credit) Extend your algorithm to general intervals.5
2. The minimum weight dominating set problem in trees.
Exercise 5.5. Given a graph G , a clique is a set of vertices S such that every
pair of vertices in S is connected by an edge. This is sort of like opposite of an
independent set.
1. Consider the problem of finding the largest weight clique from a set of
weighted intervals. (Here a clique of intervals is a set of intervals where
every two intervals are overlapping.) For this problem, either (a) design
and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b)
prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time
algorithm for SAT.
2. Consider the problem of finding the largest weight clique in a tree. For
this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm
(the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would
imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
3. Consider the problem of finding the largest weight clique in a graph G . For
this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm
(the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would
imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.6
Exercise 5.6. Here we consider a special case of independent set that we will
call k -neighbors independent-set, for a fixed parameter k ∈ N. (e.g., k = 5.)
The input is an undirected graph G = (V,E) with m edges and n vertices, with
the following property: every set S ⊆ V has at most k neighbors of S outside of
S .7 The goal is to compute the maximum size independent set. For this problem,
either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better),
or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time
algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 5.7. Let I 1 , . . . ,I n be a collection of n intervals on the real line, and
let p 1 , . . . , p m ∈ R be a collection of m points on the line. Let each interval I j be
assigned a positive weight w (I j ) > 0.
An interval I j covers a point pi if pi ∈ I j . A collection of intervals I j 1 , . . . ,I jk
is an interval cover of p 1 , . . . , p m if every point pi is covered by at least one
5Of course, anyone who has already solved the general case automatically solves the special
case where no two intervals are nested.
6Hint: Consider the “complement graph” G ′ = (V,E ′ ) where there is an edge {u,v } iff {u,v } is
not an edge in G .
7Here a vertex v is a neighbor of S if it is connected by an edge.
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interval I jh in the collection. We assume that the collection of all the intervals
I 1 , . . . ,I n is an interval cover of p 1 , . . . , p m . We also assume that all the points are
distinct.
Consider the problem of computing the minimum weight of any interval cover
of p 1 , . . . , p m . For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time
algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm
would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 5.8. Let I 1 , . . . ,I n be a collection of n intervals on the real line, and
let p 1 , . . . , p m ∈ R be a collection of m points on the line with positive weights
w (pi ) > 0. A point pi hits an interval I j if pi ∈ I j . A subset of points pi1 , . . . , pik is
a hitting set for I 1 , . . . ,I n if every interval I j is hit by some point pih in the subset.
We assume that p 1 , . . . , p m itself is a hitting set. We also assume for simplicity
that all the points pi are distinct. The goal is to compute the minimum weight
of any hitting set of points. For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a
polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial
time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 5.9. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph with m edges and n vertices,
and k ∈ N. Recall that a vertex k -coloring (a.k.a. a graph k -coloring) is an
assignment of colors (out of {1, . . . ,k }) to each v ∈ V so that no two adjacent
vertices have the same color. When such an assignment exists, G is said to be
k -colorable. Now suppose that for each color i = 1, . . . ,k , and each vertex v ∈ V ,
there is a positive assignment cost c (i ,v ) > 0 for assigning color i to vertex v .
The following problem is called the minimum cost graph coloring (MCGC)
problem. Given G and k as input, where k ≥ 3, the goal is to find the minimum
total assignment cost of any vertex k -coloring of V (which is +∞ if no such
coloring exists).8 We consider the problem both for general graphs and for trees.
1. (5 points) Suppose G = (V,E) is a graph with m edges and n vertices. For
this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm
(the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would
imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
2. (5 points) Suppose G = (V,E) is a tree with n vertices. For this problem,
either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster
the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
[Eri19, Chapter 3] provides several more exercises for dynamic programming
on trees.
8Technically this would be the “infimum” of all assignment costs of (valid) vertex k -colorings.
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Sample solution.

Problem. Let T = (V,E) be an undirected tree with positive vertex weights w :
V → R>0 . Consider the problem of computing the weight of the maximum weight
independent set in T . For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial
time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm
would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Solution. We root T arbitrarily and henceforth refer to the root, children, subtrees,
etc., accordingly.
1. Recursive spec. For a vertex v ∈ V , we define
MWIS(v ) = the weight of the maximum weight independent set in the
subtree rooted at v .
MWIS-no-root(v ) = the weight of the maximum weight independent set
in the subtree rooted at v among those that exclude v .
2. Recursive implementation.
MWIS(v )
1. Return the maximum of:
/* The maximum weight independent set containing v .
Í
A. w (v ) + children w of v MWIS-no-root(v )
/* The maximum weight independent set excluding v .
Í
B. children w of v MWIS(v))

*/
*/

MWIS-no-root(v )
Í
1. return children w of v MWIS(w)
3. Solving the original problem. We return MWIS(r ) where r is the root of the tree.
4. Say “caching” or “dynamic programming”. We cache the answers to the recursive
algorithm above.
5. Running time. There are two subproblems for each vertex v . For fixed v ,
the running time is proportional to the number of children of v (plus a constant).
Summing over all v counts each vertex as a child once, so we obtain a O (n) running
time overall.
6. Space. O (n) as this is the number of subproblems.
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7. Brief proof / justification. Fix v and consider MWIS(v ). The MWIS in the
subtree rooted at v either includes v or it doesn’t. If it does, then the restriction of
the MWIS to each subtree of v is an independent excluding the root of that subtree.
By induction on subtrees, for each subtree rooted by a child w, MWIS-no-root(w)
returns the maximum weight of any independent set in the subtree excluding w.
Line (1.A) then ensures that we return at least the weight of this set.
Now suppose the MWIS in the subtree rooted at v does not include v . Then the
restriction of the MWIS to each subtree of v is an independent set of that subtree.
By induction on subtrees, for each subtree rooted by a child w, MWIS(w) returns the
maximum weight of any independent set in the subtree. Line (1.A) then ensures
that we return at least the weight of this set.
Consider now MWIS-no-root(v ), and consider the MWIS S of the subtree rooted
at v , among those excluding v . For each subtree w, the restriction of S to the subtree
rooted by w is an independent set in the subtree rooted at w. By induction on
subtrees, MWIS(w) returns the weight of the MWIS in this subtree. So the sum we
return gives the MWIS overall.
Remark 5.9. In the lecture notes we added a flag to MWIS; this time I thought it might
be clearer to just make two functions where the intent of the flag is declared in the
name of the function.

Sample solution.

Problem. Let I be a family of n intervals with positive weights w : I → R>0 , and
consider the problem of computing the weight of the maximum weight independent
(i.e., non-overlapping) subset of I. For this problem, either (a) design and analyze
a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial
time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.

Solution. We sort the intervals in increasing order of left end-point (in O n log n
time) and let Ii = [ai ,b i ] refer to the i th interval in increasing order of left end-point
ai .
1. Recursive spec. For i = 1, . . . ,n + 1, we declare
MWIS(i ) = the maximum weight independent set of intervals Ii , . . . ,I n .
(i > n implies the empty collection of intervals.)
2. Recursive implementation.
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MWIS(i )
1. If i > n then return 0.
2. Return the maximum of
/* Include Ii .

*/

A. w (Ii ) + MWIS( j + 1) where j is the last index of any interval I j
overlapping Ii .
/* Don’t include Ii .

*/

B. MWIS(i + 1)
3. Say “caching ” or “dynamic programming”. We apply dynamic programming to
the above recursive implementation.
4. Extracting the original problem. The overall solution is given by MWIS(1).
5. Running time. There are O (n) subproblems. Naively, identifying the interval
I j in step (2.A) would take O (n) time in a loop. However, having already sorting
the intervals by left-endpoint, we can use binary search to identify I j in O n log n
time. Overall (with dynamic programming) the algorithm takes O n log n time.
6. Space. We need O (n) space to store the solutions to the n subproblems (and
the sorted list of intervals).
7. Proof by induction. Consider MWIS(i ). In the base case i > n in which case
there are no intervals and the answer is 0. Suppose i ≤ n.

Consider the (true) MWIS of Ii , . . . ,I n . The MWIS either includes Ii or doesn’t.
Suppose first that the MWIS includes Ii . Since Ii overlaps I j and the intervals are
indexed in increasing order of left endpoint, the intervals in between (Ii +1 , . . . ,I j −1 )
also overlap Ii . So in particular the MWIS does not include any of these intervals
either, and is an independent subset of I j +1 , . . . ,I n . By induction on the number
of intervals, MWIS( j + 1) returns the weight of the MWIS of I j +1 , . . . ,I n . So w (Ii ) +
MWIS( j + 1) is (at least) the weight of the true MWIS, and is one of the two options
considered in step (2).
Now suppose the MWIS does not include Ii . Then it is the MWIS of Ii +1 , . . . ,I n .
By induction on the number of intervals, MWIS(i + 1) returns this weight, hence so
does MWIS(i ).
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Chapter 6

Searching and sorting graphs
The previous discussion was about some optimization problems in undirected
graphs; here we focus on directed graphs. The difference here is that the edges
are directed, represented by ordered pairs (u,v ). Here u and v are vertices, and
the edge (u,v ) is said to be directed from u to v . A directed graph is allowed to
have edges in both directions (u,v ) and (v ,u) between two pairs.
Seemingly anything can be modeled as a graph, but let us give a few examples
where the modeling is fairly straightforward. The world wide web is a directed
graph. Every website is a node. Every link from one website to another is a
directed edge from the first website to the second. Modern search engines are
based on analyzing this graph.
Another example comes from programming. Modern programming languages
allocate most of their data from a heap, where small blocks of memory are
encapsulated by objects. These objects refer to each other by their locations
in virtual memory. Here we have a graph where the objects are nodes and the
pointers across objects are directed edges. In this model, garbage collection can
be understood as a graph theoretic problem where the goal is to identify all
the objects that cannot be reached by any sequence of pointers starting from a
pointer on the stack, so that we can recycle the underlying memory.
Lastly, consider any road map. We can think of each intersection as a node,
and the streets between the intersections as edges. Most streets will be undirected
(or equivalently bidirected) edges since they allow traffic in both directions. Oneway streets are modeled by a directed edge in the direction of traffic. We can also
annotate the edges with the speed limit and the length of the road, which gives
us enough information to estimate how long it takes to go traverse that segment
of the road.
We usually assume that graphs are given as a list of (possibly weighted) edges.
With this list, one can build different data structures to make certain operations
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Figure 6.1: Map of a small part of the world wide web around wikipedia.org [CW].

more convenient. Here we list the two most common ones. The first is to maintain,
for each vertex v ∈ V , the list of all edges leaving v and (optionally) the list of all
edges entering v . This is called the adjacency list representation. The second
is to encode the edges in a large V × V matrix A (i.e., a two-dimensional array
indexed by vertices V ), as follows1. For every edge (u,v ), we set A[u,v ] = 1.
Alternatively, if the edges are weighted, then we set A[u,v ] to be the weight of
the edge. The other coordinates corresponding to non-edges are left as 0.
There is an important functional difference between the adjacency matrix
and the adjacency map. The adjacency list allows us to query, for each vertex v ,
the list of neighbors of v in O (1) time per neighbor. The adjacency matrix does
not, as one has to loop through the array to find each successive edge. On the
other hand, the adjacency matrix allows us to query, for every pair of vertices
u,v ∈ V , whether there is an edge from u to v , in O (1) time. The adjacency list
1Here, to use the array, we assume that the vertices are numbered from 1 to n. If not, then we
can preprocess the input and reindex the vertices from 1 to n. Alternatively, instead of an array,
one can use a hashmap to store the values. We will discuss hashmaps in greater detail later, but
morally, this is like randomly reindexing the vertices from 1 to O (n).
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does not, since one has to scan the list of u’s neighbors to see if v is there.
Can one get the best of both worlds? Easily: just have both data structures
on hand. One can also consider extensions such as using data structures (like
search trees or hash maps) for each list of neighbors in the adjacency list data
structure. We may discuss more advanced graph data structures later.
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We say that a vertex v ∈ V is a source if there are no edges directed into v ,
and a sink if there are no edges directed out of v . Every DAG has at least one
source and at least one sink. (Why?)
Now, let G = (V,E) be a DAG. Let v 1 be any source vertex in G . Observe
that the graph G 1 obtained by removing v 1 from G (and all incident edges) is
again a DAG. In particular, G 1 has at least one source vertex v 2 (which was either
a source in G , or had only one incoming, which was from v 1 ). We can remove
v 2 from G 1 to obtain a new DAG G 2 , and continue in the fashion, repeatedly
removing vertices v 3 ,v 4 ,v 5 , . . . where for each i , v i is a source in the graph G i −1
obtained by removing v 1 . . . ,v i −1 from G . The following subroutine encodes this
process.
source-peeling(G = (V,E))
/* We assume G is a DAG.

*/

1. While there is a source v ∈ V
A. Append v to the output list.
B. Remove v and all incident edges from G .
Below we number the vertices of a DAG as they are peeled.
2This section overlaps with section 2.3, which was about circuits, an important example of
directed acyclic graphs. We repeat some parts about DAGS in general because we ran out of time
to fully discuss circuits in lecture.
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Consider the vertices v 1 , . . . ,v n in the order they are iteratively peeled from
the graph. Let v i and v j be two vertices where v i was peeled before v j (i.e., i < j ).
When v i was peeled, it was a source in a subgraph that included v j . In particular,
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Topological orderings are extremely useful algorithmically. They give us a
sequential structure of the graph on which we can apply the algorithmic techniques
of chapter 4 (as we will see later). For these applications it is worth pointing out
that source-peeling
can also be madebased
to runonin linear
DFS time. Here one spends
Aler native
approach
linear time to first calculate the in-degree3 of each vertex. The sources are the
vertices with in-degree 0. Whenever we peel a source v , for each arc (v ,w) leaving
v , we also decrease the in-degree of w as we delete that edge. We keep track
of the vertices whose in-degrees are 0 so that the next source can be identified
instantly.
Theorem 6.1. Given a DAG G = (V,E) with m edges and n vertices, one can compute
a topological ordering of V in O (m + n) time.

6.2

Searching graphs

We consider the elementary problem of connectivity. Let G = (V,E) with m edges
and n vertices. A walk in a graph is a sequence of vertices along edges; i.e., a
sequence v 0 , . . . ,v k ∈ V such that each (v i ,v i +1 ) is a directed edge. A path is a
walk that doesn’t repeat vertices. We say that a vertex s can reach a vertex t if
3The (unweighted) in-degree of a vertex v is the number of edges directed into v .
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there is a path from s to t in the graph. To test these definitions, consider the
following directed graph. Can s reach all of the vertices in this graph?
S
a

L

n

J L

T

C

7

L
r

r

J
s
7

S

v

y

L

L

V

g

V

S

s e

s

J L

other
vertices
s reach vertices
all of the
Identifying the setcanof reachable
a very
practical
computational task.
Of course there is the literal interpretation of physical reachibility on a map.
Garbage collection, mentioned earlier, is also a matter of reachability. In planning
problems, we interpret vertices as some kind of state, and edges as actions that
take an entity from one state from another. Then reachability is asking whether
it is possible to get from one initial state to another, desired state.
Let us first focus on the (s ,t )-reachability problem. Here we have two vertices
s and t and simply want to know if s can reach t . Consider the following natural
recursive algorithm.
recursive-search(s ,t )
1. If s = t then return true
/* See if any outgoing edge from s leads to t .

*/

2. For each edge (s ,u) ∈ E
A. If recursive-search(u,t ) returns true then return true
3. Return false
The logic is clear. We are searching for t and are currently at s . If we are
already on t then of course we are done. Otherwise, any path to t from s must
start with an outgoing edge from s . So we try each of them and see if any of
them will lead to s with a recursive call. If any succeed, then we return true.
Otherwise, we return false.
There is a catch, however; more precisely, an algorithmic flaw in our argument.
Consider, for example, the following graph.
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The recursive search algorithm will spin around the triangle indefinitely. In
general, any cycle in the graph will send recursive-search in a loop.
In general, when using induction to justify a recursion, we require some kind
of ordering to avoid these “bad” cyclic recursive dependencies. That is why
dynamic programming was so effective on the line, or on trees, where there are
clear notions of “left and right”, or “top and bottom”, and we naturally steered
clear of cycles.
A helpful analogy is mazes. A maze is essentially an (s ,t )-reachability problem.
The entrance of the maze is s and the exit is t . When imagining a maze, though,
keep in mind that the algorithm’s perspective is not the convenient birds-eye view
that we see in puzzle books. Rather, we should think of ourselves as being in
the maze, with tall walls to either side, and not having a clear sense of absolute
location or direction. Imagine running through a maze, revisiting the same
intersection again and again, feeling lost. That’s how recursive-search feels
when it falls into a cycle.

6.2.1

Depth-first search

To solve mazes, let us take inspiration from folktales: breadcrumbs. Imagine
being in a maze, or a dense forest. If we left breadcrumbs along our trail, we
could keep track of where we’ve already been, and avoid a lot of wasted effort.
Algorithmically, this is embodied by the simple idea of marking: whenever we
visit a vertex v we mark it in memory. If it was already marked - meaning, we
already visited v - then we stop exploring v and return (to wherever we left off
before v ). Otherwise we continue to explore v ’s edges. The following algorithm,
called depth-first-search (and abbreviated DFS), augments recursive-search
with marking.
DFS(v )
1. if v is unmarked
A. mark v
B. for each edge (v ,w) from v
1. DFS(w)
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The algorithm is pretty simple. The following observation is obvious but it is
helpful to make it explicit.
visits all vertices reachable
DFS Lv
Observation 6.2. If vertex
v is marked,
and (v ,w) ∈ E, then w is (eventually) marked.
from
V
This sets up the main structural invariant of depth-first search.
Lemma 6.3. When DFS(v ) returns, all vertices reachable from v have been marked.
let A
vertices a
that are marked
Proof. Consider the moment that DFS(v ) returns. Let
VIA
unmarked vertices
B
A = {marked vertices} and B = {unmarked vertices}.
w
be reachable from V
let
Let w be reachable from v , and suppose by contradiction that w ∈ B. Since
B that path starts in
byis contradiction
suppose
w is reachable from
v , there
a path p from vthat
to w. WE
Since
A and ends in B, there must be a directed edge (a,b) ∈ p such that a ∈ A and b ∈ B.
A

B

having a marked,consider
b unmarked, and (a,b) ∈ E contradicts
observation 6.2.
v to w
any path from

But
■

Remark 6.4. Lemma 6.3 applies to recursive-search as well, except for that
recursive-search may never terminate.
Now we analyze the running time.
Lemma 6.5. DFS(v ) runs in O (m + n) time.
Proof. We only traverse an edge e = (v ,w) after marking the initial point v . Each
vertex gets marked once, so each is traversed at most once.
■
The two lemma’s combine above give the following theorem about DFS.
Theorem 6.6. In O (m + n) time, DFS(v ) marks all the vertices reachable from v .
So we can identify all vertices reachable from a vertex v in linear time.
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Post-DFS Order

Having seen that DFS(v ) will search all vertices reachable from v , it is also
interesting to study the order in which DFS searches the vertices.
In particular, consider the order in which DFS marks and finishes calls to
DFS(v ). To make our discussion more concerete, let us modify DFS to prints out
vertices as we finish searching them.
DFS(v )
1. If v is unmarked:
A. Mark v .
B. For each edge (v ,w) from v :
1. DFS(w).

/* The following line is the only difference from the first version of
DFS.
*/
C. Append v to the output
In case one call to DFS(v ) does not search and print out all the vertices in
the graph, we can wrap it in a simple driver that loops DFS over all v .
DFS-driver(G = (V,E))
1. For each vertex v ∈ V
A. DFS(v )
Ultimately DFS-driver prints out the vertices in some order v 1 , . . . ,v n . We
call any ordering v 1 , . . . ,v n of V produced by DFS-driver a post-DFS ordering
of V . (“post” because it comes at the end of DFS.) To understand this ordering,
we first recall the basic invariant of DFS: DFS(v ) returns only when all vertices
reachable from v have been marked. A slightly stronger observation is as follows.
Observation 6.7. Consider a call to DFS(v ) for a vertex v . In the time between the
beginning and end of the call, DFS only searches vertices that are reachable from v .
This sets up the following lemma (which again applies to all graphs).
Lemma 6.8. Let v ,w be two vertices in a graph such that v can reach w but w cannot
reach v . Then any post-DFS ordering lists w before v .
Proof. We have two cases, depending on whether DFS marks v or w first. Suppose
DFS visits marks v first. By lemma 6.3, DFS does not return from the recursive
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call DFS(v ) until all vertices reachable from v have been marked. In particular
we call and complete DFS(w) before the call to DFS(v ) completes.
In the second case, suppose w is marked first. Then the depth-first search
will only explore vertices that w can reach before completing the call to DFS(w) and in particular, it will not search v before DFS(w) terminates.
■
Now, suppose G is a DAG, and u can reach v . Then v cannot reach u because
otherwise we would have a cycle. So v is always listed before u in the post-DFS
order. If we apply this observation to every edge (u,v ) ∈ E, we see that the edges
are always directed up the list in the post-DFS ordering. That is, the post-DFS
ordering gives a reverse topological ordering.
Lemma 6.9. In O (m + n), DFS-driver(G = (V,E)) outputs a list of the vertices V
in reverse topological order.
So DFS (plus reversing the list) gives a second way to topologically sort a
directed acyclic graph.

6.4

Strongly-connected components

Two vertices s ,t ∈ V are strongly connected if s and reach t and t can reach s .
A graph is strongly connected if every pair of vertices is strongly connected.
Lemma 6.10. Strong connectivity defines an equivalence relationship (that is, if u and
Claim
defines an
v are strongly connected, andstrong
v and wconnectivity
are strongly connected, then u and w are strongly
connected).
equivalences
connected
is strongly
We only sketchthat
the proof
forward.
Supposetou and v are strongly
is asifit isu straight
connected, and v and
w
are
strongly
connected.
A
path
u to v and a path
v
w
and v is strongly connected to from
from v to w can be concatenated to give a walk from u to v . Similarly we obtain
iswstrongly
u
to w
connected
a walk from w to u.then
So u and
are strongly
connected.
Proof
u

MIT
v

IST

w

Each maximal set of strongly connected vertices is called a strongly conwpartition V . In the
v
v
u
combine
paths from
nected component.
The strongly
connected
components
picture below, we have
the vertices of a graph
w by their strongly connected
to colored
get path from u
component.
for other
direction all of the connected components
similar
We now consider
the problem
of computing
in a directed graph G . It is easy to see that there is a polynomial time algorithm.
For example, we can run DFS(v ) from every vertex v , which tells us for every
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vertex who they can reach. We can fill out7 a two-dimensional table with these
v pairs. (This should take O (mn)
results and identify all the strongly connected
L
3
time, assuming m ≥ n.) Can we do better?
Let us consider the simpler problem of identifying the strongly connected
no run
component of a particularConspicuously
vertex v . We can
DFS(v ) to identify all the vertices
cycles
that v can reach. What is the fastest way to identify all the vertices that can reach
directed a cyclic graph
DAG
v?
t

u

We first mention a few reasonable ideas that have been suggested in lectures.
1. Run DFS(u) from every vertex u visited by DFS(v ), and take the subset
of vertices u that could reach v . This will work, but the running time is
O (n (m + n)) which is not very impressive.
2. Run DFS(u) only from the leaves u of the search tree carved out by DFS(v ).
The intuition is that if u is a leaf of the search tree, and u can reach v , then
all other vertices from v to u along the (u,v )-path in the search tree can
also reach v . Therefore we do not need to test these intermediate vertices.
We can also omit the vertices not visited by DFS(v ) since we already know
that they are not strongly connected to v .
Again, this works, and while there may be fewer leaves than vertices overall,
it is not true that in the worst case there are substantially fewer than n of
them. So the worst case running time is still O (n (m + n)).
3. Another suggestion is to somehow adjust the DFS(v ) routine to try to detect
back-edges and somehow detect the strongly connected components on the
fly. I’m not sure if this can be made to work; certainly, it seems hard to
prove it works.
Here is a helpful tip for this and many more problems: don’t change the
algorithm; change the graph. Consider the graph G r = (V,Er ) that has the same
vertex set as G but reverses the directions of all the edges. It takes only linear
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time to build G r . Then a can reach b in G iff b can reach a in G r . DFS(v ) in G r
will identify all the vertices that can reach v in G m in O (m + n). The strongly
connected components of v is then the set of all vertices marked by DFS(v ) in
both G and G r . This algorithm takes only O (m + n) time.
Thus we can find a single strongly connected component in O (m + n) time.
Let’s move on to the greater task of identifying all the strongly connected components. A natural idea is to repeatedly use our clever O (m + n) algorithm to
identify and remove one strongly connected component at a time.
SCC-peeling(G = (V,E))
1. until V = ∅
A. Let v be any vertex in V
B. Compute the strongly connected component C of v and add
C to the output.
C. Remove C and all incident edges from G
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T
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There is something conspicuous about this contracted graph - there are no
directed cycles. This follows
from maximality
of the connected
components – if
no cycles
f
Conspicuously
there was a cycle amongt the 7components in the contracted graphs, then all of
these components would have to vbe strongly connected,
contradiction. DAG
So the
directed aacyclic
L
3
graph
strongly connected components form a DAG. Consequently we can also speak
about topological orderings of the DAG of SCC’s, as well as sink SCC’s and and
source SCC’s.
Conspicuously no cycles
Now, consider the peeling algorithm above, with the one modification that
a
directedfrom
DAG
cyclic
graph
we always select a vertex
a sink
component.
Note that we don’t know how
to easily identify a vertex from a sink component quickly, but we will assume it
for the moment and explore the consequences first.
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sink-first-SCC(G = (V,E))
1. until V = ∅
/* We currently don’t know how to identify the following vertex v . */
A. let v be any vertex in a sink component of G
/* dfs(v ) will search exactly the sink component of v .

*/

B. C ← all vertices marked by dfs(v ).

C. Append C to the output.

D. Remove C and all incident edges from G
Observe that if v is always selected from the sink component of the remaining
graph, then dfs(v ) never leaves the sink component (by definition of sink). Thus,
over the course of processing all the sink components, we only search each vertex
and traverse each edge once. This gives a total running time of O (m + n), a great
improvement from O (n (m + n)). Of course, the algorithm is incomplete, because
we won’t know how to find vertices in a “sink-first” fashion. Thus the question
remains: can we find a “sink-first” ordering of components?
Recall that depth-first search gives a (reversed) topological orderings in a
DAG via the post-DFS order. More generally
we
proved
(in lemma 6.8) that the
DFS
order
post order
post-DFS ordering has the following
property in any directed graph:
lists vertices
sink first order
in
If u can reach v but v cannot reach u, then v is listed before u.
(★)
This property does not tell us about the relative order strongly connected
pairs u and v . But suppose u and v START
are not in the same strongly connected
component, and suppose there was a directed edge from u to v . Then u can
5 10
reachorder
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cannotorder
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post
7
Y't
12
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Lemma 6.11. The last vertex in the post-DFS ordering is a vertex from a source
component. More generally, given any ordering of the vertices satisfying (★) above, the
last vertex is a vertex form a source component.
Proof. Let v 1 , . . . ,v n satisfy (★); the claim is that v n is in a source component.
If not, then there exists some vertex v i , where i < n, that can reach v n , but v n
cannot reach v i . But this contradicts (★).
■
Recall that we want vertices from sink components of G . We now have access
to vertices from the source component. How do we get vertices from the sink
component instead?

Don’t change the algorithm; change the graph! Consider the reverse graph G r .
Sink component in G are source components in G r and vice-versa.
Thus, finally, we can extract sinks components in the following fashion. We
compute a post-DFS ordering v 1 , . . . ,v n in the reversed graph G r ; we will fix that
ordering for the rest of the algorithm. We take the last vertex v in this ordering,
which belongs to a sink component in G . We find the connected component of v
and remove it from G and G r . Observe that the remaining ordering still satisfies
(★). The last (remaining) vertex v belongs to a sink component in the remaining
subgraph of G . Continuing in this fashion we keep extracting sink components
from G and source components from G r . The (corrected) pseudocode is as
follows.
sink-first-SCC(G = (V,E))
1. Compute a post-DFS ordering of V in the reversed graph G r
2. Until V = ∅
A. Let v be the last (remaining) vertex in V in the post-DFS
order of G r
// v is in a sink component of G .
B. C ← all vertices marked by dfs(v )
C. Append C to the output

D. Remove C and all incident edges from G
Thus we have shown the following.
Theorem 6.12. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with m edges and n vertices. In
O (m + n) time, sink-first-SCC(G ) computes the strongly connected components of G .
Moreover, it outputs a list of the strongly connected components in reverse topological order
with respect to the DAG obtained by contracting the strongly connected components.
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The result is due to Tarjan [Tar72].

6.5

Additional notes and materials

This chapter overlaps with [Eri19, Chapters 5 and 6], [KT06, §3.1–3.3, 3.5–3.6],
[DPV08, Chapter 3], [CLRS09, Chapter 22], and [DD11, (video) lecture 14].
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the presentation.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.

6.6

Exercises

Many more exercises related to the discussions in this chapter can be found in
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 in Jeff’s notes.
Exercise 6.1. Prove that every directed acyclic graph has at least one source,
and at least one sink.
Exercise 6.2. Prove or disprove: every walk in a directed acyclic graph has finite
length.
Exercise 6.3. Consider the following recursive algorithm for exploring a directed
graph with n vertices and m edges.
edge-search(v)
1. for each edge e = (v → w) leaving v
A. if e is unmarked
1. mark e
2. edge-search(w)
Analyze edge-search and give an upper bound (as tight as possible) on the
running time, as a function of m and n.
Exercise 6.4. Let G = (V,E) be a patriotic directed graph where all the edges
are colored either red, white, or blue. An American walk is a walk where the
edges alternate in color in the order of the American dream: red, white, blue,
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red, white, blue... Here the first edge could be any color and then the colors
have to cycle through the American dream thereafter. We say that a vertex s can
patriotically reach a vertex t if there is an American walk from s to t .
Consider the problem of deciding whether a vertex s can patriotically reach t .
For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the
faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.4
Exercise 6.5. Let G = (V,E) be a patriotic directed graph where all the edges
are colored either red, white, or blue. An un-American walk is a walk that never
cycles through the American dream; that is, a walk where no three consecutive
edges in the walk have colors that form any of the following three sequences:
(red, white, blue), (white, blue, red), or (blue, red, white). We say that a vertex s
can un-patriotically reach a vertex t if we can walk from s to t via an unAmerican walk.
Consider the problem of deciding whether a vertex s can un-patriotically reach
t . For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm
(the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply
a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 6.6. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph, and consider the problem of
adding edges to G to make G strongly connected. The goal is to make G strongly
connected by adding the minimum number of edges. For this problem, either (a)
design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b)
prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm
for SAT.
Exercise 6.7. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph. We say two vertices s ,t ∈ V
are half-connected if either s can reach t or t can reach s . We say that the graph
G is half-connected if every pair of vertices is half-connected. We say that two
vertices s and t are strictly half-connected if either s can reach t , or t can reach s ,
but not both. We say that G is strictly half-connected if every pair of vertices is
strictly half-connected.
1. Consider the problem of deciding if G is half-connected. For this problem,
either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster
the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
4Hint: don’t change the algorithm; change the graph!
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2. Consider the problem of deciding if G is strictly half-connected. For this
problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the
faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would
imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 6.8. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with m edges and n vertices,
such that there is at least one directed path between every pair of vertices (in
at least one direction or the other). Suppose each vertex v ∈ V is labeled by a
distinct integer 𝜋(v ) ∈ [n] (that is, 𝜋 : V → [n] is injective). We say a pair of
vertices (u,v ) is reachably-misordered if u can reach v and 𝜋(v ) < 𝜋(u).
Design and analyze an algorithm (as fast as possible) that counts the number
of reachably-misordered pairs of vertices. Partial credit will be awarded to an
algorithm that works in nearly linear time on DAGs.5

5Previously we mistakenly wrote linear time (without the “nearly”); but the solution we had in
mind involves logarithmic factors.

In section 6.2, we asked if a vertex s can reach all other vertices in a particular
graph. The answer is no:
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Chapter 7

The longest path
Last chapter introduced directed graphs, and focused on questions concerning
connectivity between vertices. Among the structural ideas that emerged were
topological orderings in acyclic graphs, strongly connected components, and the
relations between them. Algorithmically we investigated depth-first search and
its applications, highlighted by a linear time algorithm to decompose the entire
graph into its strongly connected components.
We continue to focus on directed graphs, and consider the problem of finding
the longest path in G . (Recall that vertices cannot repeat in a path, by definition.)
One can extend the problem to edge and vertex weights though we focus on the
unweighted setting for simplicity. The decision version of the problem includes
in the input an integer k , and asks if there is a path with at least k vertices. (The
search version reduces to the decision version: see exercise 7.1.) An important
special case of the decision question is where k = n. That is, does the graph
contain a path traversing all the vertices? Such a path is called a Hamiltonian
path; the “Hamiltonian path problem” is to decide if G has a Hamiltonian path.
We will consider the longest path problem in two settings. First we will
consider the special case of DAG’s, which are easier to work with. After that we
will consider general graphs.

7.1

The longest path in a DAG

Let G = (V,E) be a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Recall that DAG’s were first
introduced when discussing circuit-SAT (section 2.3), and played an important
role in our discussion on DFS and strongly connected components (chapter 6).
Our goal is to compute the longest path in G .
We encourage the reader to attempt the problem before proceeding.
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The assumption that G has no cycles is very convenient because it implies
that all walks in G are automatically paths. Indeed, vertices cannot repeat, since
the repetition implies a cycle. Our problem, then, is the same as finding the
longest walk in G ; the constraint of avoiding repetition is irrelevant.
Let us develop a simple recursive algorithm. We want the length of the
longest path/walk in G . (The actual longest path itself will follow easily) Where
to start the path? Who knows – so let’s throw the starting vertex in the recursive
specification as a parameter. Thus let us define:
longest-walk(v ) = the length of the longest walk starting from v (as
measured by the number of edges).
Given longest-walk(v ) as defined above, we will return the maximum longestwalk(v ) over all v ∈ V .
Now, to implement longest-walk as specified, we have the following. (Recall
that a sink vertex is a vertex with no outgoing edges.)
(
0
if v is a sink
longest-walk(v ) =
1 + max (v ,w) ∈𝜕+ (v ) longest-walk(v ) otherwise.
As with any recursive algorithm, we should first justify that this algorithm terminates in finite time – more precisely, that there are no potential cyclic dependencies
in the recursive calls. Here we invoke the assumption that G is a DAG. Suppose
we start at a vertex v . The vertices associated with recursive sequence calls will
form a walk from v , and since G is a DAG, the walk cannot circle back to v .
Another way to see this is to sort the vertices in topological order, with sources
towards the front and sinks towards the bottom of the list. Then all arcs are
directed down the list. Consequently the recursive calls from longest-walk(v )
only go down the topological order – and never back up create an infinite loop.
Now, directly running the recursive algorithm above has a worst case running
time of O (n!) (see exercise 7.2). But suppose we cache our answers – that is,
we apply dynamic programming – and visit each vertex only once. Excluding
recursive subcalls, the time to compute longest-walk(v ) is proportional to the
out-degree of v (denoted deg+ (v )). Summing deg+ (v ) over all v counts every
edge exactly once, so the total running time is
!
∑︁
O
1 + deg+ (v ) = O (m + n).
v ∈V

So the longest path problem can be solved in linear time in a DAG.
Of course this only gives the maximum length of any path. We can extract
the actual path as follows. For each v , we record the vertex w following v on the
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longest walk from v . We can then recover the longest walk from v by following
these starting from v . (This is essentially the same idea, used generically in other
dynamic programming situations, where the optimal choice for each subproblem
is stored in a secondary table, in order to reconstruct the object attaining the
optimum value afterwards.)
Stepping back, this problem highlights a vital algorithmic feature of DAG’s,
which is that we can apply the ideas of dynamic programming to DAG’s, using
the topological order to guide the induction.

7.2

The longest path in general graphs

Having obtained a (rather simple) linear time algorithm for the longest path
problem in DAG’s, we consider the problem in a general directed graph G . In
particular, G may have cycles. As remarked above, the recursive algorithm may
not terminate when there are cycles. Can we somehow salvage the approach?

The following theorem indicates that the longest path problem – and even
the special case of Hamiltonian path – is much harder than in DAG’s.
Theorem 7.1. A polynomial time algorithm for the Hamiltonian path problem implies
a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
The rest of this section is devoted to proving theorem 7.1.
We take as input a SAT formula f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) in CNF with m clauses. Based
on f , we construct a directed and unweighted graph G with M edges and N
vertices, where M and N are TBD. It will have the feature that f is satisfiable iff G
has a Hamiltonian path. We first sketch out the main ideas at a high level. More
n
specific details (like exactly how
Gtxmany
Xz vertices
Xn of some type) will be supplied at
A
the end once the high level ideas are in place.
decision x j , we want to encode the choice of x j
Speaking informally, forbinary
each variable
(whether x j = true or x j = false) as a graph. One way to do this is via a long,
E 0,13
a
bidirected path for each
x j . AX Hamiltonian
can only traverse the path in
as path
model
graph
one of the two directions. So we can interpret one direction as setting x j = true
and the other as setting x j = false.
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We arrange these paths, one for each x i , in a
an
se
“ladder”-like structure, strung together by edges connecting the endpoints. In particular we will add all vs
Exa
se
se
four directed combinations from the endpoints of the
path of one variable x k to the endpoints of the path VL
xD
s
s
se
se
of the next variable x k +1 . Then any Hamiltonian path
Lxy
must commit to going left or right along each rung
w
se
se
of the ladder as it works its way from the top to the
exs
VL
su
bottom.
se
se
We have not yet encoded any clauses. To this
G
G
end we have the following gadget. Let us (arbitrarily)
fix, for each vertex x j , the left to right direction as denoting x j = true, and the
right to left direction as denoting x j = false. We want to design a gadget for
each clause that is “free” when we travel along the direction of a vertex that
corresponds to satisfying the clause. To be specific, fix a clause C i (where i ∈ [m]).
We introduce a new vertex c i for that clause. For each variable x j that appears in
C i as x j (as opposed to x̄ j ), pick two consecutive (unused) nodes along x j ’s path.
In the left to right direction (corresponding to x j = true), add an edge from the
first of these vertices to the clause-vertex c i , and an edge from the clause-vertex c i
to the second of these vertices. For each variable x j that appears in C i in negated
form x̄ j , we do something similar except in the opposite direction. We pick two
consecutive unused nodes along x j ’s path. Moving in the right to left direction
(corresponding to x j = false), we add an edge from the first of these vertices to
the clause-vertex c i , and an edge from the clause-vertex c i to the second of these
vertices. See the picture below.
ve
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712 1
already traversing the path of some x j in the direction
that satisfies C i , then it can detour and visit that
clause along the way.
The picture on the right sketches the construction
which now decorates the “ladder” of paths for each
x j with clause gadgets connecting different paths.
A Hamiltonian path will start from one of the two
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corners and weave through the ladder down to the
bottom, choosing one of the two directions for each
step.
This finishes the high-level description of the algorithm. We now describe the
construction formally for the sake of completeness.
1. For each variable x j , we create two variables s j and t j , which will be
opposite ends of the path for x j .
2. For each variable x j (where j ∈ [n]), and each clause C i (where i ∈ [m]),
we create two variables a j,i and b j,i . For each i , a j,i and b j,i are reserved
for a possible gadget for clause C i . We also have m + 1 addition vertices
d j,1 that will act as dividers.
3. For each variable x j , consider the sequence
(s j ,d j,0 ,a j,1 ,b j,1 ,d j,1 ,a j,2 ,b j,2 ,d j,2 , . . . ,d j,m−1 ,a j,m ,b j,m ,d j,m ,t j ),
where the . . . iterates though the vertices a j,i ,b j,i ,dk ,i and in increasing
order of i . We add directions in both directions between every consecutive
pair of edges. Thus creates a “rung”.
4. For j = 1, . . . ,n, we add all 4 combinations of directed edges from s j and
t j to s j +1 and t j +1 . For j = n, we add 4 directed edges from v n,0 and v n,m to
v 1,0 and v 1,m . This strings the rungs together to form a “ladder”.
5. For each clause C i , we create a vertex c i .
6. For each clause C i , and each literal of the form x j in C i , we add directed
edges from x j,i −1 to c i and from c i to x j,i . For each literal of the form x̄ j in
C i , we add directed edges from x j,i to c i and from c i to x j,i −1 .
A helpful fact about the construction is that to avoid revisiting any vertex,
one has to traverse all the vertices corresponding to a variable x j in one direction
or the other. The dividers make it easier to prove this and we leave the proof to
the reader.
We claim that f is satisfiable iff and only G has a Hamiltonian. First of
all, given a satisfying assignment x ∈ {0, 1}n , we obtain a Hamiltonian path by
first using each x to decide in which direction to traverse the path for each x j .
Each clause vertex can be visited as we traverse the path of the satisfying vertex.
Conversely, given a Hamiltonian path - which, in particular, traverses each path
gadget in a single direction - we obtain a satisfying assignment by mapping the
directions to true/false assignments.
This completes the proof of theorem 7.1.
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Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.

7.3

Exercises

Exercise 7.1. Show how to use a polynomial time algorithm for the decision
version of the longest path problem (“Is there a path of length k ?”) gives a
polynomial time algorithm for the search version (“Find the longest path in the
graph.”).
Exercise 7.2. Recall the recursive algorithm for longest path in DAG’s.
1. Describe a DAG with n vertices where the recursive algorithm (without
dynamic programming) would take O (n!) time.
2. More generally, show that for any integers k ≤ n, there is a DAG with n
vertices such that
(a) Every vertex v has out-degree ≤ k .

(b) The recursive algorithm would take (n − k ) k (k − 1)! on this input.
Exercise 7.3. A Hamiltonian cycle is a cycle that visits every vertex exactly
once. Consider the problem of deciding whether a given directed graph has a
Hamiltonian cycle. For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial
time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time
algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 7.4. While we showed that Hamiltonian path is unlikely to permit
polynomial time algorithms, perhaps it is still interesting to try to develop faster
exponential time algorithms. The simplest approach enumerates all permutations
of the vertices
 and checks to see if they describe a Hamiltonian cycle; this takes
O n! poly(n) time. Can one do better? Design
 and analyze an algorithm that
n
computes a Hamiltonian path in O 2 poly(n) time. (The smaller the poly(n)
term the better, but the key point is to reduce n! to 2n .)
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Exercise 7.5. The following two problems consider variations for the longest path
problem that instead ask for longest walks (with varying definitions of “longest”).
Here we recall that a walk may repeat vertices and edges, whereas a path cannot.
For For both problems, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm
(the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply
a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
1. Given a directed graph G , compute a walk that visits the greatest number
of distinct vertices.
2. Given a directed graph G , compute a walk that traverses the greatest
number of distinct edges.
Exercise 7.6. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with vertex weights w : V → R.
We say that the vertex weight of a walk going through vertices v 1 ,v 2 , . . . ,v k (in order,
with vertices possible repeating) is the sum weight w (v 1 ) + w (v 2 ) + · · · + w (v k ).
Let k ∈ N be a given parameter with k ≤ n. Consider the problem of
computing the minimum vertex weight of any walk with exactly k vertices. For
this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the
faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 7.7. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with m edges and n vertices,
where each vertex v ∈ V is given an integer label ℓ (v ) ∈ N. The goal is to find
the length of the longest path1 in G for which the labels of the vertices are strictly
increasing.
1. (7 points) Suppose G is a DAG. For this problem, either (a) design and
analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove
that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm
for SAT.
2. (3 points) Consider now the problem for general graphs. For this problem,
either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster
the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 7.8. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph where each edge is colored red,
white, or blue. An American path is a path where the edge colors alternate red,
white, blue. The American Hamiltonian path problem is to decide if there is an
1Recall that a path is a walk that does not repeat vertices.
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American path that visits all the vertices. For this problem, either (a) design and
analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a
polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 7.9. Consider a directed graph G = (V,E) that is transitively closed.
That is, a vertex u can reach a vertex v iff there is an edge from u to v . Consider
the problem of finding a Hamiltonian path in a transitively closed graph. That
is, the input consists of a transitively closed graph, and the goal is to find a
Hamiltonian path in the graph. For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a
polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial
time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 7.10. The following problem (and more elaborate extensions) appear
in reinforcement learning. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph and let the edges
be annotated by positive edge weights r : E → R>0 . We think of the vertices as
states of some device under our control, and the edge weights r (e ) as rewards
obtained by traversing the edge e as follows. Let s ∈ V be a fixed starting vertex
/ state. You may assume for simplicity that G has no sinks.
1. Given an integer k ≤ n, the goal is to compute a walk of length k maximizing
the sum of rewards along that walk.2 (If you repeat an edge, you get the
same reward each time you repeat the edge.) For this problem, either (a)
design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or
(b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time
algorithm for SAT.
2. Here we also incorporate a discount rate. Let 𝛼 ∈ (0, 1) be given. Given a
walk with edges e 1 , . . . ,e k , the discounted total reward of the walk is given by
r (e 1 ) + 𝛼r (e 2 ) + · · · + 𝛼k −1r (e k ).
The idea is that if we think of each edge traversal as also taking a unit of
time, then the rewards attained far off in the future are perceived to be
worth less than the rewards attained now and in the short term.
Given an integer k ≤ n, the goal is to compute a walk of length k maximizing
the discounted total reward of the walk. For this problem, either (a) design
and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b)
prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time
algorithm for SAT.
2There is always a k -edge walk under the assumption that G has no sinks.
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Exercise 7.11. Let G = (V,E) be a DAG, and s ,t ∈ V . Consider the problem
of computing the number of paths from s to t in G .3 For this problem, either (a)
design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b)
prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm
for SAT.
Exercise 7.12. A polygonal path is a sequence of line segments joined end-to-end;
the endpoints of these line segments are called the vertices of the path. The length
of a polygonal path is defined as the sum of the lengths of its segments. A polygonal
path with vertices (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), ..., (x k , y k ) is monotonically increasing if x i <
x i +1 and y i < y i +1 for every index i – informally, each vertex of the path is above
and to the right of its predecessor.
Consider the problem of computing the length of the longest monotonically
increasing path among a set S of n points. Here the input consists of a set S
of n points in the plane, represented as two arrays X [1..n] and Y [1..n] (for
the x-coordinates and y-coordinates, respectively). You may assume access to
a subroutine Length(x,y,x ′,y ′) that returns the length of the segment from
(x, y) to (x ′, y ′) in O (1) time. For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a
polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial
time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.

3Technically, there could be as many as n! paths in which case each arithmetic operation would
take O log (n!) = O n log n time. For this exercise, let us assume for simplicity that arithmetic
operations take O (1) time anyway.
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Sample solution.

Problem. Let G = (V,E) be a DAG. Consider the problem of computing the length
of (i.e., the number of edges in) the longest path in G . For this problem, either (a)
design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove
that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Solution. We first observe that all walks are paths in a DAG, so it is equivalent to
compute the length of the longest walk.
1. Recursive spec. For a vertex v ∈ V , we define
LW(v ) = the length of the longest walk in G .
2. Recursive implementation.
LW(v )
1. If v is a sink then return 0.
2. Otherwise return the maximum of 1 + LW(w) over all edges (v ,w)
leaving v .
3. Solving the original problem. We return the maximum of LW(v ) over all v ∈ V .
4. Say “caching” or “dynamic programming”. We cache the answers to the recursive
algorithm above.
5. Running time. Each LW(v ) takes time proportional to the out-degree of v (plus
a constant). Summing over all v counts each edge once, so we obtain a O (m + n)
running time overall.
6. Space. O (n) as this is the number of subproblems.
7. Brief proof / justification. Fix v and consider LW(v ). If v is a sink then any walk
starting at w is just w, hence as length 0, as returned by LW(v ).
Otherwise the LW from v has at least one edge (v ,w) to an out-neighbor w of v .
The length of the LW from v is one plus the length of a walk from w. By induction
on the topological ordering of V , LW(w) returns the length of the longest walk on v .
So 1 + LW(w) is the length of the longest walk from v , and this value is returned in
LW(v ).
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Chapter 8

Shortest walks
We have previously discussed algorithms for reachability: whether or not there
exists a path between two vertices. For reachability, a beautiful structure emerges
from the strongly connected components and the DAG of contracted SCC’s,
making the problem and many variations of it very tractable. We have also
considered the problem of finding the longest path between vertices; this problem
turns out to be very hard. Today’s discussion is instead about finding the shortest
path between two vertices.
Of course this is a very practical problem; given a road map perhaps annotated
with traffic (or weather!) conditions, we want the shortest driving directions from
home to work. In a more general sense of planning problems, where vertices
correspond to states, edges correspond to transitions between states, and edge
lengths correspond to the time or cost of each transition, we may want to go from
one state to another with minimum total cost.
integer weights
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Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph and let ℓ : E → R assigned real-valued lengths
to all the edges. The length of a walk w is defined as the sum of edge lengths.
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We denote the length of w as
ℓ¯(w) =

def

∑︁
e ∈w

ℓ (e )

Here the sum is over all edges in the walk w (with repetition).
The distance between two vertices s and t is defined (mathematically) as the
infimum1over the lengths of all walks from s to t :

d (s ,t ) = inf ℓ¯(w) : w is a walk from s to t .
By definition, this quantity is ∞ if s cannot reach t , and −∞ if this quantity is
arbitrarily small2. This chapter is about the problem of computing the distance
from one vertex s to another vertex t .
The most basic setting is unweighted graphs (i.e., ℓ (e ) = 1 for all e ). Then the
distance is the minimum number of edges required to get from s to t . The next
most basic setting is positively weighted graphs. That is, ℓ (e ) > 0 for all edges e .
The most general allows for both positive and negative weights. In this chapter
we will focus on the unweighted and positive settings and postpone negative edge
weights for the following chapter.
Thus let G = (V,E) have positive edge weights ℓ : E → R>0 . For simplicity,
the first-time reader may want to assume all edges have length 1. Given two
vertices s ,t ∈ V , the goal is to compute the length of the shortest walk from s to
t . Let us first point out that for positive weights, the shortest (s ,t )-walk is always
a path. (Why?) So the problem is the same as finding the shortest (s ,t )-path.
This problem seems similar to the longest path problem previously discussed.
We will approach the shortest path problem the same way. First we will consider
DAG’s, which are simplest. Then we will consider general graphs.

8.2

Distances in a DAG

Let G = (V,E) be a DAG, with positive edge lengths ℓ : E → R>0 . Given s ,t ∈ V ,
the goal is to compute the shortest (s ,t )-path. Towards a recursive algorithm let
us declare
distance(v ) as the length of the shortest path from s to v .
1The infimum is defined as the greatest lower bound: the greatest value x that is less than all
values in the corresponding set. It is usually the same as minimum but allows for −∞ when the
values are not bounded below and +∞ when the set is empty.
2More formally: the distance is −∞ if for all L ∈ R, there exists an (s ,t ) walk w of total length
ℓ¯(w) ≤ L
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We want to compute distance(t ). Now, if t = s , then the distance is 0. Otherwise, there must be some vertex v preceding t on the shortest (s ,t )-path. Then
distance(t ) = distance(v ) + ℓ (v ,t ). But which in-neighbor v ? Who knows. Let
us recursively compute distance(v ) over all incoming edges (v ,t ) and chose the
one minimizing distance(v ) + ℓ (v ,t ). All put together we have the following
recursive algorithm. (Note that we avoid infinite loops because G is a DAG.)
distance(t )

0



= +∞


 min (v ,t ) ∈𝜕− (t ) distance(v ) + ℓ (v ,t )


if t = s ,
if t has no incoming edges,
otherwise.

As usual with DAG’s, the initial recursive algorithm may not be fast, but we can
make it efficient by saving all our answers. With dynamic programming, the
running time becomes the sum, over all t ∈ V , of the number of incoming edges
to t (plus a constant). This gives a O (m + n) running time in total.
If the algorithm seems similar to the longest path algorithm from section 7.1,
that’s because they are essentially the same. One can extend the longest-walk
algorithm for DAGs to real-valued edge lengths and moreover one can observe
that the edge lengths do not have to be positive. Assuming this extension, then
to find the shortest paths in a weighted DAG G , we could have negated all the
edge lengths and found the longest path with respect to the negated edge lengths
instead.

8.3

Unweighted shortest paths

We now consider shortest paths in general directed graphs. To ease into it we
first focus on unweighted graphs: the length of a path is the number of edges.
When working with a DAG above, we could rely on the topological ordering
to decide in which order of vertices to calculate the distances. General graphs
do not have a topological order and we do not know a priori in which order to
calculate the vertex distances. However, we do know:
0. The vertices at distance 0: This is just {s }.
1. The vertices at distance 1: These are just the vertices v with an arc (s ,v ) from
s.
2. The vertices at distance 2: These are the vertices v that (a) have an arc (u,v )
from some vertex u at distance 1, and (b) don’t have an arc (s ,v ).
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3. The vertices at distance 3: These are the vertices v that (a) have an arc (u,v )
from some vertex u at distance 2, and (b) don’t have any arcs (x,v ) from a
vertex x at distance 1 or less.
Clearly a pattern has started to emerge. In general, for any integer k ,
k . The vertices at distance k : the vertices v that (a) have an arc (u,v ) from some
vertex u at distance k − 1, and (b) do not have any arcs (x,v ) from a vertex
x at distance k − 2 or less.
Note the inherent inductive structure in our observations: we can identify the
distance k vertices only once we have identified the distances of all vertices at
distance ≤ k − 1. We can encode our observations into an algorithm as follows.
breadth-first-search (BFS)(G = (V,E), s ∈ V )
1. Set distance(s ) = 0.
2. For k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , as long as there is at least one vertex u with
distance(u) = k :
A. For all vertices u such that distance(u) = k :
1. For all arcs (u,v ) for which distance(v ) is not yet set:
a. set d (v ) = k + 1.
It is easy to see that the algorithm runs in linear time with some obvious
bookkeeping (like keeping track of all the vertices at distance k for each k ). Each
vertex assumes the role of u in the loop at (2.A). We then traverse each outgoing
edge (u,v ) from u and that is the only time we examine that edge. Overall we
process each vertex and each edge once, and we have a O (m + n) time overall.
We remark that the algorithm above is implicitly very similar to our algorithm
for DAG’s. We are incrementally building out distances in increasing order from
s . To make the algorithm clearer, suppose we drop from G all the edges that do
not appear in shortest paths from s . Every remaining edge goes from a vertex
at distance k to a vertex distance k + 1 for some k . (Such as edge is sometimes
called a tight edge.) This subgraph is a DAG, and ordering the vertices by distance
from s gives a topological ordering.
Queue-based implementation. There is a more compact way to implement
BFS relying on a queue to order the vertices as they are processed. Consider the
following code.
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BFS(G = (V,E), s ∈ V )
/* A queue-based implementation of BFS.

*/

1. Intialize an empty queue Q .
2. Set distance(s ) = 0 and insert s into the queue Q .
3. While the queue Q is not empty.
A. Dequeue the first vertex u in Q .
B. For each arc (u,v ) for which distance(v ) is not yet set:
1. Set distance(v ) = distance(u) + 1.
2. Enqueue v into Q .

4. Return all the distance labels.
The high level idea is that the distance labels moving through the queue are
increasing, and a vertex of distance label k is dequeued only after all vertices of
distance label k − 1 have been completely processed. We leave it to the reader to
formally verify that the queue-based version above simulates the first version. It
can also be understood as a specialization of the upcoming algorithm for weighted
graphs.

8.4

Weighted shortest paths

We now move onto the weighted case. Let G have positive edge lengths ℓ : E →
R>0 . Again we want to find the lengths of the shortest paths from a fixed vertex s .
In the unweighted case, we knew that all the distances were integers, and we
could inductively partition the vertices by distance layers. Weighted distances
are not so simple to enumerate. That said, we don know that:
1. The closest vertex from s is s , at distance d (s ,s ) = 0.
2. The second closest vertex from s is the endpoint v 2 of the edge e = (s ,v 2 )
of minimum length ℓ (e ); we then have d (s ,v 2 ) = ℓ (e ).
Things get a little more interesting when it comes to identifying the third closest
vertex, which we denote v 3 . v 3 might be the opposite endpoint of the second
smallest edge (s ,x) leaving s , but it does not have to be. It is possible
that for an

edge (v 2 , y) leaving v 2 , the combined distance d (s ,v 2 ) + ℓ v 2 , y is less than the
length of any edge (s ,x) leaving x. We will also consider this possibility and take
the minimum of either scenario, as follows.
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3. The third closest vertex v 3 is either (a) the endpoint x of the edge e = (s ,x)
of minimum length ℓ (e ) or (b) the endpoint x of the edge e = (v 2 ,x)
minimizing d (s ,v 2 ) + ℓ (e ). In case (a), the distance to x is ℓ (s ,x); in case
(b), the distance to x is the sum d (s ,v 2 ) + ℓ (s ,x).
This sets a pattern where the next vertex is based on the distances via all preceding
vertices. Inductively, for k ∈ N, if we let v 1 , . . . ,v k −1 denote the k − 1 closest
vertices from s :
1. To find the k th closest vertex v k from s , we consider all the closer vertices
v i (where i ∈ {1, . . . ,k − 1}) and all edges (v i ,x) where x is not yet labeled,
and choose x that minimizes d (s ,v i ) + ℓ (v k ).
Similarly to unweighted distances, an inductive structure has emerged. A
priori it is not clear which vertex is the k th closest from s . But it is much easier
after identifying the first k − 1 vertices in distance from s .
We transfer our observations to the following algorithm sketched at a highlevel. (More concrete implementation details will be supplied momentarily). The
algorithm is named after Edgar Dijkstra who published it in 1959.
Dijkstra(G = (V,E), ℓ : E → R>0 , s ∈ V )
/* We assume for simplicity that all vertices are reachable from s ; other
vertices would be ignored.
*/
1. Set distance(s ) = 0.
2. Until all vertices (reachable from s ) are assigned a distance:
A. Let u,v ∈ V minimize
distance(u) + ℓ (u,v )
over all vertices u that have been assigned a distance, and all
edges (u,v ) leaving u, restricting to endpoints v that have not
yet been assigned a distance.
B. Set distance(v ) = distance(u) + ℓ (u,v ).
3. Return all the distance labels.
Dijkstra’s algorithm is following our inductive approach: the next distance
we identify is based on the distances identified so far. As given, however, it is
fairly slow. Each iteration of the outer loop produces one distance label. The
minimization in (2.A) is implicitly another loop: over all labeled vertices u and
all edges leaving u. This adds up to a loop over all the edges in the graph and
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takes O (m) time. So we have a O (mn) time algorithm for computing distances
from s .
So the bottleneck is step (2.A). Identifying the next closest unlabeled vertex
takes O (m) time, and we do this O (n) times. This approach treats each search
for u and v as completely independent from one iteration to the next. But of
course the searches have a lot in common. They are all in the same graph. The
only difference between one iteration of (2.A) and the next is that one more
vertex has been labeled, opening up one more option for u.
For each unlabeled vertex v , consider the minimum of distance(u) + ℓ (u,v )
over all incoming edges (u,v ) where u is already labeled (or +∞ if there is no
such u). This value represents the length of the shortest path to v so far; let us
call it the “tentative distance” to v . Each iteration we are identifying the vertex
v of minimum tentative distance, and finalizing that tentative distance the real
distance to v . Labeling v may then decrease the tentative distance to vertices w
where there is a directed edge (v ,w). But all the other tentative distances stay the
same. Perhaps we could track the tentative distances in a data structure, that only
needs to be updated when tentative distances are revised. This data structure
should also be able to quickly provide the next vertex of minimum tentative
distance.
Such a data structure is given by a heap or prioirity queue. We assume the
reader is acquainted with heaps but we briefly review the key points. A priority
queue / heap is a data structure designed to keep track of the key with the
smallest value over a collection of key-value pairs. In this context the value is
sometimes called a “priority”. For the sake of our discussion, a heap is defined
by the following three basic operations. (Here we describe a min-heap but a
max-heap can be defined analogously.)
1. insert(k ,p): inserts an key k with priority p.
2. decrease(k ,p): Let k be a key in the heap. If p is less than the current
priority of k , decrease the priority to p.
3. remove-min(): removes and returns the key value pair (k , p) with the
minimum priority p.

A standard array-backed heap takes O log n time for each of the above operations,
where n is the number of items in the heap.
To accelerate Dijkstra’s algorithm, we can use a priority queue over the
unlabeled vertices using the tentative distance as the priority. To keep the priority
queue updated, whenever we label a vertex u, for each edge (u,v ) ∈ E, we may
revise the tentative distance to v and update the heap via the decrease operation.
By keeping the priorities updated, we can retrieve the next vertex v with a call to
remove-min(). See fig. 8.1.
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Dijkstra(G = (V,E),ℓ : E → R>0 ,s ∈ V )
/* An implementation of Dijkstra’s algorithm where a priority queue keeps track of the
unlabeled vertex of minimum tentative distance.
*/
1. Set tentative(s ) = 0 and tentative(v ) = +∞ for all v ≠ s .
2. Let Q be a priority queue / heap over V with priority decreasing in
tentative(v ).
3. While Q is not empty
A. Remove the vertex v of minimum tentative(v ) from Q .
B. Set distance(v ) = tentative(v ).
C. For each outgoing edge (v ,w):
1. Set

tentative(w) = min{tentative(w), distance(v ) + ℓ (v ,w)}
and decrease w’s priority in Q accordingly.
4. Return the distance labels.
Figure 8.1: Accelerating Dijkstra’s algorithm with a priority queue.


As mentioned above, each heap operation takes O log n time in an arraybacked heap. Thus, when using an array-backed heap, Dijkstra’s algorithm takes


O log n × (# decrease-key’s) + O log n × (# remove-min’s)



= O m log n + O n log n = O m log n .
This is a considerable improvement on O (mn). It is also a very reasonable
running time; it is as if we were sorting all the edges. Still, one can do better with
the following remarkable data structure due to Fredman and Tarjan [FT87].
Fact 8.1. There exists a data structure, called a Fibonacci heap, that has the following
guarantee. Over any sequence of I calls to insert-key, D calls to decrease-key, and
R calls to remove-min, the Fibonacci heap takes

O I + D + R log n
time in total.
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Note that the running time above only guarantees that each decrease-key
takes O (1) time on average, but a single operation may take longer in the worstcase. This “on-average” guarantee is fine for our purposes where we are only
concerned in the total running time over the course of a shortest path algorithm.
Such averaging types of guarantees are proven by a technique called amortized
analysis. We will come back to amortized analysis later in the course where we
may analyze Fibonacci heaps among other data structures. For the moment, we
take Fact 8.1 as given.
If we use Fibonacci heaps, then the running time becomes

O (1) × (# decrease-key’s) + O log n × (# remove-min’s)

= O m + n log n .
In conclusion, we have the following remarkable running time for computing
shortest paths with positive edge weights.
Theorem 8.2. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with positive edge weights ℓ : E →
R>0 and let s ∈ V . Then Dijkstra’s algorithm (with Fibonacci heaps) computes the
shortest path from s to every other vertex t ∈ V in O m + n log n time.
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.

8.5

Exercises

Exercise 8.1. Let G = (V,E) be an unweighted, directed graph, and let s ,t ∈ V
be two vertices. Consider the following game with two people Alice and Bob.
Initially, Alice is on s , and Bob is on t . Each round, Alice and Bob are on two
vertices, and they simultaneously take an outgoing edge to another vertex. The
goal is to guide Alice and Bob to the same vertex with the minimum number
of rounds or declare that it is impossible to have them meet. For this problem,
either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better),
or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time
algorithm for SAT.
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Exercise 8.2. Here we consider an extension of shortest (s ,t )-walks where one
has to visit a family of vertices specified by the input. The input consists of a
directed graph G = (V,E) with positive edge lengths ℓ : E → R>0 , as well as a list
of vertices x 1 , . . . ,x k ∈ V . The high-level goal in both of the following problems
is to compute the shortest walk that visits all k vertices.
1. Suppose you are allowed to visit x 1 , . . . ,x k in any order. Consider the
problem of computing the length of the shortest walk visiting all of x 1 , . . . ,x k
in any order. (You may assume no vertices repeat in x 1 , . . . ,x k .) For this
problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the
faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would
imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
2. Suppose you have to visit x 1 , . . . ,x k in the listed order. (Here vertices may
repeat, but for simplicity you may assume that any two consecutive vertices
v i and v i +1 are distinct.) Consider the problem of computing the length of
the shortest walk visiting x 1 , . . . ,x k in order. For this problem, either (a)
design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or
(b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time
algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 8.3. The racetrack problem in Chapter 5 of [Eri19].
Exercise 8.4. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with positive edge weights, and
s ,t ∈ V . Recall that Dijkstra’s algorithm returns the lengths of the shortest paths
from s (as well as the shortest paths themselves by incorporating parent pointers).
However there may be many shortest (s ,t )-paths for a particular t . Suppose we
want to find the shortest (weighted) (s ,t )-paths with the fewest number of edges
(to break ties). Consider the problem of computing both the shortest path lengths
as well as the minimum number of edges in each shortest path. For this problem,
either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better),
or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time
algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 8.5. Let G = (V,E) be a directed and unweighted graph, and s ,t ∈ V .
Consider the problem of computing the number of shortest (s ,t )-paths.3 For
this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the
faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
3Technically, there could be as many as n! paths in which case an arithmetic operation would
take O log (n!) = O n log n time. For this exercise, let us assume for simplicity that arithmetic
operations take O (1) time anyway.
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Exercise 8.6. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with m edges, n vertices,
positive edge lengths ℓ : E → R>0 . Given s ,t ∈ V , the goal is to compute the
length of the shortest walk from s to t with an even number of edges (which may
be +∞ if there is no way to get from s to t with an even number of edges). For
this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the
faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 8.7. Red light, green light! The following model is inspired by
streetlights which, at a given point in time, allow traffic to enter some streets and
block traffic from entering others.
Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with positive, integer edge lengths ℓ (e ) for
e ∈ E, which represents the amount of time it takes to traverse that edge. (Here
time will always be an integer.) Suppose each edge is also annotated as being
either “even” or “odd”. The model is as follows.
We start at a vertex s at time x = 0, and want to get to a vertex t as soon as
possible. In general, taking an edge e takes ℓ (e ) units of time, which is added to
x. However, we can only take an even edge when the time x is even, and we can
only take an odd edge when the time x is odd. We can also wait at a vertex for
one unit of time during which x increases by 1.
Loosely speaking, one can imagine each vertex as being like a stop light. An
even edge is like a one-way street that traffic can enter only when the time x is
even. An odd edge is like a one-way street that traffic can enter only when the
time x is odd.
2
In the example on the right, the (s ,t )-path along B 1
����
���
the top takes 1+2+2+1(wait) +1 = 7 units of time. (Here
2
2
we annotated the 1’s that correspond to waiting). The
3
1
path along the bottom takes 1 + 1(wait) + 2 + 1(wait) +
���
���� C
3 + 1 = 9 units of time.
For s ,t ∈ V , consider the problem of computing the minimum amount of time
needed to get from s to t in the time model described above. For this problem,
either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better),
or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time
algorithm for SAT.
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<latexit sha1_base64="HnFZN2WBiBiq8uVuYerNp4FUnNA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="HnFZN2WBiBiq8uVuYerNp4FUnNA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="8EFk5Xsc+q7G2EDuFoEEg8qFHTA=">AAACtHicdVFNbxMxEHWWrxK+WjhysYiKOEW7pbTlgFSJC8ciNWmlZKlmnUnr1h8rezY0Wu1/4Aj8M/4NdrJCbAsjWXqa92bejKcolfSUpr96yZ279+4/2HjYf/T4ydNnm1vPx95WTuBIWGXdaQEelTQ4IkkKT0uHoAuFJ8XVx8ifLNB5ac0xLUvMNZwbOZcCKKTGdfOlftucbQ7SYboKfhtkLRiwNo7OtnrfpzMrKo2GhALvJ9lOSXkNjqRQ2PSnlccSxBWc4yRAAxp9Xq/Gbfh2yMz43LrwDPFV9u+KGrT3S10EpQa68De5mPwXN6lofpDX0pQVoRFro3mlOFked+cz6VCQWgYAwskwKxcX4EBQ+KF+x0ZL4Wwsavif2O6YHWd5HeePTh0iOKq8JrwmYXUZpuh2Nvi1vI7sfzsvFuCKIl8r22U7Ai9A4exDOnz/Lq4rrPFWAUHUhVtmNy93G4x3htnecPfz7uDwdXvVDfaSvWJvWMb22SH7xI7YiAl2yb6xH+xnspdME5HgWpr02poXrBOJ+Q2axtQI</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="3I6ChP9rnTmf5u4kkhIJ+n8zZIU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="U5AW95o3hdsMIiBRJegyauROHcE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iIKWOSpKc0ijNJ7vxr7WxCiYCHQ=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="WugekH4a08hbhn7EzYVC02gTmeU=">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</latexit>

Chapter 9

Negative edge lengths and
all-pairs shortest paths
Previously we discussed shortest path problems with positive edge weights, where
the goal is to get from point a to point b as fast as possible. Here the points
refer to vertices in a directed graph; the routes are the walks through the graph,
and “fast” was based on the sum of edge lengths along the walk. Specifically,
we obtained the linear time BFS algorithm for unweighted graphs and the nearly
linear time Dijkstra’s algorithm for positively weighted graphs.
Positive edge lengths are a critical assumption for these algorithms. They
permit an induction hypothesis increasing in distance; indeed, both algorithms identified and finalized distance labels in increasing distance from
the source. But this argument breaks down for negative edge lengths.
Consider going from point a to point d in the weighted graph below.
1
<latexit sha1_base64="qVJHdAY0DzoLL9yF3QaoHGR0kIs=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="3I6ChP9rnTmf5u4kkhIJ+n8zZIU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="BAACxJbDBp2wPV0eKzLc79LBxp4=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="3I6ChP9rnTmf5u4kkhIJ+n8zZIU=">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</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="uoK94uIYBKuD7vxyFvkUYZ/gg6w=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="8EFk5Xsc+q7G2EDuFoEEg8qFHTA=">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</latexit>

3

<latexit sha1_base64="eOEWVEwNHShVr6jKihr5aXHQzNY=">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</latexit>

3

2

2
Dijkstra’s algorithm would declare that point b was at distance 1, and that point
d was at distance 2, before realizing that the path through c has total length 1.
Let us state the problem formally. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with
real-valued (and possibly negative) edge lengths ℓ : E → R. Fix s ,t ∈ V . What is
the length of the shortest walk from s to t ? We note that the length can possibly
be smaller than any finite number, in which case we say that the distance is −∞.
This occurs if and only if we have a negative cycle on the way from s to t (as
we will see). Below the negative cycle between s and t makes the distance −∞.
<latexit sha1_base64="EXrKU1++mgJzbYZhGX5NaFn3QKw=">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</latexit>
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9. Negative edge lengths and all-pairs shortest paths
9.1. Negative edges, shortest walks, and shortest paths
<latexit sha1_base64="3I6ChP9rnTmf5u4kkhIJ+n8zZIU=">AAACtHicdVFNbxMxEHWWj5bw1dIjF4uoiFO0W5UWDkiVuHAsUpNWSpbKO5m0pv5Y2bOh0Wr/A0fgn/XfYCcrxLYwkqWneW/mzXiKUklPaXrTS+7df/BwY/NR//GTp8+eb22/GHtbOcARWGXdWSE8KmlwRJIUnpUOhS4UnhZXHyN/ukDnpTUntCwx1+LCyLkEQSE1rpsvddacbw3SYboKfhdkLRiwNo7Pt3s/pjMLlUZDoIT3k2yvpLwWjiQobPrTymMp4Epc4CRAIzT6vF6N2/DdkJnxuXXhGeKr7N8VtdDeL3URlFrQpb/NxeS/uElF83d5LU1ZERpYG80rxcnyuDufSYdAahmAACfDrBwuhRNA4Yf6HRstwdlY1PA/sdsxO8nyOs4fnTpEcFR5TXhNYHUZpuh2NvitvI7sfzsvFsIVRb5Wtst2BB6EwtmHdPj+bVwXrPFWCRJRF26Z3b7cXTDeG2YHw/3P+4Oj1+1VN9lL9oq9YRk7ZEfsEztmIwbsK/vOfrJfyUEyTSDBtTTptTU7rBOJ+Q2WLtQG</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="LRhGDfIHzBOxbCmxZPaxCieAKUk=">AAACr3icdVFNSxxBEO2dfGg2X5occ2myGHJaZsQkeggIueSo4LrCOjE1vbXa2B9Dd83qMuwvyDWCf81/Y/fuII4mBQ2Peq/qVXUVpZKe0vSmkzx5+uz5yuqL7stXr9+8XVt/d+ht5QQOhFXWHRXgUUmDA5Kk8Kh0CLpQOCzOf0R+OEXnpTUHNCsx13Bq5EQKoJDa9ydrvbSfLoI/BlkDeqyJvZP1zvXx2IpKoyGhwPtRtllSXoMjKRTOu8eVxxLEOZziKEADGn1eLyad842QGfOJdeEZ4ovs/YoatPczXQSlBjrzD7mY/Bc3qmiyndfSlBWhEUujSaU4WR7X5mPpUJCaBQDCyTArF2fgQFD4nG7LRkvhbCya87vYaJkdZHkd549OLSI4qrwmvCRhdRmmaHc2eFFeRva/nadTcEWRL5XNsi2BF6Bw/D3t73yJ6wprvFVAEHXhltnDyz0Gh5v97Gt/a3+rt/upueoq+8A+ss8sY9/YLvvJ9tiACYbsD/vLrpIsGSa/kt9LadJpat6zViTyFiFY0cg=</latexit>
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1
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In passing, let us test the reader with another closely question. Assuming
the same input as before - a directed graph with real-valued edge weights and
s ,t ∈ V . The goal is the compute the length of the shortest path from s to t . Is
there a polynomial time algorithm for this problem? How or why?

9.1

Negative edges, shortest walks, and shortest paths

Recall the definition of distances in a directed graph (page 128). The distance
from s to t is usually finite and equal to the length of the shortest walk from s to
t , but there are two non-finite exceptions. The distance is +∞ if there is no walk,
and the distance is −∞ if for every value L, there is an (s ,t )-walk of total length
< L. That is, there is no lower bound on the lengths of (s ,t )-walks. The +∞ case
is addressed by reachability. The −∞ case did not arise for positive edge weights,
because 0 is always a lower bound. But here, with negative edge weights, −∞ can
easily occur; e.g., with a negative cycle.
We address −∞ head on, as well as some of the ambiguity in shortest walks
vs shortest paths, with the following lemma.
Lemma 9.1. Let s ,t ∈ V and suppose s can reach t . The distance from s to t is finite
(and not −∞) iff the shortest (s ,t )-walk is attained by a path.1
Proof. If the shortest (s ,t )-walk is a path then by definition the (finite) length of
this path is the (s ,t )-distance.
Conversely, suppose the distance from s to t is a finite value L, which means
it is attained by some (s ,t )-walk. Among all (s ,t )-walks of total length L, let w
minimize the total number of edges along that path. We will show that w is a
path. Indeed, if w is not a path, then it contains a cycle. The total length of that
cycle falls into one of two cases:
1. The total length of the cycle is non negative, in which removing the cycle
decreases the number of edges in w without increasing the overall length –
a contradiction to the choice of w.
2. The total length of the cycle is negative, in which case repeating the cycle
decreases the overall length of the walk – a contradiction to the choice of
w.
So w is a path.

■

1That is, there is an (s ,t )-path with total length less than or equal to any other (s ,t )-walk.
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Shortest walks with negative edges

The problem is to find the shortest walk and there is no clear induction hypothesis.
As noted above, negative edges means we can’t rely on distances to implicitly
supply an induction argument, as we did in developing BFS and Dijkstra’s shortest
path algorithms. Instead we will lift the problem, so to speak, by inserting an
additional parameter that makes it more conducive to an induction argument.
For vertices s ,t ∈ V and an integer k ∈ Z ≥0 , we declare
SW(s ,t ,k ) = the length of the shortest walk from s to t with at most
k edges (defined as +∞ if there is none).
2 Here there is a clear induction argument on k – the k edge walks build on k − 1
edge walks by appending an extra edge.
SW(s ,t ,k )
1. If k = 0:
/* The only zero edge walk is the empty walk.

*/

A. If s = t then return 0.
B. Otherwise return +∞.
2. Return the minimum of:
A. SW(s ,t ,k − 1).

B. The minimum of SW(s ,v ,k − 1) + ℓ (v ,t ) over all edges
(v ,t ) ∈ 𝜕− (t ).

We cache the solutions to our algorithm above. With dynamic programming,
for

−
fixed s and t , and each k ∈ Z ≥0 , SW(s ,t ,k ) takes O 1 + deg (t ) time. For fixed
s and k , it takes O (m + n) time to compute all of the subproblems for a fixed
value of k .
Lemma 9.2. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph, with m edges, n vertices, and
real-valued edge weights. Let s ∈ V be fixed. In O (k (m + n)) time, one can compute
SW(s ,t ,i ) for all t ∈ V and all i ≤ k .
Shortest paths when there are no negative cycles. Suppose all the distances
from s are finite. Then by lemma 9.1, the (s ,t )-distance is attained by a path for
every vertex t .
2Currently we are interested in the case where s is fixed, but later it will be convenient to have
s as a parameter.
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Corollary 9.3. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with m edges, n vertices, real-valued
edge weights. Let s ∈ V be fixed and suppose that all distances from s are finite. In
O (mn) time, one can compute the length of the shortest (s ,t )-path for all t ∈ V .

Stationary points and −∞. The remaining issue is −∞. Intuitively, if d (s ,t ) =
−∞, then SW(s ,t ,k ) should decrease towards −∞ as k → ∞. That does not mean
that SW(s ,t ,k ) decreases with every single k ; perhaps we need many additional
edges to go all the way around a negative cycle and actually decrease SW(s ,t ,k ).
It’s also not clear how long to keep iterating on SW(s ,t ,k ) before we can conclude
that there is no lower bound. So we have to analyze SW(s ,t ,k ) carefully.
For k ∈ N, let
Ak = {v ∈ V where SW(s ,t ,k ) ≠ SW(s ,t ,k − 1)}

be the set of vertices v where SW(s ,t ,k ) decreases compared to the previous
iteration for k − 1. Recalling the definition of SW(s ,v ,k ), these are the vertices
where the best k -edge walk from s to v is strictly shorter than the best (k − 1)-edge
walk. Then for each k , we have
Ak +1 ⊆ N + (Ak ),
where for U ⊆ V , N + (U ) denotes the “out-neighborhood” of U consisting of all
vertices that are endpoint to some directed edge starting in U :
N + (U ) = {v where (u,v ) ∈ E for some u ∈ U }.
Continuing on, we also have



Ak +2 ⊆ N + N + (Ak ) , Ak +3 ⊆ N + N + N + (Ak ) , Ak +4 ⊆ N + N + N + N + (Ak ) ,
and so forth. In general, for any ℓ ≥ k , all the vertices in Aℓ must be reachable
from Ak . Conversely, for all vertices t that are not reachable from Ak , we know
that SW(s ,t ,ℓ ) will never change. They are forever fixed point in this process.
Consequently d (s ,t ) = SW(s ,t ,k − 1) for any such t .
Now consider in particular An . These are the vertices v where the length of
the shortest (s ,v )-walk with at most n edges is less then the length of the shortest
(s ,v )-walk with at most n − 1 edges. In particular, since any path has at most
n − 1 edges, the distance from (s ,v ) is not attained by a path. By lemma 9.1, the
distance from s to v must be −∞.
So all vertices v ∈ An have d (s ,v ) = −∞. Additionally, any vertex v reachable
from An has distance −∞. (Why?) Meanwhile, if a vertex v is not reachable from
An , then (since SW(s ,v ,ℓ ) would never change for ℓ ≥ n) we have SW(s ,v ,n) =
d (s ,v ). All together, we now have all the finite distances from s as well as all the
vertices with distance −∞. Funny enough, we churn SW(s ,t ,n − 1) for just one
more iteration to get all the distances, finite or not.
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Theorem 9.4. In O (mn) time, we can compute the (s ,t )-distance for all vertices v ∈ V
(with the corresponding shortest path whenever the distance is finite).
This algorithm is commonly referred to as the Bellman-Ford algorithm
[Bel58; For56], although it was also described by Shimbel [Shi55]; an alternative,
more descriptive name might be “that dynamic programming algorithm based
on the number of edges for SSSP with negative edge lengths”.
Detecting negative cycles. Suppose we want to decide if there is any negative
cycle in the graph. The Bellman-Ford algorithm will detect if there is a negative
cycle that is reachable from a particular source s . However there may be negative
cycles that are not reachable from s . We can try all choices of s but this can be
very slow. Can we do better?

We introduce an additional vertex s ★ with an edge (s ★,v ) of length 0 for every
v ∈ V . In particular s ★ can reach every vertex directly. If we apply theorem 9.4
from s ★ (that is, compute SW(s ★,t ,n + 1) for all t ), then any vertex on a negative
cycle will have distance −∞. In fact any vertex reachable from a negative cycle
will also have distance −∞.3
Corollary 9.5. Given a directed graph G with real-valued edge weights, in O (mn)
time, one can identify all vertices reachable from a negative cycle.

9.3

All pairs shortest paths and the doubling trick

We now move on a related problem of computing the distances between all pairs
of vertices, not just a single source. We will focus on the case where G has no
negative cycles for simplicity. Then all finite distances are obtained by shortest
paths. Note that we can detect if there is a negative cycle using the Bellman-Ford
algorithm (Corollary 9.5).
Recall our definition of SW(s ,t ,k ), which we repeat below:
SW(s ,t ,k ) = the length of the shortest walk from s to t with at most
k edges (defined as +∞ if there is none).
Before we had s fixed and varied t ; now we are interested in all choices of s ,t ∈ V .
Consider the case k = 4. When s was fixed we computed SW(s ,t ,k ) based
on the values of SW(s ,v ,k − 1) for v ∈ V . Now that we’re varying s as well, we
could take advantage of SW(u,v ,ℓ ) for any u,v ∈ V and ℓ ≤ k . In particular, any
3Don’t change the algorithm, change the graph.
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(s ,t )-path of at most 4 edges can be divided into two paths of at most 2 edges,
one from s to u and another from u to t for some u ∈ V . Of course we can do
this dividing in half for any even k ; better yet, we should do this only for powers of
2. For powers of 2, consider the following alternative implementation for SW.
SW(s ,t ,2i )
1. If i = 0, then return the minimum of:
A. 0 when i = j
B. ℓ (s ,t ) when (s ,t ) ∈ E.
C. +∞.

2. Return the minimum of
A. SW(s ,t ,2i −1 )
B. SW(s ,v ,2i −1 ) + SW(v ,t ,2i −1 ) for all v ∈ V .

// O (n) time.

The key difference between this implementation of SW(a,n,d ) Bellman-Ford
is in (2.B) – we are trying to concatenate two paths with (at most) 2i −1 edges to
form an edge with at most 2i edges.
Now, for fixed 2i , there are O n 2 subproblems. Each subproblem has a loop
of length n. Caching the recursive calls, we have the following.

Lemma 9.6. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with n vertices. In O n 3i time, one
can compute SW(s ,t ,2 j ) for all s ,t ∈ V and all j ≤ i .
If there is no negative cycles (as we have assumed) then SW(s ,t ,n −1) (or

any value greater than n − 1) gives the distance from s to t . For k = log n ,
lemma 9.6 gives us the distances between all pairs of vertices.
Corollary 9.7. Let G = (V,E) be a weighted, directed graph with n vertices and
no negative cycles. Then the distances between all pairs of vertices can be computed in
O n 3 log n time.
This running time is better than running Bellman-Ford from every s unless m
is extremely close to n.

9.4

A different approach to APSP

We now consider a different approach to the all-pairs shortest-paths problem.
This algorithm will only work if there are no negative cycles. In this case all
distances are given by shortest paths.
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Up to now, all the algorithms in this chapter were based on induction on the
number of edges in the walk. Here we present a different approach, based on the
subset of vertices used as intermediaries in the shortest path. Let us number the
vertices v 1 , . . . ,v n arbitrarily. We define:
SP(i , j ,k ) = the length of the shortest path from v i to v j using only
v 1 , . . . ,v k as intermediate vertices.
We implement the above as follows.
SP(i , j ,k )
1. If k = 0:
A. If i = j return 0.

B. If (v i ,v j ) ∈ E then return ℓ v i ,v j .

C. Otherwise return +∞.
2. Return the minimum of:
A. SP(i , j ,k − 1)

B. SP(i ,k ,k − 1) + SP(k , j ,k − 1)

There are only O n 3 subproblems so we can apply dynamic programming and
cache all the answers. Each subproblem takes constant time excluding recursive
calls. So it takes O n 3 total time to compute SP(i , j ,k ) for all i , j,k .
The base case is k = 0, where there are no intermediate vertices. For fixed v i
and v j , the only edge available is (v i ,v j ) (if present). Thus the only options for
the distance is 0 when v i = v j , ℓ v i ,v j if the edge (v i ,v j ) exists, and by default
+∞; the algorithm returns the minimum of these options.
Consider SP(i , j ,k ) for k > 0. The shortest (v i ,v j )-path through {v 1 , . . . ,v k }
either uses v k or it doesn’t. If it doesn’t, then by induction on k , its length
is given by SP(i , j ,k − 1). If it does, then the part from v 1 to v k is a path
through {v 1 , . . . ,v k −1 } and the remaining part from v k to v j is also path through
{v 1 , . . . ,v k −1 }. By induction on k , SP(i ,k ,k − 1) returns the length of the shortest
path of the first type, and SP(k , j ,k − 1) returns the length of the longest path of
the second type. Their sum gives the length of the shortest (v 1 ,v j ) path through
{v 1 , . . . ,v k }.
This algorithm is commonly called the Floyd-Warshall algorithm although
there are other relevant publications from roughly the same time [Flo62; Ing62;
Roy59; War62] (see the Wikipedia article).
Theorem 9.8. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with real-valued edge weights and
no negative cycles. Then one can compute all pairs shortest paths in O n 3 time.
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This is faster by a logarithmic factor than the running time obtained by the
doubling trick in the previous section.
We should point out that when the edge weights are positive, you are better
off running Dijkstra’s algorithm from all s ∈ V . We point out that there is an
extension of this approach to handle negative edges, called Johnson’s algorithm
[Joh77], that we do not discuss.

9.5

The traveling salesman problem

Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with positive edge weights4. A tour of G is
a walk, starting and ending at the same vertex5, that visits every vertex at least
once. The traveling salesman problem is to compute the minimum length tour.
The traveling salesman problem is extremely useful as a prototypical planning and routing problem (broadly construed). It has inspired a number of
techniques both in theory and in practice, and also captured the popular imagination. See https://www.math.uwaterloo.ca/tsp/history/index.html for more
on the history of this problem.
The problem turns out to be difficult, as it is a thinly disguised Hamiltonian
path problem. Indeed, let G = (V,E) be a directed graph in which we want to
find a Hamiltonian path. Let us add a new vertex s ★ with edges (s ★,v ) and (v ,s ★)
to and from s ★, for every v ∈ V . Call this new graph G ★.
Each Hamiltonian path map to a Hamiltonian cycle in G ★ by connecting the
beginning and end through s ★. The inverse mapping takes a Hamiltonian cycle
in G ★ and produces a Hamiltonian path by splitting the cycle at s ★.
Finally, we point out that a Hamiltonian cycle is a tour of G ★ with n ★ = n + 1
edges. So a TSP solver can find a Hamiltonian cycle in G ★, hence a Hamiltonian
path in G .
Theorem 9.9. A polynomial time algorithm for the (directed) traveling salesman problem
implies a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.

9.6

Additional notes and references

The content in this chapter overlaps with [Eri19, chapter 9], [KT06, sections
6.8–6.9], [DPV08, chapter 4], [CLRS09, chapter 24], and [DD11, (video) lecture
19].
4One could also consider negative edge weights; we restrict to positive edge weights for simplicity.
5Such a walk is sometimes called a circuit, but should not be confused with logical circuits that
have been discussed elsewhere.
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Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the re-recording.
• Re-recorded video lecture.

9.7

Exercises

Exercise 9.1. Recall that in foreign exchange, different currencies can be exchanged at exchange rates. For example, at the time of writing, one can exchange
1 US dollar for about 0.89 Euro’s. Currency arbitrage occurs when you start with
some quantity of one currency, and make a sequence of exchanges through different currencies and end up with even more of the original currency than you
started with.
Suppose we have n countries and for every (ordered) pair of countries X
and Y we have an exchange rate r X ,Y ; meaning, one unit of currency X can be
exchanged for r X ,Y units of currency Y . Consider the problem of identifying
currency arbitrary starting from a fixed currency X , or deciding that no arbitrage
is possible. For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time
algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm
would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
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Chapter 10

NP-Completeness
10.1

Logical circuits

Boolean circuits are a generalization of Boolean formulas. Recall that a Boolean
formula can be expressed as a rooted tree, where each internal node is associated
with a logical operation that is applied to the Boolean outputs from its children
in the subtree. Circuits are similar except they do not the logic is more generally
arranged in a directed acyclic graph.
Likely the reader has encountered Boolean circuits before and we briefly
review the components. Figure 10.2 gives an example of a circuit for adding two
bits. The picture is almost self-explanatory but let us define circuits formally
away. At a high level, Boolean circuits are composed of logical gates arranged
(as nodes) in a directed acyclic graph. We first define the gates and explain their
graphical arrangement afterwards.
Each gate corresponds to either one bit of input or one of the three Boolean
operators. Each gate takes at most two input bits, and outputs one bit (which
may be propagated to any number of other gates). The basic types of gates are:
1. An input gate, which models a single bit in the input, and outputs that bit.
2. An “and-gate” (or a “conjunction gate”, or simple an
“and” or a “conjunction”), takes as input the output bits
from two other gates, and outputs the ∧ of these two
inputs.
3. An “or-gate” (or a “disjunction gate”, etc.) takes as input
the output bits from two other gates, and outputs the ∨
of these two inputs.
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^

false

_

true

<latexit sha1_base64="2N1z/HhllVgkqD3QhnABgRLJQiA=">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</latexit>

false
<latexit sha1_base64="ykZBnhEo0jAXHk04vGX43CEk2Xw=">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</latexit>

true

<latexit sha1_base64="ykZBnhEo0jAXHk04vGX43CEk2Xw=">AAACyXicdVHLbhMxFHWGR0t4pbBCbCyiIlbRTFQoLJAqsUFiU6SmrZSMojvOndaqxx7sOyHpKGLBT/ADbOF7+BvsZISYFq5k6eiec33uIyuVdBTHvzrRjZu3bm9t3+nevXf/wcPezqNjZyorcCSMMvY0A4dKahyRJIWnpUUoMoUn2cW7wJ/M0Tpp9BEtS0wLONMylwLIp6a9JxMnrCzJyUucEC6IqM5BOVxNe/14EK+DXwdJA/qsicPpTufbZGZEVaAmocC5cTIsKa3BkhQKV91J5bAEcQFnOPZQQ4EurdczrPiuz8x4bqx/mvg6+3dFDYVzyyLzygLo3F3lQvJf3Lii/HVaS11WhFpsjPJKcTI8LITPpEVBaukB+FX4Xrk4BwuC/Nq6LZtCCmtC0Yr/id2W2VGS1qH/4NQivKNK67BgYYrSd9H+WePnchHY//48n4PNsnSjbIZtCZwAhbO38eDNyzCuMNoZBQRB52+ZXL3cdXA8HCSvBnsfh/2D581Vt9lT9oy9YAnbZwfsPTtkIybYF/ad/WA/ow/Rp2gRXW6kUaepecxaEX39DUkZ3Sw=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="vVkZzHhnGVIck/Zu5dFI6AGv9+g=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="5yPgjyl3bADvOKRJjkOC6xXadw0=">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</latexit>

false
<latexit sha1_base64="ykZBnhEo0jAXHk04vGX43CEk2Xw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="vVkZzHhnGVIck/Zu5dFI6AGv9+g=">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</latexit>
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_
<latexit sha1_base64="5yPgjyl3bADvOKRJjkOC6xXadw0=">AAACsnicdVFNaxsxEJW3X6n7lbTHXkRNSk9mN7hfh0Kglx5TiJNQewmz43EsopUWadaNWfwXem3+Wv9NJXsp3aQdEDzmvZk3oykqrTyn6a9ecufuvfsPdh72Hz1+8vTZ7t7zE29rhzRGq607K8CTVobGrFjTWeUIykLTaXH5OfKnS3JeWXPMq4ryEi6MmisEjqlp4M93B+kw3YS8DbIWDEQbR+d7vevpzGJdkmHU4P0kO6g4b8CxQk3r/rT2VAFewgVNAjRQks+bzbBruR8yMzm3LjzDcpP9u6KB0vtVWQRlCbzwN7mY/Bc3qXn+IW+UqWomg1ujea0lWxk3lzPlCFmvAgB0KswqcQEOkMP/9Ds2pUJnY9Fa/on9jtlxljdx/ujUIYKjzhumK0ZbVmGKbmdD36uryP6383IJrijyrbJdtiPwCJpmn9Lhx7dxXbTGWw0MURdumd283G1wcjDM3g1HX0eDw9ftVXfES/FKvBGZeC8OxRdxJMYCxUL8ED/FdTJKviWQ4Faa9NqaF6ITif4NW7nTHA==</latexit>

^

^

<latexit sha1_base64="2N1z/HhllVgkqD3QhnABgRLJQiA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="2N1z/HhllVgkqD3QhnABgRLJQiA=">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</latexit>

¬

¬

<latexit sha1_base64="OY3LY3hgV+3HdXKyHcRLPM+71A0=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="s6EQ5TjO5oO8TYZp9+f5ZBqgG1E=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="OY3LY3hgV+3HdXKyHcRLPM+71A0=">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</latexit>

G1

<latexit sha1_base64="vIUp2OkMPxh1CZvZsQNtFKUwAzU=">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</latexit>

G2

Figure 10.1: A circuit computing the exclusive-or of two bits (at the top gate).

_
<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

^
<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

¬

_
<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="S5/CqQ6kkcMn1QcrnkNw61guskw=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>
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^
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<latexit sha1_base64="8Ae3Vv5papIsE+ad91YrjCeBNpg=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="U1Rwq+JjiJa6lpbzVTXVsuF4sf4=">AAADFXicbVLLbtQwFPWEVwmPPliysRgVsYhGSVUEG6SqbGBX1E470jQaXTvO1Bo/gu1MM4rmE9jSr2GH2LLmX1jgpJEgLVeydXTPfZ2rSwrBrYvjX4Pgzt179x9sPAwfPX7ydHNre+fU6tJQNqZaaDMhYJngio0dd4JNCsNAEsHOyOJ9w58tmbFcqxO3KlgqYa54zik47zquZvuzrWE8ilvDt0HSgSHq7Gi2Pfh9nmlaSqYcFWDtNNkrXFqDcZwKtg7PS8sKoAuYs6mHCiSzad3Ousa73pPhXBv/lMOt99+MGqS1K0l8pAR3YW9yjfN/3LR0+du05qooHVP0ulFeCuw0boTjjBtGnVh5ANRwPyumF2CAOr+eMOzV8nkirR2rHNWyWO/2SG3zyJaFl3QIdsHMEkRW+X7YE62wJi/CSjvcTNkTQIFw1cRaUBZbZnjeq70E87mM/C8aKVQrqwU46Ge0ei69BNbb3JT8HScifJ75o5A2WvpqhKS1Ypeu6raHCcG50RIfn3yc9GpQEO+I1irTlU7rJhxE3vZvsGdDfy/Jzeu4DU73RsnrUfxpf3jwsrucDfQcvUCvUILeoAP0AR2hMaJojr6gr+gquAq+Bd+DH9ehwaDLeYZ6Fvz8A+4A/vM=</latexit>

x4

Figure 10.2: A circuit for adding two bits. Here, the gate at the top outputs true iff
x1 + x2 = x3x4 .

4. A “not-gate”’ (or a “negation gate”, etc.) takes as input one output bit from
another gate, and outputs the negation of that bit.
Physically, we imagine each gate logically evaluating its inputs, producing a bit
that is propagated to further gates ahead.
We can model the dependencies between gates by a directed graph, where
each gate is a node, and we have a directed edge from one gate x to gate y when x
is an input to x. The dependencies are required to be acyclic. Here we recall that a
cycle in a directed graph is a sequence of edges (x 1 ,x 2 ), (x 2 ,x 3 ), . . . , (x k ,x 1 ) where
the endpoint of one edge is the starting point of the next edge in the sequence,
that starts and ends at the same vertex. A cycle would not be well-defined in a
circuit: if gate x depends on y, and y depends on z , and z depends on x, then
which gate is to be evaluated first? So to avoid these issues we disallow cyclic
dependencies by definition1.
In the simplest model, we assume there is one gate in particular whose output
we are externally interested in, as a function of the inputs; we call this the output
gate. We will focus on a single output gate for simplicity; in general, one can have
1One could consider evaluation over time, but this is a separate discussion.
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<latexit sha1_base64="8Ae3Vv5papIsE+ad91YrjCeBNpg=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="U1Rwq+JjiJa6lpbzVTXVsuF4sf4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

¬
<latexit sha1_base64="S5/CqQ6kkcMn1QcrnkNw61guskw=">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</latexit>

¬ ^
<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="S5/CqQ6kkcMn1QcrnkNw61guskw=">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</latexit>

^ ^
<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">AAADF3icbVJLb9QwEPaGVwmvFo5cLFZFHKJVUhXBBamCC9yK6LYr7UbV2HG21jp2sCfbXUX7G7jSX8MNceXIf+GAk0aCtIxk69N88/pGw0olHcbxr0Fw4+at23e27ob37j94+Gh75/GxM5XlYsyNMnbCwAkltRijRCUmpRVQMCVO2OJdw58shXXS6CNclyItYK5lLjmgd41nCnR2uj2MR3Fr9DpIOjAknR2e7gx+zzLDq0Jo5AqcmyZ7JaY1WJRciU04q5wogS9gLqYeaiiES+t22g3d9Z6M5sb6p5G23n8zaiicWxfMRxaAZ+4q1zj/x00rzF+ntdRlhULzy0Z5pSga2kinmbSCo1p7ANxKPyvlZ2CBo19QGPZq+TyV1ihWyE1RbnZ7pHF55KrSS3oLbiHsElS28v2oJ1phTV5EtUHaTNkTwIFJ3cQ60I46YWXeq70E+7mK/K8aKdxoZxQg9DNaPedeguhtbsr+jhMxOc/8WRQuWvpqjKW1Fue46rZHGaO5NQX9dPRh0qvBQb1hxujMrExaN+Gg8rZ/gz0b+ntJrl7HdXC8N0pejuKP+8OD593lbJGn5Bl5QRLyihyQ9+SQjAknknwhX8lFcBF8C74HPy5Dg0GX84T0LPj5B8D6AAY=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

¬ _ ^ _
<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="BIq//GqVJiqMxO94FkF7HFZlx3s=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="pJQWyW/KPYJDTninsLbvUAsOYcQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="S5/CqQ6kkcMn1QcrnkNw61guskw=">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</latexit>

Figure 10.3: The addition circuit (cf. fig. 10.2) redrawn to list the logical gates in
topological order from left to right. Observe that all directed edges go from left to right.

many output gates. Now we consider the problem of circuit satisfiability: given
a Boolean circuit, is there an assignment to its input gates that makes the output
gate true?
While a Boolean circuit is physically implementable, a first computational
task would be able to simulate a Boolean circuit on a given input. We are now
equipped to do so elegantly. Since a logical gates form a directed acyclic graph,
we can topologically sort the gates. We can then evaluate the gates in topological
order. Indeed, when evaluating a particular gate in this order, all the gates it
depends on, which come earlier in the order, have already been evaluated.
So much for evaluating a circuit. It is slightly more challenging to evaluate
a circuit than a Boolean formula, but topological sort makes it much easier.
Importantly, we have also established that circuit satisfiability is also a search
problem: if, indeed, a circuit is satisfiable, then the satisfying inputs provide a
proof that can be verified in polynomial time. Clearly circuit SAT is more general
than Boolean satisfiability, so circuit SAT must be at least as hard boolean SAT.
But is circuit SAT strictly harder than boolean SAT?

We can show the answer is no by converting circuits into boolean formulas.
Actually we will convert circuits into CNF form. The construction is the same
as in our previous proof converting Boolean formulas into CNF form, except
applied to a DAG rather than a tree (see section 2.A). We briefly recap the main
ideas. Recall that we can express assignment (e.g., “z = x”) in CNF; moreover,
we can express phrases like “z = x ∧ y”, “z = x ∨ y” and “z = ¬x” in CNF. For
each non-input gate, in topological order, we introduce a variable for that gate
and “assign” it to the value obtained by evaluating its inputs, using our CNF
gadgets. We combine the CNF’s generated by all the gates in a conjunction, and
we also write append “∧z ” to the whole formula, where z represents the output
gate, to require that the whole circuit is satisfied.
Theorem 10.1. There is a polynomial time algorithm for SAT iff there is a polynomial
time algorithm for circuit SAT.
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Every program is a circuit

Let us argue, at a high and informal level, that circuits are universal in the
following sense: every polynomial time algorithm on a computer corresponds to
a polynomial size circuit. The argument can be made rigorous but then we would
want to establish a more formal model of computation than we are currently
working with, which is besides the point.
For the sake of this discussion, a “computer” refers to a combination of a
sketch
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CPU (central processing
and RAM (random access memory).
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The RAM consists of an array of memory that can be used for any purpose. The
CPU is a mechanical device ultimately composed of a fixed number of circuits to
execute logic. Fix an algorithm that is being executed on this computer (taking
its input from RAM, and writing out to RAM). Each step, the CPU reads in a
finite (say, 2) number of locations from RAM, does some logical computation
such as addition, and writes the data out to another location in RAM. This single
step resembles a circuit, where each location in RAM corresponds to a node in a
circuit, and the CPU combines the outputs of some nodes and stores the answer
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step t , if the CPU reads in indices i1 and i2 and writes to index j , then we will
have a circuit that takes as input the nodes (i1 ,t ) and (i2 ,t ) and writes the output
to ( j,t ). WeTo
alsoremove
set (k ,t )cycles
= (k + in
1,tthe
) for all indices
k ≠ j , since none of these
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Thus we transform the computation over time into a circuit by indexing by
time. How large is this circuit? In this construction, it is (roughly) bounded above
by
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For a polynomial time algorithm, the number of time steps is polynomial in the
size of the input. The CPU has constant
OLDsize. We also have


since we
(size of RAM) ≤ input size + # time
steps
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since we can write to only one location in RAM each iteration
anyway. Thus the
overall size of the circuit is bounded above by
step

2
O # time steps .

In particular, for a polynomial time algorithm, the quantity above is a polynomial
in the input size. Somewhat informally, we have shown that every polynomial time
algorithm corresponds to a polynomial size circuit.

10.3

Cook ’71, Levin ’73: Every search problem is a
Circuit-SAT problem

By now we have encountered many problems that look simple, but are actually very
hard to find an efficient algorithm for. Some examples we have discussed include
SAT, Subset Sum, Independent Set, and the Hamiltonian path problem. All of
these problems are search problems. More formally, in the decision formulation of
each problem, if the true answer is true, then there exists a polynomial sized
proof that can be verified in polynomial time. For example:
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1. In SAT, if a formula f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} in CNF is satisfiable, then a proof
is given by a satisfying assignment x ∈ {0, 1}n . It is easy to evaluate the
formula f over x and verify that indeed f (x) = true.
2. If an instance of subset sum is feasible, then there is a proof given by the
subset of numbers that add up to the target. It is easy to verify that a given
set of numbers is a subset of the input numbers, and that they add up to
the target.
3. In the independent set problem, if there exists an independent set of size k
in a given graph, then a proof is given by the satisfying set of vertices. It is
easy to verify that a set of vertices is independent in polynomial time.
4. In Circuit-SAT, if a circuit is satisfiable, then a proof is given by a satisfying
assignment to the inputs, x ∈ {0, 1}n . We can evaluate the circuit of x with
topological sort and verify that the output is true.
Any problem with a polynomial time prover is in nondeterministic polynomial
time. Omitting a more rigorous definition, this is really to say that if we had an
unlimited number of CPUs, we can solve the problem in polynomial time (by
having each CPU guess a different solution and then verifying if it works).
Definition 10.2. A decision problem said to be in nondeterministic polynomial
time (abbrev. NP) if there is a polynomial time algorithm f : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}, called
the verifier or prover, such that an instance of the problem is satisfiable iff f (x) = true
for some string x of length polynomial in the size of the input. In this case, the string x is
called a certificate.
Consider any problem in nondeterministic polynomial time, which we will
call P . This includes SAT, subset sum, and independent set, but here we assume
nothing other than that there is a polynomial time prover, which we will call f .
Now recall our earlier discussion on circuits. Any polynomial time algorithm
can be converted into a polynomial size circuit. In particular, let C f denote
the polynomial size circuit corresponding to our prover f . By definition, any
instance of problem P is satisfiable iff there is a polynomial size certificate x
such that f (x) = true. But there exists a certificate for f iff the circuit C f is
satisfiable. Thus, if we had a polynomial time algorithm for Circuit-SAT, then we
automatically have a polynomial time algorithm for P - despite knowing nothing
about P beyond its membership in NP. In turn, Circuit-SAT can be solved by
SAT. Thus we have obtained (somewhat informally) the landmark Cook-Levin
theorem.
Theorem 10.3 (Cook [Coo71] and Levin [Lev73]). A polynomial time algorithm for
SAT implies a polynomial time algorithm for any problem in nondeterministic polynomial
time.
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Take a step back and absorb the theorem. We now know that SAT can solve
any problem in NP. We had some hints of this when we first observed that SAT
could simulate programming primitives like assignment and if-else statements. We
also have a growing collection of problems for which a polynomial time algorithm
for this problem gives a polynomial time algorithm for SAT. In light of the CookLevin theorem, this also implies a polynomial time algorithm for any problem in
NP. For this reason, any problem for which a polynomial time algorithm would
imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT is said to be NP-Hard.

10.4

Karp’72: The theory of NP-Completeness.

As we have seen, many basic problems - such as SAT, Independent Set, and
Subset Sum - are both NP-Hard and in NP. As such, a polynomial time algorithm
for any one of them implies a polynomial time algorithm for all of them. Problems that
are both NP-Hard and in NP are called NP-complete.
So what does it mean for us mere mortals, who simply want to solve some
useful and innocuous-looking problems? Take for example subset sum: we would
really like to find a polynomial time algorithm or else rule out the possibility.
The theory of NP-Completeness does not answer this definitively. But it heightens
the stakes for subset sum substantially – any NP-Complete problem solves all
NP-Complete problems. We have a sort of explanation.
This grand scheme was put together by [Kar72] who, building on the CookLevin theorem above, compiled a list of 21 NP-Complete problems and observed
that they are all equivalent as far as obtaining a polynomial time algorithms. The
list includes subset sum, Hamiltonian cycle, and graph coloring, among many
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others (cf. appendix D). For each problem [Kar72] showed that the problem is in
NP, and can solve some other NP-Hard problem by a polynomial time reduction.
Quoting [Kar72], these reductions
...strongly suggest, but do not imply, that these problems, as well as
many others, will remain intractable perpetually.
One cannot overstate the influence of [Coo71; Kar72; Lev73] on algorithm
design. Karp’s reductions opened a floodgate of research demonstrating problems
of interest to be NP-complete. In fact it seems that a very limited set of problems
can be solved exactly; of which we have some, and we will continue see more.
By 1979, Garey and Johnson [GJ79] had compiled an entire book on NP-Hard
problems and reductions (organizing a burgeoning family of academic papers),
and countless more problems have been shown to be NP-Hard since.
How do we move beyond NP-Completeness? These problems remain of interest, however difficult. One way is via approximation algorithms, where algorithms
do obtain solutions that are in a rigorous sense guaranteed to be close to the
optimum. Even this has some limits, though: the PCP theorem asserts that it is
NP-Hard to satisfy a (7/8 + 𝜖)-fraction of the clauses in 3SAT; note that a (7/8)th
approximation is obtained trivially from randomly assigning variables. From here
one develops approximation preserving reductions, where an 𝛼-approximation for
some problem X implies a better-than-(7/8)th-approximation for 3SAT, which is
NP-hard.
Another way is to try to add more structure to the problem. The additional
structure makes the problem more narrow and possibly excludes reductions
from SAT. We have seen many problems, like coloring or independent set or
Hamiltonian path, that are NP-hard in general graphs, but have polynomial
algorithms for limited classes of graphs like trees, DAGS, and interval graphs.
We should also point out that it does not violate NP-Complete theory to solve
a specific instance of an NP-Complete problem. Many instances of NP-Complete
problems are solved with heuristics and care in practice. NP-Completeness is only
concerned with the prospects of a general algorithm for an NP-Complete problem
that are guaranteed to solve any instance in polynomial time.
Again, the theory of NP-Completeness does not entirely rule out a polynomial
time algorithm for NP-complete problems. Whether we can solve NP-Complete
problems - equivalently, whether we can solve SAT - remains an outstanding open
question and a humbling reminder of our limited knowledge about computers.

10.5

Recap

Perhaps the biggest point of emphasis in the lectures to this point has been
in obtaining polynomial running times for algorithmic problems. It may be
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surprising to find out that there are simple looking problems, like Hamiltonian
path, that may never have polynomial time algorithms. Funny enough, given
the overwhelming number of NP-Hard problems uncovered in the last 50+ years
(e.g., [GJ79]), it is arguably surprising that we can solve any problems (exactly)
in polynomial time.
As mentioned above, we do not have a compact description of why some
problems are tractable and some are not. But we can still speculate and grasp at
some patterns based on our own experience. For seemingly any search problem,
one can propose a recursive, essentially brute-force type of algorithm that exhausts
all the combinations. These recursive algorithms do work, with proofs given by
induction, but such an approach is often exponentially slow, at least initially.
In some cases, the induction-hypothesis / recursive-spec breaks down the original
problem into only polynomially many subproblems. The latter allows us to leverage
memory, saving all the answers, and obtaining a polynomial upper bound on the
running time by multiplying the polynomial time per problem with the polynomial
number of subproblems. We have seen cases where the subproblems are more
easily discernible. For example, there is often hope when we can prepend “sub-”
to the structure at hand, like with subsequences or subtrees. Another cue is the
word “order”: like ordering intervals by left endpoint, or the topological ordering of
vertices in a DAG. Of course there are many subtleties too. Obtaining a truly
polynomial number of subproblems can be tricky (e.g., subset-sum). Sometimes
the induction hypothesis / underlying DAG is more implicit; e.g., the DAG of
strongly connected components for some reachability problems, or the DAG of
tight edges for the problem of single-source shortest paths with positive edge
weights.
Dynamic programming has solved many problems for us, to the extent that the
technique nearly characterizes everything that is tractable (based on what we’ve
seen so far). But the theory of NP-Completeness crushes the dream of conquering
all of our problems with dynamic programming. Given this opposition, it is ironic
that the key idea of the proof of the Cook-Levin theorem – looking at the “layered
circuit” induced by a (model) computer over time – so closely resembles the
“layered-graph” trick from Bellman-Ford, a prototypical dynamic programming
algorithm. Karp’s reductions – the other nail in the coffin – cruelly exploits our
other main algorithmic hammer: don’t change the algorithm, change the input! We
can change a SAT formula into a Hamiltonian path problem, or into a subset
sum problem, or into an independent set problem. It’s unbelievable.
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Additional notes and references

As mentioned previously, we refer to [AB09; Sip97; Wig19] for more on P vs
N P question. Recently, to mark the 50th anniversay of the Cook-Levin theorem,
Cook, Karp, and Levin gave a wonderful (virtual) presentation reflecting on these
developments [CKL+21].
The content in this chapter can also be found in [Eri19, Chapter 12], [DPV08,
§8.1], [KT06, Chapter8], and [Sch, Chapter 6]. We also recommend the video
lectures by Sipser on NP-Completeness and the Cook-Levin theorem [Sip20a;
Sip20b] for those who are interested. Sipser’s proof of the Cook-Levin is more
rigorous than the one presented here.
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.
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Chapter 11

Faster algorithms by
divide and conquer
The lectures before this generally emphasized the difference between polynomial
and exponential time algorithms. This theme is strongly expressed in our many
discussions on recursion with caching (a.k.a. dynamic programming), which at its
core, was based on identifying induction hypotheses that break down problems
into polynomially many subproblems.
This chapter is also about recursive algorithms that rely on induction for
correctness. However, for the problems discussed here, it is already easy to
see that they have polynomial time algorithms. The focus instead is on faster
polynomial running times. We will use recursion to more aggressively divide the
input and make the subproblems significantly smaller. In particular, they are not
simulating brute-force algorithms as was often the case in dynamic programming.
This paradigm is called divide-and-conquer. We have seen it before in
merge-sort. In merge-sort, we divided the input in half, and recursively sorted
each half separately. The two sorted halves could then be combined very efficiently
by merging. merge-sort was also used as a vehicle to introduce the recursion
tree method for analyzing running times. We will see several more algorithms
that leverage insights from recursion trees - introducing clever ideas that do just
enough to establish a better recurrence, hence a better running time. In general,
the “divide” step will generally matching the running theme of “identifying
subproblems”. The second “conquer” component, so to speak, will highlight an
additional angle of “combining subproblem solutions”.
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11.1

more

polynomial time

Multiplication

Our first example (excluding merge-sort) is integer multiplication. Let x, y ∈
{0, 1}n be two n-bit integers, we want to compute the product x ×y. The standard
approach to multiplication I learned in grade school is an O n 2 -time algorithm,
that multiplies every bit in x with every bit in y (along with some addition
and carrying). In this section we will use divide-and-conquer to obtain a faster
algorithm running in roughly O n 1.585 .
Improving the polynomial dependency on the number of bits may not seem
very practical, since most programs work with fixed bit widths, and modern
CPU’s have specialized hardware dedicated to multiplying fixed width integers
very quickly. Our algorithm will mostly be useful for extremely large integers.
(Maybe our tricks could also help the CPU designers). Still we present integer
multiplication first for the following reasons (besides the usual punt that “this
is theory”). First, both the problem and the algorithm are (in our opinion)
technically simpler than the other examples that follow. We understand all of the
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mathematics concerning integer multiplication and the only novelties here are
algorithmic.
Second, the algorithm we present has some historical significance. Integer
multiplication is so commonplace that we would seem to know
everything about

it, and one might not suspect any deficiencies in the O n 2 approach. So in the
1950’s the famous mathematician Andrey Kolmogorov conjectured
that it was

the best possible algorithm; that is, he conjectured a Ω n 2 lower bound for this
problem. But in 1960 Anatoly Karatsuba found a substantially faster algorithm
and this is the algorithm that we discuss. It was a surprising revelation that more
broadly suggests that the “obvious” approaches to many other well-understood
problems can be improved.
We first explain Karatsuba’s algorithm at a high level. Let x, y ∈ {0, 1}n be
two n-bit numbers we want to multiply. We assume n is even for simplicity (and
otherwise pad both x and y with a leading 0). Let us break the bits in two halves
x = (x 1 ,x 2 ) and y = (y 1 , y 2 ), where x 1 ∈ {0, 1}n/2 (resp. y 1 ∈ {0, 1}n/2 ) are the
n/2 most significant bits of x (resp. of y), and x 2 ∈ {0, 1}n/2 (resp. y 2 ∈ {0, 1}n/2 )
represent the remaining, n/2 least significant bits of x, (resp. y). That is,
x = x 1 2n/2 + x 2 and y = y 1 2n/2 + y 2 .
Nothing special. We have




xy = x 1 2n/2 + x 2 y 1 2n/2 + y 2 = x 1 y 1 2n + x 1 y 2 + x 2 y 1 2n/2 + x 2 y 2 .
Again, nothing special. We have broken one multiplication of n-bit numbers into
4 multiplications of n/2-bit numbers which has no effect on the running time.
But consider the middle term x 1 y 2 + x 2 y 1 . Observe that

x 1 y 2 + x 2 y 1 = (x 1 + x 2 ) y 1 + y 2 − x 1 y 1 − x 2 y 2 .
The equation above rewrites two products as three, which seems like a step
backwards. Except two of them, x 1 y 1 and x 2 y 2 , are already being computed. With only
one more multiplication (of (x 1 + x 2 ) (y 1 + y 2 )), plus some O (n)-time addition and
subtraction, we replace two multiplications in x 1 y 2 + x 2 y 1 .1
Let’s make this concrete in an algorithm. We are designing a recursive
algorithm so first we declare our recursive spec / induction hypothesis.
multiply(x [1..n],y [1..n]) = the (2n-bit integer) product of x and y
(as n-bit integers).
In fig. 11.1, we implement multiply(x [1..n],y [1..n]) as a divide-and-conquer
algorithm leveraging the reduction to 3 integer multiplications of (roughly) half
the bits.
1Note that (x 1 + x 2 )(y 1 + y 2 ) multiples two (n/2 + 1)-bit integers, instead of n/2, which makes
our analysis a little messier.
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multiply(x [1..n],y [1..n])
1. If n = 0 then return 0.
2. If n = 1 then return x [1] ∗ y [1].
3. If n is not even then pad x and y with a leading 0, making n even.

// O (n).

4. Let x 1 = x [1..n/2], x 2 = [n/2 + 1..n], y 1 = y [1..n/2], and y 2 = y [n/2 + 1..n] (as
n/2-bit integers).
// O (n).
5. Let x 3 [1..n/2 + 1] = x 1 + x 2 and y 3 [1..n/2 + 1] = (y 1 + y 2 ) (as (n/2 + 1)-bit
integers).
// O (n).
6. Let Z 1 = multiply(x 1 ,y 1 ), Z 2 = multiply(x 2 ,y 2 ), and Z 3 = multiply(x 3 ,y 3 ).
// 3T ((n + 2)/2).
/* Note that multiplying by 2n is just a bit-shift and takes O (n) time.

*/

7. Return 2n ∗ Z 1 + 2n/2 (Z 3 − Z 1 − Z 2 ) + Z 2

Figure 11.1: Karatsuba’s algorithm for integer multiplication.

11.1.1

Running time analysis

Let T (n) denote the running time of multiply(x [1..n],y [1..n]) on two n-bit
integers. As annotated in the code, the algorithm consists of three recursive calls
to multiply integers with at most n/2 + 2 bits, plus O (n) additional work. This
gives the recurrence
T (n) ≤ 3T (n/2 + 2) + O (n)

(11.1)

for n larger than a constant (e.g., 5), and O (1) time for n below this constant.
This is would be easy for a recursion tree were it not for the extra “+2” in the
recursive call. Consider instead the cleaner recurrence
S (n) ≤ 3S (n/2) + O (n)

(11.2)

S (n) is clearly similar to T (n); morally, we are interested in large values of n,
and the omitted additive factor of 2 is diminutive compared to n/2 for large n.
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A clean recursion tree. Let us suppose for the moment
that S (n) does model Karatsuba’s algorithm. A quick
sketch of a recursion tree for S (n) shows that:
1. There are 3k problems on the k th level each contributing n/2k work. This gives (3/2) k n work per
level.
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3
=O
= O n log2 (3) ≈ O n 1.585 .
2
(a) is because the sum of coefficients is a geometrically increasing sequence (cf.
appendix C.2.3).
Justifying the clean recurrence. Now we have analyzed a “nice” recurrence
for S (n) and suggested without proof that this is representative of T (n). Let us
now furnish the details.
We define S (n) = T (n + 𝛼) for a constant 𝛼 > 0 TBD. We want to choose 𝛼
so that S (n) = T (n + 𝛼) satisfies the nice recurrence (11.2). This can be done by
choosing 𝛼 = 4/3 but let us explain how to deduce this value of 𝛼.
On one hand, the given recurrence for T gives


n−𝛼+2
S (n) = T (n − 𝛼) ≤ 3T
+ O (n).
2
Meanwhile substituting S (n) = T (n + 𝛼) into our target recurrence (11.2) gives
S (n) ≤ 3S (n/2) + O (n) = 3T (n/2 + 𝛼) + O (n).
To try to make the recurrences equal, let us choose 𝛼 so that
n−𝛼+2 n
= + 𝛼;
2
2
This is solved by 𝛼 = 4/3. Now substituting 𝛼 = 4/3 into the given recurrence
(11.1) gives
S (n) = T (n − 4/3) ≤ 3T (n/2 − 4/3) + O (n) = 3S (n/2) + O (n),
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as desired. We already know that for this recurrence, S (n) = O n log2 (3) . To
transfer this to T (n), we have


T (n) = S (n + 4/3) = O n log2 (3) ,
as desired.2

11.2

Selection

Given a set of n numbers A[1..n], which is the median? The obvious route is
to sort all the numbers, and
 then pick out the ⌈n/2⌉th number from the sorted
order. This takes O n log n time. Can one do better?
We will develop a linear time algorithm for the more general problem of
selection. Given a set of n numbers A[1..n] in arbitrary order, and an index
k ∈ [n], the goal is to find the k th largest number in A. Again, we can solve this
by sorting A, but our goal is to do this faster.
We will develop a very fast, recursive algorithm for selection. To this end,
it is necessary to define the intent of our recursive function, which also gives
our induction hypothesis for correctness. We can do this even without having
developed any algorithm details. We define, for an array A[1..n] of comparable
elements and an integer i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}:
select(k ,A[1..n]) = the k th smallest element out of A[1..n].
We now focus on implementing select(i ) exactly as specified. As mentioned
above, we will be more strategic in the implementation than we typically were
with dynamic programming. There, in dynamic programming, the emphasis
was on being exhaustive for the sake of correctness. Here, the emphasis is on
aggressively cutting down the search space – very much like binary search.
Selection via medians. The strategy we pursue is based on the idea of a pivot.
As a thought experiment to motivate this idea, suppose we have a subroutine
median(A[1..n]) that can find (specifically) the median of A in linear time. To
make this explicitly clear, we define
median(A[1..n]) = select(⌈n/2⌉,A[1..n])
= the ⌈n/2⌉th smallest element out of A[1..n],
and assume we can use median(A[1..n]) as a O (n)-time subroutine.
median(A[1..n]) is a special case of select(k ,A[1..n]), and it is interesting
to ask if the special can be leveraged to accelerate the general case.
2In practice, it is fine to just analyze the nicer recurrence S (n), perhaps with some comment
such as, “we omit a constant additive factor in the recursive call which does not effect the runtime”.
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select(k ,A[1..n])
/* select(k ,A[1..n]) = the i th smallest element in A[1..n]. We assume the elements in
A are distinct for simplicity. (Otherwise, break ties arbitrarily.)
*/
/* We assume a linear time subroutine for apx-median(A[1..n]).

*/

1. If n ≤ 10 then find the k th element by brute force.
2. Let p = median(A).
3. If k = ⌈n/2⌉ then return p.
4. If k < ⌈n/2⌉
A. Let B [1..⌈n/2⌉ − 1] be an array of the ⌈n/2⌉ − 1 elements smaller than p.
B. Return select(k ,B)
5. If k > ⌈n/2⌉
A. Let B [1..n − ⌈n/2⌉] be an array of the n − ⌈n/2⌉ elements larger than p.
B. Return select(k − ⌈n/2⌉,B)

Figure 11.2: A (conceptual) divide-and-conquer algorithm for select(k ,A[1..n]) using
median(A[1..n]) to generate a pivot.

Consider an instance of select(k ,A[1..n]). Let p be the median of A[1..n],
produced by median. We call p the “pivot”. Of course if k = ⌈n/2⌉ then we return
p. Otherwise, either k < ⌈n/2⌉ or k > ⌈n/2⌉. If k < ⌈n/2⌉, then we know the
rank k element is among the ⌈n/2⌉ − 1 elements smaller than p. We assemble
these elements in an array B [1..⌈n/2⌉ − 1], and call select(k ,B). Similarly we
recurse on the elements bigger than p if k > ⌈n/2⌉, though now we are looking
for the (k − ⌈n/2⌉)-rank element remaining. By induction we assume that the
recursive calls to select on smaller input correctly returns the desired element.
See fig. 11.2 for pseudocode of this algorithm.
The more interesting part of select(k ,A[1..n]) is in understanding the
running time. Let T (n) denote the maximum running time of select(k ,A[1..n])
on any input of size n. select(k ,A[1..n]) spends O (n) time to compute the
median, and then makes at most one recursive subcall. Because p is always the
median, the subcall is a selection over at most ⌊n/2⌋ elements. So we model T
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recursively as follows:
T (1) = 1

T (n) = T (⌊n/2⌋) + O (n).
If we draw out the recursion tree for T , it hardly looks like a tree. Each problem
begets one subproblem of half the size. The total work per level is the number of
elements in the lone subproblem at that level. The work per level, over all levels,
gives a geometrically decreasing sum of the form n + n/2 + n/4 + · · · . As we know
(cf. appendix C.2.3), the geometrically decreasing coefficients sum to a constant,
and we have
T (n) = O (n).
That is, assuming a linear time algorithm for finding the median, we can select
any item in linear time.
Selection via approximate medians. Of course, we do not actually know
how to implement median(A[1..n]) in O (n) time. Suppose we weakened our
assumption to assume we have access to an approximate median instead. Formally
we assume:
apx-median(A[1..n]) returns an element p ∈ A[1..n] with rank between n/10 and 9n/10, in O (n) time.
That is, p is always in the middle (4/5)ths of the input. (The choice of 1/10 was
arbitrary; the reader may verify afterwards that any constant factor would lead
to the same analysis.)
We can use apx-median(A[1..n]) to generate a pivot p in the exact same way
as we used median(A[1..n]). One difference is that after receiving p, we have
to calculate its rank ℓ among A, which takes O (n) time. Thereafter we split the
input by p, and recurse on the appropriate subproblem. See fig. 11.3.
We now have
T (n) ≤ T (9n/10) + O (n).
This recurrence might appear worse than the previous one, since we are only
removing 10% of the input rather than half. But when we sketch out a recursion
tree, we again find a geometric series except now the coefficient is (9/10) rather
than 1/2. A larger coefficient (as long as it remains below 1) increases the running
time by only a constant factor. So this second version of select(k ,A[1..n]),
using a much weaker subroutine to select the pivot, is still a O (n)-time algorithm.
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select(k ,A[1..n])
/* select(k ,A[1..n]) = the k th smallest element in A[1..n]. We assume the elements in
A are distinct for simplicity. (Otherwise, break ties consistently.)
*/
/* Here we implement select(k ,A[1..n]) assuming a linear time subroutine for
median(A[1..n]).

*/

1. If n ≤ 10 then find the k th element by brute force.
2. Let p = apx-median(A).
3. Compare p to each element in A[1..n] to identify its rank ℓ .
4. If k = ℓ then return p.
5. If k < ℓ then return select(k ,B), where B [1..ℓ − 1] is an array of the ⌈ℓ ⌉ − 1
elements smaller than p.
6. If k > ℓ then return select(k −ℓ ,B), where B [1..n −ℓ ] is an array of the n −ℓ
elements larger than p.

Figure 11.3: A (second, conceptual) divide-and-conquer algorithm for select(k ,A[1..n])
using apx-median(A[1..n]) to generate a pivot that is approximately the median.

Median-of-medians. We have now reduced linear time selection to approximating the median in linear time. We present such a method, called the medianof-medians, invented by Blum, Floyd, Pratt, Rivest, and Tarjan [BFP+72].3
At a high level, [BFP+72] carefully selects a subset B [1..m] of A[1..n] of size
m = n/5, and recursively computes the median of B. The process to select B
(which we will describe momentarily) takes O (n) time, and is carefully designed
to ensure that the median of B is a (7/10)-approximate median overall. This
gives a recurrence of the form
T (n) = T (7n/10) + T (n/5) + O (n).

(11.3)

Applying the recursion tree method to this recurrence gives T (n) = O (n) – (why?)
– linear time!
3

An old joke:
Question: How many Turing Awards does it take to find the median in O (n)?
Answer: 4, plus an unofficial founder of Sun Microsystems!
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median-of-medians(A[1..n])
/* Assemble medians of subsets of 5 elements each.

*/

1. Divide A[1..n] into m = ⌈n/5⌉ subintervals of 5 numbers each, and compute the
median of each, producing a list B [1..m] for m = ⌈n/5⌉. (The last interval may
have less than 5.)
/* Recursively compute the median of these medians.

*/

2. Return select(B, ⌈m/2⌉,A[1..n])
Figure 11.5: The median-of-medians subroutine for approximating the median.

Let us now explain how [BFP+72] selects the approximate median. It takes A
and partitions it into subintervals of 5 elements each:
{A[1], . . . ,A[5]}, {A[6], . . . ,A[10]}, {A[11], . . . ,A[15]}, . . .
(The last interval may have fewer than 5.) From each set of 5, we compute the
median of those 5 elements in constant time. This takes O (n) time overall and
assembles a set B [1..m] of medians, where m = ⌈n/5⌉. Observing that B is smaller
than A by a factor of 5, we recurse on B, computing the “median-of-medians”
p. We choose p to be the pivot. While p is not an exact median, one can show
that p has rank roughly inside the range 3n/10 and 7n/10 - which is enough to
justify the recurrence (11.3) above. Pseudocode is given in fig. 11.5. Figure 11.7
on page 168 implements select(k ,A[1..n]) with median-of-medians(A[1..n]).
We now formally analyze median-of-medians(A[1..n]).
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Lemma 11.1. median-of-medians(A[1..n]) returns an element p with rank ℓ in
B
the range
3n/10 − 2 ≤ ℓ ≤ 7n/10 + 2.
Proof. Let us first assume that n is divisible by 5 for simplicity. Consider the array
B of “intermediate medians” of size m = ⌈n/5⌉, of which p is the median. p is
greater than or equal to at least ⌈m/2⌉ ≥ ⌈n/10⌉ of these intermediate medians.
Moreover, each intermediate median, as the median of its own set of 5 elements,
is greater than 2 more elements from its own set up 5. This ℓ ≥ 3⌈n/10⌉ ≥ 3n/10.
In general when n is not divisible by 5, there may be one set with less than 5
elements. For that deficient subset, we can only guarantee that the intermediate
median is at least as big as one element (namely, itself) from its set. So instead
we get ℓ ≥ 3n/10 − 2.
Similarly one can show that p is less than or equal to at least 3n/10 − 2
elements.
■
Above we asked the reader to try to analyze the recurrence
T (n) ≤ T (n/5) + T (7n/10) + O (n)

Ten

themselves. We now provide the details for the sake of
completeness. A quick recursion tree reveals that the
total amount of work at the k th level is
(1/5 + 7/10) k n = (9/10) k n.
Thus the total running time is bounded above by
!
∞
∑︁
k
(9/10) n = O (n).
O
k =0
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select(k ,A[1..n])
/* select(k ,A[1..n]) = the k th smallest element in A[1..n]. We assume the elements in
A are distinct for simplicity. (Otherwise, break ties consistently.)
*/
/* Here we implement select(k ,A[1..n]) assuming a linear time subroutine for
median(A[1..n]).

*/

1. If n ≤ 10 then find the k th element by brute force.
2. Let p = median-of-medians(A).
3. Compare p to each element in A[1..n] to identify its rank ℓ .
4. If k = ℓ then return p.
5. If k < ℓ
A. Let B [1..ℓ − 1] be an array of the ℓ − 1 elements smaller than p.

B. Return select(k ,B)
6. If k > ℓ

A. Let B [1..n − ℓ ] be an array of the n − ℓ elements larger than p.
B. Return select(k − ℓ ,B)

Figure 11.7: The linear time divide-and-conquer algorithm for select(k ,A[1..n])
by [BFP+72] using the median-of-medians as a pivot.

Theorem 11.2. [BFP+72] Given an array of n comparable elements A[1..n] and an
index k ∈ [n], the k th smallest number of A can be computed in O (n) time.
Let us briefly mention a simpler, randomized variant that also runs in linear
time on average. We haven’t yet developed the tools to analyze it but the algorithm
is simple enough (and perhaps obvious). Rather than by “median-of-medians”,
simply pick a number at random as a pivot. Divide A into the set of numbers
smaller and bigger than the pivot. Recurse appropriately.
The intuition to the randomized analysis is also very simple. With probability
1/2, the pivot is one of the middle (n/2)-numbers, and we eliminate at least
n/4 numbers from the search. So imagine flipping a bunch of coins. Each coin
toss represents one iteration, which takes time linear in the number of elements
remaining. Each heads cuts down the input by half. How many coin tosses until
the input halves? In expectation, at most a constant. This leads to a O (n) running
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time and we will formalize the argument later.
The randomized algorithm works better in practice.

11.3

Minimum distance in R2

We consider the problem of computing the minimum pairwise distance among a
set of points in the plane. The input consists of n points P in R2 . The goal is
to find the minimum Euclidean distance between any two points p,q ∈ P . Here
we recall that for two points p = (p 1 , p 2 ) and q = (q 1 ,q 2 ), the Euclidean distance
p − q is given by
√︃
p − q = (p 1 − q 1 ) 2 + (p 2 − q 2 ) 2 .
We assume for simplicity that all the coordinates of all the points are distinct.4 Of
course there is an O n 2 -time algorithm where we simply calculate the distance
of every pair. The question is whether one could do better. In anticipation of a
recursive algorithm, we first declare a recursive spec.
min-distance(P ) = the minimum Euclidean distance between any
pair of points in P (or +∞ if there are less than 2 points in P ).
The goal is to implement min-distance(P ) exactly as described above.

To build some intuition, it is helpful to consider the 1-dimensional case; or
equivalently, assume that all points have the same y-coordinate, (say) y = 0. (We
continue to assume the x-coordinates are distinct.) The most obvious approach
is to sort the points by x-coordinate, and then
 scan and check all the consecutive
pairs in sorted order. This takes O n log n time. This is very good but it does
4The fancy way to state this assumption is to say that the points are in “general position”.
In practice, we can often assume general position by first perturbing the points by a sufficiently
small amount. We also point out that the algorithms here are simple enough to adapt to duplicate
coordinates. We assume general position to keep the algorithm clean and focus on the high-level
ideas.
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not seem to generalize to general y-coordinates. In R2 , the minimum distance is
not necessarily attained by a a consecutive pair of points when listed in increasing
order of x.
A second approach to the one-dimensional, y = 0 setting is to first find
the median x-coordinate a. (We can compute a in O (n) time via select from
section 11.2). Let P 1 be the subset of points with x-coordinate < a and P 2 be the
subset of points with x-coordinate ≥ a. We recursively compute the minimum
distance in P 1 and P 2 . Let 𝛿 be the minimum of the two values returned. 𝛿 is
the minimum distance among pairs of points within P 1 and within P 2 ; it remains
to check the minimum distance of pairs across the two halves. To this end, we
calculate the distance between the right-most-point on the left half P 1 , and the
left-most-point on the right half P 2 . We return the minimum of this distance and
𝛿.
The second approach almost generalizes to R2 , except for the last step where
we get the minimum distance across the two halves. The minimum distance
across P 1 and P 2 is not necessarily between the two points closest to the dividing
line x = a.

We do know that that any point in the minimum cross pair has x-coordinate
within 𝛿 of a. (Otherwise the x-coordinate alone makes the distance of the
cross-pair > 𝛿). Let

P 3 = (x, y) ∈ P : |x − a| ≤ 𝛿
gather up all the points in P whose x-coordinates are within 𝛿 of a. Now consider
the following geometric facts.
1. P 3 lies in a narrow, vertical band of width 2𝛿.
2. Any two points in P 1 ∩ P 3 have distance at least 𝛿, and any two points in
P 2 ∩ P 3 have distance at least 𝛿. This generally forces P 3 to be spread apart.
Combining the two facts leads to the following observation (formalized in
lemma 11.3):
For any point p ∈ P 3 , there are at most a constant number of other
points with y-coordinate within 𝛿 of p.
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min-distance(P )
/* We assume P is sorted by y-coordinate. (Otherwise sort P once in a preprocessing step.) */
1. If n ≤ 1 then return +∞.
2. If n = 2 then return the distance between the two points in P .
3. Let a be the median of the x-coordinates.
/* Divide P along the vertical line x = a


4. Let P 1 = (x, y) ∈ P : x < a and P 2 = (x, y) ∈ P : x ≥ a

// O (n)
*/
// O (n)

/* Find the minimum distances within each half P 1 and P 2 recursively.

*/

5. Let 𝛿 1 = min-distance(P 1 ), 𝛿 2 = min-distance(P 2 ), and 𝛿 = min{𝛿1 , 𝛿}.
// 2T (n/2)
/* It remains to find the minimum distance across P 1 and P 2 .
*/

6. Let P 3 = (x, y) ∈ P : |x − a| < 𝛿 and let p 1 , . . . , pk list P 3 in decreasing order
of y-coordinate.
// O (n)
7. Let 𝛿 3 be the minimum of pi − p j over all i , j with i < j < i + 10.

// O (n)

8. Return min{𝛿, 𝛿3 }.
Figure 11.8: Computing the minimum distance in R2 by divide-and-conquer along
the horizontal axis.

We take advantage of this by sorting P 3 by y-coordinate, and only compute the
distance between pairs of points that are within 10 ranks of one another in the
sorted list. (By lemma 11.3, 10 is a sufficiently large constant.)
Pseudocode of the divide-and-conquer algorithm described above is given in
fig. 11.8. As a relatively minor point, instead of sorting by y-coordinate in each
recursive call, we can sort all of P once in a preprocessing step. We assume that
P is already sorted by y-coordinate in the implementation in fig. 11.8.
Lemma 11.3. Let b ∈ R. There are at most 10 points in P with coordinate in the
rectangle [a − 𝛿,a + 𝛿] × [b − 𝛿,b],
Proof. The following is an example of a “packing argument”, which is common
in computational geometry.
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We split the rectangle into two squares

L = [a − 𝛿,a) × [b − 𝛿,b] and R = [a,a + 𝛿] × [b − 𝛿,b].
For each half we show that there are at most 5 points.
<latexit sha1_base64="P8e0bL3nBN8nCNGhEBL0UAJeR54=">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</latexit>
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!

(0,1)

Consider the left half L. Any pair of points in L, being both in P 1 , has
distance at least 𝛿. For each point p ∈ P ∩ L, draw a ball B p with radius 𝛿/2
centered at p. Each ball B p has area 𝜋𝛿 2 /4, and lies in the “padded” rectangle
[a − 1.5𝛿,a + .5𝛿] × [b − 1.5𝛿,b + .5𝛿] of area 2𝛿 × 2𝛿 = 4𝛿 2 . These balls are also
interior disjoint because the minimum distance between their centers is 𝛿. The
number of these balls that can fit in the padded rectangle, by comparing areas, is
at most
4𝛿 2
16
=
≈ 5.09.
𝜋
𝜋𝛿 2 /4
Since the maximum number is also integer, we conclude there can be at most 5
balls, hence 5 points in P ∩ L.
By the same argument (now applied to P 2 , instead of P 1 ) there are at most 5
points in R ∩ P .
■
The overall proof of correctness is as follows. We will prove that fig. 11.8
correctly implements min-distance(P ) as specified above by induction on |P |.
The base cases are when |P | ≤ 2; if |P | < 1 then the distance is automatically +∞;
if |P | = 2, there is only one pairwise distance to consider and that is the value
returned. Consider the general case where |P | > 2. We assume by induction that
the implementation is correct for all strictly smaller point sets.
After dividing the input size into P 1 and P 2 , we know that the minimum
distance is either within P 1 , within P 2 , or across P 1 and P 2 . By induction we
assume that min-distance(P 1 ) and min-distance(P 2 ) return the (true) minimum distance within P 1 and P 2 , respectively. For pairs going across P 1 and P 2 , it
suffices to compute the minimum distance in P 3 since otherwise the difference
in x-coordinate is at least 𝛿. Within P 3 , by lemma 11.3, it suffices to compare
each point p ∈ P 3 with the 10 points with closest y-value, which is exactly what
the algorithm does. So the algorithm also finds the minimum distance within P 3
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correctly. The minimum distance from the three sets P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 gives the
minimum distance of all of P , as claimed.
As for the running time, we have two recursive calls to point sets of size n/2,
plus O (n) additional work (as annotated in the code). This gives a recursion of
the form
T (n) = 2T (n/2) + O (n).

This is the same recurrence as merge-sort and is solved by T (n) = O n log n .

11.4

Fourier transforms

Complex numbers. The discrete Fourier transform is
an operation applied to polynomials that takes place in the
complex plane C. Here we will present the minimal algebraic
facts regarding C. Recall that a complex number x ∈ C has
the form
The complex plane [IW].

x = a + ıb,

where a,b ∈ R are real-valued numbers. a is called the “real part” of x and b is
called the “complex part” of b. ı denotes “imaginary i”, defined by ı 2 = −1. We
have
(a + ıb) (c + ıd ) = ac + (bc + ad )ı + bdı 2 = ac + (bc + ad )ı − bd ;
(a)

here (a) applies the identity ı 2 = −1. With this, polynomials
p (x) = a0 + a1 x + a 2 x 2 + · · · + an−1 x n−1

are well defined for x ∈ C. So are functions that can be expressed as convergent
power series, such as the exponential function:
x2 x3 x4
+
+
+···
2
3! 4!
Euler’s formula gives a geometric interpretation of
the exponential function:
ex = 1 + x +

e 𝜃ı = cos 𝜃 + ı sin 𝜃.
From this we have Euler’s identity,
e 𝜋ı = −1,
as well as the identity
e 2𝜋ı = 1.
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Roots of unity. Now, let n ∈ N be fixed. An nth root of unity is any (complex)
number 𝜔 satisfying
𝜔n = 1.
For example, 1 is an nth root of unity for any n, and −1 is an nth root of unity
for any even n. ı is a 4th root of unity. More generally,
def

𝜔n = e 2𝜋ı/n
j

is an nth root of unity, as well as 𝜔n for any j ∈ Z. In fact, the n distinct powers
of 𝜔n ,
1 = 𝜔n0 , 𝜔n , 𝜔n2 , . . . , 𝜔nn−1
give all the nth roots of unity.
The discrete Fourier transform. The (nth) discrete Fourier transform,
denoted Fn , takes as input a polynomial
p (x) = a0 + a 1 x + · · · + an−1 x n−1

represented by its coefficients

a 0 , . . . ,an−1 ∈ C,

and produces the vector obtained by evaluating p (x) at each of the n roots of
unity5. Here, identifying p with its coefficients a ∈ Cn , we write


def
Fn a = p (1), p (𝜔n ), p (𝜔n2 ), . . . , p (𝜔nn−1 ) .
The conjugate (nth) discrete Fourier transform, denoted Fn∗ a, instead lists
the values for the powers of 𝜔n−1 :


def
Fn∗ a = p (1), p (𝜔n−1 ), p (𝜔n−2 ), . . . , p (𝜔n1−n )
Since 𝜔n−1 = 𝜔nn−1 , Fn∗ actually evaluates the same points as Fn a, but the order of
values is partly reversed.
Later we will show that Fn and Fn∗ are nearly inverse to one another, in the
following sense. In particular, they can each be used to “undo” the other.
Fact 11.4. For all a ∈ Cn , Fn∗ Fn a = na.

What is the fastest way to compute Fn ? The most direct way to compute
 the
i
2
discrete Fourier transform is to just evaluate each p (𝜔n ) separately, in O n time
overall. The fast Fourier transform algorithm applies divide and conquer to
give the following improved running time.

Theorem 11.5. Fn and Fn∗ can be computed in O n log n time.
5We mention that there are other “continuous” variants for Fourier transforms that we do not
discuss.
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Application: multiplying polynomials.

Below we will have a more technical discussion that proves both fact 11.4 and
theorem 11.5. But to motivate that discussion we first ask: why is Fn useful? We
first mention that it is incredibly useful for signal processing and refer to the
wikipedia article for more on this application. But as another basic application that
requires no new definitions, consider the problem of multiplying two degree-(n −1)
polynomials p (x) and q (x), represented by coefficients a,b ∈ Cn in respectively.
Let r (x) = p (x)q (x) be their product, with
coefficients c ∈ C2n . We can compute

the coefficients of r (x) explicitly in O n 2 time, by take the appropriate sums of
products of coefficients of p and q . For example, the coefficient c k corresponding
to x k in r is given by the convolution
ck =

k
∑︁
i =0

ai b k −i .

This is not a complicated formula but computationally it does represent a loop
of size k , where k can be as large as 2n. Using the convolution
above to compute

r = pq , we take O (n) time per coefficient c k , and O n 2 time total.
Instead of focusing on the coefficients of r , let us consider its Fourier transform
F2n r . The values r (x) = p (x)q (x) at the (2n)th roots of unity 𝜔k2n are given by
r (𝜔k2n ) = p (𝜔k2n )q (𝜔k2n )

for each i . In contrast to convolutions, each value takes O (1) time given the
values on the RHS. Thus, given F2n p and F2n q , computing F2n r is very quick,
taking only O (n) time.
∗ effectively reverses
Now recall that F2n computes all 2n roots of unity, and F2n
the process and recovers the polynomial (times a factor of n) from the values
at the roots of unity. We can compute r = pq much more quickly by (a) taking
the Fourier transforms of p and q , (b) multiplying the values together to get
the Fourier transform of r , and then using the conjugate Fourier transform
(and dividing by 2n) to get the coefficients of r . By the fast
 Fourier transform
(theorem 11.5), the whole procedure takes only O n log n time!
O ( n log n )
O ( n log n )
O (n)
∗
(p,q ) −−−−−−−−→ (F2n p,F2n q ) −−−−→ F2n r −−−−−−−−→ F2n
F2n r = 2nr


Corollary 11.6. Two polynomials of degree n − 1 can be multiplied in O n log n time.
We also point out that the fastest integer multiplication algorithms are based
on the Fourier transform. Indeed, multiplying integers is not so different from
multiplying polynomials – think of the bits of an integer in binary notation as
the n coefficients of a degree-n polynomial.
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The fast Fourier transform

We defer the proof of Fact 11.4 until the end, as it is a purely mathematical
fact. Let us first discuss the divide-and-conquer algorithms for Fn and Fn∗ which
is the main pedagogical point. As noted above, Fn∗ is a rearrangement of the
coordinates produced by Fn , so it suffices to only present an algorithm for Fn .
Let p (x) be a degree (n − 1)-degree with coefficients a0 , . . . ,an−1 ∈ C:
p (x) = a0 + a1 x + · · · + an−1 x n−1 .
For ease of discussion let us assume that n is a power of 2. Our goal is to compute
the vector of values


def
Fn a = p (1), p (𝜔n ), , p (𝜔n2 ), p (𝜔n2 )
To avoid ambiguity we first give a recursive spec for our algorithm. Given
n ∈ N and a vector a ∈ Cn (indexed as a0 ,a1 , . . . ,an−1 ∈ C by convention), we
define
Fourier(a0 , . . . ,an−1 ) = the nth discrete Fourier transform


Fn a = p (1), p (𝜔n ), p (𝜔n2 ), . . . , p (𝜔nn−1 )
where p (x) is the polynomial p (x) = a0 + a 1 x + · · · + an−1 x n−1 .
The divide and conquer argument exploits the following identity for 𝜔n (for
all n ∈ N):
𝜔2n = 𝜔n2 .

(11.4)

def

Indeed, recalling that 𝜔n = e 2𝜋ı/n , we have
2

2
𝜔2n
= e (2𝜋ı/2n) = e 2𝜋ı/n = 𝜔n .

Now, consider (F2n a)k for fixed n ∈ N and a ∈ C2n . We have
(F2n a)k = a 0 + a1 𝜔k2n + a 2 (𝜔k2n ) 2 + a3 (𝜔k2n ) 3 + · · · + a2n−1 (𝜔k2n ) 2n−1


(b)
= a 0 + a2 (𝜔k2n ) 2 + · · · + a2n−2 (𝜔k2n ) (2n−2)
(11.5)


+ a1 𝜔k2n + a3 (𝜔k2n ) 3 + · · · + a2n−1 (𝜔k2n ) (2n−1) .
(a)

Here (a) is by definition of F2n , and (b) groups the sum into one sum for the
even-index coordinates, and another sum for the odd-index coordinates.
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Consider the first group with the even-index coefficients. All the powers of
𝜔2n are even, so by applying the identity (11.4), we have
a0 + a 2 (𝜔k2n ) 2 + · · · + a2n−2 (𝜔k2n ) (2n−2) = a0 + a2 𝜔nk + · · · + a2n−2 (𝜔nk ) n−1 .
Now the RHS can be interpreted as evaluating a degree n −1 polynomial with coefficients a0 ,a 2 , . . . ,a2n−2 at 𝜔nk . More specifically, if we let aeven = (a0 ,a2 , . . . ,a 2n−2 ),
then we have
a0 + a2 𝜔nk + · · · + a2n−2 (𝜔nk ) n−1 = Faeven
– the nth Fourier transform of the even-index coefficients!
We can do something similar for the odd coefficients. Let aodd =
(a1 ,a3 , . . . ,an−1 ) be the vector of odd coefficients, and consider the second sum
in (11.5). We have
a1 𝜔k2n + a3 (𝜔k2n ) 3 + · · · + a 2n−1 (𝜔k2n ) (2n−1)


= 𝜔k2n a1 + a 3 (𝜔nk ) 2 + a5 (𝜔nk ) 4 + · · · + a 2n−2 (𝜔nk ) n−1


= 𝜔k2n a1 + a 3 (𝜔nk ) 2 + a5 (𝜔nk ) 4 + · · · + a2n−2 (𝜔nk ) n−1
= 𝜔k2n (Fn a odd ).

Plugging all this back into (11.5), we have the clean identity
(F2n a) k = (Fn aeven ) k + 𝜔k2n (Fn aodd ) k
for k = 0, . . . ,n − 1. This equation tells us that computing F2n a is largely reduced
to computing Fn aeven and Fn aodd . More specifically, given Fn aeven and Fn aodd , we
need only O (2n) time to compute F2n a. Meanwhile Fn aeven and Fn a odd can be
computed recursively, where each subproblem has half the size / dimension.
In fig. 11.9 on page 178, we give pseudocode for the recursive algorithm
Fourier(a 0 , . . . ,an−1 ), based on the divide-and-conquer approach outlined above.
The code in fig. 11.9 is modified slightly for mathematics above to remove the
assumption that n is even. (The argument for odd n is the exact same, except
there is one more even-index coefficient than odd-index coefficient.)
We now analyze the running time of Fourier(a0 , . . . ,an−1 ). As annotated
in the pseudocode, Fourier(a0 , . . . ,an−1 ) consists of 2 recursive calls with half
the number of coefficients, plus O (n) work. Thus the running time obeys the
recurrence
T (1) = O (1)

T (n) = 2T (n/2) + O (n).
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Fourier(a0 , . . . ,an−1 )
/* We assume for simplicity that n is even.

*/

1. If n = 0 then return the empty vector.
2. If n = 1 then return a0 .
3. Let aeven = (a0 ,a2 ,a 4 , . . . ) be the vector of ⌈n/2⌉ even-index coefficients and let
aodd = (a1 ,a 3 ,a 5 , . . . ) be the vector of ⌊n/2⌋ odd-index coefficients.
// O (n)
4. Let (y 0 , . . . , y ⌈n/2⌉−1 ) = Fourier(aeven )

// T (⌈n/2⌉)

5. Let (z 0 , . . . , z ⌊n/2⌋−1 ) = Fourier(aodd ).

// T ( ⌊n/2⌋)

6. For k = 0, 1, . . . ,n − 1, let x k = y k + 𝜔nk zk

// O (n)

7. Return (x 0 , . . . ,x n−1 ).
Figure 11.9: The fast Fourier transform.

This is the same recurrence as in merge-sort (cf. section 1.2.4) and is solved by

T (n) = O n log n .
This completes the proof of theorem 11.5.

11.4.3

Inverting Fn and Fn∗

Lastly we prove Fact 11.4, which described a near-inverse relationship
 between
Fn and Fn∗ . Fact 11.4 is just as critical to applications as the O n log n algorithm
above, and this discussion was deferred to the end only for pedagogical reasons.
(In particular the discussion is purely mathematical.) We first require the following
identity.
Lemma 11.7. For any nth root of unity 𝜔 except for 𝜔 = 1, we have
1 + 𝜔 + 𝜔2 + · · · + 𝜔n−1 = 0.
For 𝜔 = 1, the LHS is n.
Proof. We have


(1 − 𝜔) 1 + 𝜔 + 𝜔2 + · · · + 𝜔n−1 = 1 − 𝜔n = 0,
so either 𝜔 = 1 or 1 + 𝜔 + · · · + 𝜔n−1 = 0.
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Now we prove Fact 11.4. We restate the claim below for the reader’s convenience.
Fact 11.4. For all a ∈ Cn , Fn∗ Fn a = na.
Proof. Take any a ∈ Cn ; we want to show that Fn∗ Fn a = na. Indeed, for each
coordinate h ∈ {0, . . . ,n − 1}, we have
!
n−1
n−1 ∑︁
n−1
∑︁
∑︁

(a)
(b)
j
(Fn a) j (𝜔n−h ) j =
Fn∗ Fn a h =
ak (𝜔n ) k (𝜔n−h ) j
j =0

(c)

=

n−1
∑︁
k =0

j =0 k =0

ak

n−1
∑︁
j =0

(𝜔nk −h ) j = nah .
(d)

Here (a) and (b) expand out the definitions of Fn∗ and Fn . (c) interchanges sums.
(d) is by lemma 11.7: unless k − h = 0 (or some other multiple of n), we have
Ín−1 k −h j
■
j =0 (𝜔n ) = 0.
One implication of Fact 11.4 is as follows.
Corollary 11.8. A polynomial p (x) of degree n − 1 is uniquely identified by its value
at the n roots of unity p (1), p (𝜔n ), . . . , p (𝜔nn−1 ).
The above is a special case of the fundamental theorem of algebra.

11.5

Matrix multiplication

Let A and B be two n × n matrices. We can compute the product AB in O n 3
based on the formula
∑︁
(AB)i j =
Aik Bk j .



k

In 1969, Strassen [Str69] showed that one compute AB faster by leveraging
divide-and-conquer, which was very surprising. Write




A11 A12
B 11 B 12
A=
and B =
.
A21 A22
B 21 B 22
where A11 , . . . ,B 2,2 ∈ Rn/2 are all square matrices with half the dimension. Recall
that


 

A11 A12 B 11 B 12
A11 B 11 + A12 B 21 A11 B 12 + A12 B 22
=
AB =
A21 A22 B 21 B 22
A21 B 11 + A22 B 21 A21 B 12 + A22 B 22
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This divides AB into 8 matrix multiplications of smaller matrices. Strassen showed
that in fact 7 multiplications suffice. We describe the scheme momentarily. First
we observe that this gives a recursion of the form
T (n) = 7T (n/2) + O (n).
A quick sketch of a recursion tree reveals:


1. The k th level has 7k subproblems each with O n/2k work.


2. There are at most log n levels.
Thus the total running time is
log (n)   k




© ∑︁ 7
ª
O
n ® = O n log2 (7) ≈ O n 2.8074 .
2
« i =1
¬

We will describe Strassen’s algorithm for the sake of completeness but by no
means do we claim it is obvious, even in hindsight. Consider the following 7
products.
(A11 + A22 ) (B 11 + B 22 ) = A11 B 11 + A22 B 11 + A11 B 22 + A11 B 22

(11.6)

(A12 − A21 ) (B 21 + B 22 ) = A12 B 12 − A21 B 21 − A21 B 22 + A12 B 22

(11.8)

(A11 − A21 ) (B 11 − B 12 ) = A11 B 11 − A21 B 11 − A11 B 12 + A21 B 12
A11 (B 12 − B 22 ) = A11 (B 12 − B 22 )

(A11 + A12 )B 22 = A11 B 22 + A12 B 22

(A11 + A22 ) (B 11 + B 22 ) = A11 B 11 + A11 B 11 + A22 B 11 + A22 B 22

(A11 − A21 ) (B 11 + B 12 ) = A11 B 11 − A21 B 11 + A11 B 12 − A21 B 12
Then


A11 B 11 + A12 B 21 A11 B 12 + A12 B 22
A21 B 11 + A22 B 21 A21 B 12 + A22 B 22

(11.6) + (11.7) − (11.10) + (11.8)
=
(11.11) + (11.7)

(11.7)
(11.9)
(11.10)
(11.11)
(11.12)

(11.9) + (11.10)
(11.9) + (11.6) − (11.11) − (11.12)



Even more clever combinations and strategies exist which has driven the
exponent down further. Currently, the best running time is O (n 𝜔 ) for 𝜔 ≈ 2.37
[AW20]. It is conjectured that 𝜔 will eventually be driven down to 2 (a natural
lower bound). We should point out that the theoretically best algorithms are so
complicated that not necessarily preferred practice. (The hidden constant strikes
back!)
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Additional notes and references

Lecture 11 materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.
Lecture 12 materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.

11.7

Exercises

Many exercises can be found in [KT06, Chapter 5], [DPV08, Chapter 2], and
[Eri19, Chapter 1]. When designing and analyzing divide-and-conquer algorithms,
make sure to address the following (unless specified otherwise):
1. A recursive spec for your algorithm.
2. A recursive implementation of your recursive spec.
3. An explanation of how to use the recursive algorithm to solve the original
problem.
4. An analysis of the running time.
5. A proof by induction, where the induction hypothesis is based on the
recursive spec.
Exercise 11.1. Let A[1..n] be an array of elements. The frequency of an element
is the number of times it appears in A[1..n]. An element is a majority element if it
has frequency at least n/2.
If the elements are comparable then we can identify the majority element by
sorting all the elements and scanning the sorted list. Here we do not assume that
the elements are pairwise comparable; we can only test if two elements A[i ] and
A[ j ] are equal.
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1. Write a recursive spec for the majority element problem.
2. Design a divide-and-conquer algorithm (implementing your recursive spec)
for the majority
element problem that divides the input in half, and runs in

O n log n .6
3. Prove your algorithm is correct by induction, where the recursive spec is
your induction hypothesis.
4. Analyze the running time of your algorithm.
Exercise 11.2. Here we assume the same model as exercise 11.1 – an array
A[1..n] of incomparable elements7 – and generalize the notion of a majority
element. For k > 1, an element is a (1/k )-heavy-hitter if it has frequency at least
n/k . (e.g., majority elements are (1/2)-heavy hitters.) Note that there are at most
k (1/k )-heavy-hitters in A[1..n].
1. (2.5 pt.) Give a recursive spec for the (1/k )-heavy hitter problem.

2. (2.5 pt.) Give a divide-and-conquer algorithm for the (1/k )-heavy hitter
problem implementing your recursive spec (the faster the better). (This
algorithm should be similar to your majority element algorithm.)
3. (2.5 pt.) Analyze the running time of your algorithm.
4. (2.5 pt.) Prove your algorithm is correct by induction, where the recursive
spec should act as your induction hypothesis.
Your solutions should generalize that of finding the majority elements. That is,
plugging in k = 2 should recover the same results as for the majority problem.8
Exercise 11.3. Let A[1..n] be an array of integers in the set {1..n}, sorted in
increasing order. (There may be repeats.) A fixed point is an index i ∈ [n] such
that A[i ] = i .
1. (2 pt.) Prove the following by induction on j − i : for all pairs of indices i , j
such that 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, i ≤ A[i ], and A[ j ] ≤ j , there is a fixed point k in the
range i ≤ k ≤ j .
This claim shows in particular that A has a fixed point.

2. (2 pt.) Moving onto developing algorithms, give a recursive spec for the
problem of finding a fixed point in A.9
6There is also a well-known O (n) time algorithm which we are not asking for.
7In addition to disallowing sorting, no hash tables
are allowed as well.


8Your algorithm should be faster than O n 2 (which is the trivial running time) for, e.g.,
k = n 1/3 .
9There may be more than one fixed point; any fixed point is fine.
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3. (2 pt.) Give a recursive algorithm (the faster the better) implementing your
recursive spec.
4. (2 pt.) Prove your algorithm is correct by induction. (There may or may
not be some redundancy in your argument with part 1. You may also use
the mathematical fact established in part 1.)
5. (2 pt.) Analyze the running time of your algorithm.
Exercise 11.4. Recall that given a set P of n points in R2 , we can
 compute the
minimum distance between any pair of points in P in O n log n time. Consider
now the problem of computing the second smallest distance between any pair of
points in P . For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time
algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm
would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 11.5. Let A[1..m] and B [1..n] be two sorted arrays of comparable
elements. Given an integer k ∈ {1, . . . ,m + n}, the goal is to find the k th largest
element among the combined elements of A and B. For simplicity you make
assume that all the elements are distinct.10
1. Define a recursive spec for a recursive algorithm to solve this problem.
2. Show that if either m or n is ≤ 5 then we can find the k th element in
O (1)-time by direct means. (This is to help declutter your implementation
and avoid fencepost errors.)
3. Give a recursive algorithm implementing your recursive spec. You may
simply refer to the previous part for your base case.
4. Prove your algorithm is correct by induction.
5. Analyze the running time of your algorithm.
Exercise 11.6. Let X and Y be two sets of integers. We define the unique sums
of X and Y as the set of integers of the form
z =x +y
10By assuming standard data structures keeping track of the offset and length, you can get (a
pointer to) the subarray A[i .. j ] of an array A[1..m] in O (1) time.
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where x ∈ X , y ∈ Y , and the choice of (x, y) ∈ X × Y is unique.11 You may
assume that all the integers in X are distinct (amongst themselves), and that all
the integers in Y are distinct (amongst themselves).12
1. (2 pt.) Suppose
X and Y each have n integers. Design and analyze a

2
O n log(n) time algorithm to compute the unique sums of X and Y .
2. (6 pt.) Suppose all the integers in X are Y are between
0 and M for a

fixed value M ∈ N. Design and analyze a O M log M time algorithm to
compute the unique sums of X and Y .13
3. (2 pt.) Suppose we now that we had k sets X 1 , . . . ,Xk , each consisting of
integers between 1 and M . (You may again assume no duplicates within
each Xi .) A unique sum of X 1 , . . . ,Xk is defined as an integer of the form
x 1 + · · · + xk ,

where x 1 ∈ X1 , x 2 ∈ X2 , . . . , x k ∈ Xk , and the choice of (x 1 , . . . ,x k ) ∈
X 1 × · · · × Xk is unique. Design and analyze an algorithm
 that computes
the unique sums of X 1 , . . . ,Xk in O kM log(M k ) log(k ) time. You may
assume for simplicity that k is a power of 2.14
Hint: For part 2, try “changing the input” to an algorithm from section 11.4 (that is not
the FFT, at least directly).
Exercise 11.7. Consider the following generic recursion.
T (n) = 𝛼T (𝛽 n) + n 𝛾
T (1) = 𝛿

where 𝛼, 𝛽 , 𝛾, 𝛿 > 0 are fixed constants. Prove each of the following using the
recursion tree method.
1. For any 𝛽 < 1, T (n) is at most a polynomial in n. (Even if, say, 𝛼 =
2260 . Here 𝛼, 𝛽 , 𝛾, 𝛿) may appear in the exponent of the polynomial.) For
simplicity, you may assume that 𝛼 is an integer.
2. Show, using the recursion tree method, that if 𝛼𝛽 𝛾 < 1, then T (n) ≤ O (n 𝛾 ).
3. Show, using the recursion
tree method, that if 𝛼𝛽 𝛾 = 1, and 𝛽 < 1,

𝛾
T (n) ≤ O n log(n) .
11That is, for fixed z , there is only one choice of x ∈ X and one choice of y ∈ Y such that
z = x + y.
12For example, for X = {0, 1} and Y = {0, 1}, the unique sums are {0, 2}. 1 can be obtained by
0 + 1 or 1 + 0 so it is not a unique sum.
13It might be helpful to work through very simple examples such as X = Y = {1} and X = Y =
{0, 1}.
14It might help to work through k = 4 to build your intuition.
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Polynomial lower bounds
At the moment,
 we do not have any running time for SAT faster than
O 2n poly(m,n) . The strong
 exponential time
 hypothesis conjectures that it is im(1−𝜖)n
possible to solve SAT in O 2
poly(m) time for any fixed 𝜖 > 0. Of course
we do not know if this conjecture is true. But giving it a name makes a landmark
in the theoretical landscape around which other ideas can organize and new
connections are established, as we will see.

12.1

Disjoint sets


Let A = {x 1 , . . . ,x n } ⊂ {0, 1}m and B = y 1 , . . . , y n ⊂ {0, 1}m be two families
of bit strings of length m. We can interpret each x i and y j as a subset of m,
depending on which bits are set to 1. Alternatively we can thinking of them as
vectors in Rm . In this section we are interested in the following simple problem:
Is there a disjoint pair of sets x i ∈ A and y j ∈ B?
Equivalently, in terms of vectors:
Is there an orthogonal pair of vectors x i ∈ A and y j ∈ B?
We remind the reader that the two vectors x, y are orthogonal if their dot product,
Í
denoted x, y = im=1 x i y i , is 0. This problem is called the orthogonal vectors
problem in the literature though the reader might find it easier to think in terms
of disjoint sets.
The obvious algorithm is compare every pair x i and y j in O (m) time per
comparison, giving a total running time of O (n 2 m). Can one do better? One
might doubt that the problem has enough structure to take advantage of and
do better. But we have already seen some algorithmic surprises under similar
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circumstances and it is hard to rule out the possibility of a clever idea. That said,
we can give the following conditional lower bound, which states that a substantially
better dependency on n would have dramatic implications for SAT as well.
Theorem 12.1. There
 exists a universal constant c > 0 such that, for all 𝜖 >
2−𝜖
0,  a O n poly(m)
 time algorithm for the orthogonal vectors problem implies a

O 2 (1−c 𝜖 )n poly(m) -time algorithm for SAT.

Proof. Let f be a CNF with n variables and m clauses. We assume1 that n is even
and split the variables into two equal halves. For ease of notation, let us name
the variables

f x 1 , . . . ,x n/2 , y 1 , . . . , y n/2 .

Alternatively we write f x, y where x ∈ {0, 1}n/2 and y ∈ {0, 1}n/2 .
Fix x, y ∈ {0, 1}n/2 . Then the combined assignment (x, y) satisfies a clause C i
iff some literal among the x j ’s, or some literal among the y k ’s, makes it true. We
say that x satisfies C i in the former case, and that y satisfies C i in the latter. (Of
course, both can occur simultaneously.) For example, the clause

x j ∨ ȳ k

is satisfied by any x ∈ {0, 1}n/2 such that x j = true, or by any y ∈ {0, 1}n/2
such that y k = false. We can now rephrase the satisfiability question as finding
x, y ∈ {0, 1}n/2 such that every clause C i is satisfied by either x or y.
We create two families of subsets of the clauses, A and B, as follows. For
each x ∈ {0, 1}n/2 , we define a set

Ax = clauses C i not satisfied by x ⊆ {C 1 , . . . ,C m }.
Similarly, for each y ∈ {0, 1}n/2 , we define a set

Bx = clauses C i not satisfied by y ⊆ {C 1 , . . . ,C m }.

We define

n
o
n
o
A = Ax : x ∈ {0, 1}n/2 and B = B y : y ∈ {0, 1}n/2 .
Two sets Ax ∈ A and B y ∈ B are disjoint iff every clause is satisfied by either x or
y; that is, iff f (x, y) = true.

We have |A| = |B| = 2n/2 . Thus a O n 2−𝜖 poly(d ) algorithm for orthogonal
vectors (with n sets in dimension d ) implies a


 2−𝜖


O 2n/2
poly(m) = O 2 ( (1−𝜖/2)n) poly(m)
time algorithm for SAT.

■

1for simplicty; otherwise, add a dummy variable.
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Furthest pair and diameter

In the furthest pair problem, you are given a graph G = (V,E) and two sets
S,T ⊂ V . The goal is to find s ∈ S and t ∈ T maximizing the distance from s
and t . One can consider the different combinations of unweighted and weighted
graphs, and undirected and directed graphs.
For simplicity we assume that |S | = |T | = k for some k ∈ N, as it will be clear
in hindsight how to generalize to uneven cardinalities. A simple algorithm
 single
source shortest paths from every s ∈ S . This gives a O k (m + n log n) running
time, where we use Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. In unweighted graphs, this
simplifies to O (km).
Theorem 12.2. Suppose there is an algorithm
for (S,T )-furthest pair in unweighted,

undirected graphs that runs in O k 1−𝜖 m time, for 𝜖 > 0. Then the orthogonal
 vectors
2−𝜖
problem, with two sets of n vectors in d dimensions, can be solved in O n d time.
Proof. Let A,B ⊂ {0, 1}d be two sets of n bit strings of length d . The goal is
to find a ∈ A and b ∈ B such that ⟨a,b⟩ = 0. We will reduce the problem to
(S,T )-furthest pair as follows. We make a layered graph with three layers.
1. The first layer has one vertex v a for each vector a ∈ A.
2. The third layer has one vertex v b for each vector b ∈ B.
3. In the middle layer has one vertex v i for each index i ∈ [d ].
For each vector a ∈ A, and each index i ∈ [d ] such that ai = 1, we add an edge
from v a to v i . Similarly, for each vector b ∈ B, and each index i ∈ [d ] such that
ai = 1, we add an edge from v i to v b . For a ∈ A and b ∈ B, if ⟨a,b⟩ ≠ 0, then
there is a path of length 2 from v a to v b via any common index in their support.
If ⟨a,b⟩ = 0, then any path from v a to v b must have length at least 4. Thus, for
S = {v a : a ∈ A} and T = {v b : b ∈ B }, the farthest (S,T ) pair gives an orthogonal
pair of vectors, if one exists.
■
The diameter of a graph G = (V,E) is the maximum distance d (s ,t ) over
all pairs s ,t ∈ V . It is a special case of furthest pair where S = T = V . One can
also show obtain lower bounds for computing the diameter of a graph, which we
leave as an exercise.

12.3

Longest common subsequence

Recall the longest common substring problem. We are given two strings x and
y from some finite alphabet. A common substring is a string z that appears
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(non-consecutively) as a substring of both x and y. We
 denote the length of
the longest common subsequence of x and y by LCS x, y . The longest common
substring problem, which is very similar to the edit distance problem, can be
solved with dynamic programming in O (mn) time if m is the length of x and n is
the length of y. Can one do better then the straight forward dynamic program?
For simplicity we will consider longest common substring for bit strings
x, y ∈ {0, 1}m of the same length m.
Theorem 12.3. Suppose that the
 longest common subsequence between two strings of
2−𝜖
length n can be solved in O n
time for some fixed 𝜖 > 0. Then the orthogonal vectors
problem, with two sets of n vectors in m dimensions, can be solved in O poly(m)n 2−𝜖
time.
We break down the proof into two main components. Recall that in the
orthogonal
 vectors problem input we are given two sets of vectors A = {x 1 , . . . ,x n }
and B = y 1 , . . . , y n . Our goal is to identify a single pair x i ∈ A and y j ∈ B such
that x i , y j = 0. The first step is to somehow simulate the inner product with an
LCS computation. This is addressed by our first main lemma which describes a
LCS-based gadget for verifying orthogonality.
Lemma 12.4. Let m ∈ N be fixed. There are functions h1 ,h2 : {1, 2}m → {1, 2, 3, 4}M
and an integer T ∈ N with the following properties.
1. Both M ,T ≤ poly(m).
2. h1 and h2 both take poly(m) time to evaluate.
3. For any two vectors x, y ∈ {0, 1}m ,
LCS h1 (x),h2 y



(
T +1
=
T

if x, y = 0
if x, y > 0

We prove this lemma below in section 12.3.1.
While we can now implicitly identify an orthogonal pair of vectors via LCS,
the real emphasis of orthogonal vectors is identifying a pair of vectors faster
than an all-to-all comparison. The next lemma describes how to simulate an
all-to-all-comparison with a single edit distance function.
Lemma 12.5. Let A1 , . . . ,An ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}M and B 1 , . . . ,Bn ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}M be two
sets of n bit strings of length M , and T an integer, such that for all Ai and all B j ,

T ≤ LCS Ai ,B j ≤ T + 1.
′

¯ B̄ ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}M of length M ′ =
Then in O (M n) time, one can construct strings A,
O (M n), and select an integer U , such that
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¯ B̄ > U iff LCS Ai ,B j = T + 1 for some Ai and B j .
LCS A,
We prove this lemma below in section 12.3.2.
If we assume the two lemmas above to be true, then we have the ingredient
to prove theorem 12.3. Let us do so now, and address each lemma separately
afterwards.
Proof of theorem 12.3. Given two sets A and B of n bit strings in m dimensions, by
¯
combining the above
 two lemmas, two strings A and B̄ of length O n poly(m)
¯
such that LCS A, B̄ indicates whether there is an orthogonal pair. A subquadratic
algorithm for LCS, applied to A¯ and B̄, would imply a subquadratic (in n) algorithm
for orthogonal vectors.
■

12.3.1

The LCS Orthogonality Gadget

We build up the gadget described in lemma 12.4 in three stages.
1. Simulate the product xy for single bits x, y ∈ {0, 1} via LCS.
2. Simulate the dot product x, y for single bits x, y ∈ {0, 1} via LCS.
3. Normalize step 2 so that it assigns the same value to all non-orthogonal
pairs.
Encoding bits
Lemma 12.6. There are function f 1 , f2 : {0, 1} → {1, 2}2 such that for any two bits
x 1 ,x 2 ∈ {0, 1},

LCS f1 (x 1 ), f2 (x 2 ) = 1 − x 1 x 2 .
Proof. Consider the following table computing the LCS between particular two
bit strings.
LCS 12 22
21 1 1
11 1 0
Consequently we define
f1 (0) = 01,

f1 (1) = 11

f 2 (0) = 10

which satisfies the claim.

f 2 (1) = 00,
■
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Bit strings

Lemma 12.7. There are functions g 1 , g 2 : {1, 2}m → {1, 2, 3}M , for M = O m 2 ,
with the following properties.
1. g 1 and g 2 both take O (M ) to compute.
2. For all x 1 ,x 2 ∈ {0, 1}m ,

LCS g 1 (x 1 ), g 2 (x 2 ) = 2m 2 − ⟨x 1 ,x 2 ⟩.
Proof. By lemma 12.6, we already have a good solution for the simplest case of a
single bit, m = 1. The claim is that we can obtain something similar for longer
strings of length m.
′
Let m ′ ∈ N be a parameter TBD. Let C = 3m ; that is, C is the string
′

C = 3m = 333 · · · 3
where 3 is repeated m ′ times. We use C as a sort of divider between coordinates.
We define g 1 and g 2 by
g 1 (x 1 ) = C · f 1 (x 1 ) · C · f1 (x 2 ) · C · · · C · f 1 (x 1 ) · C



g 2 (x 2 ) = C · f 2 y 1 · C · f 2 y 2 · C · · · C · f 2 y m · C ,
where · denote concatenation. These strings have length
(m + 1)|C | + 2m = (m + 1)m ′ + 2m.
Claim.

The length of the longest common subsequence is at least
∑︁


LCS y 1 , y 2 ≥ (m + 1)m ′ +
LCS f1 (x i ), f 2 y i .
i =1m

Indeed, the claimed length is obtained by matching up all the C ’s, and taking
the longest common subsequence of f1 (x i ) and f 2 y i for each index i .
□

Claim. Any common subsequence between g 1 (x 1 ) and g 2 (x 2 ) matches up a character
from f1 (x i ) with a character from f2 (y j ), for different indices i ≠ j , has length at most
(m ′ + 2)m.
Indeed, suppose an edit sequence matched some characters between Ai and
B j for i ≠ j . Suppose i < j . Then there is at least one more substring C to the
right of Ai then B j , which implies that at least m ′ of the 2’s on the right of Ai will
not be matched. Similarly if i > j , then at least m ′ of the 2’s on the left of Ai will
not be matched. Otherwise each of the Ai ’s can contributed at most 2.
□
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Let m ′ = 2m. Then we have (m + 1)m ′ ≥ (m ′ + 2)m. (m + 1)m ′ is attainable
simply by matching up all the C ’s. Thus the longest common subsequence can
always be attained without matching up a character from f1 (x i ) to f 2 (y j ) for
i ≠ j . This forces the solution to be bounded above by
m
∑︁


LCS g 1 (x), g 2 (y) ≤ (m + 1)m ′ +
LCS f1 (x i ), f2 y i .
i =1

Combined with the lower bound in the first claim, we obtain the equality
′

LCS g 1 (x), g 2 (y) = (m + 1)m +


m
∑︁
i =1


LCS f 1 (x i ), f2 y i .

Moreover, we have LCS f 1 (x i ), f 2 y i = 1 − x i y i for all i by lemma 12.6. Substituting into the above completes the proof of the lemma.
■


Normalization
Lemma 12.4. Let m ∈ N be fixed. There are functions h1 ,h2 : {1, 2}m → {1, 2, 3, 4}M
and an integer T ∈ N with the following properties.
1. Both M ,T ≤ poly(m).
2. h1 and h2 both take poly(m) time to evaluate.
3. For any two vectors x, y ∈ {0, 1}m ,
LCS h1 (x),h2 y



(
T +1
=
T

if x, y = 0
if x, y > 0

Proof. Let g 1 , g 2 : {1, 2}m → {1, 2, 3}M be given by lemma 12.7, where M is a
polynomial in m. Recall that we have

LCS g 1 (x), g 2 (y) = 2m 2 − x, y
for any two x, y ∈ {0, 1}m .
Let T = 2m 2 − 1. Consider the function h1 ,h2 : {0, 1}m → {0, 1}M +T defined
by
h1 (x) = 4T g 1 (x)

h2 (x) = g 2 (x)4T ,
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where 4T  denotes the string of T consecutive 4’s. Observe that the LCS of h 1 (x)
and h 2 y can only have matches between the 4’s, or between g 1 (x) and g 2 (x),
but not both. As such, we have
(



2m 2 = T + 1 if x, y = 0
LCS h 1 (x),h 2 y = max T , LCS g 1 (x), g 2 (y) =
T
otherwise,
as desired.

12.3.2

■

The LCS ∨-gadget

Our goal in this section is to prove the second main lemma, which we first restate
for convenience.
Lemma 12.5. Let A1 , . . . ,An ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}M and B 1 , . . . ,Bn ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}M be two
sets of n bit strings of length M , and T an integer, such that for all Ai and all B j ,

T ≤ LCS Ai ,B j ≤ T + 1.
¯ B̄ ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}M ′ of length M ′ =
Then in O (M n) time, one can construct strings A,
O (M n), and select an integer U , such that


¯ B̄ > U iff LCS Ai ,B j = T + 1 for some Ai and B j .
LCS A,
Given Ai ’s and B j ’s as described above, the goal, motivated by the reduction
from orthogonal
 vectors, is to decide if there is a single pair of indices i , j such
that LCS Ai ,B j = T + 1. We are particularly interested in the regime where
the parameters M and T are lower-order terms and the dominant term is n. In
particular, in the reduction from orthogonal vectors, a O n 1.99 poly(M ,T ) -time
running time identify such a pair Ai and B j gives a O n 1.999 poly(M ,T ) time
algorithm for SAT.
¯ and the
We will combine the Ai ’s into (some carefully constructed)
string A,

B j ’s into a string B̄, each of same size O poly(M ,T )n . We will design A¯ and B̄
¯ B̄ (somehow) reveals whether or not we have LCS Ai ,B j = T + 1
so that LCS A,
for any pair of indices i and j .
Recall that the Ai ’s and B j ’s consist of characters from the set {1, 2, 3}. Let
D = 5S be the string of S consecutive 5’s, for a sufficiently large parameter S ∈ N
TBD. Consider the concatenated strings
A¯ = D n A1DA2D · · · DAn D n

B̄ = B 1DB 2D · · · DBn DB 1DB 2D · · · DBn
To gain some informal intuition for the above constructions, observe that A¯ has
¯ B̄ will be incentivized
3n −1 D-blocks and B̄ has 2n −1 D-blocks. For S , the LCS A,
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to match up the maximum number of D-blocks, 2n − 1. Any maximum matching
¯ means that each
between the 2n − 1 D-blocks of B̄ to the 3n − 1 D-blocks to A,
Ai -block above can be partially matched to at most one B j -block below. The
net effect is that the D’s encourages the
 lengths of the LCS to have the form
Í
(2n − 1) LCS(D,D) + in=1 LCS Ai ,B 𝜋 (i ) for some mapping 𝜋 : [n] → [n] of Ai ’s
to B j . The sum is > nT iff LCS Ai ,B 𝜋 (i ) for one of these matches i .
The formal argument consists of two parts. Let
U = (2n − 1)S + nT

¯ B̄ ≥ U by (say) matching up the Ai -blocks with the first
Observe that LCS A,
n B-blocks (each contributing at least T ), and then matching up all (2n − 1)
D-blocks in between and afterwards (each contributing S ). This lower
 bound
of U is the threshold that will decide whether or not some LCS Ai ,B j > T for
some pair of Ai and B j .


¯ B̄ ≥ U + 1.
Lemma 12.8. Suppose LCS Ai ,B j = T + 1 for some i , j . Then LCS A,
Proof. Suppose i ≤ j . Consider the common subsequence where we matching up
Ai to the first B j , and then match up Ai −k with B j −k to the left and then match
up Ai +k with B j +k to the right for each relevant value of k . In between we match
up the D’s. In the example below, we have n = 5. The strings are lined up to
match up A3 with B 4 , and unmatched blocks are crossed off.
D@
D@
D@
D DA 1DA2DA3DA4DA5DDDD @
D
@
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
B
B
B
B
B
1 DB 2 DB 3 DB 4 DB 5 DB 1 D 
2D
3D
4D
5

Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
The total cost of the matching is at least (n − 1)T + T + 1 + (2n − 1)S , since
LCS Ai ,B j = T + 1, while the other A-blocks and B-blocks match up to contribute
at least T to the LCS.
If i > j then we match up Ai to the second B j instead, and otherwise proceed
similarly, arriving at the same conclusion as before.
■


¯ B̄ ≤
Lemma 12.9. Let S ≥ M −T . Suppose LCS Ai ,B j ≤ T for all i , j . Then LCS A,
U.
Proof. We start with the assumption that all the D-blocks of B-blocks are matched,
giving us an initial score of (2n − 1)S . We then analyze each Ai ’s in order and
consider the net contribution from Ai to the LCS. If in the analysis of a block
Ai we realize that we did not match part of a D-block in B̄ then we charge the
unmatched letters from the D-block against the contribution of Ai to the LCS. We
claim that each Ai has a net contribution of at most T . For i = 1, . . . ,n, consider
Ai .
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1. If Ai is partially matched to characters of (at most)
 one B j , then the
maximum contribution from Ai is at most LCS Ai ,B j T .
2. If Ai is partially matched to characters of at least two disjinct B j ’s, then
at least one D-block between the B j ’s is forfeited. This results in an extra
loss of S i because we had initially assumed all of the D-blocks in B̄ were
matched. Thus the net contribution of Ai is at most |Ai | − S = M − S ≤ T .
In either case, the net contribution each Ai is T . Overall we have
n
∑︁

¯
(net contrib. of Ai ) ≤ (2n − 1) + nT ,
LCS A, B̄ = (2n − 1)S +
i =1

as desired.

12.4

■

Additional notes references

The strong exponential time hypothesis was formulated by Calabro, Impagliazzo,
and Paturi [CIP09] and builds on the exponential time hypothesis formulated in
[IP99]. For more results of this nature, see (e.g.) the recent classes by Bringmann
and Künnemann [BK19] and Williams and Williams [WW20]. This chapter is
based in part on lecture notes from these classes. The connection between k -SAT
and orthogonal vectors is from [Wil05]. The lower bounds for furthest path and
diameter in section 12.2 is by Roditty and Williams [RW13]. The description here
is based on a recent talk by Nicole Wein at the Michigan-Purdue Theory Seminar
in January, 2021. The presentation of the lower bound for LCS is specifically
based on [BK19], and the result is from [ABW15; BK15].

12.5

Exercises

Exercise 12.1. Assuming the strongly exponential time hypothesis, give a lower
bound on the running time for any exact algorithm for subset sum.
Exercise 12.2.
1. Prove a lower bound for computing the diameter of an
unweighted and undirected graph, assuming the strong exponential time
hypothesis.
2. Here and in the discussion we gave lower bounds for exact algorithms, but
one can consider approximation algorithms as well. For 𝛼 ≥ 1, let us say
that an algorithm gives an 𝛼-approximation of the diameter D if it returns a
value D ′ guaranteed to satisfy the inequality D/𝛼 ≤ D ′ ≤ D. For example,
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a 2-approximation returns a value D ′ that is at least half the real diameter,
and ≤ the real diameter.
For some constant 𝛼 > 1 of your choosing2, give a lower bound for the
running time of any 𝛼-approximation for computing the diameter of an
unweighted and undirected graph, assuming the strong exponential time
hypothesis.

2The larger the better – I think that 3/2 is doable. Anything greater than 1 is already interesting.
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Chapter 13

Spanning trees
G

V

E

undirected

FEE

subset

of

edges

Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph with mthat
edges and n vertices.
starts lends at
circuit nonempty walk
Recall that a circuit in F is any nonempty walk that starts and ends
same
vertex
at the same vertex. A forest is an edge set F ⊆ E with no circuits
(or equivalently, no cycles). A tree is a forest with one connected A circuit
forest set of edges w no circuits
component.
y

If

A forest.

N

For a set of edges S ⊆ E, and an edge e ∈ E, we say that
w
one
Tree of e are
connected
forest
S spans e if the endpoints
connected
in S . We
say
component
that S is spanning if it spans every edge in E. We denote

span(S ) = e ∈ E : S spans e .

S spans e .
Observer that span span(S ) = span(S ) for all S .
This chapter focus on the following two graph problems.
1. Compute a forest F ⊆ E of maximum cardinality (or weight, when the
edges are weighted).
2. Compute a spanning edge set S ⊆ E of minimum cardinality (or weight).
It is helpful to catalog the two problems as packing and covering problems,
respectively. In the first problem, the goal is to find a set F with as many edges
as possible, subject to not taking all the edges of any cycle. In general, problems
where we want to take as many elements as possible subject to a family of
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maximum capacity constraints are called packing problems. In the second problem,
the goal is to take a set S ⊆ E with as few edges as possible, subject to making
sure S spans (i.e., “covers”) every edge in e . In general, problems where we want
to take as few as possible subject to a family of minimum requirements are called
covering problems.
We will develop algorithms that solve both of the above problems. As we do
so, it is worth paying attention to the style of our investigation. We will make a
sequence of small, incremental observations about the above definitions. As we
get to understand the definitions well, connections between the two problems
emerge, technical issues melt away, and algorithms present themselves. In fact
we will end up with several different algorithms for the above problems, and (if
done right) it will be easy to see that they all work for the same reasons.

13.1

Unweighted graphs

We first focus on the unweighted versions of the problem. The two problems are
to compute a minimum cardinality spanning set and a maximum cardinality forest.
Throughout this section, let 𝜅 denote the number of connected components in G .
Locally optimal vs globally optimum. An easier problem is to obtain maximal
forests and minimal spanning sets. A forest F ⊆ E is a maximal forest if for every
edge e ∉ F , F + e is not a forest. A spanning set S ⊆ E is a minimal spanning set if
for all e ∈ S , S − e is not a spanning set. It is easy to find a maximal forest: start
with F ≠ ∅, and repeatedly add edges to F subject to keeping F a forest, until we
are out of options. Similarly one can easily find a minimal spanning set: start
with S = E, and repeatedly remove edges from S as long as S remains a spanning
set. We will end up with a maximal forest F and a minimal spanning set S in
polynomial time. These represent locally optimal solutions – adding or deleting a
single edge either violates a constraint or hurts the cardinality. Unfortunately we
do not know if they are globally optimum solutions – perhaps a particular sequence
of additions / deletions will lead to a better solution than others.
Spanning sets are bigger than forests. Our first lemma concerns the maximum
number of edges in any forest, and the minimum number of edges in any spanning
set, in a connected graph. What is perhaps most interesting about the following
lemma is the relationship it uncovers between the comparative sizes of forests
and spanning sets: it says every spanning set has at least as many edges as any
forest.
Lemma 13.1. Let G = (V,E) be connected, let F ⊆ E be a forest, and let S ⊆ E be a
spanning set of edges. Then
|F | ≤ n − 1 ≤ |S |.
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Proof. Consider the forest F . Imagine starting with an empty graph, and tracking the number of connected components as we add edges from F one-by-one.
Initially we have n connected components each consisting of an isolated vertex.
Each additional edge e cannot introduce a cycle,
so the endpoints of e must be in two different
connected components of the current graph. In
particular, e reduces the number of connected components by 1. After adding all the edges from F , the number of connected
components is at least 1, so we have added at most n − 1 edges from F . That is,
|F | ≤ n − 1.
Now consider the spanning set S . Imagine starting with S as a graph, and tracking the number of
connected components of S as we remove edges oneby-one. Initially we have 1 connected component because G is connected and S is
spanning. Each time we remove an edge e , the number of connected components
increases by at most 1. At the end there are no edges left and n connected
components. To reach n connected components, we must have removed at least
n − 1 edges from S .
■
BEBE

The follow lemma extends the previous ones to disconnected graphs, by
treating each connected component as if it were a connected graph on its own.

Lemma 13.2. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph with 𝜅 connected components.
Let F ⊆ E be a forest, and let S ⊆ E be a spanning set of edges. Then
|F | ≤ n − 𝜅 ≤ |S |.
Proof. Let G 1 = (V1 ,E1 ), . . . , G 𝜅 = (V𝜅 ,E 𝜅 ) be the connected components of G .
For each i , let Fi = F ∩ Ei be the restriction of F to G i , and let S i = F ∩ Ei be
the restriction of F to G i . Let ni = |Vi |. By lemma 13.1, we have
|Fi | ≤ ni − 1 ≤ |S i |
for each i . Summing over i = 1, . . . , 𝜅 gives the claimed inequality.

■

Locally optimal vs globally optimum, revisited. Lemma 13.2 establishes
that for any forest F and any spanning set S , we have
|F | ≤ |S |.
Our maximization problem is bounded above by our minimization problem.
What is particularly nice is that the two problems can mutually certify each other
to be optimal: if F is a forest, and S is a spanning set, such that
|F | ≥ |S |,
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then we know that F and S are both globally optimum solutions for their respective
problems. Better yet, if a set of edges S was both spanning and acyclic, then it
is both a maximum cardinality forest and a minimum cardinality spanning set.
In the following theorem and proof, observe how the dual relationship between
forests and spanning sets play off each other.
Theorem 13.3. Let F ⊆ E be a forest, and let S ⊆ E be a spanning set of edges.
1. If F is a maximal forest, then F is a spanning forest.
2. If S is a minimal spanning set of edges, then S is a spanning forest.
In particular, maximal forests are maximum forests, minimal spanning sets are minimum
spanning sets, and in both cases they are spanning forests with n − 𝜅 edges.

Proof. For the first claim, let F ⊆ E be a maximal forest, and suppose by contradiction that F is not spanning. Any edge e not spanned by F can be added to F
without introducing a cycle. But then F is not maximal, a contradiction.
For the second claim, let S ⊆ E be a minimal spanning edge set and suppose
by contradiction that S is not a forest. In particular, S contains a cycle. Deleting
an edge from a cycle in S does not effect connectivity. But then S is not minimal,
a contradiction.
■
One takeaway is that all minimal spanning edge have the same size, and all
maximal edge sets have the same size, which is not obvious a priori. It is extremely
convenient that minimal equals minimum and maximal equals minimum – it
suggests a sort of discrete analogue of convexity and concavity. We highlight
again the way to analyzing forests and spanning sets together give a short proofs
of powerful facts about forests and spanning sets taken alone. This is our first
example of a more general phenomena called packing and covering duality.
Theorem 13.3 proves that the following algorithms both produce a spanning
forest:
1. Starting from F = E, repeatedly remove edges e ∈ F as long as F − e
remains spanning.
2. Starting from F = ∅, repeatedly add edges e ∈ E \ F to F as long as F + e
remains a forest.
The first algorithm terminates with a minimal spanning edge set, which by
theorem 13.3 is a forest. The second algorithm terminates with a maximal forest,
which by theorem 13.3 is also spanning.
An important special case is when a graph is connected. In this case, the
spanning forest is a spanning tree.
Corollary 13.4. Every connected graph has a spanning tree, with n − 1 edges.
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Weighted graphs

Let G = (V,E) be a connected and undirected graph, with edge weights given by
w : E → R. Consider the problem of computing the minimum weight spanning
tree (MST) of G . We assume for simplicity that the edge weights are distinct.
However the algorithms we develop will work for general weights as well, and we
address this at the end of the section. It will also be able to see that the algorithms
generalize to unconnected graphs as well; here we compute the minimum weight
spanning forest rather than a tree.
Good edges. Thus, consider the problem of finding the minimum weight
spanning tree where we assume the graph is connected and the edge weights are
distinct. Our algorithms will all be based on the following key lemma.
Lemma 13.5. Let e ∈ E. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
1. Every minimum weight spanning tree contains e .
2. For every set of edges S ⊆ E − e that spans e (and doesn’t include e ),
w (e ) < max w (S ).
f ∈S

Proof. (1) implies (2). Suppose every minimum weight spanning tree T contains e .
Suppose by contradiction that (2) does not hold. Let F ⊆ E be a set of edges
spanning e where w
 (e ) > w f for all f ∈ F . In particular F contains a path P
where w (e ) > w f for all f ∈ P .
Consider the forest T −e obtained by removing e from T . Let e = {a,b }. T −e
has two connected components A and B, where A contains a and B contains b.
As a path from a ∈ A to b ∈ B, P must have an edge f crossing from A to B.
def
This edge f is not spanned by T − e , so T ′ = T − e + f is a forest. Since T ′ has
n − 1 edges, it is also a spanning tree. It has weight
 (a)
w̄ (T ′) = w̄ (T ) − w (e ) + w f < w̄ (T )

where (a) is because w f < w (e ) by assumption. But then T is not a minimum
weight spanning tree, a contradiction.
(2) implies (1). Suppose (2) holds. Suppose by contradiction that T is a minimum
weight spanning tree excluding e . Consider the unique path P ⊆ T connecting
the endpoints of e . Then P spans e , so P contains an edge f with w (e ) < w f .
We claim that T ′ = T − f + e is a spanning tree. We first observe that T − f
does not span e . Indeed, if T − f did span e , then this implies a second path
P ′ in T spanning e distinct from P , a contradiction. Thus T − f is a forest that
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does not span e , with n − 2 edges. T − f + e is then a forest with n − 1 edges. Any
forest with n − 1 edges is a spanning tree.
Thus T − f + e . It has weight

w̄ (T ′) = w̄ (T ) − w f + w (e ) < w̄ (T ),
which means that T is not the minimum weight spanning tree, a contradiction. ■
Let us call an edge e good if it satisfies condition (2) of lemma 13.5; in
particular, all good edges are in all MST’s.
Now, consider the following abstract algorithm that simply tries to add good
edges. Now there are two issues with this approach (particularly in step (2.A))
which prevents it from being a “real” algorithm. First, it is not clear that good
edges are always available. For the time being we throw an error if we fail to find
a good edge. Second, it is not clear how to certify that an edge e is good. For the
sake of discussion, we simply pretend we can identify good edges as well. Later
we will identify concrete strategies to do so.
generic-MST(G = (V,E),w : E → R)
1. T ← ∅
2. Until T is a spanning tree.
A. Add a good edge e ∈ E \ span(T ) to T
// Or throw an error if no such edge exists.

3. Return T .
generic-MST is very conservative, only adding edges that we know (by
lemma 13.5) must be in every minimum weight spanning tree. However it
is not clear that these edges are sufficient to find the minimum spanning tree.
Still, almost tautologically, we have the following.
Lemma 13.6. If generic-MST terminates, then it returns the minimum spanning tree,
which is unique.
Proof. Indeed, it returns a spanning tree T where, by lemma 13.5, every edge in
T is in every spanning tree.
■
It remains to show that generic-MST always terminates. In particular, we
need to show that an edge satisfying step (2.A) always exists.
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The greedy algorithm

The following lemma gives our first concrete certificate for good edges.
Lemma 13.7. Let H ⊂ E be any non-spanning set of edges. Let e ∈ E \ span(H ) be
the minimum weight edge not spanned by H . Then e is a good edge.
Proof. Let F ⊆ E − e be any set of edges spanning e . Since F spans e and H
does not, F is not a subset of span(H ). Any edge f ∈ F \ span(H ) must have
w f > w (e ) by choice of e , as required.
■
The key point to the above lemma is that the set H gives a certificate
that e should be included the minimum weight spanning tree. Without such a
certificate, it is hard to justify taking e . The lemma leads to perhaps our simplest
implementation of generic-MST: repeated add the minimum weight edge that
does not introduce a cycle, until we have a spanning tree. This is called the
greedy algorithm and is also known as Kruskal’s algorithm.
greedy-MST(G = (V,E),w : E → R)
/* Also known as Kruskal’s algorithm.

*/

1. Sort and index E = {e 1 , . . . ,e n } in increasing order of weight.
2. Set T ← ∅.
3. For i = 1, . . . ,n:
/* Below we discuss how to implement the following predicate
efficiently.
A. If T + e i is a forest:

/* e i is the minimum weight edge not spanned by T
1. Set T ← T + e i .

*/
*/

4. Return T .
Running time and the disjoint union data structure. Correctness follows
immediately as a special case of generic-MST. Running time is another matter
and we briefly review the algorithm to set the stage. The algorithm sorts the edges
by weight, and repeatedly adds edges in order as long as they do not introduce a
cycle. Sorting is easy. However, checking that we do not introduce a cycle in step
(3.A) is not so obvious. Given an edge e i = (u,v ), we need to quickly figure out
if the endpoints u and v are in the same components with respect to the current
forest. One could do so by running a search algorithm from u, which leads to a
O (mn) running time.
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To do better, imagine the connected components of T over the course of
the algorithm. Initially, when T = ∅, every vertex is in its own singleton set.
Thereafter, whenever we add an edge e i to T , we also combine the connected
components of the endpoints, replacing the two components with their union.
Along the way, we are constantly checking two vertices are already in the same
component.
These operations are facilitated by the disjoint union data structure, which
has the following interface.
1. union(u,v ): Given two elements u and v , take the union of the their sets.
2. same-set(u,v ): Returns whether or not x and y are in the same set.
3. new-set(x): Given a new element x, creates the singleton set {x }.

We plan to cover the disjoint union data structure later when we focus on data
structures. For now we treat it as a black box with the following guarantees.
Lemma 13.8. There is a data structure that can implement the union, same-set, and
new-set operations listed above that, for any m operations over n total elements, takes
O (m + n𝛼(n)) time, where 𝛼(n) is the inverse Ackerman function.

We refer to the wikipedia article for more on the inverse Ackerman function.

Suffice it to say that it is asymptotically smaller
than log(n), or log log(n) , or

log log log(n) , or log log log log(n) ...
Now we put everything together.

Theorem 13.9. The greedy algorithm computes the MST in O m log n time.
Proof. We have already addressed the running time above in lemma 13.6. For the
running time, we observe that we make O (m) calls to the disjoint-union data
structure to maintain disjoint sets over n elements. The total running time from
these operations is O (m + n𝛼(n)). The remaining operations take O m log n
time, where the bottleneck is from sorting.
■
Note that the O (m + n𝛼(n)) bound for the disjoint-union data structure
was overkill, since sorting was already a bottleneck.

13.2.2

A parallel algorithm

For a set of vertices S ⊂ V , the cut induced by S , denoted 𝜕(S ), is the set of
edges with exactly one endpoint in S :
def

𝜕(S ) = {{u,v } ∈ E : u ∈ S, v ∉ S }
The name “cut” comes from the fact that removing 𝜕(S ) from G cuts off S from
the rest of the graph.
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greedy-MST(G = (V,E),w : E → R)
/* Also known as Kruskal’s algorithm.

*/

1. Initialize a new disjoint-union data structure U .
2. Call U .new-set(v ) for all v ∈ V .
3. Sort and index E = {e 1 , . . . ,e n } in increasing order of weight.

// O m log n



4. Set T ← ∅.
5. For i = 1, . . . ,n
A. Let e i = {u,v }. Unless U .same-set(u,v ) is true:
1. Set T ← T + e i and call U .union(u,v ).

6. Return T
Figure 13.1: The greedy algorithm for MST implemented with the disjoint union
data structure.

Lemma 13.10. Let S ⊂ V be any set of vertices. Then the minimum weight edge in the
cut induced by S is a good edge.
Proof. Let H = E − 𝜕(S ). Then E \ span(H ) = 𝜕(S ). The claim now follows from
lemma 13.7.
■
This inspires the following instantiation of generic-MST with a parallel character: each round, for each connected component S of the current tree T , identify
the smallest weight edge in 𝜕(S ). Add all of these edges to T .
parallel-MST(G = (V,E),w : E → R)
/* Also known as Borůvka’s algorithm.

*/

1. T ← ∅
2. While T more than 1 connected component:
A. For each component S of T , identify the smallest weight edge
in 𝜕(S ).

B. Add all of these edges to T .
3. Return T
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An alternative perspective is to imagine contracting the edges as they are
added to T . For an edge e = {u,v }, contracting e means we identify u and v as
the same vertex. One way to implement this is to introduce a new vertex (say) z ,
replace u and v with z in every edge incident to u or v , and remove u and v from
the graph.
The contraction version of the parallel algorithm immediately contracts every
edge that is added to T . As we do so, every vertex in the contracted graph
corresponds to a distinct connected component of T in the original graph.
parallel-MST(G = (V,E),w : E → R)
/* Also known as Borůvka’s algorithm.

*/

1. T ← ∅
2. While V has more than one vertex:
A. For each vertex v , identify the smallest weight edge incident
to v .
B. Contract all the selected edges, and add the original,
uncontracted versions of them to T .
3. Return T
Theorem 13.11. parallel-MST computes the minimum spanning tree, and can be
implemented to run in O m log(n) .
Proof. Correctness follows from lemma 13.6 and lemma 13.10. For the running
time, we first observe that there are at most O log(n) iterations of the outer
loop. This is because each iteration reduces the number of components by at
least a factor of 2.
Next we claim that each iteration can be implemented in O (m) time. We first
analyze the first version that does not contract edges. To build some intuition,
we point out that this is very easy in the first round: each vertex scans its list
of incident edges to identify the smallest weight edge incident to that vertex.
In subsequent iterations, some additional effort is required to do this on a percomponent basis, but it is not too difficult either. By running BFS or DFS, we
identify the connected component of each vertex, labeling the vertex with some
identifier for the component. (e.g., a unique integer.) We then run through the
edges and relabel the endpoints by the corresponding endpoints. Then, similar
to the first iteration, it is easy to find the smallest edge cut by each component.
The contraction version is implicitly very similar and we analyze it for the
sake of completeness. Each iteration, observe that contracting all the selected
edges amounts to building a new (smaller) graph. Each round, one should label
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the connected components formed by the selected edges, and contract each
component all at once. Then the whole process takes O (m) time. So again we
spend O (m) time per iteration.

In either version, a single iteration takes O (m) time, and there are O log n
iterations. This gives the claimed running time.
■
Beyond theoretical and sequential running times. Borůvka’s algorithm is
clearly very simple, and although it is not the fastest theoretical running time for
MST we will see, the simplicity seems to lend itself to very good performance
in practice1. Another important property of Borůvka’s algorithm it is that it is
inherently parallel. Each vertex in the contracted graph can
 pick it’s lightest
weight edge independently. Borůvka’s algorithm takes O log n time (up to lower
order terms) on most natural distributed and parallel models of computation.

13.2.3

The search algorithm

Our final algorithm, like the previous one, also certifies its decisions by only
taking the minimum weight edge of cuts induced by components of the spanning
tree. Rather than adding many edges in parallel, this algorithm focuses on one
component (which is initially one vertex) and keeps adding the minimum weight
edge to add the next component. Finding the next edge can be implemented
very efficiently with a Fibonacci heap.
search-MST(G = (V,E),w : E → R)
/* Also known as Prim’s algorithm.

*/

1. Set T ← ∅ and S ← {v } for an arbitrary vertex v .
/* We maintain the invariant that S is the connected component of v in
T.
*/
2. While T is not a spanning tree:
/* We can accelerate the following steps with a Fibonacci heap.

*/

A. Let e be the minimum weight edge in 𝜕(S ).
B. Set T ← T + e , S ← S ∪ e .

3. Return T .
Theorem 13.12.
search-MST returns the MST, and can be implemented to run in

O m + n log n time.

1We also point out that the theoretically fastest algorithms [Cha00; KKT95], not covered here,
are based on Borůvka’s algorithm. See also exercise 13.9.
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Proof. We maintain a Fibonacci heap [FT87] over V \ S . For each vertex v ∈ V \ S ,
we use the minimum weight of any edge from v to S as the priority for v . This
may be +∞ if (early on) there is no such edge, and can be revised as more vertices
are added to S . With this setup, remove-min returns the next vertex to add to S .
We call decrease-key once for every edge, and remove-min
once for every

vertex. This gives an overall running time of O m + n log n .
■

13.2.4

When weights are not distinct

Above we assumed the edge weights are distinct which simplified the analysis
substantially. In particular, when edge weights are distinct, the minimum spanning
tree is unique.
We can drop this assumption without redoing the analysis, by the following
thought experiment. Consider any of the concrete algorithms above. The algorithm - taking minimum weight edges in different ways - still mostly make sense,
although the choice of edge may not be unique. The one caveat is Borůvka’s
algorithm, but as long as we break ties consistently, it is sensible. That said,
consider any fixed run of one of these algorithms, which produces a tree T . As a
thought experiment, we can perturb the edge weights so that (a) the edge weights
are unique, and (b) the algorithm would still return the same set of edges. One
such way is to add 𝜖i to the weight of an edge taken in the i th iteration, and
𝜖n to the weight of any edge not taken, where 𝜖 > 0 is sufficiently small such
that this change only acts as a tiebreaker. Our analysis above applies directly
to this thought experiment, which in turn justifies the actual algorithm run on
non-distinct weights.

13.3

Steiner trees

We now turn to a natural and useful generalization of spanning trees called
Steiner tree. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph. Let U ⊂ V be a subset of
vertices called terminals. A Steiner tree over T is a tree F ⊆ E in which U is
connected. For example, a spanning tree is a Steiner tree for U = V . Above is a
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picture of a Steiner tree where terminals are indicated by ★’s, and excluded edges
are drawn dashed.
Given positive edge weights w : E → R, the minimum weight Steiner tree
problem is to find the Steiner tree whose edges have minimum total weights.
Minimum weight Steiner tree is a very important problem in network design –
interpreting the edge weights as costs, the minimum weight Steiner tree is the
minimum cost network that connects a fixed set of points. Similarly it is very
useful in automated VLSI design.
Theorem 13.13. The Steiner tree problem is NP-Hard, even in unweighted graphs.
Proof. We describe a reduction from 3-SAT. Let f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) be a 3CNF with m
clauses C 1 , . . . ,C m .
1. For each variable x j , a terminal vertex.
2. For each clause C i , a terminal vertex.
3. For each assignment such as x j = true or x j = false, a (non-terminal)
vertex.
This creates a total of 3n + m + 1 vertices. Next we create the edges.
4. An edge between every variable and its two assignments.
5. An edge between every clause and every satisfying assignment.
6. An edge between every pair of assignments.
This creates



2n
2n + 3m +
= O m + n2
2


edges. A high-level diagram of the construction is given below.
<latexit sha1_base64="LWNn32PptixxQPXPvCEcTdDslSM=">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</latexit>

assignments
<latexit sha1_base64="WFM4ODzhEnTCBPxpwv+WJCZvIGE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="XOMeyvEbDaQSkHE96Xjmp7RLy1U=">AAADG3icbVJLb9NAEN6YVzGvFo5cVkRFHKwoyaFwQargArcimjYotarZ9TpdZR9mZ50msvIruNJfww1x5cB/4cDatQRuGWmtT/PN6xsPK5REPxz+6kU3bt66fWfrbnzv/oOHj7Z3Hh+hLR0XE26VdVMGKJQ0YuKlV2JaOAGaKXHMFm9r/ngpHEprDv26EKmGuZG55OCD69MSnIQQi6fb/eFg2Bi9DkYt6JPWDk53er9PMstLLYznChBno3Hh0wqcl1yJTXxSoiiAL2AuZgEa0ALTqpl4Q3eDJ6O5deEZTxvvvxkVaMS1ZiFSgz/Dq1zt/B83K33+Kq2kKUovDL9slJeKektr+TSTTnCv1gEAdzLMSvkZOOA+LCmOO7VCnkorL1aeW11sdjukxTzBsgiS3gAuhFuCylahHw1EI6zOS6ixntZTdgRwYNLUsQgGKQon807t8Fc+l0n4qloKtwatAg/djEbPeZAgOpubsb/jJEzOs3AaGpNlqMZYWhlx7lft9ihjNHdW04+H76edGhzUa2atyezKplUdDipv+tc4sHG4l9HV67gOjsaD0d5g+GHc33/eXs4WeUqekRdkRF6SffKOHJAJ4USTL+QruYguom/R9+jHZWjUa3OekI5FP/8AEWUB6w==</latexit>

variables

x 1 =t

<latexit sha1_base64="cyxjlUUOLqTU5GFGEQOlls0lRvA=">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</latexit>

x 1 =f

clauses
<latexit sha1_base64="oyVCIbeYNzJkC5DaoHItqJJFnvw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="XQVnVNwOtCIMwsEota0EMaR2sSs=">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</latexit>

x1

<latexit sha1_base64="jdyJv6RkwcSkSlHWGy0HsUlk7l8=">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</latexit>
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The idea behind the proof is as follows. Ultimately, we need to connect the
variables and clauses, via assignments. Let us say that a Steiner tree “takes an
assignment” if it the edge between the corresponding edge and assignment is
included in the tree. The terminals corresponding to the terminals requires the
Steiner tree to take at least one edge incident to each variable. The terminals
corresponding to each clauses requires us to take at least one edge incident to
every clause. We can also assume that every minimum Steiner tree has exactly one
edge to each variable and to each clause, because when there is more than one,
we can replace one of them with an edge between the corresponding assignments.
This implies that every Steiner tree contains at least m + n + n − 1 = m + 2n − 1
edges – n for the variables, m for the clauses, and then (at least) n − 1 to connect
the assignments of the variables to one another. A satisfying assignment for
f maps to a Steiner tree with m + 2n − 1 edges by connecting the clauses and
variables to the corresponding assignments with m + n, and then connecting the
n assignments we are using arbitrarily with n − 1 edges. Conversely, any Steiner
tree with m + 2n − 1 edges can be converted to one using exactly n assignments,
one per variable, that gives a satisfying solution for f .
We now proceed through the proof more carefully. We claim that f is
satisfiable iff there is a Steiner tree of size m + 2n − 1.
Suppose we have a satisfying assignment for x. We take the corresponding
n edges between variables and assignments. For each clause, we select an edge
corresponding to the single-variable assignment that satisfied that clause. Then
we add any spanning tree over the assignment vertices, which adds n − 1 edges.
This gives a Steiner tree of size m + 2n − 1.
Now, consider any Steiner tree T in the graph. We claim that if |T | ≤ m+2n−1,
then f is satisfiable. We first claim that we can modify T so that each variable is
incident to exactly one edge, and each clause is incident to exactly one edge, in
T . Indeed, suppose T has both edges incident to a variable x i . We can delete
one of those edges and replace it with the edge between the two assignments
x i = true and x i = false, and T remains a Steiner tree. Likewise if a clause is
two edges incident to two different satisfying vertex assignments, we can delete
one of these edges and replace it with an edge between the assignments. See the
diagrams below.
<latexit sha1_base64="LWNn32PptixxQPXPvCEcTdDslSM=">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</latexit>

x 1 =t

<latexit sha1_base64="cyxjlUUOLqTU5GFGEQOlls0lRvA=">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</latexit>

x 1 =f

<latexit sha1_base64="LWNn32PptixxQPXPvCEcTdDslSM=">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</latexit>

x 1 =t

<latexit sha1_base64="cyxjlUUOLqTU5GFGEQOlls0lRvA=">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</latexit>

x 1 =f

<latexit sha1_base64="LWNn32PptixxQPXPvCEcTdDslSM=">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</latexit>

x 1 =t

<latexit sha1_base64="cyxjlUUOLqTU5GFGEQOlls0lRvA=">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</latexit>

x 1 =f

<latexit sha1_base64="cyxjlUUOLqTU5GFGEQOlls0lRvA=">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</latexit>

x 1 =f

<latexit sha1_base64="iFcRqRUQfy2PPD+JVDpBFJ1tRpA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iFcRqRUQfy2PPD+JVDpBFJ1tRpA=">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</latexit>

x1

x 1 =t

=)

=)
<latexit sha1_base64="XQVnVNwOtCIMwsEota0EMaR2sSs=">AAADGnicbVLLbtQwFPWEVwmvFpZsLEZFLKJRUiFgg1TBBnZFdNqRpmF07ThTa/wItjPNKMpPsKVfww6xZcO/sMBJI0FarmTr6J77OleXFIJbF8e/RsG16zdu3tq6Hd65e+/+g+2dh0dWl4ayKdVCmxkBywRXbOq4E2xWGAaSCHZMVm9b/njNjOVaHbpNwVIJS8VzTsF516xuPtXVImkW2+N4EneGr4KkB2PU28FiZ/T7JNO0lEw5KsDaebJXuLQG4zgVrAlPSssKoCtYsrmHCiSzad0N3OBd78lwro1/yuHO+29GDdLajSQ+UoI7tZe51vk/bl66/FVac1WUjil60SgvBXYat+pxxg2jTmw8AGq4nxXTUzBAnd9RGA5q+TyR1o5VjmpZNLsDUts8smXhJb0Bu2JmDSKrfD/siU5YmxdhpR1upxwIoEC4amMtKIstMzwf1F6D+VxG/hetFKqV1QIcDDM6PWdeAhtsbk7+jhMRvsz8ZUgbrX01QtJasTNX9dvDhODcaIk/Hr6fDWpQEK+J1irTlU7rNhxE3vVvsWdDfy/J5eu4Co72JsmLSfzh+Xj/aX85W+gxeoKeoQS9RPvoHTpAU0SRQF/QV3QenAffgu/Bj4vQYNTnPEIDC37+Ad+KAYA=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="LWNn32PptixxQPXPvCEcTdDslSM=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="XQVnVNwOtCIMwsEota0EMaR2sSs=">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</latexit>

x1

<latexit sha1_base64="jdyJv6RkwcSkSlHWGy0HsUlk7l8=">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</latexit>

(x 1 _x̄ 2 _x 3 )

<latexit sha1_base64="jdyJv6RkwcSkSlHWGy0HsUlk7l8=">AAADNHicbVLLjtMwFHXDawivDizZWFSDBqmqmoKADdIINrAbxHSmUhuia8fpWHXsYDudVFG2fA1b5l+Q2CG2fAELnDQSZIa7sI7vua9zdUkmuLHj8beed+Xqtes3dm76t27fuXuvv3v/2KhcUzalSig9I2CY4JJNLbeCzTLNICWCnZDVm5o/WTNtuJJHdpOxMIWl5AmnYJ0r6uOP5X4RBXjhAvGCgC6LKppsv0X09EkV9Qfj0bgxfBkELRig1g6j3d7vRaxonjJpqQBj5sEks2EJ2nIqWOUvcsMyoCtYsrmDElJmwrKRUuE954lx4ronSlrceP/NKCE1ZpMSF5mCPTUXudr5P26e2+RlWHKZ5ZZJum2U5AJbheu94JhrRq3YOABUczcrpqeggVq3Pd/v1HJ5IiwtKyxVaVbtdUhlkqHJMyfpNZgV02sQceH6YUc0wuq8IZbK4nrKjgAKhMs61oA02DDNk07tNehP+dC9opZClTRKgIVuRqPnzElgnc3Nyd9xhoQvY3czqRmuXTVCwlKyM1u028OE4ESrFH84ejfr1KAgXhGlZKwKFZZ1OIik6V9jx/ruXoKL13EZHE9GwfPR+P2zwcHj9nJ20EP0CO2jAL1AB+gtOkRTRNFn9AV9Refeuffd++H93IZ6vTbnAeqY9+sPk5cKaA==</latexit>

(x 1 _x̄ 2 _x 3 )

Thus, for any Steiner tree T , we may assume that each variable and each clause is
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incident to exactly one edge. Consider just these m +n edges, and the assignments
that are at the opposite endpoints. Suppose there are k of them. None of these
assignments are connected to each other by the m + n edges, and is at least
one for each variable x j . Thus we have k ≥ n connected components, and
the rest of T must have at least k − 1 ≥ n − 1 edges to connect them. That is
|T | ≥ m + n + k − 1 ≥ m + 2n − 1. We have |T | = m + 2n − 1 iff k = n, iff we are
using one assignment for every variable. These assignments give a satisfying
assignment for the SAT formula.
■
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.

13.4

Exercises

Please see [Eri19, Chapter 7] for further exercises.
Exercise 13.1. Let G = (V,E) be a connected graph, and F,S ⊆ E. Decide if
the following statements are true or false.
1. F is spanning iff for every cycle C in G with k edges, F contains at least
k − 1 edges. 2
2. S is spanning iff S contains a spanning forest.
3. S is spanning iff |S | ≥ n − 1.
4. G has distinct edge weights if G has a unique MST.
5. If F ⊆ span(S ), then |F | ≤ |S |.
6. If F is a forest, and F ⊆ span(S ), then |F | ≤ |S |.
Exercise 13.2. Consider the following algorithm that claims to compute the
MST (in a connected graph).
2To be clear, a cycle specifically means a circuit with no repeating vertices (except at the
common vertex where the walk starts and ends).
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decremental-MST
1. Sort and index E = {e 1 , . . . ,e n } in decreasing order of weight.
2. For i = 1, 2, . . . ,n:
A. Unless E − e i is disconnected:
1. E ← E − e i .

3. Return E.
Either
1. Describe an input graph where decremental-MST fails to find the MST, or
2. Prove that decremental-MST always returns the minimum weight spanning
tree.
For simplicity you may focus on the setting where the edge weights are distinct.
Exercise 13.3. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph with real-valued edge
weights Recall that the MST minimizes the sum of edge weights over all spanning
edge sets of G . Consider the problem of computing a spanning edge set S ⊆ E
minimizing the maximum edge weight, maxe ∈S w (e ). For this problem, either (a)
design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b)
prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm
for SAT.
Exercise 13.4. Let G = (V,E) be a undirected graph with distinct edge weights
and let T be the MST. Suppose the weight of a single edge e ∈ E is altered. The
edge e may or may not be in T , and the weight may have been increased or
decreased. Describe and analyze an algorithm that fixes the MST.3
Exercise 13.5. Consider the problem of computing the second smallest weight
spanning tree of a weighted graph G . For this problem, either (a) design and
analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a
polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 13.6. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph with distinct nonnegative
edge lengths. The bottleneck length of a path in G is the length of the longest edge
in the path. Prove that the MST of G contains the path of shortest bottleneck
length between every pair of points.
3Of course one could build an entirely new MST from scratch. Can one do better?
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Exercise 13.7. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph with distinct nonnegative
edge weights w : E → R. For a spanning tree T , we say that the bottleneck weight
of T is the maximum weight edge in T , maxe ∈T w (e ). Consider the problem of
computing the minimum
1. Prove that the MST is also a minimum bottleneck weight spanning tree of
G.
2. Design and analyze a O (m + n)-time algorithm for computing a minimum
bottleneck weight spanning tree of G . (This is faster than any of our
algorithms for MST.)4
Exercise 13.8. Recall the notion of “bottleneck shortest paths” from exercise 13.6.
Design and analyze a O (m + n)-time algorithm for computing the shortest bottleneck (s ,t )-path.
Exercise 13.9. Of the multiple algorithms we have seen for MST, recall the
parallel approach (Borůvka’s algorithm) and the search approach (Prim’s algorithm) with Fibonacci
heaps. There is also a hybrid approach running in

O (m + n) log log n time where one runs the parallel algorithm for some number
of iterations (say, k iterations for a parameter k TBD) and contracts the selected
edges, and then runs the search algorithm thereafter. (Such an algorithm is
correct because ultimately it only takes good edges.) Describe and analyze this
algorithm.5
Exercise 13.10. Let G = (V,E) be a connected graph with distinct edge weights
and k < n. We define the k -MWF as the minimum weight forest among the forests
with exactly k edges. Consider the problem of computing the k -MWF.
1. Call an edge e k -great if for every set of edges F ⊆ E − e that (a) has size
|F | ≤ k and (b) spans e (and doesn’t include e ),

w (e ) < max w f .
f ∈F

Prove that e is k -great iff every k -MWF contains e .
2. Design an analyze an algorithm for computing the k -MWF.
4Here’s step 1: compute the median edge weight in O (m) time.
5It may be helpful to obtain a running time generically as a function of k , and then optimize k .
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Exercise 13.11. For p > 0, the L p -norm of a vector x ∈ Rk is defined by
def

∥x ∥ p =

k
∑︁
i =1

! 1/p
|x i |

p

.

Two edge cases are p = 0 and p = ∞: here we define ∥x ∥ 0 as the number of
indices i such that x i ≠ 0, and
def

∥x ∥ ∞ = max |x i |.
i

Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph with real-valued edge lengthsℓ : E → R.
We can take inspiration from L p -norms to define the L p -distance in graphs. For
a walk w with edges e 1 , . . . ,e k , and p > 0, we define the L p -norm of w as the
L p -norm of the vector of edge weights in w,
def

∥w ∥ p =

k
∑︁
i =1

! 1/p
|ℓ (e i )| p

.

Analogously we define the L 0 and L ∞ norms of w based on the definition for
vectors. We define the L p -distance (for p > 0, p = 0, and p = ∞) between two
vertices s and t is the infimum of ∥w ∥ p over all walks from s to t .
Let s ,t ∈ V be fixed. Below, for different values of p, we consider the problem
of computing the L p -distance from s to t in G . For each of these problems, either
(a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b)
prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm
for SAT.
1. (2 pts.) The L 0 -distance from s to t .
2. (2 pts.) The L 1/2 -distance from s to t .
3. (2 pts.) The L 1 -distance from s to t .
4. (2 pts.) The L 2 -distance from s to t .
5. (2 pts.) The L ∞ -distance from s to t .
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Packing and covering paths
Measuring connectivity
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Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph1, and let s ,t ∈ V be two distinct vertices.
s
an
t path
there
We call s the sourceIsand
t the
sink.
A path packing is a collection of edge
disjoint paths. An (s ,t )-path packing is a path packing of (s ,t )-paths. The
maximum (s , t )-path packing problem2 is to
find a maximum cardinality packing of (s ,t )-paths.
An (s , t )-cut is a set of edges whose removal leaves no paths from s to t . The
minimum (s , t )-cut problem is to
find the minimum cardinality (s ,t )-cut.
Both can be understood as a generalization of reachability, discussed before.
Reachability was concerned with whether there is a single connection from s to t .
Both the maximum flow and minimum cut problems measure the strength of the
connection from s to t .
1G is allowed to be a multi-graph, with multiple copies of the same edge.
2This problem is also called the uncapacitated maximum (s , t )-flow problem for reasons we
discuss later.
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We are interested in these questions both algorithmically and (graph)structurally. Algorithmically the problems are highly non-trivial, as there are
exponentially many possible paths from s to t to take into account. It is not
obvious that there is a polynomial time algorithm for either problem.

14.1

Duality

The (s ,t )-path packing and (s ,t )-cut problem are dual packing and covering
problems, in the following sense. We are selecting paths that “pack in” to the
edges of the graph – each path uses up all of its edges. Conversely, an (s ,t )-cut
must contain at least one edge from every (s ,t )-path. That is, we are trying to
“cover” the paths with edges, where we interpret each edge as a set that covers all
the (s ,t )-paths that contain that edge. In short:
paths pack into edges, and edges cover paths.
As with any packing and covering problem, we have the following inequality.

max (s ,t )-path packing ≤ (min (s ,t )-cut).
(14.1)
Indeed, let P denote a path packing, and let C ⊆ E be an (s ,t )-cut. We have
∑︁ (a) ∑︁
(b)
|P | =
1≤
p ∩ C ≤ |C |.

Proof

let

p ∈P

p ∈P

Above, we treat each path p ∈ P as a subset of edges. (a) is because, as an
(s ,t )-cut, C contains at collection
every (s ,t )-path. (b) is because the
P least one edgeoffrom
edge disjoint paths
paths p ∈ P are edge disjoint, so the sets p ∩ C over p ∈ P are also disjoint. The
following is a conceptual sketch
of our argument.
cut
s t

CEE

Is

s

t

fffm

The inequality (14.1) inspires some basic questions.
inequality
ever equal?
C
each path contains 21 edgeIs the
from
Is the inequality ever strict?

14.1.1

For each path
Greedy heuristics

choose

1

edge

in

and C
pathproblem
Consider now the computational
of finding the maximum (s ,t )-path
packing, or finding the minimum (s ,t )-cut. For packing, consider the obvious
choices distinct
approach of repeatedly taking (s ,t )-paths, and adding it to a growing collection.
1

PIE

peep
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greedy-path-packing(G = (V,E),s ,t )
1. P ← ∅.
2. While there is a path p in G from s to t :

// BFS or DFS

A. Add p to P .
B. Remove all the edges in p from the graph.
3. Return P .
An equally simple and natural approach to the (s ,t )-cut problem is as follows.
Start with C = E; obviously C is an (s ,t )-cut. Then repeatedly try to remove
edges from C as long as C remains an (s ,t )-cut.
greedy-cut(G = (V,E),s ,t )
1. C ← E.
2. While there is an edge e ∈ C such that C − e is an (s ,t )-cut
A. Remove e from C .
3. return C .
Ideally, we would like to show that these algorithms return the optimum solutions of their respective problems. For starters, it is clear from their terminating
conditions that they produce locally optimal solutions. greedy-path-packing
terminates when no more paths can be added to the current solution. greedy-cut
terminates when no more edges can be removed from the current solution. That
is:
Lemma 14.1. greedy-path-packing returns a maximal (s ,t )-path packing P , and
greedy-cut returns a minimal (s ,t )-cut.
Tautologically, we have


maximal path packing ≤ maximum path packing
and
(minimal (s ,t )-cut) ≥ (minimum (s ,t )-cut).
But these relations are only useful if we can strengthen the inequalities to equalities.
Unfortunately, simple counter examples show that they are not equal. Consider
the following graph.
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Let s be the leftmost vertex and t the rightmost vertex. Clearly the maximum
packs two paths from left to right, by going along the top and along the bottom.
But a single path using the middle edge also gives a maximal path packing.

Whn

Huzur

Aww
Whn

s
Huzur

Aww
good

sbad

Thus a maximal path packing is not a maximum path packing. It is not hard to
bad
find simple counter examples
that exaggerate the difference
in size between a
good
maximal and maximum path packing.

sina.name

It is also easy to come up with counter examples that show that a minimal
(s ,t )-cut is not a minimum (s ,t )-cut.
The point is that


maximal path packing ≠ maximum path packing
and
(minimal (s ,t )-cut) ≠ (minimum (s ,t )-cut).
This is different from our previous discussion on spanning trees (chapter 13).
There, one can show that any maximal forest is a maximum forest, and that any
minimal spanning set is a minimum spanning set. Moreover, the optimal solution
in both problems have the same value, meeting at a spanning forest. This makes
the spanning tree problems conducive to greedy algorithms where we simply
keep adding edges to a forest, or keep removing edges from a spanning set, until
we can no longer do so while maintaining feasibility. But such simple greedy
algorithms apparently do not work for (s ,t )-flow and (s ,t )-cut.
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Augmenting paths

Recall our very simple counter example for the greedy path packing approach.

Whn

Huzur

Aww

s

bad
If we remove the good
selected path (in yellow),
the two unused edges are separated
and so there is no path remaining. But consider the following “path arithmetic”:

Consider
7

fit
f't

out
cancel
edges
opposite edges
f they
Call two directed edges opposite
if
have
are the reverse of one another.
The two paths on the LHS have a pair of opposite
edges. We can “uncross” the
should be
ww combining the initial part of one path with the
two paths at the opposite edges,
allowed to take
remaining part of the other. The result is another
path
in packing except now there
opposite edge
are no opposite pairs of edges. This intuition
leadspaths
to the following observation.
subsequent
we

jww

Lemma 14.2. Let p,q be two edge-disjoint (s ,t )-paths. Then there are two edge disjoint
(s ,t )-paths p ′,q ′ with the following properties:
1. p ′ and q ′ use a subset of the edges in p ∪ q .
2. p ′ and q ′ have no opposite pairs of edges.
The proof is by induction on the number of opposite pairs of edges, and left
to the reader.
Lemma let p g be didsjso.my s 51 paths

mm
ti

s

t

we

then there

pig opposite disjoint
Knowing now that we can uncross
pairs of edges and maintain a
edges The problem before is
without
opposite
pairs of
path packing, consider
again our
simple counter
example.
that we used the middle edge going down, leaving a disconnect in the middle of
the graph. But suppose
we inserted
Proof
Try it a new edge in the opposite direction, going
from bottom to top. hint
of opposite pairs
by induction on
is

s
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should be

allowed to take

opposite edge in

The new (s ,t )-path in this augmented, residual graph
can bepaths
uncrossed with the
subsequent
previously selected path to obtain two paths in the original graph. This clever
idea leads to the following algorithm, due to Ford and Fulkerson [FF56]. On first
pass, the reader should ignore (3) and focus on the path packing portion of the
algorithm.
augmenting-paths(G = (V,E),s ,t )
/* Ford and Fulkerson [FF56]

*/

1. P ← ∅
2. While there is an (s ,t )-path p : s { t :
A. Remove all of p’s edges from the graph.
B. Add the reverse of all of p’s edges to the graph.
C. Uncross p with previously selected paths, and add p to P .3
3. S ← {vertices still reachable from s }.
4. Return the (s ,t )-path packing P and the (s ,t )-cut 𝜕+ (S ).
A simulation of augmenting-paths on our simple counterexample is given on the right. Here we start with a simple
graph, and in the first iteration take the “bad path” in yellow.
We then add the reverse edges, indicated by the new arrows in
teal. With these new edges we now have another path, using
the middle edge in reverse, from left to right. We update the
residual graph as reflected by the updated teal arrows. In the
www.gwr
L
last residual graph, there is no (s ,t )-path remaining.
We remark that one can skip steps (1), (2.C), and (3) (and
instead count the number of iterations of (2)) if the goal is
only to compute the size of the maximum path packing.
an
am
Next we will argue that augmenting-paths returns an opMumm
4
timum solution. To analyze augmenting-paths we use the
following definitions. First, we define the residual graph of a path packing as
the graph obtained by removing the paths from the graph, and adding their
inform

www.ffw

3Strictly speaking, after uncrossing, we may end up with a collection of walks rather than paths.
But any feasible “walk-packing” can be converted into a path-packing by shortcutting any cycles
that may arise.
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reverse. The augmenting-paths algorithm maintains a residual graph of the
current path-(or walk)-packing at any point in time. The key to the proof is the
following observation.
Observation 14.3. Let S ⊂ V be any set of vertices with s ∈ S and t ∉ T . Let
p : s { t be an (s ,t )-path. Then p has exactly one more edge for 𝜕+ (S ) then from
𝜕− (S ). In particular, the residual graph w/r/t p decreases |𝜕+ (S )| by 1 and increases
Howto
|𝜕− (S )| by 1.
of
Term jnayeg
Algorithm
The augmenting-paths algorithm terminates only when
is graph,
i the residual
here denoted G ′, has no (s ,t )-path.
Let
S
denote
the
set
of
vertices
reachable
t disconnected in
from S in the final residual graph,
and let T = V \S denote theether
remaining vertices.
residual
graph
fromthegraph
Note that s ∈ S and t ∈ T . Below, S is in green and T is in addthe
red.
reverse ofall of p's
compute

max

edgedisjoints paths

edges

edges

FEE

SF

in thegraph

previouslyselected

y

Let k = 𝜕+ (S | G ) number of edges
let of the out cut of S in the original input graph.
Let us observe the changes to 𝜕+ (S | G ) over the course of the augmenting-paths
from s in
s
verticesour reachable
algorithm. Each iteration, we increase
path packing by one, and the size of
residual
𝜕+ (S ) decreases by one in the residual
graph.
Thus the algorithm terminates in
graph
exactly k iterations, with |P | = kall
. But
we
already
know, from
incl tduality, that any
other vertices
T
path packing has at most k paths. Thus the path packing P produced by the
augmenting-path algorithmCis certifiably optimal.
Moreover, since the size of any
edges from S to T
(s ,t )-path packing is a lower bound for the size of any (s ,t )-cut, we simultaneously
obtain the fact that 𝜕+ (S ) is a minimum (s ,t )-cut.
We have now accomplished two things. First, we have established a mathematical connection between the maximum number of edge-disjoint paths and the
minimum number of edges in a (s ,t )-cut. This is called Menger’s theorem.
Theorem 14.4 (Menger’s theorem). In any directed graph with integer capacities,
and fixed source and sink, we have

maximum (s ,t )-path packing = (minimum (s ,t )-cut).
In particular, there exists an integral maximum flow.
Second, we have obtained an algorithm computing the maximum (s ,t )-path
packing and minimum (s ,t )-cut with the following guarantee.
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Theorem 14.5 ([FF56]). Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with m edges, and let
s ,t ∈ V be distinct vertices. Let 𝜆 be the size of the max-flow/min-cut from s to t . Then
augmenting-paths(G ,s ,t ) produces both a maximum packing and a minimum cut
in O (m𝜆 ) time.
Proof. We have already shown the correctness of the algorithm. For the running
time, each successive path can be obtained by BFS or DFS. By maintaining the
paths as doubly linked lists, it is easy to “uncross” the selected paths in O (n)
time per path.
■
For uncapacitated graphs, 𝜆 is at most m, so augmenting-paths is polynomial
time. However, the next chapter will consider the generalization where edges
have capacities c : E → R>0 , that allow us to reuse an edge e up to c (e ) times. Here
𝜆 may be exponentially large, and this running time is no longer satisfactory.

14.3

Multicommodity flow

We now consider a generalization to path packing with multiple source sink
pairs. This is sometimes called integral multicommodity flow; here we will
call it multicommodity path packing to emphasize the combinatorial nature
and distinguish from the continuous version of the problem that we have not
discussed.
Let (s 1 ,t1 ), . . . , (sk ,tk ) be k source-sink pairs. For each i , let di ∈ N be a
given demand. The goal is to find a path packing that, for each i , contains di
(si ,ti )-paths. The (s ,t )-path packing discussed earlier is a special case with k = 1.
Theorem 14.6. The integral multicommodity flow problem is NP-Hard, even in uncapacitated graphs.
Proof. We present a reduction from 3-SAT by Even, Itai, and Shamir [EIS76].
1. For every variable x j , we make a gadget that looks like two parallel paths
with the same starting point and two end point. One of these paths will
encode the assignment x j = true and the other will encode the assignment
x j = false.
(a) We introduce two variables A−j and A+j .
(b) Let i1 , . . . ,ik be the indices of the clauses C i satisfied by x j = true.
For each index iℓ , we create two vertices Bi−ℓ ,j and Bi+ℓ ,j . We add edges
to form a path from A−j to A+j through the pairs. More explicitly, we
add edges from A−j to Bi−1 , from Bi−ℓ ,j to Bi+ℓ ,j for each iℓ , and from Bi+ℓ ,j
to Bi−ℓ +1 ,j for each ℓ < k .
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<latexit sha1_base64="LWNn32PptixxQPXPvCEcTdDslSM=">AAADKXicbVJLbxMxEHaWVwmvFMSJi0VUxCGKshUCLpUquMCtiKaNlCzR2OtNrXjtxZ5NU1n7Y7jSX8MNuPI3OODdRoJtGcnWp/nm9Y2GFUo6HI1+dKJr12/cvLV1u3vn7r37D3rbD4+cKS0XY26UsRMGTiipxRglKjEprICcKXHMlm9r/nglrJNGH+JZIZIcFlpmkgMG17z32Fef/Hoe0z06Q7FGRI9VNe/1R8NRY/QqiDegTzZ2MN/u/J6lhpe50MgVODeNdwtMPFiUXImqOyudKIAvYSGmAWrIhUt8M39Fd4InpZmx4WmkjfffDA+5c2c5C5E54Im7zNXO/3HTErPXiZe6KFFoftEoKxVFQ+tl0FRawVGdBQDcyjAr5SdggWNYWbfbqhXyVOLrHXGTF9VOizQuG7iyCJLegFsKuwKVrkM/GohGWJ03oNogradsCeDApK5jHWhHnbAya9Vegf1cDsKvaincaGcUILQzGj2nQYJobW7K/o4zYHKRhkPJ3WAVqjGWeC1Ocb3ZHmWMZtbk9OPh+0mrBge1x4zRqVmbxNfhoLKmf40D2w33El++jqvgaHcYvxyOPrzo7z/bXM4WeUKekuckJq/IPnlHDsiYcOLJF/KVnEfn0bfoe/TzIjTqbHIekZZFv/4A9UAHJQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="afMrrCHtjKIL4s8WpT1ZEk62oCg=">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</latexit>

s2

x 1 =t

s1

t1
<latexit sha1_base64="Ulbrwj1IVwG0CCQ5pvnJ57EdPGc=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="cyxjlUUOLqTU5GFGEQOlls0lRvA=">AAADKXicbVJLbxMxEHaWVwmvFMSJi0VUxCGKshUCLpUquMCtiKaNlCzR2OtNrXjtxZ5NU1n7Y7jSX8MNuPI3OODdRoJtGcnWp/nm9Y2GFUo6HI1+dKJr12/cvLV1u3vn7r37D3rbD4+cKS0XY26UsRMGTiipxRglKjEprICcKXHMlm9r/nglrJNGH+JZIZIcFlpmkgMG17z32Fef/Hoe0z06Q7FGRJ9V1bzXHw1HjdGrIN6APtnYwXy783uWGl7mQiNX4Nw03i0w8WBRciWq7qx0ogC+hIWYBqghFy7xzfwV3QmelGbGhqeRNt5/Mzzkzp3lLETmgCfuMlc7/8dNS8xeJ17qokSh+UWjrFQUDa2XQVNpBUd1FgBwK8OslJ+ABY5hZd1uq1bIU4mvd8RNXlQ7LdK4bODKIkh6A24p7ApUug79aCAaYXXegGqDtJ6yJYADk7qOdaAddcLKrFV7BfZzOQi/qqVwo51RgNDOaPScBgmitbkp+zvOgMlFGg4ld4NVqMZY4rU4xfVme5QxmlmT04+H7yetGhzUHjNGp2ZtEl+Hg8qa/jUObDfcS3z5Oq6Co91h/HI4+vCiv/9sczlb5Al5Sp6TmLwi++QdOSBjwoknX8hXch6dR9+i79HPi9Cos8l5RFoW/foDz5IHFw==</latexit>

x 1 =f

clauses
<latexit sha1_base64="oyVCIbeYNzJkC5DaoHItqJJFnvw=">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</latexit>

(x̄ 1 _ · · · )

(x 1 _ · · · )
<latexit sha1_base64="woWABlPCV6BzwwXqaXZ83Eg6bTo=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="tMdxxYMRriX3n4hBoUv+S+roAB8=">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</latexit>

t2
<latexit sha1_base64="2LXUBAANHb/NWup9lMGpYWPNnDw=">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</latexit>

Figure 14.1: Reduction from SAT to multicommodity path packing, with two commodities
and a simple directed graph.

(c) We similarly construct an (A−j ,A+j )-path for the clauses satisfied by
x j = false.
2. We connect the variable-gadgets by adding edges from A+j to A−j +1 for
j = 1, . . . ,n − 1.
3. We create a new source s1 and a new sink t1 . We then add edges from s 1
to A−1 and from An+ to t1 . Observe that any (s 1 ,t1 ) path has to choose, for
each variable x j , one of the two paths in the gadget for x j .
4. For each clause C i , we make variable that we also call C i . For every variable
x j appearing in C i , we add an edge from Bi+,j to (the vertex) C i .
5. We create a new source s 2 and a new sink t2 . We add edges from s2 to Bi−,j
for all i , j and from C i to t2 for all i .
6. We make (s 1 ,t1 ) one commodity with requirement one, and (s 2 ,t2 ) another
commodity with requirement m.
While the construction is lengthy to write out in full, with some help from fig. 14.1,
it is easy to see what is going on. To pack m (s 2 ,t2 )-paths, the solution has to pack
one path per clause. Each of these paths goes through the “middle edge” of an
assignment that satisfies it. Meanwhile, any (s 1 ,t1 )-path has to traverse, for each
variable x j , either the “x j = true” path or the “x j = false” path. Any feasible
solution, based on which paths the (s1 ,t1 )-path takes, gives a feasible solution for
the SAT formula. Meanwhile a feasible solution maps to an (s1 ,t1 )-path, after
which it is either pack m paths (s 2 ,t2 ) through all the vertices. We leave the
verification of details to the reader.
■
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Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.

14.4

Exercises

Exercise 14.1. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph and s ,t ∈ V , where we assume
there is no edge from s to t . A collection of (s ,t )-paths p 1 , . . . , pk are said to
be vertex-disjoint if the interior vertices (excluding s and t ) of the paths are
disjoint. A set of vertices C ⊆ V \ {s ,t } is a vertex (s , t )-cut if removing C (and
all incident edges) from G disconnects s from t . Consider the problems of (a)
computing the maximum cardinality collection of vertex disjoint (s ,t )-paths, and
(b) the minimum vertex (s ,t )-cut. For both of these problems, either (a) design
and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that
a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 14.2. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph. For s ,t ∈ V , let 𝜆 (s ,t ) denote
the size of the minimum (s ,t )-cut. Prove the following “triangle inequality” for
cuts:
𝜆 (a,b) ≥ min{𝜆 (a,c ),𝜆 (c ,b)}
for any three vertices a,b,c ∈ V .
Exercise 14.3. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph, and let a,b,c ∈ V be
three distinct vertices. We define an (a,b, c )-path as a path from a to c that
goes through b. Consider the problem of computing a single (a,b,c )-path (or
declaring that none exists). For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a
polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial
time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
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Chapter 15

Network flow
Recall the edge-disjoint path problem in directed graphs. The input consists of
a directed graph G = (V,E) and two vertices s ,t . The goal is to compute the
maximum number of edge-disjoint paths from s to t . We can think of this as a
packing problem, where we are “packing” (s ,t )-paths into the edges.
We also discussed a dual covering problem, called the minimum (s ,t )-cut
problem. Here the goal is to compute the minimum cardinality set of edges
C ⊆ E whose removal leaves no paths from s to t . Such an edge set C is called
an (s ,t )-cut. We can think of this as a covering problem where an edge e “covers”
any path containing it, and the goal is to take the minimum set of edges covering
any path.
It is easy to see that the maximum number of edge-disjoint (s ,t )-paths is
at most the minimum number of edges in an (s ,t )-cut. After all, the (s ,t )-cut
contains at least one edge from every (s ,t )-path, and in a path packing, the edges
are forced to be disjoint. The general type of inequality, (max ...) ≤ (min ...),
is universal to packing and covering problems. The interesting question is
understanding if and when the values are equal.
The most natural algorithm for edge-disjoint paths, which greedily finds
and removes (s ,t )-paths from the graph, does not work. (This is in contrast to
spanning trees where greedy algorithms do work.) However, an extension of
the greedy algorithm does work: the key trick was to update a “residual graph”
that included the reverse of each edge already taken in a selected path. This is
commonly known as the augmenting-paths algorithm or the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm
[FF56]. The augmenting path algorithm not only computed a maximum path
packing, but the residual graph at termination also revealed a minimum (s ,t )cut. In fact the proof compares the (s ,t )-path-packing and the (s ,t )-cut that
the algorithm produces and argues that they have the same size. Coupled with
the “easy” (max...) ≤ (min...) inequality mentioned above, this simultaneously
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certifies both the (s ,t )-path packing and the (s ,t )-cut to be optimal. Consequently
we have the following equality between the optimum values of our dual problems
(for any graph):


max # edge-disjoint (s ,t )-paths = min # edges in any (s ,t )-cut .
The algorithm itself takes O (m𝜆 ) time where 𝜆 is the optimum value; in particular
it is at most m.

of flow
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15.1

Edge capacities, fractional path packings, and canet flow
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c : E → R>0 . The interpretation from a path-packing point of view is that now we
want to select the maximumflow
of (s ,t )-paths such that the total quantity
Max quantity
problem
of paths using a particular edge e . To formalize this, let Ps,t denote the family
of all (s ,t )-paths. Note
that sPs,t tmay
be exponentially
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(fractional) path
of maximum
size
flow
find
packing is defined as a nonnegative combination x : Ps,t → R ≥0 such that for all
edges e ,
∑︁
x p ≤ c (e ).
(15.1)
p ∈Ps,t :e ∈p

A fractional path packing x is said to be integral if every weight x p is an integer.
The maximum (capacitated) path packing problem is to compute the path
packing x (satisfying (15.1) for all e ) of maximum total size:
∑︁
maximize
x p over x : Ps,t → R ≥0
p ∈Ps,t

s.t.

∑︁

p ∈Ps,t :e ∈p

x p ≤ c (e ) for all e .

(Max-Paths)

(Max-Paths) can still be understood a packing problem, but now it is a capacitated
packing problem. Below we let (Max-Paths) denote the optimum value of the
path packing problem formulated above.
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Edge capacities generalize our minimum (s ,t )-cut problem from minimizing
the number of edges in the cut, to minimizing the total capacity of the edges in
the cut. This is called the minimum (capacitated) (s , t )-cut. In a sense, we
are interpreting the capacities as costs, in which case we want to compute the
minimum (s ,t )-cut. One precise formulation is as follows:
∑︁
minimize
c (e ) over all C ⊆ E
e ∈C
(Min-Cut)
s.t. p ∩ C ≥ 1 for all p ∈ Ps,t .
This is still a covering problem – we need a set of edges that “cover” all the
(s ,t )-paths – but the capacities are now costs for taking the edges.
Now how do the capacitated versions of these problem relate to the uncapacitated versions previously discussed?
Integer capacities. Suppose each edge capacity c (e ) as an integer. Then
mathematically the problem is equivalent to the uncapacitated problem where
we make c (e ) copies of every edge e . Augmenting paths gives a O (m𝜆 ) time
algorithm although this is no longer polynomial time because 𝜆 may be very large.
We also have that the equality between the maximum number of edge-disjoint
paths and the minimum number of edges in any (s ,t )-cut. This translates to
(Max-Paths) = (Min-Cut) for integer capacities. Moreover, the augmenting paths
algorithm tells us that the maximum path packing can be attained by an integral
path packing.
Rational capacities. Now suppose each edge capacity c (e ) is rational valued.
We can reduce to the integer capacitated case above by multiplying all the
capacities by a large common denominator D ∈ N. Applying our observations
above for the scaled up, integer capacities, and then dividing everything by D,
gives us (Max-Paths) = (Min-Cut) for rational-valued capacities.
Real-valued capacities. Lastly, suppose each edge capacity c (e ) was simply
real-valued. We cannot simply clear denominators and reduce to the integer case.
That said, we can still approximate c with rational capacities, which we denote
c˜, and apply our analysis. For fixed 𝜖 > 0, we can choose rational capacities
c (e ) > 0 such that |c (e ) − c˜(e )| ≤ 𝜖 for all e . The “(Max-Paths) = (Min-Cut)”
theorem for the rational capacities c˜ then translates to
|(Max-Paths) − (Min-Cut)| ≤ O (𝜖m)
for the (original) real-valued capacities c . Taking the limit 𝜖 → 0 gives us
(Max-Paths) = (Min-Cut) for real-valued capacities as well.
We summarize our discussion in the following.
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Theorem 15.1. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with positive capacities c : E →
R ≥0 . Then
(Max-Paths) = (Min-Cut).
Moreover, if the edge capacities are integral, then there is an integral maximum (s ,t )-path
packing.

15.2

Network flow.

We now introduce a relaxation of fractional path packing that, in some sense,
“forgets” there was every any path to being with. To set the scene, imagine each
edge as a (one-directional) pipe where the capacity limits how much liquid can
flow. Imagine one fractional unit of an (s ,t )-path as one unit of liquid running
from s to t along this path. If we zoom out (within this physical analogy), the
path packing will look like generically mixed liquid running from s to t . We will
notice the amount of liquid along each edge, and that that amount of liquid going
into a vertex is always the same as the amount of liquid going out (except at s
and t ); but we won’t necessarily see the underlying paths. In fact the paths don’t
really matter, from this point of view.
An (s , t )-flow is a nonnegative vector, f : E → R ≥0 , satisfying the following
(linear) constraints.
1. Edge capacity constraints. For each edge e , fe ≤ c (e ).
2. Conservation of flow. For every non-terminal vertex v ∈ V \ {s ,t }, the
total amount of flow going into v equals the total amount of flow leaving v :
∑︁
∑︁
fe =
fe .
e ∈𝜕− (v )

e ∈𝜕+ (v )

Canceling opposite flow. Suppose an opposite pair of edges, e 1 = (u,v ) and
e 2 = (v ,u), both have positive flow: f (e 1 ) > 0 and f (e 2 ) > 0. In this case we can
subtract equal amounts from both edges without violating any constraints,
insofar

as both values remain nonnegative. In particular, if we let 𝛿 = min f (e 1 ), f (e 2 ) ,
then subtracting 𝛿 from both f (e 1 ) and f (e 2 ) ensures that at most one of these
directions carries nonzero flow. In this sense we can always “cancel out” opposite
flow; it is entirely analogous to “uncrossing paths” in the previous chapter. 1
1Some of the literature defines flows so that at most one of f (e 1 ) or f (e 2 ) to be positive at
any point in time. We do not emphasize this point here, knowing that opposite flow can easily be
canceled out.
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Net flow at the terminals.
as the difference

In general, the net flow into a vertex v is defined
∑︁

fe −

e ∈𝜕− (v )

∑︁

fe .

e ∈𝜕+ (v )

Positive net flow into v means more flow goes into v then leaves it; negative net
flow into v means more flow leaves v then enters it. It is convenient to also define
the net flow out of a vertex v as the negation of the net flow into v .
Conservation of flow can then be defined as requiring that every non-terminal
vertex has net flow 0. Conservation of flow implies that the negative net flow out
of s equals the net flow into t . If we imagine the flow as a physical liquid, then we
can visualize a net flow out of s as passing through any non-terminal vertex, and
leaving the network at t (where it forms a positive net flow into t ). Since flow is
conserved at all the non-terminals, the flow leaving the system at t – the net flow
into t – is exactly equal to the net flow out of s . For a more formal proof, we have
∑︁
0=
fe − fe
(a)

e ∈fe

=

(b)

∑︁ ∑︁

v ∈V e ∈𝜕− (v )

∑︁

=

e ∈𝜕− (s )

fe −

fe −

∑︁
e ∈𝜕+ (v )

∑︁

e ∈𝜕+ (s )

fe +

fe
∑︁
e ∈𝜕− (t )

fe −

∑︁

fe

e ∈𝜕+ (t )

= (net flow into s ) + (net flow into t )

Here (a) distributes each fe − fe to the initial and end points of the edge e ,
giving a sum of net flows for every vertex. (b) applies conservation of flow to the
non-terminal net-flows. Now rearranging the equality obtained above gives
(net flow out of s ) = −(net flow into s ) = (net flow into t ),

as desired.
The net flow out of s ; or equivalently, the net flow into t ; is called the size of
the flow. We let f denote the size of a flow f .
Max flow. The maximum (s , t )-flow problem is to compute a maximum
size (s ,t )-flow. A compact formulation of the problem (recapping everything
introduced above) is given by
∑︁
∑︁
maximize
f (e ) −
f (e ) over f : E → R ≥0
e ∈𝜕+ (s )

s.t.

∑︁

e ∈𝜕+ (v )

e ∈𝜕− (s )

f (e ) =

∑︁

e ∈𝜕− (v )

f (e ) for all v ∈ V \ {s ,t },.

f (e ) ≤ c (e ) for all e ∈ E.
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The objective describes the net flow out of s ; i.e., the size of f . The first set
of constraints describe conservation of flow, and the second set of constraints
are the edge capacity constraints. Note that all the constraints are objects
are either mathematical equalities or inequalities; as such it is an example of
something called a linear program. (More on this later; we mention in passing that
(Max-Paths) also described a linear program, with exponentially many variables.)

Max flow vs max path packing. As alluded to above, the maximum (s ,t )-flow
problem has strong connection to the maximum (s ,t )-path packing problem.
Indeed, given an (s ,t )-path packing x : Ps,t → R ≥0 , consider the (s ,t )-flow f
where the flow on an edge equals the total quantity of paths using that edge:
∑︁
fe =
xp .
p ∈Ps,t :e ∈p

Observe that f is a feasible (s ,t )-flow, and that the size of f equals the total
quantity of paths in x. Thus we always have (Max-Paths) ≤ (Max-Flow).

Max flow vs Min cut. Now consider any (s ,t )-cut of the form C = 𝜕+ (A),
where A ⊆ V with s ∈ A and t ∉ A. We have
∑︁
(c)
(net flow out of v )
f = (net flow out of s ) =
=
(d)

=

∑︁ ∑︁
v ∈A e ∈𝜕+ (v )

∑︁

e ∈𝜕+ (A)

∑︁v ∈A
f (e ) −
f (e )

f (e ) −

e ∈𝜕− (v )

∑︁

e ∈𝜕− (A)

f (e ).

Here (c) observes that all v ∈ A − s have net flow 0. (d) observes that every edge
with both endpoints in A appear as both f (e ) and −f (e ), canceling each other
out. This leaves a positive sum of flows along edges leaving A, and a negated
sum of flows along edges entering A.
The RHS above describes the net flow out of A, so to speak. The net flow
out of A is always bounded above by the capacity of 𝜕+ (A), as
∑︁
∑︁
∑︁
∑︁
(e)
(f)
f (e ) −
f (e ) ≤
f (e ) ≤
c (e ).
e ∈𝜕+ (A)

e ∈𝜕− (A)

e ∈𝜕+ (A)

e ∈𝜕+ (A)

Here (e) is by nonnegativity of flow, and (f) is because the flow obeys edge
capacities. All put together, we have
∑︁
f ≤
c (e )
e ∈𝜕+ (A)
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for every set of vertices A that includes s and omits t . Taking the maximum over
all such f , and the minimum over all such A gives
(Max-Flow) ≤ (Min-Cut).
To recap, we have now established that
(Max-Paths) ≤ (Max-Flow) ≤ (Min-Cut).
But we already know that (Max-Paths) = (Min-Cut). So “sandwiching” in inequality above into one great equality, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 15.2. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with positive edge capacities and
s ,t ∈ V . Let (Max-Paths), (Min-Cut), and (Max-Flow) denote the optimum values of
the maximum (s ,t )-path packing, the minimum (s ,t )-cut, and the maximum (s ,t )-flow,
respectively. Then
(Max-Paths) = (Max-Flow) = (Min-Cut).
Moreover, if the capacities are integer, then there is an integral maximum (s ,t )-path
packing, and an integral maximum (s ,t )-flow.

15.3

Algorithms for maximum flow

We know turn to computing the maximum flow in a capacitated graph. Previously
we showed how to pack paths in an unweighted graph. This gives us a polynomial
time algorithm for maximum flow with unit capacities. However it does not scale
with integral capacities as it requires a number of iterations equal to the total
flow.

15.3.1

Residual
graphs
Residual graphs

wht

flows

costs

Before proceeding to an algorithm for flow, it is helpful to extend the notion
of residual graphs, previous defined for path packings, to flows. The following
let asfoneE would
be s T flow
lRzoexpect.
approach is exactly
Let e ∈ E be a fixed flow, and suppose we have a flow vector f that sends
w 0 ≤ capacity
de
some flow along EEE
e . Note that
f (e ) ≤ c (e ) by definition.

f
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Observe that we could still c (e ) − f (e ) more
f e Iceunits of flow in the same direction
while still satisfying the capacity constraints. But can also effectively route c (e )
in one unit of flow in the opposite
units of flow in the opposite direction. Sending
direction is equivalent to simply decreasing f (e ) by one. In general, canceling
in forwards
de flow
leavesis neutral
this
Ste w/r/t
capacity
flow in opposite
directions
conservation,
and can only help
with the capacity
constraints.
ThusSte
in the residual graph
we introduce an edge
direction
and
capacity backwards
with capacity f (e ) in the opposite direction.

Ste

de

Ste
This generalized notion of flow allows us to extend the augmenting paths
algorithm as follows. Here we make one change that’s only natural: whenever
we find an augmenting path, we route as much flow as possible subject to the
conservation constraints.
augmenting-paths(G = (V,E), c : E → R>0 , s , t )
// Edmonds and Karp [EK72]
1. f ← 0
2. while there is an (s ,t )-path in the residual graph
A. let p be any (s ,t )-path

// Route as much flow along p as possible
B. let 𝛾 be the minimum (residual) capacity of any edge in p
C. add 𝛾 units of flow along p to f and update the residual graph.
3. S ← the set of vertices still reachable from s in the residual graph
4. return the (s ,t )-flow f and the directed (s ,t )-cut induced by S
This algorithm will terminate, but it can take a very long time. We challenge
the reader to think of a simple example where this algorithm would be inefficient.

15.3.2

Shortest augmenting path

We make the following adjustment due to Edmonds and Karp [EK72]. Rather
than selecting any augmenting path, we repeatedly select the shortest one.
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shortest-augmenting-paths(G = (V,E), c : E → R>0 , s , t )
// Edmonds and Karp [EK72]
1. f ← 0
2. while there is an (s ,t )-path in the residual graph
A. let p be the shortest (s ,t )-path

// Route as much flow along p as possible
B. let 𝛾 be the minimum (residual) capacity of any edge in p
C. add 𝛾 units of flow along p to f and update the residual graph.
3. S ← the set of vertices still reachable from s in the residual graph
4. return the (s ,t )-flow f and the directed (s ,t )-cut induced by S
The key lemma is as follows.
Lemma 15.3. For all v ∈ V , the distance from s to v in the residual graph never
decreases.
Let us assume first assume lemma 15.3 and see why it useful in deriving a
polynomial time algorithm.
Consider a directed edge e = (u,v ) ∈ E.
addedback in to RG
e Cu v
key
e is removed tfrom the residual
graph, efrom
must have
been in the
1. Whenever Lemma
distance
S to V
VEY
shortest (s ,t )-path. v
t path
u
was in shortest s

in

let

resid graph

s

v

first

us

assume

levelG

fix

e

Cu

decreases

never

su9
level

t

true

a

EE

v

In particular, we must have ℓ (v ) = ℓ (u)cresidgfgraph
+ 1.

removed from levelCu

level G

tl
2. When e = (u,v ) is added back into the residual graph, the opposite edge
e in shortest
(v ,u) was in the preceding
shortest (s ,tsnot
)-path. path
each event
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Then we must have ℓ (u) = ℓ (v ) + 1.
If ℓ (v ) = ℓ (u) + 1 at some point, and then later ℓ (u) = ℓ (v ) = 1, then ℓ (u) and
ℓ (v ) must have switched order. Meanwhile lemma 15.3 asserts that the distance
levels never decrease. This implies that ℓ (u) must have increased by two. Since
the maximum distance is n, we see that e can get deleted or added to the residual
graph at most n times.
The shortest-augmenting-paths algorithm routes the maximum amount of
flow along each successive shortest path. The maximality ensures that some edge
along the path will be removed from the residual graph. Since edges can be added
and deleted at most O (n) times, this implies that shortest-augmenting-paths
will terminate with O (mn) iterations. Each iteration takes O (m + n) time to find
the shortest path and update the graph.
In conclusion, if we assume lemma 15.3 is true, then we have the following.
Theorem 15.4 ([EK72]). The shortest-augmenting-paths
algorithm computes

2
the maximum (s ,t )-flow and minimum (s ,t )-cut in O m n time.
It remains to prove lemma 15.3. We restate the claim for the reader’s convenience.
Lemma 15.3. For all v ∈ V , the distance from s to v in the residual graph never
decreases.
Proof. Let us refer to the distance from s to a vertex v as the “level” of v , denoted
ℓ (v ) (in the spirit of BFS). Suppose we augment along the shortest (s ,t )-path p.
We need to show the level of every vertex does not decrease. We prove this by
induction on the level of the vertex after updating the residual graph. In the base
case, the only vertex that can have level 0 is s , and the level of s never changes.
In the general case, let v be a vertex with level > shortest
0 after the augmentation.
v the level of v after
let v ubefore
be previous
Let 𝛼 be the level of
augmentation,
vertexandinlet s𝛽 be
path
augmentation. We want to prove that 𝛼 ≤ 𝛽 . Suppose by after
contradiction that
𝛽 < 𝛼.
Let u be the previous vertex in the shortest (s ,v ) path after the augmentation.
BEFORE

AFTER

lv

lu

s

I

l

Ept

p

u

by induction
u

v

not

v

u

in
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I
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Then u is at level 𝛽 −1 after the augmentation. Note that 𝛽 −1 < 𝛼 by assumption.
Thus, by induction, the level of u was at most 𝛽 − 1 before the augmentation
as well. In particular, before augmentation, the level of u was (at least) two less
than the level of v . This implies (u,v ) was not in the residual graph before the
augmentation. Since (u,v ) is in the residual graph after augmenting and not
before, (v ,u) was in the augmenting path. But then, before augmenting, the level
of v was one less than the level of u – a contradiction.
■

Note that the shortest augmenting path algorithm takes O m 2 n time, no
matter the magnitude of the capacities, assuming that basic arithmetic can be
done in O (1) time. Such an algorithm is sometimes called strongly polynomial time.
We point out that there have been many improvements in maximum flow and
it remains an active area of research. For simplicity we restrict our attention to
algorithms we have analyzed together.

15.4

Minimum cost metrics, linear programming and
LP duality

15.4.1

Fractional minimum cuts

We can apply the same fractional perspective to the minimum cost (s ,t )-cut
problem. Recall that an (s ,t )-cut contains at least one edge from every (s ,t )-path.
A fractional (s , t )-cut is a fractional combination of edges y : E → R ≥0 that
contains (in sum) one unit of edges from every (s ,t )-paths. An edge cost c (e )
are now interpreted as the cost of one unit y (e ). All put together, the fractional
relaxation of minimum cost (s ,t )-cut is given by the following problem:
∑︁
∑︁
minimize
c (e )y e over y : E → R ≥0 s.t.
y e ≥ 1 for all p ∈ Ps,t .
(15.2)
e ∈p

e ∈E

Note that any (s ,t )-cut C corresponds to a {0, 1}E -indicator vector that is feasible
to (15.2).
(15.2) has m variables but exponentially many constraints. This setup leads
to the following situation. We encourage the reader to pause and consider the
following question herself before reading on.
Suppose you were given a vector y ∈ RE≥0 . How would you verify, in
polynomial time, that y is a feasible solution? In particular, how does one
verify that for every (s ,t )-path p, the sum of y e ’s over e ∈ p is at least 1?
(Is it even possible?)
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The question is nontrivial because there is not enough time to enumerate every
(s ,t )-path. But let us reformulate the question slightly: verifying every path p has
Í
Í
e ∈p y e ≥ 1 is the same as verifying that the minimum
e ∈p y e , over all p ∈ Ps,t ,
is at least 1. Let us reinterpret the values y : E → R ≥0 as edge lengths. Then the
covering constraint is really saying that the length of the shortest (s ,t )-path w/r/t
edge lengths y e , is ≥ 1; we can verify this constraint by computing the shortest
(s ,t )-path w/r/t y. For this reason, (15.2) is called a separable LP, where the
shortest path computation provides a separation oracle.
An equivalent formulation of (15.2), then, is as follows.
Find the minimum cost set of edge lengths y : E → R ≥0 subject to s and t
having distance 1 in the shortest path metric induced by y.
This problem, besides being a relaxation of (s ,t )-cut, is a very natural problem
in its own right. For this reason, and to help distinguish the continuous nature
of (15.2) for the discrete min-cut problem, we will also refer to the fractional
min-cut problem as the (s , t )-minimum cost metric problem. We will write
(Min-Metric) to denote both the optimization problem and the value of the
optimization problem formulated in (15.2) above.

15.4.2

Linear programs

The fractional versions of the (s ,t )-path packing and cut problem described above
are examples of linear programs, a special class of mathematical optimization
problems which we now introduce.
Linear programs (LP’s) are constrained continuous optimization problems
where the goal is to (a) select a vector x ∈ Rn that (b) optimizes a linear objective
subject to (c) linear equality and inequality constraints. That is, an optimization
problem of the form
min/max ⟨b,x⟩ =

n
∑︁
j =1

b j x j over x ∈ Rn

s.t. A1 x ≤ c 1 , A2 x = c 2 , and A3 x ≥ c 3 .
where A1 ,A2 ,A3 are matrices and b,c 1 ,c 2 ,c 3 are vectors.
Clearly, linear programs are useful for modeling real problems where we seek
continuous solutions. There are also many different uses of LP’s for understanding
and solving discrete problems. A powerful feature of LP’s is that they are polynomial
time solvable 2, and conceptually it is easy to interact with these solvers as a black
2More precisely, they are weakly polynomial time solvable, meaning the running times are
polynomial in the bit complexity of the input.
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box. Moreover, real-world software for LP’s is well-developed and reliable in
practice.
We now introduce two canonical classes of LP’s that capture most combinatorial problems.
Packing LPs.

A packing LP is a linear program of the form
max ⟨b,x⟩ over x ∈ Rn≥0 s.t. Ax ≤ c .

(P)

where A ∈ Rm×n
, b ∈ Rn>0 , and c ∈ Rm
all have nonnegative coefficients. We let
≥0
>0
Opt(P) denote the optimum value of the LP (P).
The fractional path packing problem is our first example of a packing LP.
For path packing, we have one variable for every path. Identifying edges and
paths as coordinates, then, we have:
1. b = 1Ps,t , the all-ones vector in RPs,t
2. c ∈ RE≥0 is the edge capacities.
3. A ∈ {0, 1}E×Ps,t is the incidence matrix defined by
(
1 if e ∈ p
Ae ,p =
0 if e ∉ p,
for each edge e ∈ E and path p ∈ Ps,t .
Note that there are exponentially many variables in this LP so we could not even
write it down in full in polynomial time, let alone apply a black box LP solver.
Fortunately there are otherwise to solve the LP, as we will see.
Covering LPs. A covering LP is a linear program of the form
min c , y over y ∈ Rm≥0 s.t. AT y ≥ b,

(C)

where3 A ∈ Rm×n
, b ∈ Rn>0 , and c ∈ Rm
. We let Opt(C) denote the optimum
≥0
>0
value of the LP (C).
The minimum cost metric problem above is our first example of a covering
LP. For minimum cost metric, we have one variable/column for each edge, and
one row/constraint for each (s ,t )-path.
1. c ∈ RE≥0 is the edge costs.
3Of course, in (C), we could have written A instead of its transpose AT , and swapped b and
c , which would more closely resemble (P). It is convenient for the subsequent discussion on LP
duality for A, b and c to have the same dimensions in (P) and (C).
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2. b = 1Ps,t is the all-ones vector in RPs,t .
3. AT ∈ {0, 1} Ps,t ×E is the {0, 1}-incidence matrix defined by
(
1 if e ∈ p
ATp.e = Ae ,p =
0 if e ∉ p,
for each edge e ∈ E and path p ∈ Ps,t .
Note that A,b,c are the same between our two examples.

15.4.3

LP duality.

LP duality is about the relationship between the linear programs (P) and (C),
particular when the matrices and vectors A,b,c are the same for both problems.
In this case (P) and (C) are said to be dual to one another.
Suppose we have dual pair of (P) and (C); i.e., A,b,c refer to the same objects
in either problem. Let x ∈ Rn≥0 be any feasible solution to (P) and let y ∈ Rn≥0 be
any feasible solution to (C). We have
(a)

(b)

(c)

⟨b,x⟩ ≤ AT y,x = y,Ax ≤ y,c .
Here (a) is because x ≥ 0 and AT y ≥ b. (b) is by definition of the transpose. (c)
is because y ≥ 0 and Ax ≤ c . Thus, for a packing problem (P) and a covering
problem (C) linked by duality, we have
Opt(P) ≤ Opt(C).
If this argument seems familiar, it is because we just saw it for packing and
covering paths in section 14.1 above.
We ask the same question for packing and covering LP’s as we did for packing
and covering paths. When, if ever, is Opt(P) = Opt(C)? The all-important LP
duality theorem (here restricted to packing and covering problems) states that
in fact they are always equal.
Theorem 15.5 (LP Duality for packing and covering). Opt(P) = Opt(C).
We note that theorem 28.3 holds even if A, b, and c have negative coefficients.
LP duality has important consequences for many combinatorial problems of
interest – starting with max flow in the present discussion. Recall that (Max-Flow)
is a packing LP and (Min-Metric) is a covering LP. Moreover, they are dual to
one another. The LP duality theorem then tells us that
(Max-Flow) = (Min-Metric).
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Now, as (Min-Metric) is a linear relaxation of (Min-Metric), we automatically
have (Min-Metric) ≤ (Min-Cut). But we also know that both values are equal to
(Max-Flow), giving us (Min-Metric) = (Min-Cut). That is, allowing for “fractional”
cuts does not improve the optimum solution. In conclusion, we have the following.
Corollary 15.6. (Max-Flow) = (Min-Metric) = (Min-Cut); moreover, there is always
an integral optimum solution to (Min-Metric).
We will (probably) not have time to really explore the many use cases and
insights shed by linear programming, nor will we discuss algorithms to solve
LP’s, nor the proof of LP duality. (Some of these discussions would require more
mathematical prerequisites.) Nonetheless it is good to be aware of their central
importance. One should look at maximum flow as a canonical example of a
linear program that is particularly easy to understand.

15.5

Additional notes and references

This chapter overlaps with [KT06, Chapter 7] and [Eri19, Chapter 10]. The
algorithm derived in exercise 15.4 is also from [EK72].
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.

15.6

Exercises

Exercise 15.1. Consider an instance (G = (V,E),s ,t ,c ) of (s ,t )-maximum flow
with integral capacities, and suppose you have already computed a maximum
integral flow f .
1. Suppose we increase the capacity of an edge by 1. Design and analyze an
algorithm, as fast as possible, to compute the maximum flow in the updated
graph.
2. Suppose we decrease the capacity of an edge by 1. Design and analyze an
algorithm, as fast as possible, to compute the maximum flow in the updated
graph.
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Exercise 15.2. Suppose you had an (s ,t )-flow f . We know that there exists an
(s ,t )-path packing of the same size as f ; here we are interested in algorithms
that take f and compute such a path packing. Such a path packing is called a
flow decomposition of f .

Design and analyze an algorithm that, in O m 2 time, computes a maximum
path packing x of the same size of f , such that:
1. There are at most m distinct paths (with nonzero value) in x.
2. If f is integral, then x is also integral.
Exercise 15.3. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with integer edge capacities
c : E → N. Let each edge be assigned a color red, white, or blue. Recall that
an American walk is a walk where the edges alternate red, white, blue, red,
white, blue, ... Here there first color may be any color; all that matters is that we
keep cycle though the colors in any order. Given s ,t ∈ V , consider the problem
of computing the size of a maximum packing of American (s ,t )-walks.
(Here the definitions are just like for (s ,t )-paths. A “packing of walks” is a
collection of walks that, for each edge e , uses the edge e at most as many times
as its capacity. The “size of a packing” refers to the number of walks.)


Exercise 15.4. This exercise develops a O m 2 + mn log(n) log(𝜆 ) -time algorithm for maximum (s ,t )-flow and builds on ideas from exercise 15.2.
1. Prove the following: Given any (s ,t )-flow problem with max flow value
𝜆 > 0, there exists an (s ,t )-path where the minimum capacity edge is at
least 𝜆 /m.

2. Describe a O m + n log(n) -time algorithm to find the path described
above.4
an (s ,t )-max flow algo3. Based on the two parts above, design and analyze

rithm that runs in O m (m + n log(n)) log(𝜆 ) time for integer capacities,
where 𝜆 denotes the value of the maximum flow.56 (The algorithm does
not know the true value of 𝜆 a priori.)


4O m log n time
 is a little easier and this running time would still get partial credit. Even if
the O m + n log (n) -running time eludes you, you can assume it as a black box for the next part.
5This is polynomial with respect to the bit complexity of the input.

6A possibly helpful bit of math: for (small) 𝜖 > 0, log1+𝜖 (x) ≤ O log (x)/𝜖 is a good approximation (which you may want to verify for yourself).
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Chapter 16

Applications of flows and cuts
There are a rich variety of problems that can be solved be maximum flow, edgedisjoint paths, and minimum cut. We survey a few of these problems and their
reductions here. To encourage the reader to attempt to find the reductions
themselves, this chapter is organized as follows. We first introduce each problem.
Then we revisit each of these problems Flows
and show
Cutshow solve them by reductions
Applications of
to flows and cuts.
Bipartite
Matching

Vertex
Disjoint
Paths

Assignment
Problems

Project

path

Covers
Edge

Densest
Subgraph

Playoff

Orientation

Bipartite

Elimination

Vertex

scheduling

16.1

selection

cover

Vertex disjoint paths, vertex capacitated flow, and
vertex cuts

Thus far we have discussed edge-disjoint paths and edge-capacitated flows. However one can also model flow problems where there are constraints on the vertices.
For example, it is natural to ask for the maximum number of vertex-disjoint (s ,t )paths. In the dual, a vertex (s , t )-cut refers to a set of vertices whose removal
disconnects s from t . Here we assume that s and t are not connected by an edge.
For example, in the following graph, there are two edge-disjoint paths from s
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flow disjoint path,
Vertex Disjoint
Vertex
to t , and the minimum
edge-cutPaths
is 2. But
therecapacitated
is only one vertex
cutsmiddle).
Vertex
and a vertex cut of size one (circled
in the
S

O

t

One can also 2consider
combinations
of vertex and edge capacities. This is a
paths
edge disjoint
reasonable constraint in communication networks, where each node represents
1 vertex
path
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16.2

Bipartite matching

Bipartite matching. Let G = (V,E) be a bipartite graph. That is, suppose
there is a partition of V into two sets L,R (mnemonics for “left” and “right”),
bipartitein
such that every edge e ∈ E has exactly one endpoint
L and one endpoint in R.
graph
4
Bipartite

Matching

max
A matching is a setcoal
of edges
M ⊆ E where no g.d.istinctendpoints
setofed.ge two edges share an endpoint. The
bipartite matching problem is to compute the maximum cardinality matching.

16.3

Project selection

Here we consider a generic planning problem called project selection. The high
level idea is that there are many possible projects that we can undertake. Some
bring profit and others are net loss. What makes this problem interesting is that
they depend on each other in complicated ways. Perhaps project A has to be
completed before project B, and projects A and B both have to completed before
project C . The goal is to choose a maximum profit subset of projects, where for
each selected project, we have to also include the other projects that it depends
on. Formally the input is as follows.
1. A set of projects, P .
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2. For each project p ∈ P , a value 𝜇(p) ∈ R that measures the net profit of the
project.
3. For each project p ∈ P , a set of precedence constraints R (p) ⊂ P , which
reflects the set of projects that also have to be undertaken before p.
The following is a visual example where each vertex corresponds to a project.
Each edge reflects a dependency – an edge (x, y) indicates that project x depends
on project y.
selection
Project
dependencies

2

4

3
6
S

2
3

8

We assume that the precendence constraints
R (p) induce
ao directed graph that is
can be
have net profits
acyclic. (A directedProjects
cycle would give a list
of projects x 1 , . . . ,x k where each x i has
to be completed beforeand
x i +1 dependencies
for each i , but also x k has to be completed before x k
– which describes a deadlock from a project planning point of view.) A variant of
select projects incl dependencies
goal for
the problem that allows
cycles, so to speak, is given in exercise 16.3.)
w

16.4

max

total

profit

Playoff Elimination

Imagine we are nearing the end of a baseball season, and several teams are
competing for one spot in the playoffs. We want to know if our favorite team has
a chance of making the playoffs. Suppose we want to know if the Boston Red
Sox have been eliminated from the playoffs, and that standings are as follows.
Team

Wins

left

Games

2

NewYork

92

Baltimore

91

3

Toronto

91

3

Boston

90

t

2

92

Boston
Since Boston has 2 Can
games,
it is catch
possible
for them to win both and catch up
up
to the Yankees. But we still have to ensure that the Yankees don’t win, and that
neither Baltimore nor Toronto win more than 1 game each. That can get tricky
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if these teams are playing with each other. For example, suppose the remaining
schedule specifies the following games between the following four teams:
wins

92

91

al

NewYork Baltimore

NewYork

X

Baltimore

1

Toronto

I

Boston

0

L

X

90

Toronto

Boston

1

O

I

1

1

X

1

I

1

X

A close examination reveals it is impossible for Boston to catch up to first place:
assuming Boston wins all their games, and the Yankees lose all their games,
(which are both obviously necessary), the winner of the game between Baltimore
and Toronto will end up with 93 wins.
Can we automate such an analysis? In general, the input is as follows.
1. A set of teams T .
2. For every team t ∈ T , the number of wins w (t ) that they already have.
3. For every pair of teams s ,t ∈ T , the number of games g (s ,t ) between them.
4. The home team h ∈ T .
The goal is to figure out if there’s any set of outcomes to the remaining games so
that the home team h is at least tied for the most wins.

16.5

Assignment

Bipartite matching and generalizations of bipartite matching help model assignment problems. Consider for example the following example from Kuhn [Kuh55].
We have m individuals and n jobs; the goal is to assign individuals to all the jobs.
However not all individuals are qualified for all jobs. What we to encode these
qualifications is via an {0, 1}m×n qualification matrix. Below we reproduce a 4 × 4
example from [Kuh55].
1
©
0
Q =
0
«0

1
0
0
0

1
1
0
0

0
ª
0®
®.
1®
1¬

The qualification matrix states that individual 1 is qualified for jobs 1, 2, 3; individual 2 is qualified for job 3, and individuals 3 and 4 are both qualified for jobs
4. The assignment problem asks, to quote [Kuh55]:
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What is the largeset number of jobs that can be assigned to qualified individuals (with not more than one job assigned to each individual?)
More general assignment problems. A more general version of the assignment
job might, for example, state that certain jobs require a certain number of slots
to be filled. Suppose that in addition to the qualification matrix above, we also
have two sets of cardinalities:
1. ai ∈ N for each individual i ∈ [m], which says that individual i can take on
ai jobs.
2. b j ∈ N for each job j ∈ [n], which says that we have b j slots of job j to try
to fill.
The “simple” assignment version above was the case where ai = b j = 1 for all i
and j .
This more general version of the assignment problem asks:
What is the largest number of jobs (counted with multiplicity) that can be
assigned to qualified individuals? (Here a particular individual can only be
assigned to a particular job once.)

16.6

Edge orientation

input undirected graph
as

N

n

c
n

e

t

if

ya
7

U

I

k

Ind

7

k

I

3

r

s

t

Goal
direct
the edges to
Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph.
The edge orientation problem is to
assign directions to everyminimize
edge e ∈ Ethe
whilemax
minimizing
the maximum in-degree in
in degree
the resulting directed graph. There is also a parametrized version of the problem
where one is given a parameter h ∈ N, and the goal is to compute an orientation
where the minimum degree is at most h (or declare that this is impossible).
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Densest subgraph
density
Densest
Subgraph

Fettes

Let G = (V,E) be Goal
an undirected graph. The density of a graph G is defined as a
compute densest subgraph
the ratio
 |E |
density G =
.
|V |
The densest subgraph problem is to compute the subgraph of G with greatest density.
Equivalently, we want to select a set of vertices S maximizing the ratio |ES |/|S |,
where we let ES = {e ∈ E : e ⊆ S } denotes the set of edges with both endpoints
in S .
Among other applications, densest subgraphs arises in the analysis of social networks, where a very dense subgraph can be interpreted as a tight-knit
community.

16.8

Reductions to flows and cuts

We now explain how to solve each of the problems introduced above.

16.8.1

Vertex disjoint paths and vertex capacities

Recall the problem of vertex-capacitated flow from section 16.1.
Theorem 16.1. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with positive vertex capacities
c : V → R>0 . Let s ,t ∈ V be a fixed source and sink, respectively, and suppose there is
no edge from s to t .
1. The maximum vertex capacitated (s ,t )-flow equals the minimum capacity (s ,t )vertex-cut.
2. If the capacities are integral, then the maximum vertex capacitated flow (s ,t )-flow
is attained by an integral flow.
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Proof sketch. We reduce from vertex capacities to edge capacities
with the followI
s
paths
disjoint
k
ing simple trick. For each vertex v with capacity
c (v ), we splitr vL into two vertices,
I
−
“v -in” v − and “v -out” v + . All edges directed into v are Linstead
2 directed into v ,
z
+
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reduction
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Meanwhile, for the “normal” edges, we assign each of them capacity +∞, since
there is no limit to the amount of flow on that edge.1 We leave it to the reader
to apply the ideas from edge capacitated flow to this auxiliary graph to give the
claims.
■

16.8.2

Bipartite matching

Theorem 16.2. The maximum cardinality matching reduces to an edge-disjoint paths
problem with O (m + n) edges and O (n) vertices.
Proof sketch. The construction is as follows.
I
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16.8.3

1
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s J
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Integral flow
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Assignmentk edges

■

size Is

Recall the (simple) assignment problem from section 16.5. We reduce the problem
to edge-disjoint paths and the construction
essentially the same as bipartite
Ford is
Fulkerson
matching.
Is
NP Hard in
maximum

matching

1This is particularly convenient
computing the minimum vertex (s ,t )-cut, since the +∞bipartiteforgraphs
capacity edges are always omitted.

No
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1. We create a vertex ℓ i for each individual i ∈ [m], and a vertex r j for each
job j ∈ [n].
2. We add a directed edge (ℓ i ,r j ) whenever individual i is qualified for job j .
3. We add a super-source vertex s , and a directed edge from s to ℓ i for each
i ∈ [m].
4. We add a super-sink vertex t , and a directed edge from r i to t for each job
j ∈ [n].
By construction, all (s ,t )-paths are of the form (s ,ℓ i ,r j ,t ) for i ∈ [m] and
j ∈ [n] such that individual i is qualified for job j . That is, we have a bijection
between (s ,t )-paths and pairs (i , j ) where i is qualified for job j .
Now consider a family of edge-disjoint (s ,t )-paths. For each i ∈ [m], there
is at most one path containing ℓ i because ℓ i has only one incoming edge. For
each j ∈ [n], So the individual-to-job assignments corresponding to a family of
edge-disjoint paths will feature each individual and each job at most once.
Conversely suppose we have an assignment where each individual and each
job is assigned at most once. We claim the corresponding family of (s ,t )-paths
will be edge-disjoint. Indeed:
1. Each edge of the form (s ,ℓ i ) is used at most once, because individual i is
assigned at most once.
2. Each edge of the form (r i ,t ) is used at most once, because each individual
j is assigned at most once.
3. Each edge of the form (ℓ i ,r j ) is used at most once because individual i is
assigned at most once (or also because job j is assigned at most once).
Thus there is a feasible assignment of size k iff there are k edge-disjoint (s ,t )paths, and we can map one family to the other as described above. We run the
augmenting paths algorithm to get a maximum family of (s ,t )-edge disjoint paths,
and extract the assignment as described above. This takes O (mn min{m,n})-time
because there are at most O (mn) edges, and the maximum size of the flow (so to
speak) is min{m,n}.

16.8.4

Project selection

Recall the project selection problem from section 16.3.
Theorem 16.3. The project selection problem with n projects and m dependencies
reduces to computing the (s ,t )-min cut in a flow network with O (m + n) edges and O (n)
vertices.
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Proof sketch. We reduce to (s ,t )-min-cut in the following flow network. We introduce a source s and add a directed edge from s to every profitable project. The
edge is given capacity equal to the profit. We introduce a sink t , and a directed
edge from every negative profit to t . Each such edge is given capacity equal to
the (positive) cost of that project. We add a directed edge for every capacity with
cost +∞.
dependencies

4
4

2
2

A

to
G

to

3

3

J

G

S

2

to

z

S

SH
y

3

3

to

g

8

Consider any set S ⊂ V that contains s and excludes t , and the induced (s ,t )-cut
𝜕+ (S ). If the capacity of the cut is finite, then for every project p in S , every
cut
best
claim
project
dependency of p must
also min
be in
S . That
is,
S is aselection
feasible project selection.
Consider assume the capacity of the cut is finite. All of the edges in the cut 𝜕(S )
are one of two types.
1. The edge from a source to a profitable project excluded from S .
2. The edge from a negative profit project in S to t .
Thus the capacity of the cut is exactly equal to
 sum of profits of positive  

sum of costs of
−
.
projects excluded from S
negative projects in S
We can rewrite this as
 total sum of profits

 sum of profits of all  

sum of costs of
−
−
of all positive projects
positive projects in S
negative projects in S
 total sum of profits of 

=
− net profit of S .
all positive projects


Note that the total sum of profits of all positive projects is fixed independently of
S . Thus the minimum (s ,t )-cut will maximize the net profit of the source side of
the cut.
■

16.8.5

Playoff Elimination

Recall the playoff elimination problem from section 16.4.
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Theorem 16.4. An instance of deciding playoff elimination with n teams, and m
(unordered) pairs of teams with at least 1 game remaining, reduces to computing the
maximum flow in a graph with O (m + n) vertices and edges.
Proof. We interpret playoff elimination as an allocation problem. We want to
allocate one win from every game, while limiting the number of wins of all the
non-home teams to keep the home team from being eliminated.
teams

games

games

can win

S

1

L
vs

3

t

Let M be the maximum number of games the home team can win, if they win
the rest of their game. We create a directed acyclic graph with 4 layers, with the
following vertices.
1. In the first layer we have a source s .
2. In the second layer we have a vertex u {a,b } for every pair of teams (a,b)
with at least one game left to play. For each such pair (a,b), we add an edge
from s to u (a,b) with capacity equal to the number of games left between
teams a and b.
3. In the third layer we have a vertex v a for every team a. For every team a,
and every team b that a has left to play, we add an edge from the vertex
u {a,b } to v a with infinite capacity.
4. In the final layer we have a sink vertex t . For each team a except for the
home team, we add an edge from v a to t with capacity M − w (a), where
w (a) is the number of wins team a already has. For the home team h, we
add an edge from h to t with capacity +∞.
Now, let G be the total number of games left to play. We compute the maximum
flow in the graph described above. If the maximum flow has size G , then we
declare that the home team has not yet been. Otherwise we declare that the
home team has been eliminated.
We now prove that our reduction is sound. We first point out that the home
team has not yet been eliminated iff there is a set of outcome to all the games
such that no other team has more than M wins. In one direction, given any set of
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outcomes where the home team makes the playoffs, we can reassign any game the
home team loses so that the home team wins. Now the home team will still make
the playoffs, and also has M wins. Conversely, suppose there is a set of outcomes
where no other team has more than M wins. We can again reassign any game
the home team loses so that the home team wins. Now the home team has M
wins, while every other team still has at most M wins, giving a set of outcomes
where the home team makes the playoffs.
Now we will show that there is a max flow of size G iff there is a set of
outcomes where no other team wins more than M games.
Suppose first that there is an outcome of the games where every other team
finishes with at most M wins. Changing the outcome of the home team’s games
if necessary, we may assume that the home team finishes with M wins. From
these outcomes we construct a flow of size G that saturates all the edges from s ,
and where each matchup-vertex u (a,b) sends one unit of flow to team-vertex v a for
every game between a and b won by a, and one unit of flow to team-vertex tb for
every game won by b. Each team-vertex v a gets an amount of flow equal to the
number of games won by a, which is at most M − w (t ), and we send to t from
the (v a ,t )-edge. This gives a feasible flow of size G in our auxiliary network.
Conversely suppose there is an (s ,t )-flow of size G . We will construct an
outcome of games where every team has at most M wins. We may assume the
flow is integral because the capacities are integral, and decompose the flow in
a path-packing of G paths. Each path is of the form (s ,u a,b ,v a ,t ) for a pair of
teams a and b. We also observe that the total capacity of the edges leaving s is G ,
which forces each (s ,u a,b )-edge is saturated, hence the number of paths involving
v a,b equals the number of games left between a and b.
We create a set of outcomes where for each path (s ,u a,b ,v a ,t ), we give one
win from a matchup between a and b to a. This assigns an outcome to all G
remaining games. Moreover, each team-vertex v a can be in at most M − w (a)
paths since this is the capacity of the edge (v a ,t ). Thus each team a ends up with
nettle
at most M wins in this allocation.
■
I
X
wins

Baltimore toronto BGston
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NewYork
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1
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1
Below, we draw the flow network described above forytheÉexample
described
y
X
in section 16.4.
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Edge orientation

Recall the edge orientation problem from section 16.6.
Theorem 16.5. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph with m edges and n vertices,
and h ∈ N, and consider the problem of deciding whether there is an orientation with
maximum in-degre of h. This problem reduces to an edge-disjoint paths problem with
O (m) edges and O (n) vertices.
Proof. We can re-interpret edge orientation as an assignment problem with capacities. “Orienting an edge” is like assigning an edge to one of its endpoints.
We want to see edges to endpoints so that each vertex is assigned at most O (h)
edges. We create a flow network similar to assignment.
vertices

edges

É

We initially have a bipartite graph where one side we have an auxiliary vertex ae
corresponding to each edge e ∈ E, and on the other side we have an auxiliary
vertex bv corresponding to each vertex v ∈ V . We have an edge from ae to
bv whenever v is an endpoint of e . We introduce an auxiliary source s and an
auxiliary source t . We add an edge with capacity 1 from s go ae for every e . We
add an edge with capacity h from bv to t for every vertex v .
After constructing this auxiliary graph, we compute a maximum path packing
from s to t , and return true iff we obtain a path packing of size m.
To prove the reduction is sound, we show that there is a 1-1 correspondence
between orientations with maximum in-degree h, and path-packings of size m.
Given an orientation with maximum in-degree h, consider the path packing where
for every edge e oriented toward an endpoint v , we take the path (s ,ae ,bv ,t ). This
gives m paths that fits in the capacities; in particular, each edge of the form (bv ,t )
is used at most h times because v has in-degree at most h in the orientation.
The inverse mapping takes path packings of size m and converts them into
orientations with maximum in-degree h. We first observe that every path in a
path packing is of the form (s ,ae ,bv ,t ), where v is an endpoint of v . Since there
are m edges from s to distinct ae ’s, in a path packing of m edges, there is exactly
one path containing each ae . For each e , we orient e towards the endpoint v
where bv is the next vertex in the corresponding path. This gives an orientation
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of every edge. Additionally, the maximum in-degree is at most h because that is
the capacity of the edge (bv ,t ).
This correspondance implies that there is an orientation with in-degree h iff
there is a path packing of size m in the auxiliary graph, which completes the
proof of correctness.
■
Corollary 16.6. Consider the problem of computing the minimum in-degree orientation
in a graph G with m edges and n vertices. Then this problem can be solved via O log n
instances of edge-disjoint paths with O (m) edges and O (n) vertices.
Proof. In theorem 16.5, we showed that the decision problem (given a target
in-degree h) reduces to a single instance of edge-disjoint paths. We reduce
the

minimization problem (of finding the minimum feasible h) to O log n instances
of the decision problem by binary search. Here observe that the optimum value of
h is an integer between 1 and m. To “probe” a value of h, we apply theorem 16.5
to see if there exists an orientation with maximum in-degree h. If so, then the
optimum values is ≤ h. If not, then the optimum value is greater. We guide our
binary search accordingly.
■

16.9

Additional notes and references

We recommend [KT06] and [Eri19] for further discussions on applications of flow
(including several of the applications discussed here).
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.

16.10

Exercises

Exercise 16.1. Suppose we are given two-dimensional array A[1..m] [1..n] of
non-negative real values such that each row and column sum is an integer. We
want to round A to an integer matrix, replacing each entry x ∈ A with either ⌈x⌉
or ⌊x⌋, while maintaining the sum in any row or column of A. For example,
1.2 3.4 2.4
1 4 2
©
ª
©
ª
3.9 4.0 2.1® rounds to 4 4 2® .
«7.9 1.6 0.5¬
«8 1 1¬
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Consider the problem of computing such a rounding, or declaring that none exists.
For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the
faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 16.2. Every semester we have to schedule PSO’s for all the students,
which is complicated by (a) room availability mixed with (b) time availability both
with respect to the students and the rooms. Suppose there are m total students,
n available time slots, and p different rooms. Suppose we had the following
information.
1. For each student (indexed by) i ∈ [m], there is a subset of times Ti ⊆ [n]
of times when they can attend PSO.
2. For each time slot j ∈ [n], there is a subset of rooms R j ⊆ [m] available at
that time.
3. For each room k ∈ [p] there is a maximum capacity C k of the number of
students that can fit in the room at any given time.
From this information we have the following scheduling problems.
1. Consider the problem of deciding if there is a way to schedule all the
students to times and rooms while respecting all the constraints listed
above. For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time
algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time
algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
2. In addition to making sure each room can fit all its students, we also want
to minimize the maximum number of students in any room at any time, to
decrease the maximum load on the TA’s. Consider the problem of creating
a schedule that minimizes the maximum number of students in any room,
while also respecting the constraints listed above. For this problem, either
(a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better),
or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial
time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 16.3. Recall the project selection problem in section 16.3. Suppose we
relax the problem so that the “precedence requirements” are not longer required
to be acyclic. That is, let us instead interpret each set R (p) as “co-requisites”:
if we take project p, then we also have to take on project q for every q ∈ R (p).
(That is, we remove the emphasis that every q ∈ R (p) should be executed “before”
p.) For this generalization of project selection, either (a) design and analyze a
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polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial
time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 16.4. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph with positive edge weights
w : E → R>0 . We define the weighted density of a graph as the total edge weight
divided by the number of vertices. Consider the problem of computing the
weighted densest subgraph of G , assuming the edge weights are all integral
and between 1 and poly(n). For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a
polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial
time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 16.5. In the playoff elimination problem (section 16.4), we asked
whether a particular team was mathematically eliminated from making the playoffs.
This allows for a perhaps that the home team would win all of its remaining
games, and allows for other teams to lose all of their games, which may be
unrealistic when there are many games left. Suppose we assumed that:
1. No team will win more than 90% of its remaining games, rounded up. (I.e.,
if a team has k games left, it can win at most ⌈.9k ⌉ of them.)
2. Every team will win at least 10% of its remaining games, rounded down.
(I.e., if a team as k games left, it must win at least ⌊.1k ⌋ of them.)
Consider the problem of deciding whether the home team can make the playoffs
under the additional restrictions listed above. For this problem, either (a) design
and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that
a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 16.6. Given integer values b : RV , a b-matching is a set of edges M ⊆ E
where every vertex v is incident to at most b (v ) edges in M . Consider the problem
of computing the largest b-matching in a bipartite graph. For this problem, either
(a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b)
prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm
for SAT.
Exercise 16.7. Recall that in chess, a rook (R) is a piece that can move horizontally or vertically as far as it wants. (It cannot move diagonally.) We say that a
rook on a particular square is attacking another chess piece at another square if
the rook can be moved horizontally or vertically from its square to the square of
that chess piece.
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Consider the following problem which we call the “n-rooks problem”. At a
high level, there is an n × n board where some of the squares have been marked
off as “unavailable”. The remaining squares are “available”. The goal is to place
n rooks in the available squares so that none of the rooks are attacking each other.
We call this a “non-attacking placement” of the n rooks. (While rooks cannot be
placed on unavailable squares, they can still move over unavailable squares to
attack other pieces on the other side of unavailable squares.)
Below we draw a non-attacking placement of 4 rooks on a 4 × 4 chess board.
Unavailable squares are marked by X. Rooks are marked by R.
X R
X
R X X X
X R
X
X R
Formally, the input consists of an n × n bit-array A[1..n, 1..n] ∈
{true, false}n×n , where A[i , j ] = true indicates that square (i , j ) is available,
and A[i , j ] = false indicates that square (i , j ) is unavailable. The goal is to
decide if there is a non-attacking placement of n rooks in the available squares.
For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the
faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 16.8. Evacuate the building! Before Purdue can begin construction
on its next glorious computer science building, at least two times size of Lawson
and with at most half as many restrooms, the architectural plan has to pass a
series of safety regulations. One of the most important safety requirements is
having an evacuation plan where in the event of an emergency, one can empty all
the rooms to safe locations without overcrowding any of the hallways and other
pathways, and risking a stampede. Here we model the problem of computing
a safe evacuation plan (or declaring that none exists) as a graph problem, as
follows.
The input consists of a directed graph G = (V,E), two disjoint subsets of
vertices X ,Y ⊆ V , and integer edge labels z : E → N. X represents the rooms
that would need to be evacuated, and Y represents the safe locations that the
rooms in X must be evacuated to. (One safe location can be the destination
of any number of evacuation routes.) The edges represent hallways/pathways
through the building, and each edge e is annotated with an integer label z (e )
that signifies the number of evacuation paths it can accommodate. We define an
evacuation plan as a set of paths from rooms in X to safety locations in Y , with
one path starting from each room in X . We say that an evacuation plan is safe if
no hallway/pathway is used more than its declared limit z (e ).
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The problem is to either compute a safe evacuation plan or declare that no
safe evacuation plan exists. For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a
polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial
time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
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Chapter 17

Trees, flows, and cuts
We consider flow and cut problems for the particular setting of undirected graphs.
It turns out that undirected graphs have substantially more symmetry than
directed graphs, allowing for faster algorithms and very elegant ideas.
Two clean algorithmic bounds that are obtained in this chapter are as follows.
To preface the first result, we mention that the global minimum cut is the minimum
(s ,t )-cut over all pairs s ,t ∈ V .
1. In undirected graphs (with capacities),
the global minimum cut can be

computed in O mn + n 2 log(n) time.
2. In undirected and uncapacited graphs, the maximum
(s ,t )-flow and the

minimum (s ,t )-cut can be computed in O m + n𝜆 2 time, where 𝜆 is the
size of the maximum (s ,t )-flow.
The first result is much faster than can be obtained by computing the minimum
(s ,t )-cut over all pairs s ,t ∈ V . In fact it is even faster than the fastest
 algorithm
we have analyzed for a single (s ,t )-min cut, which is the O m 2 n shortestaugmenting-paths algorithm from chapter 15. The second result improves on
the augmenting paths algorithm from chapter 14. The improvement comes from
connections to spanning trees (chapter 13) and this connection is interesting in
its own right.

17.1

Global minimum cut

Goal disconnect graph by removing minimum

In this section, let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph, possibly with positive edge weights. We have previously discussed
(s ,t )-cuts, where s ,t ∈ V , which are sets of edges whose removal disconnects s from t . We are now interested in global
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cuts, or simply cuts, which are set of edges whose removal leaves the graph disconnected. The (edge) connectivity of G is defined as the minimum weight of
any global cut. Consider the problem of computing the minimum global cut in
G ; for example, in the graph drawn above.
Of course we can reduce global cut to polynomially many (s ,t )-cuts, by simply
enumerating all pairs (s ,t ) ∈ V . If we let MF(m,n) denote the running time to
compute max-flow in a graph with m edges and n vertices, then this approach
would take
 
n
MF(m,n)
2
time to compute the global minimum cut. One can do better by observing that
it suffices to fix s , and loop over all choices of t . Then we can compute the
global minimum cut in n MF(m,n). Note that the best running
time we have for

MF(m,n) (independent of the size of the flow) is O m 2 n via shortest augmenting
paths (section 15.3.2), which gives a O m 2 n 2 -time algorithm for minimum cut.
In this section we analyze
an algorithm that computes the global minimum

cut in O mn + n 2 log(n) time. The algorithm is given in fig. 17.1 on page 259.
It is a deceptively simple, recursive algorithm that is also a bit mysterious. We
first give a high-level description. In the base case there are only two vertices,
and only one possible cut, which is returned. So let us assume that there are
more than two vertices. The min-cut algorithm orders the vertices v 1 , . . . ,v n by a
certain greedy ordering. (More on this later.) It looks at the graph G ′ obtained
by contracting v n−1 and v n to a single vertex. It recurses on G ′ to produce a cut
𝜕(S ) that (when lifted to G ) does not separate v n−1 and v n . It compares this cut
to the singleton cut 𝜕(v n ), and returns the better of the two cuts. Figure 17.2
gives an example of the algorithm on an unweighted graph with 8 vertices and a
minimum cut of size 2. 
The O mn + n 2 log n running time is fairly transparent: The ordering takes
O m + n log n , and each recursive call decreases the number of vertices by 1.
Overall the bottleneck is computing n orderings which takes O m + n log n time.
On the other hand, it is not all clear why the algorithm should produce the
minimum cut.
We first introduce some convenient notation. We let 𝝀(G ) denote the edge
connectivity of a graph G . For two vertices u,v ∈ V , the (edge) connectivity of
{u,v } is the weight of the minimum (u,v )-cut. We let 𝜆 (u,v ) be the connectivity
between u and v .
The proof of correctness rests on the following two claims.
Claim 1. 𝜆 (G ) = min{𝜆 (v n−1 ,v n ),𝜆 (G ′)}.
Claim 2. 𝜆 (v n−1 ,v n ) = deg(v n ).
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mysterious-min-cut(G = (V,E,c ))
/* A mysterious algorithm that computes the global minimum cut.

*/

1. If |V | = 2, then return the unique cut separating the two vertices.
// Base case, O (1).
2. Let v 1 ∈ V be any vertex. For i = 2, . . . ,n:

/* Entire loop takes O m + n log n time w/ Fibonacci heaps.

*/

A. Let v i ∈ V maximize, over all v ∈ V \ {v 1 , . . . ,v i −1 }, the quantity
Í
e = {v ,v j } ∈E: j <i c (e ).

3. Let G ′ = (V ′,E ′) be the graph obtained by contracting {v n−1 ,v n } to a single
vertex.
4. Recursively call mysterious-min-cut(G ′) to obtain a cut of the form 𝜕(S ),
where S ⊆ {v 1 , . . . ,v n−2 }.
5. Compare 𝜕(S ) to the singleton cut 𝜕(v n ), and return the smaller of the two cuts.
Figure 17.1: An algorithm computing the global minimum cut in O m m + n log n
time in weighted, undirected graphs.
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Figure 17.2: Tracing the execution of mysterious-min-cut on an initially unweighted
graph (from left to right, top to bottom). The true minimum cut (of size 2) is identified
in the fifth graph (first graph, second row).
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The first claim can be proven right now: either the minimum cut separates v n−1
and v n , or it doesn’t, in which case the minimum cut in G ′ has the same value as
the minimum cut in G . The second claim is more mysterious, and most of this
section is in the service of proving it.
If the second claim does hold, then we can prove the algorithm correctly
computes the minimum cut by induction on the number of vertices. In the base
case, n = 2, and the algorithm returns the only cut. In the general case, n > 2,
the minimum cut is either the minimum (v n−1 ,v n )-cut, or the minimum cut in G ′.
In the former scenario, the second claim above implies that it is the singleton cut
𝜕(v n ). In the latter scenario, by induction on n, the recursive call computes the
minimum cut in G ′.
Assuming the second claim, we have shown the following theorem.
Theorem 17.1 ([NI92b]). The global
 minimum cut in a weighted, undirected graph
can be computed in O mn + n 2 log n time.

17.1.1

Maximum adjacency (MA) orderings.

To analyze the min-cut algorithm, we draw attention to the ordering of vertices
produced in (2). Nagamochi and Ibaraki [NI08; NI92b] call this a maximum
adjacency ordering, defined formally as follows.
Definition 17.2. Let v 1 ,v 2 , . . . ,v n be an ordering of V . We say that the ordering
is a maximum adjacency ordering (abbrev. MA ordering) if for each i > 1,
v i maximizes the weight of edges from v i to {v 1 , . . . ,v i −1 } over all vertices in V \
{v 1 , . . . ,v i −1 }.

We note that computing an MA ordering takes O m + n log n time, by using
a Fibonacci heap (cf. Fact 8.1) to track the remaining vertex with the maximum
weight of edges to previously selected vertices. We also note that in unweighted
graphs an MA ordering. We state the running times as a lemma below and
defer the algorithmic details to section 17.A. On the following page we rewrite
“mysterious-min-cut” in terms of MA-orderings; the algorithm is also renamed
as MA-min-cut.
Lemma 17.3. In an unweighted graph, a maximum adjacency ordering starting with
any initial vertex v 1 can be computed in O (m + n) time. In a weighted graph, a maximum
adjacency ordering starting with any initial vertex v 1 can be computed in O m + n log n
time.
Here, then, is the key “claim 2”, restated in terms of MA-orderings, and its
proof.
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MA-min-cut(G = (V,E))
1. If V has only two vertices then return the unique cut separating them. // O (1).

2. Compute an MA-ordering v 1 , . . . ,v n .
// O m + n log n w/ Fibonacci heaps.
3. Let G ′ = (V ′,E ′) be the graph obtained by contracting {v n−1 ,v n } to a single
vertex.
4. Recursively call MA-min-cut(G ′) to obtain a cut of the form 𝜕(S ), where
S ⊆ {v 1 , . . . ,v n−2 }.
5. Compare 𝜕(S ) to the singleton cut 𝜕(v n ) and return the smaller of the two cuts.
Figure 17.3: The min-cut algorithm from fig. 17.1 rewritten in terms of MA orderings.

Lemma 17.4. Let v 1 , . . . ,v n be a maximum adjacency ordering. Then 𝜆 (v n−1 ,v n ) =
deg(v n ).
Proof. The proof is by induction on n, where the base case n = 2 is immediate.
Suppose n > 2.
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1. Let G 0 = G − v n and let 𝜆 0 denote the edge connectivity in G 0 . Observe
that v 1 , . . . ,v n−1 is a maximum adjacency ordering for G 0 .
2. Let G 1 = G − v n−1 and let 𝜆 1 denote the edge connectivity in G 1 . Observe
that v 1 , . . . ,v n−2 ,v n is a MA ordering for G 1 .
We have
𝜆 (v n ,v n−1 ) ≥ min{𝜆 (v n ,v n−2 ),𝜆 (v n−2 ,v n−1 )}
by the triangle inequality for cuts (Cf. exercise 14.2). We claim that both
𝜆 (v n ,v n−2 ) and 𝜆 (v n−2 ,v n−1 ) are ≥ b. For the first, we have We have
(a)

(b)

(c)

𝜆 (v n−2 ,v n−1 ) ≥ 𝜆 0 (v n−2 ,v n−1 ) = a ≥ b,
as desired. (a) is because deleting v n and its incident edges cannot increase
the connectivity. (b) is by induction on n. (c) is because of the maximal MA
ordering.
For 𝜆 (v n−2 ,v n ), we have
(d)

(e)

𝜆 (v n−2 ,v n ) ≥ 𝜆 1 (v n−2 ,v n ) = b,
as desired. Similar to before, (d) is because deleting v n−1 and its incident edges
cannot increase the size of the max (v n−2v n )-flow. (e) is by induction on n.
c 0
case proof
This completes the
for the case c = 0.
Case 2: c > 0.
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Figure 17.4: A cut of size 2 in the graph from page 257.

17.2

Sparsification and faster augmenting paths

Sparsification refers to the general method of taking a large, dense graph and
producing a smaller, sparse graph (over the same vertex set) that preserves some
desired structure of the original graph.
We start with a very familiar example. Recall that two vertices s and t are
connected in an undirected graph if there is a path from s to t . Given an
undirected graph G = (V,E), suppose we wanted a sparse subgraph G ′ = (V,E ′)
such that any two vertices s ,t ∈ V are connected in G iff they are connected in G ′.
Here there is a solution G ′ with (slightly less than) n edges. The reader probably
knows the answer and should pause to find it.

17.2.1

Small subgraphs preserving small connectivities

Recall that 𝜆 (s ,t ) denotes the edge connectivity between s and t ; i.e., the size of
the minimum (s ,t )-cut. We write 𝜆 G (s ,t ) to specifically refer to the connectivity
in graph G , when the choice of graph is ambiguous.
Above, we asked for sparsifiers that maintain all pairwise connectivities in an
undirected graph up to connectivity 1. (The answer was a spanning forest.) Here
we generalize to connectivities up to a fixed cardinality k ∈ N. More precisely,
given an undirected graph G = (V,E) and a parameter k , we will compute a
subgraph H with less than kn edges such that for all s ,t ∈ V ,
𝜆 H (s ,t ) ≥ min{k ,𝜆 G (s ,t )}.

(17.1)

To construct such a graph H , Nagamochi and Ibaraki [NI92a] proposed the
following simple greedy algorithm. Consider the partition of E into forests
F1 ,F2 ,F3 , . . . constructed as follows.
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greedy-forest-packing(G = (V,E))
1. G 0 ← G
2. for i = 1, 2, . . . until G i −1 is empty
A. Fi ← spanning forest of G i −1
B. G i ← G i −1 − Fi

3. Return the forests F1 ,F2 , . . .
Here “G i −1 − Fi ” is a shorthand for removing the edges of Fi from the graph G i −1 .
This construction is sometimes called a greedy forest packing; we are iteratively
packing forests in the graph, and each forest in sequence is maximal (and
spanning) among the remaining edges. It is not hard to see that the follow
process has the same effect .
greedy-forest-packing(G = (V,E))
1. Set Fi = ∅ for all i ∈ N.
2. For each edge e ∈ E (in any order):
A. Let Fi be the first forest such that e ∉ span(Fi ).

B. Fi ← Fi + e .

3. Return the forests F1 ,F2 , . . . .
For each k ∈ N, let Hk = F1 ∪ · · · ∪ Fk denote the union of the first k forests,
as a subgraph of G . Note that Hk has at most k (n − 1) edges. We claim that for
each k , Hk preserves connectivities up to k in the sense of (17.1).
Theorem 17.5 ([NI92a]). Let s ,t ∈ V have connectivity ℓ in G . Then for all k ≤ ℓ ,
s and t have connectivity ≥ k in Hk .
The key observation to proving theorem 17.5 is the following.
Lemma 17.6. Let C = 𝜕(S ) be an induced cut with |C | = ℓ edges, and let k ≤ ℓ .
Then |C ∩ Hk | ≥ k .
Proof. Suppose not. Then there is is an edge e ∈ C \ Hk . For each i ∈ [k ], if
e ∉ Fi , then e is spanned by Fi , and there must be at least one edge in C ∩ Fi .
Therefore C has at least one edge in each Fi , hence at least k total in Hk - a
contradiction.
■
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Now we prove theorem 17.5. Let s ,t ∈ V have connectivity ℓ and let k ≤ ℓ .
Every {s ,t }-cut C = 𝜕(S ) has at least ℓ edges, and by lemma 17.6, |C ∩ Hk | ≥ k ,
as desired.
Theorem 17.5 gives us our first nontrivial sparsifier. With < kn edges, we can
preserve all connectivities up to size k . Don’t be fooled by its simplicity! This
algorithm has inspired many more ideas.

17.2.2

Computing a forest packing

How long does it take to compute a greedy forest packing? Consider the second
approach above, where each edge e is inserted into the first forest Fi that does
not span e . Instead of trying F1 ,F2 , . . . in order, we can apply binary search for
the first Fi . Each probe takes a forest Fi and an edge e and asks if Fi spans e .
To serve this query, we can use the disjoint union data structure for each forest
Fi . Applying the bounds
given in lemma 13.8, this gives a total running time of

O m log(n)𝛼(m,n) , where 𝛼(m,n) is the inverse Ackerman function. However
one can actually do better:
Theorem 17.7. A maximal forest packing can be computed in O (m) time.
We will prove this at the end, in section 17.3.

17.2.3

Speeding up Ford-Fulkerson in undirected graphs

Consider an instance of (s ,t )-max flow in an unweighted, undirected graph.
Suppose the maximum flow has size exactly 𝜆 ; the augmenting-paths algorithm
takes O (m𝜆 ) time to compute the maximum flow. But we know that the first 𝜆
forests contain all the edges necessary to compute the maximum flow. If we knew

the value of 𝜆 a priori, then we could obtain a running time of O m + n𝜆 2 by
first computing the the greedy forest packing in O (m) time, and then running
Ford-Fulkerson in Hk .
Of course we do not know 𝜆 a priori. But we can feel it out incrementally, so
to speak, by adding including one more forest from the greedy forest packing
in each iteration. That is, we start with an empty graph H = (V, ∅). In the first
orientation, we add the first forest, F1 , to H , search for an augmenting path, and
update the residual graph. Generally speaking, in the i th iteration, we add the
i th forest Fi to (the running residual graph of) H before searching for the next
path. If we do not find an augmenting path in the i th, then we know that our
current flow f is the maximum flow of size i − 1 in the union of the first i forests,
Hi . If there was a bigger (s ,t )-flow in input graph G , then there would have been
a flow of size i in Hi . But there wasn’t, so f is the maximum flow.
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The advantage is that the i th iteration occurs within the first i forests, which
has only O (ni ) edges. Consequently the i th iteration takes O (ni ) time. Summing
over all i , we obtain the following.
Theorem 17.8. In undirected and unweighted graphs,
the maximum (s ,t )-flow and

2
minimum (s ,t )-cut can be computed in O m + n𝜆 time, where 𝜆 denotes the value of
the maximum flow / minimum cut.

17.3

Linear time greedy forest packings

In this final section, we describe the linear time algorithm for computing the
greedy forest packing alluded to in section 17.2. Let us first present the algorithm
up front, because it is breathtakingly simple. The algorithm takes as input an
undirected graph and computes a maximum adjacency ordering. It then uses the
ordering to assign edges to directly to different forests. The assignment seems
almost arbitrary on first impression.
MA-forests(G = (V,E))
1. Let v 1 , . . . ,v n be an MA-ordering of G .

// O (m)

2. F1 ,F2 , · · · ← ∅
3. For j = 1, . . . ,n
A. k ← 1


B. For each edge e = v i ,v j w/ i < j , in increasing order of v i :
1. Fk ← Fk + e and k ← k + 1
4. return F1 , . . . ,Fm
It is easy to see that the above algorithm runs in O (m) time. It is not obvious
that it correctly returns a greedy forest packing.
Having described the full code for MA-forests, let us set it aside and start
designing an algorithm anew. We will first develop an algorithm that is not
necessarily fast, but the correctness will be clear. We will then make observations
that help us understand MA-forests as a fast implementation of the slower
algorithm. We introduce the following helpful notation. For a set of vertices
S ⊊ V and a vertex v ∈ V \ S , we denote the number of edges from v to S by

def
deg(v | S ) = # edges from v to S
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A single forest

Towards a recursive algorithm, let us first present a simple algorithm that generates
a single spanning forest based on a given MA ordering. It is essentially the search
algorithm for MST, except without the weights, and processing the vertices in
the given MA order.
MA-forest(G = (V,E), MA ordering v 1 , . . . ,v n of V )
1. F ← ∅ and S ← {v 1 }
2. For each v i in increasing order of i :

A. For each edge e = v i ,v j where j > i
1. If v j is not in S
a. F ← F + e and S ← S + v j .

B. Return F .

An equivalent algorithm would be as follows.
MA-forest(G = (V,E), MA ordering v 1 , . . . ,v n of V )
1. F ← ∅.
2. For each v j in increasing order of i :

A. If there is an edge e = v i ,v j where i < j :

1. Let e = v i ,v j minimize v i .
2. F ← F + e and S ← S + v j .
B. Return F .

For the analysis, let G = (V,E) be a fixed undirected graph. Let v 1 , . . . ,v n
be a fixed MA-ordering of G . For each i , let S i = {v 1 , . . . ,v i }. Let F =
MA-forest(G ,v 1 , . . . ,v n ) be the forest returned by MA-forest.
Lemma 17.9. F is a spanning forest in G .
Proof. To show that F is a forest, we observe that for every v j , F contains at
most one edge of the form v i ,v j where i < j . This implies there are no cycles.
Indeed, if F had a cyclie, then the maximum
index vertex v j in the cycle would

have at least two edges of the form v i ,v j , where i < j .
Next we show that F is spanning. Restricting our attention to a single
component of G , we may assume G is connected. We need to show that F is
connected; i.e., F is a tree. Suppose by contradiction that F is not connected.
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Let v i be the first vertex that is not connected to v 1 in F . Then deg(v i | S i −1 ) = 0.
As v 1 , . . . ,v n is a MA-ordering, this implies that deg v j S i −1 = 0 for all j ≥ i .
That is, there are no edges between S i −1 and V \ S i −1 , a contradiction to G being
connected.
■
Lemma 17.10. Let G ′ = G \ F be the graph obtained by removing F . Then v 1 , . . . ,v n
is a maximal adjacency ordering of G ′.
Proof. By analyzing each component separately, it suffices to assume that G is
connected. In particular, we have deg(v i | S i −1 ) ≥ 1 for all i .
For any vertex v , let deg′ (v | S i −1 ) denote the number
 of edges between
′
v and S i −1 in G . Observe
that for j > i , if deg v j S i > 0, then we have

deg′ v j S i = deg v j S i − 1, since F takes exactly one edge between S i and v j
(should one exist).
Now, let i < j . We need to show that

deg′ (v i | S i −1 ) ≥ deg′ v j S i −1 .

We may assume that deg′ v j S i −1 ≥ 1 since the LHS is always nonnegative. In
this case, we have


deg′ (v i | S i −1 ) = deg(v i | S i −1 ) − 1 = deg v j S i −1 − 1 = deg′ v j S i −1 ,
as desired.

17.3.2

■

Recursively packing forests

?? implies that we can reuse the initial MA order to gredily pack the second
forest, the third forest, and so forth. The following algorithm reuses the same
MA-ordering to compute a greedy forest packing.
recursive-MA-forests(G = (V,E), MA-ordering v 1 , . . . ,v n of V )
1. if E = ∅ then return ∅
2. F1 ← MA-forest(G ,v 1 , . . . ,v n )
3. G 1 ← G \ F1
4. F2 , . . . ,Fk ← recursive-MA-forests(G ,v 1 , . . . ,v n )
5. return F1 , . . . ,Fk .
Lemma 17.11. Let F1 be a spanning forest of G , and let F2 , . . . ,Fk be a greedy forest
packing of G − F1 . Then F1 , . . . ,Fk is a greedy forest packing of G .
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Shortcutting the recursion


Lemma 17.12. Consider an edge e = v i ,v j where
 i < j . Then recursive-MAforests places e in the k th tree for k = deg v j S i −1 .


Proof.
List the edges between S i and v j ,= e 1 = v i1 ,v j ,e 2 = v i2 ,v j , . . . ,e k =

v ik ,v j , in increasing order of v iℓ . For ℓ = 1, . . . ,k , eℓ is in Fℓ .
■
We see now that MA-forests is placing the edges in forests exactly as dictated
by the above lemma. Thus it is really just an extremely efficient implementation
of recursive-MA-forests, from which correctness follows.

17.4

Notes and references

The algorithms presented here are from Nagamochi and Ibaraki [NI92a; NI92b].
They are also covered in the book [NI08] by the same authors, which explores
additional related topics. Our presentation here is arranged differently from these
sources, but the ideas are essentially the same.
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.

17.A Computing MA orderings in linear time in unweighted graphs
In unweighted graphs, an MA ordering can be computed in O (m + n) time
basically with appropriate data structures. The subroutine we present selects the
vertices v 1 ,v 2 , . . . one at a time, in MA-order. We maintain, for each vertex v
not yet selected, the number of edges between v and the vertices among all the
vertices not yet selected. This quantity is always an integer between 0 and m, and
increasing.
We maintain two types of linked lists. For each k ∈ {0, . . . ,m}, we have a
doubly linked list of all the remaining vertices with (exactly) k edges to the
selected vertices. We also maintain a sorted, doubly linked list of all values of k
where there is at least one remaining vertex with k edges to the selected vertices.
These doubly-linked lists allow us to retrieve the next vertex v i in O (1) time.
Indeed, we can first get the maximum value of k for which there is at least one
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remaining vertex with k edges to the selected vertices. We can then look in the
corresponding list to obtain one such vertex.
When we select v i , we need to update the lists by (a) removing v i , and
(b) adding the edges from v i to the remaining vertices V − {v 1 , . . . ,v i } to their
respective tallies.
Removing v i means we remove v i from its corresponding doubly linked lists.
If v i had k edges to previously selected vertices, and was the last vertex in its
list, then we remove k from the list of values. Each of these operations take O (1)
time.
For each edge e from v i to a remaining vertex u, we increase the counter
representing the number of edges from u to selected vertices, say, from k to k + 1.
In doing so, we also remove u from the list of vertices with k edges to selected
vertices and add u to the list of vertices with k + 1 edges. If u was the last vertex
was k edges to selected vertices, or becomes the only vertex with k + 1 edges to
selected vertices, then we need to update the list of values k accordingly. All of
these operations take O (1) time.
Putting it all together, identifying the next vertex v i takes O (1) time, and we
spend O (1) per edge between v i and the remaining vertices to update our data
structure. To order all the vertices, we end up processing each edge once. This
gives a O (m + n) running time overall.
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Chapter 18

Matchings and vertex covers
18.1

Packing and covering edges
Vertex Cover

Vertex Cover

vertex

a

cover

is

a

set of vertices

Let G = (V,E) bethat
an undirected
vertex cover is a set of vertices
includes at graph.
least oneA endpoint
U ⊂ V that contains at
endpoint of every edge: U ∩ e ≠ ∅ for all e ∈ E.
of least
everyone
edge
The minimum vertex cover problem asks for a vertex
cover of minimum cardinality1. On the right we circle a
O
vertex cover for the graph drawn above. (Can you find
O
0
00
a smaller one?)
Belowcoverare istwo more
where
set of examples
vertices
a
O
vertex
the minimum
vertex
covers
are
circled
in
purple.
one
least
includes
at
that
endpoint
8

a

800

O

0

0

Goal min cardinality vertex cover
A matching
is a set of edges, M ⊂ E, whose endpoints are distinct:
doercifisona

is there

a

vertex

cover

of size K

e ∩ f = ∅ for all distinct e , f ∈ M .
1There are also weighted versions of maximum matching and minimum vertex cover, which we
will not discuss in detail here.
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One the right we highlight a matching in the graph
drawn at the beginning of the section. The maximum
matching problem asks for a matching of maximum
cardinality. Consider the graph below: what is the
maximum matching in this graph?

Duality. Matching and vertex cover are dual packing and covering problems.
Matchings are packing edges into vertices. Vertex covers are covering edges with
vertices. Similar to (s ,t )-path packing before, one equality between the sizes of a
matching and a vertex cover comes easily.
Lemma 18.1. Let M be a matching and let U be a vertex cover. Then |M | ≤ |U |.
Proof. Indeed,
(a)

|M | ≤

∑︁
e ∈M

(b)

|e ∩ U | =

Ø
e ∈M

(e ∩ U ) ≤ |U |.

Here (a) is because every edge has at least one endpoint in U . (b) is because M
is a matching, so the sets {e ∩ U } are disjoint across e ∈ M .
■
To emphasize the primal-dual setup:
edges pack into vertices, and vertices cover edges.
We now set out to address the following two questions.
1. Is there a polynomial time algorithm for minimum vertex cover, or is it NP-hard?
2. Is there a polynomial time algorithm for maximum matching, or is it NP-hard?
3. Does the minimum vertex cover and the maximum matching have the same size?
With regards to the third question, recall that in the edge disjoint paths, we
found the maximum number of edge disjoint (s ,t )-paths is exactly equal to the
size of the minimum (s ,t )-cut. One might hope for a similar equality between
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Perfect matching
Figure 18.1: A maximum
matching for the graph from page 272.
matching covering all

vertices

matchings and vertex covers.
But consider aIEEE
triangle graph (drawn below)2. A
mEEEing
vertex cover must take 2 corners / vertices. A matching can only take one side /
edge.

f

O

Which leaves the first 2 questions, which are algorithmic questions about
matchings and vertex cover. The fact that the maximum matching and minimum
vertex cover can have different size means that it is possible for one to be
polynomial time and the other to be NP-Hard. This was not possible for (s ,t )paths and cuts - since the quantities are equal, an algorithm that can identify the
size of the maximum (s ,t )-path packing automatically can identify the size of
the minimum (s ,t )-cut.

18.2

Vertex cover

We start with vertex cover.
Theorem 18.2. Minimum vertex cover is NP-Hard.
Proof. We show that minimum vertex cover solves maximum independent set,
which we have already shown to be NP-Hard.
Consider an instance of the independent set problem defined by a graph
G = (V,E) with n vertices. For a set S ⊂ V , we denote its complement by
def
S¯ = V \ S . We claim that S is an independent set iff S¯ is a vertex cover. If so,
then finding the minimum vertex cover is equivalent to finding the maximum
2That is, a graph with three vertices, with an edge between every pair.
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independent set. In the example below, an independent set is circled in red, and
a vertex cover is circled in yellow. Note that they are complementary vertex sets.

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O
O

o

o

O

We prove the claim
one direction
ma x
min at a time. First, let S be an independent
set, and let e be any edge. Since no two vertices in S are connected by an edge, e
clique
can have at most one endpoint in S . That means e has at least one endpoint in
S¯. As this holds for all e ∈ E, S¯ is a vertex cover.
Conversely, suppose S ⊂ V Eis a complement
vertex cover. Consider any two vertices
¯
G e , then S would not cover e . Thus
u,v ∈ S . If u and v were endpoints of an
of edge
S¯ is an independent set.
■

18.3

General matching

We now turn to the packing side of our primal-dual setup, matchings.

18.3.1

Alternating paths and cycles

Let
Let G = (V,E) be an undirected
graph. Let B,A ⊆ E be two matchings where A
EE
maximalexample
A
matching
is maximum and B is maximal. A simple
would be as follows. Here we
have f5 edges. The blue (even)
form amatching
maximal matching B, and the red
BEEedges
maximum
(odd) edges for a maximum matching A.
for example

then

Below is a more complicated example.
the maximal matching B is in blue
ElBl
IAI Again,
and the maximum matching A is in red.
Converse

e.g

TBI

IAI
IAI's

Bl

IAIIlogdBl

suppose
are

for

disjoint

consider

simplicity
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By definition of maximum, we have |B | ≤ |A|. The first example shows that it is
certainly possible for the inequality to be strict: |B | < |A|. (This is in contrast to
forests.) Is there a converse inequality? For example, maybe there is a constant
c > 0 such that for all maximal matchings B and all maximum matchings A,
|B | ≥ c |A|. Or perhaps the relation depends on the number of vertices, n. Is
there a function f (n) such that |B | ≥ f (n)|A|? For example, can we show that
√
|B | ≥ |A|/log(n)? Or |B | ≥ |A|/ n?
To answer this question, let B be a maximal matching and let A be a maximum
matching. We know that |B | ≤ |A| automatically, and we want to find a lower
bound on the ratio |B |/|A|. We can assume B and A are disjoint. Consider the
graph induced by just B and A (deleting all other edges from the graph).

O
has each
vertex2, since
Every
This graph has maximum
degree
vertexE is2incident to at most one
degree
edge from B and one edgeAUB
from A.collection
The connected
components of a graph with
of disjoint
maximum degree 2 is a vertex-disjoint collection
of
paths and cycles. Below on
paths and cycles
the left we highlight a path in B ∪ A and on the right we highlight a cycle.

O

Observe that the edges alternate between B and A; for this reason they are called
alternating paths and alternating cycles. Clearly, in any cycle C , the number of edges
from B equals the number of edges in A. Meanwhile, consider any component P
of B ∪ A that is a path. Since P alternates between B and A, we have
|B ∩ P | ≥ |A ∩ P | − 1.
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If |A ∩ P | ≥ 2, then this implies that |B ∩ P | ≥ |A ∩ P |/2. If A ∩ P is a single
edge e , then by maximality of B, B must have at least one edge incident to e , size
|B ∩ P | ≥ 1. Thus in either case, we have
|B ∩ P | ≥ |A ∩ P |/2.
Let us review and conclude the argument. Given a maximal matching B and
a maximum matching A, the connected components of B ∪ A are of three types.
1. Edges common to both B and A.
2. Cycles alternating between B and A.
3. Paths alternating between B and A.
In the first two cases, B has the same number of edges as A. In the third case,
we have argued that B has at least half as many edges as A. Thus we have shown
the following.
Theorem 18.3. Let B be a maximal matching and let A be a maximum matching.
Then |B | ≥ |A|/2.

18.3.2

Augmenting paths

To extend our line of reasoning further, we introduce the notion of free vertices
and augmenting paths. Given a matching M , a free vertex is a vertex that is not
incident to any edge in M . An augmenting path is an alternating path P from
one free vertex to another. For any augmenting path P , the edge set M △P is a
matching with one more edge than M .
Clearly, if B is a maximum matching, then there are no augmenting paths.
Conversely, let B be a matching for which there are no augmenting paths, and let
A be a maximum matching as before. Note that B is necessarily maximal, since
an edge between two free vertices is a (very short) augmenting path. Consider
any path P that forms a connected component of B ∪ A (that is not just an edge
in B ∩ A). If |A ∩ P | > |B ∩ P |, then since P alternates between B and A, we
must have that P is an odd-length path starting and ending with A-edges. More
to the point, P is an augmenting path for B.
This establishes the following optimality condition for matchings.
Lemma 18.4. A matching M is a maximum matching iff there are no augmenting
paths.
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Augmenting path algorithms

We now turn to matchings in general graphs. lemma 18.4 suggests the following
augmenting path algorithm similar to previous algorithms.
generic-augmenting-paths(G = (V,E))
1. M ← ∅
2. repeatedly (until M is maximum)
A. Look for an augmenting path P with respect to M .
B. Augment M along P .
C. return M .
Certainly this algorithm would work – if it were implementable. Of the steps
above, (2.A) is actually trickier then it looks.t Take the following graph, where a
matching M is highlightedBad
in red,
and a free vertex is circled in purple.
case
0

jm

A wild

cycle appears
If we follow alternating edges from
the free vertex, then if we might trace an
Td Dun dun
dun dun dunsituation.
dun dun It
dun
alternating path that runs Bad
into the
following
case
0

jm

A wild

cycle appears
Above, the search has stumbled into
a triangle of the form with one unmatched,
Td Dun dun
dun dun
dun It
dun dun dun
one matched edge and one unmatched
edge,
in sequence.
In general, the augmenting path approach can get stuck at odd alternating cycles.
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In general

I

l

r

i

i

r

t

i

i

f

I

i

This combinatorial obstacle
is modeled
by the following definitions. A flower
we are fooled
by odd
alternating
is defined as an alternating walk where
(v 1 , . . . ,v k ) where the first vertex is free
cycles a.k.a blossoms
and v 1 , . . . ,v k −1 forms a path, and, for some index i < k , v i , . . . ,v k forms an odd
cycle. The odd cycle (v
i ,v i +1 , . . . ,v k ) isincalled a blossom. The vertex v i = v k is
No
odd cycles
bipartite
called the base of a blossom. The initial part of the graphs
flower (v 1 , . . . ,v i ) that forms
a path to the base of the blossom is called the stem. Note that the stem may be
an empty path when the base of the blossom is free.
Lemma 18.5. Let (v 1 , . . . ,v k ) be a flower with and let v k = v i be the base of the
blossom. Then the two edges in the blossom incident to v i , (v i ,v i +1 ) and (v k −1 ,v k ), are
unmatched edge.
Proof. Because the cycle (v i ,v i +1 , . . . ,v k = v i ) has an odd number of edges,
(v i ,v i +1 ) and (v k −1 ,v k = v i ) are either both matched or both unmatched edges.
But
I
v i can only be incident to one matched edge, so they must both be unmatched. ■
i

The presence of flowers and blossoms completely thwart the augmenting
y
I
1
path approach. We cannot simply discard blossoms as they arise
- parts
r
l of the
l
r
I
r
cycle may be helpful in reaching other vertices. We also cannot
continue on
after
I
l
i
f
finding a blossom, since it will add two matched edges incident
to the1 base.
I
l
I
I
I same point. i And
Many years ago, Jack Edmonds [Edm65] was stuck at this
fI
here he made the following elegant observation: you can shrink the blossom!
This means we take the entire odd cycle B and contract it to Ya single vertex.
(This can possibly create duplicate edges and self-loops which are ignored.)
In the picture below, we contract the odd cycle to a single vertex in yellow.
s
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i
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This creates a contracted graph in which the remaining edges of M still form a
matching.
i

I
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Let us now study the contraction step more formally. The first lemma shows
that an augmenting path in the contracted graph can be expanded out to an
augmenting path in the original graph. We point out that while the proof is
somewhat careful for the sake of completeness, there are some pictures provided
below the proof that make the claim very intuitive.
Lemma 18.6. Let M be a matching, and let B ⊆ E be a blossom w/r/t M . Let
G ′ = G /B be the graph obtained by contracting the blossom B, and let M ′ = M \ B be
the remaining matching in G ′. Let P ′ be an augmenting path for M ′ in G . Then there
is an augmenting path P in M such that P ′ = P /M .
Proof. Let b ′ denote the vertex corresponding to the blossom B in the contracted
graph. If P ′ does not include b ′, then it is already a path in G , and there is
nothing to prove.
Otherwise, b ′ appears somewhere in the middle of the path P ′. In the original
graph G , this corresponds to two alternating paths. The part of P ′ before b ′
becomes an alternating path that ends at the stem s of the blossom B via a
matched edge. The part of P ′ after b ′ corresponds to an alternating path that
leaves at some other vertex t of B along an unmatched edge. Now, because B is
an odd cycle, one of the two ways from the stem s to the departure point t around
the cycle has an even number of edges. The even route is an alternating path
starting at an unmatched edge and ending at a matched edge. We concatenate
the first part of P ′ to s , the even length path in B to t , and the remaining part of
I
P ′ from t to obtain an augmenting path in G .
■
It is helpful to see some examples of how an augmenting path in the contracted
i
i
graph is converted to an augmenting path in the original graph.
In one case,
4
′
suppose the augmenting path P leaves the blossom on an unmatched edge.
In our example, this implies we should traverse the blossom in the clockwise
direction to match the parity.
I

I
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In the second case, suppose the augmenting path leaves the blossom on an
unmatched edge. To make the parities match, we traverse the blossom in the
opposite direction.
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Lemma 18.7. Let M be a matching, and let B ⊆ E be a blossom w/r/t M . Let
G ′ = G /B and M ′ = M /B be the graph and matching obtained by contracting B,
respectively. If M is not a maximum matching, M ′ is not a maximum matching in G ′.
Proof. If M is not maximum, then it
I has an augmenting path P .
i

1. P does not touch B.
i

n

l

i
Then it is already an augmenting
path
for M ′ in G ′, hence M ′ is not maximum.
i
r
1

l

2. P touches B.

I

i the first time) or leaves (for the last time) along
Then P either enters B (for
4
an edge that is not matched, since there is at most one matched edge with one
endpoint in B. Reversing P if necessary, we may assume that P enters B along
an unmatched edge.
By definition, B is part of a flower, which also includes an alternating path
from the base of B to a free vertex (which may be empty, if the base of the blossom
is free). Consider the alternating path P ′ in G ′ where we follow P to the point
where it enters B along an unmatched edge, and then follow the stem out to a
free vertex. This gives an augmenting path for M ′, so M ′ is not maximum. ■

We have now formally justified blossom contractions in an augmenting path
framework. However it is not still not clear that we can easily find blossoms
either! Fortunately the following lemma shows that running BFS along alternating
paths will always find either an augmenting path or a blossom.
Lemma 18.8. Let W = (v 1 , . . . ,vℓ ) be a shortest alternating walk such that v 1 and
vℓ are both free. Then either (a) W is an augmenting path or (b) (v 1 , . . . ,v k ) is a flower
for some k < ℓ .
Proof. Suppose W is not a path. Let v i = v k for two indices i < k , with k as small
as possible. In particular, (v 1 , . . . ,v k −1 ) is a path, and (v i , . . . ,v k ) is a cycle. If
(v i , . . . ,v k ) is an even length cycle, then we could remove it from W and obtain
a shorter walk, a contradiction. So (v i , . . . ,v k ) is an odd length cycle.
■
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We put everything together to obtain the following algorithm of Edmonds
[Edm65].
Edmonds-algorithm(G = (V,E))
1. M ← ∅
2. Repeatedly search for an augmenting path in G w/r/t M
A. If an augmenting path is found then uncontract all the
blossoms and augment M along the augmenting path.
B. Otherwise if a blossom B is found, then contract B.
C. Otherwise uncontract all the blossoms and return M .

The overall running time is O mn 2 , obtained as follows.
1. It takes O (m) time to find either a blossom or an augmenting path.
2. We can find at most n blossoms before finding an augmenting path.
3. There are at most n/2 augmenting paths until we have a perfect matching.
In conclusion, we have established the following theorem.
Theorem
 18.9 ([Edm65]). The maximum cardinality matching can be computed in
2
O mn time.

18.4

Additional notes and references

We also recommend section 5.2 in [Sch], lecture notes by Michel Goemans3,
lecture notes by Chandra Chekuri4, and slides by Bob Tarjan 5.
A 1991 interview of Jack Edmonds, in which he recounts his discovery of
the blossom algorithm, can be found in [RSLM91] 6. A 2015 issue of OPTIMA
7 celebrated the 50th anniversary of the blossom algorithm with recent related
results and includes another retrospective interview with Edmonds.
3http://math.mit.edu/~goemans/18453S17/matching-nonbip-notes.pdf
4https://courses.engr.illinois.edu/cs598csc/sp2010/Lectures/Lecture7.pdf
5https://www.cs.princeton.edu/courses/archive/spr11/cos423/Lectures/
NonbipartiteMatching.pdf
6https://www.ise.ncsu.edu/fuzzy-neural/wp-content/uploads/sites/9/2016/02/AGlimpse-of-Heaven.pdf
7http://www.mathopt.org/Optima-Issues/optima97.pdf
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Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.

18.5

Exercises

Exercise 18.1. Consider the following problem which is similar to vertex cover
except the roles of vertices and edges are switched. Let G = (V,E) be an
undirected graph. The goal is to compute a minimum size set of edges S ⊆ E
such that every vertex is an endpoint of at least one edge in S . For this problem,
either design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm, or show that a polynomial
time algorithm implies a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
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Chapter 19

Lazy data structures
19.1

As easy as 1, 2, 3

We have all coded the line
i++;
meaning, take an integer i , and increase it by 1. It’s the simplest operation in the
world, and understood to be very fast. Now consider the underlying bits as we
repeatedly increment i , starting from 1.
1, 10, 11, 100, 101...
No big deal. But subtly, in the short list above, one of the increments takes a
little bit longer than the others. To go from 11 (3) to 100 (4), we actually flipped
two bits, rather than one. Of course two bits is no big deal. If we take the number
232 − 1, and add one:
1111111111111111111111111111111, 10000000000000000000000000000000, ...

we flip 32 bits!1 In general, a k bit number may flip k bits to increase by 1. How
odd: the worst case performance of an increment is not uniform, and can be
larger for large numbers. Yet we all have coded i++ many times before and never
really worried about this. Should we be worried?
When we count from 1 to n, how many total bits are flipped? Clearly the first
(least significant) bit flips every time. The second bit flips every other time. The
third bit flips every four times, and the fourth bit flips every 8 times. In general,
the k th bit flips every 2k −1 times. So the number of bits flips is

∞ 
∑︁
2n
k =1

2k

≤n

⌈log
∑︁n ⌉

1

k =1

2k −1

< 2n.

1Of course, for modern computers, 32 bits is no big deal either. But that’s besides the point.
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The calculations are as if we flipped at most two bits with every increment.
In the aggregate, an increment acts like a constant time operation; that is, on
average, each increment takes O (1) time. Realistically, unless we are timing each
increment individually (and usually we aren’t), we don’t notice the difference from
a uniformly (worst-case) O (1) running time and an on-average O (1) running time.
The technical term to express this O (1) “average time” is to say that incrementing
takes O (1) amortized time.

19.2

Amortized analysis

In general, an operation takes T amortized time if any sequence of n invocations
to the operation takes nT total time. We can easily generalize this to multiple
operations. Suppose we have some data structure that has k different operations
op1 , . . . , opk . Let T1 , . . . ,Tk be k different values. We say that each operation opi
takes Ti amortized time if the total running time of any sequence of operations
opi1 , opi2 , . . . , opin is

O Ti1 + Ti2 + · · · + Tin .
The example of a binary counter above has a single operation, increment, which
was shown to take O (1) amortized time.
The binary counter is a good example of the practical tradeoffs of amortized
analysis. The algorithm itself is simple and perhaps the most natural one. The
analysis was more subtle, and we had to relax our insistence on worst-case bounds.
Crucially, amortized analysis does not lose the rigor and robustness of worst-case
analysis: we still require the algorithm to meet attain certain running times on
average in the worst case over all inputs.
Amortized analysis can be tricky, since once has to “zoom out” to see why a
sequence of operations is always good in the aggregate. At the end of the day,
we appeal to the formal definition above to establish amortized running times.
Fortunately there are a couple of well-worn techniques that sometimes offer an
easier way to obtain amortized amounts. The two approaches here we discuss
here are:
1. Credit schemes (a.k.a. the “banker’s method”).
2. Potential functions.
We explain each below and use binary counters as an illustrative example.
Credit schemes. The idea behind credit schemes is to have the cheap operations
pays additional “credit” that can be exchanged from work later. Each unit of
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credit is worth O (1) work. The rule is that we can only spend credit that was
saved up in previous iterations.
Let us illustrate with the binary counter. Whenever we call i++, imagine
placing one unit of credit on the first bit, half a unit of credit on the second bit,
one fourth a unit of credit on the third bit, and so forth. This spreads 2 units of
credit total.
In this credit scheme, the i th bit gets 1/2i −1 units of credit in each increment.
Recall also that we only flip the i th bit every 2i −1 increments. Consequently every
time we have to flip the i th bit, it has already accumulated one unit of credit to
“pay” for the flip. For each increment, then, we have the following:
(time for increment) + (net increase in credit) ≤ O (1).
Over n increments, we have
n 
∑︁
k =1

time for
k th increment



+



net increase in credit
for k th increment



≤ O (n).

We also have
n 
∑︁
k =1

time for
k th increment



+



net increase in credit
for k th increment



= (total time) +



total credit
.
at the end



Combining these two equations, rearranging, and observe that the amount of
credit is always nonnegative, we have


(total time) ≤ O (n) − total credit ≤ O (n).
at the end

So again we conclude that increment takes O (1) amortized time.
The analysis above leveraged the following facts that are are necessary for
any legal “credit system”.
1. Initially, there was 0 total credits.
2. The total amount of credits is always nonnegative.
Lemma 19.1. Let operation op1 , . . . , opk be k operations. Suppose we have a credit
scheme (obeying the requirements above) such that for each operation opi , we have that


time for opi + change in credit ≤ Ti
for values T1 , . . . ,Tk ∈ N. Then each opi takes Ti amortized time.
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Proof. The general analysis here is very similar to the one specific to binary
counters above. Consider a sequence of m operations opi1 , . . . , OPTim . On one
hand, we have
m 
∑︁
j =1



 change in credit 

time for opi j + for j th operation

≤

m
∑︁

Ti j

j =1

by assumption. On the other hand we have
m 
∑︁
j =1

  change in credit 


total credit
time for opi j + for j th operation = (total time) +
.
at the end

Combining these two equations, rearranging, and observe that the amount of
credit is always nonnegative, we have
m 
  change in credit 


©∑︁
ª
total credit
(total time) = 
time for opi j + for j th operation ® −
at the end
¬
« j =1
m
m


©∑︁ ª
©∑︁ ª
total credit
≤ O  Ti j ® −
≤ O  Ti j ®,
at the end
j
=1
¬
«
« j =1 ¬

as desired.

19.2.1

■

Potential function arguments.

The second method we present for amortized analysis is called the potential
function method, and is inspired by the use of potential functions in physics. The
idea is to define Φ as a nonnegative function of the state of our data structure. It
is important that Φ is initially 0, and always nonnegative. We then try to obtain
an upper bound on


running time + change in Φ
for each operation, which leads to an amortized running time. Henceforth, we
write ΔΦ as a shorthand for the change in potential Φ. We note that there are
similarities between the notions of “potential” Φ here and the “total credit” above;
this connection is discussed further at the end of the section. The graph below
charts a potential function Φ going up and down over time; the red lines highlight
segments where Φ is increasing, and which increases the amortized cost; the green
lines highlight segments where Φ is decreasing, which decreases the amortized
cost.
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potential I

I
We first demonstrate
the use of this method on binary counters. We define a
Pay for increase in I
potential function Φ by
Get paid for decrease in J
Φ = (# bits set to 1).
Note that Φ is 0 initially, and always nonnegative.
Consider Φ when we call i++. Recall that the net effect of i++ is to flip h
bits from 1 to 0 (for some h ∈ N), and (at most) one bit from 0 to 1. Thus
the operation takes O (h) time, and the potential Φ decreases by h − 1. That is,
ΔΦ ≤ 1 − h. The decrease ΔΦ by h offsets the time spent for flipping the h bits.
Together we have that for any increment,

running time + ΔΦ = O (1)
(19.1)
Now consider a sequence of n increments. We have
n
∑︁
k =1
(a)

=

(time for k th increment)

n
∑︁
k =1

(b)

((time for k th incr.) + (ΔΦ for k th incr.)) − (Φ at the end)
(c)

= O (n) − (Φ at the end) ≤ O (n).

Here, in (a), we observe that the sum of changes in Φ from beginning to end is
simply the value of Φ at the end. (Note that Φ = 0 initially). In (b), we apply
(19.1) to each increment. (c) observes that Φ is always nonnegative.
The potential-based argument above is much more general then for binary
counters. The only point specific to binary counters was (19.1). The following
lemma gives sufficient conditions so that for other applications, obtaining the
analog of (19.1) implies the corresponding amortized bounds.
Lemma 19.2. Let operation op1 , . . . , opk be k operations, Φ a nonnegative potential
function initially set to 0, and T1 , . . . ,Tk k values, such that each time we call opi , we
have

time for opi + ΔΦ ≤ Ti .
(19.2)
Then each opi takes Ti amortized time.
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Proof. The proof follows essentially the same format as the analysis above for
binary counter; the only difference is that this proof is generic. Consider any
sequence of operations opi1 , . . . , opim . Let Φ0 = 0 denote the initial potential, and
for each k ∈ N, let Φk denote the potential after the k th operation opik . Let
Δk Φ = Φk − Φk −1 denote the change in potential from the k th operation. We have


time for opi1 + · · · + time for opim




= time for opi1 + Δ1 Φ + · · · + time for opim + Δm Φ − Φm
= Ti1 + · · · + Tim − Φm ≤ Ti1 + · · · + Tim ,

Í
Í
as desired. Here (a) observes that im=1 Δi Φ = im=1 Φi − Φi −1 = Φm − Φ0 = Φm .
(b) applies (19.2) to each operation. (c) is because the potential is always
noonnegative.
■
Remark 19.3. The charging and potential schemes are implicitly similar to each
other: the potential acts as credit that pays for heavy operations later on; conversely, the total credit defines a potential function. Perhaps this is not surprising
since they are both implicitly achieving the same goal of proving amortized running times. Let us not take the question of their formal distinction too seriously:
ultimately these are metaphors meant only to aid our thinking.

19.3

Array Lists

We all know that an array is a sequence of entries A[1..n] where each A[i ]
can be accessed in constant time. The entries A[1..n] are literally arranged in
consecutive slots in memory. To retrieve A[i ], we really only need to know the
location of A[1], and then add i − 1 memory units2 to compute the location of
A[i ]. We can then jump straight to the
location ofTrick
A[i ] in memory.
Doubling
I

2

ntl

n

2h it is hard
l 2
The downside to this convenience
is that,Nafter allocating A[1..n],
to adjust n. If we decide later to append an (n +B1)th element, there is no clear
place to put it. One can use pointers and start making a more involved data
structure, but then we are giving up the direct memory access that makes arrays
so appealing. Alternatively, we could make a new array B [1..n + 1] of size n + 1,
copy over the n elements from A, and store the (n + 1)th item in the (n + 1)th
slot. But of course this takes O (n) time to do the copying. And after that, what
happens on the (n + 2)th item? Do we copy everything over again?

theorem
w
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(https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/ArrayList.html)

Figure 19.1: The beginning of the documentation for the ArrayList class in Java.

A slight modification of this last strategy, sometimes called the “doubling
trick”, is assumed by the ubiquitous ArrayList data structure in Java (see
Trick
Doubling
section 19.3) and by the built-in
lists in Python. When we want to append
elements beyond the capacity of A[1..n], we allocate an array B [1..2n] of twice
ntl
n
I 2
the capacity, and copy the n elements of A over to the first n slots of B. See
fig. 19.2 for pseudocode.
l

2

2h

N

B
Now, it seems like common sense to allocate generously so that we don’t have
to copy as often. But in terms of analyzing the performance, we clearly don’t have
a O (1) worst-case update time. To justify this approach, we turn to amortized
analysis.
Theorem 19.4.
The array list supports constant time access (by index) to any element
theorem
in the list, and can append an element to the list in O (1) amortized time.

w
list has
trick
arraydifferent
doubling
We present three
proofs illustrating three
methods of amortized
analysis.
lookup in Oct
2For lack of a better word.

append

in

OCD
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append(x)
/* We assume the ArrayList data structure is defined by a capacity m, a size n ≤ m, and
an array A[1..m] of which the first n entries are occupied by the n elements of the list,
in order.
*/
1. If m = n:
/* Double the capacity.

*/
A′

A. Allocate a new array

of size 2m.

B. Cope the n elements of A into the first n entries of A ′.
C. Replace A with A ′ and n with 2n.
2. Set n = n + 1 and A[n] = 1.

Figure 19.2: Appending an element to an array-backed list, doubling the capacity when
needed.

Direct proof. Over k append operations, the total time spent by the data structure
is equal to O (k ) plus the total time doubling and rebuilding the array. We rebuild
every time the size of the list doubles, and rebuilding takes time proportional to
the size of the list. This gives us a total running time of
O (k ) +

⌈log
∑︁k ⌉ 

time to double in size from 2i to 2i +1



i =1

= O (k ) +

⌈log
∑︁k ⌉
i =1


O 2i = O (k ).

So each insertion takes O (1) amortized time.

■

Proof by charging. Whenever we append an element, we first pay an addition 1
unit of credit worth O (1) additional work later.
Now, each append takes O (1) time plus O (n) time whenever we rebuild for a
list of size n. Whenever we need to rebuild a list of size n, the list has doubled in
size since its last rebuild. Consequently we have at least n/2 credits to pay for
the O (n) time required to rebuild the array.
■
Another proof by potential method. We define a potential
Φ = max{n − ⌊m/2⌋, 0},
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where m is the capacity of the array, and n is the number of elements in the list.
Note that Φ is always nonnegative, and equal to 0 when the array is list.
Recall that the algorithm doubles the array if m = n, to ensure there is space,
and then adds the (n + 1)th element. Consider a rebuild. Since m = n, we have
Φ ≥ n/2. After doubling the array and setting m = 2n, we have Φ = 0. So
ΔΦ = −n/2, and this decrease in potential offsets the O (n) time needed to build
the new array.
After that, adding the (n + 1)th element to the array takes constant time and
increases Φ by 1. All put together, whether or not we rebuild, we have

running time + O (1)ΔΦ = O (1).
We now invoke lemma 19.2 and conclude that the array list supports O (1) time
per insertion.
■
It may be desirable to extend our array-backed list with a remove operation,
that removes the last element from the list. (Together, append and remove would
define an array-based stack.) Removing the element is fairly easy to do; we clear
out the corresponding entry in the area, and decrease our counter tracking the
size of the list. Unfortunately, after removing many elements, we may end up
with an array of far greater capacity than needed. We would prefer to keep the
capacity of the array within a constant factor of the size of the list. This question
is explored further in exercise 19.1.

19.4

Lazy search trees

The reader has likely encountered binary search trees (BST’s) before and we give
a brief overview. The idea is that we want to maintain a collection of ordered keys
under insertions and deletions. Other auxiliary operations of interest include
(a) retrieving the first key that comes before or after a query, (b) aggregate (e.g.,
sum) the values associated with all keys k in the range a < k < b, for given points
a and b, and (c) list all the keys k in the range a ≤ k ≤ b, in order. We will
assume the keys are distinct for simplicity though it is easy to adjust the ideas to
accommodate duplicate keys.
Binary search trees arrange the data in a rooted tree. Each node contains
one key and each key belongs to one node. For each subtree we maintain the
following simple rule. Let k be the key at the root of the tree. Any key in the
subtree that is < k is placed in the left subtree. Any key in the subtree that is
> k is placed in the right subtree. This rule makes it easy to navigate the tree.
Suppose we are looking for a particular key k . If the root contains k , then we are
done. Otherwise we compare k to the key at the root and recurse on the left or
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Figure 19.3: Searching for and inserting the key k = 7 in a binary10 search tree.
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For both search and insertion, the2 worst case insert
1,2 3,4 S 6,7
time to traverse a tree is entirely proportional
to
2
the height of the tree. Ideally, a tree would be balimbalanced
anced, where for each node, each subtree contains
4
at most half of all the descendants. This wouldS Balanced and unbalanced trees.
give a height of O log n , which is the minimum possible
height. Given the list of
6
keys already in sorted order,
it
is
easy
to
build
a
perfectly
balanced binary search
7

tree with height O log n . But when the set of keys are changing, it is easy to
insert keys in an order that leads to a completely unbalanced tree. In the worst
case the tree can have height Ω(n) and this ruins the running time of all our
operations.
Thus considerable attention is paid to maintaining a balanced binary tree as
keys are inserted and deleted. Many ingenious schemes have been invented to
achieve this. Red-black trees are one such data structure sometimes included in
introductory data structure classes. Splay trees are another ingenious approach
analyzed later in ??. Here we will describe and analyze a very simple and lazy
approach that heavily leverages amortized analysis.
The high-level idea is very simple. We start from the
standard (unbalanced) binary search tree, with the following
100
adjustment. As we insert keys, whenever we notice that a
50
subtree rooted at a node x is very unbalanced – meaning, one
subtree of x has at least twice as many nodes as the other –
in one
then we rebuild the subtree as a balanced tree. We call this strategy
lazy rebuilding.
in other
2x
subtree
subtree
We can extend the code in fig. 19.4 to implement lazy rebuilding as follows.
We augment each node with a counter that tracks therebuild
number
of nodes optimally
in the
whole
thing
subtree rooted at that node. We update the insert subroutine to update these
counters as nodes are inserted. With these counters, each node can easily compare
the difference in size of its two subtrees. Whenever we notice that, for some
6

17

9

19

a
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/* We assume each node x has pointers x.left and x.right to the roots of their left and
right subtrees, respectively. Each node x represents a distinct key k stored at x.key,
associated with a value stored at x.value. (The implementation here is immutable,
making fresh copies of each node that is modified, and never writing over existing data.) */
search(node x, key k )
/* Return the value associated with key k in the binary search tree rooted by x. Return
null if key k is not in the search tree.
*/
1. If x is null then return null.
2. If k = x.key then return x.value.
3. If k < x.key then return search(x.left, k ).
4. If k > x.key then return search(x.right, k ).
insert(node x, key k , value v )
/* Insert value v at key k in the search tree rooted at x, return the root of the updated
search tree. If key k is not present in the tree, then z has the same key as another node y
in the search tree, then we replace y with x.
*/
1. If x is null then return a new node y with y.left = null, y.right = null,
y.key = k , and y.value = v .
2. If k < x.key then return a new node y copying x except with
y.left = insert(x.left, k , v ).
3. If k > x.key then return a new node y copying x except with
y.right = insert(x.right, k , v ).
4. If k = x.key then return a new node copying x except with x.value = v .
Figure 19.4: Implementation of a binary search tree mapping keys to values.

node x, one subtree of x has at least half as many nodes as the other subtree, we
rebuild the entire subtree rooted at x as a balanced search tree. Here we note
that one can easily balance a tree with n elements in O (n) time.3
3For example, one can first traverse the subtree in order linear time, writing down the data
in order in an array. With this array, one can split the array into subarrays by the median, and
recursively continue to split the subarrays by their medians. Each median represents the root of a
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In the following, we let n denote the number of elements in the binary search
tree.
Theorem
 19.5. With
 lazy building, one can maintain a binary search tree of height
O log n in O log n amortized time per insertion.
Proof. Lazy rebuilding ensures that at any point in time, the number of nodes in
one subtree is at most 2/3 the number of nodes in the parent subtree. Therefore
the tree always has height at most log3/2 (n) = O log n .
For each node v in the tree, let Tv denote the subtree rooted at v , and let
|Tv |...
We will define a potential Φv for each node v , and take the total potential as
the sum of all these potentials. Let v be a node with children x and y. We define
Φv as roughly absolute differences in size between the two subtrees Tx and Ty :

Φv = max 0, |Tx | − Ty − 1, Ty − |Tx | − 1 .
Above, the −1 term ensures that when |Tx | + Ty is odd, an as-balanced-as-possible
division where |Tx | − Ty = 1 still has potential 0. Put another way, the −1 term
ensures that whenever v .key is a median of the set of keys in the subtree Tv , we
have Φv = 0. More precisely, Φv = 0 iff v represents the median over Tv .
We now define a global potential Φ as the sum of all the individual potentials,
∑︁
Φ=
Φv .
v

Initially, when the tree Φ = 0. More generally, we have Φ = 0 iff the BST is
perfectly balanced in the sense that each node represents the median of its
subtree.

Claim 1. The part of insertion that comes before rebuilding O log n amortized time.


Because the tree has height O log n , it takes O log n time to find the right leaf
to place the key.
 The insertion increases the potential Φv by at most 1 for each
of the O log n nodes v on the root-to-leaf path.
Claim 2. Rebuilding at an imbalanced node v takes O (1) amortized time.
Suppose v has k nodes in its subtree Tv . Then v ’s potential, Φv , must have been at
least k /3 − 1. Optimally rebalancing the subtree Tv takes O (k ) time and decreases
the potential Φx to 0 for every node in Tv , included v . The decrease in Φv alone
pays for the time spent rebuilding.

Combining the two claims above gives O log n amortized time overall. ■
subtree; each subarray represents a subtree. Choosing the median ensures it is balanced.
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Lazy deletions

Suppose now we wanted to support deletions as well. Here it is not entirely
obvious what to do even in an old-fashioned BST. If we simply remove a node
from the tree, unless it is a leaf, it creates a hole, and we have to scramble to fill
it with some other node. One way to do this is to conduct another search to find
the successor or predecessor node in the tree and somehow reattach subtrees
appropriately. This approach (and others) can be quite messy and is also slow in
the worst case.
Here we will analyze a much simpler and lazier alternative. We simply mark
the node as deleted, and adjust the search routine to bypass keys that are marked
for deletion. The remaining issue is that after many deletions, it can be that a
vast majority of elements is marked for deletion and this is inefficient. Let m
denote the total number of nodes, marked for deletion or not, in the tree, and
let n denote the number
of unmarked (undeleted)
keys in the tree. Our tree will


have height O log m , rather than O log n , and our space usage will be O (m).
rather than O (n).
To keep the tree size m within a constant factor of the “true size” n in a lazy
fashion. We maintain a counter for the number of nodes marked for deletion;
whenever it exceeds m/2, we clean up everything by deleting all the marked
nodes and rebuild the entire tree in O (m) = O (n) time.
Lemma 19.6. At any point in time, less than half the nodes in the tree are marked for
deletion.

Lemma 19.7. At any point in time, the tree has size O log n , where n refers to the
number of keys that have not been deleted.
Proof. By the same argument as above, the tree has height logarithmic in the
total number of nodes (marked or unmarked). But the total number of nodes is
within a constant factor of the total number of unmarked vertices.
■
Theorem 19.8. Lazy
 rebalancing
 and lazy deletions maintains a binary search tree
with height O log n in O log n amortized time per insertion or deletion, where n is
the number of keys in the tree.
Proof. Let m denote to the total number of nodes in the tree, marked or unmarked.
Let n denote the number of unmarked nodes; i.e., the number of keys represented
by the search tree.

The  lazy deletion keeps n ≥ m/2 at all times; consequently O log n =
O log m and we do not distinguish the two quantities below.
Compared to the insertion-only analysis above, we continue to have the same
per-vertex potential functions Φv , but here we should clarify that |Tv | denotes the
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number of nodes (marked or unmarked) in the subtree rooted at v . We again let
Í
Φ = v Φv .
We also introduce a new potential function Φ that counts the total number of
vertices marked for deletion. The
 total potential is now Φ + Φ.
Each insertion takes O log n amortized time by the same argument as before;
to recap, the part where we add a leaf to the BST increases Φ by O log n , while
the time spent rebuilding a subtree is paid for by the accompanying decrease in
Φ.

Each deletion first takes O  log n time to find the key to mark for deletion
(because the height is O log n ), and then increases Φ by 1. When we rebuild
on account of deletions, Φ is at least m/2. The rebuild takes O (m) time and
decreases Φ to 0. So the decrease
in potential pays for the rebuild. We conclude

that deletion takes O log n time as well.
■
Remark 19.9. To support other miscellaneous tree operations, it is sometimes
preferable to ensure that in every subtree, at most half the nodes are marked for
deletion. To this end, we can keep a count of the number of nodes marked for
deletion for every subtree, and rebuild the entire subtree whenever this count
reaches half the total number of nodes in the subtree. This will still have O log n
amortized time by a similar analysis as above.

19.5

Immutable data structures

In purely functional programming languages such as Haskell4, all data is required
to be immutable. Immutability is a fancy name for one simple rule: once something
is written down, it can never be changed. This might seem restrictive, but
assuming immutability can greatly simplify the reasoning in your programs. If
you hand off the data to some function, you are promised that the function
won’t mess with your data. This is especially helpful in concurrent programming,
when it is otherwise hard to keep track of all the changes made by other threads.
Immutability also allows the compiler to be more aggressive when producing
optimized lower level code.
A (singly) linked list is inherently immutable. A linked list consists of nodes,
each of which contain two pointers. One pointer is to the next node in the list, or
null if it is the end of a list. The other pointer is to some piece of data that we
would want to associate with the node. In lisp, a node is called a cons cell, the
pointer to the data is called the car, and the pointer to the next cons is called
the cdr.
4http://learnyouahaskell.com/chapters - have fun!
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<latexit sha1_base64="laLHi0peWGt3tf7DbVhbabZnSTY=">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</latexit>

car
<latexit sha1_base64="zMdpwjDU32W7JjTR5xIH/0hF8IM=">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</latexit>
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cons

<latexit sha1_base64="laLHi0peWGt3tf7DbVhbabZnSTY=">AAADH3icbVJLb9NAEN6YVzGvFo5cVkRFHKwoqRBwQargArcimjZSYlWz63W6ynrX3R2niaz8Dq7013BDXPtfOLDrWgK3jLTWp/nm9Y2HlUo6HA4ve9Gt23fu3tu6Hz94+Ojxk+2dp0fOVJaLMTfK2AkDJ5TUYowSlZiUVkDBlDhmi4+BP14K66TRh7guRVrAXMtcckDvSmcoVohYc6Pd5mS7PxwMG6M3wagFfdLawclO7/csM7wqhEauwLnpaK/EtAaLkiuxiWeVEyXwBczF1EMNhXBp3Uy9obvek9HcWP800sb7b0YNhXPrgvnIAvDUXeeC83/ctML8XVpLXVYoNL9qlFeKoqFhBTSTVnBUaw+AW+lnpfwULHD0i4rjTi2fp9I6bImbotzsdkjj8sRVpZf0AdxC2CWobOX7UU80wkJeQrVBGqbsCODApA6xDrSjTliZd2ovwZ5Vif+qICX8H6MAoZvR6Dn3EkRnc1P2d5yEyXnmz6NwydJXYyyttTjHVbs9yhjNrSno18PPk04NDuo9M0ZnZmXSOoSDypv+AXs29vcyun4dN8HR3mD0ZjD88rq//7K9nC3ynLwgr8iIvCX75BM5IGPCyRn5Rr6Ti+gi+hH9jH5dhUa9NucZ6Vh0+QcODgQQ</latexit>

cdr
<latexit sha1_base64="5Pu5gwatnFLrxlcY6Jn88u4fNFc=">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</latexit>

car
<latexit sha1_base64="zMdpwjDU32W7JjTR5xIH/0hF8IM=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="laLHi0peWGt3tf7DbVhbabZnSTY=">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</latexit>

cdr
<latexit sha1_base64="5Pu5gwatnFLrxlcY6Jn88u4fNFc=">AAADHnicbVJLb9QwEPaGVwmvFo5cLFZFHKJVUlXABamCC9yK6LYr7UbV2HG21jp2sCfbXUX7N7jSX8MNcYX/wgEnjQRpGcnWp/nm9Y2GlUo6jONfg+DGzVu372zdDe/df/Dw0fbO42NnKsvFmBtl7ISBE0pqMUaJSkxKK6BgSpywxbuGP1kK66TRR7guRVrAXMtcckDvms1QrBCx5pndnG4P41HcGr0Okg4MSWeHpzuD37PM8KoQGrkC56bJXolpDRYlV2ITzionSuALmIuphxoK4dK6HXpDd70no7mx/mmkrfffjBoK59YF85EF4Jm7yjXO/3HTCvPXaS11WaHQ/LJRXimKhjYboJm0gqNaewDcSj8r5WdggaPfUxj2avk8ldbNkrgpys1ujzQuj1xVeklvwS2EXYLKVr4f9UQrrMmLqDZImyl7AjgwqZtYB9pRJ6zMe7WXYD9Xkf9VI4Ub7YwChH5Gq+fcSxC9zU3Z33EiJueZv47CRUtfjbG01uIcV932KGM0t6agn44+THo1OKg3zBidmZVJ6yYcVN72b7BnQ38vydXruA6O90bJy1H8cX948Ly7nC3ylDwjL0hCXpED8p4ckjHhpCRfyFdyEVwE34LvwY/L0GDQ5TwhPQt+/gGbHAOM</latexit>

car
<latexit sha1_base64="zMdpwjDU32W7JjTR5xIH/0hF8IM=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iJaTt6SF7nZWEV86vfMXZtaDpxo=">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</latexit>

···

To insert (push / cons) an element x to the beginning of a linked list, we
create a new node that points to x and to the first node in the list. Henceforth
the new node is treated at the beginning of the list. Observe that no changes
were made in the existing list. In particular, any other pointers to the top of the
list will not notice any changes.
Likewise we can immutably remove (pop) elements from the beginning of a
linked list. Given a pointer to the beginning of a list, we just follow the pointer
to the second element in the list, and use that as the top of the pointer to the
list. Note that we didn’t make any change to the data structure from an external
point of view. We simply updated our own reference to the data structure so that
the data structure is changed only from our own perspective.
Immutability means that when we want to change a small part of an object,
we instead have to make an entire copy of that object that incorporates the small
small change. This might seem wasteful. But often it is not so burdensome in
many object-oriented systems that then do be composed of individually small
objects with pointers to many others. Suppose we want to update an object that
has some links to other objects. When we make a new version of that copy, we
don’t have to follow the links and recursively copy those objects as well. We
simply copy over the pointers to the objects in the new version.
As a concrete example, consider the lazy search trees in section 19.4. They
can easily be made mutable. The primary difference is that, when we insert a key
at the bottom, we have to rebuild the nodes along the path from the root to the
leaf. Note that we don’t have to rebuild the subtrees hanging off the paths along
the way. (Unless the algorithm calls for us to rebuild the entire tree, which we
account for separately.) Fortunately for
that the
 us, the lazy search trees ensure

height of the tree is at most O log n . So we only create O log n nodes. Each
node is constant size, so this all takes O log n time.
Immutable
A free benefit of immutable data structures is that you automatically produce
snapshots of all previous states of the data structure.

stacks

19.5.1

Stacks and Queues

Recall that a stack is a data structure that allows us to insert and delete
items strictly in first-in-last-out order. Namely, there are two operations,
push and pop. push inserts an object. pop removes the most recently
push’d object that had not yet been popped. Imagine a stack of plates.
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The linked list discussed above gives an immutable implementation of
a stack. What about a queue? A queue inserts and removes objects in
first-in-first-out order. A singly linked-list will not suffice because we
are inserting and deleting from opposite ends of a list. In fact it seems difficult to
achieve constant (worst-case) update time. But we will relax our requirements
and allow for constant amortized update time. We challenge the reader to try
to figure how to implement an immutable queue with O (1) update time before
proceeding below the fold.
Immutable

It turns out that there is a clever way to achieve this,
using only two stacks (which are already immutable). Here
are the ingredients.

t
t

8
e

3. Remove from the output stack.

d
c

b

4. If the output stack is empty, then replace the output
stack with the input stack reversed, and set the input
stack to be empty.
a

t
t

t

1. Maintain two (immutable) stacks, called the input and
output stacks.
2. Insert into the input stack.

Queues

t

t
t

t
1

IN

OUT

t
t

t

j
d

P
OUT

SIN

Theorem 19.10. The two-stack queue implements insertion and deletion in O (1)
amortized time.
Proof. We maintain a potential function Φ equal to the number of elements in
the input stack. Each insertion takes O (1) (real) time and then increases the
potential by 1, so it takes O (1) amortized time. Each deletion, excluding the part
where we rebuild the output stack, takes O (1) real time. Rebuilding the list takes
O (Φ) time, where Φ is the number of elements in the input stack. Meanwhile the
potential Φ decreases to 0.
■
If we allow for amortized running time, then many data structures can be
made immutable while retaining the same asymptotic performance. We refer the
reader to [Oka99] for more examples.

19.6

Additional notes and references

Amortized analysis has long been used implicitly to analyze data structures and
algorithms, and the general concept was more formally introduced by Tarjan
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[Tar85]. See [Eri13a], [DDL15, Lecture 5]5, and [Blu11a, Chapter 7] for additional
notes on amortized analysis. Slightly different lazy rebuilding strategies for BSTs
are described in [Eri13b].
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.

19.7

Exercises

Exercise 19.1. Recall the array-backed lists from section 19.3, where we showed
how to support append in O (1) amortized time via the “doubling trick”. As
discussed at the end of section 19.3, one may also want to include a remove
operation that removes the last item in the list. To implement this, one could just
unallocate the corresponding spot in memory, and decrease the counter tracking
the size of our list. However, after many such removals, we may end up with an
array that is mostly empty and much larger then the number of items in the list.
It would be desirable to maintain the array to be within a constant factor. Here
we will develop an analog of the doubling trick to facilitate deletions.
1. A first approach to addressing deletions might be as follows.
After removing the element from the array and decreasing the size
counter, if the size of the list is now less than half of the capacity of the
array, allocate a new array of half the capacity and copy the elements
of the list over.
Unfortunately, this approach will not run in O (1) amortized time. To prove
this, devise a sequence of n append / remove operations
(for n arbitrarily

2
larger) on which the data structure would take Ω n time.
2. While the approach above didn’t quite work, a slight modification of it will.
Implement remove so that append and remove both take O (1) amortized
time. (Analyze these operations as well.) Your implementation should still
follow the general format of allocating a new array and copying all the
elements at certain points in time.
5https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3MpzavN3Mco
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Exercise 19.2. Recall that a linked-list based stack supports the push(x) and
pop() operations in O (1) worst-case time. Consider the following operation,
called multipop, that takes as input k ∈ N, and removes and returns the top k
items on the stack.
multipop(stack S , k )
1. L ← empty linked list
2. For i = 1, . . . ,k as long as S is not empty:
A. Let x = S .pop(), and attach x to the top of the list.
3. Reverse L and return it.
Prove that after incorporating multipop, all three operations push, pop, and
multipop each take O (1) amortized time.
Exercise 19.3. Section 19.5.1 showed how to use two (immutable) stacks to
implement a queue with O (1) amortized performance. Here we will develop a
more sophisticated, double-ended queue using only two immutable stacks.
A double ended queue is like a queue except we can insert and delete from
both ends of the queue. Here we designate one end as the “front” and the other
end as the “back”, and define the following four operations.
1. push-front(x): inserts element x at the front of the queue.
2. push-back(x): inserts element x at the back of the queue.
3. pop-front(): removes the first element of the queue.
4. pop-back(): removes the last element of the queue.
(The data structure throws an error if the user calls either pop operation and
there are no elements remaining.)
We analyze a data structure that maintains two stacks that we call the “front
stack” and the “back stack”. At a high-level, push-front and pop-front try to
push-onto and pop-from the front stack, and push-back and pop-back try to
push onto and pop from the back stack.
If we call pop-front and the front stack is empty while the back stack, then
we split the back stack in half (with the bottom half bigger, if the size is odd). The
bottom half of the back stack is reversed and moved to the front stack. The top
half of the back stack remains the back stack. The front stack is now nonempty,
and we pop the top element.
Similarly if we call pop-back and the back stack is empty, then we move the
bottom half (rounded up) from the front stack to the back stack.
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Analyze the double-ended queue data structure by proving that each of the
four double-ended queue operations take O (1) amortized time.
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Chapter 20

Push-relabel
This chapter presents the push-relabel max flow algorithm, a different and (in a
sense) dual approach to the augmenting path algorithms previously discussed.
Besides being interesting in its own right, this topic serves two additional purposes
for our class. First, it gives us new and competitive running times for the maximum
flow problem. In particular we will obtain the following four different running
times by variants of the same push-relabel framework:

1. O mn 2 for general capacities.

2. O n 3 for general capacities.
√ 
3. O n 2 m for general capacities.

4. O mn + n 2 log(U ) for integer capacities between 1 and U .
Of course the second running time dominates the first, and the third running time
dominates the second. The slower algorithms are included because they each
introduce new ideas that continue to be used in the faster algorithms.
We omit

from our discussion a version that runs in O mn log n 2 /m that requires some
data structures (called link-cut trees, see chapter 25) that we have not introduced;
this algorithm is provided in section 20.A for the interested reader.
The second reason we present these algorithms is that their analyses use
potential functions to great effect. This provides us with further examples of
amortized analysis that, in contrast to chapter 19, are not data structures.
We mention that one interesting application of the push-relabel technique
is an algorithm by Hao and Orlin [HO94] to the global directed minimum cut
problem. We likely will not have time to discuss this topic, but we have left the
details in the text for the interested reader.
Throughout this section, let G = (V,E) be a directed graph and let c : E →
R ≥0 be a fixed set of capacities.
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Push-Relabel Max Flow

The push-relabel framework for maximum (s ,t )-flow was first introduced by
Goldberg [Gol85] and further developed by Goldberg and Tarjan [GT88]. This
approach departs from the Ford-Fulkerson framework in the sense that it does
not augment along paths and may not obtain a feasible flow until the very end.
The two main components of the algorithm are a preflow and a set of vertex labels,
which are relaxations of flows and distance labels (from s ), respectively.

20.1.1

Preflows

An (s , t )-preflow is a relaxation of an (s ,t )-flow where non-terminals are allowed
to have excess flow. Formally, it is a vector f : E → R ≥0 subject to the following
invariants.
1. Capacity constraints: For all edges e ∈ E, the flow on e is at most the
capacity:
0 ≤ f (e ) ≤ c (e ).
2. One-sided conservation constraints. For all non-terminals v ∈ V − {s ,t },
the total flow entering v is at least the total flow leaving v :
∑︁
∑︁
f (u,v ) ≥
f (v ,u).
(u,v ) ∈𝜕− (v )

(v ,u) ∈𝜕+ (v )

The (nonnegative) difference between the amount of flow entering a (non-terminal)
vertex v and the amount of flow leaving it is called the excess or the net flow at
v . For ease of notation, we denote it as
∑︁
∑︁
def
fˆ (v ) =
f (u,v ) −
f (v ,u).
e ∈𝜕− (v )

e ∈𝜕+ (v )

We define the residual graph G f = (V,E f ) of a preflow f in the same way as
for flows: for each edge e with fe > 0, we decrease the capacity on e by fe , and
increase the capacity in the opposite direction by fe .
Lemma 20.1. Let f be a preflow. Then f decomposes to a path packing that contains
fˆ (v ) units of fractional (s ,v )-paths for every v ∈ V − {s }. In particular, f contains an
(s ,t )-flow of size fˆ (t ).

Proof. Create a new auxiliary vertex t ′, and connect every vertex with positive
excess (include the sink t ) to t ′ with an edge with infinite capacity. Consider
the (s ,t ′)-flow f ′ where we send all the positive excess to t ′ via the auxiliary
edges. This flow decomposes to a fractional (s ,t ′)-path packing that includes
fˆ (v ) paths that go through the auxiliary (v ,t ′) edge. Removing this last edge
gives the desired path decomposition.
■
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Labels

The push-relabel framework1 maintains a preflow f and a set of vertex levels
ℓ : V → Z ≥0 such that:
(I) The sink has level 0 and the source has level n:

ℓ (t ) = 0 and ℓ (s ) = n.
(II) Every residual edge goes down (towards t ) by at most one level:
ℓ (v ) ≥ ℓ (u) − 1 for all (u,v ) ∈ E f .
Initial preflow and labels. The initial preflow f starts with an empty flow and
then saturates all the edges leaving the source s :
(
c (u,v ) if u = s
f (u,v ) =
0
otherwise.
The level of s is set to n (as required) and all other vertices start at level 0:
(
n if v = s
ℓ (v ) =
0 otherwise.
Not that the initial preflow saturates and removes all edges leaving s from the
residual graph, so we satisfy (II).
Forward, backward, and neutral edges. We say that a residual edge (u,v ) ∈
E f is forward if ℓ (u) > ℓ (v ); i.e., the edge goes down the levels (towards t ). By
item (II), (u,v ) is forwards iff
ℓ (u) = ℓ (v ) + 1.

Likewise we have a neutral edge when ℓ (u) = ℓ (v ), and a backward edge when
ℓ (u) < ℓ (v ). We say that a vertex u “has a forward edge” if in particular there is
a forward edge starting from u.
1Frank [Fra11] presents a slight variation of this, where s may have a level ≤ n, which is
particularly convenient for the Hao and Orlin [HO94] algorithm discussed later. The most
important features are that the sink is at level 0, and each edge in the residual graph goes down at
most one level.
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Levels as a proxy for distance. While ℓ : V → Z ≥0 are not actually distance
labels, invariants items (I) and (II) install just enough structure ℓ to serve a
similar role.
Lemma 20.2. For all x, y ∈ V ,

ℓ (x) − ℓ y ≤ d (x, y),
where d (x, y) is the (unweighted) distance from x to y in the residual graph. In particular,
d (v ,t ) ≥ ℓ (x) for all vertices v .
Proof. Suppose there is an (x, y)-path of k edges. Each of these edge in the path
can go down at most one level. The first inequality follows.
The second inequality follows from the first by observing that ℓ (t ) = 0. ■
An interesting consequence of lemma 20.2, applied to s (which has ℓ (s ) = n),
is that d (s ,t ) ≥ n – which can only mean the following:
Corollary 20.3. There is no (s ,t )-path in the residual graph from s to t .
This observation implies that the set of vertices reachable from s in the
residual graph, as well as the set of vertices that can reach t in the residual graph,
each induce an (s ,t )-cut. In this sense push-relabel is dual to augmenting path
algorithms – the preflow f always induces an (s ,t )-cut (via its residual graph).
This cut is not necessarily the minimum (s ,t )-cut if f is not a feasible flow.
Conversely, if f is also a flow (with no non-terminals with positive excess), then
these (s ,t )-cuts and f mutually certify one another as the minimum (s ,t )-cut and
maximum (s ,t )-flows, respectively. In fact, a “level-set” induced by the levels ℓ
will always induce a minimum (s ,t )-cut, as follows.
Lemma 20.4. Let f be an (s ,t )-preflow and ℓ a set of levels satisfying the invariants
items (I) and (II). Suppose f is also an (s ,t )-flow. Then f is a maximum (s ,t )-flow.
Moreover, there is an index i ∈ {1, . . . ,n − 1} such that for U = {v : ℓ (e ) > i }, 𝜕+ (U )
induces a minimum (s ,t )-cut.
Proof. As discussed, f is maximum because there is no (s ,t )-path in the residual
graph. To extract the minimum (s ,t )-cut from ℓ , observe that there exists an index
i ∈ {1, . . . ,n − 1} for which there are no vertices of level i . Let U = {v : ℓ (e ) > i };
since the i th level is empty, we have Ū = {v : ℓ (e ) < i }. U contains s and Ū
contains t , so 𝜕+ (U ) represents an (s ,t )-cut in the input graph. By item (II),
there are no edges from U to Ū in the residual graph of f . This implies that in
the input graph, 𝜕+ (U ) has capacity equal to the size of f .
■
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The generic push-relabel algorithm and analysis

There are many different push-relabel algorithms but they generally follow the
same framework consisting of two types of operations, called push and relabel.
Within this framework there are different strategies for employing these operations,
some of which we discuss in greater detail below.
Recall that the only difference between a flow and a preflow is that a preflow
allows intermediate vertices to carry positive excess. In fact, by lemma 20.4, this
is the only difference between a preflow and a max flow. Call a non-terminal
vertex active if fˆ (v ) > 0. Loosely speaking, push-relabel algorithms try to route
the excess from active vertices – one vertex at a time – towards the sink t or the
source s . (The latter implies that there was too much excess flow floating around
for all of it to be routed to t .) Given an active vertex v , the algorithm executes
one of the following two local operations at v .
1. We push flow along a forward edge e leaving v . Usually2 we push as much
flow as possible subject to the preflow constraints. This quantity is the
minimum of the residual capacity of e and the excess at v . It is helpful in
the analysis to classify each push as follows.
(a) A saturating push is a push that uses up all of the capacity of the
edge.
(b) A non-saturating push is a push that does not use up all of the
capacity of the edge, and (necessarily) uses all of the excess at the
vertex.
2. We relabel the level of v to the next level. To preserve invariant (II), this
is only permitted when v has no forward edges.
The algorithm repeats the operations above until there are no more active vertices.
At that point, by lemma 20.4, f is a maximum flow.
It is not at all obvious that this algorithm should terminate. At a high level,
we want to extinguish all of the active vertices. But repeatedly pushing flow out of
one active vertex v , until v is no longer active, may activate many more vertices
one level below! It’s not clear that we’re making much progress.
We will analyze the push-relabel framework by bounding each of the above
operations – saturating pushes, non-saturating pushes, and relabelings – separately. Besides these “basic operations”, one needs to account for the running
time overhead for selecting a tight vertex, and identifying a forward edge from a
given vertex, and so forth. But in most cases, it is easy to see how to use some
simple data structures to facilitate the operations (e.g., tracking the active vertices
in a list), and the bottleneck will come the total number of basic operations.
2Some scaling algorithms do not necessarily push the maximum amount.
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Relabelings.
Lemma 20.5. For each vertex v , ℓ (v ) is nonnegative, nondecreasing, and bounded
above 2n − 1. Consequently, each vertex is relabeled at most 2n − 1 times and there are
at most O n 2 relabelings in all.
Proof. Indeed, if v is active, then there must be a path in the residual graph
from v to s . But the level of s is fixed at n. So every active vertex has level
≤ ℓ (s ) + n − 1 = 2n − 1. Moreover, only active vertices get relabeled.
■
Saturating pushes.
Lemma 20.6. There are at most n − 1 saturating pushes to any fixed edge. Therefore
there are at most O (mn) saturating pushes total.
Proof. A saturating push along an edge e = (u,v ) removes u from the residual
graph. Whenever e = (u,v ) is removed from the residual graph, we have ℓ (v ) <
ℓ (u). The edge e only reappears after pushing along the opposite edge (v ,u),
which requires ℓ (u) < ℓ (v ). Since levels are monotonically increasing, this
requires ℓ (u) to have increased by at least two. But ℓ (u) increases at most 2n − 1
times in all.
■
Non-saturating pushes.
The trickiest to analyze is non-saturating pushes and here we employ amortized
analysis.

Lemma 20.7. There are at most O mn 2 non-saturating pushes.
Proof. Define a potential function by
Φ=

∑︁
v active

ℓ (v ).

Each non-saturating push decreases Φ by one. A saturating push increases Φ by
at most O (n). A relabel increases Φ by one.

2 relabels, the total
(mn)
Since there are at most
O
saturating
pushes,
and
O
n

increase to Φ is O mn 2 . Moreover, Φ is initially zero, and always nonnegative.
Charging each non-saturating
push to a decrease in Φ, we conclude that there

are at most O mn 2 non-saturating pushes.
■

Thus push-relabel requires at most O mn 2 of the push/relabel operations.
With some minor bookkeeping
with simple data structures, it is easy to implement

2
the algorithm in O mn time.
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The bottleneck is non-saturating pushes. The relabelings and saturating
pushes – summing to O (mn) total operations – are actually very fast. We now
explore different variations of push-relabel that obtain better running times; each
of these strategies are designed to limit the number of non-saturating pushes.

20.2

Top-down push-relabel

Section 20.1.3 gave a very general description and analysis of the push-relabel
algorithm. We introduced the two basic operations, push and relabel – with
pushes classified further as either saturating or non-saturating
– and showed that

any algorithm following these operations makes O mn 2 total operations.
More

specifically, any push-relabel algorithm makes at most O mn 2 non-saturating
pushes, which is the bottleneck. We also showed that there are at most O n 2
relabels and O (mn) saturating pushes.
There are many possible strategies within this framework, and perhaps different approaches can lead to different performance in practice, or better upper
bounds (especially for non-saturating pushes). The main decision is which active
vertex to select at a given moment in time. Here are a few possible examples.
1. Select the active vertex v with highest label ℓ (v ).
2. Select the active vertex v with lowest label ℓ (v ).
3. Select active vertices v in FIFO order (e.g., add vertices to a queue as they
become active).
4. Select active vertices v in LIFO order (e.g., add vertices to a stack as they
become active).
5. Select the active vertex v with greatest excess fˆ (v ).

6. Select the active vertex v with lowest excess fˆ (v ).
7. Select an active vertex v uniformly at random.

In this section we consider the first strategy, always addressing the active vertex
of highest level.

Lemma 20.8. In top-down push-relabel, there are at most O n 2 non-saturating pushes
from any fixed vertex v . Therefore there are at most O n 3 non-saturating pushes in all.
Proof. Suppose we make a non-saturating push from a vertex v , making v inactive.
Since v was the highest level active vertex, there is no way for v to receive flow
and become active without some vertex of v being promoted to a higher label.
Each vertex gets promoted at most O (n) times.
■
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The lemma above reduces the number of non-saturating pushs from O mn 2
to O n 3 . We leave it to the reader to show that the algorithm can also be
implemented in O n 3 time. (Here one needs to arrange some simple data
structures to quickly find the top-level active vertex, identify a forwards edge to
push flow on, etc.) Altogether we obtain the following running time.

Theorem 20.9. There is a highest-level push-relabel algorithm that runs in O n 3 time.

O n 3 is better than our best strongly polynomial
algorithm in ??. We note

that the FIFO strategy also obtains a O n 3 -running time; we leave the proof to
the reader as exercise 20.1.

√ 
20.2.1 O n 2 m non-saturating pushes
Cheriyan and Maheshwari [CM89] and Tunçel [Tun94] showed that
for top-down
√ 
push-relabel, one can obtain a better upper bound of O n 2 m non-saturating
pushes.
Theorem 20.10 (Cheriyan and Maheshwari [CM89] and Tunçel [Tun94]). The
√
highest-level push-relabel algorithm (appropriately implemented) runs in O n 2 m time.
Proof. The following argument is due to Cheriyan and Mehlhorn [CM99]. We re-
√
strict our attention to showing that the highest-level rule makes at most
O n2 m

√
non-saturating pushes; we leave it to the reader to devise a O n 2 m implementation.
Define a potential Φ by
∑︁
|w : ℓ (w) ≤ ℓ (v )|.
Φ=
v active

This potential counts, for every active vertex v , the total number of vertices
“below” or at the same level as v .
Φ is initially 0. A relabeling or a saturated
 push can increase Φ by at most n.
2
So the total increase to Φ is at most O mn . On the other hand, a saturating
push at a vertex v de-activates v and decreases Φ, by at least the number of
vertices v at v ’s level, |w : ℓ (w) = ℓ (v )|. (In the worst case, the non-saturating
push from v activates a new vertex w. Since ℓ (w) = ℓ (v ) − 1, the difference in
contribution between v and w is precisely the number of vertices at v ’s level.)
Call a level “small” if it has < k vertices, and “big” if it has ≥ k vertices. Call
a push “small” if it is from a vertex on a small level, and “big” if it is from a
vertex at a big level.
Now, we always treat active vertices at the highest level. Let a “phase” be
defined as a consecutive sequence of basic operations made by the algorithm
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on active vertices from the same level. Phases are terminated by increasing the
highest active level (by relabeling an active vertex), or by decreasing the highest
active level (by deactivating the last active vertex with a push).
Now there are only

O n 2 relabels so we only increase the highest level O n 2 times. Each
 decrease
can be attributed to a previous increase3. So there are at most O n 2 phases.
Let a k ∈ N be a parameter to be determined., Call a non-saturating push
“small” if the highest active level has ≤ k active vertices, and “big” if the highest
active level has > k active vertices.
There are most k small non-saturating

pushes per phase, hence O n 2k small non-saturating pushes overall. Meanwhile

each big push decreases Φ by at least O (k ), so there are at least O mn 2 /k big
√
√
pushes. Balancing terms at k = m, we conclude that there are at most O n 2 m
non-saturating pushes.
■

20.3

Scaling push-relabel

The final version of push-relabel we present is a scaling algorithm due to Ahuja
and Orlin [AO89]. Here we assume that the capacities c : E → [U ] are integers
between 1 and U (for some U ∈ N); the running time will depend on log(U ).
The high level idea as follows. For a fixed Δ > 0, we maintain the invariant
that
every vertex has excess at most 2Δ.
We only make non-saturating pushes of size exactly Δ. (That is, even if we could
push more, we truncate the push to Δ units of flow.) We will always push an
active vertex at the lowest possible level, which preserves the invariant that the
maximum excess at most 2Δ.
We continue to push Δ units at a time until all active vertices have excess less
than Δ. This means we can divide Δ in half while still maintaining the invariant
that every vertex has excess at most 2Δ. We then continue with this smaller value
of Δ.
Since we are repeatedly halving, it is convenient to maintain Δ as a power of
2. Initially we set Δ = 2 ⌊log2 U ⌋ . Meanwhile, the algorithm maintains integrality
everywhere. Consequently, once we get to Δ < 1/2, and our invariant implies
that every vertex has excess less than 1, which for integral values must be 0. That
is, there are no active vertices once Δ < 1/2. To get from 2 ⌊log2 U ⌋ to below 1/2,
we halve Δ at most O log(U ) times before the algorithm terminates.
Now, consider the following potential functions which allows us to amortize
3Like an elevator.
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non-saturating pushes.
Φ=

1 ∑︁ ˆ
f (v )ℓ (v ).
Δ v ∈V

Lemma 20.11. Relabeling and saturating pushes take O (1) amortized time (w/r/t Φ).
Non-saturating pushes take no amortized time.
Proof. The first claims are easy; for non-saturating pushes, we observe that each
non-saturating push moves Δ units of flow to a lower-level,
■
The remaining operation to analyze – unique to scaling – is when we decrease
Δ. Here we have the following.

Lemma 20.12. Dividing Δ in half takes O n 2 amortized time.

Proof. Observe the potential is at most O n 2 becuase fˆ (v ) ≤ 2Δ for all v . Halving
Δ doubles the potential Φ, which gives the amortized running time.
■
This leads to the following running time. The broad strokes of obtaining this
running time are captured by the above lemmas; we leave it to the reader to flesh
out the remaining implementation details (to identify the active vertex at lowest
level, to identify a forwards edge at the active vertex, etc.).
Theorem 20.13 (Ahuja and Orlin [AO89]). In a flow network with m edges, n
vertices, and integer capacities between 1 and U , push-relabel with scaling (appropriately
implemented) computes the maximum flow in O mn + n 2 log(U ) time.

20.4

Additional notes and references

Preflows were introduced by Karzanov [Kar74], who employed them as part of
a blocking flow subroutine. (Blocking flows are a different approach to max
flow that we have not discussed.)The push-relabel algorithm was pioneered by
[Gol85], which was then improved by Goldberg and Tarjan [GT88]. Goldberg’s
thesis [Gol87, Chapter 1] is a good exposition of these developments. This lead
to many follow-up works within the push-relabel framework, some of which we
cover. There has also been experimental work on the algorithm [CG97; CGM98],
by which push-relabel has acquired a reputation for being very good in practice.
The push-relabel algorithm is discussed in the algorithms textbook by Kleinberg and Tardos [KT06], and in books by Ahuja, Magnanti, and Orlin [AMO93],
Frank [Fra11], Schrijver [Sch03], and Williamson [Wil19]; [Fra11; Wil19] also
include the Hao-Orlin minimum cut algorithm from section 20.B. We also recommend the lecture notes by Blum and Gupta [BG13]. For the improved top-down
push-relabel bound, we recommend a nice note by Tarjan [Tar13].
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Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.

20.5

Exercises

Exercise 20.1. In section 20.2, we described but did not analyze the “first-in
first-out” strategy for selecting active vertices. (Vertices are placed in a queue
as they are made active, from which we find the next active vertex.) Show that
this push-relabel algorithm (appropriately implemented) takes O n 3 to find the
maximum flow.4
Exercise 20.2. In the push-relabel framework, we have seen that different strategies for selecting active vertices can lead to better running times. Here we will
consider a variation of push-relabel that we will call greedy push-relabel. The idea is
to repeatedly select the push of maximum total size. We will assume the capacities
are integral (which will be important for the proof).
greedy-push-relabel(G = (V,E),c : E → [U ],s ,t )
1. Initialize a preflow f and levels ℓ : V → Z ≥0 (as usual).
2. Until f is a flow:
A. Let v ∈ V − {s ,t } have maximum excess fˆ (v ).
B. Push or relabel from v (as usual).
3. Return f .
This exercise asks you to analyze greedy-push-relabel as follows. We point
out that the upper bounds from section 20.1.3 come for free since greedy-pushrelabel is a special case of the generic push relabel algorithm. You may also
want to look at section 20.3 for inspiration.
We already know that there are at most O (mn)
 4Hint:

  saturating pushes, which is at most
O n 3 . So the real question is why there are at most O n 3 non-saturating pushes.
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1. Suppose the maximum total excess over all non-terminals at a fixed point
Í
in time is X ; i.e., v ∈V −{s ,t } fˆ (v ) = X . Prove that there are at most O n 2
non-saturating pushes before the total excess over all non-terminals is less
than X /2.
2. Prove an upper bound, as small as possible, on the total number of pushrelabel operations made by greedy-push-relabel.
You will probably want to use the previous part in your argument. The
integrality of the capacities should play a role in your analysis.
(Food for thought: A full implementation of greedy-push-relabel would
require some data structures so you can quickly identify the next active vertex.
How might you implement the algorithm? What is your actual running time?)
Exercise 20.3. One advantage of the relaxed definitions of preflows and labels is
that we can make certain adjustments to the flow network that preserve the pushrelabel invariants, so that we don’t have to throw away all the computation we
have already done. In this exercise, we will develop a “max flow data structure”,
so to speak, that maintains the value of the max-flow under the following two
changes to the network. The data structure starts with an instance of (s ,t )-max
flow and first runs the push-relabel algorithm to completion. The underlying
graph then undergoes changes via the following operations.
1. AddSourceEdge(v ,𝛾): Add an edge (s ,v ) with capacity 𝛾.
2. RemoveSinkEdge(v , 𝛾): Decrease the capacity of an edge (v ,t ) by 𝛾. (You
may assume that the capacity of the edge was previously ≥ 𝛾.).
The goal is to be able to recompute the value of the maximum (s ,t )-flow faster
than recomputing the maximum flow from scratch.
To keep things concrete let us analyze the following algorithm exactly. Initially
we start with a capacitated and directed graph G = (V,E) with m edges and n
vertices, and. We run the top-down push-relabel algorithm until we obtain a max
flow. Then we process a sequence of k AddSourceEdge and ℓ RemoveSinkEdge
operations (possibly intermixed).
1. For each call to AddSourceEdge(v ,𝛾), we add the edge e = (s ,v ) to the
graph with capacity c (e ) = 𝛾. If ℓ (v ) < ℓ (s ), we saturate e by setting fe = 𝛾.
Note that this does not introduce a forwards edge and so we still satisfy
items (I) and (II). We resume the push-relabel flow algorithm with the
existing preflow and labels until all active vertices have level n.
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2. For each DecreaseSinkEdge(v
 ,𝛾) we do the following. Let e = (v ,t ). If
fe > 0, then we set fe = min c (e ) − 𝛾, fe , possibly making v active. We
decrease the capacity of e by 𝛾. If the capacity of e is reduced to 0, then
we remove e from the graph. This does not introduce any forwards edges
and so we still satisfy items (I) and (II). We resume the push-relabel flow
algorithm with the existing preflow and labels until all active vertices have
level n.
Let us interpret the above as a sort of data structure, that solves the initial flow
problem in its initialization step, and then updates the flow as the two operations
as described above. Prove the following amortized bounds on the number of
basic operations executed by the algorithm.
1. Init(G = (V,E),c : E → R ≥0 ,s ,t ) (where we compute the initial max
flow) takes O mn 2 amortized basic operations.

2. AddSourceEdge(v ,𝛾) takes O n 2 amortized basic operations.
3. DecreaseSinkEdge(v ,𝛾) takes O (n) amortized basic operations.
That is, after computing the initial flow, and then processing an intermixed
sequence of k calls to add-source-edge ℓ calls to decrease-sink-edge,
the total

2
number of basic operations is at most O (m + k )n + ℓ .
Here, we ask for “amortized basic operations” instead of “amortized time”
because a full implementation would need to include some basic data structures
to execute pushes and relabels in O (1) and be able to quickly identify the next
active vertex push or relabel. It is a bit long-winded to describe and analyze these
data structures in detail, so we abstract them out, and ask you only to analyze
the number of basic operations that are made.
(Food for thought: Can you get better bounds using the improved analysis of
section 20.2.1?)

20.A

Accelerating push-relabel with data structures

Goldberg and Tarjan [GT88] showed how to use dynamic data structures to accelerate the push-relabel running time algorithm. Goldberg and Tarjan specifically
consider the FIFO strategy for selecting active vertices. However, it appears most
strategies would work; the key idea is to use data structures drastically cut the
computational work generated by non-saturating pushes. In fact, their argument
does not actually decrease the total number of non-saturating pushes; rather,
most of the non-saturating pushes are simulated efficiently by the data structures
(similar to blocking flows).
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Theorem 20.14.
  With link-cut trees, the push-relabel algorithm can be made to run in
O mn log n 2 /m time.

Proof. For ease of exposition we will only show how to obtain an O mn log(n)
running time. The O mn log n 2 /m comes from a more careful application
of these techniques. We refer the reader to Goldberg and Tarjan [GT88] or
Goldberg’s thesis [Gol87, Chapter 1] for these details.
We will use link-cut trees to make non-saturating pushes more efficient. See
chapter 25 for more details and explanations of the dynamic tree operations.
We first give some high-level motivation. We generally prefer to make saturating pushes or relabels as these already have good upper bounds. Of course
only a non-saturating push may be available. When we execute a non-saturating
push from (say) u to v , v becomes active, and we can keep searching at v for a
saturating push or a relabeling. If indeed we can make then relabel v , or make a
saturating push at v , then we can charge the preceding non-saturating push to
this operation. But perhaps there is only a non-saturating push at v , and so we
continue the search until we find something other than a non-saturating push.
In this manner we find a path of non-saturating pushes terminated by either
a saturating push or a relabeling. Of course the path may be long with many
non-saturating pushes, so this approach is not yet efficient.
The idea is to store these non-saturating pushes (represented by their edges) in
dynamic trees. As we search out non-saturating pushes (along forward edges), we
keep these edges in a dynamic tree. We use the root operation to fast-forward to
the leading non-saturating push-point, and then look for the next non-saturating
push from there.
We can charge each newly discovered non-saturating push to inserting the
edge in the dynamic forest. Meanwhile a forward edge e = (u,v ) is deleted from
the dynamic forest data structure iff either
1. e is saturated.
2. v is relabeled.
In particular, a fixed edge is deleted at most O (n) times. Thus an edge is also
inserted at most O (n) times, and we only have a “new” non-saturating push O (n)
times per edge.
This leads to an overall running time bounded by O (mn) tree operations.
We leave it to the reader to sort out the remaining implementation details, or
otherwise refer the reader to the aforementioned references.
■
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Directed minimum cut via one push-relabel

We now shift gears to a different but related problem: minimum directed cut. A
directed cut is a set of edges C ⊂ E whose removal makes the graph not strongly
connected. That is, there exists some pair s ,t ∈ V for which C is am (s ,t )-cut.
The goal is to find the minimum weight directed cut.
Of course, we can
 reduce the problem to (s ,t )-cut by enumerating all pairs.
This requires O n 2 (s ,t )-cut computations. We can do better by fixing s , and
then enumerating all t ∈ V − s . For each t , we compute the minimum (s ,t )-cut
and the minimum (t ,s )-cut. The question is whether one can do better.
Rooted connectivity. A slight change in perspective that is very helpful is to
instead focus on the rooted connectivity problem. Fix a vertex r ∈ V , called
the root. A rooted cut, or r -cut, is a set of edges forming an (r,t )-cut for some
t ∈ V − r . The minimum rooted cut asks for the minimum weighted rooted
cut. Of course an algorithm for minimum r -cut solves the minimum directed cut
problem, by picking any r ∈ V , and computing the minimum r -cut in both G and
the graph obtained by reversing all the edges in r .
Now, to find the minimum r -cut, we can of course enumerate all t ∈ V − r
and compute the minimum (r,t )-cut for each. This approach seems excessive for
a couple reasons.
1. After computing the minimum (r,t )-cut for some t , if this cut is not the
minimum r -cut, then we know that t must be on the r -side of the minimum
r -cut. So we can reduce the size of the graph slightly by contracting t into
r before continuing to the next choice of t .
2. After computing the minimum (r,t )-cut, we (typically) also have a maximum
(r,t )-flow to certify it. It seems somewhat wasteful to throw away all this
work when computing the (r,t ′)-cut for the next sink t ′. Perhaps there is
some way to extend
These informal observations motivate Hao and Orlin’s algorithm [HO94],
which computes the minimum r -cut with a single push-relabel algorithm. The
algorithm still enumerates all choices of t ∈ V − r , but is careful to continue the
progress from one (r,t )-cut problem to the next. At a high level, the algorithm is
as follows.
1. Pick some vertex t1 ∈ V − r , and compute the minimum (r,t1 )-cut with
push-relabel. (The cut is certified by a preflow, which we explain in greater
detail below.) Take note of the value of this cut.
2. Now we want to pick a new vertex t2 as the next sink, and convert t1 into a
source (effectively contracting it with r ). We pick a vertex t2 with ℓ (t2 ) = 1
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(the existence of which is assured by some modifications to the push-relabel
algorithm) as the next sink. We make t2 is a source by pushing as much
flow as possible out of t2 as to saturate all its edges, and set ℓ (t1 ) = n. (So
t will acts as a second source in addition to r .) Taking the existing flow
and labels as a starting point, we continue the push-relabel algorithm as to
compute the minimum ({r,t1 },t2 )-cut.
3. We then select t2 with ℓ (t3 ) = 2, convert t2 into a source (just like for t1 ),
and continue. In this fashion we iterate through all the other sinks.
Above we only give a high-level description and many details have yet to be filled
in. An important difference from before is that we only run push-relabel until we
find a minimum (r,t )-cut certified by a preflow – and not necessarily to the point
where f is a flow. To this we make the following observations about preflows.
Max-preflow min-cut. Given a preflow f , we define the size of f to be the
net flow at the sink vertex. lemma 20.1 can be rephrased as saying that every
preflow f contains a flow f ′ of the same size. This implies the following.
Lemma 20.15. The maximum size of any (s ,t )-preflow equals the minimum capacity
of any (s ,t )-cut.
Lemma 20.16. Let f be a preflow and ℓ be a set of levels satisfying the items (I)
and (II). Suppose there exists an index i > 0 such that:
1. There are no vertices v with level ℓ (v ) = i .
2. There are no active vertices v with level ℓ (v ) < i .
Then for T = {v : ℓ (v ) < i }, 𝜕− (T ) is a minimum (s ,t )-cut.
Proof. In general, the capacity of 𝜕− (T ) in the residual graph is reduced by exactly
the total excess of all vertices in T . Since T has no active vertices, this is exactly
the size of f . Meanwhile the capacity of 𝜕− (T ) is 0 in the residual graph.
■
Now we are prepared to discuss the modifications to the push-relabel algorithm.
Our goal is to compute a preflow f and level set ℓ as to satisfy the conditions of
lemma 20.16. To this end, we always treat the active vertex of the lowest level.
(This strategy is compatible with both the link-cut trees approach of ?? and the
scaling approach of section 20.3). If, in the course of treating the lowest level first,
a level becomes empty, we immediately trigger lemma 20.16 and have obtained a
minimum (r,t )-cut. Now, we want to ensure if the i th sink ti is at level ℓ (ti ) = i −1,
then we will be able to find the (i + 1)th sink ti +1 at level i . This could be an
issue, for example, if the empty layer induces the minimum (r,t )-cut is at level i .
To address this, after creating the empty layer via relabel and extracting the cut,
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we undo that relabel. (Alternatively, we cancel the relabel and output the cut
anyway, knowing that it would have been certified as the minimum r -cut). Thus
we finish the iteration without actually creating an empty layer, and guaranteeing
that the next sink can be found in the next level.
Note that in this algorithm, we never have to relabel a vertex beyond level
n − 1 (except when a sink t is converted to a source, in which case its level is set
to n).
If we use the link-cut tree implementation, then we obtain the following
running time.
Theorem 20.17
  (Hao and Orlin [HO94]). The minimum r -cut can be found in
O mn log n 2 /m deterministic time.
Similarly obtains the analogous result via scaling. See also [Fra11] for the
description of a O n 3 running time without data structures or scaling.
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Chapter 21

Random Sampling, Searching,
and Sorting
21.1

Basic probability

Probability theory is simple and intuitive. Let us start with a familiar example.
Suppose we flip a coin in the air, and press pause. Will it land heads or tails?
Obviously, we don’t know yet. But we can state without ambiguity that half the time
it will land heads, and half the time it will land tails. What does it mean to say that
half the time it will land heads? There is of course only one coin, and we can’t
split the coin in half. We are imagining that, if we repeat the experiment many
times, we would expect half the coin tosses to come up heads.
This simple example, which we all understand thoroughly, points to a deeper
feature of probability: probability allows us to interpret fractional values as discrete
ones. Here, “half heads” does not mean that “half the coin will come up heads”,
which is total nonsense; rather it means that half the time the coin will come up
heads.
The formal rules of probability are simple. (The only tricky part is sticking to
them!) We assume the reader has some acquaintance already with random events
and variables, but we will still review the basics. Probability theory assumes an
uncertain world where events occur with fixed probabilities. Each event A had a
probability between 0 and 1, denoted
P[A] ∈ [0, 1].
¯ of A not occurring. We
For every event A, there is the complementary event, A,
always have
¯ = 1.
P[A] + P[A]
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Joint events. For any two events A and B, one can define the conjunctive
event that both A and B occurs: denoted
“A ∧ B” or “A ∩ B” or “A and B”.
Sometimes we also write P[A,B] to denote the probability of A ∧ B.
In general, given A and B, there are four disjoint events induced by their
combination:
1. A ∧ B: The event that both A and B occur.
2. A ∧ B̄: The event that A occurs and B does not.

3. A¯ ∧ B: Then event that A does not occur and B.
4. A¯ ∧ B̄: The event that neither A nor B occcurs.

The four joint events listed are mutually exlusive – only one of them can be
realized – and exhaustive – one of the will be realized. So we have the following
identity:
P[A ∧ B] + P[A ∧ B̄] + P[A¯ ∧ B] + P[A¯ ∧ B̄] = 1
Suppose event A occurs with positive probability. Whenever A occurs, then
of course exactly one of B occurs or B̄ occurs. So we have
P[A] = P[A,B] + P[A, B̄].
If we divide both sides by P[A], we have
1=

P[A,B] P[A, B̄]
+
.
P[A]
P[A]

This equation looks probabilistic – we have two nonnegative terms summing to 1.
We can interpret the first term on the right-hand side, P[A,B]/P[A], as saying
that
of the times that event A occurs, B also occurs P[A,B]/P[A] fraction of
the time.
We call this the conditional probability of event B conditional on event A,
denoted P[B | A] and defined as the ratio
P[B | A] =

P[B,A]
.
P[A]
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¯ P[B̄ | A],
¯ and
Likewise we have the conditional probabilities P[B̄ | A], P[B | A],
so forth.
We always have
P[A ∧ B] ≤ min{P[A], P[B]}
(see exercise 21.1). It is generally not true that
P[A | B] = P[A]

(21.2)

for two events A and B. The equation above is equivalent to the one with A and
B flipped, as well as
P[A ∧ B] = P[A] P[B]

(21.3)

Events A and B are said to be independent events in the special case where
(21.3) holds.
Unions of events.
occurs, denoted

We also have the disjunctive event that either A or B
“A ∨ B” or “A ∪ B” or “A or B”.

If A ∨ B occurs, then exactly one of the following events occurs:
A ∧ B, A ∧ B̄, A¯ ∧ B .
Consequently we have
P[A ∨ B] = P[A ∧ B] + P[A ∧ B̄] + P[A¯ ∧ B].
Recall that P[A] = P[A ∧ B]+P[A ∧ B̄], and similarly for P[B]. Adding P[A ∧ B]
to both sides of the identity above gives
P[A ∨ B] + P[A ∧ B] = P[A] + P[B].
This identity reflects a venn-diagram, so to speak, where the two regions A and
B give rise to their “union” A ∨ B and their intersection A ∧ B.
The identity above leads to the following extremely useful union bound.
Lemma 21.1 (Union bound).
P[A ∨ B] ≤ P[A] + P[B],
with equality iff P[A ∧ B] = 0.
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Randomized minimum cut

Recall the minimum cut problem in undirected graphs. The input consists of a
connected, undirected graph G = (V,E) with positive edge capacities c : E → R>0 .
A cut is a set of edges C ⊆ E whose removal disconnects the graph. The goal is
to
∑︁
minimize
c (e ) over all cuts C ⊂ E.
(21.4)
e ∈C

This problem is polynomial time solvable. Whatever the optimum cut is, it must
be a minimum (s ,t )-cut for some pair of vertices s and t . Thus to find the global
minimum, one can guess s and t by looping over V , and compute the minimum
{s ,t }-cut for each choice of s and t . (Better yet: fix s , and loop over all t .)
Previously, we also studied an algorithm due to [NI92b] that runs in O (mn) time.
For a set of vertices S , let 𝜕(S ) denote the set of edges with exactly one
endpoint in S . 𝜕(S ) is called the cut induced by S . The induced cuts are also
the inclusionwise minimal cuts, and it suffices to consider only the induced cuts
when solving (Min-Cut).
We will study a subtle algorithm discovered by Karger [Kar93], that has been
influential beyond the minimum cut problem. Consider the following description
of Karger’s algorithm.
Repeatedly sample edges in proportion to their capacities until there is only
one cut from which we have not yet sampled any edges. Return this cut.
This algorithm is clearly ridiculous. For the unweighted setting, the above algorithm is equivalent to the following, equally absurd approach (see exercise 21.8).
Independently assign every edge e ∈ E a weight w e ∈ [0, 1] uniformly at
random. Build the minimum weight spanning tree T w/r/t w. Let e be the
heaviest edge in T . Return the cut induced by the two components of T − e .
Compare the two approaches above. Of course we know how to compute the
minimum spanning tree; among other approaches, we can repeatedly add the
smallest weight edge to T that does not create a cycle. On the other hand, in the
first approach, it might appear difficult to keep track of which cuts we have and
have not sampled from, being that there are so many cuts. This can be addressed
edge
contracting
by contracting the graph.
Suppose we sample an edge e = {s ,t }.
3
0
Then we know that any cut 𝜕(S ), where s ∈ S
O
O
13
and t ∉ S , has now been sampled from. Thus
e
we can safely contract e ; replacing s and t with
an

I

3

I

a

2
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random-contractions(G = (V,E),c )
1. while |E | > 1
A. sample e ∼ c

B. G ← G /e , c ← c /e
2. let E = {e }
3. return edges in the original graph that contracted to e
Figure 21.1: A randomized minimum cut algorithm due to Karger [Kar93].
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Figure 21.2: A few iterations (from left to right, top to bottom) of the
random-contractions algorithm applied to a barbell graph.

a single vertex u that has the sum1 of edges
incident to s and t . Note that contracting e will only effect cuts that contain e .
Now imagine we contract edges as we sample them. Eventually there are
only two vertices left in the contracted graph, which represent two connected
components in the input graph. These components induce the only cut we have
not yet sampled from, and this is the cut that we return.
Pseudocode for the contraction algorithm is given in fig. 21.1. Here, for an
edge e ∈ G , we let G /e = (V /e ,E/e ) denote the graph obtained by contracting
1More precisely, for every edge f of the form {s , z } or {t , z }, we create a new edge {u, z } with
the same capacity. If s and t both have edges to the same vertex z , we can either create two edges
from u to z with the appropriate capacities, or make a single edge from u to v with the same
capacity. We remove s and t and its incident edges from the graph, replacing them with u and the
newly created edges incident to u.
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e , and we let c /e : E/e → R>0 denote the corresponding capacities. Figure 21.2
sketches a few iterations of the algorithm applied to a barbell graph.
The intuition behind random-contractions is as follows. Here we describe
the intuition for unweighted graphs for simplicity. (The intuition is the same
for weighted graphs, except replacing “many edges” with “large capacity”, etc.)
Suppose we have an unweighted graph G = (V,E), and let C ⊂ E be the minimum
cut. Since C is the minimum cut – keyword minimum – there are presumably
very few edges in C . If we randomly sample an edge e ∈ E, then hopefully e ∉ C .
If C “survives” this round, then we have all made some progress because there is
one less vertex in the graph after contracting e . In the next round, C is still the
minimum cut, so the high-level logic from the first round still holds. Thus we can
repeatedly sample edges and preserve the hope that we avoid C .
The above argument hinges on how much smaller C is than all of E. If we can
argue that C is always a small fraction of E, then that gives hope that C survives
to the end. On the other hand, if C is even a small constant fraction of G , we
will probably sample from C after a constant number of rounds. Observe also
that over time, C becomes a larger and larger fraction of E, as we contract and
remove edges outside of C .
The key observation is that every vertex v induces a cut 𝜕(v ), which must have
at least as many edges as C . Thus the minimum cut is at most the minimum degree in
the graph. In turn, since the number of edges in E is the sum of degrees (divided
by 2), the minimum cut C is at most a 2/n fraction of the total number of edges! This
observation holds initially in the input graph and thereafter in the contracted
graphs, although n decreases by 1 in each iteration.
On the first iteration, C has at most a 2/n chance of being hit. On the
second interation, assuming C surivived the first iteration, C has (at most) a
2/(n − 1) chance of being hit. Continuing in this fashion, assuming C surivived
the first i − 1 iterations, C has a 2/(n − i + 1) change of being hit in the i th
iteration. If one combines these problems, one discovers that C has
a ≥ 1/ n2

chance of surviving all n − 1 rounds We can repeat the experiment n2 = O n 2 (a
polynomial!) number
of times to find the minimum cut with constant probability,

2
and O n log n times to find the minimum cut with high probability.
In the sequel, we formalize the the above argument, as well as extend it to
positive capacities. For ease of notation, for a set of edges C ⊂ E, we denote the
sum of capacities over C by
∑︁
def
c¯(C ) =
c (e ).
e ∈C

Lemma 21.2. Let C ★ be the minimum cut in (G ,c ), and suppose e ∉ C . Then C ★ is
(or maps to) to the minimum cut in the contracted graph (G /e ,c /e ).
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Proof sketch. Direct inspection.
Lemma 21.3. c¯(E) ≥

■

𝜆n
2 .

Proof. Every vertex v has weighted degree c¯(𝜕(v )) ≥ 𝜆 since 𝜕(v ) is a cut. Thus
Í
c¯(𝜕(v ))
𝜆n
≥
.
c¯(E) = v
2
2
■


Lemma 21.4. Let e ∼ c . Then P e ∈ C ★ ≤ n2 .

 c¯(C ★) (a)
Proof. We have P e ∈ C ★ = c¯(E) ≤

2
n

by (a) lemma 21.3.

■

Lemma 21.5. Let C ★ be a minimum cut. With probability ≥ 1/
contractions returns C ★.

n
2 ,

random-

Proof. For k ∈ Z ≥0 , let Ek be the event that we have not sampled C ★ after
 k
iterations. Initially, P[E 0 ] = 1, and we want to show that P[En−2 ] ≥ 1/ n2 . By
lemma 21.4, we have
P[Ek | Ek −1 ] ≥ 1 −

2
n−(k −1)

for each k ∈ [n].

The probability of succeeding (event En−2 ) is at least
P[En−2 ] =
=

n−2
Ö
k =1
n
Ö
i =3

P[Ek | Ek −1 ] ≥

n 
Ö
i =3

2
1−
i



i − 2 (n − 2)!2
1
=
= n .
i
n!
2
■

Thus with probability about 1/n 2 , the random contraction algorithm returns
the minimum cut. To
 find the minimum cut with constant probability, we rerun
the algorithm O n 2 time and return the best cut. To find the minimum cut with
high probability, we rerun the algorithm O n 2 log n times.
The nice thing about repetition is that we can run the randomized trials
in parallel. Moreover, a single instance of the contraction algorithm (via its
connection to minimum spanning trees) can be made to run in polylog(n) time
with polynomially many processors. Thus one obtains a randomized parallel
algorithm for minimum cut.
Corollary 21.6. A randomized minimum cut can be computed in parallel in polylogarithmic time with a polynomial number of processors.
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That said, random-contractions is not just an algorithm. It is also a surprising structural observation about the number of minimum cuts in an undirected
graph.
cut is returned with probability
 In the above algorithm, any fixed minimum

1/ n2 . This implies that there are at most n2 minimum cuts in the graph!

Corollary 21.7. There are at most n2 minimum cuts in a graph.

21.3

Random variables

A finite random variable models an unrealized and uncertain object X that takes
one of a finite set of values, {x 1 , . . . ,x k }.2 For each outcome x i , “X equals x i ” is
an event, with a fixed probability, denoted P[X = x i ]. These probabilities sum to
1:
k
∑︁
i =1

P[X = x i ] = 1.

For example, we can describe a coin toss as a random variable X ∈
{heads, tails}. Let a fair coin be tossed. If the coin comes up heads, then
X = heads. If the coin comes up tails, then X = tails. We have
P[X = heads] = P[X = tails] =

1
.
2

Observe that these probabilities sum to 1.
 If we have two random variables X ∈ {x 1 , . . . ,x k } and Y ∈
y 1 , . . . , yℓ , then their product (X ,Y ) forms a random variable in the set
(x i , y j ) : i = 1, . . . ,k , j = 1, . . . ,ℓ . We have probabilities of the form


P X = xi , Y = Y j
that gives the probability that (X ,Y ) = (x i , y j ). It is not generally true




P X = x i , Y = y k = P[X = x i ] P Y = y k
In the special case where the above holds for all x i and y j , then X and Y are
said to be independent.
For example, suppose X ,Y ∈ {heads, tails} describe coin tosses. If they
described different coin tosses, then they would be independent random variables,
2One can also define continuous variable (e.g., that take values continuously between 0 and 1),
where sums are replaced by variables.
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and each combination of heads and tails would occur with probability .25. That
is,
P[X = heads, Y = heads] = P[X = heads, Y = tails]
1
= P[X = tails, Y = heads] = P[X = tails, Y = tails] = ,
4
Thus X and Y are independent random variables. If they described the same
coin, then we would have
1
P[X = heads, Y = heads] = P[X = tails, Y = tails] = ,
2
while
P[X = heads, Y = tails] = P[X = tails, Y = heads] = 0.
Here, X and Y are not independent.

21.4

Averages

When a random variable X takes on real values, we can have a well-defined and
quantitative notion of “averages”, called the expected value.
Definition 21.8. Let X ∈ R be a real-valued random variable that has a finite set of
possible values. Then the expected value of X , denoted E[X ], is the weighted sum
∑︁
def
E[X ] =
P[X = x] · x;
x

where the sum is over all values of x where P[X = x] > 0.
For continuous random variables, the sum would be replaced by an integral.
The average quantity of a random variable is very intuitive; the reader is
likely used to discussing averages in the sense defined above. (e.g., the average
midterm score.)
The following identity, called linearity of expectation, is perhaps less intuitive; however it follows rather plainly from the definition of expectation.
Theorem 21.9. (Linearity of expectation.)
variables. Then

Let X ,Y ∈ R be two random

E[X + Y ] = E[X ] + E[Y ].
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The proof of linearity of expectation is left as exercise 21.2. The reader may
want to first consider
the simple case where X ∈ {x 1 ,x 2 } takes on exactly two

values, and Y ∈ y 1 , y 2 takes on exactly two values. One can generalize to finite
sets from there.
Observe that linearity of expectation does not make any assumptions about
how X and Y are structured or related. This makes linearity of expectation
extremely useful and often leads to surprising observations.
A simple example of linearity of expectation is as follows. Consider a population of people with various heights. Let X and Y be two quantities obtained by
the following experiment. Draw one person uniformly at random. Let X be the
length from the waist of this person to the top of their head. Let Y be the length
from the waist of this person to the ground. X +Y gives to the total height of the
person. Note that X and Y are highly dependent, since they both measure the
same (randomly drawn) person. Linearity of expectation says:
  average length   average length 
.
average height = from waist up +
from waist down
|
{z
} |
|
{z
}
{z
}
E[X + Y ]

E[X ]

E[Y ]

Of course, this makes total sense.

21.5

Randomized sorting

Let us return to the very basics: sorting. Recall that the goal is to take an
unordered list of comparable elements (e.g., numbers) and return them in a list
in sorted order.
Previously we studied the the merge-sort algorithm which ran

in O n log n . Here we will study a randomized algorithm that is remarkably
simple, called quick-sort, that is often the preferred one is very simple. The
idea is very simple: choose a pivot uniformly at random, divide the elements by
the pivot, and recurse on both halves. See fig. 21.3 for pseudocode.
The running time is proportional to the total number of comparisons
made by

the algorithm. It is not impossible that the algorithm makes O n 2 comparisons
(how?). However, the algorithm is randomized, and a more useful measure is the
average number of comparisons.
We remark that a probabilistic analysis of quick-sort seems much more
complicated than typical exercises in probability. We are analyzing a randomized
algorithm, where one randomized decision affects the dynamics for all randomized
decision. There are overwhelmingly many “butterfly effects” to consider.
The saving grace is that we are not trying to map out all the probabilistic
outcomes with complete precision. We will only be interested in analyzing the
running time on average; that is, in the aggregate in a certain probabilistic sense.
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quick-sort(A[1..n])
// For simplicity we assume all the elements are distinct. Otherwise, break ties consistently.
1. If n ≤ 1 then return A.
2. Select i ∈ [n] uniformly at random.
3. B [1..k ] ← recursively sort the set of elements less than A[i ].
4. C [1..ℓ ] ← recursively sort the set of elements greater than A[i ].
5. Return the concatenation of B, A[i ], and C .
Figure 21.3: A randomized sorting algorithm.


We will show that quick-sort takes O n log n time in expectation against any
input. This is still a worst case analysis in the sense that it holds for any input. This
is not to be confused with the performance of an algorithm against a randomized
input from a particular distribution – that is called average case analysis.
Theorem 21.10. Given a list
 of n comparable elements, quick-sort returns elements
in a sorted list in O n log n expected time.
Proof. For each i , j ∈ [n] with i < j , let Xi j be equal to 1 if the rank i element
(i.e., the i th smallest element) is compared to the rank j element, and 0 otherwise.
Í
i < j Xi j represents the total number of comparisons made by the algorithm. Let
us first consider Xi j for fixed i < j . Observe that the rank i and rank j numbers
are compared to each other iff either is selected as the pivot before any element
of rank between i and j . Since the pivots are selected uniformly at random, this
occurs with probability 2/( j − i + 1). That is,
  (a) 

2
.
E Xi j = P Xi j = 1 =
j −i +1
Note that (a) holds for any {0, 1}-random variable.
Í
Let us now return to the entire sum, i < j Xi j . While each Xi j was simple to
analyze alone, the different Xi j ’s are not at all independent. Fortunately we do
not need to map out their myriad interactions; we are only interested in the Xi j ’s
in the aggregate and on average. Enter linearity of expectation. We have
∑︁
 ∑︁
n ∑︁
n−i
n
n
n ∑︁
n
∑︁
 n ∑︁
 (b) n ∑︁
  (c) ∑︁

2
2
E 
Xi j  =
E Xi j =
=
≤ O n log n ,
j − i + 1 i =1
k
 i =1 j =i +1

i =1 j =i +1
i =1 j =i +1
k =1
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as desired. Here (b) applies linearity of expectation: the average sum is equal to
the sum of averages. (c) is from our analysis for a single Xi j above.
■

Remark 21.11. Moreover, one can show that the running time is O n log n with
exceedingly high probability – though to prove this we need generalizations of
the law of large numbers called concentration inequalities.

21.6

Randomized approximations for SAT

Recall the SAT problem. We have a Boolean formula f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) in conjunctive
normal form, with n variables and m clauses. The goal is to find an assignment
x 1 , . . . ,x n ∈ {true, false} that satisfies as many classes as possible.
As we know, we do not know how to solve this exactly in polynomial time
and it is considered unlikely that we will. So instead researchers often develop
approximation algorithms for SAT. Here the goal is to find an assignment that
satisfies as many clauses as possible. Of course an exact algorithm for this
maximization version implies a polynomial time algorithm. Instead we will
design algorithms that are provably competitive with the optimum solution.
Given a SAT formula f , let OPT denote the maximum number of clauses
that are satisfiable. For 𝛼 ∈ [0, 1], an 𝜶-approximation algorithm for SAT is
an algorithm that produces an assignment that satisfies at least 𝛼 OPT clauses.
While obtaining an exact algorithm is NP-Hard, for 𝛼 < 1, it is not necessarily
NP-Hard to obtain an 𝛼-approximation algorithm for SAT. Here we will develop
randomized approximation algorithms that obtain
Consider the special case of 3-SAT. Here we have m clauses, each of which
have exactly 3 variables.
random-SAT(f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ))
1. for each i ∈ [n], draw x i ∈ {true, false} independently and
uniformly at random.
2. return x 1 , . . . ,x n
Consider a single clause; e.g., (x 1 ∧ x̄ 2 ∧ x 3 ). Of all ways to assign the three
variables (x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 in the example) values in {true, false}, there is only one way
that does not satisfy the clause. That is,
each clause is satisfied with probability 7/8.
In expectation, we have
(a)

E[clauses satisfied] =

m
∑︁

7
P[i th clause is satisfied] = m.
8
i =1
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(a) applies linearly of expectation. Since m ≥ OPT, we obtain a 7/8approximation ratio (in expectation).
It is easy to extend the above to k -SAT for any k ∈ N, where each clause has
exactly k variables, and obtain the following.
Theorem 21.12. For all k ∈ N, there is a randomized (1 − 1/2k )-approximation
algorithm for k -SAT.
The above algorithm is so simple, and essentially oblivious to the input f ,
that it is hard to believe it is a very good algorithm. Remarkably, there is reason
to believe that it is the best possible polynomial time algorithm unless P = N P .
The PCP theorem states that for all constants 𝜖 > 0, getting better than a
(7/8 + 𝜖 )-approximation to 3SAT is NP-Hard. The PCP theorem gives similar
hardness of approximation results for many other problems besides SAT, and in
general, has wide and deep consequences across theoretical computer science.
The PCP theorem is far beyond the scope of this class although we did cover the
proof in the Fall 2020 randomized algorithms course [Qua20b].
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.

21.7

Exercises

Exercise 21.1. Prove the following statement. For any two events A,B,
P[A ∧ B] ≤ min{P[A], P[B]}.
Exercise 21.2. Prove linearity of expectation (theorem 21.9).
Exercise 21.3. Let A and B two events. Prove that A and B are independent iff
A¯ and B̄ are independent.
Exercise 21.4. Recall that when we roll six-sided dice, the dice samples an
integer between 1 and 6 uniformly at random. Let us call an unordered pair of
dice “lucky” if one of them is a 1 and the other is a 6.
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If we roll 6 independent six-sided dice, how many lucky pairs do we expect? Note
that a single dice may appear in more than one lucky pair. For example, the
following roll of six dice has 2 lucky pairs amongst them.

Exercise 21.5. For k ∈ N, suppose you repeatedly flip a coin that is heads with
fixed probability p ∈ (0, 1).
1. What is the expected number of coin flips until you obtain one heads?3
Prove your answer.
2. What is the expected number of coin flips until you obtain two heads?
Prove your answer.
3. For general k ∈ N, what is the expected number of coin tosses until you
obtain k heads? Prove your answer.
Exercise 21.6. Suppose you only have access to a coin that flips heads with a
known probability p, and tails with (remaining) probability 1 − p. Describe and
analyze a protocol that uses a limited number of tosses of this biased coin in
expectation (the smaller the better) to simulate 1 coin toss of a fair coin. (The
number of biased coin tosses you make may in expectation may depend on p.)
Exercise 21.7. Recall the selection problem. Given an input A[1..n] of n comparable elements, the goal is to find the rank k element (that is, the k th largest
element) in A. You may assume the elements are distinct for simplicity.
Previously we studied a deterministic, linear time algorithm called medianof-medians. The algorithm was rather non-trivial – it recursively computes
an approximate median to use as a pivot. Here we will study a much simpler
algorithm called quick-select that uses randomization instead of recursion. The
idea is very simple and similar to quick-sort: select a pivot randomly. In practice,
this simpler algorithm is faster than median-of-medians.
3If the first toss is heads, that counts as one coin flip. If the first toss is tails and the second
toss is heads, that counts as two coin tosses. Etc. It may be helpful to first think about a fair coin,
where p = 1/2.
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quick-select(A[1..n],k )
// The goal is to find the rank k element in A[1..n]. We assume for
simplicity that all the elements are distinct.
1. Randomly select i ∈ [n] uniformly at random.
2. Compute the rank ℓ of A[i ].

// O (n)

3. If ℓ = k , then return A[i ].
4. If ℓ > k , then recursively search for the rank k element among
the set of ℓ − 1 elements less than A[ℓ ], and return it.
5. If ℓ < k , then recursively search for the rank k − ℓ element
among the set of n − ℓ elements greater than A[ℓ ], and return it.
The goal of this exercise is to prove that quick-select takes O (n) time in
expectation. We ask you to prove this in two different ways which offer two
different perspectives. Both analyses should use linearity of expectation and we
ask you to point this out for both.
1. Approach 1. Analyze quick-select similarly to quick-sort, based on
the sum of indicators Xi j .
One approach is to reduce to a separate analysis for each of the following
4 classes of pairs:
(a) Xi j where i < j < k ,
(b) Xi j where i < k < j ,
(c) Xi j where k < i < j , and
(d) Xi j where either i = k or j = k .
For each case, show that the expected sum is O (n).Use this to obtain a
O (n) expected running time, overall.
2. Approach 2. The following approach can be interpreted as a randomized
divide and conquer argument. We are arguing that with constant probability,
we decrease the input by a constant factor, from which the fast (expected)
running time follows.
(a) Consider again quick-select. Consider a single iteration where
we pick a pivot uniformly at random and throw out some elements.
Prove that with some constant probability p, we either sample the k th
element or throw out at least 1/4 of the remaining elements.
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(b) For each integer i , prove that the expected number of iterations (i.e.,
rounds of choosing a pivot) of quick-select, where the number of
elements remaining is in the range [(4/3) i , (4/3) i +1 ), is O (1).4

(c) Fix an integer i , and consider the amount of time spent by quickselect while the number of elements remaining is greater than
(4/3) i −1 and at most (4/3) i . Show that that the expected amount
of time is ≤ O (4/3) i

(d) Finally, use the preceding part to show that the expected running time
of quick-select is O (n).

Exercise 21.8. Consider the randomized algorithm for minimum cut based on
building the minimum spanning tree w/r/t randomized weights, described in
section 21.2.
1. Prove that this algorithm is equivalent to the random contractions algorithm
for unweighted graphs.
2. Adjust the randomized spanning tree algorithm to account for weights, and
prove its correctness.
Exercise 21.9. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph. For k ∈ N a k -cut is
a set of edges whose removal disconnects the graph into at least k connected
components. Note that for k ≥ 3, the minimum k -cut problem cannot easily be
reduced to (s ,t )-flow. In fact, the problem is NP-Hard when k is part of the input.
1. Briefly describe how to modify the random-contractions to return a k -cut.
2. Analyze the probability that your modified algorithm returns a minimum
k -cut.5
3. Describe and analyze an algorithm, using your modified randomcontractions as a subroutine,
 that computes a minimum k -cut with high
probability in O n c 1 k logc 2 n time for constants c 1 and c 2 . (We leave it to
you to identify these constants; as usual, the faster the running time, the
better.)

4. How does your algorithm relate to the preceding statement that k -cut is
NP-Hard when k is part of the input?
4Hint: Exercise 21.5.
5You may want to pattern your analysis after the one for minimum (2-)cut; in particular, you
may want to develop analogs for lemmas 21.3 and 21.4.
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Exercise 21.10. Consider the minimum cut problem in undirected graphs. For
𝛼 ≥ 1, we say that a cut C = 𝜕(S ) is a 2-approximate minimum cut it its
capacity is at most twice the capacity of the minimum cut.
1. Let C be an 2-approximate minimum cut. Prove that  the randomn
contractions algorithm returns C with probability ≥ 1/ ⌈4⌉
.
2. Show the number of 2-approximate minimum cuts is at most
 
n
.
4
Exercise 21.11. You have a sequence of n switches S 1 , . . . ,S n that jointly control
m light bulbs L 1 , . . . ,Lm . Each switch can be “up” or “down”, and this controls
whether the light bulbs are on or off.
Each light bulb Li , is associated with two sets of switches Ai ,Bi ⊆ [n]. The
switches in Ai turn on the light bulb when they are “up” and the switches in Bi
turn on the light bulb then they are “down”.
More precisely, for each j ∈ Ai , having switch S j “up” automatically turns on
the light bulb. (It only takes one of these switches to be “up” to turn on the light
bulb.) For each j ∈ B j , turning the switch “down” automatically turns on the
light bulb. (Again, it only takes one of these switches to be “down” to turn on
the light bulb.)
Thus, for a light bulb Li , the light bulb Li lights up if and only if either (a)
some switch in Ai is flipped up or (b) some switch in Bi is flipped down. Ai and Bi
are generic subsets of switches, not necessarily disjoint, and their union does not
necessarily include all the switches. We do assume, however, that |Ai | + |Bi | ≥ 2
for all i . We assume that the sets Ai and Bi are given explicitly for each i (for
simplicity; otherwise they can be obtained by inspection).
Your algorithm can flip switches “up” and “down”. For the sake of running
times, assume that flipping a single switch takes O (1) time, and inspecting whether
a single light bulb is on or off takes O (1) time. The light bulbs turn on and off
instantly when you flip a switch.
For each of the following decision problems, either (a) design and analyze a
polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial
time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
1. Decide if there exists a way to flip the switches to turn on all the light bulbs.
2. Decide if there exists a way to flip the switches to turn on at least threefourths of the light bulbs.
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Chapter 22

Hashing and Heavy Hitters
22.1

Trends

Google has an interesting web page called “Google trends”, which tracks surging
search queries around the world in real time. In Spring 2021, there was even a
subpage of search trends specifically related to the Covid-19.

Google tracks the trending search queries not just for the sake of curiosity.
Its goal is not only to serve queries, but to serve queries fast. The best way to
serve something quickly is to have it ready before it is even asked for. By keeping
track of the ‘heavy hitter” search terms - a few search terms that make up a
disproportionate amount of the search traffic - Google can cache the answers to
most search requests before they are even made.
Google currently serves billions1 of queries a day. Given the sheer magnitude
of Google’s search traffic, and the diversity of search queries, it is not obvious
1Maybe 7 billion? See https://www.internetlivestats.com/google-search-statistics/
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how to identify the most popular search queries. Certainly one cannot simply
have a tally for each search term, since there are too many search terms out there
to be stored. More generally, it is prohibitively expensive to maintain any data
structure proportional to the input size. Somehow we need an approach that
takes sublinear space.

22.2

Streaming

We study the heavy hitter problem in the streaming model of computation. In
the streaming model, the input is a sequence of items presented to the algorithm
one at a time. The algorithm cannot simply write down everything and solve the
problem offline, because it is restricted to using very little space compared to the
input size. For example, if there are m items in the stream,
 then the algorithm
might be restricted to m 1/4 space, or even better, O log m space. Because the
space is so much smaller than the input size, each time an item from the stream
is given to the algorithm, the algorithm needs to fairly selective about what parts
inputs
of the item (if any) itStreaming
wants to store.
e

ez

ez

et I

et

Etti

Algorithm

w

limited space
how long is the stream
We formalize the heavy
hitters problem as follows. We have m elements in a
1 element from
uniteach
sample
stream e 1 , . . . ,e m , where
element
is from some stream
large universe [n] = {1, . . . ,n}.
K
elements
Elements can repeat. The absolute frequency of an element e , denoted fe , is
e EIRappears
the The relative frequency,
if each
what isin the
the number of times the
element
the sum
stream.
mean
median
denoted pe , is the fraction
of thethe
stream
that the element appears in. In a stream
of m elements, the relative
frequency
of an
elementelements
is the total frequency divided
the most
what is
frequent
by m.
of the time
which elements appear 310
Ideally we could keep
track
of
the
exact
frequencies
of all the elements. This is
how many distinct elements are in
impossible with less than min{n,m} bits2. Here, and unlike standard algorithmic
the
stream
settings, O (m) or O (n) bits is not good enough. We have entered an algorithmic
regime where simple and exact computations cannot be taken for granted. Our first step,
then, is to identify some new problems that are both tractable and useful. We
may have to relinquish exactness and consider approximations, where we allow for
some error that we can analyze and control. And, last but not least, we will give
up on deterministic computation, and design randomized algorithms that have
some small – analyzed and controlled – probability of failure.


2 One can formalize this impossibility as follows. There are m+n−1
ways to make a frequency
n−1
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𝝐-heavy hitters. Given a fixed parameter 𝜖 ∈ (0, 1), an 𝝐-heavy hitter is an
element with relative frequency ≥ 𝜖. The heavy hitters problem is to identify all
of the 𝜖-heavy hitters for an input parameter 𝜖 > 0. Note that there can only be
(1/𝜖 )-many 𝜖-heavy hitters, which preserves some hope that we can identify all
of them with space proportional to 1/𝜖 , rather than m.
We also consider a closely related problem of (approximate) frequency
estimation. Given a fixed error parameter 𝜖 > 0, the goal is to estimate every
element’s relative frequency up to an additive error of 𝜖 . Equivalently, we want
to estimate the absolute frequency of each element up to an 𝜖m-additive factor.
At first it might seem impossible to estimate n-many counts with o (n) space. We
have already argued that m exact counters is impossible. Allowing for 𝜖-relative
error, however, means that 0 is a satisfactory estimate for all but at most ⌊1/𝜖⌋
elements.
If we can estimate the absolute frequency of each element up to additive error
𝜖, then one can find all (3𝜖 )-heavy hitters by considering all of the elements with
estimated value at least 2𝜖. Such a list might also include 1/𝜖 extra elements who
have relative frequency < 3𝜖, but still have frequency > 1/𝜖 . Frequency estimation
gives more information than just who are the heavy hitters. By knowing their
frequencies up to some small error, one can also rank them (approximately) from
most to least frequent, such as in Google trends.
Conversely, if we knew a priori which of the elements are the 𝜖 -heavy hitters,
then 𝜖-frequency estimation is trivial. Namely, we would maintain a counter
for each of the ⌊1/𝜖 ⌋-many 𝜖-heavy hitters. All other elements are ignored and
assigned frequency 0. Of course this approach is not possible since we do not
know the heavy hitters. Surprisingly we will pursue a strategy that is actually
quite similar. We will allocate w = O (1/𝜖) counters, hoping to use one counter
for each heavy hitter (plus a few extra for safe measure). Although we do not
know the heavy hitters, we will use randomized hash functions to obtain a similar
effect.
vector of n items where the total sum is m. (Why? ) Suppose we claim that we can describe any

combination of counts with k bits. Each k -bit string can describe by only one of these m+n−1
n−1



m+n−1
outcomes, so we must have 2k ≥ m+n−1
. Here log denotes log2 . We also
n−1 , hence k ≥ log
n−1
have
 


 
 


n +m −1
n + m − 1 n−1
n +m −1
n +m −1
n +m −1 m
and also
=
≥
=
n−1
n−1
n−1
m
m
Thus


m 
n−1
k ≥ (n − 1) log 1 +
and k ≥ m log 1 +
.
n−1
m


Slightly better low bounds can be obtained via Stirling’s approximation, which is also related to
entropy.
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New Probabilistic Tools

We will need two basic and useful probabilistic tools: hash functions, and Markov’s
inequality.

22.3.1

Hashing

Likely the reader has used hash tables before, and may be aware that they use hash
functions to randomly map keys to slots in an array. We will discuss hash tables in
detail in the following chapter. Let us now define hash functions mathematically.
Loosely speaking, a hash function is a randomly constructed function h :
[n] → [k ] where the values h (i ) are (in a qualified sense) randomly distributed
through k . A collision is a pair of distinct indices i 1 ≠ i2 ∈ [n] such that
h (i 1 ) = h (i2 ). In most applications, n is much (much, much) larger than k . In
this case, there are necessarily many “collisions” (see exercise 23.1). A goal of
hash functions is to distribute these collisions “fairly”.
Ideal hash functions. One way to construct a hash function, for example, is
to sample, for each i ∈ [n], a value h (i ) ∈ [k ] independently and uniformly at
random. This produces an “ideal hash function”, defined as follows.
Definition 22.1. An ideal hash function h : [n] → [k ] is a uniformly random
function h : [n] → [k ]. That is, each h (i ) is drawn from [k ] independently and
uniformly at random.
An ideal hash function h is particularly easy to reason about. For example,
for every input i and possible output j ∈ [k ], we have

 1
P h (i ) = j = .
k
More generally, for any ℓ distinct inputs i1 , . . . ,iℓ ∈ [n] and ℓ possible outputs
j 1 , . . . , jℓ ∈ [ℓ ], we have


P h (i 1 ) = j 1 , h (i2 ) = j 2 , . . . , h (iℓ ) = jℓ

 



= P h (i1 ) = j 1 P h (i2 ) = j 2 · · · P h (iℓ ) = jℓ
1
= ℓ.
k
Ideal hash functions are a good model to keep in mind when designing randomized
algorithms. Assuming the hash values are completely independent simplifies
calculations. In reality, however, ideal hash functions are very expensive to make
and store. Indeed, one has to have n log k bits to be able to describe all of the
possible functions from [n] to [k ] (as there are k n such functions, and we must
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pay the logarithm of this quantity). This is particularly ill-suited to our streaming
setting where n is astronomical and the goal is to use space sublinear to the input
size.
Universal hash functions. Fortunately, in most applications, only a limited
amount of randomization is actually required. For the current discussion, we only
require “universal” hash functions that have “ideal pairwise collision probabilities”,
in the following sense.
Definition 22.2. A random hash function h : [n] → [k ] is universal if for any
distinct indices i1 ≠ i2 ∈ [n], we have
P[h (i1 ) = h (i2 )] =

1
.
k

In contrast to ideal hash functions, universals hash functions can be constructed compactly by the following simple algorithm.
new-universal-hash-function(n,k )
1. Pick a prime number p greater than n.

2. Draw an integer a ∈ 1, . . . , p − 1 uniformly at random.

3. Draw an integer b ∈ 0, . . . , p − 1 uniformly at random.

4. Return the function h (x) = (ax + b) mod p mod k .
Theorem 22.3. Consider the randomly constructed function h : [n] → [k ]

h (x) = ax + b mod p mod k ,

where p is a prime number larger than n, a ∈ 1, . . . , p − 1 is drawn uniformly at
random, and b ∈ 0, . . . , p is drawn uniformly at random. Then h is a 2-universal
hash function.
The proof of theorem 22.3 is given as exercise 22.3. Here we will assume
theorem 22.3 and focus on its application to the heavy hitters problem.

22.3.2

Markov’s inequality

Consider the following fact.
Fact 22.4. Let X ≥ 0 be a nonnegative random variable. Then
P[X ≥ 2 E[X ]] ≤
340
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Fact 22.4 is intuitive and obvious – at least, from a counterfactual perspective:
a nonnegative random variable cannot be more than two times its average more
than half the time. For example, no more than 50% of the population can make
twice as much as the the average income. No more than 50% of NBA players can
have a scoring average more than twice the league-wide average. Another way to
put it: if a nonnegative random variable has value ≥ 10 at least half of the time,
then of course its average is ≥ 5.
A full proof of Fact 22.4 is as follows.
∑︁
∑︁
(b)
(a)
E[X ] =
P[X = x] · x ≥
P[X = x] · x
x

(c)

≥ 2 E[X ]

∑︁
x:x ≥2 E[X ]

x:x ≥2 E[X ]

(d)

P[X = x] = 2 E[X ] P[X ≥ 2 E[X ]].

Here (a) is by definition of E[X ]. (b) drops some of the nonnegative values
where x < 2 E[X ]. (c) is because all the values x remaining in the sum are
≥ 2 E[X ]. (d) is by definition of P[X ≥ 2 E[X ]]. Rearranging the inequality
gives the desired result.
By replacing 2 with arbitrary 𝛼 > 1, one obtains the more general Markov’s
inequality.
Theorem 22.5 (Markov’s inequality). Let X ≥ 0 be a nonnegative random variable,
and let 𝛼 > 1. Then
P[X ≥ 𝛼 E[X ]] ≤

1
.
𝛼

The reader is asked to prove Markov’s inequality (for general 𝛼) in exercise 22.2. (Hint: one can follow the outline of the proof of Fact 22.4 above.)

22.4

Using hashing to approximate frequencies

Let us now return to the frequency estimation problem. We have elements from
the set [n] coming in a stream of elements. We assume we know n a priori but
not the length of the stream, which one can think of as being of infinite length.
In the analysis, we imagine pausing the stream at a fixed point in time after m
elements have arrived, and analyze the algorithm at that point in time.
The goal is to estimate the absolute frequency of each element up to an
(𝜖m)-additive factor. The crux of the problem is that we only want our total
space usage to be (more or less) independent of the length of the stream, m,
or the number of elements, n. We mentioned briefly above that if we knew the
heavy hitters, then we could just maintain a counter for each one. Since there
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are at most 1/𝜖 heavy hitters, this approach would satisfy our space constraints.
Of course we do not know the heavy hitters. In the following, we will use hash
functions to, in effect, guess the heavy hitters.
We first create an array of counters A[1..w] with w = ⌈2/𝜖 ⌉ entries. Note that
2/𝜖 is extremely small compared to the total length of the stream, or the distinct
number of keys. We also sample a universal hash function h : {1, . . . ,n} →
{1, . . . ,w }. For each element e presented by the stream, we increase A[h (e )] by
1. In turn, for each element e , we treat A[h (e )] as an estimate for fe .
hashed-counters(𝜖 > 0)

1. allocate an array of size A[1..w] for w = ⌈2/𝜖 ⌉
2. sample a universal hash function h : {1, . . . ,n} → {1, . . . ,w }
3. for each item e in the stream
A. A[h (e )] ← A[h (e )] + 1

A[h (e )] never underestimates fe , and the hope is that it does not overestimate
fe by too much. The risk of error comes from other elements’ frequencies posssibly
adding more than 𝜖m to A[h (e )]. Here the intuition is that the “noise” coming
from other frequencies is spread out by the hash function over 𝜖/2 entries, so we
would only expect 𝜖m/2 error for each element e . To translate “expected error”
to “probability of error”, we use Markov’s inequality, as follows.
Lemma 22.6. For each element e , with probability ≥ 1/2, we have
fe ≤ A[h (e )] ≤ fe + 𝜖m.

Proof. We have A[h (e )] ≥ fe always because A[h (e )] is a sum of frequencies of
elements with hash code h (e ), which of course includes e . The expected additive
error is bounded above by
∑︁
(b)
𝜖
(a)
E[A[h (e )]] − fe =
fd P[h (d ) = h (e )] ≤ m/w ≤ m.
(22.1)
2
d ≠e

Here (a) is by linearity of expectation. (b) is because h is universal. Now we have

 (c) 


 (d) 1
P A[h (e )] ≥ fe + 𝜖m ≤ P A[h (e )] − fe ≥ 2 E A[h (e )] − fe ≤
2
Here (c) plugs in the inequality obtained in (22.1). (d) applies Markov’s inequality,
where we note that A[h (e )] − fe ≥ 0.
■
Given that it is impossible to track frequencies exactly in sublinear space,
it is suprising that we can now count every element’s frequency with extremely
small space, sometimes and with small additive error. The algorithm, including the
construction of the universal hash function, is extremely simple.
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Amplification

Section 22.4 shows how to estimate each element with fairly small error with
constant probability of error. Our goal now is to reduce the error probability
enough to even take the union bound over all of the elements, and thus estimate
all frequencies up to 𝜖m-additive error.
The idea is to use repetition, and one analogy is coin tossing. The goal is
to flip enough coin tosses to get at least one heads with very high probability.
With one coin toss, the probability that it is tails is 1/2 = .5. With two coin
tosses, the probability that both come up tails is still 1/4 = .25. But with 100
coin tosses, the probability that all 100 coin tosses come up tails is 1/2100 ≈
.0000000000000000000000000000007886....
The point is that independent trials magnify the probability of at least one
success exponentially. For a specified probability

 of error 𝛿 ∈ (0, 1), the algorithm count-min-sketch below makes log 1/𝛿 independent instances of
hashed-counters(𝜖). For each element e , it uses the minimum estimate over
all of the instances of hashed-counters. The overall data structure fails for an
element e only if every instance of hashed-counters fails, which by the analogy
with coins, is exceedingly unlikely.
count-min-sketch(𝜖 > 0, 𝛿 > 0)


1. build d = log 1/𝛿 instances (A1 ,h1 ), . . . , (Ad ,hd ) of
hashed-counters(𝜖) over the stream
2. to query an element e :
A. return mini =1,...,d Ai [hi (e i )]
Lemma 22.7. For each element e , with probability ≥ 1 − 𝛿, we have
min Ai [hi (e )] ≤ fe + 𝜖m.

i =1,...,d

Proof. We have




(a)

P min Ai [hi (e )] > fe + 𝜖m =
i =1,...,d

d
Ö

 (b) 1
P Ai [hi (e )] > fe + 𝜖m ≤ d ≤ 𝛿.
2
i =1

Here (a) is by independence of each Ai [hi (e )]. (b) is by lemma 22.6.

■

For 𝛿 set to a polynomial of 1/n, the probability of error becomes low enough
to take a union bound over all elements in [n], as follows.
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Theorem 22.8. Given a stream of elements from the range [n], count-minsketch(𝜖,1/n 2 ) has the following guarantee at any fixed point in the stream.
Suppose m elements have been presented in the stream. With probability at least
1 − 1/n, count-min-sketch(𝜖,1/n 2 ) overestimates the total
 frequency of each element
with additive error at most 𝜖m and total space O log(n)/𝜖 .
Proof. By lemma 22.7, we have probability of error ≤ 1/n 2 for each element e .
Taking the union bound over all n elements in the stream, we have probability of
error ≤ 1/n.
■
Remark 22.9. More precisely, the space usage of count-min-sketch(𝜖,1/n 2 ) is
that of O log(n)/𝜖 counters. Here we assume each counter takes O (1) space for
simplicity.

22.6

Extensions

22.6.1

Crossing streams

One can extend the streaming model to multiple streams in the following distributed model of computation. Here we have several streams simultaneously,
each served by an algorithm using sublinear space. The goal is to solve the heavy
hitters problem over the combined streams.
Sketching
e

ez ez

et et ett
Algorithm w

limited space
e

e

e

e

e

sketch of stream

e

Algorithm w

limited space
es ez es

combined

Summary

et et et
Algorithm w

limited space
e

ez ez

et et ett
Algorithm w

limited space

count-min-sketch has the convenient property of being a sketch. To handle
multiple streams, we have an instance of count-min-sketch for each stream
arranged so that they are all using the same hash functions. To combine their
results, we simply sum up the arrays Ai of hashed sums entry-wise. The result is
an instance of count-min-sketch over the combined streams.
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Turnstile streams

Consider the more general model where each item in the stream consists of
an element e and a value Δ, signifying that we should increase the frequency
count for e , fe by Δ. Δ is allowed to be negative, with the restriction that the
frequency fe of each element (which is now the sum of Δ′s for that element)
remains nonnegative. This model is sometimes called a “turnstile stream”, in the
sense that a turnstile counting the number of people in an amusement park is
always nonnegative because each decrease corresponds to a person who entered
the park earlier.
count-min-sketch adapts immediately to turnstile stream, by simply adding
Δ to Ai [hi (e )] for each instance (Ai ,hi ) of hashed-counters. The additive error
is now 𝜖 times the sum of all Δ’s in the stream.

22.7

Takeaways

• There are many basic and useful problems – heavy hitters with sublinear
space being on of our first examples – that are too difficult or even impossible
to compute exactly and deterministically. Instead we consider randomized
approximation algorithms that are potentially more scalable. This requires
quantitative analysis to address the approximation factor in addition to
algorithm design.
• count-min-sketch uses hashing to try to distribute the heavy hitters across
an array. It does not know which are the heavy hitters, but relies on
randomization to separate the heavy hitters (most of the time) in an oblivious
fashion.
• Ideal hash functions, while easy to reason about, are prohibitively expense.
Luckily, weaker hash functions with limited randomness often suffice, and are
easily constructed. count-min-sketch requires only universal hash functions.
Universal hash functions can be implemented very easily.
• Linearity of expectation, combined with universal hash functions, implies
that the noise seen by a particular element is evenly spread out on average.
Markov’s inequality allowed us to argue that the noise encountered by an
element is close to the average, most of the time.
• count-min-sketch amplifies the probability of success by taking the minimum over many independent trials. A particular element is miscounted if
and only if all independently trials miscount the element, which happens
with vanishingly small probability.
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• The error probability drops so rapidly that
 we can apply the union bound
over all of the elements after just O log n trials.
• count-min-sketch does not give unbiased estimates of the counters. Instead,
count-min-sketch tries to be within a prescribed error with high probability.
It is consistent. It is more important to be consistent then unbiased, since we
can (psychologically) adjust for the bias. Many real-world apparatus are
designed on this principle.

22.8

Additional notes and references

Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.
There was a slight difference between the in-class presentation and an earlier
version of these notes. Both presentations are correct and have essentially the
same ideas, but we have updated the lecture notes to match the in-class discussion.

22.9

Exercises

Exercise 22.1. Let h : [n] → [k ] be any fixed function.
1. Prove that the number of collisions is
≥

n (n − k )
2k

2. Show that the above inequality is tight when k divides n.
Exercise 22.2. In section 22.3.2, we proved Markov’s inequality for the special
case of 𝛼 = 2. Prove Markov’s inequality for general 𝛼 > 1.
Exercise 22.3. Show that the construction given in section 22.3.1 is indeed a
universal hash function, using the steps listed below.
To recall the construction, we randomly construct a function h : [n] → [k ]
as follows. First, let p be any primenumber > n. Draw a ∈ 1, . . . , p − 1
uniformly at random, and draw b ∈ 0, . . . , p − 1 uniformly at random. We
define a function h (x) by

h (x) = (ax + b) mod p mod k .
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1. Let x 1 ,x 2 ∈ [n] with x 1 ≠ x 2 , and let c 1 ,c 2 ∈ 0, . . . , p − 1 with c 1 ≠ c 2 .
Show that the system of equations
ax 1 + b = c 1
ax 2 + b = c 2

mod p
mod p

uniquely determines a and b.3
• Step 1 implies that the map (a,b) ↦→ (ax 1 + b mod p,ax 2 + b mod p) is a
bijection.

2. Let x 1 ,x 2 ∈ [n] with x 1 ≠ x 2 , and let c 1 ,c 2 ∈ 0, . . . , p − 1 with c 1 ≠ c 2 .
Show that
P[ax 1 + b = c 1 , ax 2 + b = c 2 ] =

1
.
p (p − 1)

(Here the randomness is over the uniformly random choices of a and b.)

3. Fix x 1 ,x 2 ∈ [n] with x 1 ≠ x 2 , and c 1 ∈ 0, . . . , p − 1 . Show that
∑︁
c 2 ∈ { 1,...,p }
c 2 ≠c 1
c 1 =c 2 mod n

P[ax + b = c 1 , ax + b = c 2 ] ≤

Hint: You may want to show that the number of values c 2 such that c 1 = c 2 mod m is ≤

1
.
n

p−1
n .

4. Finally, show that P[h (x 1 ) = h (x 2 )] ≤ k1 .
Exercise 22.4. The count-min-sketch data structure allows us to estimate the
relative frequency of each element up to an 𝜖-additive factor with probability of
error ≤ 1/poly(n) with O log(n)/𝜖 space. 4 The original motivation, however,
was to also obtain a list of 𝜖 -heavy hitters. Design and analyze an algorithm that
maintains a list of elements, with at any particular point in time,5 with probability
of error ≤ 1/n 2 :
1. Contains all of the 𝜖-heavy hitters.
3Here it is helpful to know that division is well-defined in the set of integers mod p when p is
prime. In particular, “a/b” is defined as the unique integer c such that bc = a.
4Here the elements are integers from [n] = {1, . . . ,n}, where n is known, and 𝜖 ∈ (0, 1) is an
input parameter.
5To clarify, what we mean by “particular point in time” is as follows. You have a data structure
that is processing data over time. Suppose we suddenly paused the stream and asked you to report
your list of heavy hitters. Your algorithm should succeed then and there with probability of error
≤ 1/n 2 . For this criteria, you do not need to know the length of the stream.
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2. Only includes (𝜖 /2)-heavy hitters.
Your space usage should be comparable to the space used by the count-minsketch data structure.6
Additional remark. The question asks for one data structure that satisfies both
the criteria simultaneously. That is, you should maintain a list S that (a) contains
all 𝜖 -heavy hitters, and (b) only includes (𝜖/2)-heavy hitters. The tricky part
is that count-min-sketch only approximates the frequencies. You may want to
account for the fact that an instance of count-min-sketch(𝜖 ,𝛿) may overestimate
the relative frequency of an element by as much as 𝜖, which can make a very
infrequent element look like an 𝜖 -heavy hitter.
Exercise 22.5. In this exercise, we develop a refined analysis that can reduce the
additive error substantially in many real settings.
Let S denote the sum of frequency counts of all elements that are not 𝜖 -heavy
hitters:
∑︁
S =
fe .
e :pe <𝜖

Note that S ≤ n, and S might be much less than n when the stream is dominated
by heavy hitters.
Show that, by adjusting count-min-sketch(𝜖,1/n 2 ) slightly by increasing w
to ⌈4/𝜖⌉, the additive error for every element is at most 𝜖S with probability of
error ≤ 1/n.
Exercise 22.6. Consider the streaming model where we have elements e 1 ,e 2 , . . .
presented one at a time by a stream. A natural task is to sample a fixed number
of elements uniformly at random from the stream. Usually, sampling (say) 1 item
from a set of m elements is easy: randomly generate a number k between 1 and
m, and return the k th element form your set. Sampling in streaming is trickier
because we cannot hold the entire stream in memory, and don’t know the length
of the stream.
1. Consider the following randomized streaming algorithm that selects one
element s from the stream:
6You may want to use the count-min(𝜖,𝛿) data structure as a black box, but you should be
clear about your choice of parameters 𝜖 and 𝛿.
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sample-one
/* m counts the number of elements in the stream so far, and s is the
“sample” of 1 element from the stream.
*/
1. m ← 0, s ← nil.
2. For each element e presented by the stream:
A. m ← m + 1.

B. With probability 1/m:
1. s ← e .

For i ∈ N, let e i denote the i th element in the stream. For m ∈ N let sm
denote the value of s after the mth iteration. Show that for all i and m,
(
0
if m < i
P[sm = e i ] =
1/m if m ≥ i .
That is, for each m, sm is a uniformly random element out of {e 1 , . . . ,e m }.7
2. Now let k ∈ N be a fixed parameter. (e.g., k = 3.) Suppose you want to
sample a set of k elements from the stream without replacement. Design
and analyze an algorithm generalizing sample-one that maintains a sample
S of k elements drawn uniformly at random from the stream. That is,
for m ≥ k , your algorithm should have a set S of k elements, where any

particular set of k elements is equally likely (i.e., with probability 1/ mk ).
For k = 1, your algorithm should coincide with sample-one above.8

7Fix i . For m < i the probability 0 since e i hasn’t event appeared in the stream. Now, what
about m = i ? What about m = i + 1?
8One way to frame your analysis is as follows. For m ≥ k , let S m denote the (randomized)
sample S after m iterations. Prove the following statement by induction on m − k :
For all m ≥ k , and all sets X ⊆ {e 1 , . . . ,e m } of k elements,
1
P[S m = X ] = m  .
k

In our argument, you may have two cases depending on whether or not e m ∈ X .
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Chapter 23

Hash tables and linear probing
23.1

Dictionaries

Nowadays it is difficult to imagine programming without dictionaries and maps.
These data structures are defined primarily by the following two operations.
1. set(k ,v ): Associate the value v with the key k .
2. get(k ): Return the value associated with the key k (if any).
These two operations form a dead-simple way to store data that can be used in
almost any situation. Inevitably all large software systems, however well-planned
and structured and object-oriented initially, end up using and passing around
dictionaries to organize most of their data. The embrace of dictionaries is taken
to another level in Python and Javascript. These languages provide dictionaries
as a primitive, and supply a convenient syntax to make them very easy to use. In
fact the class object systems in both of these languages are really just dictionaries
initialized by some default keys and values and tagged with some metadata.
Screenshots of the online documentation for the Map interface in Java and for
dict (short for dictionary) in Python are given in fig. 23.1.
We first point out a special case of the dictionary problem that would be
ideal. Suppose that there are n keys, and that they are all integers between 1 and
n. Then one can simply allocate an array A[1..n] of size n, to hold the n values.
Recall that an array consists of n contiguous slots in memory, and the i th slot,
A[i ], can be retrieved or rewritten in constant time. There is also a real benefit
to the fact that the array physically occupies contiguous spots on the hardware.
This physical arrangement implies an extremely compact data structure with
fewer cache misses.1
1Sometimes, constant factors matter.
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Python Dictionary

Java Map Interface

Figure 23.1: The Map interface in Java (left) and the built-in Dictionary data structure
in Python (right).

While the array is ideal for its particular use case, it is not very flexible either.
Adding a new key k = n + 1, for example, would require rebuilding a new array
of size n + 1 and copying everything over. Even more problematic is the case
where the keys are not neatly organized to be a contiguous sequence from 1 to n.
Perhaps the indices arise implicitly in the bit-string representation of some text,
in which case these indices will be spread out over a huge range of possible keys.
One would not want to allocate an array so big. One could alternatively reindex
the n arbitrary keys into the slots 1, ...,n. This works in static situations where the
keys are presented at the beginning and never change thereafter. But recall that
the primary appeal of dictionaries is their flexibility, and their ability to handle
all sorts of different keys, without foresight.
A deterministic way to implement dictionaries is via search trees. If the keys
are comparable (such as numbers, or strings in alphabetical order), then search
trees can organize the data in sorted order in a tree-like data structure. With
a well-designed search tree, searching for a key has roughly the performance
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of a binary search over a sorted array: O log n time per get and set. These
data structures are often ingenious. Red-black trees use one-bit markers at each
node to detect if a subtree has become too “tilted” in one way or another, and
rebuilds the tilted portion whenever this occurs. Lazy rebuilding explicitly counts
the number of keys in each subtree, and rebuilds an entire subtree when one
child subtree becomes much larger than the other. The celebrated splay tree data
structure by Sleator and Tarjan[ST85] readjusts itself with every get and set
operation and achieves O log n amortized time (i.e., O k log n time for any
sequence of k operations). Another deterministic approach to dictionaries is tries,
which requires the keys to be (fairly short) bit strings, and uses each successive
bit to dictate which direction to go down a binary tree. By compressing long
paths in these trees (such as in Patricia tries [Mor68]), these algorithms can be
compact and efficient. Now, as clever as these data
 structures are, they suffer
some drawbacks compared to arrays. The O log n query time for search trees
is a bit higher then the O (1) time of arrays2. They are more complicated to
implement, and require a lot of pointer chasing, which leads to many cache misses
on the CPU.3
We instead consider simpler randomized approaches to the dictionary problem;
namely, hash tables. Hash tables combines the dynamic flexibility of search trees
with the raw efficiency of arrays. The only drawback is that the performance
guarantees are randomized, which requires a little more sophistication in the
analysis. But most people consider the net tradeoff to be easily be worth it. Hash
tables are generally based on the following framework. Suppose that there are
n keys k 1 , . . . ,kn from the set of integers [U ] = {1, . . . ,U }, where U is typically
incredibly large. One allocates an array A[1..m] of size m (typically m = O (n)),
and randomly constructs a hash function h : [U ] → [m]. Ideally, each key-value
pair (ki ,v i ) is stored in the slot A[h (ki )]. The remaining question is what to
do when keys collide, i.e., when h (k ′) = h (k ′′) for two distinct keys k ′ and k ′′.
There are various ways, sometimes simple and sometimes clever, to account for
collisions, such as the following.
1. Make ℓ so large that even a single collision is unlikely. exercise 23.1 studies
how large m needs to be (relative to n) for this to occur.
2. For each slot j ∈ [ℓ ] in the hash table, build a linked list of all keys that
hash to slot j . We study this first in section 23.2.
3. For each slot j ∈ [ℓ ] in the hash table, build a second hash table (this time
following strategy 1) for all keys that hash to slot j . This is the topic of
exercise 23.4.
2Sometimes, log factors matter.
3This last point can be helped to some extent by cache-oblivious versions.
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4. Suppose we want to insert a key k . Make two hash keys, h1 (k ) and h2 (k ),
and hope that one of these two hash keys is open. More radically, if h 1 (k )
and h2 (k ) are occupied by other keys, see if it is possible to move one of
these other keys to its own extra hash key, possibly bumping more keys
recursively. This wild approach is called cuckoo hashing.
5. Suppose we want to insert a key k and A[h (k )] is occupied. We start
scanning the array A[h (k ) + 1],A[h (k ) + 2], . . . until we find the first empty
slot, and put k there instead. This approach is called linear probing, and
will be the topic of the second half of our discussion.
Ignoring the possibility of collisions, these hash tables have the appeal of
potentially being constant time, like an array. Given a key, the hash code h (k )
gives a direct index into an array. If the key is there, then we are done. While
there may be collisions, we can see in each of the strategies above that A[h (k )]
still gets us very “close” to the final location of k . Maybe we have to traverse a
short list, hash into a secondary hash table, or continue to scan A until we find
our key. For each of these algorithms, some probabilistic analysis is required to
understand how much time the “collision-handling” stage will take.
One final remark about the size of hash tables: above, we acted as if we
knew a priori the number of keys that will be put in the table, and used this to
choose the size of the array A. Sometimes, that is the case, but oftentimes it
is not, and again the point of dictionary data structures is to not have to plan
for these things ahead of time. The easy way to handle an unknown number of
keys is by the doubling trick. We start with 0 keys and a modestly sized array A;
say, of size 64. Whenever the number of keys approaches a constant fraction of
the capacity (say, 16), we double the size of the array (to 128). This means we
allocate a new array A ′ with double the capacity, scan the previous array A, and
rehash each of the items into A ′. A simple amortized analysis (cf. chapter 19
shows that the extra effort spent rebuilding is neglible. We note that there are
some distributed computational settings where one wants to maintain a distributed
dictionary, and where simply rehashing items becomes expensive and impractical.
We refer the reader to a technique called consistent hashing that addresses this
challenge [KLL+97]. Distributed dictionaries are particularly useful for caching
on the web.

23.2

Hash tables with chaining

We first consider hash tables that use linked lists to handle collisions. These
are maybe the easiest to analyze, and also are most similar in spirit to the
count-min-sketch data structure previously discussed.
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Figure 23.2: Hash tables with universal hashing and chaining.

We recall the basic framework. We have n distinct keys k1 , . . . ,kn , from a
universe of integers {1, . . . ,U }. We allocate an array A[1..m] of size m. (Eventually
we will set m = O (n), but for the moment we leave it as a variable to explore the
tradeoffs between larger and smaller m.)
We randomly construct a hash function h : [U ] → [m]. Here we analyze
the setting where h is a universal hash function, but later we will also explore
stronger notions of independence. exercise 23.3 explores the setting where h is
an ideal hash function.
We hash the n keys into A. At each slot A[i ], we build a linked list over all
the keys k j such that h (k j ) = i . To find a key k , we go to the linked list stored at
A[h (k )], and scan the linked list looking for key k . A high level diagram of the
scheme is given in fig. 23.2. Clearly, the running time of each get and set will
be proportional to the length of the list at the hashed array index. Thus most of
our analysis will focus on the lengths of these lists.
We first recall the definition of a universal hash function.
Definition 23.1. A randomly constructed function h : [n] → [m] is universal if, for
any two indices i1 ≠ i2 , we have
P[h (i1 ) = h (i2 )] =

1
.
m

We also remind the reader that a universal hash function can be constructed
as a random function of the form h (x) = (ax + b mod p) mod m, where p is a
prime number larger than the maximum possible key.
Theorem 23.2. Consider chaining with n keys, an array A[1, ...,m], and a universal
hash function h : [U ] → [m]. Then each get and set takes O (1 + n/m) time in
expectation. In particular, for m = O (n), hash tables with chaining takes O (n) total
space and O (1) time per operation in expectation.
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Proof. The time to insert a key k is proportional to the number of collisions with
k (plus O (1)). The expected number of collisions
(a)

E[|k ′ : h (k ′) = h (k )|] =

∑︁
k ′ ≠k

(b)

P[h (k ′) = h (k )] =

∑︁ 1 (c) n − 1
=
m
m
′

k ≠k

Here (a) is by linearity of expectation. (b) is by universality. (c) is because there
are n − 1 other keys.
■

23.3

Linear probing

In this section, we explore a different strategy for handling collisions that is
arguably more natural: if a key finds its hashed slot already occupied, find the
next empty slot in the array and put it there instead.
The hash table, like before, consists of an array A[1, . . . ,m] and a hash
function h : {1, . . . ,U } → {1, . . . ,m}. To insert an item x, we first try to place
x at A[h (x)]. If A[h (x)] is already occupied, then we instead find the next
unoccupied index in the array and place x there instead. (If we reach the end of
the array A, then we wrap around to A[1] and continue.)
<latexit sha1_base64="6wjan1T45mpXiU9JH+gKmbxfiH0=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="DC/qdQlZgHusAbleDmSKJF3LdWA=">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</latexit>

Since an item x is not necessarily stored at its hashed cell A[h (x)], we carefully
use the following terminology. We say that an item hashes to a cell A[i ] if h (x) = i .
We say that item x occupies a cell A[i ] if A[i ] = x. We stress that an item x
hashing into a cell A[i ] does not imply that x occupies A[i ], and that an item x
occupying a cell A[i ] does not imply that x hashes to A[i ].
Given two indices a,b ∈ [m], we define the interval from a to b, denoted
[a,b], to be the set of indices {a,a + 1, . . . ,b mod m}. The “mod m” means that
if b < a, then we wrap around: [a,b] = {a,a + 1, . . . ,m, 1, . . . ,b }. One might
imagine the array A arranged in a circle rather than a line.

Lemma 23.3. If an item x occupies cell ℓ ∈ [m], then all of the cells in the interval
[h (x),ℓ ] are occupied.
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Proof. The invariant holds initially with an empty array. We maintain the invariant
in the lemma with each insertion, as we insert x in the next unoccupied cell
starting from h (x).
■
Lemma 23.3 justifies the following lookup procedure. To look up an item x,
we first check entry A[h (x)]. If item x is not there and the slot is empty, then
we conclude the item is not in the array. If the slot A[h (x)] is occupied, but
occupied by some item other than x, then we start scanning the array cells to
the right of A[h (x)] for either item x or any empty cell. If we find an empty slot
before finding x, then by lemma 23.3, it must be that x is not in the hash table.
To delete an item x, we first find it by the same process as when looking
up: starting from A[h (x)], we start scanning the cells until we find x. When we
find x at some cell i , we delete x from the cell, but then to restore the invariant
in lemma 23.3, we look for another item to try to fill it. In particular, we start
scanning the cells for the first item x 1 with h (x 1 ) ≤ i , or else an empty cell. If we
find such an item x 1 in a cell i 1 , then we put it in the cell i where x was deleted
from. We then continue scanning for an item to replace i1 , and so forth.
This hashing scheme is called linear probing, and has a special place in the
history of computer science. It was analyzed by Donald Knuth in 1964 [Knu63].
Knuth has been called the “father of the analysis of algorithms”, and he is credited
with formalizing the subject and popularizing O -notation.4 As Knuth tells it5, this
was the first algorithm he ever formally analyzed, and therefore, arguably, the
first algorithm that anyone has ever (so) formally analyzed. He showed that for
ideal hash functions, the expected time of any operation is O (n/(m − n)) 2 ; in
particular, a constant, whenever m is bigger than n by a constant factor. This
data structure also works very well in practice, even if hash functions in practice
are not truly independent. Part of that is owed to the simplicity of the data
structure. Scanning an array is extremely fast on hardware, and much faster than
chasing pointers along a linked list.
Post-Knuth, there remained a question of how much independence was required to get constant running time in expectation. We say that a hash function
h : [U ] → [m] is k -wise independent for k ∈ N if for any k distinct keys
x 1 , . . . ,x k ∈ [U ], and any k values v 1 , . . . ,v k ∈ [m], we have
P[h (x 1 ) = v 1 ∧ h (x 2 ) = v 2 ∧ · · · ∧ h (x k ) = v k ] =

1
.
mk

That is, the hash values of any fixed set of k (or fewer) keys behaves as if they
4He also invented TeX, solved many problems in compiler design, invented many other important
algorithms, wrote The Art of Computer Programming, and much more... see for example his wikipedia
page.
5See for example this interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wp7GAKLSGnI.
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were produced by an ideal hash function. We note that the hash function
h (x) = a0 + a 1 x + a2 x 2 + · · · + ak −1 x k −1

mod p,

where p is a prime number larger than U , and a 0 , . . . ,ak −1 ∈ [p] are sampled
independently and uniformly at random, is a k -wise independent hash function.
For what values of k does linear probing, with k -wise independent hash
function and m = O (n), run in O (1) expected
time? Around 1990, Schmidt and

Siegel [SS89; SS90] showed that O log n -wise independence sufficed6. Then, in
2007, Pagh, Pagh, and Ruzic [PPR09] showed that (just!) 5-wise independence
sufficed. This was dramatic progress for arguably the oldest problem in algorithm
design. Soon after, [PT16] showed that 4-wise independence was not enough. So
the answer is 5!
Here we give a simplified analysis of the result of [PPR09] based on ideas in
[PT16]. We don’t put too much emphasis on the constants, preferring to keep the
main ideas as clear as possible. Much better constants can be found in [PPR09]
and also the reader is encouraged to refine the analysis themselves. Similar proofs
of the constant time bound can be found in [Nel16; Tho15b].

23.3.1

Technical preliminaries: 4-wise independence

Before proceeding, we state a probabilistic inequality that we require. Here we
will limit ourselves to a definition and the lemma statement; a more detailed
discussion and the proof is given in section 23.4.
Definition 23.4. A collection of n variables X 1 , . . . ,Xn is k -wise independent if
for any k variables Xi1 , . . . ,Xik , and values y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y k , we have



 



P Xi1 = y 1 ,Xi2 = y 2 , · · · ,Xik = y k = P Xi1 = y 1 P Xi2 = y 2 · · · P Xik = y k .
Thus a k -wise independent hash family is one where the hash values are
k -wise independent.
In our applications, we will be interested in 5-wise independent hash functions.
In the analysis, we will encounter sums of 4-wise independent random variables.
The following lemma will be very important.
Lemma 23.5. Let X 1 ,X 2 , . . . ,Xn ∈ {0, 1} be 4-wise independent random variables
where P[Xi = 1] = p for each i . Let 𝜇 = pn be the expected sum, and suppose 𝜇 ≥ 1.
Then for all 𝛼 > 0,
" n
#
∑︁
4
P
Xi ≥ (1 + 𝛼)𝜇 ≤ 4 2 .
𝛼 𝜇
i =1
6Alan Siegel taught me algorithms.
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To develop some intuition, let us compare the lemma above to Markov’s
inequality. Let X1 , . . . ,Xn and 𝜇 be as in lemma 23.5, Markov’s inequality say
that for all 𝛼 > 0,
P[X 1 + · · · + Xn ≥ (1 + 𝛼)𝜇] ≤
Lemma 23.5 says that

1
.
1+𝛼

P[X1 + · · · + Xn ≥ (1 + 𝛼)𝜇] ≤

4

(23.1)

(23.2)

𝛼 4 𝜇2

Compare the RHS of (23.1) with the RHS of (23.2). In (23.2), the upper bound
is decreasing in 𝛼 at a 1/𝛼 4 rate, compared 1/𝛼 in (23.1). Moreover, (23.2) is
decreasing in the expected value 𝜇 at a rate of 1/𝜇2 . That is, the greater the
mean, the smaller the probability of deviated from the mean. This is an example of a
concentration inequality. We will soon see why this helpful in the analysis of linear
probing.

23.3.2

Analysis of linear probing with 5-wise independence.

Theorem 23.6. Let h be 5-wise independent. For m ≥ 8n, linear probing takes expected
constant time per operation.
Proof. Each operation on an item x takes time proportional to the number of
consecutive occupied cells starting from A[h (x)]. To help analyze this length, we
introduce the notionRun
of “runs”.
Z

Z

Z

Z Z

Z

Z Z

Z

run

A run is defined as a maximal interval of occupied slots. Every occupied cell
of
run
is contained in a unique
run.
If ankitem x is in the hash table, then A[h (x)] is
length
k slots
hashed
occupied, and x occupies
a cell
in theinto
run containing
A[h (x)]. Each operation
K items
with an item x takes time at most proportional to the length of the run containing
x.
Let i = h (x), and let R be the run at index i . Note that R and its length |R |
are random. We have
E

h running time i
(up to constants)

≤ E[|R |] =
≤

⌈log
∑︁n ⌉
k =1
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n
∑︁
ℓ =1

ℓ P[|R | = ℓ ]

h
i
2k P 2k −1 < |R | ≤ 2k .

(23.3)
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For each k ∈ N, let
Ik = [i − (2k − 1),i + 2k − 1]
be the interval of length 2k +1 − 1 centered at i .
24 = 16
23 = 8

<latexit sha1_base64="Tu8yPoCrCrEGqTneITrH1PwL/+4=">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</latexit>

I4

<latexit sha1_base64="Ivgn8D7yImmCYW4IbV3zGoWSprA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="wArUR9zXMXhg76lzZKGETM0dzOA=">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</latexit>

I3

<latexit sha1_base64="lphAQQY3Am+Yi6rlEdV2BGcuCb8=">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</latexit>

22 = 4

<latexit sha1_base64="tekcmZsZ84C2iPz0H6ztrBJWQkU=">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</latexit>

I2

<latexit sha1_base64="2F4cQy3C0Cc6XihBk9CMLL8zPrA=">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</latexit>

21 = 2

<latexit sha1_base64="ryFZKhf8CgspLO6U1zYyD2SIJb8=">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</latexit>

I1

<latexit sha1_base64="ly8gNiDLD0VK0ipf0tpGLVZleZU=">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</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="DC/qdQlZgHusAbleDmSKJF3LdWA=">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</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="pZ11xZQzr/2OULWRn0hd+lzz+MY=">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</latexit>

If R has length |R | < 2k , and contains i , then R must be contained in Ik +1 .
Moreover, if R has length > 2k −1 , then at least 2k −1 items other than x hash to R.
Thus for each k , we have


h
i
at least 2k −1 other
k −1
k
P 2
< |R | ≤ 2 ≤ P
.
items hash into Ik
Since h is 5-wise independent, conditional on h (x) = i , the remaining hash values
are 4-wise independent, and each lands in Ik with probability p = |Ik |/m. Let
h # other items i
𝜇 = E hashing into I .
k

We have
𝜇=

|Ik |n (a) k −2
≤2 ,
m

where (a) is because m ≥ 8n. We have
h

k −1

P # other items hashing into Ik > 2


i


4 max 𝜇, 𝜇2
≤
4
2k −1 − 𝜇

2
4 2k −2
1
≤
 4 ≤ 2k −6 .
k
−2
2
2
(b)

Here (b) is by lemma 23.8. Plugging back into RHS(23.3) above, we have

E

h

running time

(up to constants)

i

≤ RHS(23.3) ≤

⌈log
∑︁n ⌉
k =1

A constant!

k

2 ·

1
22k −6

=2

6

⌈log
∑︁n ⌉
k =1

1
≤ 26 .
k
2
■
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4-wise independence

We close the chapter with some probabilistic analysis of k -wise independent
random variables. In particular we prove lemma 23.5, which played a key role in
the analysis of linear probing.

23.4.1

Expectations of products of k -wise independent families

Recall the definition of k -wise independent random variables. The following
lemma observes that the expected value of a product of (at most) k , k -wise
independent random variables is the product of the values.
Lemma 23.7. Let X 1 , . . . ,Xk be k -wise independent random variables. Then
E[X1 X2 · · · Xk ] = E[X 1 ] E[X2 ] · · · E[Xk ].
Before proving lemma 23.7, let us give a simple example where k -wise independence matters. Let X 1 , · · · ,Xk ∈ {0, 1} where each Xi denotes the outcome of
a fair coin toss - 0 for tails, 1 for heads. Then X 1 · · · Xk = 1 if all of the coin tosses
come up heads, and 0 otherwise. Consider the following parallel universes.
1. Suppose each Xi was based on a different, independent coin toss. That is,
X 1 , . . . ,Xk are mutually independent. The probability that k independent
coin tosses all comes up heads is 1/2k , so E[X 1 · · · Xk ] = 1/2k .
2. Suppose each Xi was based on the same coin toss. That is, X 1 = · · · =
Xk ; they are certainly not independent. Then the probability that all
X 1 , . . . ,Xk = 1 is the probability of a single coin coming up heads, 1/2, and
so E[X 1 · · · Xk ] = 1/2.
Here there is an exponential gap between independent and non-independent
coin tosses.
Proof of lemma 23.7. We have
E[X 1 X 2 · · · Xk ]
∑︁


(a)
=
y 1 y 2 · · · y k P X 1 = y 1 , X 2 = y 2 , . . . ,Xk = y k
y 1 ,y 2 ,...,y k

(b)

=

∑︁
y 1 ,y 2 ,...,y k


 



y 1 y 2 · · · y k P X 1 = y 1 P X 2 = y 2 · · · P Xk = y k
!

=

∑︁
y1

y 1 P X1 = y 1




!
∑︁

y 2 P X2 = y 2


y2

(c)

= E[X1 ] E[X 2 ] · · · E[Xk ].
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!
···

∑︁
yk

y k P Xk = y k
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Here (a) is by definition of expectation7. (b) is by k -wise independence. (c) is by
definition of expectation, for each Xi .
■

23.4.2

A concentration inequality for 4-wise independent sums.

Now we prove lemma 23.5. Below the claim is stated slightly more generally than
in lemma 23.5.
Lemma 23.8. Let X 1 ,X 2 , . . . ,Xn ∈ {0, 1} be 4-wise independent variables where for
Í
each i , E[Xi ] = p. Let 𝜇 = pn = E in=1 Xi . Then for any 𝛽 > 0,
" n
#
∑︁
𝜇 + 3𝜇2
P
Xi ≥ 𝜇 + 𝛽 ≤
.
𝛽4
i =1
In particular, for 𝛼, 𝜇 ≥ 1, we have
#
" n
∑︁
Xi ≥ (1 + 𝛼)𝜇 ≤
P
i =1

4
𝛼 4 𝜇2

.

Proof. We have
!4
 ∑︁

 n

4

P
Xi ≥ 𝜇 + 𝛽 = P
Xi − 𝜇 ≥ 𝛽 ≤ P 
Xi − 𝜇 ≥ 𝛽 
 i =1

i =1
i =1


h Í
i
4
n
E
i =1 Xi − 𝜇
(b)
≤
.
(𝛽 − 𝜇) 4
"

n
∑︁

#

"

n
∑︁

#

(a)

The key step is (a), where we raise both sides to the fourth power. (b) is by
Markov’s inequality. We claim that
! 4
 ∑︁
 n

E 
Xi − 𝜇  ≤ 𝜇 + 3𝜇2 ,
 i =1



which would complete the proof. We first have
! 4
! 4
 ∑︁
 ∑︁
 n

 n

E 
Xi − 𝜇  = E 
(Xi − p) 
 i =1

 i =1





7We are summing over all possible outcomes (y 1 , . . . , y k ) of (X 1 , . . . ,Xk ), multiplying the value,
y 1 · · · y k , with the probability of the outcome, P X 1 = y 1 , . . . ,Xk = y k .
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− p)

4

expands out to the sum

  ∑︁


2
2
4
monomials w/ some
(Xi − p) +
Xi − p X j − p +
.
(Xi − p) w/ degree 1
2 i<j
i =1
4

(23.4)

Some examples of the third category would be (X 1 − p) 3 (X 2 − p), (X 1 − p) 2 (X 2 −
p) (X3 − p), and (X 1 − p) (X 2 − p) (X3 − p) (X4 − p). Consider the expected value
of each of these categories of monomials.
1. For each i , we have
h
4i
E Xi − p
= p (1 − p) 3 + (1 − p)p 3 ≤ p (1 − p).
2. For each i ≠ j , we have
h
2
 2 i (c) h
2i h
 2 i (d) 2
E Xi − p X j − p
= E Xi − p E X j − p
≤ p (1 − p) 2 .
Here (c) is because of pairwise independence. (d) is because
h
2i
E Xi − p
= p (1 − p) 2 + (1 − p)p 2 ≤ p (1 − p).
3. Each monomial in the third category has expected value 0. This is because
we can pull out the degree 1 term by independence, which has expected
value 0. For example,

 (e) 
 

E (X 1 − p 1 ) 3 (X 2 − p 2 ) = E (X 1 − p 1 ) 3 E X 2 − p 2 = 0,


where (e) is by pairwise independence, and (f) is because E X 2 − p 2 = 0.
Plugging back in above, we have
! 4
 ∑︁
  

 n

2
n 4 2
E 
Xi − 𝜇  = np (1 − p) +
p (1 − p) 2 ≤ np + 3 np ,
2 2
 i =1



as desired. This completes the proof.

■

Remark 23.9. The claim would hold even for Xi not identically distributed (as
long as they are 4-wise independent and are each in [0, 1]). The restrictive
assumptions here simplify the exposition and suffice for our applications.
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Takeaways

• Dictionary data structures provide everyday motivation for studying randomization, where hash tables offer simpler and better performance (in
expectation) than search trees.
• There are different ways to implement hash tables and they mostly differ
in how they handle collisions.
• Chaining uses linked lists to handle collisions. It has reasonable performance
in expectation for universal hash functions, and stronger guarantees when
the hash function is more independent.
• Linear probing is perhaps the easiest hash table to implement, and scanning
an array is hardware-friendly. It had been observed to perform well in
practice long before it had been properly analyzed.
• The analysis of linear probing cleverly uses canonical intervals (doubling in
size) to limit the number of “bad events” we have to avoid, to roughly log n
(per key).
• It turns out that 5-wise independence is sufficient for linear probing to have
O (1) running time in expectation. Interestingly, 4-wise independence is not
enough.

23.6

Additional notes and references

Thorup [Tho15a] describes several families of hash functions with both theoretical
and practical considerations. See [Eri17] for additional notes on hashing.
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.

23.7

Exercises

Exercise 23.1. Let h : [n] → [ℓ ] be an ideal hash function, with ℓ ≥ n. What is
the exact probability that h has no collisions (i.e., h is injective)?
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Exercise 23.2. Let h : [n] → [ℓ ] be a universal hash function, with ℓ ≥ n. Show
that for ℓ ≥ n 2 , h has no collisions with probability ≥ 1/2 − 1/2n.
Exercise 23.3. Consider the particular case of hash tables with chaining with
k = 2n and an ideal hash function h : [n] → [k ].
1. Consider a particular array slot A[i ]. Show that the probability that A[i ]
has ≥ ℓ items hashed to it is


P at least ℓ items being hashed to A[i ] ≤

1
.
ℓ ! 2ℓ

2
2. Show that,
 with probability of error ≤ 1/n , the maximum length is at most
O log n .

of error ≤ 1/n 2 , the maximum length is at most
3. Show that, with probability

O log(n)/log log n (maybe with a slightly higher hidden constant than in
part 2).
Exercise 23.4. The goal of this exercise is to show how to get constant time
access for n keys with O (n) space, using only universal hash functions.
We first allocate an array A[1..n] of size n. We have one universal hash
function h 0 into [n]. If we have a set of (say) k collisions at an array cell A[i ],
rather than making a linked list of length k , and we build another hash table, with
a new universal hash function hi , of size k 2 , with no collisions (per exercise 23.2).
(We may have to retry if there is a collision.) If the total size (summing the
lengths of the first arrray and each of the second arrays) comes out to bigger
than (say) 5n, we try again.
1. For each i = 1, . . . ,n, let ki be the number of keys that hash to the i th cell.
We have
n
∑︁

sum of array sizes of our data structure ≤ n +
ki2 .
i =1

Show that
n
∑︁
i =1

ki2 ≤ n + 2(total # of collisions (w/r/t h0 )).

2. Show that
E[total # of collisions (w/r/t h0 )] ≤ n/2.
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3. Show that



P sum of all array sizes > 5n < 1/2.
Taken together, steps 1 to 3 above show that this approach will build a “perfect”
hash table over the n keys in O (n) space with probability of success at least 1/2,
using only universal hash functions. Even if it fails to work, we can then keep
repeating the construction until it succeeds. This approach works better in static
settings, when the set of keys is fixed.
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Chapter 24

Fun with trees: splay trees, Euler
trees, and dynamic connectivity
24.1

Splay trees

Splay trees are binary search trees that constantly update themselves with every
operation. Whenever we search for and find a node, we adjust the tree so that
the node we retrieved becomes the root. This way, when we query the same key
repeatedly (as happens naturally), although the first operation might be slow, all
the subsequent queries will find the key at the root, and will be very fast.

24.1.1

Rotations

The tree is adjusted via local tree rotations. Here it is convenient to label the
children and grandchildren by the following “zig-zag” naming scheme.

zig

zig

zag
zig

zag

zag

For example, suppose wemake
wantedsome
to rotate the left child to bethe
the root
root. We call
goal
childlgrandchild
this a “zig”. There is really only one natural way to make the left child the root
while (a) maintaining the binary search tree invariant and (b) leaving intact all
we do the
in each
the subtrees that don’t
containcase
x, as follows.
Conly natural

thing

that

preserves
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zig

y
T
C

A

A

G

B

C

B

As a second example, suppose we want to rotate the left child of the left child
to
potential
to be the root. We DHotal
call this
a “zig-zig”.
put Bthis child at the root, and
logCHAT
gut BtcIf we
then arrange the rest to satisfy (a) and (b) above, then we naturally arrive at the
D potential x
log 2T At Btc logCHAT B
following.
DHotal potential
Z

ED

potential

zig zig

Z

B

C

A

F

A

D

L

x

B

claim 2

C
t

Dtotal potential

E

3 D potential

D

.

x

The third example rotates the right child of the left child of the root. This is
called a “zig-zag”.
suffices to consider
Dtotal potential
z

D
Y
D potential

log 2T Bt D HogClt CTD
zig zag
Btc
log C2tAt
logut At B
Ct

log GtAtBtCtDy

x

A

1

A

2T Bt Ct D
log
B
C

logC2tAtBtC

3 B
logCHAT
B

C

D

E
CHAT B
logGtAtBtCtD log
E 3D potential x
2 TD total potential
claim “zag-zig”,
Similarly, we have “zag”,
and “zag-zag”
operations. All 6 = 2 + 22
by monotonicity
operations are given in fig. 24.1.

let

A

B
Introducing splay

24.1.2

subtree labeled A

vertices in

C

vertices

m

B

vertices

Mr

C

The main subroutine of theDsplay vertices
tree is the splay
operation. splay searches for
D
a node and then makes local rotations until it becomes the root.
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C

A

c

B

B

Figure 24.1: All 6 tree rotations.

Above is an example where the node with key 6 is splayed to the top. The first
is a zag-zig at the subtree rooted at 5. The second is a zig from the root of the
entire tree. Curiously, the tree becomes (subjectively) less balanced from splaying
6.

Theorem 24.1. splay(x) takes O log(n) amortized time.

24.1.3

Analyzing splay: proof of theorem 24.1

The high level approach is as follows. First we define a potential function. Second
we analyze each of the rotation operations w/r/t this potential. Third, we show
that the per-rotation bounds add up nicely over an entire call to access. Here we
will only state the amortized bounds for each rotation, and do the first and third
steps of the proof in detail. Afterwards we analyze each rotation separately in
subsequent sections, which completes the overall proof.
For each node x, we define We first define potential Φx by
def

Φx = log(# of nodes in the subtree rooted at x)
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We define the total potential 𝚽 as the sum of potential of all the nodes,
∑︁
def
𝚽=
Φx .
x ∈T

The local rotations have the following guarantees with respect to the potential
functions defined above. Here we only state the bounds and will prove them
separately in subsequent sections.
Lemma 24.2. Consider a single zig-zag (or zag-zig) making a node x the root of a
subtree. Then
2 + Δ𝚽 ≤ 2ΔΦx .
Lemma 24.3. Consider any zig-zig or zag-zag rotation making a node x the root of a
subtree. Then
2 + Δ𝚽 ≤ 3ΔΦx .
Lemma 24.4. Consider any zig or zag rotation making a node x the root of a subtree.
Then Δ𝚽 ≤ ΔΦx .
Suppose that all three lemma’s hold holds, and we splay x to the top. We have
(a)
(b)

2(total # rotations) + Δ𝚽 ≤ 1 + 3ΔΦx ≤ O log n
as desired. (a) applies lemma 24.2 or lemma 24.3 (where we point out that the
inequality 2 + Δ𝚽 ≤ 3ΔΦx is valid for any double rotation), and lemma
24.4 to

the last rotation if necessary. (b) observes that ΔΦx ≤ Φx ≤ O log n .
It remains to prove lemma 24.2, lemma 24.3, and lemma 24.4. Below we
present the proof of lemma 24.2, for the zig-zag and zag-zig operations. The
proofs of the remaining splay tree operations are similar, so their proofs are
deferred to section 24.A at the end of the chapter.

24.1.4

Zig-Zag: Proof of lemma 24.2
suffices to consider
Let us label the relevant subtrees and nodes as follows.

zig zag

z

Y

D

A

A

B

B

C

D

C

claim
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3

y

2 TD total potential
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We let A, . . . ,D also denote the size of the respective subtrees. We have
Δ𝚽 = log(1 + A + B) + log(1 + C + D) − log(2 + A + B + C ) − log(1 + B + C ).
We also have
ΔΦx = log(3 + A + B + C + D) − log(1 + B + C ).
Now,
2+A +B +C +D
log(1 + A + B) + log(1 + C + D) ≤ 2 log
2


(a)



= 2 log(2 + A + B + C + D) − 2
by (a) concavity. Thus
Δ𝚽 + 2

≤ 2 log(2 + A + B + C + D) − log(2 + A + B + C ) − log(1 + B + C )

≤ 2ΔΦx ,

as desired. This completes the proof of lemma 24.2.

24.2

Dyamic trees, subtree queries, and Euler trees

24.2.1

The dynamic tree model and subtree queries
Link

cut

Trees

In this section we shift into a different kind of
“treecutdata
structure” from binary
Link
Trees
forest
maintain
search trees, called “dynamic trees”. Here weofmaintain
model
rooted
trees updated by the
trees
rooted forest
user by adding and removing parent edges.1 of rooted trees
link

Link. Given two vertices w and v ,
link(w,v ) make v a child of w.

yw
link yww
of va
make
where v is theparent
root of
make

w

parent

of v

tree,

w
w

Cutler

Cut. Given a vertex v that is not a root,
edge, making v the root of its own tree.

Cutler
delete v's parent edge
v's parent
cut(vdelete
) removes
v ’s edge
parent

67 change the root.
Besides adding and deleting edges, one query
can also
67
query

Bv

Bv

Sum
values on on
1To be clear, in dynamic trees, there are no “keys” thatSum
have values
to be maintained in a particular
v
root
path
v
order, and vertices can have any number of children. We are
a rooted tree in the graph
rootmodeling
path
gg
algorithms sense, and not a binary search tree in the classical data structure sense.
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Given a vertex v , reorient the edges in v ’s rooted tree to make v the

The next query helps vertices identify which tree they are a part of.
Root. Given a vertex v , return the root r of the tree containing v .
Now, let us suppose that the vertices are associated with auxiliary data such
as numerical weights on each vertex, or a list of elements stored at each vertex.
As the structure of the tree is updated via link/cut, we typically want to support
aggregate queries over these values. In this section we focus on aggregates over
subtrees.
Subtree aggregates. Given a vertex v , aggregate a class of values over all the
vertices in the subtree rooted at v .
1. Suppose each vertex is associated with a weight. Return the sum of weights
of all vertices in the subtree rooted at v .
2. Suppose each vertex is associated with a (possibly empty) list of elements.
Return a list concatenating all the lists in the subtree rooted at v .
We mention that there is another query of interest, called path queries, which
aggregates over all vertices along the path from a vertex v to the root of its
tree. This query is addressed in by a data structure called “link cut trees”; see
chapter 25.

24.2.2

Euler-tour trees.

r

Given an undirected tree T , an Euler tour is a walk that
a
traverses the entire tree in each direction exactly once.
b
Every tree has an Euler tour and it is easy to construct
c
d
one. Root the tree arbitrarily. Starting from the root, pick
any child of the root. Go down that edge, and inductively
take an Euler tour of that subtree, and come back up to the root. Clearly we
use the edge to the subtree once in each direction. We repeat this for the other
children of the root, which together gives an Euler tour of the entire tree.
Euler tours inspired a data structure called Euler-tour trees [HK99] that
supports subtree aggregation in the dynamic tree model.
The data structure maintains a fixed Euler tour over the rooted tree. As we
follow the Euler tour, write down each vertex every time we visit it. This produces
a sequence of vertex labels starting and ending with the root. For example, in
the Euler tour above, we have the sequence
r, a, r, b, c , b, d , b, r
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The first appearance of a vertex v corresponds to the point where we enter the
subtree rooted at v . The last appearance of a vertex v corresponds to the point
where we leave the subtree rooted at v . Vertices of nested subtrees are nested in
the Euler tour as well. For a vertex v , we let v + denote the first appearance of v
in the Euler tour and let v − denote the last appearance.
We build and maintain a splay tree2 over the Euler tour (based on the order
of the Euler tour). For each vertex v , we explicitly maintain pointers to the first
instance v + and the last instance v − in the splay tree.

24.2.3

Aggregating over subtrees.

Suppose we want to aggregate (e.g., sum all values) in the
subtree rooted at a node v . Euler trees are designed specifically
for this application. Aggregating over a subtree rooted at
v corresponds to a range query between v + and v − in the
corresponding
splay tree. As discussed previously, this takes

A
O log n amortized time.
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E

E

<latexit sha1_base64="v5A0e5yQDCW3p6a6nF/xV4Ud0xY=">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</latexit>

E+

A+
<latexit sha1_base64="LWbqu7bx2WfyMtB2wtSs1aLw4P8=">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</latexit>

Lemma 24.5. An Euler tour tree reduces aggregation over subtrees to range
queries in a

search tree. In particular, with splay trees, most operations take O log n amortized time.

24.2.4

Link.

A+

D+

A

<latexit sha1_base64="LWbqu7bx2WfyMtB2wtSs1aLw4P8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="YnOWb2mCsxpZi8cMTCEK5sda2H4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="w5vxO47OctAww2q9ZBeanK0/Kzw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="v5A0e5yQDCW3p6a6nF/xV4Ud0xY=">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</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="w5vxO47OctAww2q9ZBeanK0/Kzw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="PWC4GhPUokZOMw+fiCu7o17KY0k=">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</latexit>

E

E+ D+
<latexit sha1_base64="YnOWb2mCsxpZi8cMTCEK5sda2H4=">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</latexit>

A+
<latexit sha1_base64="LWbqu7bx2WfyMtB2wtSs1aLw4P8=">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</latexit>

Suppose we want to link v as a child of the
node u, where we assume v is the root of its
tree. In terms of the Euler tour, we want to
=)
D
D
insert the entire Euler tour rooted at v – from
E
E
+
−
v to v – just before the last time we visit
u: u + . To do so, we first splay u + and v + in
E
E+
their respective trees. Note that v + has no left
subtree because v is the root. We remove the left subtree of u + and make it the
left subtree of v + , and make the tree rooted at v + the left subtree of u + . See the
diagram below.
<latexit sha1_base64="mhWMMTSyRC7rLr/GiWutv/h8Tjc=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="m+vG0fFAUWIGDNZs5jCQKkidFqA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="m+vG0fFAUWIGDNZs5jCQKkidFqA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="NVpiwLcfM7ZZ6v4/eWI0K7zZsAU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="NVpiwLcfM7ZZ6v4/eWI0K7zZsAU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="v5A0e5yQDCW3p6a6nF/xV4Ud0xY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="PWC4GhPUokZOMw+fiCu7o17KY0k=">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</latexit>

2Other balanced binary search trees would also work.
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D+
<latexit sha1_base64="YnOWb2mCsxpZi8cMTCEK5sda2H4=">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</latexit>

D+
<latexit sha1_base64="YnOWb2mCsxpZi8cMTCEK5sda2H4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="v5A0e5yQDCW3p6a6nF/xV4Ud0xY=">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</latexit>

E+

<latexit sha1_base64="v5A0e5yQDCW3p6a6nF/xV4Ud0xY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="mhWMMTSyRC7rLr/GiWutv/h8Tjc=">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</latexit>

E+

=)
(D + , A + ]
<latexit sha1_base64="Xk3CmrUUq+xEsC/ZGtMPJbhzyQc=">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</latexit>

[A , D + )

(D + , A + ]

<latexit sha1_base64="niVg4sSzz102yLyv8aT6VkQhfyY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Xk3CmrUUq+xEsC/ZGtMPJbhzyQc=">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</latexit>

(E , E + ]

[A , D + ) (E , E + ]

<latexit sha1_base64="0rVufWKTZfxMvcbf/s7eHJ3ecic=">AAACt3icdVFNb9NAEN2YrxI+2sKRy4qoqBIQ2RUFekCqxIVjkZq2KHWj8WbcrLof7u7YNLLyK7hwgB/Gv2GdWAi3MNJKT/PezJvZyQolPcXxr1506/adu/fW7vcfPHz0eH1j88mRt6UTOBJWWXeSgUclDY5IksKTwiHoTOFxdvGx4Y8rdF5ac0jzAlMN50bmUgCF1Jft6uz1q+rsZTrZGMTDeBn8JkhaMGBtHEw2e99Pp1aUGg0JBd6Pk52C0hocSaFw0T8tPRYgLuAcxwEa0OjTejnxgm+FzJTn1oVniC+zf1fUoL2f6ywoNdDMX+ea5L+4cUn5+7SWpigJjVgZ5aXiZHmzPp9Kh4LUPAAQToZZuZiBA0Hhk/odGy2Fs03Rgv+JrY7ZYZLWzfyNU4cIjiqtCa9IWF2EKbqdDX4trhr2v52rClyWpStlu2xH4AUonH6Ih3u7zbrCGm8VEDS6cMvk+uVugqOdYfJ2mHx+M9h/0V51jT1jz9k2S9g7ts8+sQM2YoJp9o39YD+jvWgS5dFsJY16bc1T1ono8jd8/tRT</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="niVg4sSzz102yLyv8aT6VkQhfyY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="0rVufWKTZfxMvcbf/s7eHJ3ecic=">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</latexit>

Overall, we made two calls to splay,
and did some constant work to attach v +

+
to u . That already gives O log n amortized time. Additionally, combining the
subtrees at the end increases u’s potential, Φu (where we recall the potential
functions for splay trees). However, Φu ≤ log(n) no mater what, so this adds at
most O log n to the amortized cost. Overall we obtain the following.

Lemma 24.6. Euler tour trees support link in O log n amortized time.

24.2.5

Cut.

<latexit sha1_base64="v5A0e5yQDCW3p6a6nF/xV4Ud0xY=">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</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="w5vxO47OctAww2q9ZBeanK0/Kzw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="PWC4GhPUokZOMw+fiCu7o17KY0k=">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</latexit>

E

E+ A+

A+

<latexit sha1_base64="LWbqu7bx2WfyMtB2wtSs1aLw4P8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="LWbqu7bx2WfyMtB2wtSs1aLw4P8=">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</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="w5vxO47OctAww2q9ZBeanK0/Kzw=">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</latexit>

Suppose we want to cut the parent edge of a
vertex v . In terms of the Euler tour, we remove
the subsequence between the first and last
=)
visit of v from the Euler tour, gluing together
D
D
E
E
the part before v and the part after v . This is
+
easy to do in a splay tree. We splay v , which
E
E+
puts the interval [v − ,v + ) in the left subtree of
+
v . We disconnect this left subtree. Then we
splay v − , which puts the interval (v − ,r + ] in the right subtree of v . We disconnect
that right subtree as well. This gives us three splay trees with the intervals [v − ,v + ),
[v + ,v − ], and (v − ,r + ]. We then concatenate the first and third intervals as follows.
Let x be the last node in [v − ,v + ). We splay x, upon which it has no right subtree,
and then attach the splay tree for (v − ,r + ] as a right subtree. See the diagram
below.
+
+
<latexit sha1_base64="mhWMMTSyRC7rLr/GiWutv/h8Tjc=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="m+vG0fFAUWIGDNZs5jCQKkidFqA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="m+vG0fFAUWIGDNZs5jCQKkidFqA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="NVpiwLcfM7ZZ6v4/eWI0K7zZsAU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="NVpiwLcfM7ZZ6v4/eWI0K7zZsAU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="v5A0e5yQDCW3p6a6nF/xV4Ud0xY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="PWC4GhPUokZOMw+fiCu7o17KY0k=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="PWC4GhPUokZOMw+fiCu7o17KY0k=">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</latexit>

E

<latexit sha1_base64="v5A0e5yQDCW3p6a6nF/xV4Ud0xY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="mhWMMTSyRC7rLr/GiWutv/h8Tjc=">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</latexit>

[A , E ) (E , A + ]
<latexit sha1_base64="37xatXcDnlztfT6FyR3dq0D2C9M=">AAACuHicdVHbahRBEO0dL4nrJYk++tK4RBTMMhPiFQIBX3yMkE2Cm0ms6a3dNOnL0F2zZhn2L/Lgi/6Xf2P37iBOogUNhzqn6lR1FaWSntL0Vye5dfvO3ZXVe937Dx4+WlvfeHzobeUEDoRV1h0X4FFJgwOSpPC4dAi6UHhUXHyM/NEUnZfWHNCsxFzDxMixFEAh9WXoTrde8enp1suz9V7aTxfBb4KsAT3WxP7ZRuf7yciKSqMhocD7YbZdUl6DIykUzrsnlccSxAVMcBigAY0+rxcjz/lmyIz42LrwDPFF9u+KGrT3M10EpQY699e5mPwXN6xo/C6vpSkrQiOWRuNKcbI87s9H0qEgNQsAhJNhVi7OwYGg8Evdlo2WwtlYNOd/YrNldpDldZw/OrWI4KjymvCShNVlmKLd2eC38jKy/+08nYIrinypbJZtCbwAhaPdtP/+dVxXWOOtAoKoC7fMrl/uJjjc7mdv+tnnnd7e8+aqq+wpe8ZesIy9ZXvsE9tnAyaYYVfsB/uZfEi+JpNELqVJp6l5wlqRuN/outR6</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="F1SaABro+wU82VAoqr5p3193MBQ=">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</latexit>

E

<latexit sha1_base64="8xTEkLp5RTPjgMf821+AcC2wYEI=">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</latexit>

=)

<latexit sha1_base64="mhWMMTSyRC7rLr/GiWutv/h8Tjc=">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</latexit>

[A , E ) [E , E + ) (E + , A + ]
<latexit sha1_base64="37xatXcDnlztfT6FyR3dq0D2C9M=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Mb1VaO8XOc+uTjI+010cBFX11pg=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aEhaQUMUkHB5AVLSbVipGxH5X/Y=">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</latexit>

G

<latexit sha1_base64="v5A0e5yQDCW3p6a6nF/xV4Ud0xY=">AAACsXicdVHbbhMxEHWWS0u4tfSRF4uoCAkp2i1tgYdKlXjhsYimLUqXMutMUiu+rOzZ0GiVT+AV+DX+BjtZIbaFkSwdzTkzZ8ZTlEp6StNfneTW7Tt319bvde8/ePjo8cbmkxNvKydwIKyy7qwAj0oaHJAkhWelQ9CFwtNi+i7ypzN0XlpzTPMScw0TI8dSAIXUx9nnlxcbvbSfLoPfBFkDeqyJo4vNzs/zkRWVRkNCgffDbKekvAZHUihcdM8rjyWIKUxwGKABjT6vl7Mu+HbIjPjYuvAM8WX274oatPdzXQSlBrr017mY/Bc3rGj8Jq+lKStCI1ZG40pxsjwuzkfSoSA1DwCEk2FWLi7BgaDwPd2WjZbC2Vi04H9iu2V2nOV1nD86tYjgqPKa8IqE1WWYot3Z4NfyKrL/7TybgSuKfKVslm0JvACFo4O0/3Yvrius8VYBQdSFW2bXL3cTnOz0s/1+9mG3d/i8ueo6e8qesRcsY6/ZIXvPjtiACTZh39h39iN5lXxKviTFSpp0mpot1opk+huuF9Jl</latexit>

E

=)
[A , G)
<latexit sha1_base64="0Nv6ulvtCaugWJlyY7F8CfhF57k=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aEhaQUMUkHB5AVLSbVipGxH5X/Y=">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</latexit>

(E + , A + ] [E , E + )
<latexit sha1_base64="Mb1VaO8XOc+uTjI+010cBFX11pg=">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</latexit>

The running time is bounded by a constant number of splay’s. Thus we have
the following.

Lemma 24.7. Euler tour trees support cut in O log n amortized time.
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Root.

An additional type of query that will be useful in the subsequent application is
called root. Given a vertex v , root(v ) returns the root of the tree containing v .
This is the first vertex r − in the Euler tour of the tree containing v , hence the
leftmost node in the underlying splay tree. Finding this vertex and splaying it
takes O log n amortized time.

24.3

Dynamic Connectivity

The dynamic graph model and dynamic connectivity Lastly we consider
the dynamic graph model. The idea is that we have a graph undergoing small
changes such as edge insertions and deletions, and we want to maintain certain
information of the graph. Here we will consider the problem of maintaining a
spanning forest in an undirected graph.
Let G = (V,E) be an unweighted and undirected
graph. Recall that we can

build a spanning forest F in G in O m + n log n time. In this section, our goal
is to maintain a spanning tree in G as G changes. In each iteration, an edge is
either added or deleted from the graph. Computing an entire spanning tree from
scratch seems wasteful. Instead we will develop an algorithm

24.3.1

The data structure



Let L = log n . We maintain a nested family of subsets
of both E and F ,
E 1 ⊆ E 2 ⊆ E 3 · · · ⊆ EL ⊆ E
and
F1 ⊆ F2 ⊆ F3 · · · ⊆ FL ⊆ F,
subject to the following invariants.
1. EL = E and FL = F .
2. For each i , Fi = F ∩ Ei .
3. For each i , Ei ⊆ span(Fi ).
4. Every component in Ei has size ≤ 2i .
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We denote the differences between the sets by
def

Ei′ = Ei \ Ei −1 and Fi′ = Fi \ Fi −1

for each i . The level of an edge e is defined as the lowest index i for which e ∈ Ei ;
this is also the unique index i such that e ∈ Ei′.
For each level i , and each vertex v , we maintain the list of edges at level i
incident to v (i.e., 𝜕(v ) ∩ Ei′, where 𝜕(v ) denotes the edges incident to v ). We
create an Euler tree over each component of Fi to support the following queries.
1. Given the root of a subtree, return any edge e ∈ Fi′ in that subtree, if one exists.
2. Given the root of a subtree, return any edge e ∈ Ei′ incident to a vertex in a subtree,
if one exists.
Both of these operations
correspond to a “list aggregate”, as discussed previously,

and take O log n amortized time.
Querying connectivity. The only query is for pairwise connectivity: given u
and v , are u and v connected in G ? This corresponds to querying for the roots
of u and v in their Euler trees, and seeing if they are the same. As discussed in
section 26.2, this takes O log n amortized time.
Insertion an edge. Suppose we want to insert an edge e . If F spans e , then
we insert e into the first level i such that Fi spans e . If e is not spanned by F ,
then we insert e into both FL and EL . Note that “inserting” an edge also involves
updating the Euler tree at the level the edge is inserted.

24.3.2

Deleting an edge.

Suppose we want to delete an edge e from G . Suppose this edge is at at level ℓ .
We remove e from Eℓ (and Eℓ +1 , Eℓ +1 , ...) and we remove e from the incidence
lists of its endpoints. If e is not in F then we are done.
Now suppose e ∈ F ; in particular, e ∈ Fℓ′. We first remove e from Fℓ (and
Fℓ +1 ,Fℓ +2 , . . . ). Then we look for an edge to replace it. For each level i from ℓ to
L we do the following.
Suppose removing e separated a tree in Fi into two
4
components A and B. We assume that A is the smaller of
⌫
the two components. Then we have
8
#
8
1
1
|A| ≤ (|A| + |B |) ≤ 2i −1 ,
2
so in particular, we can now push all of the edges in A down to level i − 1 while
satisfying invariant 4 above. So that’s the first thing we do – we repeatedly query
the Euler tree for level i edges in A ∩ Ei′, pushing each one down to level i − 1,
until there are none left.
<latexit sha1_base64="KpKiRTgoqzwXADrf60A6tZF9TDg=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="068tYNZ+G0DlT6oMwFfHW+J+PZE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="D7zvRJ4laj0FNpBMHK/X9Yy+g7E=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="vARy84SWgPT/bzXuYdNre4z8egY=">AAACr3icdVHbShxBEO2dXDSbi5o85qXJouRpmRFNzENAyEseFVxXWCda01urjX0Zums2LsN+QV4TyK/lb9K9O4jjpaDhUOdUnaquolTSU5r+6yRPnj57vrL6ovvy1es3a+sbb4+9rZzAgbDKupMCPCppcECSFJ6UDkEXCofF1bfID6fovLTmiGYl5houjJxIARRSh/JsvZf200Xw+yBrQI81cXC20fl7Orai0mhIKPB+lG2XlNfgSAqF8+5p5bEEcQUXOArQgEaf14tJ53wzZMZ8Yl14hvgie7uiBu39TBdBqYEu/V0uJh/iRhVN9vJamrIiNGJpNKkUJ8vj2nwsHQpSswBAOBlm5eISHAgKn9Nt2WgpnI1Fc34Tmy2zoyyv4/zRqUUER5XXhNckrC7DFO3OBn+W15F9tPN0Cq4o8qWyWbYl8AIUjr+m/S+7cV1hjbcKCKIu3DK7e7n74Hi7n33qZ4c7vf2t5qqr7D37wD6yjH1m++w7O2ADJhiyX+w3+5NkyTD5kZwvpUmnqXnHWpHI/wl00bs=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="VFswnjAX0C8Gsv7LUvVkvaiqEd0=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="86Mmd9jJtIxtvwJ959ADG1/2OZ0=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="068tYNZ+G0DlT6oMwFfHW+J+PZE=">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</latexit>
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At this stage all of A is at level i − 1 or lower. Now
3
we look at all the level i edges incident to any vertex in A.
⌫
These edges can be retrieved one at a time from the Euler
8
tree (in O log n amortized time per edge). For each such
8 1
edge d , we check to see if d is spanned by A. If it is, then
we push it down to level i − 1. If it isn’t, then in particular
it must connect A to B. That is, d is our replacement edge. We insert d into Fi
and all higher forests, and exit the entire procedure.
If we end up processing all of the level i edges without finding a replacement,
then we go up to level i + 1, and repeat. If we end up going through all the levels
without a replacement, then we conclude that there is no replacement for e , and
that the current forest is a spanning forest.
<latexit sha1_base64="nVat4ODsjbqXy2JO/qlYso8cL7A=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="068tYNZ+G0DlT6oMwFfHW+J+PZE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="D7zvRJ4laj0FNpBMHK/X9Yy+g7E=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="vARy84SWgPT/bzXuYdNre4z8egY=">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</latexit>
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24.3.3

Analysis


Above we already observed that querying connectivity takes O log n amortized
time via the Euler tree. It remains to analyze insert and delete. Note that
delete can have high running times in the worst case if it has to search through
many candidate edges for a replacement. So we will use amortized analysis
instead.
For each edge e , we define a potential function Φe by


Φe = O log n · level of edge e .
Here an edge that is deleted is understood to have potential 0. We define an
overall potential by
∑︁
 ∑︁

Φ=
Φe = O log n
level of edge e .
e ∈E

e ∈E

Insertion. Inserting
an edge e requires updating an Euler tree which takes

at most O log n amortized
time (per section 26.2). Meanwhile the potential


increases by O log2 n since the maximum level is O log n . Thus insert takes


O log2 n amortized time.

Deletion. Deleting an edge e first requires updating up to O log n Euler trees,
each of which takes O log n amortized time. Removing e only decreases the
potential.
It remains to account for the work
 from trying to replace e . We first observe
that for each level i we pay O log n time to query for at least one edge in A ∩ Fi′
and for at least one edge in Ei′. These initial queries for each level, over at most

O log(n) levels, contribute O log2 (n) amortized time.
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insert(e )
/* Below, when we “insert an edge” at a level i , this also means we update all the relevant
data structures.
*/
1. If F spans e
A. Insert e into the first level i such that Fi spans e
2. Otherwise insert e into FL and EL .

delete(e = {a,b })
1. remove e from the incident lists of a and b
2. if e ∈ F
A. let ℓ be the level of e
// remove e from each forest that contains it
B. call cut(u,v ) on Fℓ , . . . ,FL
C. for i = ℓ ,ℓ + 1, . . . ,L

1. Let A and B be the trees of Fi containing a and b, respectively.
// We assume |A| ≤ |B | (otherwise switch a and b)
// |A| ≤ 21 (|A| + |B |) ≤ 2i −1 , and we can push all of A to Fi −1

2. For each level i edge f = x, y ∈ A ∩ Fi′
a. Call link(x,y) on Fi −1 and add f to Ei −1

3. For each level i edge f = x, y ∈ Ei′ with x ∈ A
// To facilitate this loop, we maintain
a. if y ∈ B
// Replace e with f
1. call link(x,y) on Fi ,Fi +1 , . . . ,FL and exit
b. else
// f is spanned by A and can be pushed to level i − 1
1. add f to Ei −1
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Beyond these initial queries, each query can be charged to an edge d that is
either (a) pushed one level down, or (b) selected as the replacement. Scenario
(b) happens only once and is negligible. But event (a) may occur repeatedly.
In event (a), the potential Φd of d decreases
by O log n when d is pushed to

the next level. This pays for the O log n amortized time that the query for d
required. Thus these queries are free.
All put together, even though we may have to go through many edges to
replace
the deleted edge, the amortized running time for a deletion comes out to


O log2 (n) .



Theorem 24.8 ([HLT01]). In a dynamically changing graph, in O log2 n amortized

time per edge insertion and edge deletion, we can support connectivity queries in O log n
amortized time.

24.4

Additional notes and references

Splay trees were introduced by Sleator and Tarjan [ST85]. Euler trees are by
Henzinger and King [HK99] and dynamic connectivity is by Holm, Lichtenberg,
and Thorup [HLT01]. For more on splay trees, see [Eri13b]. For more on dynamic
connectivity, see also the lecture notes and video by Demaine [Dem12a].
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.

24.5

Exercises

Exercise 24.1. In previous discussions about link-cut trees, we focused on aggregate operations on node-to-v paths. Show how to extend link-cut trees to support
the following operations in polylogarithmic amortized time.
1. Given two vertices u and v , where u is an ancestor of v , aggregate (e.g.,
sum values) over the u-to-v path in the tree.
2. Given two vertices u and v , find the least common ancestor of u and v .
3. Given two vertices u and v , aggregate (e.g., sum all values) over the u-to-v
path in the tree.
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24.A Amortized analysis of the remaining splay tree
operations
Here we present the remaining analysis of the splay tree rotations zig-zag, zag-zig,
zig, and zag.
Zig-zig (and zag-zag)
Lemma 24.3. Consider any zig-zig or zag-zag rotation making a node x the root of a
subtree. Then
2 + Δ𝚽 ≤ 3ΔΦx .
Proof. Let us label the relevant subtrees and nodes as follows.
Z

zig zig
D

L

Z

B

C

A

F

A

B

C

D

We let A, . . . ,Dclaim
also denote
the size
of the respective
subtrees.x We have
2 t Dtotal
E 3 D potential
potential
Δ𝚽
= log(2 + B +Dtotal
C + D) + log(1 + C + D) 2T
− log(2
Ct + A + B + C ) − log(2 + A + B).
potential
log Bt D HogClt CTD
Btc
We also have
log C2tAt
logut At B
+A
+ B).B
CHAT
DΔΦpotential
x = log(3x+ A + B +GtAtBtCtD
log C + D) − log(1log
Observe that
Ct D
C2tAtBtC
log+2TB Bt
log(2
+ C + D) −log
log(2 + A + B + C ) ≤ ΔΦx
E
B
logGtAtBtCtD
log+CHAT
by monotonicity. This leaves
the terms log(1
C + D) − log(2 + A + B). We also
by monotonicity
have


2+A +B +C +D
log(1 + C + D) + log(1 + A + B) ≤ 2 log
2

1

≤ 2 log(2 + A + B + C + D) − 2.
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Thus
2 + log(1 + C + D) − log(2 + A + B)

≤ 2 log(2 + A + B + C + D) − log(1 + A + B) − log(2 + A + B)

≤ 2ΔΦx .

This gives the overall claim that
2 + Δ𝚽 ≤ 3ΔΦx .
■

24.A.1

Zig and zag

Lemma 24.4. Consider any zig or zag rotation making a node x the root of a subtree.
Then Δ𝚽 ≤ ΔΦx .
Proof. By symmetry it suffices to analyze the zig operation. We refer to the
relevant quantities per the following diagram.

zig

y
T
C

A

A

B

G
B

C

We have
Δ𝚽 = log(1 + B + C ) − log(1 + A + B).B
Btc
CHAT
to

DHotal potential

gut

log

ED

potential

We also have
2T At Btc
CHAT B
D potential x
log
ΔΦx = log(1 log
+ A + B + C ) − log(1
+ A + B).
The claim follows immediately.

DHotal potential

x

■

This gives the last missing proof from theorem 24.1, establishing the theorem.
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Range Queries and Dynamic
Trees
Generalizing range queries

25.1

Sum

Ea D

Range queries
keys
w

sum

all values

over

in the

range

Ea 6

sum
D

D

D

D

P

a

p

O

T

D

f

Fums

a
over
Suppose we have a family
of
nline
comparable keys k1 < · · · < kn where each
key is associated with some data (e.g., a numerical value). A range query is
what about trees
specified by an interval1 and some method of aggregation, and the output is
the appropriately aggregation of values over all keys that lie in the interval. For
root
example, if there are numeric values associated with each key, we might ask for

The sum of all values associated with all keys in [a,b].
Here a key k is in [a,b] if a ≤ k ≤ b. Similarly for (a,b), (a,b], and [a,b).
Alternatively we can ask for the max of all values (with keys) in [a,b]. A slightly
different kind of query occurs in a situation where each key may be associated
with a list of values of some kind. aWe might ask for
Kk

The combined lists of all values associated with all keys in [a,b], in sorted
order w/r/t their keys.
Not only do we want to serve these queries efficiently, but we want to keep serving
them efficiently as the keys and values are updated dynamically.
1open, closed, or half-open. We remind the reader that [a,b] = {x : a ≤ x ≤ b }, (a,b) =
{x : a < x < b }, (a,b] = {x : a < x ≤ b }, and [a,b) = {x : a ≤ x < b }.
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in the

range

Ea 6

One solution to the problem is with binary search trees.
We insert all the keys in a binary search tree tree where
each node also auxiliary pointers to the data associated
with the key. Now, suppose we want to beIdea
able to maintain
compute sum over each subtree
a
the sum over an interval [a,b]. For a static at
tree,thewe root
would
of each subtree
6
search for a and b and then sum over all the nodes “inside”
the search paths. To avoid visiting all of these
nodes,rotations
weforcan precompute
the sum
adjust
appropriately
6 are
assume
simplicity
over all subtrees. Then we only have to visit the root ofin each
subtree inside the
the tree
to the to rescue
search paths. Still the total time will be splay
proportional
the path lengths, which
may be very long.
a
splaytrees.
Instead we can use balanced binary search
6
6
splay our
Here we will focus on splay trees, continuing
a
discussion from last time. Again we maintain the
sum of all subtrees, and point out that it is easy to
precompute
sum
update these sums with each local rotation. Now,
suppose we want to query the sum over [a,b]. We
all keys
between
assume a and b are both keys; otherwise replace a
a and 6
with the first key > a and b with the first key < b. If
we splay a and then b, then b will be the root, a will be the left child of b, and all
keys between a and b will be in a’s right subtree. Thus we sum the values of a, of
Link cut
Trees
b, and the precomputed sum of the a’s right
subtree.
forest
Clearly this approach extends moremaintain
generally than sums – as long as the
trees (i.e., it is defined by an
aggregation can be computed pairwise ofin rooted
any order
associative binary operator) in constant time, then we can maintain the aggregates
link yw
at each subtree, and follow the above approach.
This is more flexible then might
make
w parent of v
appear. Take for example the second type of query where we want tow list of all
the values in [a,b]. We maintain, at each node, the total number of values in the
subtree rooted at that node. We can use these quantities to search and splay
 for
Cutler
the key k that contains the i th value in [a,b], for any fixed i , in O log n time
delete v's parent edge
per key. (There
are slightly more involved approaches
that can reduce the time

to O log n plus O (1) per key.)
A

a

Bv

25.2

Range queries on paths
in67a tree
query
Sum

values

on

One way to generalize range queries on root
a line isv in trees. The
path
model is as follows. Let T be a rooted tree, whose nodes are
g
associated with some values. We now consider aggregations over all the nodes
on the path from a given vertex to a root. For example, given a node v , we may
want to compute the sum of all values on the path from v to the root.
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so
subtree has
of parent subtree

T

LJ
SS

Z

44

light

heavy
Let v be a node in a rooted tree, and w a child of v . We heavy
light
call w a heavy child of v if it contains at least half the nodes
else light childledge
in the tree rooted at v . Any node has at most one heavy child.
40
We call the edge from a parent to a heavy child a heavy edge.
60 partition tree into
heavy edges
The paths of heavy edges partitions the nodes of a tree intovertex
paths,disjoint
called the
paths
heavy path decomposition.
connected by
Edges that are not heavy are called light. For a vertex v , the
light depth of a vertex v is defined as the number of light edges
light edges
on the v to root path. Observe that

light depth v ≤ log2 (n)
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because each light edge divides the number of remaining nodes
in half.


Theorem 25.1. One can support path queries in a rooted tree in O log2 (n) amortized
time per operation.
Proof. We compute a heavy path decomposition over the tree.
For each heavy path, we build a splay tree Finn
on that path keyed by
depth, that supports range queries along that path. Now, when
Build splay tree over
querying a node v , the root to v path breaks up
into segments of
heavy path
heavy paths split up by light edges. There
O log
n
using
every
 are at most
light edges, so each there are O log depth
n heavy
as segments. We
key
sum over each segment by a range query to the corresponding
splay tree. Then we sum all the values. There are
 O log n
queries to splay trees and each query takes O log n amortized
time.
■
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Dynamic trees

We extend the model from the previous section
by cutallowing
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cut Link
Trees
maintain forest
the rooted tree T to change. More generally, maintain
weLink
willcutdesign
a
Trees data
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of rooted trees
structure that maintains a forest of rooted trees.
The
rooted
trees are updated by
trees
of maintain
rooted forest
link yw
the following operations.
of rooted trees
link
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yw

w

parent

of v

of va tree,
w parent
Link. Given two vertices w and v , where make
vlinkis yw
the
root of
Cutler
make
w parent of v
link(w,v ) make v a child of w.
delete v's parent edge

w

w
w

Bv

Cutler

Cut. Given a vertex v that is not a root,
edge, making v the root of its own tree.

Cutler
67
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In the static setting, the heavy path decomposition reduces path aggregates
to O log n range queries. But here the heavy paths can frequently change as
edges are added and deleted, which would require us to start to rebuild many
splay trees.

25.3.1

Access.

The link-cut-tree data structure maintains a dynamic path decomposition of
each tree that rapidly responds to each operation. These changes are made
through an operation called access. Access takes as input a node v , and updates
the path decomposition so that the v ’s path is one of the paths in the path
decomposition. Access also update the underlying splay trees on the fly to
ensure that each path in the decomposition is still represented by a splay tree. In
particular, after access(v ), there is a splay tree over the root-to-v , of which v is
the root. As the last vertex in the path, v has no left child in the auxiliary tree.
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<latexit sha1_base64="NVpiwLcfM7ZZ6v4/eWI0K7zZsAU=">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</latexit>

root

<latexit sha1_base64="NVpiwLcfM7ZZ6v4/eWI0K7zZsAU=">AAACr3icdVHbShxBEO2dXDSbi5o85qXJouRpmRFNzENAyEseFVxXWCda01urjX0Zums2LsN+QV4TyK/lb9K9O4jjpaDhUOdUnaquolTSU5r+6yRPnj57vrL6ovvy1es3a+sbb4+9rZzAgbDKupMCPCppcECSFJ6UDkEXCofF1bfID6fovLTmiGYl5houjJxIARRSh9Oz9V7aTxfB74OsAT3WxMHZRufv6diKSqMhocD7UbZdUl6DIykUzrunlccSxBVc4ChAAxp9Xi8mnfPNkBnziXXhGeKL7O2KGrT3M10EpQa69He5mHyIG1U02ctracqK0Iil0aRSnCyPa/OxdChIzQIA4WSYlYtLcCAofE63ZaOlcDYWzflNbLbMjrK8jvNHpxYRHFVeE16TsLoMU7Q7G/xZXkf20c7TKbiiyJfKZtmWwAtQOP6a9r/sxnWFNd4qIIi6cMvs7uXug+Ptfvapnx3u9Pa3mquusvfsA/vIMvaZ7bPv7IANmGDIfrHf7E+SJcPkR3K+lCadpuYda0Ui/wMnQ9HI</latexit>

E

E
<latexit sha1_base64="pB7ibe3uyfnMjkhbpAgCN9788qE=">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</latexit>

Represented tree
<latexit sha1_base64="EVpH05W+5/lvkDfOrGsx/s6sdJM=">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</latexit>

root
<latexit sha1_base64="G9tst2Fldfn7WA23Ip0v7YnVS/A=">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</latexit>

E’s auxiliary tree

The pictures above describe the arrangement after access(v ). The represented
tree is on the left, and the root to v path is emphasized by solid lines. The dashed
edges hanging off the root to v path are not in any path of the path decomposition.
To be explicit, let us state the guarantees of access(v ) that we invoke.
1. The root-to-v path is a path in the path decomposition.
2. v is the root of the splay tree representing its path.


We will eventually show that access(v ) takes O log2 (n) amortized time.2 Given
access, we can implement link, cut, and path queries as follows.
Cut. Recall that cut removes the parent edge of a node v . To implement
this, we first call access(v ), which makes the root path to v part of the path
decomposition with v the root of the auxiliary splay tree. In the splay tree, v has
no right child, and the left child of v contains the rest of the path. We remove
the edge from v to its left subtree.

2One can obtain an improved bound of O log n , but the analysis is a little too complicated to
fit in this lecture. We refer the reader to [ST85] or [Dem12b] for that analysis.
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Link. Recall that link(v ,w) takes a node v , which is the root of some tree, and
makes it a child of a node w, which is the child of another tree. To implement
link(v ,w), we first access w. This gives us a splay tree over the root path to
w. We also access v . Since v was already the root, v will be only vertex in its
auxiliary tree. We set w to be v ’s parent, and we make w’s auxiliary tree the left
child of the (singleton) splay tree at v .
Find-root. Recall that find-root(v ) returns the root of the tree containing v .
To find the root, we access v , which gives us a splay tree containing the root-to-v
path. The root has the smallest key in this tree. We splay the root to be the root
of the auxiliary tree, and return it.
Aggregating over a path. Suppose the nodes were associated with numerical
values, and we want to sum up the values along the root to v path for a node
query. We extend the data structure so that all the auxiliary splay trees act as a
range tree over its nodes. Assuming this is in place, we implement sum-path(v )
by calling access(v ), and then return theNow
sum inwev ’s auxiliary
Of course,
access
analyze tree.
summation can be replaced with other aggregate operations as discussed in
section 26.1.
First auxiliary function Clip

25.3.2

Analyzing access

clip defining access, we
It remains to define and analyze access. Before
at as
v
truncate
first introduce a helpful auxiliary function called
clip.v'sclip
pathtakes
input a vertex v . That vertex v is part of some auxiliary path in the
path decomposition. clip adjusts the path decomposition so that v is
the last vertex in its auxiliary path. Psuedocode
for clip is as follows.
spalamyfreienits
r

V

clip(v )

1
disconnect right
// Makes v the last vertex in its auxiliary path in the path decomposition.
make
Makes v at the root of its auxiliary splaysubtree
tree.
it

1. Splay v within its auxiliary tree.

separate path

D

D

// The right subtree of v in the auxliary tree represents
the part of the path
040g n amortized
below v .
2. In the auxiliary tree, split off the right subtree of v as its own
path, with v as the parent of the path.
clip consists of one splay operation and a constant number of pointer changes,
hence takes O log n amortized time.
Now we describe access. Access takes as input a vertex v , and the goal is
to adjust the path decomposition so that the root-to-v path is one of the paths.
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The first step is to clip v . Then, until v ’s auxiliary path is the entire root-to-v
path, we extend v ’s auxiliary path as follows. We first look at the parent u of the
auxiliary path. We clip u, make u the bottom of it’s auxiliary path. We then
attach v ’s auxiliary path to u’s auxiliary path, making one long auxiliary path.
These steps, in terms of their effect on the path decomposition, are illustrated
below.
<latexit sha1_base64="pB7ibe3uyfnMjkhbpAgCN9788qE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="m+vG0fFAUWIGDNZs5jCQKkidFqA=">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</latexit>

root

D

<latexit sha1_base64="pB7ibe3uyfnMjkhbpAgCN9788qE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="qY8Fn4Bou9BN2r5zDn6D0f2TxOE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="NVpiwLcfM7ZZ6v4/eWI0K7zZsAU=">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</latexit>

!

<latexit sha1_base64="m+vG0fFAUWIGDNZs5jCQKkidFqA=">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</latexit>

E

root

D

<latexit sha1_base64="pB7ibe3uyfnMjkhbpAgCN9788qE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="qY8Fn4Bou9BN2r5zDn6D0f2TxOE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="NVpiwLcfM7ZZ6v4/eWI0K7zZsAU=">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</latexit>

!

<latexit sha1_base64="m+vG0fFAUWIGDNZs5jCQKkidFqA=">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</latexit>

E

root

D

<latexit sha1_base64="NVpiwLcfM7ZZ6v4/eWI0K7zZsAU=">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</latexit>
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Above, the solid edges represent paths in the path decomposition, and dashed
edges represent edges excluded from the path decomposition. In terms of the
underlying splay trees, clip(u) makes u the root of its splay tree with no right
subtree. We already have v at the root of its splay tree. We then make v the
right child of u. Then we splay v to the top. The steps on the splay trees are
diagrammed below.
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Above, the solid triangles represent splay trees. The dashed edges represent
parent pointers in the represented tree. Pseudocode for access is as follows.
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access(v )
1. clip v
2. until the path for v is the entire v to root path
A. let u be the parent vertex of v ’s auxiliary path.
B. clip u
C. attach the auxiliary tree for v as the right subtree of u in the
auxiliary tree for u
D. splay v

Heavy

path

decomposition

Lemma 25.2. Suppose a call to access(v) requires C changes in the path decomposition.
heavy child ledge
Then access(v ) takes O (C + 1) log(n) amortized time.
so
subtree has
of parent subtree

T

LJ
SS

Z

44

Proof. We first pay log(n) amortized time to call clip(v ). For each iteration of heavy light
the loop, we pay O log n amortized time for a constant numberelse
of splay
and
light childledge
clip operations for each iteration of the loop. Each iteration corresponds to a tree into
heavy edges partition
change in the path decomposition.
■
vertex disjoint paths
connected by
It remains to bound C , the total number of changes to the path
light edges
decomposition. We do this by comparison to the heavy path decomposition. Recall that a vertex is heavy if its subtree represents at
least half of the subtree of its parents (section 25.2). Vertices that
aren’t heavy are called light. An edge is called heavy if the child is
heavy and an edge is called light if the child is light.
We classify each edge in the represented tree as follows. First, an edge is
either in one of the paths in the path decomposition, or not. Second, each edge
is either heavy, or not. The combinations creates four disjoint categories of edges.
Let us say that an edge is active when it is becomes part of a path in the
path decomposition. We say that an edge is inactive when it is not in the path
decomposition. The cross product of
(
) (
)
heavy
active
×
light
inactive

gives four classes of edges at any point. Every time we change the path decomposition, we are either
1. Creating an active light edge.
2. Destroying a light active edge.
3. Destroying a heavy active edges.
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4. Creating a heavy active edge.
Every time we change the path decomposition, we are demoting one edge
and promoting another edge, and these two edges are siblings. In particular, at
most one of them is heavy. More precisely, let us define
C = # changes to the path decomposition,
L = # active light edges created,
L ′ = # light active edges destroyed,
H = # active heavy edges destroyed,
Link cut
Trees

H ′ = # heavy active edges created.
maintain

forest
trees

of rooted

Then

link
′

′

(a)

yw
(b)

′
make

w parent of v
C ≤ L + H + L + H ≤ 2L + H + H < 2(L
+ H ) + n.

w

Here (a) is because every light edge we destroyed
Cutler was previously created. (b) is
because the number of heavy active edges we create,
butparent
do not
later destroy, is
delete v's
edge
less than n as there are only n − 1 active edges total. It remains to upper bound
Bv
L and H for access, link, and cut.
query

1. Access(v ). We have

Sum

67

values

on

path
L + H ≤ 2L + 1 ≤ O log n ,
g
for the following reasons. (c) is because
everyTrees
time a heavy edges is demoted,
Link cut
unless it was edge with parent v , a light edge is promoted instead. (d) is
Link cut
Trees
forest
because there are at most O log maintain
n light edges
along the root to v path.
(c)


root

(d)

v

of rooted
foresttrees
maintain

2. When we link v to w, besides the work charged to calls to
of rooted trees
access, some light edges along
w’s path
link
yw may become heavy,
and some heavy edges hanging off of
w’s
path
may become light.
w
w parent of v
link make
yw
However, the edges that become heavy are already promoted,
w
of v by the
make
w parent
and the edges that became light
are already
demoted,
Link(v
,w).
preceding called to access. Thus,
excluding the parts charged
Cutler
to access, we have L + H = 0.
delete v's parent edge

Cutler

3. When we cut v from its parent, some of the nodes on the root-
delete v's parent edge
Bv
to-v ’s path may become light. But there are
at most O log n
light edges from the root to v path. The cut may also destroy
Bv
67
a heavy edge if v ’s parent heaby was heavy.
Thus, excluding
query 
changes due to access, we have OSum
log nvalues
with respect
to the Cut(v ).
on
67
potential.

queryroot

v

Sum

values

root

v
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Thus we have given an amortized
analysis that shows that each access,

link, and cut introduces O log n amortized changes to the path decomposition.

Meanwhile the amortized running time, by lemma 25.2,
is an additional O log n

factor on top of that, in addition to a O n log n overhead from the n extra
changes. Thus we have shown the following.

Lemma
 25.3.  With O n log n additional overhead, access, link, and cut each
take O log2 (n) amortized time.

25.4

Roots, re-rooting, and an application to dynamic
disjoint union

Recall the disjoint union problem which was important for MST. We have a set
of n elements each initially in their own singleton sets. For any two elements x
and y in different sets3, we can call union to combine their sets. Meanwhile for
any two elements we can query if they are in the same set.
This version of the disjoint union data structure is said to be partially dynamic
– they allow us to take union’s of two sets, but we cannot “delete” a previous
union. We want to extend this to a fully dynamic disjoint union data structure in
the following sense. Suppose we call union(x,y) on two elements x and y. Later
on, we want to be able to call “split(x,y)” to undo this union, while retaining
all other union’s that might have occurred since.
An equivalent formulation is as follows. Let F = (V,E) be a forest. Suppose
edges are inserted into F (without introducing cycles) and deleted from F . The
goal is to be able to query, for any two vertices u and v , whether u and v are
connected in F . Edge insertions correspond to union’s, and edge deletions
correspond to split’s.
This dynamic variant of disjoint-union can be resolved by link-cut trees with
two new operations.
1. root(v ) returns the root of the tree containing v .
2. re-root(v ) reroot’s v ’s tree to have root v .
Union(u,v ) corresponds reroot-ing v and then link-ing the nodes. Split(u,v )
corresponds to a cut. To query if two elements are in the same set, we call root
on both and see if they are in the same set.
Implementing root(v ) is immediate. We access(v ), and then splay the
leftmost node in the auxiliary tree to find the root. To implement re-root, we
3Here we restrict ourselves to unions over elements in different sets. This distinction was not
necessary before.
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first observe that this corresponds to reversing all the edges on the v -to-root path.
To this end, we maintain, for each node, a bit flag that indicates whether or
not the subtree is given in order or in reverse order. Then to reverse all the
edges along a path in some splay tree, we flip this bit. Thus to re-root(v ), we
access(v ), and flip the bit in the auxiliary tree.
As currently planned, the next lecture will discuss how to remove the restriction that F is a forest. That is, we want to able to query connectivity in a
dynamically updated graph.
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Chapter 26

Dynamic Connectivity and
MST’s
This topic, while advanced, was chosen because it sits at the intersection of data
Generalizing
structures and graph
algorithms.range queries

26.1

Sum

Ea D

Range queries
keys
w

sum

all values

over

in the

range

Ea 6

sum
D

D

D

D

P

a

p

O

T

D

f

Fums

a
over
Suppose we have a family
of
nline
comparable keys k1 < · · · < kn where each
key is associated with some data (e.g., a numerical value). A range query is
treesmethod of aggregation, and the output is
what about
specified by an interval1
and some
the appropriately aggregation of values over all keys that lie in the interval. For
rootassociated with each key, we might ask for
example, if there are numeric values

The sum of all values associated with all keys in [a,b].
Here a key k is in [a,b] if a ≤ k ≤ b. Similarly for (a,b), (a,b], and [a,b).
Alternatively we can ask for the max of all values (with keys) in [a,b]. A slightly
different kind of query occurs in a situation where each key may be associated
with a (possibly empty) list of values
of some kind. We might ask for
a
Kk

The combined lists of all values associated with all keys in [a,b], in sorted
order w/r/t their keys.
1open, closed, or half-open. We remind the reader that [a,b] = {x : a ≤ x ≤ b }, (a,b) =
{x : a < x < b }, (a,b] = {x : a < x ≤ b }, and [a,b) = {x : a ≤ x < b }.
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This is sometimes called a list query. We point out list queries are bound to
be slow if the output list is very long. For this, we often
seek running times
aggregates
proportional to the total number of elements in the output.
An has
example
each key
valuemight
be O log(n) + k where k is the number of values listed
in
the
output.
all values
sum
over
Sum Ea 63
Now, not only do we want to serve these queries efficiently,
Ea 6 to
w
the we want
keys in but
range
keep serving them efficiently as the keys and values are updated dynamically.
Consider sums for simplicity. One solution to the
problem is with binary search trees. We insert all the keys
in a binary search tree tree where each node also auxiliary
pointers to the data associated with the key.
Now,maintain
suppose sum over each subtree
Idea
a
we want to be able to compute the sum over
root of each subtree
the interval
at an
6
[a,b]. For a static tree, we would search for a and b and
rotations
then sum over all the nodes “inside” the adjust
search paths.
avoid
visiting
all6ofare
appropriately
forTo
assume
simplicity
these nodes, we can precompute the sum over all subtrees.
in theThen
tree we only have to
the Still
rescue
visit the root of each subtree inside the splay
search topaths.
the total time will be
proportional to the path lengths, which may be very long.
a
splay balWe can control the path lengths by using
6
anced binary search trees. Recall that withsplay
lazy 6rea
building, we can
 maintain a binary search tree of
height O log n in O log n amortized time per inprecompute
sum
sertion and deletion. One can update the sums of
each subtree as elements are inserted and marked for
all keys
between
deletion, and recompute the sums when rebuilding,
a and 6
with negligible overhead.
A

a

26.2

Euler trees
r

Given an undirected tree T , an Euler tour is a walk that
a
traverses the entire tree in each direction exactly once.
b
Every tree has an Euler tour and it is easy to construct
c
d
one. Root the tree arbitrarily. Starting from the root, pick
any child of the root. Go down that edge, and inductively
take an Euler tour of that subtree, and come back up to the root. Clearly we
use the edge to the subtree once in each direction. We repeat this for the other
children of the root, which together gives an Euler tour of the entire tree.
Euler tours inspired a data structure called Euler-tour trees [HK99] that, like
link-cut trees, support aggregation in rooted trees that are dynamically updated.
Compared to link-cut trees, they aggregate over subtrees, rather than paths. They
are also simpler than link-cut trees.
We maintain a fixed Euler tour over the rooted tree. As we follow the Euler
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tour, we write down each vertex the first and last time we visit it (that is, when
we enter and leave the subtree rooted at that vertex). This produces a sequence
of vertex labels starting and ending with the root. For example, in the Euler tour
above, we have the sequence
r, a, r, b, c , b, d , b, r
The first appearance of a vertex v corresponds to the point where we enter the
subtree rooted at v . The last appearance of a vertex v corresponds to the point
where we leave the subtree rooted at v . Vertices of nested subtrees are nested in
the Euler tour as well. For a vertex v , we let v + denote the first appearance of v
in the Euler tour and let v − denote the last appearance.
We build and maintain a splay tree2 over the Euler tour (based on the order
of the Euler tour). For each vertex v , we explicitly maintain pointers to the first
instance v + and last instance v − in the splay tree.

26.2.1

Aggregating over subtrees.

Suppose we want to aggregate (e.g., sum all values) in the
subtree rooted at a node v . Euler trees are designed specifically
for this application. Aggregating over a subtree rooted at
v corresponds to a range query between v + and v − in the
corresponding
splay tree. As discussed previously, this takes

A
O log n amortized time.

<latexit sha1_base64="NVpiwLcfM7ZZ6v4/eWI0K7zZsAU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="w5vxO47OctAww2q9ZBeanK0/Kzw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="PWC4GhPUokZOMw+fiCu7o17KY0k=">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</latexit>

E

E

<latexit sha1_base64="v5A0e5yQDCW3p6a6nF/xV4Ud0xY=">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</latexit>

E+

A+
<latexit sha1_base64="LWbqu7bx2WfyMtB2wtSs1aLw4P8=">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</latexit>

Lemma 26.1. An Euler tour tree reduces aggregation over subtrees to range
queries in a

search tree. In particular, with splay trees, most operations take O log n amortized time.

26.2.2

Link.

A+

D+

A

<latexit sha1_base64="LWbqu7bx2WfyMtB2wtSs1aLw4P8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="YnOWb2mCsxpZi8cMTCEK5sda2H4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="w5vxO47OctAww2q9ZBeanK0/Kzw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="v5A0e5yQDCW3p6a6nF/xV4Ud0xY=">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</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="w5vxO47OctAww2q9ZBeanK0/Kzw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="PWC4GhPUokZOMw+fiCu7o17KY0k=">AAACsXicdVFNbxMxEHWWj5bw1dIjF4uoiAvRbmkLHCpV4sKxiKYtSpcy60xSK/5Y2bOh0So/gSvw1/g32MkKsS2MZOlp3pt5M56iVNJTmv7qJLdu37m7tn6ve//Bw0ePNzafnHhbOYEDYZV1ZwV4VNLggCQpPCsdgi4UnhbTd5E/naHz0ppjmpeYa5gYOZYCKKQ+zj6/vNjopf10GfwmyBrQY00cXWx2fp6PrKg0GhIKvB9mOyXlNTiSQuGie155LEFMYYLDAA1o9Hm9nHXBt0NmxMfWhWeIL7N/V9SgvZ/rIig10KW/zsXkv7hhReM3eS1NWREasTIaV4qT5XFxPpIOBal5ACCcDLNycQkOBIXv6bZstBTOxqIF/xPbLbPjLK/j/NGpRQRHldeEVySsLsMU7c4Gv5ZXkf1v59kMXFHkK2WzbEvgBSgcHaT9t3txXWGNtwoIoi7cMrt+uZvgZKef7fezD7u9w+fNVdfZU/aMvWAZe80O2Xt2xAZMsAn7xr6zH8mr5FPyJSlW0qTT1GyxViTT37Kt0mc=</latexit>

E

E+ D+
<latexit sha1_base64="YnOWb2mCsxpZi8cMTCEK5sda2H4=">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</latexit>

A+
<latexit sha1_base64="LWbqu7bx2WfyMtB2wtSs1aLw4P8=">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</latexit>

Suppose we want to link v as a child of the
node u, where we assume v is the root of its
tree. In terms of the Euler tour, we want to
=)
D
D
insert the entire Euler tour rooted at v – from
E
E
v + to v − – just before the last time we visit
u: u + . We splay u + and v + in their respective
E
E+
trees. Note that v + has no left subtree. We
remove the left subtree of u + and make it the left subtree of v + , and make the
tree rooted at v + the left subtree of u + . See the diagram below.
<latexit sha1_base64="mhWMMTSyRC7rLr/GiWutv/h8Tjc=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="m+vG0fFAUWIGDNZs5jCQKkidFqA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="m+vG0fFAUWIGDNZs5jCQKkidFqA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="NVpiwLcfM7ZZ6v4/eWI0K7zZsAU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="NVpiwLcfM7ZZ6v4/eWI0K7zZsAU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="v5A0e5yQDCW3p6a6nF/xV4Ud0xY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="PWC4GhPUokZOMw+fiCu7o17KY0k=">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</latexit>

2Other balanced binary search trees would also work.
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D+
<latexit sha1_base64="YnOWb2mCsxpZi8cMTCEK5sda2H4=">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</latexit>

D+
<latexit sha1_base64="YnOWb2mCsxpZi8cMTCEK5sda2H4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="v5A0e5yQDCW3p6a6nF/xV4Ud0xY=">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</latexit>

E+

<latexit sha1_base64="v5A0e5yQDCW3p6a6nF/xV4Ud0xY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="mhWMMTSyRC7rLr/GiWutv/h8Tjc=">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</latexit>

E+

=)
(D + , A + ]
<latexit sha1_base64="Xk3CmrUUq+xEsC/ZGtMPJbhzyQc=">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</latexit>

[A , D + )

(D + , A + ]

[A , D + ) (E , E + ]

Lemma 26.2. Euler tour trees support link in O log n amortized time.
<latexit sha1_base64="niVg4sSzz102yLyv8aT6VkQhfyY=">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</latexit>

26.2.3

<latexit sha1_base64="Xk3CmrUUq+xEsC/ZGtMPJbhzyQc=">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</latexit>

(E , E + ]
<latexit sha1_base64="0rVufWKTZfxMvcbf/s7eHJ3ecic=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="niVg4sSzz102yLyv8aT6VkQhfyY=">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</latexit>

Cut.

<latexit sha1_base64="0rVufWKTZfxMvcbf/s7eHJ3ecic=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="v5A0e5yQDCW3p6a6nF/xV4Ud0xY=">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</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="w5vxO47OctAww2q9ZBeanK0/Kzw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="PWC4GhPUokZOMw+fiCu7o17KY0k=">AAACsXicdVFNbxMxEHWWj5bw1dIjF4uoiAvRbmkLHCpV4sKxiKYtSpcy60xSK/5Y2bOh0So/gSvw1/g32MkKsS2MZOlp3pt5M56iVNJTmv7qJLdu37m7tn6ve//Bw0ePNzafnHhbOYEDYZV1ZwV4VNLggCQpPCsdgi4UnhbTd5E/naHz0ppjmpeYa5gYOZYCKKQ+zj6/vNjopf10GfwmyBrQY00cXWx2fp6PrKg0GhIKvB9mOyXlNTiSQuGie155LEFMYYLDAA1o9Hm9nHXBt0NmxMfWhWeIL7N/V9SgvZ/rIig10KW/zsXkv7hhReM3eS1NWREasTIaV4qT5XFxPpIOBal5ACCcDLNycQkOBIXv6bZstBTOxqIF/xPbLbPjLK/j/NGpRQRHldeEVySsLsMU7c4Gv5ZXkf1v59kMXFHkK2WzbEvgBSgcHaT9t3txXWGNtwoIoi7cMrt+uZvgZKef7fezD7u9w+fNVdfZU/aMvWAZe80O2Xt2xAZMsAn7xr6zH8mr5FPyJSlW0qTT1GyxViTT37Kt0mc=</latexit>

E

E+ A+

A+

<latexit sha1_base64="LWbqu7bx2WfyMtB2wtSs1aLw4P8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="LWbqu7bx2WfyMtB2wtSs1aLw4P8=">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</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="w5vxO47OctAww2q9ZBeanK0/Kzw=">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</latexit>

Suppose we want to cut the parent edge of a
vertex v . In terms of the Euler tour, we remove
the subsequence between the first and last
=)
visit of v from the Euler tour, gluing together
D
D
E
E
the part before v and the part after v . This is
+
easy to do in a splay tree. We splay v , which
E
E+
puts the interval [v − ,v + ) in the left subtree of
v + . We disconnect this left subtree. Then we
splay v − , which puts the interval (v − ,r + ] in the right subtree of v . We disconnect
that right subtree as well. This gives us three splay trees with the intervals [v − ,v + ),
[v + ,v − ], and (v − ,r + ]. We then concatenate the first and third intervals as follows.
Let x be the last node in [v − ,v + ). We splay x, upon which it has no right subtree,
and then attach the splay tree for (v − ,r + ] as a right subtree. See the diagram
below.
+
+
<latexit sha1_base64="mhWMMTSyRC7rLr/GiWutv/h8Tjc=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="m+vG0fFAUWIGDNZs5jCQKkidFqA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="m+vG0fFAUWIGDNZs5jCQKkidFqA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="NVpiwLcfM7ZZ6v4/eWI0K7zZsAU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="NVpiwLcfM7ZZ6v4/eWI0K7zZsAU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="v5A0e5yQDCW3p6a6nF/xV4Ud0xY=">AAACsXicdVHbbhMxEHWWS0u4tfSRF4uoCAkp2i1tgYdKlXjhsYimLUqXMutMUiu+rOzZ0GiVT+AV+DX+BjtZIbaFkSwdzTkzZ8ZTlEp6StNfneTW7Tt319bvde8/ePjo8cbmkxNvKydwIKyy7qwAj0oaHJAkhWelQ9CFwtNi+i7ypzN0XlpzTPMScw0TI8dSAIXUx9nnlxcbvbSfLoPfBFkDeqyJo4vNzs/zkRWVRkNCgffDbKekvAZHUihcdM8rjyWIKUxwGKABjT6vl7Mu+HbIjPjYuvAM8WX274oatPdzXQSlBrr017mY/Bc3rGj8Jq+lKStCI1ZG40pxsjwuzkfSoSA1DwCEk2FWLi7BgaDwPd2WjZbC2Vi04H9iu2V2nOV1nD86tYjgqPKa8IqE1WWYot3Z4NfyKrL/7TybgSuKfKVslm0JvACFo4O0/3Yvrius8VYBQdSFW2bXL3cTnOz0s/1+9mG3d/i8ueo6e8qesRcsY6/ZIXvPjtiACTZh39h39iN5lXxKviTFSpp0mpot1opk+huuF9Jl</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="PWC4GhPUokZOMw+fiCu7o17KY0k=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="PWC4GhPUokZOMw+fiCu7o17KY0k=">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</latexit>

E

<latexit sha1_base64="v5A0e5yQDCW3p6a6nF/xV4Ud0xY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="mhWMMTSyRC7rLr/GiWutv/h8Tjc=">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</latexit>

[A , E ) (E , A + ]
<latexit sha1_base64="37xatXcDnlztfT6FyR3dq0D2C9M=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="F1SaABro+wU82VAoqr5p3193MBQ=">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</latexit>

E

<latexit sha1_base64="8xTEkLp5RTPjgMf821+AcC2wYEI=">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</latexit>

=)

<latexit sha1_base64="mhWMMTSyRC7rLr/GiWutv/h8Tjc=">AAACtnicdVHJbhNBEG0PWzBbAkcuLawgTtZMxBIOSJG4cAxSnFiyh6imXXZa6U3dNSbWyD/BCQl+jL+h2x4hJoGSWnqq96peVVfllAyU57962a3bd+7e27nff/Dw0eMnu3tPT4OtvcCRsMr6cQUBlTQ4IkkKx84j6ErhWXX5MfFnS/RBWnNCK4elhoWRcymAYmo8lTq6YDjfHeTDfBP8JihaMGBtHJ/v9b5PZ1bUGg0JBSFMigNHZQOepFC47k/rgA7EJSxwEqEBjaFsNgOv+X7MzPjc+vgM8U3274oGdAgrXUWlBroI17mU/Bc3qWl+WDbSuJrQiK3RvFacLE/b85n0KEitIgDhZZyViwvwICj+Ub9jo6XwNhWt+Z/Y75idFGWT5k9OHSI6qrIhvCJhtYtTdDsb/OquEvvfzssl+Koqt8p22Y4gCFA4+5AP379J6wprglVAkHTxlsX1y90EpwfD4u2w+Px6cPSyveoOe85esFesYO/YEfvEjtmICabYN/aD/cwOsy8ZZoutNOu1Nc9YJzL3G8Js1Oc=</latexit>

[A , E ) [E , E + ) (E + , A + ]
<latexit sha1_base64="37xatXcDnlztfT6FyR3dq0D2C9M=">AAACuHicdVHbahRBEO0dL4nrJYk++tK4RBTMMhPiFQIBX3yMkE2Cm0ms6a3dNOnL0F2zZhn2L/Lgi/6Xf2P37iBOogUNhzqn6lR1FaWSntL0Vye5dfvO3ZXVe937Dx4+WlvfeHzobeUEDoRV1h0X4FFJgwOSpPC4dAi6UHhUXHyM/NEUnZfWHNCsxFzDxMixFEAh9WXoTrde8enp1suz9V7aTxfBb4KsAT3WxP7ZRuf7yciKSqMhocD7YbZdUl6DIykUzrsnlccSxAVMcBigAY0+rxcjz/lmyIz42LrwDPFF9u+KGrT3M10EpQY699e5mPwXN6xo/C6vpSkrQiOWRuNKcbI87s9H0qEgNQsAhJNhVi7OwYGg8Evdlo2WwtlYNOd/YrNldpDldZw/OrWI4KjymvCShNVlmKLd2eC38jKy/+08nYIrinypbJZtCbwAhaPdtP/+dVxXWOOtAoKoC7fMrl/uJjjc7mdv+tnnnd7e8+aqq+wpe8ZesIy9ZXvsE9tnAyaYYVfsB/uZfEi+JpNELqVJp6l5wlqRuN/outR6</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Mb1VaO8XOc+uTjI+010cBFX11pg=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aEhaQUMUkHB5AVLSbVipGxH5X/Y=">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</latexit>

G

<latexit sha1_base64="v5A0e5yQDCW3p6a6nF/xV4Ud0xY=">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</latexit>

E

=)
[A , G)
<latexit sha1_base64="0Nv6ulvtCaugWJlyY7F8CfhF57k=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aEhaQUMUkHB5AVLSbVipGxH5X/Y=">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</latexit>

(E + , A + ] [E , E + )
<latexit sha1_base64="Mb1VaO8XOc+uTjI+010cBFX11pg=">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</latexit>

The running time is bounded by a constant number of splay’s. Thus we have
the following.

Lemma 26.3. Euler tour trees support cut in O log n amortized time.

26.2.4

Root.

An additional type of query that will be useful in the sequel is called root. Given
a vertex v , root(v ) returns the root of the tree containing v . This corresponds
to splaying the smallest vertex in the tree containing v , which takes O log n
amortized time.
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Re-root.

(Todo... rotate...)

26.3

Dynamic Connectivity

Let G = (V,E) be an unweighted and undirected
graph. Recall that we can build

a spanning forest F in G in O m + n log n . Our goal is to maintain a spanning
tree in G as G changes. In each iteration, an edge is either added or deleted from
the graph. Here
an entire spanning tree from scratch seems wasteful.
 computing

Let L = log n . We maintain a nested family of
subsets of both E and F ,
E 1 ⊆ E 2 ⊆ E 3 · · · ⊆ EL ⊆ E
and
F1 ⊆ F2 ⊆ F3 · · · ⊆ FL ⊆ F,
subject to the following invariants.
1. EL = E and FL = F .
2. For each i , Fi = F ∩ Ei .
3. For each i , Ei ⊆ span(Fi ).
4. Every component in Ei has size ≤ 2i .
We denote the differences between the sets by
def

Ei′ = Ei \ Ei −1 and Fi′ = Fi \ Fi −1
for each i . The level of an edge e is defined as the lowest index i for which e ∈ Ei ;
this is also the unique index i such that e ∈ Ei′.
For each level i , and each vertex v , we maintain the list of edges at level i
incident to v (i.e., 𝜕(v ) ∩ Ei′, where 𝜕(v ) denotes the edges incident to v ). We
create an Euler tree over each component of Fi to support the following queries.
1. Given the root of a subtree, return any edge e ∈ Fi′ in that subtree, if one exists.
2. Given the root of a subtree, return any edge e ∈ Ei′ incident to a vertex in a subtree,
if one exists.
Both of these operations
correspond to a “list aggregate”, as discussed previously,

and take O log n amortized time.
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Querying connectivity. The only query is for pairwise connectivity: given u
and v , are u and v connected in G ? This corresponds to querying for the roots
of u and v in their Euler trees, and seeing if they are the same. As discussed in
section 26.2, this takes O log n amortized time.
Insertion Suppose we want to insert an edge e . If F spans e , then we insert e
into the first level i such that Fi spans e . If e is not spanned by F , then we insert
e into both FL and EL . Note that “inserting” an edge also involves updating the
Euler tree at the level the edge is inserted.
Deletion. Suppose we want to delete an edge e at level ℓ . Then we remove
e from Eℓ (and Eℓ +1 , Eℓ +1 , ...) and we remove e from the incidence lists of its
endpoints. If e is not in F then we are done.
Now suppose e ∈ F ; in particular, e ∈ Fℓ′. We first remove e from Fℓ (and
Fℓ +1 ,Fℓ +2 , . . . ). Then we look for an edge to replace it. For each level i from ℓ to
L we do the following.
Suppose removing e separated a tree in Fi into two
4
components A and B. We assume that A is the smaller of
⌫
the two components. Then we have
8
#
8 1
1
|A| ≤ (|A| + |B |) ≤ 2i −1 ,
2
so in particular, we can now push all of the edges in A down to level i − 1 while
satisfying invariant 4 above. So that’s the first thing we do – we repeatedly query
the Euler tree for level i edges in A ∩ Ei′, pushing each one down to level i − 1,
until there are none left.
At this stage all of A is at level i − 1 or lower. Now
3
we look at all the level i edges incident to any vertex in A.
⌫
These edges can be retrieved one at a time from the Euler
8
tree (in O log n amortized time per edge). For each such
8 1
edge d , we check to see if d is spanned by A. If it is, then
we push it down to level i − 1. If it isn’t, then in particular
it must connect A to B. That is, d is our replacement edge. We insert d into Fi
and all higher forests, and exit the entire procedure.
If we end up processing all of the level i edges without finding a replacement,
then we go up to level i + 1, and repeat. If we end up going through all the levels
without a replacement, then we conclude that there is no replacement for e , and
that the current forest is a spanning forest.
<latexit sha1_base64="KpKiRTgoqzwXADrf60A6tZF9TDg=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="068tYNZ+G0DlT6oMwFfHW+J+PZE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="D7zvRJ4laj0FNpBMHK/X9Yy+g7E=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="vARy84SWgPT/bzXuYdNre4z8egY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="VFswnjAX0C8Gsv7LUvVkvaiqEd0=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="86Mmd9jJtIxtvwJ959ADG1/2OZ0=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="068tYNZ+G0DlT6oMwFfHW+J+PZE=">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</latexit>
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26.3.1

Analysis


Above we already observed that querying connectivity takes O log n amortized
time via the Euler tree. It remains to analyze insert and delete. Note that
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insert(e )
/* Below, when we “insert an edge” at a level i , this also means we update all the relevant
data structures.
*/
1. If F spans e
A. Insert e into the first level i such that Fi spans e
2. Otherwise insert e into FL and EL .

delete(e = {a,b })
1. remove e from the incident lists of a and b
2. if e ∈ F
A. let ℓ be the level of e
// remove e from each forest that contains it
B. call cut(u,v ) on Fℓ , . . . ,FL
C. for i = ℓ ,ℓ + 1, . . . ,L

1. Let A and B be the trees of Fi containing a and b, respectively.
// We assume |A| ≤ |B | (otherwise switch a and b)
// |A| ≤ 21 (|A| + |B |) ≤ 2i −1 , and we can push all of A to Fi −1

2. For each level i edge f = x, y ∈ A ∩ Fi′
a. Call link(x,y) on Fi −1 and add f to Ei −1

3. For each level i edge f = x, y ∈ Ei′ with x ∈ A
// To facilitate this loop, we maintain
a. if y ∈ B
// Replace e with f
1. call link(x,y) on Fi ,Fi +1 , . . . ,FL and exit
b. else
// f is spanned by A and can be pushed to level i − 1
1. add f to Ei −1
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delete can have high running times in the worst case if it has to search through
many candidate edges for a replacement. So we will use amortized analysis
instead.
For each edge e , we define a potential function Φe by


Φe = O log n · level of edge e .
Here an edge that is deleted is understood to have potential 0. We define an
overall potential by
∑︁
 ∑︁

Φ=
Φe = O log n
level of edge e .
e ∈E

e ∈E

Insertion. Inserting
an edge e requires updating an Euler tree which takes

at most O log n amortized
time (per section 26.2). Meanwhile the potential


2
increases by O log n since the maximum level is O log n . Thus insert takes


O log2 n amortized time.

Deletion. Deleting an edge e first requires updating up to O log n Euler trees,
each of which takes O log n amortized time. Removing e only decreases the
potential.
It remains to account for the work
 from trying to replace e . We first observe′
that for each level i we pay O log n time to query for at least one edge in A ∩ Fi
and for at least one edge in Ei′. These initial queries for each level, over at most

O log(n) levels, contribute O log2 (n) amortized time.
Beyond these initial queries, each query can be charged to an edge d that is
either (a) pushed one level down, or (b) selected as the replacement. Scenario
(b) happens only once and is negligible. But event (a) may occur repeatedly.
In event (a), the potential Φd of d decreases
by O log n when d is pushed to

the next level. This pays for the O log n amortized time that the query for d
required. Thus these queries are free.
All put together, even though we may have to go through many edges to
replace
the deleted edge, the amortized running time for a deletion comes out to

O log2 (n) .



Theorem 26.4 ([HLT01]). In a dynamically changing graph, in O log2 n amortized

time per edge insertion and edge deletion, we can support connectivity queries in O log n
amortized time.
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Dynamic MST

As a natural generalization of the previous section, we can consider the problem
of maintaining the minimum spanning tree as edges are inserted and deleted from
the graph. Here will focus on the partially dynamic, decremental setting where
edges are only deleted. One can also handle insertions but it is a bit more
complicated; see [HLT01].
We take the dynamic connectivity and make one obvious modification: the
forest F is required to be the minimum weight spanning forest of the graph. This
implies that each Fi is the minimum spanning forest of Ei .
In addition to the Euler trees from before,
we have a link-cut tree for F , that

supports the following queries in O log n amortized time3
1. Given two vertices u and v in the same component of Fi , find the maximum weight
edge in Fi′ on the path from u to v .
2. Given two vertices u and v in the same component of Fi , find the minimum weight
edge in Ei′ incident to any vertex on the u to v path.
These u-to-v path queries are a generalization of root-to-v path queries previously
discussed. Link-cut trees can be extended to support these queries as well, which
we leave as exercise 26.1.
Insertion. Suppose we insert an edge e . If e is not spanned by F , then we insert
e in F at level L.
Now suppose e is spanned by F . Using the link-cut tree, we identify the
minimum weight edge f on the unique path in F between the endpoints of e .
If f has weight greater than e , then we replace e with f at the same level as f .
Otherwise we insert e at the first level ℓ where Fℓ spans e .
Deletion. We following the same process as in connectivity, with one adjustment.
When querying for a possible replacement edge incident to the current component,
we query in particular for the minimum weight edge. We can adjust our Euler
tree to support this with no additional overhead.
Analysis. In terms of running time, the only real modification
is that we are

also using link-cut trees. But this only generates O log n additive overhead and
does not affect the asymptotic running time.
Theorem 26.5 ([HLT01]). Let G = (V,E) be a weighted undirected graph dynamically
updated
by

 deletions. Then we can maintain the minimum weight spanning tree in

O log2 n amortized time per edge deletion.




3In class, we proved O log2 (n) running times. But a more advanced analysis gives O log n .
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Exercises

Exercise 26.1. In previous discussions about link-cut trees, we focused on aggregate operations on node-to-v paths. Show how to extend link-cut trees to support
the following operations in polylogarithmic amortized time.
1. Given two vertices u and v , where u is an ancestor of v , aggregate (e.g.,
sum values) over the u-to-v path in the tree.
2. Given two vertices u and v , find the least common ancestor of u and v .
3. Given two vertices u and v , aggregate (e.g., sum all values) over the u-to-v
path in the tree.

26.6

Additional notes and references

Euler trees are from [HK99] and the dynamic connectivity and MST are from
[HLT01]. See also the lecture notes and video by Demaine [Dem12a].
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Chapter 27

Convex minimization
This section is about the general, continuous optimization problem
minimize f (x) over x ∈ Rn ,

where f : Rn → R is a real-valued function. We want to design algorithms as
general as possible - consequently, we will try to identify the minimum structure
necessary to make the above problem tractable (step 1: convexity), and only
query f in a black-box manner.
All of the algorithms presented here have been extended to more substantially
more sophisticated settings (e.g., constrained optimization) and also improved
(e.g., accelerated methods). Our primary goal to expose the reader to some of
the principles and approaches of continuous optimization, while introducing a
relatively small number of parameters and definitions. We refer the reader to
[Nes18] for an advanced and comprehensive text on continuous optimization.
Convex minimization is a basic and practical algorithmic problem. However
our discussion be in a different language from previous discussions, due to the
continuous nature of the analysis. It may take some getting use to. There will
be some basic mathematical objects (e.g., vector spaces, linear maps, and the
Hessian) that not all CS students have background in. Here we can only give a
brief introduction. We recommend [Axl15] for an introduction to linear algebra
and [BL00] for an introduction to convex analysis. In the long run, you will
want to develop a balanced skill set and appreciation of both the continuous and
discrete perspectives.

27.1

Preliminaries

Let Rn be the set of real-valued, n-dimensional vectors of the form
x = (x 1 , . . . ,x n )
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where x 1 , . . . ,x n ∈ R. Two vectors x, y ∈ Rn sum to make a vector x + y ∈ Rn ,
defined by
x + y = (x 1 + y 1 , . . . ,x n + y n ).

For a ∈ R and x ∈ Rn , we can scale x by a to obtain the vector
ax = (ax 1 , . . . ,ax n ).

Note that a (x + y) = ax + ay for a ∈ R and x, y ∈ Rn .
The inner product of two vectors x, y ∈ Rn , denoted x, y , is the quantity
Í
x, y = in=1 x i y i . The Euclidean norm of a vector x, denoted ∥x ∥, is defined by
v
t n
∑︁
√︁
∥x ∥ = ⟨x,x⟩ =
x i2 .
i =1

Two helpful inequalities to keep in mind are as follows. The triangle inequality states that for all x, y ∈ Rn ,
x − y ≤ ∥x ∥ + y .

The Cauchy-Schwartz inequality states that for all x, y ∈ Rn ,
x, y ≤ ∥x ∥ y .
We note that most of our discussion generalizes to more general normed vector
spaces, but we will stick to Euclidean space for simplicity.

27.2

Convex functions

Let f : Rn → R be a real-valued function. f is convex if all x, y ∈ Rn , and all
𝜆 ∈ [0, 1], we have


f 𝜆x + (1 − 𝜆 )y ≤ 𝜆 f (x) + (1 − 𝜆 ) f y .
Some simple, one-dimensional examples of convex functions include:
• f : R → R defined by f (x) = x 2 .
• f : R → R defined by f (x) = |x |.

Some higher dimensional examples include f : Rn → R defined by f (x) = ⟨x,x⟩,
or more generally, f (x) = ⟨Ax,Ax⟩, where A ∈ Rm×n is a matrix.
Certain combinations of convex functions are also convex. If f : Rn → R is
convex and 𝛼 > 0, then 𝛼 f is convex. If f : Rn → R and g : Rn → R are both
convex, then f + g is convex. If f : Rn → R is convex, and A : Rm → Rn is a
linear map, then the function g (y) = f (Ay) is convex.
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Derivatives. Our definition above did not require f to be continuously differentiable. In fact, the example f (x) = |x | is not differentiable at x = 0. Henceforth,
we assume that all our functions f are continuously differentiable. Algorithmically,
we will also assume that we are able to compute the derivative of f .
Recall that the derivative of f is given by a vector
f ′ (x) ∈ Rn , where fi ′ (x) =

d
f (x) for each i .
dx i

One way to interpret f ′ (x) is as follows. Fix an input point x ∈ Rn , as well as a
direction u ∈ Rn . Consider the one-variable function g (t ) defined by
g (t ) = f (x + tu).
Then by the chain rule, we have
g ′ (t ) = f ′ (x + tu),u .
In particular, at t = 0,
g ′ (0) = f ′ (x),u
is the (infinitesimal) change in f from moving in the direction u.
Another interpretation, building on the last one, is as follows. Let x 0 ,x 1 ∈ Rn
be two input points. For t ∈ R, let x t = tx 1 + (1 − t )x 0 . Consider the function g (t )
defined by
def

g (t ) = f (x t ) = f (tx 1 + (1 − t )x 0 ).
In particular, from t = 0 to 1, g (t ) traces the value f (x t ) along the line segment
from x 0 to x 1 . We have
∫ 1
∫ 1
′
f (x 1 ) − f (x 0 ) = g (1) − g (0) =
g (t ) dt =
f ′ (x t ),x 1 − x 0 dt .
0

0

The point is that the rate of change f ′ (x t ),x 1 − x 0 along the line segment from
x 0 to x 1 adds up to the total difference f (x 1 ) − f (x 0 ).

Derivatives of convex functions. We now examine the case where f : Rn → R
is continuously differentiable and convex.
Lemma 27.1. Let f : Rn → R be differentiable. Then f is convex iff for all x, y ∈ Rm ,

f y ≥ f (x) + f ′ (x), y − x .
(27.1)
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Proof. Suppose f is convex. We have

f (x + 𝜆 (y − x)) − f (x) f (1 − 𝜆 )x + 𝜆 y − f (x)
f (x), y − x =
=
𝜆
𝜆

(b) (1 − 𝜆 ) f (x) + 𝜆 f y − f (x) (c)

≤
= f y − f (x),
𝜆
which gives the desired inequality up to rearrangement. Here (a) is the chain
rule. (b) is by definition of the derivative. (c) is by convexity.
Conversely, suppose f satisfies the inequality (27.1). Let x 0 ,x 1 ∈ Rn . Let
x t = tx 1 + (1 − t )x 0 . We want to show that f (x t ) ≤ t f (x 1 ) + (1 − t ) f (x 0 ). We have
′

(a)

f (x 1 ) ≥ f (x t ) + f ′ (x t ),x 1 − x t = f (x t ) + f ′ (x t ), (1 − t ) (x 1 − x 0 ) ,

and
f (x 0 ) ≥ f (x t ) + f ′ (x t ),x 0 − x t = f (x t ) + f ′ (x t ),t (x 0 − x t ) ,
by assumption. By adding t times the first inequality and (1 − t ) times the second
inequality, we have
t f (x 1 ) + (1 − t ) f (x 0 ) ≥ f (x t ),
as desired.

■

First-order conditions of
 optimality. We say that a point x is a global minimum of f if f (x) ≤ f y for all y. We point out that, because the input space is
continuous, it is impossible to tell if x is the global minimum by querying values
f (x) alone. (What if we nudge x a little bit this way? Or that way?) The following
theorem is thus extremely important: it gives us a certificate of optimality.
Theorem 27.2. Let f : Rn → R be continuously differentiable and convex. A point x
is a global minimum of f iff f ′ (x) = 0.
Proof. Suppose f ′ (x) = 0. Then for all y, we have
 (a)
(b)
f y ≥ f (x) + f ′ (x), y − x = f (x).

Here (a) is convexity (i.e., lemma 27.1). (b) is because f ′ (x) = 0.
Conversely, suppose x is the global minimum. For all u, we have
f ′ (x),u = lim

t →0

f (x + tu) − f (x) (c)
≥ 0.
t

Here (c) is because f (x + tu) ≥ f (x). In particular, for u = −f ′ (x), we have
− f ′ (x)

2

≥ 0,

hence f ′ (x) ≤ 0. But this implies that f ′ (x) = 0.
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Gradient descent for smooth functions

Lipschitz-continuity and smoothness. Let f : Rn → R be a function. For a
fixed parameter L > 0, f is L-Lipschitz continuous if we have

f (x 0 ) − f y ≤ L x 0 − y
for all x 0 , y. The derivative of f is L-Lipschitz continuous if we have
f ′ (x 0 ) − f ′ (x 1 ) ≤ L x − y .
In the convex optimization literature, f is called L-smooth if its derivative is
L-Lipschitz.
Lemma 27.3. Let f : Rn → R be L-smooth, and let x 1 ,x 0 ∈ Rn . Then
f (x 1 ) ≤ f (x 0 ) + f ′ (x 0 ),x 1 − x 0 +

L
∥x 1 − x 0 ∥ 2 .
2

Proof. For t ∈ [0, 1], let x t = tx 1 + (1 − t )x 0 . We have
∫ 1
d
(a)
f (x t ) dt − f ′ (x 0 ),x 1 − x 0
f (x 1 ) − f (x 0 ) − f ′ (x 0 ),x 1 − x 0 =
dt
0
∫ 1
(b)
=
f ′ (x t ) − f ′ (x 0 ),x 1 − x 0 ,dt
0
∫ 1
(c)
≤
f ′ (x t ) − f ′ (x 0 ) ∥x 1 − x 0 ∥ dt
0
∫ 1
(d)
∥x t − x 0 ∥ ∥x 1 − x 0 ∥ dt
≤
0
∫ 1
1
(e)
= ∥x 1 − x 0 ∥ 2
t dt = ∥x 1 − x 0 ∥ 2 .
2
0
Here (a) is the fundamental theorem of calculus. (b) is the chain rule. (c) is
by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. (d) is because f is L-smooth. (e) observes that
x t − x 0 = t (x 1 − x 0 ).
■

27.3.1

Gradient step for smooth functions

Let f : Rn → R be an L-smooth function. Then, as observed above, the function
g (y) = f (x) + f ′ (x), y − x +
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gives an upper bound for f (y) for all y. Moreover, g (y) is not a black box, and
rather simple. Thus a natural algorithmic idea to improve from a point x is to
identify the point y minimizing g (y). Let us denote
x + = arg min f (x) + f ′ (x), y − x +
y

L
2
x −y .
2

(27.2)

We can interpret x + as a local search heuristic (pending rigorous analysis). Given
a current point x, we use some local information (namely f ′ (x)) to find a new
point x + that we hope is an improvement on x.
Lemma 27.4. Let f be L-smooth and x ∈ Rn . Let x + be defined by (27.2). Then
x+ = x −

f ′ (x)
.
L

Moreover,
1
2
f ′ (x) .
2L
Proof. The function g (y) defined above is convex in y, and the first-order conditions say it is minimized when
f (x + ) ≤ f (x) −

g ′ (y) = f ′ (x) + L(y − x) = 0 ⇐⇒ y = x −

1 ′
f (x).
L

The RHS gives x + .
Moreover, we have
(a)

f (x + ) ≤ f (x) + f ′ (x),x + − x +

L +
∥x − x ∥ 2
2

1
1 ′
2
2
f (x) +
f ′ (x)
L
2L
1
2
′
= f (x) −
f (x) ,
2L
as desired. Here (a) is because L is smooth. (b) substitutes x + = x − f ′ (x)/L.
(b)

= f (x) −

■

Minimizing the gradient. A point x is a critical point of f is f ′ (x) = 0.
Above we observed that critical points of a convex function are a global minimizer.
The following theorem gives an algorithm for minimizing the gradient f ′ (x) .
Note that the following does not require f to be convex.
Theorem 27.5. Let f : Rn → R be an L-smooth function. Let 𝜖 > 0 and x 0 be given.
Let x ★ be a global minimizer for f . Let x 0 ,x 1 , · · · ∈ Rn be defined by x t +1 = x t+ (per
equation (27.2) above). Then for all T ∈ N,

2L f (x 0 ) − f (x ★)
2
′
min f (x t ) ≤
.
t =1,...,T
T
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Proof. We have
(a)

★

f (x 0 ) − f (x ) ≥ f (x 0 ) − f (xT ) =
(b)

≥

T
∑︁
f ′ (x t )
2L
t =1

2

≥

T
∑︁
t =1

f (x t −1 ) − f (x t )

T
2
min f ′ (x t ) ,
2L t =1,...,T

as desired. Here (a) is by telescoping series. (b) is by lemma 27.4.

27.3.2

■

Gradient step for smooth and convex functions

In this section, we continue to let f : Rn → R be an L-smooth for a known
parameter L > 0. For a point x ∈ Rn , let x + be the gradient step as defined in
equation (27.2) above. In addition to being smooth, we assume f is convex. Let
x ★ be a global minimizer of f .
We want to argue that x + makes progress towards optimality. We can measure
this in two ways. The first is the difference in objective value between the current
point and optimum, f (x) − f (x ★). The second is in the Euclidean distance in
the input space, ∥x − x ★ ∥. For both we will show that x + improves x.
The first lemma shows that x + is closer to x ★ than x.
Lemma 27.6. For all x,
∥x + − x ★ ∥ 2 ≤ ∥x − x ★ ∥ 2 .
Proof. First we have
1
f ′ (x)
2L

2

(a)

(b)

≤ f (x) − f (x + ) ≤ f (x) − f (x ★) ≤ f ′ (x),x − x ★

(27.3)

Here (a) is by lemma 27.4. (b) is because x ★ is the global minimum. (c) is by
convexity of f . Now, we have
2

∥x + − x ★ ∥ 2 = x − f ′ (x)/L − x ★
1
2 ′
= ∥x − x ★ ∥ 2 −
f (x),x − x ★ + 2 f ′ (x)
L
L
(c)
★ 2
≤ ∥x − x ∥ .
Here (d) is by the inequality obtained in (27.3).

2

■

The next lemma is about the decrease in objective value. Previously we
2
showed that the decrease in objective is proportional to f ′ (x) . The following
lemma goes one step further, showing that the decrease in f (x) is proportional
2
to the current gap from the optimum squared, f (x) − f (x ★) .
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Lemma 27.7. For all x,
f (x) − f (x + ) ≥
Proof. We have

2

1 f (x) − f (x ★)
.
∥x − x ★ ∥
2L

√︃
(a)
(b)
(c)

f (x) − f (x ★) ≤ f ′ (x),x − x ★ ≤ f ′ (x) ∥x − x ★ ∥ ≤ ∥x − x ★ ∥ 2L f (x) − f (x + ) .
Here (a) is by convexity. (b) is by Cauchy-Schwartz. (c) is by lemma 27.4. Squaring
both sides (where we note that both sides are nonnegative) and rearranging gives
the desired inequality.
■

27.3.3

Gradient descent

We now extend our analysis to an overall algorithm for minimizing a convex
function. In this section, Let f : Rn → R be a convex and L-smooth function. Let
x ★ be a global minimizer for f .
Consider the following algorithm that takes as input an initial point x 0 ∈ Rn .
We compute a sequence of points x 0 ,x 1 ,x 2 , . . . , where x t +1 takes a gradient step
from x t ; i.e.,
L
y −x
2

2

f (x t ) − f (x ★)

2

x t +1 = x t+ = arg min f (x t ) + f ′ (x t ), y − x t +
y

= xt −

1 ′
f (x t ).
L

Then f (x t ) converges to f (x 0 ) at the following rate.


Theorem 27.8. For T = O L∥x 0 − x ★ ∥ 2 /𝜖 , we have
f (xT ) − f (x ★) ≤ 𝜖 .
Proof. We have
(a)

f (x t ) − f (x t +1 ) ≥

f (x t ) − f (x ★)
2L∥x t − x ★ ∥ 2

2

(b)

≥

2L∥x 0 − x ★ ∥ 2

.

Here (a) is by lemma 27.7 and (b) is by lemma 27.6.
Now, fix 𝛿 > 0. Suppose the error is bounded above by f (x t ) − f (x ★) ≤ 2𝛿,
and consider the number of iterations until f (x t ) − f (x ★) ≤ 𝛿. As long as
f (x t ) − f (x ★) ≥ 𝛿, the decrease in error is at least
f (x t ) − f (x t +1 ) ≥
408

𝛿2

2L∥x 0 − x ★ ∥ 2

.
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Thus there can be at most 2L∥x 0 − x ★ ∥ 2 /𝛿 iterations before has decreased from
at most 2𝛿 to below 𝛿.
Our goal is to understand the number of iterations to reduce the
 error to 𝜖 > 0.

For each i , let 𝜖 i = 2i 𝜖. Then for each i , we have at most O L∥x 0 − x ★ ∥ 2 /𝜖 i
iterations where the error, f (x t ) − f (x ★), is between 𝜖 i and 𝜖 i −1 . Thus the total
number of iterations to reach error 𝜖 = 𝜖 0 is at most



 ∞


∞
∑︁
L∥x 0 − x ★ ∥ 2 ∑︁ 1
L∥x 0 − x ★ ∥ 2
L∥x 0 − x ★ ∥ 2
=O
≤O
,
O
i
𝜖
𝜖
2
𝜖
i
i =0
i =0

as desired.

27.4

■

Exercises

Exercise 27.1. Prove that for all x, y ∈ Rn ,
x +y

2

= ∥x ∥ 2 + y

2

+ 2 x, y .

Exercise 27.2. Prove that, for all a,b ∈ R,

2ab ≤ a 2 + b 2 .

Exercise 27.3. Prove the AM-GM inequality (for two variables): For two variables
a,b > 0,
√
a +b
ab ≤
.
2
Exercise 27.4. Prove the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality.
Exercise 27.5. Prove the triangle inequality.
Exercise 27.6. Prove the following inequality.
∥x ∥ − y ≤ x − y
for all x, y.
Exercise 27.7. Let f : R → R be a convex and continuously differentiable
function over R. You may assume that querying a value f (x), or a gradient f ′ (x),
each take O (1) time.
Consider the problem of minimizing f . Suppose we are promised that there
is a unique global minimizer x ★ that lies in the open interval (0, 1). Design and
analyze an algorithm that, given an additional parameter 𝜖 > 0, finds a point
such that x ★ − x ≤ 𝜖. (The running time should depend on 𝜖 (or rather 1/𝜖). As
usual, the better the dependency on 𝜖 , the better.)
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Exercise 27.8. Suppose we want to minimize a smooth convex function f , but did
not actually know the value of the parameter L. Instead suppose you knew that
L was a value between 1/poly(n) and poly(n). Design and analyze a variation of
the gradient descent algorithm in section 27.3 that does not explicitly use L, but
still obtains the same iteration count depending on (the unknown value) L. In
particular, one needs to figure out how to choose an appropriate step size since
the algorithm we discussed choose the step size as a function of L.
Exercise 27.9. Let f : Rn → Rn be an invertible map such that f (x) ≥ 𝜇∥x ∥
for all x. Prove that
f

−1

y



≤

for all y.
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Chapter 28

Greedy Approximations and LP
Duality
28.1

Maximum coverage

In the maximum coverage problem, we have m elements [m] = {1, . . . ,m}, and n
sets A1 , . . . ,An ⊆ [m]. We also have a cardinality constraint k ∈ N. The goal is
to select (at most) k sets Ae 1 ,Ae 2 , . . . ,Aek that maximizes the size of the union
Ae 1 ∪ Ae 2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ae k .
This problem is NP-Hard. We will describe the proof next class, when we discuss
a closely related problem, set cover.
We will analyze the following greedy algorithm for maximum coverage.
Starting with an empty collection of sets. For k iterations, select the set that
covers the most elements left uncovered by the current collection, and that set
to the collection.
Notation. To analyze the greedy algorithm, it is convenient to adopt the following notation. We identify a set Ae by its index e . We identify a collections of
indices S ⊆ [n] with the corresponding collection of sets {Ae : e ∈ S }. We define
a function f : 2 [n ] → R ≥0 by
 Ø
def
f (S ) = # points covered by sets (w/ index) in S =
Ae .
e ∈S

Now, for i = 1, . . . ,k , let e i ∈ [n] be the index of the i th set selected by the
greedy algorithm. Let S i = {e 1 , . . . ,e i } be the first i selected indices. Thus S 0 = ∅,
and S k is the output of the greedy algorithm.
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The key lemma. The key lemma analyzes the improvement we make in each
iteration. We can interpret lemma 28.1 below as saying that the greedy algorithm
maintains the inequality
 1

improvement ≥ room for improvement ,
Zk
OPT
5
SK

on each iteration.

D

M K

Lemma for i
1
) ≥ for
Lemma 28.1. For i =key
1, . . . ,k , f (S i ) − f (S i −1room
k OPT −f (S i −1 ) .

improvement

improvement

Proof of lemma 28.1. The proof
by the following
diagram.
COPT
5 Si is5 illustrated
Sig
Hsi D
Proof

OPT

si

i

s
OPT f Csis

W

covers
some set in OPT
2kt OPTbyFCS
There are at least OPT
−f (S i −1 ) elements
covered
the17 optimal solution, but
at
least
greedy
not covered by S i −1 . improvement
Meanwhilefrom
there
are kis sets in the optimal solution. In
as this
set
as
much
particular there is some set in the optimal solution that covers at least (1/k )th
of the elements. Thus
 whatever set the greedy algorithm selects adds at least
(1/k ) OPT −f (S i −1 ) to the total coverage.
■

Overall analysis.

Theorem 28.2. f (S k ) ≥ 1 − e −1 OPT .
Proof. We have shown that



1
i th improvement = f (S i ) − f (S i −1 ) ≥ OPT −f (S i −1 ) = room for improvement after i − 1 iterations
k
Rearranging, we get



1
OPT −f (S i ) ≤ 1 −
OPT −f (S i −1 ) .
k
That is,




1
room for improvement after i iterations ≤ 1 −
room for improvement after i − 1 iterations .
k
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We see that “room for improvement” decays exponentially. Unrolling the above,
we have
OPT −f (S 0 ) = OPT


1
OPT −f (S 1 ) ≤ 1 −
OPT
k

2
1
OPT −f (S 2 ) ≤ 1 −
OPT
k
3

1
OPT
OPT −f (S 3 ) ≤ 1 −
k
..
.

k
1
OPT −f (S k ) ≤ 1 −
OPT
k
(a)

≤ e −1 OPT .

The last step (a) comes from the inequality 1+x ≤ e x for all x. The final inequality
is the claim, up to rearrangement.
■

28.2

Linear programs and LP duality

Preliminaries. A matrix A ∈ Rm×n is defined by coordinates Ai ,j ∈ R for i ∈ [m]
and j ∈ [n]. A matrix A can be understood as a linear map A : Rn → Rm defined
by
(Ax)i =

n
∑︁

Ai j x j

j =1

for all i ∈ [m]. Conversely every linear map from Rn to Rm is defined by a matrix.
The transpose of a matrix A ∈ Rm×n is the matrix AT ∈ Rn×m uniquely
defined by1
y,Ax = AT y,x
for all x ∈ Rn and y ∈ Rm . The coordinates of the transpose AT ∈ Rn×m are given
by
ATij = A j i
for all i ∈ [n] and j ∈ [m].

1Recall that the inner product ⟨·, ·⟩ in Rn is defined by x, y =
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Linear programs. Linear programs are constrained continuous optimization
problems where the goal is to (a) select a vector x ∈ Rn that (b) optimizes a
linear objective subject to (c) linear equality and inequality constraints. That is,
an optimization problem of the form
min/max ⟨b,x⟩ =

n
∑︁
j =1

b j x j over x ∈ Rn

s.t. A1 x ≤ c 1 , A2 x = c 2 , and A3 x ≥ c 3 .
where A1 ,A2 ,A3 are matrices and b,c 1 ,c 2 ,c 3 are vectors. Linear programs are
useful for modeling real problems where we seek continuous solutions. Next time
we will also discuss their use in relaxations of integer problems, and how to turn
the continuous solutions produced by a linear program into integral solutions,
often for NP-Hard problems.
Packing LPs.

A packing LP is a linear program of the form
max ⟨b,x⟩ over x ∈ Rn≥0 s.t.Ax ≤ c .

(P)

where A ∈ Rm×n
, b ∈ Rn>0 , and c ∈ Rm
all have nonnegative coefficients. We let
≥0
>0
Opt(P) denote the optimum value of the LP Opt(P).
Covering LPs. A covering LP is a linear program of the form
min c , y over y ∈ Rm≥0 s.t. AT y ≥ b,

(C)

where2 A ∈ Rm×n
, b ∈ Rn>0 , and c ∈ Rm
. Abusing notation, we also let Opt(C)
≥0
>0
denote the optimum value of the LP Opt(C).
LP duality. LP duality is about the relationship between the linear programs
Opt(P) and Opt(C), particular when the matrices and vectors A,b,c are the
same for both problems.
Let x ∈ Rn≥0 be any feasible solution to (P) and let y ∈ Rn≥0 be any feasible
solution to (C). We have
(a)

(b)

(c)

⟨b,x⟩ ≤ AT y,x = y,Ax ≤ y,c .
Here (a) is because x ≥ 0 and AT y ≥ b. (b) is by definition of transpose. (c)
is because y ≥ 0 and Ax ≤ c . Thus, for a packing problem (P) and a covering
problem (C) linked by duality, we have
Opt(P) ≤ Opt(C).
2Of course, in (C), we could have written A instead of its transpose AT , and swapped b and
c , which would more closely resemble (P). It is convenient for the subsequent discussion on LP
duality for A, b and c to have the same dimensions in (P) and (C).
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We have seen this argument before in several concrete instances: between (s ,t )flow and cuts, and between matchings and vertex covers. The max-flow min-cut
theorem states that the maximum (s ,t )-flow equals the minimum (s ,t )-cut. On
the other hand, the maximum cardinality matching does not generally equal
the minimum vertex cover (e.g., in a triangle). We ask the same question for
packing and covering LP’s. When, if ever, is Opt(P) = Opt(C)? The LP duality
theorem (for packing and covering problems) states that in fact they are always
equal.
Theorem 28.3 (LP Duality for packing and covering). Opt(P) = Opt(C).
Our primary goal for the rest of the discussion is to prove theorem 28.3.
Along the way, we will also develop polynomial time approximation algorithms
for (P).

28.3

An algorithmic proof of LP duality

28.3.1

Preliminaries

The partition function. We will use a convex potential function 𝜋 : Rm → R,
alternatively called the partition or soft-max function, defined by
!
∑︁
𝜋(x) = log
e xi .
i

𝜋(x) has several nice properties which we now go over. The first property
explains the name “soft-max”.
Lemma 28.4. For all x ∈ Rm ,
max x i ≤ 𝜋(x i ) ≤ max x i + log(m).
i

i

Proof. Suppose (without loss of generality) that maxi x i = x 1 . Then
!
∑︁
x1
xi
x 1 = log(e ) ≤ log
e
≤ log(me x 1 ) = x 1 + log(m),
i

as desired.

■

The second property, below, is about the derivative of 𝜋(x) and how it is
particularly easy to interpret.
Lemma 28.5. For all x, 𝜋 ′ (x) ∈ Rm is positive and its coordinates sum to 1. That is,
𝜋 ′ (x) describes a probability distribution over [m].
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Proof. For each i ∈ m, we have
e xi
𝜋i′ (x) = Ím

j =1 e

xj

.

Note that 𝜋i′ (x) is strictly positive, and the sum over i is 1.

■

The third and final property we discuss is similar to the “smoothness” property
discussed last lecture. In a multiplicative sense, the following lemma says that a
small change in x can only induce a small change in 𝜋 ′ (x).
Lemma 28.6. Let x, y ∈ Rn and 𝜖 > 0, and suppose x i ≤ y i ≤ x i + 𝜖 for all coordinates
i . Then for all i ,

e −𝜖 𝜋i′ (x) ≤ 𝜋i′ y ≤ e 𝜖 𝜋i′ (x).
Proof. Recall that
e xi
𝜋i′ (x) = Í x j .
je
If x i ≤ y i ≤ x i + 𝜖, then
e xi ≤ e y i ≤ e 𝜖 e xi
for all i . The claim follows.

■

One can also show that 𝜋(x) is convex in x, but we will not actually leverage
convexity in our analysis.
Normalization. To simplify notation, we rescale (P) as follows. We first scale
b to 1 (replacing each Ai j with Ai j /b j ). We also scale c to 1 (replacing each Ai j
with Ai j /c i ). We are thus left with the following normalized packing problem,
maximize ⟨1,x⟩ over x ∈ Rn≥0 s.t. Ax ≤ 1

(P1 )

and the normalized covering problem,
minimize 1, y over y ∈ Rm≥0 s.t. AT y ≥ 1.

(C1 )

Note that the rescaling did not affect the optimum value of either LP: Opt(P) =
Opt(P1 ), and Opt(C) = Opt((C1 )). For ease of notation we will use Opt(P) to
refer to the optimum value of (P1 ) and Opt(C) to refer to the optimum value of
(C1 ).
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Lagrangian relaxations

We let Δm denote the set of probability vectors over [m]; i.e.,

Δm = p ∈ Rm≥0 : p 1 + · · · + p m = 1 .
For a probability vector p ∈ Δm , consider the packing problem obtained by using
p to collapse the packing constraints Ax ≤ 1 into a single packing constraint
p,Ax ≤ 1.
maximize ⟨1,x⟩ over x ∈ Rn≥0 s.t. p,Ax ≤ 1.

(L)

For fixed p, we let Opt(L) denote the objective value to (L).
Observe that p,Ax is a convex combination of packing constraints ((Ax)i ≤
1 for all i ) of (P1 ). As such, (L) is a relaxation of (P1 ) – every feasible solution to
(P1 ) is a feasible solution to (L). It is sometimes called a Lagrangian relaxation of
(P1 ). As a relaxation of (P1 ), we automatically have
Opt(L) ≥ Opt(P).
Interestingly, we can also relate Opt(L) to Opt(C), as follows.
Lemma 28.7. For all p ∈ Δm , Opt(L) ≥ Opt(C).
Proof. Let 𝜆 > Opt(L). We claim that 𝜆 p is a feasible solution to (C1 ). This claim
implies that 𝜆 ≥ Opt(C) for all 𝜆 > Opt(L). Taking the limit as 𝜆 ↓ Opt(L), we
obtain Opt(L) ≥ Opt(C), desired.
Now, fix i ∈ [m]. Let x = 𝜆e i , where e i is the vector that is 0 everywhere except
the i th coordinate is 1. Since ⟨1,x⟩ = 𝜆 > Opt(L), we must have p,Ax > 1.
Expanding out A, p x, we have


p,Ax = 𝜆 (AT p)i = AT (𝜆 p) > 1.
i

AT

Thus
(𝜆 p) i > 1 for all i . That is, 𝜆 p is a feasible solution to (C1 ), hence
1,𝜆 p = 𝜆 > Opt(C).
■

28.3.3



Finally, the algorithm

We design an algorithm for (P1 ) based on the following potential function that uses
𝜋. Let 𝜖 > 0 be given, and let 𝜂 = log(m)/𝜖 . Consider the function f : Rn≥0 → R
defined by
def

f (x) =

1
𝜋(𝜂Ax).
𝜂

We think of f is a continuous approximation to maxi (Ax)i , as follows.
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Lemma 28.8. For all x,
max (Ax)i ≤ f (x) ≤ max (Ax)i + 𝜖 .
i

i

Proof. By lemma 28.4, we have
max 𝜂 (Ax)i ≤ 𝜂 f (x) ≤ max 𝜂 (Ax)i + log(m).
i

i

Dividing by 𝜂 gives the claimed inequality.

■

Note that the derivative of f ,
f ′ (x) = AT 𝜋 ′ (𝜂Ax) ∈ Rn≥0 ,
can be interpreted as a convex combination of the original packing constraints.
Theorem 28.9. Let 𝜖 > 0 and consider an LP of the form (P1 ). Suppose that, given
any distribution p ∈ Δm , one can compute a (1 − 𝜖 )-approximation to the Lagrangian
relaxation
maximimize ⟨1,x⟩ s.t. p,Ax ≤ 1.

(L)


Then in O m log(n)/𝜖 2 iterations, one can compute a point x ∈ Rn≥0 such that
⟨1,x⟩ ≥ (1 − 𝜖)Opt(C) and Ax ≤ 1.
Therefore, Opt(P) ≥ (1 − 𝜖)Opt(C) for all 𝜖 > 0 sufficiently small, hence Opt(P) =
Opt(C).
Proof. For simplicity, we will directly show how to obtain a (1 − c 𝜖 )-approximation
for some constant c > 0. A (1 − 𝜖 )-approximation is obtained by decreasing 𝜖
appropriately.
We will analyze a discrete algorithm that iteratively solves different Lagrangian
relaxations of (P1 ). It is convenient for the analysis to also take a continuous
point of view. Let t ∈ [0, 1] be a variable that represents time; the algorithm
starts at t = 0 and terminates at t = 1. Each iteration k will increase t by a
Í
discrete amount of time 𝛿k > 0. For k = 1, 2, . . . , we let tk = ℓ <k 𝛿k denote the
time t at the beginning of the k th iteration.
We build a solution x incrementally over time. To this end, we let x (t ) denote
the value of x at time t . Thus x (tk ) denotes the value of x at the beginning of the
k th iteration. We start from an empty solution, x (t1 ) = x (0) = 0. Each iteration
′
k , we will
∫ t define a fixed rate of change x (t ) for all t ∈ [tk ,tk +1 ). Thus we have
′
′
x (t ) = 0 x (s ) ds for all t .
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Fix an iteration k . Consider the optimization problem,
maximize ⟨1, z ⟩ s.t. f ′ (x (tk )), z ≤ 1.
Expanding out f ′ (x (tk )) = AT 𝜋 ′ (𝜂Ax (tk )) and transposing, the above problem is
the same as the following Lagrangian relaxation of (P1 ):
maximize ⟨1, z ⟩ s.t. ⟨𝜋 ′ (𝜂Ax (tk )),Ax (tk )⟩ ≤ 1.
Here we recall that 𝜋 ′ (𝜂Ax (tk )) ∈ Δm , by lemma 28.5. Now, by lemma 28.7, this
relaxation has optimum value at least Opt(C).
We approximately solve the Lagrangian relaxation and obtain a point zk such
that
⟨1, zk ⟩ ≥ (1 − 𝜖 )Opt(C) and ⟨𝜋 ′ (𝜂Ax (tk )),Azk ⟩ ≤ 1.
Let 𝛿k large as possible such that tk + 𝛿k ≤ 1 and
𝛿k 𝜂Azk ≤ 𝜖 1.
We set tk +1 = tk + 𝛿k . For all t ∈ [tk ,tk ), we update x (t ) at a rate of
x ′ (t ) = zk .
Claim 1. For all t ∈ [0, 1],

d
⟨1,x (t )⟩ ≥ (1 − 𝜖)Opt(C).
dt

At any time t , we have x ′ (t ) = zk for some k , hence
(1 − 𝜖)Opt(C).
Claim 2. For all t ∈ [0, 1], we have

d
dt

⟨1,x (t )⟩ = ⟨1,x ′ (t )⟩ ≥

d
f (x (t )) ≤ e 𝜖 .
dt

Fix t . Then t ∈ [tk ,tk +1 ) for some iteration k . We have

(a)

𝜂Ax (tk ) ≤ 𝜂Ax (t ) ≤ 𝜂Ax (tk +1 ) = 𝜂Ax (tk ) + 𝛿k 𝜂Azk ≤ 𝜂Ax (tk ) + 𝜖 1
by (a) choice of 𝛿k . By lemma 28.6, the inequalities above imply that f ′ (x (t )) ≤
e 𝜖 f ′ (x (tk )). Thus
d
f (x (t )) = f ′ (x (t )), zk ≤ e 𝜖 f ′ (x (tk )), zk ≤ e 𝜖 ,
dt

as desired.
We have now analyze the rate of change of both the objective, ⟨1,x (t )⟩, and
the surrogate function for the constraints, f (x (t )), over time t . These translate
to the following bounds for x (1) by elementary calculus.
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Claim 3. ⟨1,x (1)⟩ ≥ Opt(C).
We have
(b)

⟨1,x (1)⟩ = ⟨1,x (1) − x (0)⟩ =

1

∫
0

(c)
d
⟨1,x (t )⟩ dt ≥
dt

∫
0

1

(1 − 𝜖)Opt(C) dt = (1 − 𝜖 )Opt(C).

Here (b) is the fundamental theorem of calculus. (c) is by Claim 1.
Claim 4. A(x (1)) ≤ (e 𝜖 + 𝜖) 1.
We have
1
d
max A(x (1)) − 𝜖 ≤ f (x (1)) − f (x (0)) =
f (x (t )) dt
i
dt
0
∫ 1
∫ 1
=
f ′ (x (t )),x (t ) dt ≤
e 𝜖 dt = e 𝜖 .

∫

(d)

0

0

(d) is by lemma 28.8. (e) is the fundamental theorem of calculus. (f) is the chan
rule. (g) is by Claim 2. Rearranging, we have
max (A(x (1))) i ≤ e 𝜖 + 𝜖 .
i

e𝜖

We also ≤ 1 + 2𝜖 for 𝜖 > 0 sufficiently small, which gives the claim.
Thus at time t = 1, x (1) satisfies ⟨1,x⟩ ≥ (1 − 𝜖 )Opt(C) and Ax ≤ (1 + 3𝜖) 1.
This means that


1
x ( 1)
1 + 3𝜖
is a feasible solution to (P1 ), with objective value
 


1
1−𝜖
1,
x ( 1) ≥
Opt(C).
1 + 3𝜖
1 + 3𝜖
Finally, for 𝜖 > 0 sufficiently small, we have

1−𝜖
≥ 1 − 5𝜖 .
1 + 3𝜖
We have now show that the algorithm produces an (1 − 𝜖)-approximation (up
to scaling) to (P
 1 ). It remains to show that the number of iterations is at most
O m log(m)/𝜖 2 . Recall that each iteration k , we choose a step size 𝛿k such that
𝜂 (Azk )i = 𝜖
for some coordinate i ∈ [m]. That is, each iteration k , we increase (Ax (tk )) i by
𝜖/𝜂 for some coordinate i . At the end, we have (Ax (1))i ≤ 1+ 3𝜖 for all i . It
follows that we can have at most O (m/(𝜖 /𝜂)) = O m log(m)/𝜖 2 iterations.
■
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Chapter 29

Randomized rounding
29.1

Max-flow Min-cut via LP duality

Recall the (s ,t )-max flow problem, which we present in terms of its path packing
fracking. The input consists of a graph G = (V,E) with positive edge capacities
c : E → R ≥0 , a source vertex s , and a sink vertex t . The (s , t )-max flow problem
asks for a maximum size fractional packing of (s ,t ) paths into G . To formalize
this problem as a linear program, let Ps ,t denote the collection of all s → t paths.
Then the maximum flow is given by the following packing LP.
∑︁
∑︁
maximize
x p over x : Ps ,t → R ≥0 s.t.
x p ≤ c (e ) for all e ∈ E.
p ∋e

p ∈Ps ,t

(Max-Flow)

Note that Ps ,t has exponentially many variables, so we could not write out the
LP in full in polynomial time.
Recall also the (s ,t )-minimum cut problem. Given the same input as (s ,t )max flow, we interpret the capacities c : E → R ≥0 as costs. The (s , t )-minimum
cut is the minimum cost set of edges whose removal disconnects s from to t .
We can think of this is a (discrete) covering problem, where we want to choose
“edges covering paths”, as follows.
∑︁
minimize
c (e ) over C ⊂ E s.t. p ∩ C ≠ ∅ for all p ∈ Ps ,t .
(Min-Cut)
e ∈C

We might also consider the fractional relaxation of the (s ,t )-minimum cut, where
we want the minimum cost
∑︁
∑︁
minimize
y e over y : E → R ≥0 s.t.
y e ≥ 1 for all p ∈ Ps ,t .
e ∈p

e ∈E
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Abusing notation, we let (Min-Cut) denote the value of the minimum discrete
(s ,t )-cut and we let (Frac.-Min-Cut) denote the value of the linear program given
in (Frac.-Min-Cut). A priori, we know that (Frac.-Min-Cut) ≤ (Min-Cut) because
the former is a relaxation of the latter.
LP duality. Interestingly, we can relate (Frac.-Min-Cut) and (Max-Flow) via LP
duality. Recall the LP-duality theorem, which we restate below.
Theorem 29.1 (LP duality theorem). Let A ∈ Rm×n , b ∈ Rn , and c ∈ Rm×n .
Consider the packing LP
max ⟨b,x⟩ over x ∈ Rn≥0 s.t. Ax ≤ c

(P)

and the dual covering LP
min c , y over y ∈ Rm≥0 s.t. AT y ≥ b ..

(C)

Then Opt(P) = Opt(C).
Now, the maximum flow problem (Max-Flow) is a packing LP (P). Here the
constraint matrix A ∈ {0, 1} {E×Ps ,t } is the incidence matrix between edges and
paths. For each edge e ∈ E and path p ∈ Ps ,t , we have A(e , p) = 1 if e ∈ p, and 0
otherwise. We also have b = 1, and c (in (P)) equal to the edge capacities in the
graph (again c ).
Likewise, the fractional minimum cut problem (Frac.-Min-Cut) is a covering
LP of the form (C). The covering constraint AT ∈ {0, 1} { Ps ,t ×E } is the transpose
of the edge-path incidence matrix mentioned. The costs c (in (C)) correspond to
the capacities in G and the.
All put together, we have
(b)

(a)

(Max-Flow) = (Frac.-Min-Cut) ≤ (Min-Cut).
To recap, (a) is by LP duality. (b) is because (Frac.-Min-Cut) is a relaxation of
(Min-Cut).
Theorem 29.2 (Ford and Fulkerson [FF56] and Menger [Men27]). (Max-Flow) =
(Min-Cut).
We already proved this combinatorially, via the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm. But
here we given an alternative proof based on LP duality1. We will directly prove
that (Min-Cut) = (Frac.-Min-Cut).
1The proof is colorfully illustrated in a video by the author available at https://youtu.be/
J4yUdABv1tE
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For an edge e = {u,v }, e ∈ 𝜕+ (S ) iff 𝛼u ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 𝛼v , which happens with probability
≤ 𝛼v − 𝛼u . But concatenating the shortest path from s to u with the edge e ,
𝛼u

ye

s { u → v,
gives a walk of length 𝛼u + y e , so 𝛼v ≤ 𝛼u + y e .
Consider now the inequality obtained in (29.1),
 ∑︁




E
c (e )  ≤ (fractional min cut).
e ∈𝜕+ (S )



We have generated a randomized (discrete) cut that is on average no worse then the
minimum fractional minimum cut. By the probabilistic method, there exists a value 𝜃
where the (s ,t )-cut has value at most this average. If not, then the average would have
to be higher. This establishes the existence of a minimum cut with value equal to
the minimum fractional minimum cut, hence the max flow min cut theorem. To
extract the cut, one can simply scan 𝜃 over the interval (0, 1) and check all n − 1
possible cuts. (In fact any 𝜃 ∈ (0, 1) will work, see exercise 29.1.)
A second part of the maximum flow minimum cut theorem asserts that when
the capacities are integral, so is the maximum flow. The line embedding proof
above does not capture this. However, knowledge of the fact that there is always a
discrete cut with the same size as the maximum flow is enough to prove integrality
(see exercise 29.2).

29.2

Set cover

In the set cover problem, we have m elements [m] = {1, . . . ,m}, and n sets
A1 , . . . ,An ⊆ [m]. A set cover is a collection of sets that covers all of the elements:
Ae 1 ∪ Ae 2 ∪ · · · ∪ Aek = [m].
The minimum set cover problem is to find the set cover of minimum cardinality.
We let Opt denote the size of the minimum set cover. Unsurprisingly, set cover
is NP-Hard (see exercise 29.3).
Previously we studied the closely related maximum coverage problem, where one
wants to cover as many elements as possible subject to a cardinality constraint.
There we showed that the greedy algorithm is a (1−1/e )-approximation algorithm.
For set cover, we take a pursue a different approach based on the LP. Consider
the following LP relaxation of the set cover problem.
∑︁
minimize 1, y over y : [n] → R ≥0 s.t.
y j ≥ 1 for all i ∈ [m].
(29.2)
j :A j ∋i
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Here we have one variable y j for each variable A j , which reflects how much of
Í
A j we take. For each i , the constraint j :A j ∋i y j ≥ 1 says that we have to take at
least one (fractional) set covering the i th point.
We can solve the LP (29.2) in polynomial time, producing a fractional set
cover y. Note that since (29.2) is a relaxation of the discrete set cover problem,
1, y is at most Opt (the optimal value of the set cover).
The only deficiency of y, of course, is that it is only a fractional set cover. To
say we cover a point with
“half of one set and half of another set”
is nonsense, in the sense that “half a set” is nonsense. A different interpretation
of those fractional values is to say that we cover a point
“half the time with this set, and half the time with that set”.
This makes more sense, and inspires us to use y to generate a random distribution
of collection of sets S ⊆ [n], where the probability of a set A j appearing in S reflects
y j . However it is generally impossible to generate a random set S where the
marginal probabilities match y exactly. So instead we oversample.
Let 𝛼 = c ln(m) for a suitably large constant c > 0. For each set A j , independently with probability p j = min 1, 𝛼y j , we add the set A j to S . This produces
a randomized collection of sets S that we will proceed to analyze. To recap, the
overall algorithm is as follows.
1. solve the LP (29.2) to obtain an optimum solution y.
2. S ← ∅ and 𝛼 ← c log(m) for a sufficiently large constant c > 0.

3. for j = 1, . . . ,n, independently with probability p j = min 1, 𝛼y j
A. add j to S
4. return S .
The expected number of sets we take is
∑︁
∑︁ (b)
(a)
E[|S |] =
pj ≤ 𝛼
y j ≤ 𝛼Opt.
j

j

Í
Here (a) is by linearity of expectation. (b) is because j y j ≤ Opt. It remains to
show that S is a set cover (most of the time). Fix a point i .
Ö

 (c) Ö 


P i not covered by S =
P A j not sampled =
max 0, 1 − 𝛼y j
j :A j ∋i

(d)

≤

Ö

j :A j ∋i

e −𝛼y j = e

j :A j ∋i
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−𝛼

Í

j :A j ∋i

yj

(e)

≤ e −𝛼 =

1
,
mc
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where we recall that c is a constant under our control. (c) invokes the fact that
the sets are sampled independently. (d) is by the inequality 1 + x ≤ e x for all x.
(e) is because y is a feasible solution to (29.2). By the union bound,
P[S not a set cover] ≤

m
∑︁


1
P i not covered by S ≤ m · c
m
i =1

Thus for c > 2 (say), S is a set cover with probability at least 1 − 1/m.
Theorem 29.3. In randomized polynomial time, one can produce a randomized collection
of sets with the following guarantees.
1. The expected number of sets is O (ln m)Opt.
2. The collection of sets is a set cover with probability at least 1 − 1/m.

29.3

Packing Multicommodity Paths

Recall the integral multicommodity flow problem, which extends the (s ,t )-flow
problem by allowing for multiple source-sink pairs.
Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with positive edge capacities c : E → N.
Let (s 1 ,t1 ), . . . , (sk ,tk ) be k multicommodity pairs. We want to find k paths
(p 1 : s 1 { t1 , . . . , pk : sk { tk ), one for each (si ,ti ), that minimizes the congestion
in the graph. Given a set of paths p 1 , . . . , pk and an edge e , the congestion on e
is defined as the ratio of the total flow on e divided by the capacity of e :
∑︁

congestion of p 1 , . . . , pk on e =
1/c (e ).
i :e ∈pi

The overall congestion of p 1 , . . . , pk is the maximum congestion over all edges
e ∈ E.
We have previously discussed the integral multicommodity flow problem
where we observed it is NP-Hard even for k = 2. But the fractional version of the
problem is not NP-Hard, because it is an LP. Let P denote the collection of all
paths in the graph. Consider the following linear program.
minimize 𝜆
over 𝜆 > 0, x : P → R ≥0
∑︁
s.t.
x p ≤ 𝜆c (e ) for all e ∈ E
p:e ∈p

∑︁

p:st {ti

x p ≥ 1 for i = 1, . . . ,k .
426
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This LP has a variable 𝜆 > 0 that represents the congestion.
Although this LP is exponentially large, it can still be solved, producing a
solution 𝜆 > 0 and x : P → R ≥0 of polynomial size. We discuss this aspect below
in section 29.3.1. For the moment, we instead focus on the issue of rounding a
fractional solution 𝜆 > 0 and x : P → R ≥0 to an integral selection of paths with
congestion comparable to 𝜆 .
The algorithm is very simple. For each commodity (si ,ti ), randomly sample
a single (si ,ti )-path p in proportion to x p . We return the sampled path.
We want to argue that, for each edge e , the congestion on e w/r/t the sampled
paths. Observe that for each path p, p is randomly sampled with probability at
Í
most x p . Thus for each edge e , the expected congestion is p ∋e x p ≤ 𝜆c (e ).
From the applied viewpoint of routing, it also natural to assume that we are
only interested in congestion when it is at least one. Increasing 𝜆 if necessary, we
assume that 𝜆 ≥ 1. This also be convenient for technical reasons that we point
out below.
Lemma 29.4 (Multiplicative Chernoff inequality). Let X 1 , . . . ,Xn ∈ [0, 1] be
independent random variables, and let 𝜖 > 0. Let 𝜇 ≥ E[X 1 + · · · + Xn ] be an upper
bound the expected sum. Then
" n
#
∑︁
2
P
Xi ≥ (1 + 𝜖 )𝜇 ≤ e −𝜖 𝜇/(1+𝜖 ) .
i =1

We will not prove the multiplicative Chernoff bound due to time constraints.
Perhaps the reader has seen it elsewhere as it is widely used in computer science.
Proofs can be found in many places such as [Qua20a; Wikb].
Fix an edge e ∈ E. For each commodity (si ,ti ), Xi ∈ {0, 1} be the random
indicator variable that indicates whether the random path chosen for (si ,ti )
contains e . Note that the Xi ’s are independent. We also have
" k
#
∑︁
∑︁
E
Xi =
x p ≤ 𝜆c (e ).
i =1

p ∈P:p ∋e

Thus,
"
P congestion on e > (1 + 𝜖)𝜆 = P




≤e

k
∑︁
i =1

#

"

Xi > (1 + 𝜖 )𝜆c (e ) P

−𝜖 2 𝜆c (e )/(2+𝜖 )
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(a)

≤e

−𝜖 2 /(2+𝜖)

.

k
∑︁
i =1

#
Xi > (1 + 𝜖 )
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(a) is because, assuming integral capacities and 𝜆 ≥ 1, we have 𝜆c (e ) ≥ 1. For
𝜖 = O (ln(m)), the RHS is at most (say) 1/m 2 . Now we have

 (b) ∑︁ 

P overall congestion > O (ln m) ≤
P congestion on e > O (ln(m))𝜆
e ∈E

≤m·

1
1
=
2
m
m

where (b) is by the union bound.
Theorem 29.5. One can compute a multicommodity flow with congestion at most
O (ln m) max{Opt(29.3), 1}
in polynomial time, where Opt(29.3) denotes the optimum value of LP (29.3).
With a refined Chernoff bound, one can improve the above bound to
O (ln(m)/ln ln m). See [Che11] for these details.

29.3.1

Approximating the LP

While (29.3) would appear complicated, there are multiple ways to solve it. One
way, which gives an exact solution, is via the Ellipsoid method2. Another approach
is the approximation algorithm for pure packing based on Lagrangian relaxations
that we discussed last time.
The first step is to convert (29.3) into a pure packing LP. For i = 1, . . . ,k , lets
Pi denote the collection of paths from si to ti . Let Q = P1 × · · · × Pk . Each object
in Q consists of a bundle of paths, one for each commodity (si ,ti ). Consider the
following LP for a given value of 𝜆 .
maximize

∑︁
q ∈Q

x q s.t.

∑︁
q =(p 1 ,...,pk ) ∈Q

xq

∑︁
i :pi ∋e

1 ≤ 𝜆c (e ).

(29.4)

Observe that (29.4) is a packing LP. There is a fractional multicommodity flow
with congestion at most 𝜆 iff (29.4) has objective value at least 1. The best value
of 𝜆 can then be found by binary search. Given a solution x to (29.4), we can
easily convert it to the form of (29.3) by calculating, for each path, the fractional
number of bundles that contains it.
2We mentioned the Ellipsoid method (by Khachiyan) but have not really discussed it. While
we will not use it today either, it is good to be aware of it.
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To solve this LP (approximately) using the algorithm from our last discussion,
we need to solve the Lagrangian relaxation. Let w ∈ ΔE be any probability
distribution over the edges. The Lagrangian relaxation is to
∑︁
∑︁
∑︁
∑︁
∑︁
maximize
x q s.t.
w (e )
xq
1≤𝜆
w (e )c (e ).
e

q ∈Q

q =(p 1 ,...,pk ) ∈Q

i :pi ∋e

e

Consider the packing constraint. Rearranging sums
∑︁
e

w (e )

∑︁
q =(p 1 ,...,pk ) ∈Q

xq

∑︁

∑︁

1=

i :pi ∋e

k ∑︁
∑︁

q =(p 1 ,...,pk ) i =1 e ∈pi

w (e ).

For fixed q = (p 1 , . . . , pk ), the quantity
k ∑︁
∑︁
i =1 e ∈pi

w (e )

(29.5)

can be understood to be the cost of a single bundle q . Now, since every bundle
has the same objective value (1), to solve the Lagrangian relaxation, it suffices
to identify the bundle q of minimum cost. But (29.5) shows that the cost of a
bundle q is the sum, over each path pi , of the length of p w/r/t the Lagrangian
weights w. Thus it suffices to compute, for each commodity (si ,ti ), the shortest
(si ,ti )-path w/r/t w.

29.4

Exercises

Exercise 29.1. Consider the random cut, which was based on a threshold 𝜃 ∈
(0, 1) chosen uniformly at random. Show that for all 𝜃 ∈ (0, 1), the corresponding
cut is a minimum {s ,t }-cut.
Exercise 29.2. Using only the fact thet the maximum (s ,t )-flow equals the minimum (discrete) cut, prove that if the capacities are integral, then the maximum
flow can always be taken to be integral.
Exercise 29.3. Prove that set cover is NP-Hard by reduction from SAT.3
Exercise 29.4. Recall that one can compute a (1 − 1/e )-approximation to
maximum coverage via the Greedy algorithm. Use this to obtain a O (ln(n))approximation to set cover.
3Hint: Given a SAT formula with n variables and m clauses, create a set cover problem such
that the formula is satisfiable iff there is a set cover of size n. It is natural to think of an assignment
(e.g., x 1 = True) as “covering” all the clauses that it satisfies. Some additional ideas are required
to make sure we don’t take the “sets” corresponding to two assignments for a single variable (e.g.,
both x 1 = True and x 2 = False).
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Exercise 29.5. Given a (1 − 1/e − o (1))-approximation to maximum coverage by
solving a linear relaxation and randomly sampling sampling k sets based on the
LP solution.
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Chapter 30

Random Sums and Graphs
30.1

Random sums

If, out of 100 coin tosses, you were told that 50 of them were heads, would you be
surprised? Actually, you should be a little surprised. The odds of getting exactly
50 heads is about 8%. But if you were told that the number was in the range, say,
45 to 55, you probably wouldn’t think much of it.
If you were told that all 100 coin tosses came up heads, you wouldn’t believe it.
The odds of that, we know, is 1/2100 . If you bet money and lost on this event, you
would be outraged (and, at even odds, certainly broke for the rest of eternity).
Suppose you were told that at most 25 coin tosses came up heads. Should
you be surprised? On one hand, 25 is half of the expected amount. On the other
hand, the claim is not that there was exactly 25 heads, but at most 25 heads.
There could be 25, 24, 23, etc., down to 0. Even though the event of getting any
one of these counts should be low, being far from average, there are also 26 of
these events. Do the probabilities add up to very much? It turns out that the
probability of getting 25 or fewer heads is tiny: about 2.818 × 10−7 .
The scale is very important in this discussion. If, out of 10 coin tosses, you
got 4 or fewer heads, you shouldn’t be too surprised. There is a (roughly) a 37.7%
chance of getting at most 4 heads. But if at most 40% of 1000 coin tosses came
up heads, you should be very surprised. The odds of this occurring is occurring
is roughly 1.364 × 10−10 .
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We generalize the discussion to coins with any fixed
 probability of heads,
p ∈ [0, 1]. The binomial distribution, denoted B n, p , is the distribution of
the number of heads over n independent coin tosses that each flip heads with
probability p. The probabilities of different binomial distributions is plotted
above. (See also [Wika].)
We write B ∼ B n, p to denote
 a random variable B ∈ {0, . . . ,n} drawn from
the binomial distribution B n, p . The expected value of B is E[B] = pn. The
following lemma bounds the probability of B being a multiplicative factor smaller
than its mean, pn. Note that the probability decays exponential fast in the mean.

Lemma 30.1. Let B ∼ B n, p and 𝜖 ∈ (0, 1). Then


2
P B ≤ (1 − 𝜖)pn ≤ e −𝜖 pn/2 .
Proof. We have


h
i (a) E e −𝜖B


P B ≤ (1 − 𝜖 )pn = P e −𝜖B ≥ e −𝜖 (1−𝜖 )pn ≤ −𝜖 (1−𝜖)pn = e 𝜖 (1−𝜖 )pn E e −𝜖B
e
(30.1)




 
by (a) Markov’s inequality. It remains to analyze E e 𝜖B . Write B as the sum
B = X 1 + · · · + Xn , where each Xi is an independent {0, 1}-random variable with
P[Xi = 1] = p. Now we have



 (b) 
 



E e −𝜖B = E e −𝜖X1 −𝜖x 2 −···−𝜖Xn = E e −𝜖X1 E e −𝜖X2 · · · E e −𝜖Xn ,
where (b) is by independent of the Xi ’s. For each Xi , we have


E e −𝜖Xi = pe −𝜖 + (1 − p) = 1 + p (e −𝜖 −1 )


(c)
≤ p 1 − 𝜖 + 𝜖 2 /2 + (1 − p) = 1 − (𝜖 − 𝜖 2 /2)p
(d)

≤ e −(𝜖−𝜖

2 /2)p

.
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Here (c) uses the inequality e −x ≤ 1 − x + x 2 /2 for all x > 01. (d) is by the
inequality 1 + x ≤ e x for all x. Thus,



 



2
E e −𝜖B = E e −𝜖X1 E e −𝜖X2 · · · E e −𝜖Xn ≤ e −(𝜖−𝜖 /2)pn , .

(30.2)

Putting everything together, we have

 (e)

 (f)
2
2
P B ≤ (1 − 𝜖 )pn ≤ e 𝜖 (1−𝜖)pn E e −𝜖B ≤ e 𝜖 (1−𝜖)pn−(𝜖−𝜖 /2)pn = e −𝜖 pn/2 ,
by (e) inequality (30.1) and (f) inequality (30.2), as desired.

■

One can prove a similar inequality bounding the probability that B exceeds
its mean by a multiplicative factor. The proof is similar to lemma 30.1 and left as
exercise 30.1.

Lemma 30.2. Let B ∼ B n, p and 𝜖 ∈ (0, 1). Then


2
P B ≥ (1 + 𝜖)pn ≤ e −𝜖 pn/3 .

30.2

Random graphs

Paul Erdös, inspired by Ramsey [Ram30] before him, had a series of work analyzing random graphs, producing a large body of results that can mostly be grouped
into two broad categories. First, he designed elebarate randomized constructions
of graphs and showed that with nonzero probability, they can possess certain
1To see that
1 − x + x 2 /2 ≥ e −x
for all x ≥ 0, observe first that both sides equal 1 at x = 0. The derivative of the LHS, −(1 − x), is
always at least the RHS of the derivative of the RHS, −e −x , by the inequality 1 + y ≤ e y for all y.

Figure 30.1: A random graph sampled from G(n, .01) [Von].
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counterintuitive, seemingly impossible properties. This general approach is now
called Ramsey theory. Second, he showed that for natural random graph models,
these graphs – however random – tend to be extremely consistent about certain
properties. Today we will study the G n, p random graph, sometimes called
Erdös-Rényi graphs based on work by Erdös and Rényi [ER59; ER60]. A random
graph from G n, p is an undirected graph over n vertices, where every edge
is sampled independently with probability p. By now there is a large catalog
of nontrivial and useful properties that, depending on p, are almost certain to
appear or not appear in such a graph (for sufficiently large n). Moreover, Erdös
and Rényi showed that these properties can vary dramatically with very small
changes in p. Consider the following theorem.

Theorem 30.3. Consider a random graph G ∼ G n, p for p = c /n, where c is a
constant.
1. If c > 1, then with high probability, there is exactly one connected component
of G

with Ω(n) vertices, and all other components have size ≤ O log n .
2. For c < 1, then with high probability, all connected components of G has size
< O log n .
The parameter c above models the average degree (in expectation). The
drama lies in the fact that a tiny change in the average degree c – from .999 to
1.0001 – flips the qualitative nature of a typical random graph from one of many
tiny components to essentially one giant component. This is an example of a
threshold phenomena; alternatively, a nonlinear dynamic. Such phenomena is not
rare: it occurs in many situations in physics, as well as in models for epidimiology
and social networks. Let us briefly mention - without claiming to be very precise
- that the sensitivity to c gives some motivation for controlling the “reproductive
number” when analyzing and preventing the spread of infectious diseases. The
reproductive number is the expected number of healthy individuals that a sick
individual effects.
We note that a line of research has obtained a much more refined and detailed
understanding than stated in theorem 30.3. We refer the reader to [Bol98, Chapter
7] for further details and other results in this area.

30.2.1

Overview of the proof

We will prove part 1 of theorem 30.3 in roughly three parts.
Part 1: the gap theorem. Observe that in theorem 30.3 above, regardless of the
value of p, there are simply no “medium”-size components, like a component of
√
size n or of size n/log(n). The intermediate sizes are ruled out by the following
“gap theorem”.
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Lemma 30.4. There is a universal constant C > 0, such that for all 𝜖 ∈ (0, 1), and
for all n > 0 sufficiently large, and p = (1 + 𝜖)/n, we have the following. For a random
graph G n, p , with probability of error ≤ 1/n 2 , no component has k vertices for any
value k in the interval
C log(n)
𝜖n
≤k ≤
.
2
C
𝜖
We analyze lemma 30.4 theorem in section 30.3. The proof makes a surprising
connection to our discussion on random sums in section 30.1.
Part 2: Existence of a large component. lemma 30.4 establishes that all
components are either very small or very big. However it does not assert that
there are any big components. The next theorem, proven in section 30.4 and
based on analyzing a Galton-Watson branching process, shows that any single vertex
has a reasonable chance of being in a component that is not small.
Lemma 30.5. Let p = (1 + 𝜖 )/n for 𝜖 > 0. Let v ∈ V be a vertex. For all 3 ≤ h ≤ 𝜖n,
with probability at least 1/h, v has at least 1 + h vertices in its connected component.
lemma 30.5 implies that there is almost certainly at least one giant component
as follows. Let
h = c log(n)/𝜖 2 for a sufficiently large constant c , and let q = 1/h =

Ω 𝜖 2 /log(n) . Call a component “small” if it has at most h vertices. We want
to argue that, for p > 1/n, there is at least one component that is not small. In
conjunction with the gap theorem (lemma 30.4), which rules out all intermediate

sizes, this implies that there is at least one giant component of size Ω 𝜖 2 n .
By lemma 30.5, any vertex v has at least a probability q of not being in a small
component. Now imagine a process where we first randomly select a vertex v
and inspect its component. If it is not small, then we have obtained the non-small
component we seek. Otherwise, if the component is small, then we throw out v
and its component, and randomly select another vertex as v , and repeat. Each
vertex we inspect has probability q of not being in a small component. We would
have to fail on the order of n/h consecutive samples to conclude there is no small
component - which happens with diminishingly small probability. Thus with very
high probability, there is at least one component that is not small.
Part 3: Uniqueness of the giant component. Can there be two giant components? The answer is no (with high probability) and here is a quick explanation. Instead of sampling from G n, p directly, we can first sample two graphs
G 1 = (V1 ,E 1 ) and G 2 = (V2 ,E 2 ) from G (n/2, p). In the second stage we can
sample each cross-edge (v 1 ,v 2 ), where v 1 ∈ V1 and v 2 ∈ V2 , independently with
probability p. Now, by applying the theory we have already developed
 to G 1 and
2 n . Note that
G 2 , G 1 and G 2 will have some giant
components,
each
of
size
Ω
𝜖

each graph can only have O 1/𝜖 2 of them.
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Let C 1 be a giant component in G 1 and
 let C 2 be a giant component in G 2 .
4
2
We can sample up to |C 1 ||C 2 | ≥ Ω 𝜖 n edges between
C 1 and C 2 . Recalling

that p is greater than 1/n, the odds that all Ω 𝜖 4 n 2 edges fail to be sampled is
vanishingly small. That is, we almost certainly connect C 1 and C 2 . Since there
is a limited number of giant components we will almost certainly connect all of
them together. Thus, for p > (1 + 𝜖)/n for 𝜖 > 0, we get a unique giant component.
This establishes theorem 30.3 for c > 1.
c < 1. The proof for c < 1 is simpler and only requires the ideas underlying
lemma 30.4. See section 30.3.1.

30.2.2

Directed graphs

One could naturally ask the same questions for directed graphs. Let D (n, p)
denote the distribution over directed graphs where every directed edge appears
independently with probability p. We might similarly ask for the maximum
number of vertices reachable from any component, or the size of the maximum
strongly component.
It turns out that the analysis of directed graphs can be largely reduced to
undirected graphs, as shown by Karp [Kar90] in the following delightfully simple
way.
Theorem 30.6. Let G ∼ G (n, p) and D ∼ G (n, p), and fix a vertex v . Then the size
of the connected component of v in G , and the number of vertices reachable from v in D,
are identically distributed.
Proof. Let us introduce a second distribution of directed random graphs. Let
B (n, p) be the distribution of directed graphs where we sample each undirected
edge {u,v } independently with probability p, and for each sampled edge, add
both directions (u,v ) and (v ,u) to the graph. Clearly for a fixed vertex v , the
size of the v ’s (undirected) component in G (n, p) is distributed identically to the
number of vertices reachable from v in B (n, p). We claim that the number of
vertices reachable from v in B (n, p) is identically distributed as in D (n, p). At
this point let us simply quote Karp [Kar90, Lemma 1] (with minor changes in
notation) whose proof is very elegant.
...To see that the last two random variables are identically distributed,
note that the probability spaces B (n, p) and D (n, p) differ in only
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one respect: a digraph G drawn from B (n, p), are (u,v ) is present if
and only if arc (v ,u) is present, while, in a digraph D drawn from
D (n, p), then event that (v ,u) is present is independent of the event
that (u,v ) is present. Thus no experiment based on checking for
the presence or absence of arcs can distinguish between the two
probability spaces unless it checks both an arc and its reversal. But
any standard sequential algorithm, such as breadth-first search or
depth-first search, for building a search tree containing exactly the
vertices reachable from vertex 1, checks for the presence of arc (u,v )
only if vertex u is in the search tree and v is not; thus it never checks
both an arc and its reversal, and accordingly cannot distinguish
B (n, p) from D (n, p).
To summarize the excerpt, standard search algorithms for reachability do not
distinguish B (n, p) and D (n, p) anyway, so the number of reachable vertices is
identically distributed.
■

30.3

A gap in component size

In this section we prove lemma 30.4, which asserts that when p = (1 + 𝜖)/n for a
constant 𝜖 > 0, then with high probability, all components are either very small
or very large. Our analysis follows an approach due to Karp [Kar90]. His proof
is also described in [Bol98]. We will also reuse some of the ideas in the proof to
analyze the p < 1/n in section 30.3.1. We first restate lemma 30.4 for the reader’s
convenience.
Lemma 30.4. There is a universal constant C > 0, such that for all 𝜖 ∈ (0, 1), and
for all n > 0 sufficiently large, and p = (1 + 𝜖)/n, we have the following. For a random
graph G n, p , with probability of error ≤ 1/n 2 , no component has k vertices for any
value k in the interval
C log(n)
𝜖n
≤k ≤
.
2
C
𝜖
For a vertex v ∈ V , let C (v ) ⊂ V be the (randomized) component of v . To
analyze C (v ), we imagine revealing C (v ) by a search algorithm. We maintain a
collection of vertices known to be connected to v ; initially just {v }. Each iteration
i , starting from v , select a vertex v i that is known to be in C (v ), but has not
been explored. Then “explore” v by inspecting all of the edges incident to v i ,
possibly adding to the collection of vertices known to be connected to v (but not
yet explored).
We annotate this process as follows. For i ∈ N, let
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• v i be the vertex that is explored in the i th iteration (or nil if all of C (v )
has already been explored).
For each i ∈ Z ≥0 , let
• Ai be the set of vertices known to be in C (v ) after i iterations, and let
• Bi be the set of vertices that have been explored.
For the sake of concreteness, one can imagine processing the v i ’s in BFS order.
Recall that BFS marks each vertex when the vertex first encountered, and if the
vertex was unmarked, it is added to a queue. The next vertex visited is drawn
from the queue. In terms of BFS, then, Ai is the set of vertices marked after i
iterations, and Bi is the set of vertices that have left the queue and been fully
processed.
Ultimately, Bi ,Ai ,v i are built up incrementally as follows.
1. Initially, we have B 0 = ∅ and A0 = {v }.
2. In the first iteration, set v 1 = v , set B 1 = {v 1 }, and set A1 = A0 ∪ N (v 1 ),
where N (v 1 ) is the (randomized) neighborhood of v 1 .
3. In the i th iteration, is Bi −1 ≠ Ai −1 , then select (any) v i ∈ Ai −1 \ Bi −1 . Set
Bi = Bi −1 ∪ {v i } and Ai = Ai −1 ∪ N (v i ). Otherwise we terminate with
C (v ) = Bi −1 = Ai −1 .

The process terminates when Bi = Ai . But since Bi ⊆ Ai and |Bi | = i , this
is precisely when |Ai | = i . As long as |Ai | ≠ i , Ai +1 is generated by taking the
union of Ai and a random sample of V − Ai where each vertex is included with
probability p. Thus we could have generated the sequence of Ai ’s instead by the
following equivalent process, which omits any mention of Bi or v i .
1. Initially set A0 = {v }.
2. For each i ∈ N, let S sample each vertex in V \ Ai −1 independently with
probability p and set Ai = Ai −1 ∪ S .
3. Let i be the first index such that |Ai | = i , and return C (v ) = Ai .
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Fix an iteration i . The alternative (but equivalent) process described above
exposes a simple distribution for Ai . For any vertex x ≠ v , we have x ∉ Ai iff x
failed to be added in each of the first i rounds, which occurs with probability
exactly (1 − p) i . Moreover this event is independent across vertices. Thus |Ai | is
distributed exactly as the binomial distribution
 with n − 1 coins and probability
i
i
1 − (1 − p) ; i.e., |Ai | ∼ B n − 1, 1 − (1 − p) .
Lemma 30.7. Let i ≤ 𝜖n/2((1 + 𝜖)). Then E[|Ai |] ≥ (1 + 𝜖 )i .
Proof. We have
i
2
1 − p ≤ e −i p ≤ 1 − i p + i p ≤ 1 − i p + 𝜖i p/2 = 1 − (1 − 𝜖 /4)i p.
where (a) is because i p = (1 + 𝜖 )i /n ≤ 𝜖 /4. Thus

i 
E[|Ai |] = 1 + 1 − 1 − p (n − 1) ≥ (1 − 𝜖/4)i pn ≥ (1 + 𝜖 )i .
■
Lemma 30.8. Let i ≤ 𝜖n/2(1 + 𝜖). Then P[|Ai | ≤ i ] ≤ e −𝜖

2 i /8

.

Proof. We have
(a)

(b)

P[|Ai | ≤ i ] ≤ P[|Ai | ≤ (1 − 𝜖/2) E[|Ai |]] ≤ e −𝜖

2 /8

.

Here (a) is by lemma 30.7. (b) is by the tail inequality on binomial distributions,
lemma 30.1.
■

Let I = i ∈ N : 32 ln(n)/𝜖 2 ≤ i ≤ 𝜖n/2((1 + 𝜖)) . For all i ∈ I , we have
P[|Ai | ≤ i ] ≤ 1/n 4 .
By the union bound, we have
P[|Ai | > i for all i ∈ I ] ≥ 1 −

∑︁
i ∈I

P[|Ai | ≤ i ] ≥ 1 − 1/n 3 .

Thus with probability ≥ 1 − 1/n, the number of vertices in the connected component of v , |C (v )|, does not lie in the range I . Taking the union bound over all
v ∈ V establishes part 1 of lemma 30.4.

30.3.1

Probabilities < 1

Suppose instead that p = (1 − 𝜖)/n. Then we have E[A
 i ] ≤ (1 − 𝜖/2)i unless i
is very close to n. In particular, for i = O log(n)/𝜖 2 , the probability of A i > i
is 1/poly(n). Thus we see that all components will have size O log(n)/𝜖 2 with
high probabilities, establishing part 2 of lemma 30.4.
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Figure 30.2: A complete binary tree of height 3, where each edge was deleted with
probability 1/2.

30.4

Galton-Watson branching processes

We now move onto the second part of the analysis. By now we have established
that there are (with high probability) no
 “medium” components2 – all component
2
sizes have either at most O log(n)/𝜖 vertices, or at least Ω 𝜖 n vertices. Now
we want to prove lemma 30.5, which we first restate for the reader’s convenience.
Lemma 30.5. Let p = (1 + 𝜖 )/n for 𝜖 > 0. Let v ∈ V be a vertex. For all 3 ≤ h ≤ 𝜖n,
with probability at least 1/h, v has at least 1 + h vertices in its connected component.
The proof is by relation to the so-called Galton-Watson process that arises in
the study of reproducing populations. In the simplest case, imagine a population
of size 1. Each generation, each member of the current generation flips k coins,
each heads with probability 1/k . For each heads, we generate another member
of the next generation. The probabilities and number of coins are configured so
that each member expects to have one child.
What is the probability that the population survives for h iterations, for a
given parameter h? This is answered by the following.
Theorem 30.9. Let T be a complete k -ary tree of height h, and suppose every edge is
deleted independently with probability at most 1 − 1/k . Then the probability that there
is a leaf connected to the root is ≥ 1/h for h ≥ 3, and ≥ (1 − e −1 )h for h ≤ 2.
An example of the case k = 2 is drawn in fig. 30.2.
Proof. For i ∈ N, let pi be the probability that a particular node at height i is
connected to a subleaf. We have p 0 = 1. For a node at height i + 1, the probability
that there is no path to a leaf via a particular child is
1−


pi
1 1
+ 1 − pi = 1 − .
k k
k

By independence, we have
pi +1

pi
=1− 1−
k
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Observe that the RHS is increasing in pi ; thus to lower bound pi +1 , we can
substitute any lower bound for pi . We have
p 0 = 1,
p 1 = 1 − (1 − 1/k ) k ≥ 1 − e −1 ≥ .63,

p 2 = 1 − (1 − .63/k ) k ≥ 1 − e −.63 ≥ .467,

p 3 ≥ 1 − (1 − .467/k ) k ≥ 1 − e −.467 ≥ .373 ≥ 1/3.

We claim by induction on i that pi ≥ 1/i for all i ≥ 3. The base case i = 3 was
just proven. For the general case,
(a)

(b)

pi +1 ≥ 1 − (1 − 1/ik ) k ≥ 1 − e −1/i ≥

1
1
1
− 2 ≥
i 2i
i +1

Here (a) is by induction. (b) applies the inequality e x ≤ 1 + x + 21 x 2 for x ≤ 0.

30.4.1

■

Likelihood of small components

We can use the above branching process to analyze the probability that a given
vertex v is in a component of size ≤ h, for any h ≤ 𝜖n/(1 + 𝜖). Recall the sets
B 0 ,B 1 ,B 2 , . . . from section 30.3. Given that |Bi | ≤ h, we can think of Bi +1 − Bi as
adding (at least) n/(1 + 𝜖) children each with probability p = (1 + 𝜖 )/n. Either
we find new elements for all h rounds - which forces |Bh | ≥ h - or we hit |Bi | = h
at some point i < h. Thus the odds of v acquiring h vertices in its connected
component is at least the odds produced by theorem 30.9 for this value of h;
namely, 1/h. This gives us lemma 30.5.

30.4.2

A more general analysis

One can consider a more general model as follows. Let X ∈ Z ≥0 be a random
variable taking nonnegative integer values. For each node at a generation i , we
sample an independent copy of X , and generate this many children in the next
generation. Here we have the following remarkably precise theorem.
Theorem 30.10. Let ni denote the number of children in the i th generation in the
process described above.
1. If E[X ] < 1, then limi →∞ P[ni = 0] = 1.
2. If E[X ] > 1, then limi →∞ P[ni = 0] = q , where q is the unique solution to
Í
x = i ≥0 P[X = 0]x i .
See the lecture notes by Sinclair [Sin20] for a proof.
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Exercises

Exercise 30.1. Prove lemma 30.2. (Here the important part is not the constant,
1/3 – any constant c > 0 is already interesting.)
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Appendix B

Basic data structures
We assume the reader has some background in standard data structures; here we
briefly review the most basic ones. Additional background can be found in many
references including wikipedia.

B.1

Stacks

(wiki)

To set an image, imagine a stack of plates. Typically we take plates from the top
of the stack, and also put plates on top of the stack. This leads to the property
that whenever we take a plate, we always take the plate that was most recently
placed on the stack. (This is sometimes refered to as LIFO, an abbreviation for
“last-in first-out”.)
In algorithms, a stack refers to a data structure that models a real-world stack
with the following operations.
1. push(x): pushes item x on top of the stack.
2. pop(): removes and returns the item on top of the stack.
Sometimes stacks provide an peek, which returns, but does not remove, the item
on top of the stack. Of course peek can be implemented as a pop followed by a
push.
Both of the operations can be implemented in O (1) worst-case time. One
approach is to use a singly-linked list. In this implementation, we have a node
for each item in the stack, that represents the place of each. Each node has two
pointers:
1. One pointer is for the corresponding item.
2. One pointer is to the next node in the stack (or null if it is at the bottom
of a stack).
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We also maintain a pointer to the node corresponding to the top of the stack.
(The pointer is set to null if the stack is empty.) A push(x) creates a new node
that points to x and the node at the top of the stack, and points the top of the
stack to the new node.A pop() look at the node at the top of the stack which has
pointers an item x and another node y. Assuming the stack is not empty, pop()
sets the top of the stack to y and returns x.
Fact B.1. A stack can be implemented in O (1) time per push(x) and pop().

B.2

Heaps

(wiki)

A heap implements an order... Here we define a min-heap that provides access
to the minimum priority pair; a max-heap is defined analogously.
1. insert(k ,v ): Insert the key k with priority value v .
2. remove-min: Return the key-value pair (k ,v ) with minimum priority v .


Fact B.2. A min-heap can be implemented in O log n time per insert and O log n
time per remove-min, where n is the number of items in the heap.
We should also point out that given n elements, a binary heap over the n
elements can be built in O (n) time.
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Appendix C

Mathematical Background
C.1

Induction

Imagine a long staircase with, say, 1000 stairs. Someone asks you, how do I
get from the bottom to the top? And you might respond:
Let’s take it one step at a time. Say you’re at a particular step. Now put one
foot on the next step, and use that leg to push your body up and put the other
foot on that step, so now your entire mass is on the next step. You can use
either foot for the first step. Now if you keep repeating this for each step you
will eventually get to the top.
They keep part is the beginning: Let’s take it one step at a time. Say you’re at a
particular step. Immediately you recognize that each step is identical, and it
suffices to give instructions for the a generic step. It would be excessive to say,
“For the first step, do bla bla bla. Then for the second step, do bla bla bla. For
the third step, do bla bla bla, ...” and so forth, giving detailed instructions for
every step.
Let us try to prove by induction that the instructions will scale to any staircase.
Of course there is something a little awkward about proving something like
this that’s not as formal as a purely mathematical claim. This is meant as an
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introductory example to develop intuition. We refer to [Che15; Eri] for a more
formal presentation.
Besides, there is no shortage of mathematical or computational examples
elsewhere in these notes. Recursion is induction, embodied in a computer. (At
least, any recursion that is correct). Dynamic programming and divide-andconquer are more specialized algorithmic forms of induction with considerations
for both correctness and running time. Every exercise about these topics is also
an exercise in induction.
With that said, we proceed to the proof.
Claim: For any n ∈ N, the instructions above will scale a staircase of n steps.
In this proof we take for granted that the instruction of using one foot at a
time works to go up one step. The only thing to prove is that repeating it will
extend to long staircases, no matter how long.
We will prove the claim by induction on n. The main issue is that our argument
needs to be independent of n; that is, we can’t write a separate proof for every
value of n. The motivation behind the principle of induction is that assuming the
claim for n − 1 makes it easy to prove the claim for n, with n still held generic.
So as long as we can prove how to prove the claim for n given the claim for n − 1,
where n is again generic, then we know automatically that iterating the proof for
all n will eventually cover all positive integers.
The only exception is n = 1, since we have no “n − 1” to rely on. So this is a
base case that we prove from scratch. Although we do not leverage an induction
hypothesis, n = 1 is obviously very simple. It is typically the case that base cases
are simpler.
Base case: suppose n = 1. If you follow the instructions once, then you climb
one stair. Since the staircase has one stair, this one step completes the staircase.
General case: Suppose n > 1. Note that we do not know the value of n,
although in our minds, we may sense that it shouldn’t really matter. We probably
sense that it should behave just like n − 1 steps, with one extra step. Here’s how
we put that intuition into words:
We follow the instructions and take one step onto the next stair. The remaining
staircase is a staircase with n − 1 steps. By induction on n, the instructions will
work for any (n − 1)-step staircase. We apply this to the n − 1 steps remaining from
the n-step staircase, and conclude that the instructions will also scale an n step
staircase as well.
That completes the proof. The principle of induction assures that by addressing
the base cases, and explaining how to transition from one proven case to the
next unproven case, we automatically address all cases. This might seem obvious
for staircases but the point is that the principle applies generally to much more
complicated and abstract situations.
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Towers of Hanoi

So much for stairs. Hopefully it is a simple enough example that the point is clear,
but my only concern is that it is too simple. Instead of understanding staircases
by induction / recursion, one can also easily “see through” the induction and
conceptualize the instructions iteratively as a loop, so to speak. So here is a
famous puzzle that is too complicated to easily understand and solve without
recursion and induction.

In the legend of the towers of Hanoi, there are three posts, which we call post
A, post B, and post C . On post A, there is a stack of n rings of increasing radii
from top to bottom. (In the story, n = 64.) We are allowed to move one ring at a
time from the top of one post to the top of another post. In doing so we must
obey the rule that a ring can only be placed on top of another ring with greater
radius.
The challenge is as follows: is it possible to move all the rings from post A to
post B, subject to these rules? We encourage the reader to pause and try to solve
this puzzle.

We prove by induction on n the following claim. Given a stack of n rings on
post labeled post A, and two empty posts labeled posts B and C , one can move
all n rings from post A to post B.
Take n = 0. Then the claim is satisfied vacuously. (All the rings are already
moved to post B.)
Now take n ≥ 1. We assume by induction on n that it is possible to move
n − 1 rings from one post to another. By induction, we move the top n − 1 rings
from post A to post C . We then move the bottom ring from post A to post B. By
induction, we move the top n − 1 rings from post C to post B.
That’s it. To further elaborate on the induction step – moving the top n − 1
rings form A to C , and then from C to B – recall that the nth ring is allowed to
be under any other ring and, when considering only the top n − 1 rings, can be
completely ignored. What remains is an (n − 1)-ring towers of Hanoi problem
that is already solved by induction.
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Do I really need induction and recursion?

This style of thinking is abstract and naturally met with resistance. Why adopt
new styles of thinking when you have already come so far? To be able to go
farther, of course.
Some of our problems are simple enough that one can sort of “see the whole
thing” without taking a top-down perspective. However the solutions that come
out of this, even when correct, tend to be harder to understand and verify because
the thinking process is not very structured.
A bigger issue is that at some point problems are sufficiently complicated that
it’s harder to see everything all at once. It is helpful to break down the problem
into smaller steps, having faith that repeating these steps eventually solves the
entire problem. Moreover it is much easier to analyze and prove the correctness
of a single step satisfying declared invariants, and then rely on induction to
automatically scale that argument to the entire algorithm, then it is to analyze
the whole algorithm all at once.
This is what induction really does for us. It is a sound principle for breaking
down big problems into locally verifiable subproblems. It allows us to not only see
solutions to harder problems, but also feel more confident that they are correct.

C.2

Estimating sums (quickly)

It is not unusual, when analyzing the running time of an algorithm, to encounter
Í
a sum (e.g., in=1 i ), for which we want a quick, asymptotic estimate. There is
a branch of mathematics that gives sophisticated method to exactly calculate
or give very precise estimates for these sums. For us, who are only interested
in the O (· · ·), many of these advanced techniques are overkill. Often it is more
important to quickly be able to ballpark the sum as this informs our algorithm
design. So here we outline a few tricks that suffice for most cases.

C.2.1

The laziest approach.

Í
Take a sum such as in=1 i . It is not hard to obtained a closed form solution for
this, but it is also a no-brainer to obtain a constant factor estimate. Consider the
following simple observations.
Í
1. There are at most n terms, each with value at most n. So in=1 i ≤ n 2 .
Í
2. There are at least n/2 terms each with value at least n/2. So in=1 i ≥ n 2 /4.
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So we have
n
n 2 ∑︁
≤
i ≤ n2;
4
i =1


Í
2 .
that is, in=1 i = O nHarmonic
number
We used this trick when lower-bounding n! in our lower bound for sorting.
I T F d
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The integration trick.
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(The “nth harmonic sum”.) Observe that for

1
≤
i

∫

i

i −1
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dx;
x

the RHS represents the uniform average of 1/x from x = i − 1 to i . Consequently
∫ n
n
n ∫ i
n
∑︁
∑︁
∑︁
1
1
1
1
=1+
≤ 1+
dx = 1 +
dx .
i
i
x
x
1
i =2
i =2 i −1
i =1
Now we know how to integrate the right hand side; recall that (d /dx) ln(x) = 1/x.
We have
∫ n
1
dx = 1 + (ln(n) − ln(1)) = 1 + ln(n).
1+
x
1
Í
So in=1 1/i ≤ ln(n) + 1 = O (ln(n)). To see that this is a good estimate, you can
Í
similarly apply the integration trick to show that in=1 1/i ≥ ln(n).

C.2.3

Geometric series.

A geometric sum is any sum of the form
∑︁
𝛼i
i

for a fixed value 𝛼. We almost always have 𝛼 > 0. Now, if 𝛼 < 1, then the terms
in the sum are decreasing; this is called a decreasing geometric series. If 𝛼 > 1,
then the terms in the sum are increasing; this is called an increasing geometric
series.
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Decreasing geometric series. Suppose 𝛼 < 1. Then even if the sum went from
i = 1 to +∞ (with infinitely many terms), the sum is still finite. An example of
this that you may have seen before is 𝛼 = 1/2: here we are summing
1 1 1 1
1
+ + +
+
+···
2 4 8 16 32
Now consider the partial sums of this series. We have
1 3 7 15 31
, , , , , ...
2 4 8 16 32
Each partial sum halves the gap between the previous partial sum and 1, and the
whole sequences converges to 1.
Í
Now suppose in general 𝛼 < 1, and consider the series in=0 𝛼i . Consider
Ín
(1 − 𝛼) i =0 𝛼i . We have We have
(1 − 𝛼)

n
∑︁

n
∑︁

i

𝛼 =

i =0

i =0

(a)

𝛼i − 𝛼i +1 = 1 − 𝛼 n+1 .

Here (a) is because we have a telescoping series: the −𝛼i +1 term for a fixed i
cancels out with the 𝛼i terms for the next value of i . This leaves only the “outer
terms” 1 and −𝛼 n+1 . Rearranging we have
n
∑︁

𝛼i =

i =0

1 − 𝛼 n+1
1
≤
.
1−𝛼
1−𝛼

Note that the LHS is increasing in n, but the RHS is an upper bound independent
of n. So we can take n → ∞ and obtain
∞
∑︁
i =0

𝛼i ≤

1
.
1−𝛼

Now recall that we are not concerned with exact constants. If 𝛼 is a fixed constant
(like 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, or something else independent of variable parameters such
as n), 1/(1 − 𝛼) is also constant, and we simple have
∞
∑︁
i =0

𝛼i ≤

1
= O (1).
1−𝛼

So you can train yourself to automatically recognize that decreasing geometric
series are just a constant.
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Increasing geometric series. Now suppose 𝛼 > 1; now the terms in the sum
Ín
i
i =0 𝛼 are increasing. To build some intuition, suppose 𝛼 = 2. Then the sum has
the form
1 + 2 + 4 + 8 + · · · + 2n .
You might have instinctively recognized that the sum is 2n+1 − 1; in particular,
largest term represents a large part of the sum.
For the general case we can apply the same telescoping trick. We have
(𝛼 − 1)

n
∑︁

𝛼i =

i =0

n
∑︁
i =0

𝛼i +1 − 1 = 𝛼 n+1 − 1.

Thus
n
∑︁
i =0

𝛼i =

𝛼 n+1 − 1
.
𝛼−1

In particular, when 𝛼 is a fixed constant (like 2, 3, 4, etc.) the RHS is
O (𝛼 n ).
That is, up to constants, the sum is given by largest term in the series.

C.3

Additional notes and references

The following url, particularly figure 6 regarding some common sums, was
recommended by a student in the class: https://everythingcomputerscience.
com/algorithms/Algorithm_Analysis.html. You might try to re-derive Figure
6 using the ideas in appendix C.2 above.
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Appendix D

Some NP-Complete Problems
Below is a list of some NP-Complete problems that appear in this class. Many of
these problems appear in Karp [Kar72].
1. SAT: Given a boolean formula in CNF form, decide if there is a satisfying
assignment.
2. 3SAT: Given a boolean formula in CNF form with exactly 3 variables per
clause, decide if there is a satisfying assignment.
3. Circuit SAT: Given a boolean circuit, decide if there is a satisfying input.
4. Maximum independent set: Given an undirected graph G = (V,E), find
the maximum cardinality set S ⊂ V such that no two vertices in S share an
edge.
5. Clique: Given an undirected graph G = (V,E), find the maximum cardinality set S ⊆ V such that every two vertices in S share an edge.
6. Graph coloring: Given an undirected graph G = (V,E) and an integer k ,
assign each vertex one of k colors such that no edge has the same color
endpoints.
7. Undirected (resp. directed) Hamiltonian cycle: Given an undirected (resp.
directed) graph G , decide if there is a cycle containing every vertex exactly
once.
8. s -t undirected (resp. directed) Hamiltonian path: Given an undirected (resp.
directed) graph G and two vertices s and t , decide if there is a Hamiltonian
path (a path visiting each vertex exactly once) from s to t .
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9. Traveling salesman: Given a (directed or undirected) graph with positive
edge weights, compute a tour (a walk visiting each vertex at least once,
starting and ending at the same vertex) of least weight.
10. Subset sum: given a set X of positive integers and an integer T , decide
whether X has a subset whose elements sum to T .
11. Planar Circuit SAT: Given a boolean circuit that can be embedded in the
plane so that no two wires cross, is there an input that makes the circuit
output true?
12. 1-in-3 SAT: Given a 3CNF formula, is there an assignment of values to the
variables so that each clause contains exactly one True literal?
13. Not-all-equal SAT: Given a 3 CNF formula, is there an assignment of values
to the variables so that every clause contains at least true literal and at
least one false literal?
14. Planar 3Sat: Given a 3CNF boolean formula, consider a bipartite graph
whose vertices are the clauses and variables, where an edge indicates that
a variable (or its negation) appears in a clause. If this graph is planar, the
3CNF formula is also called planar. The Planar 3Sat problem asks, given a
planar 3CNF formula, whether it has a satisfying assignment.
15. Exact 3 dimensional matching: Let X ,Y,Z be three finite collections of
elements, and let T ⊆ X ×Y × Z be a subset of triples (x, y, z ) consisting of
one element x from X , one element y from Y , and one element z from Z .
Find the maximum collection of disjoint triplets. (This problem is similar
in spirit to bipartite matching, except the vertex set is divided into 3 parts,
and there are “3 vertices in each edge with one from each part,” so to
speak.)
16. Partition: Given a set of n integers, are there subsets A and B such that
A ∪ B = S , A ∩ B = ∅, and
∑︁
∑︁
a=
b?
a ∈A

b ∈B

17. 3Partition: Given a set S of 3n integers, can it be partition into n disjoint
3-element subsets, such that every subset has exactly the same sum?
18. Set Cover: Given a collection of sets S = {S 1 , . . . ,S m }, find the smallest
Ð
sub-collection of S i ’s that contains all the elements of i S i .
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19. Hitting Set: Given a collection of sets S = {S 1 ,S 2 . . . ,S m }, find the minimum
Ð
number of elements of i S i that hit every set in S . This problem is also a
generalization of vertex cover.
20. Longest path: given a non-negatively weighted graph G (either directed
or undirected) and two vertices u and v , what is the longest path (visiting
each vertex at most once) from u to v in the graph?
21. Steiner tree: Given a weighted, undirected graph G with some of the
vertices marked, what is the minimum-weight subtree of G that contains
every marked vertex?
22. Vertex cover: Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph. A set of vertices
S ⊆ V is a vertex cover if every edge e ∈ E has at least one endpoint in S .
Given a graph G and an integer k , is there a vertex cover with at most k
vertices?
23. Max 2-Sat: Given a Boolean formula in CNF, with exactly two literals per
clause, find a variable assignment that maximizes the number of satisfying
clauses.
24. Max cut: Given an undirected graph G = (V,E), find a subset S ⊂ V that
maximizes the number of edges with exactly one endpoint in S .
25. Multicommodity flow: The input consists of either a directed or undirected graph, possibly with integral capacities, and k source-sink pairs
(s 1 ,t1 ), . . . , (sk ,tk ) each with an integral demand di ∈ N. The problem is to
pack di (si ,ti )-paths simultaneously for all i .
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E. Homework Assignments
E.1. Homework 1

E.1

CS381
Spring 2022

Homework 1

• Due 12:00 PM on Monday, January 24.
• There are also multiple choice questions on Gradescope due at the same
time.
• Please see appendix K.6 (in the syllabus) for homework policies.
• Recall that some student submissions will be selected and distributed to the
class as solutions (see appendix K.6.7). If you would like to be excluded
from consideration, please state so explicitly at the top of each problem.
• Please leave off your student ID (which Gradescope is already aware of).
• You may use standard data structures (e.g., stacks, queues and linked lists)
and assume their standard running times per operation as a fact1. You may
also invoke algorithms from lecture, recitations, or previous homeworks
(e.g., merge-sort) as a black box and assume as fact whatever bounds have
already been proven for them.
• Before submitting, we encourage you to ask yourself, Is this really the simplest
way to solve the problem? Is this really the clearest way to explain the solution?
1. Exercise 1.4.
2. Exercise 1.5.
3. Exercise 2.8.2
4. Exercise 2.9.

1You should refrain from using hash tables since technically your running time analysis would
require additional probabilistic qualifications that we have not yet discussed. Keep in mind that it
is usually not a bottleneck to re-number your input as a pre-processing step and then use an array
instead.
2This problem was revised on the morning of Saturday, Jan 15. (While most people probably
had not started anyway, you might check that your solution is for the latest version.)
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E.2

CS381
Spring 2022

Homework 2

• Due 3:00PM on Monday, January 31 (no exceptions).
• Please see appendix K.6 (in the syllabus) for homework policies.
• Recall that some student submissions will be selected and distributed to the
class as solutions (see appendix K.6.7). If you would like to be excluded
from consideration, please state so explicitly at the top of each problem.
• Please leave off your student ID (which Gradescope is already aware of).
• Before submitting, we encourage you to ask yourself, Is this really the simplest
way to solve the problem? Is this really the clearest way to explain the solution?
1. Exercise 3.5.
2. Exercise 4.2.
3. Exercise 4.7
4. Exercise 4.6.3

Exercise 3.5. Consider the following variation of subset-sum called Kobe subset
sum. The input is similar to normal subset sum, with n numbers x 1 , . . . ,x n ∈ N and
T ∈ N, except we are promised that each number x i lies in the range {8, . . . , 24}.
For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the
faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 4.2. Recall that a palindrome is a string that reads the same forwards
and backwards. For example,
mom, dad, racecar, and gohangasalamiimalasagnahog
are all palindromes. Consider the problem where you are given a string A[1..n]
as input, and the goal is to find the (length of the) longest palendrome that is a
subsequence of A. For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial
time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time
algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
3This problem is tricky.
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Exercise 4.7. Let A[1..m] be a sequence of integers. Recalling that a subsequence
is (strictly) increasing if each successive integer is strictly greater than the
previous.
Here we consider two variants of the longest increasing subsequence problem.
In the first problem, we want to find the longest increasing subsequence where
the sum of integers in the subsequence is even. In the second problem, we
want to find the longest increasing subsequence where the sum of integers in the
subsequence is odd.
For both of these problems, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time
algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm
would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 4.6. Here we consider a vast generalization of edit distance, as follows.
Suppose the cost of an edit sequence is given by a nonnegative real-valued
function f (a,b,c ) ≥ 0, where a is the number of insertions, b is the number of
deletions, and c is the number of substitutions. We assume that the function is
monotonically increasing in each of its arguments. That is, increasing a, b, or c
increases the value of f (a,b,c ).
Assume that f is provided as a subroutine that takes O (1) time to evaluate.
Consider the problem the minimum cost edit sequence w/r/t the cost function f .
For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the
faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
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E.3

CS381
Spring 2022

Homework 3

• Due Tuesday, February 8, at 11:59PM.
• Please see appendix K.6 (in the syllabus) for homework policies.
• Recall that some student submissions will be selected and distributed to the
class as solutions (see appendix K.6.7). If you would like to be excluded
from consideration, please state so explicitly at the top of each problem.
• Please leave off your student ID (which Gradescope is already aware of.)
• Before submitting, we encourage you to ask yourself, Is this really the simplest
way to solve the problem? Is this really the clearest way to explain the solution?
1. Canceled: Exercise 5.44
2. Exercise 6.5.
3. Exercise 6.7.
4. Exercise 6.8.

Exercise 5.4. Recall the dominating set problem from section 5.3. Here we will
consider the weighted version where the vertices are given positive weights, and
the goal is to compute the minimum weight dominating set. For each of the
following problems, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm
(the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply
a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
1. The minimum weight dominating set problem for intervals, with the additional assumption that no two intervals are nested.
To state it more precisely: the input consists of n weighted intervals I.
The non-nested assumptions means that for any two intervals I , J ∈ I, we
never have I contained in J or J contained in I .
The goal is to compute the minimum weight subset S ⊆ I of intervals such
that every interval in I is either in S or overlaps some interval in S .
• (For 1 pt. extra credit) Extend your algorithm to general intervals.5
4Canceled because Kent is a dummy who accidentally posted a solution.
5Of course, anyone who has already solved the general case automatically solves the special
case where no two intervals are nested.
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2. The minimum weight dominating set problem in trees.
Exercise 6.5. Let G = (V,E) be a patriotic directed graph where all the edges
are colored either red, white, or blue. An un-American walk is a walk that never
cycles through the American dream; that is, a walk where no three consecutive
edges in the walk have colors that form any of the following three sequences:
(red, white, blue), (white, blue, red), or (blue, red, white). We say that a vertex s
can un-patriotically reach a vertex t if we can walk from s to t via an unAmerican walk.
Consider the problem of deciding whether a vertex s can un-patriotically reach
t . For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm
(the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply
a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 6.7. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph. We say two vertices s ,t ∈ V
are half-connected if either s can reach t or t can reach s . We say that the graph
G is half-connected if every pair of vertices is half-connected. We say that two
vertices s and t are strictly half-connected if either s can reach t , or t can reach s ,
but not both. We say that G is strictly half-connected if every pair of vertices is
strictly half-connected.
1. Consider the problem of deciding if G is half-connected. For this problem,
either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster
the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
2. Consider the problem of deciding if G is strictly half-connected. For this
problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the
faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would
imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 6.8. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with m edges and n vertices,
such that there is at least one directed path between every pair of vertices (in
at least one direction or the other). Suppose each vertex v ∈ V is labeled by a
distinct integer 𝜋(v ) ∈ [n] (that is, 𝜋 : V → [n] is injective). We say a pair of
vertices (u,v ) is reachably-misordered if u can reach v and 𝜋(v ) < 𝜋(u).
Design and analyze an algorithm (as fast as possible) that counts the number
of reachably-misordered pairs of vertices. Partial credit will be awarded to an
algorithm that works in nearly linear time on DAGs.6

6Previously we mistakenly wrote linear time (without the “nearly”); but the solution we had in
mind involves logarithmic factors.
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Homework 4

• Due 3:00 PM on Monday, February 14.
• Please see appendix K.6 (in the syllabus) for homework policies.
• Recall that some student submissions will be selected and distributed to the
class as solutions (see appendix K.6.7). If you would like to be excluded
from consideration, please state so explicitly at the top of each problem.
• Please leave off your student ID (which Gradescope is already aware of.)
• Before submitting, we encourage you to ask yourself, Is this really the simplest
way to solve the problem? Is this really the clearest way to explain the solution?
1. Exercise 7.7.
2. Exercise 7.10.
3. Exercise 8.2.
( Just for fun; not to be submitted.) Exercise 8.3.
Exercise 7.7. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with m edges and n vertices,
where each vertex v ∈ V is given an integer label ℓ (v ) ∈ N. The goal is to find the
length of the longest path7 in G for which the labels of the vertices are strictly
increasing.
1. (7 points) Suppose G is a DAG. For this problem, either (a) design and
analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove
that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm
for SAT.
2. (3 points) Consider now the problem for general graphs. For this problem,
either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster
the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 7.10. The following problem (and more elaborate extensions) appear
in reinforcement learning. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph and let the edges
be annotated by positive edge weights r : E → R>0 . We think of the vertices as
states of some device under our control, and the edge weights r (e ) as rewards
obtained by traversing the edge e as follows. Let s ∈ V be a fixed starting vertex
/ state. You may assume for simplicity that G has no sinks.
7Recall that a path is a walk that does not repeat vertices.
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1. Given an integer k ≤ n, the goal is to compute a walk of length k maximizing
the sum of rewards along that walk.8 (If you repeat an edge, you get the
same reward each time you repeat the edge.) For this problem, either (a)
design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or
(b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time
algorithm for SAT.
2. Here we also incorporate a discount rate. Let 𝛼 ∈ (0, 1) be given. Given a
walk with edges e 1 , . . . ,e k , the discounted total reward of the walk is given by
r (e 1 ) + 𝛼r (e 2 ) + · · · + 𝛼k −1r (e k ).
The idea is that if we think of each edge traversal as also taking a unit of
time, then the rewards attained far off in the future are perceived to be
worth less than the rewards attained now and in the short term.
Given an integer k ≤ n, the goal is to compute a walk of length k maximizing
the discounted total reward of the walk. For this problem, either (a) design
and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b)
prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time
algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 8.2. Here we consider an extension of shortest (s ,t )-walks where one
has to visit a family of vertices specified by the input. The input consists of a
directed graph G = (V,E) with positive edge lengths ℓ : E → R>0 , as well as a list
of vertices x 1 , . . . ,x k ∈ V . The high-level goal in both of the following problems
is to compute the shortest walk that visits all k vertices.
1. Suppose you are allowed to visit x 1 , . . . ,x k in any order. Consider the
problem of computing the length of the shortest walk visiting all of x 1 , . . . ,x k
in any order. (You may assume no vertices repeat in x 1 , . . . ,x k .) For this
problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the
faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would
imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
2. Suppose you have to visit x 1 , . . . ,x k in the listed order. (Here vertices may
repeat, but for simplicity you may assume that any two consecutive vertices
v i and v i +1 are distinct.) Consider the problem of computing the length of
the shortest walk visiting x 1 , . . . ,x k in order. For this problem, either (a)
design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or
(b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time
algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 8.3. The racetrack problem in Chapter 5 of [Eri19].
8There is always a k -edge walk under the assumption that G has no sinks.
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Homework 5

• Due 3:00 PM on Monday, March 7.
• Please see appendix K.6 (in the syllabus) for homework policies.
• Recall that some student submissions will be selected and distributed to the
class as solutions (see appendix K.6.7). If you would like to be excluded
from consideration, please state so explicitly at the top of each problem.
• Please leave off your student ID (which Gradescope is already aware of.)
• Before submitting, we encourage you to ask yourself, Is this really the simplest
way to solve the problem? Is this really the clearest way to explain the solution?
1. Exercise 11.2.
2. Exercise 11.3.
3. Exercise 11.6.
Exercise 11.2. Here we assume the same model as exercise 11.1 – an array
A[1..n] of incomparable elements9 – and generalize the notion of a majority
element. For k > 1, an element is a (1/k )-heavy-hitter if it has frequency at least
n/k . (e.g., majority elements are (1/2)-heavy hitters.) Note that there are at most
k (1/k )-heavy-hitters in A[1..n].
1. (2.5 pt.) Give a recursive spec for the (1/k )-heavy hitter problem.
2. (2.5 pt.) Give a divide-and-conquer algorithm for the (1/k )-heavy hitter
problem implementing your recursive spec (the faster the better). (This
algorithm should be similar to your majority element algorithm.)
3. (2.5 pt.) Analyze the running time of your algorithm.
4. (2.5 pt.) Prove your algorithm is correct by induction, where the recursive
spec should act as your induction hypothesis.
Your solutions should generalize that of finding the majority elements. That is,
plugging in k = 2 should recover the same results as for the majority problem.10
9In addition to disallowing sorting, no hash tables
are allowed as well.

10Your algorithm should be faster than O n 2 (which is the trivial running time) for, e.g.,
k = n 1/3 .
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Exercise 11.3. Let A[1..n] be an array of integers in the set {1..n}, sorted in
increasing order. (There may be repeats.) A fixed point is an index i ∈ [n] such
that A[i ] = i .
1. (2 pt.) Prove the following by induction on j − i : for all pairs of indices i , j
such that 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, i ≤ A[i ], and A[ j ] ≤ j , there is a fixed point k in the
range i ≤ k ≤ j .
This claim shows in particular that A has a fixed point.

2. (2 pt.) Moving onto developing algorithms, give a recursive spec for the
problem of finding a fixed point in A.11
3. (2 pt.) Give a recursive algorithm (the faster the better) implementing your
recursive spec.
4. (2 pt.) Prove your algorithm is correct by induction. (There may or may
not be some redundancy in your argument with part 1. You may also use
the mathematical fact established in part 1.)
5. (2 pt.) Analyze the running time of your algorithm.
Exercise 11.6. Let X and Y be two sets of integers. We define the unique sums
of X and Y as the set of integers of the form
z =x +y
where x ∈ X , y ∈ Y , and the choice of (x, y) ∈ X × Y is unique.12 You may
assume that all the integers in X are distinct (amongst themselves), and that all
the integers in Y are distinct (amongst themselves).13
1. (2 pt.) Suppose
X and Y each have n integers. Design and analyze a

2
O n log(n) time algorithm to compute the unique sums of X and Y .
0 and M for a
2. (6 pt.) Suppose all the integers in X are Y are between

fixed value M ∈ N. Design and analyze a O M log M time algorithm to
compute the unique sums of X and Y .14
11There may be more than one fixed point; any fixed point is fine.
12That is, for fixed z , there is only one choice of x ∈ X and one choice of y ∈ Y such that
z = x + y.
13For example, for X = {0, 1} and Y = {0, 1}, the unique sums are {0, 2}. 1 can be obtained by
0 + 1 or 1 + 0 so it is not a unique sum.
14It might be helpful to work through very simple examples such as X = Y = {1} and X = Y =
{0, 1}.
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3. (2 pt.) Suppose we now that we had k sets X 1 , . . . ,Xk , each consisting of
integers between 1 and M . (You may again assume no duplicates within
each Xi .) A unique sum of X 1 , . . . ,Xk is defined as an integer of the form
x 1 + · · · + xk ,
where x 1 ∈ X1 , x 2 ∈ X2 , . . . , x k ∈ Xk , and the choice of (x 1 , . . . ,x k ) ∈
X 1 × · · · × Xk is unique. Design and analyze an algorithm
 that computes
the unique sums of X 1 , . . . ,Xk in O kM log(M k ) log(k ) time. You may
assume for simplicity that k is a power of 2.15
Hint: For part 2, try “changing the input” to an algorithm from section 11.4 (that is not
the FFT, at least directly).

15It might help to work through k = 4 to build your intuition.
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Homework 6

• Due 3:00 PM on Monday, March 21.
• Please see appendix K.6 (in the syllabus) for homework policies.
• Recall that some student submissions will be selected and distributed to the
class as solutions (see appendix K.6.7). If you would like to be excluded
from consideration, please state so explicitly at the top of each problem.
• Please leave off your student ID (which Gradescope is already aware of.)
• Before submitting, we encourage you to ask yourself, Is this really the simplest
way to solve the problem? Is this really the clearest way to explain the solution?
1. Exercise 13.9
2. Exercise 13.11
3. Exercise 14.3
Exercise 13.9. Of the multiple algorithms we have seen for MST, recall the
parallel approach (Borůvka’s algorithm) and the search approach (Prim’s algorithm) with Fibonacci
heaps. There is also a hybrid approach running in

O (m + n) log log n time where one runs the parallel algorithm for some number
of iterations (say, k iterations for a parameter k TBD) and contracts the selected
edges, and then runs the search algorithm thereafter. (Such an algorithm is
correct because ultimately it only takes good edges.) Describe and analyze this
algorithm.16
Exercise 13.11. For p > 0, the L p -norm of a vector x ∈ Rk is defined by
def

∥x ∥ p =

k
∑︁
i =1

! 1/p
|x i | p

.

Two edge cases are p = 0 and p = ∞: here we define ∥x ∥ 0 as the number of
indices i such that x i ≠ 0, and
def

∥x ∥ ∞ = max |x i |.
i

Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph with real-valued edge lengthsℓ : E → R.
We can take inspiration from L p -norms to define the L p -distance in graphs. For
16It may be helpful to obtain a running time generically as a function of k , and then optimize k .
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a walk w with edges e 1 , . . . ,e k , and p > 0, we define the L p -norm of w as the
L p -norm of the vector of edge weights in w,
def

∥w ∥ p =

k
∑︁
i =1

! 1/p
|ℓ (e i )| p

.

Analogously we define the L 0 and L ∞ norms of w based on the definition for
vectors. We define the L p -distance (for p > 0, p = 0, and p = ∞) between two
vertices s and t is the infimum of ∥w ∥ p over all walks from s to t .
Let s ,t ∈ V be fixed. Below, for different values of p, we consider the problem
of computing the L p -distance from s to t in G . For each of these problems, either
(a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b)
prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm
for SAT.
1. (2 pts.) The L 0 -distance from s to t .
2. (2 pts.) The L 1/2 -distance from s to t .
3. (2 pts.) The L 1 -distance from s to t .
4. (2 pts.) The L 2 -distance from s to t .
5. (2 pts.) The L ∞ -distance from s to t .
Exercise 14.3. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph, and let a,b,c ∈ V be
three distinct vertices. We define an (a,b, c )-path as a path from a to c that
goes through b. Consider the problem of computing a single (a,b,c )-path (or
declaring that none exists). For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a
polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial
time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
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Homework 7

• Due 3:00 PM on Monday, March 28.
• Please see appendix K.6 (in the syllabus) for homework policies.
• Recall that some student submissions will be selected and distributed to the
class as solutions (see appendix K.6.7). If you would like to be excluded
from consideration, please state so explicitly at the top of each problem.
• Please leave off your student ID (which Gradescope is already aware of.)
• Before submitting, we encourage you to ask yourself, Is this really the simplest
way to solve the problem? Is this really the clearest way to explain the solution?
1. Exercise 16.2
2. Exercise 16.1
3. Exercise 15.4
Exercise 16.2. Every semester we have to schedule PSO’s for all the students,
which is complicated by (a) room availability mixed with (b) time availability both
with respect to the students and the rooms. Suppose there are m total students,
n available time slots, and p different rooms. Suppose we had the following
information.
1. For each student (indexed by) i ∈ [m], there is a subset of times Ti ⊆ [n]
of times when they can attend PSO.
2. For each time slot j ∈ [n], there is a subset of rooms R j ⊆ [m] available at
that time.
3. For each room k ∈ [p] there is a maximum capacity C k of the number of
students that can fit in the room at any given time.
From this information we have the following scheduling problems.
1. Consider the problem of deciding if there is a way to schedule all the
students to times and rooms while respecting all the constraints listed
above. For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time
algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time
algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
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2. In addition to making sure each room can fit all its students, we also want
to minimize the maximum number of students in any room at any time, to
decrease the maximum load on the TA’s. Consider the problem of creating
a schedule that minimizes the maximum number of students in any room,
while also respecting the constraints listed above. For this problem, either
(a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better),
or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial
time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 16.1. Suppose we are given two-dimensional array A[1..m] [1..n] of
non-negative real values such that each row and column sum is an integer. We
want to round A to an integer matrix, replacing each entry x ∈ A with either ⌈x⌉
or ⌊x⌋, while maintaining the sum in any row or column of A. For example,
1.2 3.4 2.4
1 4 2
©
ª
ª
©
3.9 4.0 2.1® rounds to 4 4 2® .
«7.9 1.6 0.5¬
«8 1 1¬
Consider the problem of computing such a rounding, or declaring that none exists.
For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the
faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.


Exercise 15.4. This exercise develops a O m 2 + mn log(n) log(𝜆 ) -time algorithm for maximum (s ,t )-flow and builds on ideas from exercise 15.2.
1. Prove the following: Given any (s ,t )-flow problem with max flow value
𝜆 > 0, there exists an (s ,t )-path where the minimum capacity edge is at
least 𝜆 /m.

2. Describe a O m + n log(n) -time algorithm to find the path described
above.17
an (s ,t )-max flow algo3. Based on the two parts above, design and analyze

rithm that runs in O m (m + n log(n)) log(𝜆 ) time for integer capacities,
where 𝜆 denotes the value of the maximum flow.1819 (The algorithm does
not know the true value of 𝜆 a priori.)


17O m log n time
 is a little easier and this running time would still get partial credit. Even if
the O m + n log (n) -running time eludes you, you can assume it as a black box for the next part.
18This is polynomial with respect to the bit complexity of the input.

19A possibly helpful bit of math: for (small) 𝜖 > 0, log1+𝜖 (x) ≤ O log (x)/𝜖 is a good approximation (which you may want to verify for yourself).
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Homework 8

• Due 3:00 PM on Monday, April 18.
• Please see appendix K.6 (in the syllabus) for homework policies.
• Recall that some student submissions will be selected and distributed to the
class as solutions (see appendix K.6.7). If you would like to be excluded
from consideration, please state so explicitly at the top of each problem.
• Please leave off your student ID (which Gradescope is already aware of.)
• Before submitting, we encourage you to ask yourself, Is this really the simplest
way to solve the problem? Is this really the clearest way to explain the solution?
1. Exercise 19.2.
2. Exercise 19.3.
3. Exercise 20.2.

Exercise 19.2. Recall that a linked-list based stack supports the push(x) and
pop() operations in O (1) worst-case time. Consider the following operation,
called multipop, that takes as input k ∈ N, and removes and returns the top k
items on the stack.
multipop(stack S , k )
1. L ← empty linked list
2. For i = 1, . . . ,k as long as S is not empty:
A. Let x = S .pop(), and attach x to the top of the list.
3. Reverse L and return it.
Prove that after incorporating multipop, all three operations push, pop, and
multipop each take O (1) amortized time.
Exercise 19.3. Section 19.5.1 showed how to use two (immutable) stacks to
implement a queue with O (1) amortized performance. Here we will develop a
more sophisticated, double-ended queue using only two immutable stacks.
A double ended queue is like a queue except we can insert and delete from
both ends of the queue. Here we designate one end as the “front” and the other
end as the “back”, and define the following four operations.
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1. push-front(x): inserts element x at the front of the queue.
2. push-back(x): inserts element x at the back of the queue.
3. pop-front(): removes the first element of the queue.
4. pop-back(): removes the last element of the queue.
(The data structure throws an error if the user calls either pop operation and
there are no elements remaining.)
We analyze a data structure that maintains two stacks that we call the “front
stack” and the “back stack”. At a high-level, push-front and pop-front try to
push-onto and pop-from the front stack, and push-back and pop-back try to
push onto and pop from the back stack.
If we call pop-front and the front stack is empty while the back stack, then
we split the back stack in half (with the bottom half bigger, if the size is odd). The
bottom half of the back stack is reversed and moved to the front stack. The top
half of the back stack remains the back stack. The front stack is now nonempty,
and we pop the top element.
Similarly if we call pop-back and the back stack is empty, then we move the
bottom half (rounded up) from the front stack to the back stack.
Analyze the double-ended queue data structure by proving that each of the
four double-ended queue operations take O (1) amortized time.
There was a bug in the following problem. Please see ?? for an explanation.

Exercise 20.2. In the push-relabel framework, we have seen that different strategies for selecting active vertices can lead to better running times. Here we will
consider a variation of push-relabel that we will call greedy push-relabel. The idea is
to repeatedly select the push of maximum total size. We will assume the capacities
are integral (which will be important for the proof).
greedy-push-relabel(G = (V,E),c : E → [U ],s ,t )
1. Initialize a preflow f and levels ℓ : V → Z ≥0 (as usual).
2. Until f is a flow:
A. Let v ∈ V − {s ,t } have maximum excess fˆ (v ).
B. Push or relabel from v (as usual).
3. Return f .
This exercise asks you to analyze greedy-push-relabel as follows. We point
out that the upper bounds from section 20.1.3 come for free since greedy-pushrelabel is a special case of the generic push relabel algorithm. You may also
want to look at section 20.3 for inspiration.
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1. Suppose the maximum total excess over all non-terminals at a fixed point
Í
in time is X ; i.e., v ∈V −{s ,t } fˆ (v ) = X . Prove that there are at most O n 2
non-saturating pushes before the total excess over all non-terminals is less
than X /2.
2. Prove an upper bound, as small as possible, on the total number of pushrelabel operations made by greedy-push-relabel.
You will probably want to use the previous part in your argument. The
integrality of the capacities should play a role in your analysis.
(Food for thought: A full implementation of greedy-push-relabel would
require some data structures so you can quickly identify the next active vertex.
How might you implement the algorithm? What is your actual running time?)
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Homework 9

• Due 3:00 PM on Monday, April 25.
• Please see appendix K.6 (in the syllabus) for homework policies.
• Recall that some student submissions will be selected and distributed to the
class as solutions (see appendix K.6.7). If you would like to be excluded
from consideration, please state so explicitly at the top of each problem.
• Please leave off your student ID (which Gradescope is already aware of.)
• Before submitting, we encourage you to ask yourself, Is this really the simplest
way to solve the problem? Is this really the clearest way to explain the solution?
• For exercise 22.4, we have extended the deadline to Wednesday, April 27,
at 11:59PM, because some students interpreted the question as a 2-part
question. We are actually asking for a single algorithm / data structure that
addresses both listed properties simultaneously. We have added a clarifying
remark to the question below.
Exercise 21.11. You have a sequence of n switches S 1 , . . . ,S n that jointly control
m light bulbs L 1 , . . . ,Lm . Each switch can be “up” or “down”, and this controls
whether the light bulbs are on or off.
Each light bulb Li , is associated with two sets of switches Ai ,Bi ⊆ [n]. The
switches in Ai turn on the light bulb when they are “up” and the switches in Bi
turn on the light bulb then they are “down”.
More precisely, for each j ∈ Ai , having switch S j “up” automatically turns on
the light bulb. (It only takes one of these switches to be “up” to turn on the light
bulb.) For each j ∈ B j , turning the switch “down” automatically turns on the
light bulb. (Again, it only takes one of these switches to be “down” to turn on
the light bulb.)
Thus, for a light bulb Li , the light bulb Li lights up if and only if either (a)
some switch in Ai is flipped up or (b) some switch in Bi is flipped down. Ai and Bi
are generic subsets of switches, not necessarily disjoint, and their union does not
necessarily include all the switches. We do assume, however, that |Ai | + |Bi | ≥ 2
for all i . We assume that the sets Ai and Bi are given explicitly for each i (for
simplicity; otherwise they can be obtained by inspection).
Your algorithm can flip switches “up” and “down”. For the sake of running
times, assume that flipping a single switch takes O (1) time, and inspecting whether
a single light bulb is on or off takes O (1) time. The light bulbs turn on and off
instantly when you flip a switch.
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For each of the following decision problems, either (a) design and analyze a
polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial
time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
1. Decide if there exists a way to flip the switches to turn on all the light bulbs.
2. Decide if there exists a way to flip the switches to turn on at least threefourths of the light bulbs.
Exercise 22.4. The count-min-sketch data structure allows us to estimate the
relative frequency of each element up to an 𝜖-additive factor with probability of
error ≤ 1/poly(n) with O log(n)/𝜖 space. 20 The original motivation, however,
was to also obtain a list of 𝜖 -heavy hitters. Design and analyze an algorithm that
maintains a list of elements, with at any particular point in time,21 with probability
of error ≤ 1/n 2 :
1. Contains all of the 𝜖-heavy hitters.
2. Only includes (𝜖 /2)-heavy hitters.
Your space usage should be comparable to the space used by the count-minsketch data structure.22
Additional remark. The question asks for one data structure that satisfies both
the criteria simultaneously. That is, you should maintain a list S that (a) contains
all 𝜖 -heavy hitters, and (b) only includes (𝜖/2)-heavy hitters. The tricky part
is that count-min-sketch only approximates the frequencies. You may want to
account for the fact that an instance of count-min-sketch(𝜖 ,𝛿) may overestimate
the relative frequency of an element by as much as 𝜖, which can make a very
infrequent element look like an 𝜖 -heavy hitter.
Exercise 22.6. Consider the streaming model where we have elements e 1 ,e 2 , . . .
presented one at a time by a stream. A natural task is to sample a fixed number
of elements uniformly at random from the stream. Usually, sampling (say) 1 item
from a set of m elements is easy: randomly generate a number k between 1 and
m, and return the k th element form your set. Sampling in streaming is trickier
because we cannot hold the entire stream in memory, and don’t know the length
of the stream.
20Here the elements are integers from [n] = {1, . . . ,n}, where n is known, and 𝜖 ∈ (0, 1) is an
input parameter.
21To clarify, what we mean by “particular point in time” is as follows. You have a data structure
that is processing data over time. Suppose we suddenly paused the stream and asked you to report
your list of heavy hitters. Your algorithm should succeed then and there with probability of error
≤ 1/n 2 . For this criteria, you do not need to know the length of the stream.
22You may want to use the count-min(𝜖,𝛿) data structure as a black box, but you should be
clear about your choice of parameters 𝜖 and 𝛿.
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1. Consider the following randomized streaming algorithm that selects one
element s from the stream:
sample-one
/* m counts the number of elements in the stream so far, and s is the
“sample” of 1 element from the stream.
*/
1. m ← 0, s ← nil.
2. For each element e presented by the stream:
A. m ← m + 1.

B. With probability 1/m:
1. s ← e .

For i ∈ N, let e i denote the i th element in the stream. For m ∈ N let sm
denote the value of s after the mth iteration. Show that for all i and m,
(
0
if m < i
P[sm = e i ] =
1/m if m ≥ i .
That is, for each m, sm is a uniformly random element out of {e 1 , . . . ,e m }.23
2. Now let k ∈ N be a fixed parameter. (e.g., k = 3.) Suppose you want to
sample a set of k elements from the stream without replacement. Design
and analyze an algorithm generalizing sample-one that maintains a sample
S of k elements drawn uniformly at random from the stream. That is,
for m ≥ k , your algorithm should have a set S of k elements, where any

particular set of k elements is equally likely (i.e., with probability 1/ mk ).
For k = 1, your algorithm should coincide with sample-one above.24

23Fix i . For m < i the probability 0 since e i hasn’t event appeared in the stream. Now, what
about m = i ? What about m = i + 1?
24One way to frame your analysis is as follows. For m ≥ k , let S m denote the (randomized)
sample S after m iterations. Prove the following statement by induction on m − k :
For all m ≥ k , and all sets X ⊆ {e 1 , . . . ,e m } of k elements,
1
P[S m = X ] = m  .
k

In our argument, you may have two cases depending on whether or not e m ∈ X .
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Recitation 1

Please try to solve each of the following problems, and we encourage you to discuss with
your neighbors. Solutions will be discussed together as a class.1
Exercise 1.1. Use recursion trees to solve the following recurrences.
1. T (n) = 3T (n/3) + 6n and T (1) = 2.
2. T (n) = 2T (n/3) + 4n and T (1) = 7.
3. T (n) = 4T (n/3) + n and T (1) = 11.
Exercise 1.2. Let A[1..n] ∈ Rn be an array of n numbers. An inversion is a pair
of numbers out of increasing order; more precisely, a pair of indices i , j ∈ [n]
such that i < j and A[i ] > A[ j ]. Design and analyze an algorithm (as fast as
possible) for counting the number of inversions in A.
Exercise 1.3. Recall that
 binary search can find one element out of a sorted list
of elements in O log n time. (Assuming the elements are arranged in, say, an
array, so that we can access the i th element in constant time.) Here we will try
to obtain a matching lower bound.
The general problem gives as input a list of n elements (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) in sorted
order and with constant time access for any index, as well as an additional
element k that acts as a key. For simplicity we may assume that k is promised
to be one of the elements. The goal is to identify an index i such that x i = k .
We restrict ourselves to a comparison-only model where we may ask comparison
queries such as “is k < x i ?”, “is k ≤ x i ?”, “is k = x i ?”, and so forth. Prove a
lower bound of Ω log n comparison queries (in the worst case) for any search
algorithm that correctly finds k in the sorted list (x 1 , . . . ,x n ).
None of the recitations discussed any of the remaining questions and we plan to discuss
them (in part) the following week.
Exercise 2.2. Suppose one had access to a polynomial time algorithm that solves
the decision version of Boolean satisfiability (outputting true or false depending
on whether there exists a satisfying assignment.). Show how to use this algorithm
to obtain a polynomial time algorithm for the constructive version of Boolean
satisfiability, outputting a satisfying assignment if one exists.
1Some solutions are sketched in ??.
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Exercise 2.7 for k = 3. Recall that the k -SAT problem is the special case of
SAT where f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) is a CNF with exactly k variables per clause.
1. Show that a polynomial time algorithm for 3-SAT implies a polynomial
time algorithm for 4-SAT.
2. Show that a polynomial time algorithm for 4-SAT implies a polynomial
time algorithm for 3-SAT.
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Please try to solve each of the following problems, and we encourage you to discuss with
your neighbors. Solutions will be discussed together as a class.2.
Exercise 2.7 for k = 3. Recall that the k -SAT problem is the special case of
SAT where f (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) is a CNF with exactly k variables per clause.
1. Show that a polynomial time algorithm for 3-SAT implies a polynomial
time algorithm for 4-SAT.
2. (Time permitting) Show that a polynomial time algorithm for 4-SAT implies
a polynomial time algorithm for 3-SAT.
Exercise 4.1. Let A[1..n] be an array of n numbers. Consider the problem of
computing the length of the longest subsequence of A that is strictly increasing.
Here a sequence of numbers x 1 , . . . ,x k is strictly increasing if x i < x i +1 for
i = 1, . . . ,k − 1. For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time
algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm
would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.3
Exercise 3.4. Consider the following variation of subset sum which allows for an
additive error of 1. We’ll call it subset-sum±1. The input consists of n numbers
x 1 , . . . ,x n ∈ N and a target T ∈ N, like subset sum. The goal is to decide if there
is a subset of x 1 , . . . ,x n that sums to either T − 1, T , or T + 1. For this problem,
either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better),
or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time
algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 2.2. Suppose one had access to a polynomial time algorithm that solves
the decision version of Boolean satisfiability (outputting true or false depending
on whether there exists a satisfying assignment.). Show how to use this algorithm
to obtain a polynomial time algorithm for the constructive version of Boolean
satisfiability, outputting a satisfying assignment if one exists.
Exercise 3.3. Consider the following special case of subset-sum called the partition
problem. The input consists of n numbers x 1 , . . . ,x n ∈ N. The goal is to partition
the n numbers into two parts so that the sums of each part are equal. For this
problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the
better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial
time algorithm for SAT.
2Solutions are also posted at https://www.overleaf.com/read/gmhtrxhsfcby
3A solution is given on ??.
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Please try to solve each of the following problems, and we encourage you to discuss with
your neighbors. Solutions will be discussed together as a class.4.
Exercise 6.4. Let G = (V,E) be a patriotic directed graph where all the edges
are colored either red, white, or blue. An American walk is a walk where the
edges alternate in color in the order of the American dream: red, white, blue,
red, white, blue... Here the first edge could be any color and then the colors
have to cycle through the American dream thereafter. We say that a vertex s can
patriotically reach a vertex t if there is an American walk from s to t .
Consider the problem of deciding whether a vertex s can patriotically reach t .
For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the
faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.5
Exercise 5.3. Recall that the k -coloring problem is to decide if there is a vertex
coloring with at most k -colors. The subset k -coloring problem also specifies for
each vertex v a subset Sv ⊆ [k ], and the k -coloring is restricted to have each
vertex v colored by a color in Sv . For each of the following problems, either (a)
design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b)
prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm
for SAT.
1. The k -coloring problem in trees.
2. The k -coloring problem for intervals.
3. The subset k -coloring problem in trees, for fixed k .
4. The subset k -coloring problem for intervals, for fixed k .

4Solutions are also posted at https://www.overleaf.com/read/gmhtrxhsfcby
5Hint: don’t change the algorithm; change the graph!
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Please try to solve each of the following problems, and we encourage you to discuss with
your neighbors. Solutions will be discussed together as a class.6
Exercise 7.5. The following two problems consider variations for the longest path
problem that instead ask for longest walks (with varying definitions of “longest”).
Here we recall that a walk may repeat vertices and edges, whereas a path cannot.
For For both problems, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm
(the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply
a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
1. Given a directed graph G , compute a walk that visits the greatest number
of distinct vertices.
2. Given a directed graph G , compute a walk that traverses the greatest
number of distinct edges.
Exercise 8.1. Let G = (V,E) be an unweighted, directed graph, and let s ,t ∈ V
be two vertices. Consider the following game with two people Alice and Bob.
Initially, Alice is on s , and Bob is on t . Each round, Alice and Bob are on two
vertices, and they simultaneously take an outgoing edge to another vertex. The
goal is to guide Alice and Bob to the same vertex with the minimum number
of rounds or declare that it is impossible to have them meet. For this problem,
either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better),
or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time
algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 7.6. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with vertex weights w : V → R.
We say that the vertex weight of a walk going through vertices v 1 ,v 2 , . . . ,v k (in order,
with vertices possible repeating) is the sum weight w (v 1 ) + w (v 2 ) + · · · + w (v k ).
Let k ∈ N be a given parameter with k ≤ n. Consider the problem of
computing the minimum vertex weight of any walk with exactly k vertices. For
this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the
faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a
polynomial time algorithm for SAT.

6Solutions are also posted at https://www.overleaf.com/read/gmhtrxhsfcby
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Please try to solve each of the following problems, and we encourage you to discuss with
your neighbors. Solutions will be discussed together as a class.7
Exercise 8.1. Let G = (V,E) be an unweighted, directed graph, and let s ,t ∈ V
be two vertices. Consider the following game with two people Alice and Bob.
Initially, Alice is on s , and Bob is on t . Each round, Alice and Bob are on two
vertices, and they simultaneously take an outgoing edge to another vertex. The
goal is to guide Alice and Bob to the same vertex with the minimum number
of rounds or declare that it is impossible to have them meet. For this problem,
either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better),
or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time
algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 9.1. Recall that in foreign exchange, different currencies can be exchanged at exchange rates. For example, at the time of writing, one can exchange
1 US dollar for about 0.89 Euro’s. Currency arbitrage occurs when you start with
some quantity of one currency, and make a sequence of exchanges through different currencies and end up with even more of the original currency than you
started with.
Suppose we have n countries and for every (ordered) pair of countries X
and Y we have an exchange rate r X ,Y ; meaning, one unit of currency X can be
exchanged for r X ,Y units of currency Y . Consider the problem of identifying
currency arbitrary starting from a fixed currency X , or deciding that no arbitrage
is possible. For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time
algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm
would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise F.1 ([Eri19, Exercise 3.6]). A shuffle of two strings X and Y is formed
by interspersing the characters into a new string, keeping the characters of
X and Y in the same order. For example, the strings “PRODGYRNAMAMMIINCG”
and “DYPRONGARMAMMICING” are both shuffles of X = “DYNAMIC” and Y =
“PROGRAMMING”.
For this problem, either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm
(the faster the better), or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply
a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 7.8. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph where each edge is colored red,
white, or blue. An American path is a path where the edge colors alternate red,
white, blue. The American Hamiltonian path problem is to decide if there is an
7Solutions are also posted at https://www.overleaf.com/read/gmhtrxhsfcby
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American path that visits all the vertices. For this problem, either (a) design and
analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that a
polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 8.4. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with positive edge weights, and
s ,t ∈ V . Recall that Dijkstra’s algorithm returns the lengths of the shortest paths
from s (as well as the shortest paths themselves by incorporating parent pointers).
However there may be many shortest (s ,t )-paths for a particular t . Suppose we
want to find the shortest (weighted) (s ,t )-paths with the fewest number of edges
(to break ties). Consider the problem of computing both the shortest path lengths
as well as the minimum number of edges in each shortest path. For this problem,
either (a) design and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better),
or (b) prove that a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time
algorithm for SAT.
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Please try to solve each of the following problems, and we encourage you to discuss with
your neighbors. Solutions will be discussed together as a class.8
Exercise 11.1. Let A[1..n] be an array of elements. The frequency of an element
is the number of times it appears in A[1..n]. An element is a majority element if it
has frequency at least n/2.
If the elements are comparable then we can identify the majority element by
sorting all the elements and scanning the sorted list. Here we do not assume that
the elements are pairwise comparable; we can only test if two elements A[i ] and
A[ j ] are equal.
1. Write a recursive spec for the majority element problem.
2. Design a divide-and-conquer algorithm (implementing your recursive spec)
for the majority
element problem that divides the input in half, and runs in

O n log n .9
3. Prove your algorithm is correct by induction, where the recursive spec is
your induction hypothesis.
4. Analyze the running time of your algorithm.
Exercise 11.5. Let A[1..m] and B [1..n] be two sorted arrays of comparable
elements. Given an integer k ∈ {1, . . . ,m + n}, the goal is to find the k th largest
element among the combined elements of A and B. For simplicity you make
assume that all the elements are distinct.10
1. Define a recursive spec for a recursive algorithm to solve this problem.
2. Show that if either m or n is ≤ 5 then we can find the k th element in
O (1)-time by direct means. (This is to help declutter your implementation
and avoid fencepost errors.)
3. Give a recursive algorithm implementing your recursive spec. You may
simply refer to the previous part for your base case.
4. Prove your algorithm is correct by induction.
5. Analyze the running time of your algorithm.
8Solutions are also posted at https://www.overleaf.com/read/gmhtrxhsfcby
9There is also a well-known O (n) time algorithm which we are not asking for.
10By assuming standard data structures keeping track of the offset and length, you can get (a
pointer to) the subarray A[i .. j ] of an array A[1..m] in O (1) time.
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Please try to solve each of the following problems, and we encourage you to discuss with
your neighbors. Solutions will be discussed together as a class.11
The following definitions and results from the notes may be helpful.
Span. Let S ⊂ E and e ∈ E. We say S spans e , or e ∈ span(S ), if the endpoints of
e are connected by (the edges in) S .
Lemma 13.5. Let e ∈ E. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
1. Every minimum weight spanning tree contains e .
2. For every set of edges S ⊆ E − e that spans e (and doesn’t include e ),
w (e ) < max w (S ).
f ∈S

Good edges. An edge e is good if it satisfies condition (2) above.
Lemma 13.7. Let H ⊂ E be any non-spanning set of edges. Let e ∈ E \ span(H ) be the
minimum weight edge not spanned by H . Then e is a good edge.
Lemma 13.10. Let S ⊂ V be any set of vertices. Then the minimum weight edge in the
cut induced by S is a good edge.

Exercise 13.2. Consider the following algorithm that claims to compute the
MST (in a connected graph).
decremental-MST
1. Sort and index E = {e 1 , . . . ,e n } in decreasing order of weight.
2. For i = 1, 2, . . . ,n:
A. Unless E − e i is disconnected:
1. E ← E − e i .

3. Return E.
Either
11Solutions are also posted at https://www.overleaf.com/read/gmhtrxhsfcby
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1. Describe an input graph where decremental-MST fails to find the MST, or
2. Prove that decremental-MST always returns the minimum weight spanning
tree.
For simplicity you may focus on the setting where the edge weights are distinct.
Exercise 13.6. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph with distinct nonnegative
edge lengths. The bottleneck length of a path in G is the length of the longest edge
in the path. Prove that the MST of G contains the path of shortest bottleneck
length between every pair of points.
Exercise 13.7. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph with distinct nonnegative
edge weights w : E → R. For a spanning tree T , we say that the bottleneck weight
of T is the maximum weight edge in T , maxe ∈T w (e ). Consider the problem of
computing the minimum
1. Prove that the MST is also a minimum bottleneck weight spanning tree of
G.
2. Design and analyze a O (m + n)-time algorithm for computing a minimum
bottleneck weight spanning tree of G . (This is faster than any of our
algorithms for MST.)12
Exercise 14.1. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph and s ,t ∈ V , where we assume
there is no edge from s to t . A collection of (s ,t )-paths p 1 , . . . , pk are said to
be vertex-disjoint if the interior vertices (excluding s and t ) of the paths are
disjoint. A set of vertices C ⊆ V \ {s ,t } is a vertex (s , t )-cut if removing C (and
all incident edges) from G disconnects s from t . Consider the problems of (a)
computing the maximum cardinality collection of vertex disjoint (s ,t )-paths, and
(b) the minimum vertex (s ,t )-cut. For both of these problems, either (a) design
and analyze a polynomial time algorithm (the faster the better), or (b) prove that
a polynomial time algorithm would imply a polynomial time algorithm for SAT.
Exercise 14.2. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph. For s ,t ∈ V , let 𝜆 (s ,t ) denote
the size of the minimum (s ,t )-cut. Prove the following “triangle inequality” for
cuts:
𝜆 (a,b) ≥ min{𝜆 (a,c ),𝜆 (c ,b)}
for any three vertices a,b,c ∈ V .
12Here’s step 1: compute the median edge weight in O (m) time.
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Please try to solve each of the following problems, and we encourage you to discuss with
your neighbors. Solutions will be discussed together as a class.13
The augmenting-path algorithm of Ford and Fulkerson [FF56] computes the
maximum flow in an integer-capacitated graph in O (m𝜆 ) time, where 𝜆 is the value
of the maximum flow. The shortest-augmenting-path algorithm of Edmonds and
Karp [EK72] computes the maximum flow in general capacitated graphs in O m 2 n
time.
There are better maximum flow running times (including some striking recent
results), but to keep things simple, we will stick to the running times established in
class. A few more running times may come up in class or homework at which point
we will extend the list of available running times.

Exercise 14.2. Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph. For s ,t ∈ V , let 𝜆 (s ,t ) denote
the size of the minimum (s ,t )-cut. Prove the following “triangle inequality” for
cuts:
𝜆 (a,b) ≥ min{𝜆 (a,c ),𝜆 (c ,b)}

for any three vertices a,b,c ∈ V .

Exercise 15.2. Suppose you had an (s ,t )-flow f . We know that there exists an
(s ,t )-path packing of the same size as f ; here we are interested in algorithms
that take f and compute such a path packing. Such a path packing is called a
flow decomposition of f .

Design and analyze an algorithm that, in O m 2 time, computes a maximum
path packing x of the same size of f , such that:
1. There are at most m distinct paths (with nonzero value) in x.
2. If f is integral, then x is also integral.
Exercise 15.1. Consider an instance (G = (V,E),s ,t ,c ) of (s ,t )-maximum flow
with integral capacities, and suppose you have already computed a maximum
integral flow f .
1. Suppose we increase the capacity of an edge by 1. Design and analyze an
algorithm, as fast as possible, to compute the maximum flow in the updated
graph.
2. Suppose we decrease the capacity of an edge by 1. Design and analyze an
algorithm, as fast as possible, to compute the maximum flow in the updated
graph.
13Solutions are also posted at https://www.overleaf.com/read/gmhtrxhsfcby
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Please try to solve each of the following problems, and we encourage you to discuss with
your neighbors. Solutions will be discussed together as a class.14
Review problems. Each of the following problems are from [Eri19] and are
taken from the list of “Midterm 2 practice problems” (appendix H). Below we
also state the kind of instructions one might expect on the exam.
For “identify the subproblem” type solutions, including all dynamic programming
and divide-and-conquer algorithms (and recursive algorithms in general), we require
the following parts explicitly.
1. Recursive spec (i.e., a sentence) definition of the subproblem.
2. How to extract the final solution from the subproblems.
3. Psuedocode implementation of the recursive spec.
4. The total running time of your algorithm. If you are using dynamic programming, explicit mention that you are using DP/caching solutions to obtain the
claimed running time. For other recursive algorithms including divide-andconquer, you should state the running time recurrence that you are solving.
We will treat your recursive spec as an induction hypothesis to justify the correctness
of the algorithm, and no explicit proof is otherwise required. (Some justification /
comments might help the grader’s understanding in the event of partial credit.)
For “change the input” type solutions, where a problem X is reduced to problem
Y , you should describe an algorithm where an algorithm for problem Y is used
as a black box to solve problem X . (This can be reducing a given problem to an
established polynomial time algorithm, or reducing a known NP-hard problem to a
given problem.) The correctness often involves establishing an “if and only if”. (E.g.,
the answer to decision problem X is true iff the answer to the instance problem Y is
true, or there is a bipartite matching of size k iff there are k edge-disjoint paths.)
Justify both directions explicitly (even if you think its obvious). For polynomial time
algorithms you also need to analyze the running time; when proving a problem is
hard, indicate somewhere that you are proving that problem Y is NP-Hard.

Exercise 1.32 in [Eri19]. Suppose we are give an array A[1..n] with the special
property that A[1] ≥ A[2] and A[n − 1] ≤ A[n]. We say that an element A[x] is
a local minimum if its less than or equal to both its neighbors, or more formally, if
A[x − 1] ≥ A[x] and A[x] ≤ A[x + 1]. For example, there are six local minima in
the following list (which are boldfaced):
14Solutions are also posted at https://www.overleaf.com/read/gmhtrxhsfcby
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9, 7, 7, 2, 1, 3, 7, 5, 4, 7, 3, 3, 4, 8, 6, 9
We can obviously find a local minimum in O (n) time by scanning
the array.

Describe and analyze that finds a local minimum in O log n time. [Hint: With
the given boundary conditions, the array must have at least one local minimum. Why?]
Additional note from the instructors: You algorithm to the above should leverage some
kind of induction hypothesis to argue it is correct. What is the induction hypothesis?
Exercises
3.5.f
in [Eri19].
a sequence
[1..n]
of( numbers
2X [i ] <
Figure ��.��.
A mini-golf
course withCall
�ve starting
points (X
?) and
holes
), and a legalconvex
correspondence
Xbetween
[i − 1] them.
+ X [i + 1] for all i . Describe an efficient algorithm to compute the length
of the longest convex subsequence of an arbitrary array A of integers.
. A cycle
cover
a given directed
graph
= (V,
a set of vertex-disjoint
Exercise
7.4.b
in of
[Eri19].
A feedback
edgeG set
of E)
an isundirected
graph G is a
thatedges
coversuch
every
vertex
G. in
Describe
and at
analyze
an edge
efficient
subsetcycles
F of the
that
everyincycle
G contains
least one
in F .
algorithm
to
find
a
cycle
cover
for
a
given
graph,
or
correctly
report
that no
In other words, removing every edge in F makes the graph acyclic. Describe
and
cycle
cover
exists.
[Hint:
Use
bipartite
matching!]
analyze a fast algorithm to compute the minimum-weight feedback edge set of a
given edge-weighted graph.15
. Suppose you are given an n ⇥ n checkerboard with some of the squares
Exercise
11.8 You
in [Eri19]
Suppose
are givenjust
an nthe
× nright
checkerboard
with
deleted.
have a large
set you
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size to cover
some two
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exactly two
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oneinput
domino.
Your
is a boolean array Deleted[1 .. n, 1 .. n], where Deleted[i, j] =
Your
input
is only
a boolean
where
,j ] =
T
if and
if the array
squareDeleted[1..n,1..n],
in row i and column
j hasDeleted[i
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true Your
iff theoutput
squareis in
row i and
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Your the
output
is a
a single
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youj do
have
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singleplacement
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do
not
have
to
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of dominos. For example, for the board shown in Figure . ,
For example,
for
theshould
board return
shown Tbelow,
your algorithm
. your algorithm should return true.

Figure
��.��. Covering
a partial checkerboard
with (Figure
dominos.11.12 in [Eri19].)
Figure F.1: Covering
a partial
checkerboard
with dominos.

. Suppose we are given an n ⇥ n square grid, some of whose squares are
colored black and the rest white. Describe and analyze an algorithm to
determine whether tokens can be placed on the grid so that
15For simplicity you may assume the edge weights are positive. To think about later: what if the

edge weights
are allowed
to on
be negative?
• every
token is
a white square;

• every row of the grid contains exactly one token; and
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• every column of the grid contains exactly one token.
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Please try to solve each of the following problems, and we encourage you to discuss with
your neighbors. Solutions will be discussed together as a class.16
Exercise 19.1. Recall the array-backed lists from section 19.3, where we showed
how to support append in O (1) amortized time via the “doubling trick”. As
discussed at the end of section 19.3, one may also want to include a remove
operation that removes the last item in the list. To implement this, one could just
unallocate the corresponding spot in memory, and decrease the counter tracking
the size of our list. However, after many such removals, we may end up with an
array that is mostly empty and much larger then the number of items in the list.
It would be desirable to maintain the array to be within a constant factor. Here
we will develop an analog of the doubling trick to facilitate deletions.
1. A first approach to addressing deletions might be as follows.
After removing the element from the array and decreasing the size
counter, if the size of the list is now less than half of the capacity of the
array, allocate a new array of half the capacity and copy the elements
of the list over.
Unfortunately, this approach will not run in O (1) amortized time. To prove
this, devise a sequence of n append / remove operations
(for n arbitrarily

larger) on which the data structure would take Ω n 2 time.
2. While the approach above didn’t quite work, a slight modification of it will.
Implement remove so that append and remove both take O (1) amortized
time. (Analyze these operations as well.) Your implementation should still
follow the general format of allocating a new array and copying all the
elements at certain points in time.
The following is exercise 5 in [Eri13a]. Try to do parts (a) and (b). Part (c) is harder
but a good challenge to think about offline. 17
16Solutions are also posted at https://www.overleaf.com/read/gmhtrxhsfcby
17I (Kent) believe that for part (c), O (1) amortized-time pop() is achievable.
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following operations.
• O
P
(x) removes all items smaller than x from the beginning of the
sequence and then adds x to the beginning of the sequence.
• P deletes and returns the first item in the sequence (or N
empty).

if the sequence is
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O
P
and P algorithms. Prove that if we start with an empty data structure,
the amortized cost of each O
P
or P operation is O(1).

. A multistack consists of an infinite series of stacks S0 , S1 , S2 , . . . , where the ith stack Si can
hold up to 3i elements. The user always pushes and pops elements from the smallest stack
S0 . However, before any element can be pushed onto any full stack Si , we first pop all the
elements off Si and push them onto stack Si+1 to make room. (Thus, if Si+1 is already full,
we first recursively move all its members to Si+2 .) Similarly, before any element can be
popped from any empty stack Si , we first pop 3i elements from Si+1 and push them onto
Si to make room. (Thus, if Si+1 is already empty, we first recursively fill it by popping
elements from Si+2 .) Moving a single element from one stack to another takes O(1) time.
Here is pseudocode for the multistack operations MSP
stacks are managed with the subroutines P
and P .
MP
(x) :
i
0
while Si is full
i
i+1

Algorithms
(a)

. The internal

MP (x) :
i
0
while Si is empty
i
i+1

while i > 0
i
i 1
for j
1 to 3i
P
(Si+1 , P
P

and MSP

while i > 0
i
i 1
for j
1 to 3i
P
(Si , P

(Si ))

return P

(S0 , x)

(Si+1 ))

(S0 )

Amortized
[Fa’��]
In the worst case, how long does it take to push oneLecture
more �:
element
ontoAnalysis
a multistack
containing n elements?
×9

×3

Making room in a multistack, just before pushing on a new element.

(b) Prove that if the user never pops anything from the multistack, the amortized cost
of a push operation is O(log n), where n is the maximum number of elements in the
multistack during its lifetime.
(c) Prove that in any intermixed sequence of pushes and pops, each push or pop operation
takes O(log n) amortized time, where n is the maximum number of elements in the
multistack during its lifetime.
. Recall that a standard (FIFO) queue maintains a sequence of items subject to the following
operations.
• P
• P

(x): Add item x to the end of the sequence.

(): Remove and return the item at the beginning of the sequence.

It is easy to implement a queue using a doubly-linked
list and a counter, so that the entire
504
data structure uses O(n) space (where n is the number of items in the queue) and the
worst-case time per operation is O(1).
(a) Now suppose we want to support the following operation instead of P

:

• M
P
(k): Remove the first k items from the front of the queue, and return
the kth item removed.
Suppose we use the obvious algorithm to implement M
M

P

(k):

P

:
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Please try to solve each of the following problems, and we encourage you to discuss with
your neighbors. Solutions will be discussed together as a class.18
You might find linearity of expectation to be helpful, which we reprint below
for your convenience.

Theorem 21.9. (Linearity of expectation.) Let X ,Y ∈ R be two random variables.
Then
E[X + Y ] = E[X ] + E[Y ].

Exercise 21.5. For k ∈ N, suppose you repeatedly flip a coin that is heads with
fixed probability p ∈ (0, 1).
1. What is the expected number of coin flips until you obtain one heads?19
Prove your answer.
2. What is the expected number of coin flips until you obtain two heads?
Prove your answer.
3. For general k ∈ N, what is the expected number of coin tosses until you
obtain k heads? Prove your answer.
Exercise 21.7. Recall the selection problem. Given an input A[1..n] of n comparable elements, the goal is to find the rank k element (that is, the k th largest
element) in A. You may assume the elements are distinct for simplicity.
Previously we studied a deterministic, linear time algorithm called medianof-medians. The algorithm was rather non-trivial – it recursively computes
an approximate median to use as a pivot. Here we will study a much simpler
algorithm called quick-select that uses randomization instead of recursion. The
idea is very simple and similar to quick-sort: select a pivot randomly. In practice,
this simpler algorithm is faster than median-of-medians.
18Solutions are also posted at https://www.overleaf.com/read/gmhtrxhsfcby
19If the first toss is heads, that counts as one coin flip. If the first toss is tails and the second
toss is heads, that counts as two coin tosses. Etc. It may be helpful to first think about a fair coin,
where p = 1/2.
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quick-select(A[1..n],k )
// The goal is to find the rank k element in A[1..n]. We assume for
simplicity that all the elements are distinct.
1. Randomly select i ∈ [n] uniformly at random.
2. Compute the rank ℓ of A[i ].

// O (n)

3. If ℓ = k , then return A[i ].
4. If ℓ > k , then recursively search for the rank k element among
the set of ℓ − 1 elements less than A[ℓ ], and return it.
5. If ℓ < k , then recursively search for the rank k − ℓ element
among the set of n − ℓ elements greater than A[ℓ ], and return it.
The goal of this exercise is to prove that quick-select takes O (n) time in
expectation. We ask you to prove this in two different ways which offer two
different perspectives. Both analyses should use linearity of expectation and we
ask you to point this out for both.
1. Approach 1. Analyze quick-select similarly to quick-sort, based on
the sum of indicators Xi j .
One approach is to reduce to a separate analysis for each of the following
4 classes of pairs:
(a) Xi j where i < j < k ,
(b) Xi j where i < k < j ,
(c) Xi j where k < i < j , and
(d) Xi j where either i = k or j = k .
For each case, show that the expected sum is O (n).Use this to obtain a
O (n) expected running time, overall.
2. Approach 2. The following approach can be interpreted as a randomized
divide and conquer argument. We are arguing that with constant probability,
we decrease the input by a constant factor, from which the fast (expected)
running time follows.
(a) Consider again quick-select. Consider a single iteration where
we pick a pivot uniformly at random and throw out some elements.
Prove that with some constant probability p, we either sample the k th
element or throw out at least 1/4 of the remaining elements.
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(b) For each integer i , prove that the expected number of iterations (i.e.,
rounds of choosing a pivot) of quick-select, where the number of
elements remaining is in the range [(4/3) i , (4/3) i +1 ), is O (1).20

(c) Fix an integer i , and consider the amount of time spent by quickselect while the number of elements remaining is greater than
(4/3) i −1 and at most (4/3) i . Show that that the expected amount
of time is ≤ O (4/3) i

(d) Finally, use the preceding part to show that the expected running time
of quick-select is O (n).

Exercise 21.6. Suppose you only have access to a coin that flips heads with a
known probability p, and tails with (remaining) probability 1 − p. Describe and
analyze a protocol that uses a limited number of tosses of this biased coin in
expectation (the smaller the better) to simulate 1 coin toss of a fair coin. (The
number of biased coin tosses you make may in expectation may depend on p.)

20Hint: Exercise 21.5.
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Please try to solve each of the following problems, and we encourage you to discuss with
your neighbors. Solutions will be discussed together as a class.21
Exercise 23.2. Let h : [n] → [ℓ ] be a universal hash function, with ℓ ≥ n. Show
that for ℓ ≥ n 2 , h has no collisions with probability ≥ 1/2 − 1/2n.
Exercise 23.4. The goal of this exercise is to show how to get constant time
access for n keys with O (n) space, using only universal hash functions.
We first allocate an array A[1..n] of size n. We have one universal hash
function h 0 into [n]. If we have a set of (say) k collisions at an array cell A[i ],
rather than making a linked list of length k , and we build another hash table, with
a new universal hash function hi , of size k 2 , with no collisions (per exercise 23.2).
(We may have to retry if there is a collision.) If the total size (summing the
lengths of the first arrray and each of the second arrays) comes out to bigger
than (say) 5n, we try again.
1. For each i = 1, . . . ,n, let ki be the number of keys that hash to the i th cell.
We have
sum of array sizes of our data structure ≤ n +


n
∑︁

ki2 .

i =1

Show that
n
∑︁
i =1

ki2 ≤ n + 2(total # of collisions (w/r/t h0 )).

2. Show that
E[total # of collisions (w/r/t h0 )] ≤ n/2.
3. Show that



P sum of all array sizes > 5n < 1/2.
Taken together, steps 1 to 3 above show that this approach will build a “perfect”
hash table over the n keys in O (n) space with probability of success at least 1/2,
using only universal hash functions. Even if it fails to work, we can then keep
repeating the construction until it succeeds. This approach works better in static
settings, when the set of keys is fixed.
21Solutions are also posted at https://www.overleaf.com/read/gmhtrxhsfcby
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(c) Given an arbitrary bag D of dominos, what is the largest number of
dominos we can take from D to make a legal arrangement?

. Pebbling is a solitaire game played on an undirected graph G, where each
vertex has zero or more pebbles. A single pebbling move consists of removing
6. D����-F����
twoS�����
pebbles from a vertex v and adding one pebble to an arbitrary neighbor
F. Recitation
Problems
CS381
of v. (Obviously, the vertex v must have at least two pebbles before the move.)
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D
problem asks, given a graph G = (V, E) and a
pebble
countyou
p(v)
eachavertex
there
a sequence
of pebbling
Suppose
areforgiven
set S ofv,nwhether
points inisthe
plane,
represented
as two
moves
that
removes
all
but
one
pebble.
Prove
that
P
D
is
arrays
X [1 .. n] and
.. n]. Describe
and analyze
an[Eri19].
algorithm to compute
Review
questions.
TheY [1
following
is exercise
12.24 in
NP-hard.
the
length of the longest monotonically increasing path with vertices in S.
Assume you have a subroutine L
(x, y, x 0 , y 0 ) that returns the length
0
0
. of
Recall
that a -coloring
the segment
from (x, of
y) atograph
(x , yG).is a function that assigns each vertex
of G a “color” from the set {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, such that for any edge uv, vertices u
andany
v are
assigned
A -coloring
is careful
if the
colors
. For
two
nodes different
u and w “colors”.
in a directed
acyclic graph
G, the
interval
assigned
to
adjacent
vertices
are
not
only
distinct,
but
differ
by
more
than
1
G[u, w ] is the union of all directed paths in G from u to v. Equivalently,
(modw]
5).consists
Prove that
deciding
whether
given
graph
has aand
careful
G[u,
of all
vertices
v such athat
v2
reach(u)
w 25-coloring
reach(x),
is NP-hard. [Hint: Reduce from the standard C
problem.]
together with all the edges in G connecting those vertices.

Suppose we are given a directed3 acyclic graph G, in which every vertex
1
4
has a numerical weight, which may be positive, negative, or zero.

2
3
0
(a) Describe an efficient algorithm
to find
the maximum-weight interval
in G, where the weight of each
interval
is the sum of the weights of its
0
4
2
vertices.

��.�8. Ato
careful
(b) Describe an efficientFigure
algorithm
find�-coloring.
the largest vertex weight in every
interval in G. Your algorithm should compute a two-dimensional array
.. V ] where
entry MaxWt[u,
w]half-independent
is the maximum
. (a) MaxWt[1
A subset ..S V,
of1vertices
in aneach
undirected
graph G is
if
weight
among
all
vertices
in
the
interval
G[u,
w].
In
particular,
if G[u,
w]
each vertex in S is adjacent to at most one other vertex in S. Prove
that
The following is exercise 6.17 in [Eri19].
isfinding
empty,the
then
w] should
be 1. set of vertices in a given
sizeMaxWt[u,
of the largest
half-independent
undirected graph is NP-hard.
. (b)
Let GA be
a directed
acyclic in
graph
whose vertices
have
from some fixed
subset
S of vertices
an undirected
graph
G islabels
sort-of-independent
if
alphabet.
Any
directed
path
in
G
has
a
label,
which
is
a
string
obtained
by
if each vertex in S is adjacent to at most
other vertices in S. Prove
concatenating
of the
its vertices.
Recall that a palindrome
is a string
that findingthe
thelabels
size of
largest sort-of-independent
set of vertices
in
that aisgiven
equalundirected
to its reversal.
graph is NP-hard.

(c) Describe
A subset Sand
of vertices
an algorithm
undirected to
graph
is almost
if at
(a)
analyzeinan
findGthe
lengthindependent
of the longest
most
edges
have
both
in For
S. Prove
that given
finding
the
size
palindrome
thatin
is G
the
label
of aendpoints
path in G.
example,
the
graph
of Figure
the largest
setreturn
of vertices
in a given
undirected
in
. ,almost-independent
your algorithm should
the integer
6, which
is the
graph is
length
of NP-hard.
the palindrome HANNAH.

N in G is a subset S of the vertices
. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. A Adominating set
such that every vertex in G is either in S or adjacent to a vertex in S. The
H

���

S

E

N
O

O

T
N

D

T
H

A

Figure 6.��. A dag whose longest palindrome path label has length 6.
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(b) Describe an algorithm to find the longest palindrome that is a subsequence of the label of a path in G.

Exercises

(c) Suppose G has a single source s and a single sink t. Describe an algorithm
to find the shortest palindrome that is a supersequence of the label of a
from
s to t. running time of B
(f) path
WhatinisGthe
worst-case
GCD(x, y), as a function

of x and y? (Assume that computing x y takes O(log x + log y) time,
. Suppose
you are given
directed
acyclic
graphs G and H in which every
and computing
z/2two
requires
O(log
z) time.)
node has a label from some finite alphabet; different nodes may have the
The
following
exercise
1.26
in [Eri19].
same
label. isThe
label of
a path
in either dag is the string obtained by
Arrays
concatenating the labels of its vertices.
n
. (a)
Suppose
you and
are given
a 2an
⇥algorithm
2n checkerboard
withthe
onelength
(arbitrarily
chosen)
Describe
analyze
to compute
of the longest
square
removed.
Describe
and of
analyze
compute
a tiling
string
that is both
the label
a pathan
inalgorithm
G and theto
label
of a path
in H.of
the board by without gaps or overlaps by L-shaped tiles, each composed of
(b) Describe and analyze an algorithm to compute the length of the longest
squares. Your input is the integer n and two n-bit integers representing the
string that is both a subsequence of the label of a path in G and a
row and column of the missing square. The output is a list of the positions
subsequence of the label of a path in H.
and orientations of (4n 1)/3 tiles. Your algorithm should run in O(4n )
(c)
Describe
an algorithm
to compute
length of the shortest
time.
[Hint: and
Firstanalyze
prove that
such a tiling
always the
exists.]
string that is both a supersequence of the label of a path in G and a
label of
a path in (or
H. [Hint:
This
is easier
than it
. Yousupersequence
are a visitor atofathe
political
convention
perhaps
a faculty
meeting)
looks.]
with n delegates; each delegate is a member of exactly one political party.

It is impossible to tell which political party any delegate belongs to; in
. Let
G be anyou
arbitrary
(not
necessarily
acyclic)
directed
graph in which
every
particular,
will be
summarily
ejected
from
the convention
if you
ask.
vertex
v
has
an
integer
weight
w(v).
However, you can determine whether any pair of delegates belong to the

same
party byanintroducing
them
each
other.
Members
(a)
Describe
algorithm to
findto
the
longest
directed
pathofinthe
G same
whosepolitical
vertex
party
alwaysdefine
greet each
other with
smiles and friendly handshakes; members
weights
an increasing
sequence.
of different parties always greet each other with angry stares and insults.
(b) Describe and analyze an algorithm to determine the maximum-weight
reachable
fromhalf
each
in G. That
is, fortoeach
v, your
(a) vertex
Suppose
more than
ofvertex
the delegates
belong
the vertex
same political
algorithm
needsan
to efficient
computealgorithm
maxreach(v)
max{w(x)
| x 2 reach(v)}.
party. Describe
that:=
identifies
all members
of this
majority party.
. (a) Suppose you are given a directed acyclic graph G with n vertices and an
(b) Now suppose there are more than two parties, but one party has a
integer k  n. Describe an efficient algorithm to find a set of at most k
plurality: more people belong to that party than to any other party.
vertex-disjoint paths that visit every vertex in G.
Present a practical procedure to precisely pick the people from the
(b) Now
suppose
the edges
input dag G have
weights, presuming
which may the
be
plurality
political
partyofasthe
parsimoniously
as possible,
positive,
or zero. Describe
anpefficient
to find a set
plurality negative,
party is composed
of at least
people. algorithm
Pretty please.
of at most k vertex-disjoint paths with minimum total weight that visit
every vertex
G. three types of inhabitants: knights always speak the
. Smullyan
Islandinhas
k+c
Your
shouldlie;
runand
in O(n
) time
for some
small
c.
truth;algorithms
knaves always
normals
sometimes
speak
theconstant
truth and
A
single vertex
is aEveryone
path with
zero.
(We everyone
will see aelse’s
morename
efficient
sometimes
don’t.
on weight
the island
knows
and
algorithm
for part
(a) in
type (knight,
knave,
orChapter
normal). .)You want to learn the type of every
inhabitant.

You can ask any inhabitant to510
tell you the type of any other inhabitant.
Specifically, if you ask “Hey X , what is Y ’s type?” then X will respond as
follows:

���

Real-world politics is much messier than this simplified model, but this is a theory book!
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(c) Given an arbitrary bag D of dominos, what is the largest number of
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. Pebbling is a solitaire game played on an undirected graph G, where each
vertex has zero or more pebbles. A single pebbling move consists of removing
F.13 twoRecitation
pebbles from a 13
vertex v and adding one pebble to an arbitrary neighbor
of v. (Obviously, the vertex v must have at least two pebbles before the move.)
Please try
problems,
we aencourage
to E)
discuss
ThetoPsolve each
D of the following
problem
asks,and
given
graph G you
= (V,
and with
a
your neighbors.
Solutions
will
be
discussed
together
as
a
class.22
pebble count p(v) for each vertex v, whether is there a sequence of pebbling
that removes
but one is
pebble.
Prove
thatinP [Eri19].
D
is
Reviewmoves
questions.
The all
following
exercise
12.24
NP-hard.
. Recall that a -coloring of a graph G is a function that assigns each vertex
of G a “color” from the set {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, such that for any edge uv, vertices u
and v are assigned different “colors”. A -coloring is careful if the colors
assigned to adjacent vertices are not only distinct, but differ by more than 1
(mod 5). Prove that deciding whether a given graph has a careful 5-coloring
is NP-hard. [Hint: Reduce from the standard C
problem.]
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1
3
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4
0

2

. Consider a directed graph G, where each edge has a non-negative weight,
0 red, white,
4
and each edge is colored either
or blue. A walk in G is called
2
a French flag walk if its sequence of edge colors is red, white, blue, red,
��.�8.
A carefula�-coloring.
white, blue, and so on.Figure
More
formally,
walk v0 v1 · · · vk is a French
flag walk if, for every integer i, the edge vi vi+1 is red if i mod 3 = 0, white
3 = 1,S and
blue if iinmod
3 = 2.
. if
(a)i mod
A subset
of vertices
an undirected
graph G is half-independent if
Describe
an
algorithm
to
find
the
shortest
French
flag walks
from that
one
each
vertex
in
S
is
adjacent
to
at
most
one
other
vertex
in S. Prove
The following is exercise 8.19 in [Eri19].
starting
vertex
to every
vertex
in G.
finding
thessize
of theother
largest
half-independent
set of vertices in a given
undirected graph is NP-hard.
. There
are n galaxies connected by m intergalactic teleport-ways. Each
(b) A subset S of vertices in an undirected graph G is sort-of-independent if
teleport-way
joins two
andto
can
traversed
in both
directions.
Also,
if each vertex
in Sgalaxies
is adjacent
atbe
most
other
vertices
in S. Prove
eachthat
teleport-way
e
has
an
associated
cost
of
c(e)
dollars,
where
c(e)
finding the size of the largest sort-of-independent set of verticesisina
positive
integer.
A teleport-way
be used multiple times, but the toll must
a given undirected
graph iscan
NP-hard.
be paid every time it is used.
(c) A subset S of vertices in an undirected graph G is almost independent if at
Judy wants to travel from galaxy s to galaxy t as cheaply as possible.
most
edges in G have both endpoints in S. Prove that finding the size
However, she wants the total cost to be a multiple of five dollars, because
of the largest almost-independent set of vertices in a given undirected
carrying small change is not pleasant either.
graph is NP-hard.
(a) Describe and analyze an algorithm to compute the minimum total cost
from
galaxyAsdominating
to galaxy t,setsubject
restriction
the
. Letof
G traveling
= (V, E) be
a graph.
in G istoa the
subset
S of the that
vertices
total
is avertex
multiple
ofisfive
dollars.
such
thatcost
every
in G
either
in S or adjacent to a vertex in S. The
(b) Solve part (a), but now assume that Judy has a coupon that allows her
to use exactly one teleport-way for free.
. After moving to a new city, you decide to choose a walking route from your
home to your new office. To get a good daily workout, your route must
22Solutions are also posted at https://www.overleaf.com/read/gmhtrxhsfcby
consist of an uphill path (for exercise) followed by a downhill path (to cool
down), or just an uphill path, or just a downhill path. (You’ll walk the same
511
path home, so you’ll get exercise one way or the other.) But you also want
the shortest path that satisfies these conditions, so that you actually get to
work on time.
Your input consists of an undirected graph G, whose vertices represent
intersections and whose edges represent road segments, along with a start
vertex s and a target vertex t. Every vertex v has an associated value h(v),
which is the height of that intersection above sea level, and each edge uv
has an associated value `(uv), which is the length of that road segment.

has a numerical weight, which may be positive, negative, or zero.
(a) Describe an efficient algorithm to find the maximum-weight interval
in G, where the weight of each interval is the sum of the weights of its
vertices.
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(b) Describe
an efficient algorithm to find the largest vertex weight in every
F.13. Recitation
13 in G. Your algorithm should compute a two-dimensional
Spring
2022
interval
array
MaxWt[1 .. V, 1 .. V ] where each entry MaxWt[u, w] is the maximum
weight among all vertices in the interval G[u, w]. In particular, if G[u, w]
The following is exercise 6.17 in [Eri19].
is empty, then MaxWt[u, w] should be 1.
. Let G be a directed acyclic graph whose vertices have labels from some fixed
alphabet. Any directed path in G has a label, which is a string obtained by
concatenating the labels of its vertices. Recall that a palindrome is a string
that is equal to its reversal.
(a) Describe and analyze an algorithm to find the length of the longest
palindrome that is the label of a path in G. For example, given the graph
in Figure . , your algorithm should return the integer 6, which is the
length of the palindrome HANNAH.
A
H
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N
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Figure 6.��. A dag whose longest palindrome path label has length 6.
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(b) Describe an algorithm to find the longest palindrome that is a subsequence of the label of a path in G.

Exercises

(c) Suppose G has a single source s and a single sink t. Describe an algorithm
to find the shortest palindrome that is a supersequence of the label of a
from
s to t. running time of B
(f) path
WhatinisGthe
worst-case
GCD(x, y), as a function

of x and y? (Assume that computing x y takes O(log x + log y) time,
. Suppose
you are given
directed
acyclic
graphs G and H in which every
and computing
z/2two
requires
O(log
z) time.)
node has a label from some finite alphabet; different nodes may have the
The
following
exercise
1.26
in [Eri19].
same
label. isThe
label of
a path
in either dag is the string obtained by
Arrays
concatenating the labels of its vertices.
n
. (a)
Suppose
you and
are given
a 2an
⇥algorithm
2n checkerboard
withthe
onelength
(arbitrarily
chosen)
Describe
analyze
to compute
of the longest
square
removed.
Describe
and
analyze
an
algorithm
to
compute
a
tiling
string that is both the label of a path in G and the label of a path in H.of
the board by without gaps or overlaps by L-shaped tiles, each composed of
(b) Describe and analyze an algorithm to compute the length of the longest
squares. Your input is the integer n and two n-bit integers representing the
string that is both a subsequence of the label of a path in G and a
row and column of the missing square. The output is a list of the positions
subsequence of the label of a path in H.
and orientations of (4n 1)/3 tiles. Your algorithm should run in O(4n )
(c)
Describe
an algorithm
to compute
length of the shortest
time.
[Hint: and
Firstanalyze
prove that
such a tiling
always the
exists.]
string that is both a supersequence of the label of a path in G and a
label of
a path in (or
H. [Hint:
This
is easier
than it
. Yousupersequence
are a visitor atofathe
political
convention
perhaps
a faculty
meeting)
withlooks.]
n delegates; each delegate is a member of exactly one political party.

It is impossible to tell which political party any delegate belongs to; in
. Let
G be anyou
arbitrary
(not
necessarily
acyclic)
directed
graph in which
every
particular,
will be
summarily
ejected
from
the convention
if you
ask.
512
vertex
v has
ancan
integer
weightwhether
w(v). any pair of delegates belong to the
However,
you
determine
same
party byanintroducing
them
each
other.
Members
(a)
Describe
algorithm to
findto
the
longest
directed
pathofinthe
G same
whosepolitical
vertex
party
alwaysdefine
greet each
other with
smiles and friendly handshakes; members
weights
an increasing
sequence.
of different parties always greet each other with angry stares and insults.
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to
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reach(v)}.
party. Describe an efficient algorithm that identifies all members of this
majority party.

Appendix G

Practice problems for midterm 1
Of course there are still some exercises in the notes that I have not used in
any homework, which are good practice.1 Here I am pointing out the most
overlapping chapters in other textbooks as well as selecting some problems from
[Eri19].2
We do not have class on Tuesday, but we do have the classroom. Some
students asked if I could run some kind of review and I am happy to do so.
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.

G.1

Mapping to other textbooks

The topics we covered are pretty standard for undergraduate algorithms although
the order of presentation and points of emphasis may be different.3 Here I will
list what appear to be the most relevant parts of two textbooks by Erickson [Eri19]
and Kleinberg and Tardos [KT06], just based on their table of contents.4 In
1I will try to think of more this weekend. I am also planning to write more “sample solutions”
and “selected solutions”. I will also keep updating this chapter if I think of anything else that could
help.
2As far as what to do first, I suggest making sure to understand the problems we have discussed
and worked on as a class (now through the lens of “identifying subproblems” and “changing the
input”) before moving on to the additional exercises.
3The textbooks also have different perspectives and organizational principles from one another.
4Of course I may miss some things and can update the list if people point things out.
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general, exercises from these chapters might be good practice. These textbooks
also have some examples that I have not presented and these examples might be
helpful as well.
In terms of [Eri19], we covered
1. Sections 1.4, 1.6, and 1.7 (on merge sort and recursion trees).
2. Chapter 3, on dynamic programming.
3. Chapter 5, basic graph algorithms.
4. Chapter 6, depth-first search.
5. Chapter 8, shortest paths.
6. Chapter 12, NP-hardness (partly, more comments below).
7. Sections 9.6 and 9.8, on all pairs shortest paths via dynamic programming.
In terms of [KT06], we covered
1. Chapter 3 (on graphs).
2. Secton 4.4 (on Dijkstra’s algorithm)5
3. Sections 5.1 – 5.3 (on merge sort and recurrences).
4. Chapter 6 (on dynamic programming).
5. Chapter 8, on NP and computational intractablity (partly, more comments
below).
The focus in our class for NP-hard problems is a little different then those texts.
I have tried to emphasize the connections and distinctions between problems that
are polynomial time and that are NP-Hard, and tried to develop an appreciation for
the practical implications of NP-completeness for solving algorithmic problems.6
We have done some of the famously creative reductions in class but I have not
tried to catalog or enumerate all the different types of reductions (as other books
do). In particular, we are not asking you to memorize all the reductions in these
books. It suffices to be familiar with the types of problems that we have discussed
so far. (Some more NP-Hard problems will come up organically later on in the
course.)
5[KT06] calls this a “greedy algorithm” but I have not.
6Section 10.5 attempts to collect and summarize these themes.
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Problems from Jeff’s notes

Here I am selecting some problems from [Eri19] that might be good practice. I’ve
chosen them to be diverse and I am restricting the number of problems I select
for each chapter. However you might want to look at other problems too which
are fun7 and you should be equipped to solve most of them.
I am going in order of chapters in [Eri19], which is a different order of topics
from our lectures.

G.2.1

Chapter 1

Here I should point out that we discussed merge sort and closely related algorithms
as sort of an introductory topic,8 but a more focused study of divide-and-conquer
algorithms will come after midterm 1.
6, 9, 11, 14, 17.

G.2.2

Chapter 3

This chapter is on dynamic programming. All of the problems in this chapter
are great, but here are just a few (chosen primarily to form a diverse set).
2, 5.a, 5.b, 6.b, 12, 32, 42, 47, 48.
When practicing, the most important thing is identifying the right recursive
spec / inductive hypothesis. Then implement some recursive code to confirm that
your inductive hypothesis can be made algorithmic. The remaining steps are
relatively easy. You might be able to fly through a lot of problems just focusing
on the first two steps in particular since not much writing is actually required to
do this.
It may be worthwhile to actually write the sentence for the recursive spec out
in full. It is easy to deceive yourself into thinking you’re correct when you haven’t
really forced yourself to completely express your ideas.

G.2.3

Chapter 5

11, 12, 13, 20, 25.

G.2.4

Chapter 6

3, 9, 15, 17, 21.
7Maybe only in my screwed up sense of the word fun.
8In part because most students have already seen merge sort before.
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Chapter 8

14, 15, 20, 22, 25.

G.2.6

Chapter 12

Here I should point out that not all exercises are appropriate since we did not
discuss all the NP-Hard problems that appear in this chapter. So first I am listing
all the problems that I think are within range of our discussions, to steer clear of
NP-Hard problems we have not at all discussed.
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16.a, 16.e, 16.f, 20, 22, 24,
25, 28.a, 29, 30, 31, 32, 39.
Here is a smaller selection out of the problems above.
5, 6, 7, 8, 22, 24, 25, 39.
At least one problem requires the fact that one can compute an Eulerian circuit
(if it exists) in polynomial time. An Eulerian circuit is a walk in a directed graph
that starts and ends at the same vertex and traverses each edge exactly once. It
is known that a strongly connected graph has an Eulerian circuit iff every vertex
has in-degree equal to its out-degree. See also the Wikipedia article. (You may
have seen Eulerian tours before in your discrete math class but I am not sure.)
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Practice problems for midterm 2
As midterm 2 is cumulative, we take as starting point the references and practice
problems in midterm 1. We have extended these to cover the topics covered since;
namely, divide and conquer, spanning trees, and flow.
It is worth repeating that in our opinion, practice problems are the best way
to increase your comfort level with the material. We also recommend going back
and re-solving problems we have done once before in homework or PSO.
We do not have class on Tuesday, but we do have the classroom. Some
students asked if I could run some kind of review and I am happy to do so.
Here are the materials from the review session from Midterm 1.
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.
Here are the materials from the review session from Midterm 2.
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.
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Mapping to other textbooks

The topics we covered are pretty standard for undergraduate algorithms although
the order of presentation and points of emphasis may be different.1 Here I will list
what appear to be the most relevant parts of two textbooks by Erickson [Eri19]
and Kleinberg and Tardos [KT06], just based on their table of contents.2 In
general, exercises from these chapters might be good practice. These textbooks
also have some examples that I have not presented and these examples might be
helpful as well.
In terms of [Eri19], we covered
1. Sections 1.4, 1.6 – 1.9 on merge sort, recursion trees, and divide-andconquer.
2. Chapter 3, on dynamic programming.
3. Chapter 5, basic graph algorithms.
4. Chapter 6, depth-first search.
5. Chapter 7, spanning trees.
6. Chapter 8, shortest paths.
7. Chapter 10, max-flow and min-cut.
8. Chapter 11, applications of flows and cuts.
9. Chapter 12, NP-hardness (partly, more comments below).
10. Sections 9.6 and 9.8, on all pairs shortest paths via dynamic programming.
In terms of [KT06], we covered
1. Chapter 3 (on graphs).
2. Secton 4.4–4.6 (on Dijkstra’s algorithm and minimum spanning trees)3
3. Chapter 5 (on divide-and-conquer).
4. Chapter 6 (on dynamic programming).
5. Chapter 7 (on network flow)
1The textbooks also have different perspectives and organizational principles from one another.
2Of course I may miss some things and can update the list if people point things out.
3[KT06] calls Dijkstra’s algorithm a “greedy algorithm” but I have not.
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6. Chapter 8, on NP and computational intractablity (partly, more comments
below).
The focus in our class for NP-hard problems is a little different then those texts.
I have tried to emphasize the connections and distinctions between problems that
are polynomial time and that are NP-Hard, and tried to develop an appreciation for
the practical implications of NP-completeness for solving algorithmic problems.4
We have done some of the famously creative reductions in class but I have not
tried to catalog or enumerate all the different types of reductions (as other books
do). In particular, we are not asking you to memorize all the reductions in these
books. It suffices to be familiar with the types of problems that we have discussed
so far. (Some more NP-Hard problems will come up organically later on in the
course.)

H.2

Problems from “Jeff’s notes” [Eri19]

Here I am selecting some problems from [Eri19] that might be good practice. I’ve
chosen them to be diverse and I am restricting the number of problems I select
for each chapter. However you might want to look at other problems too which
are fun5 and you should be equipped to solve most of them.
I am going in order of chapters in [Eri19], which is a different order of topics
from our lectures.

H.2.1

Chapter 1

6, 9, 11, 14, 17, 22, 32.

H.2.2

Chapter 3

This chapter is on dynamic programming. All of the problems in this chapter
are great, but here are just a few (chosen primarily to form a diverse set).
2, 5.a, 5.b, 6.b, 12, 32, 42, 47, 48.
When practicing, the most important thing is identifying the right recursive
spec / inductive hypothesis. Then implement some recursive code to confirm that
your inductive hypothesis can be made algorithmic. The remaining steps are
relatively easy. You might be able to fly through a lot of problems just focusing
on the first two steps in particular since not much writing is actually required to
do this.
4Section 10.5 attempts to collect and summarize these themes.
5Maybe only in my screwed up sense of the word fun.
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It may be worthwhile to actually write the sentence for the recursive spec out
in full. It is easy to deceive yourself into thinking you’re correct when you haven’t
really forced yourself to completely express your ideas.

H.2.3

Chapter 5

11, 12, 13, 20, 25.

H.2.4

Chapter 6

3, 9, 15, 17, 21.

H.2.5

Chapter 7

2, 4, 5, 6

H.2.6

Chapter 8

14, 15, 20, 22, 25.

H.2.7

Chapter 10

1, 2, 3, 7, 8,

H.2.8

Chapter 11

4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 19,

H.2.9

Chapter 12

Here I should point out that not all exercises are appropriate since we did not
discuss all the NP-Hard problems that appear in this chapter. So first I am listing
all the problems that I think are within range of our discussions, to steer clear of
NP-Hard problems we have not at all discussed.
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16.a, 16.e, 16.f, 20, 22, 24,
25, 28.a, 29, 30, 31, 32, 39.
Here is a smaller selection out of the problems above.
5, 6, 7, 8, 22, 24, 25, 39.
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At least one problem requires the fact that one can compute an Eulerian circuit
(if it exists) in polynomial time. An Eulerian circuit is a walk in a directed graph
that starts and ends at the same vertex and traverses each edge exactly once. It
is known that a strongly connected graph has an Eulerian circuit iff every vertex
has in-degree equal to its out-degree. See also the Wikipedia article. (You may
have seen Eulerian tours before in your discrete math class but I am not sure.)
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Practice problems for the final
As the final is cumulative, we take as starting point the references and practice
problems from midterm 2. We extended these to cover the topics covered since;
namely, amortized analysis and randomized algorithms.
It is worth repeating that in our opinion, practice problems are the best way
to increase your comfort level with the material. We also recommend going back
and re-solving problems we have done before in homework or PSO.
Here are the materials from the review session from Midterm 1.
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.
Here are the materials from the review session from Midterm 2.
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.
Here are the materials from the first review session before the Final.
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Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.
Here are the materials from the first review session before the Final.
Lecture materials and comments. Click on the links below for the following
files:
• Handwritten notes prepared before the lecture.
• Handwritten notes annotated during the presentation.
• Recorded video lecture.

I.1

Mapping to other textbooks

The topics we covered are pretty standard for undergraduate algorithms although
the order of presentation and points of emphasis may be different.1 Here I will list
what appear to be the most relevant parts of two textbooks by Erickson [Eri19]
and Kleinberg and Tardos [KT06], just based on their table of contents.2 In
general, exercises from these chapters might be good practice. These textbooks
also have some examples that I have not presented and these examples might be
helpful as well.
In terms of [Eri19], we covered
1. Sections 1.4, 1.6 – 1.9 on merge sort, recursion trees, and divide-andconquer.
2. Chapter 3, on dynamic programming.
3. Chapter 5, basic graph algorithms.
4. Chapter 6, depth-first search.
5. Chapter 7, spanning trees.
6. Chapter 8, shortest paths.
1The textbooks also have different perspectives and organizational principles from one another.
2Of course I may miss some things and can update the list if people point things out.
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7. Chapter 10, max-flow and min-cut.
8. Chapter 11, applications of flows and cuts.
9. Chapter 12, NP-hardness (partly, more comments below).
10. Sections 9.6 and 9.8, on all pairs shortest paths via dynamic programming.
Erickson’s “Extended dance remix” and “director’s cut” (https://jeffe.cs.
illinois.edu/teaching/algorithms/) has notes on some of the topics covered
after midterm 2, including:
1. Chapter A is on Fast Fourier Transforms.
2. Chapter 9 is on amortized analysis in general and Chapter 10 discusses
binary search trees, including splay trees.
3. Chapters 1, 2, 5, 6, and 8 cover different topics in randomized algorithms
that overlap with our discussions.
In terms of [KT06], we covered
1. Chapter 3 (on graphs).
2. Secton 4.4–4.6 (on Dijkstra’s algorithm and minimum spanning trees)3
3. Chapter 5 (on divide-and-conquer).
4. Chapter 6 (on dynamic programming).
5. Chapter 7 (on network flow)
6. Chapter 8, on NP and computational intractablity (partly, more comments
below).
7. Chapter 13 is on randomized algorithms.
The focus in our class for NP-hard problems is a little different then those texts.
I have tried to emphasize the connections and distinctions between problems that
are polynomial time and that are NP-Hard, and tried to develop an appreciation for
the practical implications of NP-completeness for solving algorithmic problems.4
We have done some of the famously creative reductions in class but I have not
tried to catalog or enumerate all the different types of reductions (as other books
do). In particular, we are not asking you to memorize all the reductions in these
books. It suffices to be familiar with the types of problems that we have discussed
so far. (Some more NP-Hard problems will come up organically later on in the
course.)
3[KT06] calls Dijkstra’s algorithm a “greedy algorithm” but I have not.
4Section 10.5 attempts to collect and summarize these themes.
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Problems from “Jeff’s notes” [Eri19]

Here I am selecting some problems from [Eri19] that might be good practice. I’ve
chosen them to be diverse and I am restricting the number of problems I select
for each chapter. However you might want to look at other problems too which
are fun5 and you should be equipped to solve most of them.
I am going in order of chapters in [Eri19], which is a different order of topics
from our lectures.

I.2.1

Chapter 1
6, 11, 14, 17, 22, 32.

I.2.2

Chapter 3

This chapter is on dynamic programming. All of the problems in this chapter
are great, but here are just a few (chosen primarily to form a diverse set).
2, 5.a, 5.b, 6.b, 12, 32, 42, 47, 48.
When practicing, the most important thing is identifying the right recursive
spec / inductive hypothesis. Then implement some recursive code to confirm that
your inductive hypothesis can be made algorithmic. The remaining steps are
relatively easy. You might be able to fly through a lot of problems just focusing
on the first two steps in particular since not much writing is actually required to
do this.
It may be worthwhile to actually write the sentence for the recursive spec out
in full. It is easy to deceive yourself into thinking you’re correct when you haven’t
really forced yourself to completely express your ideas.

I.2.3

Chapter 5
11, 12, 13, 20, 25.

I.2.4

Chapter 6
3, 9, 15, 17, 21.

I.2.5

Chapter 7
2, 4, 5, 6

5Maybe only in my screwed up sense of the word fun.
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Chapter 8
14, 15, 20, 22, 25.

I.2.7

Chapter 10
1, 2, 3, 7, 8,

I.2.8

Chapter 11
4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 19,

I.2.9

Chapter 12

Here I should point out that not all exercises are appropriate since we did not
discuss all the NP-Hard problems that appear in this chapter. So first I am listing
all the problems that I think are within range of our discussions, to steer clear of
NP-Hard problems we have not at all discussed.
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16.a, 16.e, 16.f, 20, 22, 24,
25, 28.a, 29, 30, 31, 32, 39.
Here is a smaller selection out of the problems above.
5, 6, 7, 8, 22, 24, 25, 39.
At least one problem requires the fact that one can compute an Eulerian circuit
(if it exists) in polynomial time. An Eulerian circuit is a walk in a directed graph
that starts and ends at the same vertex and traverses each edge exactly once. It
is known that a strongly connected graph has an Eulerian circuit iff every vertex
has in-degree equal to its out-degree. See also the Wikipedia article. (You may
have seen Eulerian tours before in your discrete math class but I am not sure.)

I.2.10

Chapter 1, “Director’s Cut” (DC)

1, 3, 9

I.2.11

Chapter 2, DC

2, 3, 10

I.2.12

Chapter 5, DC

1, 2
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Chapter 8, DC

3

I.2.14

Chapter 9, DC

6, 7, 9, 12, 13

I.2.15

Chapter 10, DC

5, 8
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Aggregate statistics
J.1

Homework

Below is a histogram of homework scores including all the MCQ and word
problems. For the word problems we drop the ⌈n/10⌉ lowest scores, where n is
the number of word problems currently accounted for. The median is 87.2, the
average is 83.0, and the standard deviation is 13.5 (rounding to the nearest .1).
Below is a histogram of all the homework scores.
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Midterm 1

163 students took the first midterm and went on to take the final exam. Below
is a histogram of all the scores (properly weighted, and scaled out of 100). The
median is 67.1, the average is 68.0, and the standard deviation is 14.0.
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Midterm 2

162 students took the second midterm and went on to take the final exam. Below
is a histogram of all the scores (properly weighted, and scaled out of 100). The
median is 62.3, the average is 64.0, and the standard deviation is 12.5.
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Final

164 students took the final exam. Below is a histogram of all the scores (properly
weighted, and scaled out of 100). The median is 69.1, the average is 67.5, and
the standard deviation is 12.5.
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Total

Recall from the syllabus that the total score is computed at the end of the semester
as
.25(homework) + .2(midterm 1) + .25(midterm 2) + .3(final).
Below is a histogram of the total scores for the 164 students who completed the
course. The median is 71.0, the average is 70.6, and the standard deviation is
10.8.
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Additional remarks

The statistics presented here are updated periodically as more assignments and
exams are graded, and regrade requests are processed. They reflect the 164
students who took the final exam.
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CS381: Syllabus, Policies, and
Procedures
Welcome to CS381. This course is a broad and rigorous introduction to fundamental algorithm design and analysis. Please see the schedule (page 2) for a
tentative list of topics (which are fairly standard).1
Lectures are delivered in-person on
Tuesdays and Thursdays, from 10:30 to 11:45 AM, in
Room 1066 of the Honors College and Residences North.
We are recording the lectures and putting them online (usually by the same
evening).2 Links to the videos are listed at the end of the lecture notes along with
the handwritten notes that were presented. We mention that the lecture notes are
an extremely close reflection of what is actually presented.
PSO’s (where we practice problems related to the course) are all on
Tuesdays and Thursdays, from 6:00 to 6:50 PM,
in various classrooms in WALC. Please see your course registration for the
classroom for your PSO. There is also a session on Zoom at 6:00 PM on Thursday’s
for those who cannot attend in person.
We are still in a somewhat uncertain phase of the pandemic, and the staff has
discussed and committed themselves to several practices to try to anticipate and
overcome difficulties that may arise. One of these is to be explicit on policies and
plans, hence the emphasis on concrete details at several points in this document.
1Compared to the graduate course from Spring 2021 (cf. https://fundamentalalgorithms.
com/s21), we will only cover a subset of those topics, at a much gentler pace.
2More precisely, we will record the screen and my voice on the iPad used to present.
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Please reach out to the staff about points that need to be clarified, so we can
update this document accordingly.3

K.1

Attendance

We are not taking attendance at the lectures or PSO’s. Of course you are
expected to keep up with the class when you are absent. Lecture notes and the
PSO problems will be posted (in this document). We hope to have videos of the
lectures but we will not know the logistics until after the first lecture.
We hope the lectures will be interesting enough to keep you coming; interaction
is a much more efficient way to learn4. The PSO’s are a unique opportunity to
practice problems and get some immediate feedback (and make friends!).

K.2

Textbooks

No textbook is strictly required as lecture notes5 are provided. The following
textbooks are all very good, and each have their own merits. At the end of each
lecture/chapter, we give pointers to the relevant sections in these textbooks. (You
will probably have to get to know all of them over the course of your computer
science careers, anyway.) We will also provide pointers to other references on the
web.
1. Jeff Erickson. Algorithms. 2019. url: http://jeffe.cs.illinois.edu/
teaching/algorithms/.
2. Jon M. Kleinberg and Éva Tardos. Algorithm design. Addison-Wesley, 2006.
As a popular textbook, you may be able to borrow a copy from a friend.
3. Sanjoy Dasgupta, Christos H. Papadimitriou, and Umesh V. Vazirani. Algorithms. McGraw-Hill, 2008. Draft version available at https://book.
huihoo.com/pdf/algorithms/.
4. Thomas H. Cormen, Charles E. Leiserson, Ronald L. Rivest, and Clifford
Stein. Introduction to Algorithms, 3rd Edition. MIT Press, 2009. url: http:
//mitpress.mit.edu/books/introduction-algorithms. Online access
available via the Purdue Library.
3If the question is a policy matter that the staff should discuss together, there might be some
lag until the next staff meeting before the question is really addressed.
4Certainly these notes have benefited from interesting questions asked in lectures.
5The notes were first written in Spring 2021 to compensate for remote learning. The relevant
portions are being expanded for the Spring 2022 undergraduate version of the class.
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There are several classes across the country that have put lecture videos
online. You may find the following videos helpful.
1. Erik Demaine and Srini Devadas. 6.006: Introduction to Algorithms. Fall 2011.
Course website at http://courses.csail.mit.edu/6.006/fall11/staff.
shtml. Video lectures posted at https://youtube.com/playlist?list=
PLUl4u3cNGP61Oq3tWYp6V_F-5jb5L2iHb.
2. Erik Demaine, Srini Devadas, and Nancy Lynch. 6.046/18.410: Design
and Analysis of Algorithms. Spring 2015. Course website at https : / /
ocw . mit . edu / courses / electrical - engineering - and - computer science / 6 - 046j - design - and - analysis - of - algorithms - spring 2015/. Video lectures posted at https://youtube.com/playlist?list=
PLUl4u3cNGP6317WaSNfmCvGym2ucw3oGp.

K.3

Correspondence

The course website is
www.fundamentalalgorithms.com/s22,
where this document is posted.

K.3.1

Piazza

There is a Piazza for the course at the following address.
piazza.com/purdue/spring2022/cs381
The first goal of Piazza is to increase interactions among the students, and the
students are strongly encouraged to help one another. (You can learn a lot
from teaching others; cf. the “Feynman method”). Piazza will also be used to
make course announcements. The staff will check Piazza regularly (but not
continuously).

K.3.2

Email

Please reserve email for exceptional, personal situations. The instructor admits
up front that he processes his emails periodically in batch, so emails may not
get immediate responses. Private posts on Piazza are preferable to email, where
applicable, as they help the staff stay on the same page.
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Grading

• 25% Homework
• 20% Midterm 1
• 25% Midterm 2
• 30% Final
We make midterm 1 worth a little less because everyone goofs up midterm 1.
We compute numerical scores based on the weighting above (as a fractional
value between 0 and 1), and then we curve the grades. 6 7

K.5

Exams

The midterms and final are each one part multiple choice and one part word
problems. Historically we have reserved classroom to give students an extended
period of time for the tests.
The midterms are scheduled for the following dates, which roughly divide
the semester into thirds.8
1. Midterm 1 is on the evening of February 16 at 8PM
2. Midterm 2 is on March 30 at 8PM.
The date for the final is set by the school and will be announced when we find
out.

K.5.1

Extra study tips for the first midterm

1. The best preparation is practice. Start with the easiest problems you can
find in Jeff’s notes and Kleinberg-Tardos, which will build up your confidence.
Crowd-source solutions to these problems from your peers so you can get
feedback on your effort. (Kleinberg-Tardos has sample solutions for some
6Historically, the median grade for CS381 was a B (for what it’s worth).
7Another historical data point (for what it’s worth): last year, in the (harder) graduate version,
the median score on Midterm 1 was 55.6%.
8Last year out of necessity we experimented with breaking the test in half, giving the multiple
choice problem on Tuesday, and the word problems on Thursday. This split was generally popular
amongst the students (though of course not everyone), since each test time is shorter and there is
a break in between.
Unfortunately, having seen the classroom which barely fits the class, we will not be pursing this
option.
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of their problems.) The problems in the lecture notes are on average a little
trickier.
2. The second midterm and final exam are cumulative, so your early prep
won’t go to waste.
3. We do not think the word problems will be as hard as the homework
problems. A better reflection is PSO problems, which were generally
shorter and more compact. The biggest difference with PSO’s, though, is
that in the PSO you were often doing something for the first time; for exam
problems you should be more able to draw on past experience. (This is all
subjective, of course.)
4. Like the homework problems, the word problems may be such that the first
idea that comes to mind doesn’t do the trick. Keep cool and carry on.

K.6

Homework

This course has regular homework assignments including both word problems and
multiple choice. We plan to assign word problems and multiple choice problems
at the end of the week9 reflecting the material of that week. The homework is
due on the second Monday after that, at noon. (Unless the homework is assigned at
the end of the week before a midterm, in which case we push back the deadline
an extra week.)

K.6.1

Typesetting

Homework submissions that are not typeset in LATEX or equivalent will not be
graded. Some tips on typesetting are listed below. A simple Overleaf template is
set up at https://www.overleaf.com/read/fczzqbftywcp.

K.6.2

On writing

The onus is on the student to make the arguments in their solution clear, and
points will be docked if the grader cannot easily verify that the solution is correct.
The class is as much about communicating complicated ideas as solving problems and
applying techniques. Particularly clear exposition may be selected as homework
solutions which is rewarded with extra credit (see below).
9Ideally on Thursday night, and typically by Friday
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Gradescope

The word problems will be collected online at gradescope.com. The multiple
choice questions will be posted on gradescope.com as well. If you are registered
for the course on BrightSpace, then you should have been automatically added
to gradescope. Otherwise you can add yourself with the code 3Y372Y.

K.6.4

Collaboration

Collaboration is allowed and interaction among students is encouraged. Currently
we are allowing up to three students per submission for the word problems. Please
also indicate any other students that you may have worked on the problems with.
Multiple choice is expected to be done individually (and it’s good practice
for the exams).

K.6.5

Dropping scores

In the overall homework grade, the bottom 10% of word problem scores will
be dropped. More precisely, if there are n total world problems assigned in
homework, then the ⌈n/10⌉ lowest scores will be dropped. This is largely to help
catch the arbitrary exceptions that arise throughout a semester.

K.6.6

Late policy

For word problems, we have a simple late policy where you can submit up to two
days late, at a cost of 25% of the total points.
There is no late policy for the multiple choice.
We try not to make exceptions for minor things and expect the late policies
and score-dropping policy to handle these cases. Of course when real and formal
exceptions arise we will adjust accordingly on an individual basis. In this case,
please email the staff ASAP (and not, say, after or just before the deadline.)

K.6.7

Solutions

The staff will select exemplary submissions and publish them on Piazza as
solutions. If you have a strong preference to be excluded from consideration
for a particular homework problem, please indicate it clearly and explicitly at
the top of your submission (for each problem). If you a strong preference to be
anonymous if your homework is selected, please indicate that on your document.
Selected solutions will get 10% extra credit.
We plan to put up the solutions quickly, on the same day that the homework
is collected.
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Resubmitting homework

You might have noticed that there is both a late policy and a plan to post solutions
on the same day as the submission deadline. You can take advantage of this
by comparing the answer key to your own submission, and possibly resubmit
your homework late even with the benefit of the answer key. If you do use the
posted answer key in a resubmission, we expect you to cite it accordingly, and
still express the solution in your own words.

K.6.9

IDK

One may simply write “I don’t know” or “IDK” and automatically get 25% of the
possible points (for any problem or subproblem).

K.6.10

Typesetting tips

• The standard for typesetting mathematical and scientific articles is LaTeX.
Even if you do not know LaTeX now, you probably have to learn it sooner
or later (and certainly if you pursue graduate studies).
• The instructor uses emacs to write LaTeX, but any editor will do. There is
also a website called overleaf.com for typesetting LaTeX.
• Alternatively, the software typora allows one to write LaTeX within a
markdown document, which is particularly easy to use.
• LyX is another popular latex editor that is WYSIWYG.
• There are several apps for scanning documents (e.g., when inserting pictures) that are much better than taking a photo. The instructor uses scanbot,
and other popular apps include microsoft office lens, camscanner, and
evernote scannable.

K.7

Tips for success

Many students ask for suggestions to help them in the course (especially the day
after the midterm). Of course, one can always put in more effort and expect
better results, but nobody needs to hear that. Here I will instead try to suggest
some efficient strategies.
If I had to restrict myself to just one suggestion, it would be: practice. Algorithms is fortunate to have an almost endless supply of exercises. Some extra
problems are included in the lecture notes, and there are many more problems
in the recommended texts. We compiled a list of problems in last year’s class,
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which is now being revised for this year’s class. (In short, besides exercises here, we
recommend practicing exercises from Jeff’s notes.) These problems are interesting
and often fun. I have seen students improve rapidly once they commit themselves
to extra exercises. The students who figure out this strategy from the get-go have
a huge advantage over those who wait until after the first midterm. Honestly,
we would give more exercises for homework if we had the capacity to grade
them. Please feel free to run your answers by any of the staff. Better yet, if you
ask around on Piazza, you should be able to find other students to discuss the
problems with. Several of the books have solved problems that can be very helpful
- try solving them yourself before looking at the answer.
If I were allowed one more suggestion, it would be to frontload your effort
and get ahead early. The beginning of the semester covers the most basic and
important material. We introduce several big new concepts that take time and
practice to get used to. (It’s like learning a new language.) With a firm grip on
the fundamentals, the rest of the material will come more easily.
The (tentative) schedule (page 2) gives a sense of what topics are on midterm 1.

K.8

Registration

There are some restrictions on registration placed by the department and
that I have no control over; see here: https://www.cs.purdue.edu/academicprograms/courses/course-access-request.html.
Last year it was the case that registration did not open up for some students
until partway through the semester. If you are in this situation and are not
currently registered for the course, you may continue to submit homework and
participate in the meantime.
There is also a limit on the enrollment that (to the best of my knowledge) is
related to factors like room capacity that are again out of my control. However, I
can note that this class has never ended at full capacity, and spots may open up.
You may continue to submit homework and participate in the meantime.

K.9

On the COVID-19 pandemic

This course is heavily impacted by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Purdue
has been very active about making the campus safe and more information can
be found at the following url.
https://protect.purdue.edu
In particular, we are all expected to uphold the Protect Purdue Pledge. Please read
the following, which is provided by the school.
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The Protect Purdue Plan, which includes the Protect Purdue
Pledge, is campus policy and as such all members of the Purdue
community must comply with the required health and safety guidelines. Required behaviors in this class include: staying home and
contacting the Protect Purdue Health Center (496-INFO) if you feel ill
or know you have been exposed to the virus, properly wearing a mask
in classrooms and campus building, at all times (e.g., mask covers
nose and mouth, no eating/drinking in the classroom), disinfecting
desk/workspace before and after use, maintaining appropriate social
distancing with peers and instructors (including when entering/exiting
classrooms), refraining from moving furniture, avoiding shared use
of personal items, maintaining robust hygiene (e.g., handwashing,
disposal of tissues) prior to, during and after class, and following all
safety directions from the instructor.
Students who are not engaging in these behaviors (e.g., wearing
a mask) will be offered the opportunity to comply. If non-compliance
continues, possible results include instructors asking the student
to leave class and instructors dismissing the whole class. Students
who do not comply with the required health behaviors are violating
the University Code of Conduct and will be reported to the Dean of
Students Office with sanctions ranging from educational requirements
to dismissal from the university.
Any student who has substantial reason to believe that another
person in a campus room (e.g., classroom) is threatening the safety
of others by not complying (e.g., not properly wearing a mask) may
leave the room without consequence. The student is encouraged to
report the behavior to and discuss the next steps with their instructor.
Students also have the option of reporting the behavior to the Office
of the Student Rights and Responsibilities. See also Purdue University
Bill of Student Rights.

K.9.1

Quarantining

If you must quarantine or isolate at any point in time during the semester, please
reach out to any of the staff (preferrable via a private Piazza note) so that we
can communicate about how you can continue to learn remotely. Work with
the Protect Purdue Health Center (PPHC) to get documentation and support,
including access to an Academic Case Manager who can provide you with general
guidelines/resources around communicating with your instructors, be available for
academic support, and offer suggestions for how to be successful when learning
remotely. Your Academic Case Manager can be reached at acmq@purdue.edu.
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Importantly, if you find yourself too sick to progress in the course, notify your
academic case manager and notify a staff member. We will make arrangements
based on your particular situation.

K.10

Online exams

For students required to quarantine by the school (with email confirmation), we
will run an online version of each midterm and final over Zoom. The high level
idea is to simulate the normal experience as much as possible.

K.10.1

Most essential points

1. The goal is to keep the logistics of the exam as straightforward, simple, and
as much like normal times as possible. The default answer for any question
is to assume whatever we would normally do in an in-person setting.
2. If there is something exceptional or unusual about your setup, please
write an email to the staff about it, so that we can keep a record, and
try to anticipate any potential problems.
3. We will use the same zoom room as office hours to hold the exam:
https://purdueedu.zoom.us/j/96450499801?pwd=WWNOSlJhcVp1dWMyZVFJdld4YXZJZz09
We will ask everyone to have their camera on and positioned so the staff
can clearly see you.
4. On the camera positioning:
(a) Mostly we want to be able to tell that you are working on the test on
paper and not using resources that are not permitted. Ideally there
would be some moderate distance from the laptop to get a clearer
view.
(b) We realize that there are constraints as to what is possible with individual setups.
(c) If we feel it is necessary, we may ask you to make some adjustments
to your camera setup.
5. The staff will proctor over zoom.
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6. It is a closed book exam but we plan to include a “cheat sheet” listing the
running times of basic algorithms, and definitions of standard NP-Hard
problems. The test should not require memorizing names.
7. We will distribute the exam online as .pdf’s once the test time begins.
8. Everyone will be asked to do their tests on blank printer paper. For multiple
choice, please label your problems and answers clearly. For word problems,
please do each problem on a separate sheets of paper.
9. At the end, we will have you email us your test. To this end you will need a
phone with a camera (or some other device) to scan your test. We point
out that there are phone apps for scanning that work better than normal
photos. (I have used an app called swiftscan.)

K.10.2

Additional details

1. You may want additional scratch paper for the multiple choice/short answer
portion.
2. To ask a question in the exam, please use the “hand raise” reaction and
then the proctor will follow up with you.
3. By “on paper”, we mean old fashioned real paper. (e.g., no ipad’s.) In
general, no electronics except your computer which is for the Zoom and
for reading the pdf exam.
4. We will record the Zoom session just for the sake of having some kind of
record if an unfortunate situation does arise. We will delete the recording
as soon as we no longer need it.
5. Please do not discuss the exam until we finish administering the makeup
exams.

K.11

Academic integrity

Behavior consistent with cheating, copying, and academic dishonesty is not tolerated. Depending on the severity, this may result in a zero score on the assignment
or exam, and could result in a failing grade for the class or even expulsion. Purdue
prohibits “dishonesty in connection with any University activity. Cheating, plagiarism, or knowingly furnishing false information to the University are examples
of dishonesty.” (Part 5, Section III-B-2-a, University Regulations) Furthermore,
the University Senate has stipulated that “the commitment of acts of cheating,
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lying, and deceit in any of their diverse forms (such as the use of substitutes
for taking examinations, the use of illegal cribs, plagiarism, and copying during
examinations) is dishonest and must not be tolerated. Moreover, knowingly to
aid and abet, directly or indirectly, other parties in committing dishonest acts
is in itself dishonest.” (University Senate Document 7218, December 15, 1972).
You are expected to read both Purdue’s guide to academic integrity (http://www.
purdue.edu/purdue/about/integrity_statement.html) and Prof. Gene’s Spafford’s guide (http://spaf.cerias.purdue.edu/integrity.html) as well. You
are responsible for understanding their contents and how it applies to this class.

K.12

Posting Class Material

Posting material associated with this class (e.g., solutions to homework sets or
exams) without the written permission of the instructor is forbidden and may be
a violation of copyright.

K.13

Purdue’s Honor Pledge

As a boilermaker pursuing academic excellence, I pledge to be honest and true
in all that I do. Accountable together - we are Purdue. https://www.purdue.
edu/provost/teachinglearning/honor-pledge.html.

K.14

Grief Absence Policy

Purdue University recognizes that a time of bereavement is very difficult for
a student. The University therefore provides the following rights to students
facing the loss of a family member through the Grief Absence Policy for Students
(GAPS). According to GAPS Policy, students will be excused for funeral leave
and given the opportunity to earn equivalent credit and to demonstrate evidence
of meeting the learning outcomes for missed assignments or assessments in the
event of the death of a member of the student’s family.

K.15

Conduct and Courtesy

Students are expected to maintain a professional and respectful classroom environment. This includes: silencing cellular phones, arriving on time for class,
speaking respectfully to others and participating in class discussion. You may
use non-disruptive personal electronics for the purpose class participation (e.g.,
taking notes).
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Students with Disabilities

Purdue University is required to respond to the needs of the students with
disabilities as outlined in both the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans
with Disabilities Act of 1990 through the provision of auxiliary aids and services
that allow a student with a disability to fully access and participate in the programs,
services, and activities at Purdue University. If you have a disability that requires
special academic accommodation, please make an appointment to speak with
the instructor within the first three (3) weeks of the semester in order to discuss
any adjustments.
It is the student’s responsibility to notify the Disability Resource Center
(http://www.purdue.edu/drc) of an impairment/condition that may require accommodations and/or classroom modifications. We cannot arrange special accommodations without confirmation from the Disability Resource Center.

K.17

Emergencies

In the event of a major campus emergency, course requirements, deadlines and
grading percentages are subject to changes that may be necessitated by a revised semester calendar or other circumstances beyond the instructor’s control.
Relevant changes to this course will be posted onto the course website and/or
announced via email. You are expected to read your purdue.edu email on a
frequent basis. Emergency Preparedness: Emergency notification procedures are
based on a simple concept: If you hear an alarm inside, proceed outside. If you
hear a siren outside, proceed inside. Indoor Fire Alarms are mean to stop class
or research and immediately evacuate the building. Proceed to your Emergency
Assembly Area away from building doors. Remain outside until police, fire, or
other emergency response personnel provide additional guidance or tell you
it is safe to leave. All Hazards Outdoor Emergency Warning sirens mean to
immediately seek shelter (Shelter in Place) in a safe location within the closest
building. “Shelter in place” means seeking immediate shelter inside a building
or University residence. This course of action may need to be taken during a
tornado, a civil disturbance including a shooting or release of hazardous materials
in the outside air. Once safely inside, find out more details about the emergency.
Remain in place until police, fire, or other emergency response personnel provide
additional guidance or tell you it is safe to leave. In both cases, you should
seek additional clarifying information by all means possible: Purdue Home
page, email alert, TV, radio, etc. Review the Purdue Emergency Warning Notification System multi-communication layers at http://www.purdue.edu/ehps/
emergencypreparedness/warning-system.html. Please review the Emergency
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Response Procedures at https://www.purdue.edu/emergencypreparedness/
flipchart/index.html. Please review the evacuation routes, exit points, emergency assembly area and shelter in place procedures and locations for the building.
Video resources include a 20-minute active shooter awareness video that illustrates what to look for and how to prepare and react to this type of incident. See
http://www.purdue.edu/securepurdue/police/video/

K.18

Violent Behavior Policy

Purdue University is committed to providing a safe and secure campus environment for members of the university community. Purdue strives to create an
educational environment for students and a work environment for employees
that promote educational and career goals. Violent Behavior impedes such goals.
Therefore, Violent Behavior is prohibited in or on any University Facility or while
participating in any university activity.

K.19

Mental Health and Wellness

If you find yourself beginning to feel some stress, anxiety and/or feeling
slightly overwhelmed, try WellTrack (https://purdue.welltrack.com). Sign
in and find information and tools at your fingertips, available to you at any time.
If you need support and information about options and resources, please
contact or see the Office of the Dean of Students (www.purdue.edu/odos). Call
765-494-1747. Hours of operation are M-F, 8 am- 5 pm.
If you find yourself struggling to find a healthy balance between academics, social life, stress, etc. sign up for free oneon-one virtual or in-person sessions with a Purdue Wellness Coach
at RecWell (https://www.purdue.edu/recwell/fitness-wellness/wellness/
one-on-one-coaching/wellness-coaching.php). Student coaches can help you
navigate through barriers and challenges toward your goals throughout the
semester. Sign up is completely free and can be done on BoilerConnect. If you
have any questions, please contact Purdue Wellness at evans240@purdue.edu.
If you’re struggling and need mental health services: Purdue University
is committed to advancing the mental health and well-being of its students. If
you or someone you know is feeling overwhelmed, depressed, and/or in need of
mental health support, services are available. For help, such individuals should
contact Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) (https://www.purdue.
edu/caps/) at 765-494-6995 during and after hours, on weekends and holidays, or
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by going to the CAPS office on the second floor of the Purdue University Student
Health Center (PUSH) during business hours.
Purdue University is committed to advancing the mental health and well-being
of its students. If you or someone you know is feeling overwhelmed, depressed,
and/or in need of support, services are available. For help, such individuals
should contact Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) at (765) 494-6995
and http://www.purdue.edu/caps/ during and after hours, on weekends and
holidays, or through its counselors physically located in the Purdue University
Student Health Center (PUSH) during business hours.

K.20

Health in general

In general, if medical conditions prohibit you from participating in the class,
please be proactive in seeking professional medical care. The link to the Purdue
University Student Health Center (PUSH) is listed below:
https://www.purdue.edu/push/.
No one on the teaching staff is qualified to make any kind of diagnosis, and
we rely the dean of students (who are suppose to be able to handle medical
situations) to document cases of illness and provide us with instructions when
applicable. We have recourse policies in place for documented illness.

K.21

Nondiscrimination

Purdue University is committed to maintaining a community which recognizes and
values the inherent worth and dignity of every person; fosters tolerance, sensitivity,
understanding, and mutual respect among its members; and encourages each
individual to strive to reach his or her own potential. In pursuit of its goal
of academic excellence, the University seeks to develop and nurture diversity.
The University believes that diversity among its many members strengthens the
institution, stimulates creativity, promotes the exchange of ideas, and enriches
campus life. Purdue University prohibits discrimination against any member of
the University community on the basis of race, religion, color, sex, age, national
origin or ancestry, marital status, parental status, sexual orientation, disability,
or status as a veteran. The University will conduct its programs, services and
activities consistent with applicable federal, state and local laws, regulations and
orders and in conformance with the procedures and limitations as set forth in
Executive Memorandum No. D-1, which provides specific contractual rights and
remedies.
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Privacy

The Federal Educational Records Privacy Act (FERPA) protects information
about students, such as grades. If you apply for a job and wish to use the
instructor as a reference, you should tell the instructor beforehand. Otherwise,
the instructor cannot say anything about you to a prospective employer who
might call. The instructor is happy to provide references and to write letters of
recommendation for his students as needed.

K.23

Changes to the syllabus

This syllabus is subject to change and changes will be announced appropriately.
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